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Abstract — Personas has been suggested as a strong technique
for providing software developers with a deep understanding
of the prospective users of a software system. This paper
reports from two separate but related empirical studies. The
first study was a questionnaire survey about Personas usage in
software development companies. The purpose was to uncover
to what extent and in which ways Personas are used in
software development companies located in a specific
geographical area. This study demonstrated that less than half
of the respondents had ever heard about Personas. We also
identified key obstacles towards use of the technique: lack of
knowledge of the technique, lack of resources, sparse
descriptions and scarce integration in development. The
second study was based on detailed interviews with four
software developers about their usage of Personas in
development processes in the software industry. We identified
basic practices in Personas creation and usage, and found that
the respondents understand Personas creation and use
differently from the practice described in the literature. In
fact, developers are evolving their own practices for creating
and using Personas.

It has been argued that the use of Personas provides software developers with empathy for, and engagement in, the
end-users of the software solution [8]. There are also literature that concludes that the use of Personas has been a success [9][10].
The literature includes several conclusions about the benefits of the Personas technique, if it is used to its full potential. Matthews et al. [11] found that the designers who had a
very positive attitude towards Personas were primarily those
who had done extensive work with Personas, and had some
training in the creation of Personas, and used them as prescribed by the literature. The Personas technique is not yet
incorporated as an integrated and general part of the toolbox
in the software development industry [11]. It has been documented that a main reason for this is that many developers in
the industry have problems using Personas in practice [12].
Thus, there are still many unanswered questions about the
actual advantages of using Personas in software development
practice. The strength of using Personas compared to other
techniques are also unexplored.
The purpose of this paper is to inquire into the way in
which software companies use Personas and whether the
technique is used as proposed in the literature. We report
from a questionnaire survey and a case study of experiences
with creation and use of Personas in software development
practice. The questionnaire survey (Study A) was conducted
in a delimited region in Denmark, where we inquired into the
experiences software companies in this region had in using
Personas and incorporating the technique as a part of their
development toolbox. The case study (Study B) was based
on interviews with four developers who were or had been
working with Personas in practice. Our focus in this paper is
on comparing the literature with the experiences and the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the Personas technique
from the perspective of the software development industry,
Our empirical basis includes using a mixed method approach
involving both quantitative and qualitative data collection.
Section II presents a more detailed description of work
related to this study. It describes how Personas are created
and used, including the pitfalls to avoid. Section III describes
the method used in the questionnaire survey (Study A). Section IV presents the results from this survey. Section V
presents the method used in the case study (Study B). Section VI provides the findings derived from the interviews.
Section VII compares the findings from the two studies and
discusses the results compared to experiences about Personas

Keywords—Personas; Personas creation and use; software
development; questionnaire survey; interview.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of the paper “Creating
and Using Personas in Software Development Practice: Advantages, Obstacles and Experiences” [1].
Personas is being promoted as a technique that supports
design and engineering of interactive software systems with
an explicit focus on the prospective end-users.
The general definition of the technique is that a Persona
is a description of a fictitious person based on data collected
about the target user group of a system [2][3]. The common
way to represent a Persona is as a text describing, and usually also a photo depicting, the fictitious person [2][4].
The main idea for introducing Personas is consistent with
results from numerous reports that have documented that
software developers lack knowledge and understanding of
their users, their work, and their goals, e.g., [5][6]. A consequence is that when a system has been developed, it does
not fulfil the needs of the users and is incompatible with their
work processes. The Personas technique has been suggested
as a strong tool to overcome these problems by providing
software developers with a specific understanding of prospective end-users of their software [7].
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reported in the literature. Finally, Section VIII provides the
conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

The literature offers four different perspectives regarding
the basis for and role of Personas [13]: 1) Cooper’s goal-directed perspective 2) Grudin, Pruitt and Adlin’s role-based
perspective 3) the engaging perspective, which emphasises
how the story can engage the reader. These three perspectives agree that the Persona descriptions should be founded
on real data. However, 4) the fiction-based perspective, does
not include data as a basis for Persona description, but creates Personas from the designers’ intuition and assumptions.
Even though the Personas technique has been around for
more than a decade, when comparing the four perspectives,
it is still unclear what and how much background material is
required to create Personas [14].
The common perceived benefits of Personas, when
designing products are two-fold: 1) the technique facilitates
that designers remember that they are different from the endusers, and 2) the technique enables designers to envision the
end-users' needs and wants. Furthermore, in the design process Personas increase the focus on users' and their needs.
The technique is an effective communication tool, which
uses the Persona description to acquire direct design influence and lead to better design decisions and definition of the
products' feature set [2][3][7][10][15][16][17].
The literature includes a rich variety of guidelines and
experiences about the use of Personas.
1) Defining Personas. The literature originally defined a
Persona as a text and a photo describing the character [2]
[18]. Later developed into posters, websites and hand-outs
[19]. Personas are considered to be most useful if they are
developed as whole characters, described with enough detail
for designers and developers to get a feeling of its personality [7][12][19]. The benefits of Personas are that they enable
designers to envision the end-user’s needs and wants, reminding designers that their own needs are not necessarily
the end-users' needs, and provide an effective communication tool, which facilitates better design decisions [10][15]
[16][17].
2) Creating Personas. Before creating Personas, a comprehensive study of the target user group is suggested. It has
been recommended to acquire this information through interviews with the target user group [20] or observational
studies of them [21]. Yet Chapman and Milham argue that it
is not possible to verify that the created Personas actually
reflect the target user group [22]. It has been suggested to
create 3-5 Personas [23][24], but the amount of users one
Persona can represent has been questioned [22].
3) Personas Critique. Personas has been characterized
as unreliable and preventing designers from meeting actual
users [5][12][13]. Problems have been reported regarding
creation and distribution of the developed Personas [12]
[19]. The descriptions have been perceived as unreliable and
not well communicated. Also, developers lack understanding of how to use Personas [3][12][19]. The technique itself
is criticised for being too founded on qualitative data and, as
a consequence of that, being non-scientific, being difficult
to implement. Also, for not being able to describe actual
people as it only portrays some characteristics, and for pre-

venting designers from meeting actual users [5]. Moreover,
the unsolved question about how many users one Persona
can represent is emphasized as problematic [22].
Some have tried to prevent poor use of the Personas technique, e.g., Faily and Flechais [25] describe regularly sending information about the Personas to the development team,
to ensure that the designers and developers consider the Personas in the design process. They also suggest that the creators should hand over instructions and provide tools that support the developers’ usage [25]. Problems in applying Personas are reported as also involving the mindset of the developers, which is documented by both Blomquist and Arvola [6], and Pruitt and Adlin [3].
Matthews et al. [11] focused mainly on designers and
user experience professionals who had some training in Personas creation and had done extensive work with Personas
using them as described by others [2][3]. These designers
had a very positive attitude towards the technique. Those
who had done minor use of Personas had a moderate or neutral opinion regarding Personas, and those who had not
worked with Personas at all had a negative or indifferent
opinion regarding the technique.
The use of the Personas technique in software development processes, e.g., by combining Personas and agile development like XP, has also been explored. In this case, the customer preferred a Persona without a picture, merely describing a job title and maybe a name, but Powell et al. do not
support this as it will take away the developers' empathy for
the users. Moreover, by using Personas integrated in XP, the
developers felt confident to make decisions without involving the onsite customer every time [29].
4) Personas in Practice. An inquiry of design teams in
13 Danish multi national companies report that Personas
help keep the focus on user needs instead of what the developers and designers like, and help in gaining an understanding of how the product can create value for end-users
[26]. A different study describe how designers are using
Personas contrary to the original intended usage; instead of
creating Personas on research results, designers tend to base
the Personas on their own experiences and thoughts [27].
This will make it even harder to ensure that the right Personas are created to represent the relevant user groups [8].
Problems in application of the Personas technique caused by
the mindset of the developers have also been reported [3]
[12]. It has been suggested to overcome this by regularly
sending information about the Personas to the development
team [19][25]. It seems difficult in practice to avoid making
stereotypes when creating Personas, and using Personas
does not seem to solve the problem that Cooper originally
intended to solve [28].
III.

STUDY A: METHOD

In order to inquire into the usage of Personas we conducted a questionnaire study in 60 software development companies. We chose to focus on a well-defined geographical
area in order to allow us to do as complete a survey with as
many companies as possible, and thereby achieve a more
complete coverage of software companies in that area. The
focus on one defined region is that it allows us to establish
contact with all companies located in the region. This
provides a more complete picture than randomly picking out
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companies located in several regions or even countries. We
made considerable efforts to identify and contact all companies in the area. The selection of companies would be more
random if we had chosen a larger geographical area.
A. Participants
We focused on companies that were developing software,
either for internal or external use. We ended up with software companies with the following characteristics:
The company;
• develops software with a graphical user interface
(e.g., mobile phones, games, web applications, PC
or PDA software).
• develops software for customers or for internal use
and is geographically located within the defined
geographical area.
• employs more than a single person and it is not a
hobby company.

The distribution of the questionnaire was done in two
ways. First, 43 companies in which we had a known contact
person was contacted by phone. Then the remaining 91 of
the 134 companies were contacted to acquire a contact person. Eight of these declined to participate and 14 we could
not locate a viable phone number or email address. This resulted in 112 emails being sent out with a link to the questionnaire. The recipients were given three weeks to fill out the
questionnaire survey. The data collection process resulted in
69 responses in total. Of the 69 respondents nine did not finish the questionnaire, leaving us with 60 complete responses.
The nine who did not complete the questionnaire were
mainly CEO's in small companies. These respondents mainly
stopped filling out the quiestionnaire after entering their personal details.
The responding companies were asked to characterize
their main line of business. The distribution is shown in
Table II.
TABLE II.

TABLE I.

THE NUMBER OF RELEVANT COMPANIES.

Characterization of Companies

Companies
Lists used
to find
companies

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COMPANIES AFTER LINE OF
BUSINESS.
Number of Answers

Software development

44

Design and development

4

Financial services

2

Marketing and advertisement

2

Total number of
companies on
list

Out of scope or
gone out of
business

Relevant companies

List 1

77

-35

42

List 2

139

-63

76

Linked In

16

0

16

Game development and
entertainment

1

134

Telecom

2

Web development

4

Other line of business

1

Total

60

Total

To obtain a list with as many software development companies as possible we acquired two lists containing software
companies located in the chosen region. These lists were
from a previous study of companies (List 1) and an industry
network (List 2). This was followed by a search on LinkedIn to include companies that only had a smaller development
department in the region and had their headquarters located
either in another region or in another country. Table I shows
the total number of software companies in the region, which
were within the scope of this study.
B. Data Collection
We created an online questionnaire using the tool SurveyXact [30]. The first part of the questionnaire was made to
gain information about the respondent and his or her place of
employment (e.g., job function, business, number of employees in the company and line of business, within software development). The second part was designed to uncover if the
respondents knew what a Persona was and what it was used
for. The third part was about the use of Personas in the companies. This part was only filled out by the people who
answered that they knew of, and worked with, Personas. The
questionnaire consisted of 35 questions, but only respondents
who knew of and was working with Personas in their current
employment got to answer all 35 questions. The questionnaire consisted of both open and closed questions.

Table II shows that the respondents prevailingly characterize
their main line of business as software development.
C. Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted continuously while the
questionnaire was still open for submissions, as suggested by
Urquhart [31]. When the questionnaire was closed, the data
was updated with the results from the latest incoming questionnaires.
In the questionnaire, we used both open and closed questions. All responses to closed questions were analysed quantitatively. For the open questions, the grounded theory approach, as described by Corbin and Strauss [32], Urquhart
[31] and Urquhart et al. [33], was used as analysis method.
The aim of grounded theory is described as “building theory,
not testing theory” [34]. This means that theory should
emerge while the analysis takes place and should not be used
to prove an already existing theory.
1) Open Questions: Coding was used to analyse the open
questions. One question was: “How would you explain what
a Persona is and how it is used?”. For this question the fol-
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lowing coding categories were assigned: technique (for creating Personas), finding target user group, when in the process the Personas are used and how they are used. Grounded
theory coding was not used for other open questions since
the respondents mainly answered in very short sentences and
they were sent directly to the end of the questionnaire when
answering “No”, e.g., “Have you ever heard about
Personas?” or “Have you ever worked with Personas?”
meaning that the number of respondents dropped for every
question. As it makes no sense to ask a respondent about
their knowledge about the use of Personas if they have
already indicated they have never heard about Personas.
2) Closed Questions: Statistics was produced directly
from the closed questions.
IV.

STUDY A: RESULTS

This section presents the results of the questionnaire survey. It is divided into two sub-sections. ‘Knowledge about
the Personas technique’ is referring to the first part of the
questionnaire. This subsection reports if the Personas technique has been adopted by the software developing companies in the defined region. The second subsection “The understanding of Personas and their use” is dividing the obstacles
towards Personas usage into four main areas.
A. Knowledge about the Personas technique
The results of the questionnaire indicate that 27 out of 60
respondents, or 45%, have heard about Personas. Fourteen
respondents out of 60 have worked with Personas. Seven respondents out of 60 are using Personas as a development tool
in their current job. This can be seen in Table III.
TABLE III.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
PERSONAS

Knowledge about Personas

Number of respondents

Heard about Personas

27 out of 60

Have Worked with Personas

15 out of the 27

Are using Personas in current job

7 out of the 15

Meaning that 11.5% of the responding companies are currently using Personas as a development tool and 55% of the
respondents have never heard about the technique.
TABLE IV.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ON COMPANY SIZE.
Number of Employees
1-10

1150

51200

200<

Total

Using Personas

1

3

1

2

7

Not using Personas

23

16

8

6

53

Total

24

19

9

8

60

Number of companies

The distribution across different sizes of companies is
shown in Table IV, showing the number of respondents familiar with Personas.
TABLE V.

RESPONDENTS' KNOWLEDGE ABOUT PERSONAS IN
COMPANIES THAT DO NOT USE THEM.
Number of Employees

Knowledge about Personas

1-10

1150

51200

200<

Total

Never heard about Personas

18

7

6

2

33

Heard about Personas, but
never used them

4

5

2

2

13

Worked with Personas in
other employment or while
studying

1

2

0

1

4

Have used Personas, but
stopped

2

1

0

0

3

Total

25

15

8

5

53

In Table V, the 53 responding companies that do not use
Personas have been grouped. It shows that 33 respondents
have never heard about Personas. Three of the organisations
did use Personas at some point but stopped. One respondent
stated his organisation used Personas in a project where they
collaborated with a group of university students, but did not
find the Personas technique useful for other projects. The
other two respondents stated that their respective companies
stopped using Personas, because they did not find the developed Personas applicable in their line of development. 13
respondents stated they had heard about the Personas technique but had never worked with creating Personas themselves and four respondents had worked with creating Personas in an earlier employment or while studying.
B. Understanding of Personas and their use
An open question in the questionnaire was analysed with
coding to reveal all the participating companies' understanding of the term “Persona”. “Personas being an imaginary
user”, were expressed by 22 respondents, e.g., “a fictitious
user of the system you are developing”. “Personas are used
as a validation of the design”, were expressed by 17 respondents, e.g., “making sure user needs are met by a given
design”.
A Persona “being a representation of a larger user segment” was expressed by 13 respondents, e.g., “description of
a set of characteristics characterizing a certain group of users'
behavioural patterns”. Personas “being a tool for making
sure to keep the users and their needs in mind all the way
through the development process” were recognised by four
respondents, e.g., “...the Personas are used as focus points for
planning the entire product life cycle”. This means that Personas by far are recognised as fictionalised users used as a
tool for designing features requested by users and user segments. On the other hand, no more than four respondents expressed that Personas should be used through the entire development cycle. This means that the common idea seems to
be that Personas are mainly a tool for identifying some as-
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pects of the user group and not so much a tool to be used
during the entire development process.

TABLE VI.

DISTRIBUTION OF JOB TITLES OF RESPONDENTS.
Not working with Personas in current
employment

Currently working with
Personas

CEO, CTO, Owner

12

4

System developer or
consultant

11

1

Project, Product or
Sales manager

16

0

Business architect,
Communication and
PR

8

0

UX or Web
Designer or
Manager

6

2

Total

53

7

Job Title of respondents

1) Lack of Knowledge (of the technique): Lack of knowledge about the Personas technique seems to be a major
obstacle regarding usage of Personas as shown in Table III.
The analysis showed that 55% of the respondents had never
heard about the concept or technique. Of the respondents
who had never heard about Personas, 10 people were CEOs,
owners or partners (primarily in micro- or small sized companies), five were managers in IT and three worked as sales
managers (all three in medium sized companies). In Table
VI, the respondents’ job titles have been divided into groups
based on whether the company is currently working with
Personas, or not. This indicates that the chance of allocating
resources to Personas development might be slim. One respondent indicated that the company did not recognise the
importance for any communicative tools. “The company has
downsized and has eliminated the communications position
since it is primarily a production company and they do not
really understand the importance of, e.g., Personas, ambassadors, first movers, e.g., or communication in general for
that matter”. This means that in these companies the knowledge about the Personas technique will not come from management, and even if employees bring the knowledge about
Personas into the companies, funding will probably not be
allocated. On the other hand, as seen in Table IV, in the seven companies currently working with Personas four respondents was CEO, CTO or owner.
2) Lack of Resources (time and funding): The analysis
found that Personas are mainly created if a need has been
identified for a specific project and “cutting a corner” when
using Personas seems to be the general idea. Some only use
Personas to the point that they think it creates value for the
customer and thereby, profit for the company. Also, when
asked in the survey how much resources were allocated to
develop Personas, the general answer was zero.
3) Sparse descriptions: When a Persona is created too
superficially the Persona will lack the depth that would normally be the strength of the technique, making the Personas

untrustworthy and unusable. This contradicts with what
helps making Personas useful tools that lead to better design
decisions [2][3][15][16][17]. When a Persona is created with
much detail and described as a whole character, and not a
stereotype, it will support the design and innovation process.
One respondent indicated difficulty in finding a suitable template for the descriptions and that they wanted to create short
descriptions instead of detailed character descriptions. “It is
hard to find good templates for constructing Personas. We
ended up with a few lines in bullets describing each Persona,
which could be used as a fast reference. Instead of a large
scheme describing lots of details nobody wanted to read anyway”. This corresponds with the descriptions of Personas by
some respondents answering the questionnaire. These descriptions were quite superficial and did not describe individual Personas but mainly a job role and a use situation.
4) Not integrated in the development: This ties-in with
the finding of lacking resources. The superficial Personas are
created to be used in the design process. The descriptions are
not meant to be used in any other stages of the design process. Furthermore, they are not used to keep reminding
neither developers nor designers about the end-user’s and
their needs. This means that the potential of the Personas
technique is not explored.
C. Advantages of using Personas
The respondents currently using Personas described why
their companies are using Personas as follows: “to support
the development of a system that is easy to use for all types
of users...It is very important for us that the system will be
very easy to use, which is why a mapping of the various user
groups is important”.
Another respondent stated: “Internally in the company,
Personas are used to communicate characteristics of the
customer segments that we want to focus on especially”. Yet
another respondent stated that “Personas are primarily used
for optimizing the product”. These advantages correspond
with the advantages identified in the related work section.
V.

STUDY B: METHOD

We have conducted a case study about the use of Personas as a development technique in four software development organizations, including if, and how practitioners perveive Personas and how they actually use this technique in
practice.
A. Respondents
From Study A software developers were identified, who
had different types of experience using Personas as part of
the software development process. Four kinds of software
developers were identified, whom had different experiences
and perceptions in regards to using Personas. One software
developer from each category was identified and asked to
participate in this study. The four different types are described as follows;
•
•

Wants to start using Personas as a development technique. (R1)
Has formerly used Personas as a development technique. (R2)
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•
•

Is currently using Personas as a development technique. (R3)
Has knowledge about it but never used it as a development technique. (R4)

R1 – R4 shows which respondent falls under what category.
The respondents were working as software developers or
project managers. None of them had any education in user
experience. All respondents had worked in the industry for at
least ten years and been in their current organization for at
least two years. All four interviewees use an agile software
development method in their current organisations. All are
using SCRUM or an adjusted version of SCRUM.
B. Data Collection
The four interviews were conducted as semi-structured
qualitative interviews [35]. The interviews were recorded
and later transcribed. Each interview lasted between 22 and
55 minutes. All interviewees were asked about their educational background and their current and previous job functions. Through the interviews the interviewees' knowledge
about and previous experiences with the Personas technique
was explored.
C. Data Analysis.
All interviews were analysed using grounded theory [32]
[33] and open coding with the Dedoose tool (http://www.dedoose.com/). This resulted in the following seven categories;
• Learning to Create Personas
• The Basis for Creating Personas
• Usefulness of Personas
• Strengths of Personas
• Redundancy of Personas
• Weaknesses and Limitations of Personas
• Personas and other techniques
These seven categories were used to categorise the
findings.
VI.

STUDY B: FINDINGS

This section presents the findings based on the analysis
of the interviews. The findings are divided into seven subsections in accordance with the coding categories.
A. Learning to Create Personas
The respondents learned about the Personas technique in
different ways. Their first meeting with Personas seems to
mainly have happened by chance. Two respondents describe
it this way:
R2: The first time I heard about Personas was at a session at the universitys' humanities department four or five
years ago. … Microsoft has created a number of Personas
describing the users some years ago. They encourage us, as
Microsoft consultants, to use these in our development process.

R1: I have a background as a software developer but in
my former employment I worked very closely with user experience designers.
One respondent described coming from a smaller company where he learned about several usability techniques and
why it is important to understand and represent the users' in
the development process.
None of the respondents learned about Personas and other User-Centered Design or Usability techniques through
education.
B. The Basis for Creating Personas
The respondents use different ways of collecting data for
the creation of Personas. Yet all of them depend either on information they already have or information their customers
have.
R1: If we do not have enough information ourselves to
create the Personas we will ask our customers about their
usage of the existing systems.
None of the respondents get money or time allocated specifically to gather information about the target user group,
which is why they have to make use of the information they
already have themselves or they can get from their customers.
Another respondent explained that due to not having a
budget for data collecting, he was creating Personas a bit differently than suggested by the literature. He primarily
thought about the existing users and the archetypes that were
standing out.
R3: We know our users quite well. Our Personas are
based on real users, like “can this user understand this?”
We use them like Personas archetypes and we do not use
Personas formalized. - Unformalized we use Personas quite
a lot. Personas are based on the users who are critical towards our system; the people that make noise if they have a
problem.
Another respondent described making Personas that were
short and without much detail.
R2: To me a Persona does not have to be too detailed in
the description of the person.
None of the respondents remembered reading specific literature about Personas. They had mainly learned the do's and
don'ts about Personas from others, or from their own experiences.
C. Usefulness of Personas
Personas are considered particularly useful when the developers are missing information about the users and their
needs. As all four respondents are employed in companies
that use an agile development method, they usually work
with an onsite costumer. Personas was found particularly
useful if they did not have an onsite customer on a project.
The greater the distance between the users, and the designers
and developers the more useful Personas are considered to
be. One respondent explained that he found Personas very
useful as a substitute for onsite customers:
R1: If there is no onsite customer or employee that
knows the field we are developing for very well, Personas
seems to be very usable. The further the designers and de-
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velopers are from the users, the more value Personas can
bring to the development process.
Another respondent described Personas as a useful tool if
there was a geographical distance between designers and developers. This was meant as Personas could help the developers remember the end-users during the development
process. So instead of the design team present to make sure
the developers focused on the end-users, Personas could do
the same thing, if the Personas was made visible for the developers.
R3: I find Personas useful if the distance between designers and developers is substantial and they are not working
side by side all day.
One respondents described that his company does considerable work for the health sector, and they used to have a
former nurse employed to help them understand that domain.
However, this was no longer an option, so they needed to
find new techniques to bring an understanding of the user
groups into the development process. He thought Personas
could be useful for exactly that.
Another respondent described Personas as useful when
developing software solutions for very specific user segments.
R2: We are creating ERP solutions. I feel that Personas
are a relevant tool for us. Because we are developing very
specific software solutions for our customers.
This respondent also outlined different opinions about the
usefulness of Personas and other techniques in regards to
User-Centered Design;
R2: One of my colleagues approached me one day and
said the following “we live by creating solutions, not drawings.” I understand his position but personally I feel that
drawing up the organization first can help me understand
their needs.
Other respondents described similar experiences of colleagues having different oppinions in regards to using UserCentered Design techniques or Usability theory in regards to
software development.
D. Strengths of Personas
The respondents expressed different expectations about
the benefits of using Personas in the development process.
The respondents were asked to describe situations in which
the Personas technique would have been beneficial.
R4: I believe using Personas would have helped us develop a more user-friendly system.
Personas are also perceived as a strong tool for ensuring
the software developers keep the end-users in mind during
the development process.
R1: Personas can help keeping the developer’s focus on
the users' needs. Personas will provide the software developer with the ability to understand the users' perspective.
R2: I think that Personas can provide the security for us
not developing the wrong system for our user group.
One respondent added that he found Personas especially
useful if using a development method like the waterfall
method. His argument was that when using the waterfall
method the developers have only one possibility to get
everything right.
R3: If using the waterfall development method you have
to get everything right the first time. When developing agile

it is not as critical if we make a mistake, we can change that
in the next iteration as a new iteration starts every two
weeks.
The respondents find that a strenght of the Personas technique is that it can support the developers in developing software that live up to the users' requirements, and that Personas is especially useful in situations where it is eminent getting it right the first time.
E. Redundancy of Personas
Two respondents stated that Personas are unnecessary if
user experience designers or expert users are part of the project team, meaning that the design decisions are not only left
to the developers.
R4: Personas are unnecessary when design is not left to
the developer but is in place long before the developers begin to create the software.
R3: If you have an employee who is an expert user and
knows what the user group need, Personas are unnecessary.
The Personas technique is considered redundant if User
Experience Designers or similar are involved in the development process.
F. Weaknesses and Limitations of Personas
The respondents agreed that using Personas incorrectly
can have substantial negative impact on software or product
development. They also agreed that Personas should not be
used if there is insufficient data or if the creators are unfamiliar with Personas.
R2: If the choice you make when creating the Personas is
wrong they will work against the design.
Another respondent raised the concern that he felt constrained by some formalized Personas. Every time he was in
doubt he went to look at the Persona, but this meant that he
felt boxed in, and it stopped him from looking outside of the
box.
R3: When using Personas formalized you might be a bit
constrained, always going to look at the posters with the
Personas [...] To me it works better if I just keep them in my
head. Of course our company is not that large anyway so I
can just go talk to the developers if I need to change
something.
Another respondent had drawn a similar conclusion:
R1: What tends to go wrong in software development is
that developers tend to lock on some user requirements
pretty early in the process, without documentation, and then
describe the entire solution. If the user requirements or the
solution change at some point, the developers tend to forget
the user and their needs somewhere in the process.
The respondents described using a technique like Personas could be a limitation in regards to the software developers, as the respondents could have a problem changing
focus if the requirements changed at some point.
Using Personas requires a certain level of maturity. Another respondent’s current organization was not using Personas:
R1:“We are not using the Personas technique at the moment. I have worked with Personas in my last employment
and found them very useful. I would like to introduce Personas in my current employment but the company needs to be
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at a higher level of maturity before it would make sense. We
simply have larger issues at the moment than this”.
Using the Personas technique is described as a strenght,
but only if the company has reached a certain level of maturity. Personas are perceived as usable if the organisation is
unmature.
G. Personas with Other Techniques
The respondents stated that scenarios are very usable in
combination with Personas.
R4: Scenarios are often used in combination with Personas.
Workshops and focus groups were also considered useful
in combination with creating Personas.
R3: We have a community around our product and we
host meetings with user groups, where we meet three times a
year and discuss new releases and improvements.
Three respondents described that they are primarily using
user stories to document the users' needs. The user stories are
described by two respondents as being used instead of developing a specification of requirements.
R3: We use common sense and we are not afraid of making a mistake because it is okay if we do not get it right the
first time.
Even though Personas are considered useful the respondents also discribed working agile meaning that correcting errors was not perceived a big deal.
VII.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our results in relation to experiences about Personas reported in the literature, and we compare the findings across the two studies.
The discussion is structured with the following four issues: 1) software developers lack knowledge and understanding of their users, their work, and goals, 2) the Personas technique has been promoted as a strong tool for providing the
software developers with a better understanding of the potential users, 3) the use of Personas has been a success, and 4)
the Personas technique is not necessarily an incorporated
part of the toolbox in the software development industry and
the industry might experience problems using Personas.
A. Lack of knowledge and understanding of the users
Software developers lack knowledge and understanding
of their users and their needs [5][6]. In many development
situations, users do not know what they want, thus, it is the
designer’s job to find out. Pruitt and Grudin [19] argue that a
good design does not come from users, but from designers.
This is because users do not really know what they want until they get it. But for this approach to work, the designers
need in-depth knowledge of the users and their needs. The
aim of Personas is to provide that knowledge.
Among our findings was poor application of the Personas
technique in practice. This relates precisely to the point about
developers lacking knowledge and understanding of the
users, since the Personas descriptions, if applied, are made
sparse and only used in a very narrow time frame of the development process. Another finding was that the development of the Personas lacked resources, since none of our re-

spondents had a budget allocated specifically for the Personas development. This is contrary to the related work emphasizing that Personas can lead to better design decisions
[2][3][10][15][16][17].
B. Personas can help developers understand users
The Personas technique has been promoted as a strong
tool for providing software developers with a better understanding of the potential users [7]. Thus, Personas is presented as a useful technique to keep the developers focused on
the users and their needs and give them empathy towards the
Personas and the end-users [7][8].
The results from our questionnaire indicate that the most
useful aspect of using the Personas technique was that Personas helped the team share a specific and consistent understanding of several, different user groups; which can lead to
another advantage of product optimization.
In our case study, we found that the respondents perceived Personas as a technique that supports designing and
engineering interactive systems with a focus on the endusers. Matthews et al. [11] found that mainly developers who
have been working with Personas are positive in regards to a
technique like Personas. We got the same impression from
our respondents. Unfortunately, the Personas technique is
still suffering from developers considering it unnecessary;
e.g., one respondent explained that his colleague told him
that creating background material or drawings was a waste of
time.
C. Personas used as a successful tool
Several papers conclude the use of Personas has been a
success [9][10]. This corresponds with the experiences of our
respondents who are using Personas. The tool is described as
useful to help developers understand the users and their
needs, especially if the system needs to be usable for several
different types of end-users. Some respondents using Personas, identified some challenges for creating Personas, e.g.,
“it can be hard to find templates for creating Personas.” another respondent stated that “it is a challenge to map all user
groups without asking all customers”. These obstacles have
to be resolved before Personas can be applied as a useful
tool.
In our case study, we found that the practitioners do not
use Personas as suggested in the literature. Instead, data is
collected before creating Personas and it is mainly collected
within their own or the customers’ organization, or Personas
are created on the basis of real users.
Baird [36] argued that Personas could be developed in a
workshop while discovering requirements. One of our respondents described how they used Personas, and hosted
meetings with their user group regularly. These meetings
were also used to get to know their users and to help get an
understanding of the customers’ needs.
Personas are primarily considered useful if designers and
developers are not working closely together to ensure that
the developers understand the intended users and use, or
merely as a representation of a user if there is no onsite customer available.
Using Personas has also been described as being risky. If
the Personas created are targeting a wrong user group, the
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software solution could end up being developed for the
wrong users.
Scenarios and user-stories are considered useful in combination with Personas. In particular, user stories have been
used to describe user situations and as a requirements specification.
D. Personas are not incorporated in the industry
The Personas technique is not necessarily an incorporated
part of the toolbox in the software development industry, and
the industry might have problems using Personas [12]. Since
only 44% of our respondents have ever heard about the Personas technique and less than 12% have worked with creating Personas, it is fair to say that Personas are not an integrated tool in the software development industry in this region. Also, we found that only four respondents indicated
that Personas should be used through the entire development
process, meaning that even if Personas are used, they are not
necessarily used to their full potential. In companies using
Personas, the technique is used mainly to identify types of
users or use cases.
The Personas are kept to a minimum and not focused on
describing whole characters. As in the related work, we
found developers lacking understanding of how to use Personas to gain most from their usage [7][12][19]. The reasons
for that could be a combination of several aspects. We found
that resources are not allocated specifically for creating Personas, which corresponds with the area of usability in general [5][19][37].
The full potential of Persona usage does not seem to have
caught on in the industry. Matthews, Judge and Whittaker
[11] found a connection between, on one hand, the perception of Personas and, on the other hand, to what extent the
technique was used and, the amount of training the developers had had using Personas.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has reported from a combined questionnaire
survey and case study of experiences with creation and use
of Personas in software development practice. There are still
only few studies of the actual use of Personas in software development practice [1]. The purpose of these studies were to
identify both on the overall level and in detail how practitioners in the industry create and use Personas in their development processes.
In the questionnaire study, we explored to what extent
Personas were used by software development companies in a
defined geographical area and whether they used Personas as
proposed in the literature. To accomplish this, we conducted
a questionnaire survey with complete responses from 60
software development companies. The study showed that
only 7 out of the 60 software development companies used
Personas. The results from the questionnaire also uncovered
four issues. Lack of knowledge of the technique as such and
lack of resources both related to companies not using the
Personas technique. Sparse or badly designed descriptions or
not being part of the development process both related to
poor application, when using the technique.
Our findings are well linked to other studies described in
the related work section. Yet our study contributes with a
new angle by focusing on making a complete study within a

limited geographical area we now have a pretty good idea
about if the Personas technique is an integrated tool in software development in this geographical area. We have not
been able to find related work that has done a similar study
in another country. This means that this paper is the first paper assessing whether and how Personas are used for developing software in the industry.
The main limitation on our results is that we focussed on
a defined geographical area. This was necessary to achieve a
high level of coverage of all companies in that area. As future work it would be interesting to learn more about the advantages of using Personas. This area still needs further studies even though some advantages have been identified in this
paper, also, it would be interesting to learn if companies that
do not use Personas are using another tool instead. The number of respondents for the questionnaire survey can also bee
seen as a limitation.
We have presented results that are qualitative and based
on four developers who have been interviewed in depth. The
number of respondents is obviously a limitation of this study;
yet only few software companies are using the Personas
technique in their development process, so it is very challenging to find even a few respondents with experiences from
using the Personas technique. Conducting a qualitative study
means that the perspective of the interviewees are in focus.
Conducting a study like this obviously requires that the intereviewees are trustworthy and telling the truth from their
perspective.
It would be interesting to conduct a more extensive series
of interviews with practitioners about their use of Personas
and study how that influence the quality of the systems they
develop. Also, if there is a correlation between the type of
company that uses Personas and the product being developed, and if the use of Personas differs by type of software development company or product being developed.
And if the use of Personas differs by the size of the company.
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Abstract—The processing type is usually a fixed property of
an enterprise system that is decided when the architecture of
the system is designed, prior to implementing the system. This
choice depends on the non-functional requirements of the system.
These requirements are not fixed and can change over time.
In this article, the concept of a middleware is introduced that
adapts its processing type fluently between batch processing
and single-event processing using a feedback-control loop. By
adjusting the data granularity at runtime, the system is able
to minimize the end-to-end latency for different load scenarios.
The proposed middleware concept has been implemented with
a research prototype and has been evaluated. The results of the
evaluation show that the concept is viable and is able to optimize
the end-to-end latency of a system for bulk data processing.
Keywords–adaptive middleware; message aggregation; latency;
throughput.

A. An Example: Billing Systems for Telecommunications Carriers
An example of a system for bulk data processing is a billing
system of a telecommunications carrier. A billing system is
a distributed system consisting of several sub components
that process the different billing sub processes like mediation,
rating, billing and presentment (see Figure 1).
The performance requirements of such a billing system are
high. It has to process more than 1 million records per hour and
the whole batch run needs to be finished in a limited timeframe
to comply with service level agreements with the print service
provider. Since delayed invoicing causes direct loss of cash, it
has to be ensured that the bill arrives at the customer on time.
Mediation

I.

Rating

Billing

Presentment

I NTRODUCTION
Figure 1.

This article extends previous work in [1]. Enterprise Systems like customer-billing systems or financial transaction
systems are required to process large volumes of data in a
fixed period of time. For example, a billing system for a large
telecommunication provider has to process more than 1 million
bills per day. Those systems are increasingly required to also
provide near-time processing of data to support new service
offerings.
Traditionally, enterprise systems for bulk data processing
are implemented as batch processing systems [2]. Batch processing delivers high throughput but cannot provide near-time
processing of data, that is, the end-to-end latency of such a
system is high. End-to-end latency refers to the period of time
that it takes for a business process, implemented by multiple
subsystems, to process a single business event. For example,
consider the following billing system of a telecommunications
provider:

Billing process

B. Near-Time Processing of Bulk Data
A new requirement for systems for bulk data processing is
near-time processing. Near-time processing aims to reduce the
end-to-end latency of a business process, that is, the time that
is spent between the occurrence of an event and the end of its
processing. In case of a billing system, it is the time between
the user making a call and the complete processing of this call
including mediation, rating, billing and presentment.

• Customers are billed once per month
• Customers are partitioned in 30 billing groups
• The billing system processes 1 billing group per day,
running 24h under full load.

The need for near-time charging and billing for telecommunications carriers is induced by market forces, such as
the increased advent of mobile data usage and real-time data
services [3]. Carriers want to offer new products and services
that require real-time or near-time charging and billing. Customers want more transparency, for example, to set their own
limits and alerts for their data usage, which is currently only
possible for pre-paid accounts. Currently, a common approach
for carriers is to operate different platforms for real-time billing
of pre-paid accounts and traditional batch-oriented billing for
post-paid accounts. To reduce costs, carriers aim to converge
these different platforms.

In this case, the mean time for a call event to be billed by
the billing system is 1/2 month. That is, the mean end-to-end
latency of this system is 1/2 month.

A lower end-to-end latency can be achieved by using
single-event processing, for example, by utilizing a messageoriented middleware for the integration of the services that
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form the enterprise system. While this approach is able to
deliver near-time processing, it is hardly capable for bulk data
processing due to the additional communication overhead for
each processed message. Therefore, message-based processing
is usually not considered for building a system for bulk data
processing requiring high throughput.

subsystem S1 is the input of the next subsystem S2 and so on
(see Figure 2a).

S1

The processing type is usually a fixed property of an
enterprise system that is decided when the architecture of
the system is designed, prior to implementing the system.
This choice depends on the non-functional requirements of
the system. A system is therefore either optimized for low
latency or high maximum throughput. These requirements are
not fixed and can change during the lifespan of a system, either
anticipated or not anticipated.
Additionally, enterprise systems often need to handle load
peaks that occur infrequently. For example, think of a billing
system with moderate load over most of the time, but there are
certain events with very high load such as New Year’s Eve.
Most of the time, a low end-to-end latency of the system is
preferable when the system faces moderate load. During the
peak load, it is more important that the system can handle the
load at all. A low end-to-end latency is not as important as an
optimized maximum throughput in this situation.
In this article, a solution to this problem is proposed:
• The concept of a middleware is presented that is able
to adapt its processing type fluently between batch processing and single-event processing. By adjusting the data
granularity at runtime, the system is able to minimize the
end-to-end latency for different load scenarios.
• A prototype has been built to evaluate the concepts of the
adaptive middleware.
• A performance evaluation has been conducted using this
prototype to evaluate the proposed concept of the adaptive
middleware.
This article extends the adaptive middleware concept,
which has been presented in [1]. It adds a discussion of
its underlying concepts and design aspects, that should be
considered when implementing such an adaptive middleware
for near-time processing of bulk data. In addition, it describes
the prototype implementation of the middleware concept and
presents the results of the evalution of the propposed approach,
as well as its limitations.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II defines the considered type of system and the terms
throughput and latency. Section III gives an overview of other
work related to this research. The concept, components and
design aspects of the adaptive middleware are presented in
Section IV through VI. Section VII describes the prototype
system that has been build to evaluate the proposed concepts.
The evaluation of the prototype system is presented in Section
VIII. Section IX describes the limitations of this research.
Finally, Section X concludes the paper and gives and outlook
to further research.
II.

S2

S3

(a) Single processing line

S1

S2

S3

S1

S2

S3

(b) Parallel processing lines
Figure 2.
chain

A system consisting of several subsystems forming a processing

To facilitate parallel processing, the system can consist of
several lines of subsystems with data being distributed among
each line. For simplification, a system with a single processing
line is considered in the remainder of this article.
We discuss two processing types for this kind of system,
batch processing and message-based processing.
A. Batch processing
The traditional operation paradigm of a system for bulk
data processing is batch processing (see Figure 3). A batch
processing system is an application that processes bulk data
without user interaction. Input and output data is usually
organized in records using a file- or database-based interface.
In the case of a file-based interface, the application reads a
record from the input file, processes it and writes the record
to the output file.
S2

S1

Figure 3.

S3

Batch processing

B. Message-base processing
Messaging facilitates the integration of heterogeneous applications using asynchronous communication. Applications
are communicating with each other by sending messages (see
Figure 4). A messaging server or message-oriented middleware
handles the asynchronous exchange of messages including an
appropriate transaction control [4].

BACKGROUND
S1

We consider a distributed system for bulk data processing
consisting of several subsystems running on different nodes
that together form a processing chain, that is, the output of

S2

Figure 4.

Message-based processing
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Message-based systems are able to provide near-time processing of data due to their lower latency compared with
batch processing systems. The advantage of a lower latency
comes with a performance cost in regard to a lower maximum throughput because of the additional overhead for each
processed message. Every message needs, amongst others,
to be serialized and deserialized, mapped between different
protocols and routed to the appropriate receiving system.

C. End-to-end Latency vs. Maximum Throughput
Throughput and latency are performance metrics of a
system. We are using the following definitions of maximum
throughput and latency in this article:
• Maximum Throughput
The number of events the system is able to process in a
fixed timeframe.
• End-To-End Latency
The period of time between the occurrence of an event
and its processing. End-to-end latency refers to the total latency of a complete business process implemented
by multiple subsystems. The remainder of this article
focusses on end-to-end latency using the general term
latency as an abbreviation.
Latency and maximum throughput are opposed to each
other given a fixed amount of processing resources. High
maximum throughput, as provided by batch processing, leads
to high latency, which impedes near-time processing. On the
other hand, low latency, as provided by a message-based
system, cannot provide the maximum throughput needed for
bulk data processing because of the additional overhead for
each processed event.

III.

R ELATED W ORK

A. Transport Optimization
Most of the work that aims to optimize the performance of
service-oriented systems is done in the area of Web Services
since it is a common technology to implement a SOA.
In particular, various approaches have been proposed to
optimize the performance of SOAP, the standard protocol for
Web Service communication. This includes approaches for
optimizing the processing of SOAP messages (cf. [6] [7] [8]),
compression of SOAP messages (cf. [9] [10]) and caching (cf.
[11] [12]). A survey of the current approaches to improve the
performance of SOAP can be found in [13].
[14] proposes an approach to transfer bulk data between
web services per File Transfer Protocol (FTP). The SOAP
messages transferred between the web services would only
contain the necessary details how to download the corresponding data from an FTP server since this protocol is optimized
for transferring huge files. This approach solves the technical
aspect of efficiently transferring the input and output data
but does not pose any solutions how to implement loose
coupling and how to integrate heterogeneous technologies, the
fundamental means of an SOA to improve the flexibility of an
application landscape.
Data-Grey-Box Web Services are an approach to transfer
bulk data between Web Services [15]. Instead of transferring
the data wrapped in SOAP messages, it is transferred using an
external data layer. For example, when using database systems
as a data layer, this facilitates the use of special data transfer
methods such ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) to transport the
data between the database of the service requestor and the
database of the Web service. The data transfer is transparent
for both service participants in this case. The approach includes
an extension of the Web service interface with properties
describing the data aspects. Compared to the SOAP approach,
the authors measured a speedup of up to 16 using their
proposed approach. To allow the composition and execution
of Data-Grey-Box Web services, [16] developed BPEL data
transitions to explicitly specify data flows in BPEL processes.

This section gives an overview of work related to the
research presented in this article. It discusses performance optimizations in the context of transport optimization, middleware
optimizations and message batching.

[17] proposes three tuning strategies to improve the
performance of Java Messaging Service (JMS) for cloud-based
applications.

The proposed middleware for high-performance near-time
processing of bulk data adjusts the data granularity itself at
runtime. Work on middleware discusses different approaches
for self-adjustment and self-awareness of middleware, which
can be classified as adaptive or reflective middleware.

1) When using persistent mode for reliable messaging the
storage block size should be matched with the message
size to maximize message throughput.
2) Applying distributed persistent stores by configuring multiple JMS destinations to achieve parallel processing
3) Choosing appropriate storage profiles such as RAID-1

Automatic scaling of server instances is another approach
to handle infrequent load spikes. Additionally, the section gives
a brief overview of feedback-control of computing systems.
Research on messaging middleware currently focusses on
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) infrastructure. An ESB is an
integration platform that combines messaging, web services,
data transformation and intelligent routing to connect multiple
heterogeneous services [5]. It is a common middleware to
implement the integration layer of an Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and is available in numerous commercial and
open-source packages.

In contrast, the optimization approach presented in this
thesis is aimed at the integration layer of messaging system,
which allows further optimizations, such as dynamic message
batching and message routing.
B. Middleware Optimizations
Some research has been done to add real-time capabilities to ESB or messaging middleware. [18] proposes an
architecture for a real-time messaging middleware based on
an ESB. It consists of an event scheduler, a JMS-like API
and a communication subsystem. While fulfilling real-time
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requirements, the middleware also supports already deployed
infrastructure.
In their survey [19], the authors describe a real-time
ESB model by extending the Java Business Integration (JBI)
specification with semantics for priority and time restrictions
and modules for flow control and bandwidth allocation. The
proposed system is able to dynamically allocate bandwidth
according to business requirements.
MPAB (Massively Parallel Application Bus) is an ESBoriented messaging bus used for the integration of business
applications [20]. The main principle of MPAB is to fragment
an application into parallel software processing units, called
SPU. Every SPU is connected to an Application Bus Multiplexor (ABM) through an interface called Application Bus
Terminal (ABT). The Application Bus Multiplexor manages
the resources shared across the host system and communicates
with other ABM using TCP/IP. The Application Bus Terminal
contains all the resources needed by SPU to communicate with
its ABM. A performance evaluation of MPAB shows that it
achieves a lower response time compared to the open source
ESBs Fuse, Mule and Petals.
Tempo is a real-time messaging system written in Java that
can be used on either a real-time or non-real-time architecture
[21]. The authors, Bauer et al., state that existing messaging systems are designed for transactional processing and
therefore not appropriate for applications with with stringent
requirements of low latency with high throughput. The main
principle of Tempo is to use an independent queuing system for
each topic. Resources are partitioned between these queueing
systems by a messaging scheduler using a time-base credit
scheduling mechanism. In a test environment, Tempo is able
to process more than 100,000 messages per second with a
maximum latency of less than 120 milliseconds.
In contrast to these approaches, the approach presented in
this thesis is based on a standard middleware and can be used
with several integration technologies, such as JMS or SOAP.
C. Message Batching
Aggregating or batching of messages is a common approach for optimizing performance and has been applied to
several domains. TCP Nagle’s algorithm is a well-known
example of this approach [22].
Message batching for optimizing the throughput of Total
Ordering Protocols (TOP) have first been investigated by [23].
In their work, the authors have compared the throughput
and latency of four different Total Ordering Protocols. They
conclude that “batching messages is the most important optimization a protocol can offer”.
[24] extends the work of [23] with a policy for varying
the batch level automatically, based on dynamic estimates of
the optimal batch level.
[25] presents a mechanism for self-tuning the batching
level of Sequencer-based Total Order Broadcast Protocols
(STOB), that combines analytical modeling an Reinforcement
Learning (RL) techniques.
[26] proposes a self-tuning algorithm based on extremum
seeking optimization principles for controlling the batching

level of a Total Order Broadcast algorithm. It uses multiple
instances of extremum seeking optimizers, each instance is
associated with a distinct value of batching b and learns the
optimal waiting time for a batch of size b.
[27] describes two generic adaptive batching schemes for
replicated servers, which adapt their batching level automatically and immediately according to the current communication
load, without any explicit monitoring of the system.
The approach presented in this research applies the concept
of dynamic message batching to minimize the end-to-end
latency of a message-based system for bulk data processing.
D. Self-Adaptive Middleware
[28] argues that “the most adequate level and natural locus
for applying adaption is at the middleware level”. Adaption at
the operating system level is platform-dependent and changes
at this level affect every application running on the same node.
On the other hand, adaption at application level assigns the
responsibility to the developer and is also not reusable.
[29] proposes an adaptive, general-purpose runtime infrastructure for effective resource management of the infrastructure. Their approach is comprised of three components:
1) dynamic performance prediction
2) adaptive intra-site performance management
3) adaptive inter-site resource management
The runtime infrastructure is able to choose from a set of
performance predictions for a given service and to dynamically
choose the most appropriate prediction over time by using the
prediction history of the service.
AutoGlobe [30] provides a platform for adaptive resource
management comprised of
1) Static resource management
2) Dynamic resource management
3) Adaptive control of Service Level Agreements (SLA)
Static resource management optimizes the allocation of services to computing resources and is based on on automatically detected service utilisation patterns. Dynamic resource
management uses a fuzzy controller to handle exceptional
situations at runtime. The Adaptive control of Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) schedules service requests depending on
their SLA agreement.
The coBRA framework proposed by [31] is an approach
to replace service implementations at runtime as a foundation
for self-adaptive applications. The framework facilitates the
replacement of software components to switch the implementation of a service with the interface of the service staying the
same.
DREAM (Dynamic Reflective Asynchronous Middleware)
[32] is a component-based framework for the construction
of reflective Message-Oriented Middleware. Reflective middleware “refers to the use of a causally connected selfpresentation to support the inspection and adaption of the
middleware system” [33]. DREAM is based on FRACTAL,
a generic component framework and supports various asynchronous communication paradigms such as message passing,
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event-reaction and publish/subscribe. It facilitates the construction and configuration of Message-Oriented Middleware from
a library of components such as message queues, filters, routers
and aggregators, which can be assembled either at deploy-time
or runtime.
E. Adaption in Service-Oriented Architectures
Several adaption methods have been proposed in the context of service-based applications. In their survey [34], the
authors describe the following adaption methods:
• Adaption by Dynamic Service Binding
This adaption method relies on the ability to select
and dynamically substitute services at run-time or at
deployment-time. Services are selected in such a way that
the adaption requirements are satisfied in the best possible
way.
• Quality of Service (QoS)-Driven Adaption of Service
Compositions
The goal of this adaption approach is to select the best
set of services available at run-time, under consideration
of process constraints, end-user preferences and the execution context.
• Adaption of Service Interfaces and Protocols
The goal of this adaption approach is to mediate between
two services with different signatures, interfaces and protocols. This includes signature-based adaption, ontologybased adaption or behavior-based adaption.

QoS metrics such as throughput, availability and response time
[40].
[41] proposes an adaptive ESB infrastructure to address
QoS issues in service-based systems, which provides adaption
strategies for response time degradation and service saturation,
such as invoking an equivalent service, using previously stored
information, distributing requests to equivalent services, load
balancing and deferring service requests.
In contrast to these solutions, the approach presented in this
article uses dynamic message aggregation and message routing
as adaption mechanism to optimize the end-to-end latency of
messaging system for different load scenarios.
G. Automatic Scaling
A different solution to handle infrequent load spikes is
to automatically instantiate additional server instances, as
provided by current Platform as a Service (PaaS) offerings
such as Amazon EC2 [42] or Google App Engine [43]. While
scaling is a common approach to improve the performance of
a system, it also leads to additional operational and possible
license costs. Additionally, it is often difficult to scale certain
components or external dependencies of the system, such
as databases or external services. Of course, the approach
presented in this article can be combined with these autoscaling approaches.
H. Feedback-control of Computing Systems

F. Adaptive ESB
Research on messaging middleware currently focusses on
ESB infrastructure. An ESB is an integration platform that
combines messaging, web services, data transformation and
intelligent routing to connect multiple heterogeneous services
[5]. It is a common middleware to implement the integration
layer of an Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and is available in numerous commercial and open-source packages.
Several work has been done to extend the static service
composition and routing features of standard ESB implementations with dynamic capabilities decided at run-time, such as
dynamic service composition [35], routing [36] [37] [38] and
load balancing [39].

Feedback-control has been applied to several different
domains of computing systems since the early 1990s, including
data networks, operating systems, middleware, multimedia and
power management (cf. [44]). Feedback-control of middleware
systems include application servers, such as the Apache httpServer, database management systems, such as IBM Universal
Database Server, and e-mail servers, such as the IBM Lotus
Domino Server. [44] describes 3 basic control problems in this
context:
• Enforcing service level agreements
• Regulate resource utilization
• Optimize the system configuration

The DRESR (Dynamic Reconfigurable ESB Service Routing), proposed by [36], allows the routing table to be changed
dynamically at run-time based on service selection preferences,
such as response time. It defines mechanisms to test and
evaluate the availability and performance of a service and to
select services based on its testing results and historical data.

Additionally, feedback-control has been applied recently
to web environments, such as web servers and web services, application servers, including data flow control in J2EE
servers, Repair Management in J2EE servers and improving
the performance of J2EE servers and cloud environments (cf.
[45]).

[38] proposes a framework for content-based intelligent
routing. It evaluates the service availability and selects services
based on its content and properties.

The Adaptive Middleware presented in this article utilizes
a closed-feedback loop to control the aggregation size of the
processed messages, depending on the current load of the
system to minimize the end-to-end latency of the system. This
is a novel approach that has not previously been investigated.

[39] proposes a load balancing mechanism that distributes
requests to services of the same service type, having the same
function and signature, and enables the dynamic selection of
the target service.
Work to manage and improve the QoS of ESB and servicebased systems in general is mainly focussed on dynamic
service composition and service selection based on monitored

IV.

M IDDLEWARE C ONCEPTS

The adaptive middleware is based on the following core
concepts: (1) message aggregation, (2) message routing, and
(3) monitoring and control.
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A. Message Aggregation

C. Monitoring and Control

Message aggregation or batching of messages is the main
feature of the adaptive middleware to provide a high maximum
throughput. The aggregation of messages has the following
goals:

In order to optimize the end-to-end latency of the system,
the middleware needs to constantly monitor the load of the
system and control the aggregation size accordingly (see
Figure 5).

• To decrease the overhead for each processed message
• To facilitate optimized processing

Feedback Control

There are different options to aggregate messages, which
can be implemented by the Aggregator:

Measure
System Load

Control
Aggregation

• No correlation: Messages are aggregated in the order in
which they are read from the input message queue. In this
case, an optimized processing is not simply possible.
• Technical correlation: Messages are aggregated by their
technical properties, for example, by message size or
message format.
• Business correlation: Messages are aggregated by business rules, for example, by customer segments or product
segments.
In [1], a static aggregation size has been used to optimize
the latency and the throughput of a system. This is not feasible
for real systems, since the the latency and throughput also
depends on the load of the system. Therefore, a dynamic
aggregation size depending on the current load of the system
is needed.
B. Message Routing
The goal of the message routing is to route the message
aggregate to the appropriate service, which is either optimized
for batch or single event processing, to allow for an optimized
processing. Message routing depends on how messages are
aggregated. Table I shows the different strategies of message
routing.
TABLE I
S TRATEGIES FOR MESSAGE ROUTING
Routing Strategy

Examples

Description

Technical routing

Aggregation size

Routing is based on the technical properties of a message
aggregate.

Content-based routing

Customer segments (e.g. business customers or private customers)

Routing is based on the content of the message aggregate,
that is, what type of messages
are aggregated.

With high levels of message aggregation, it is not preferred
to send the aggregated message payload itself over the message
bus using Java Messaging Service (JMS) or SOAP. Instead, the
message only contains a pointer to the data payload, which
is transferred using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or a shared
database.
Message routing can be static or dynamic:
• Static routing:
Static routing uses static routing rules, that are not
changed automatically.
• Dynamic routing:
Dynamic routing adjusts the routing rules automatically
at run-time, for example, depending on QoS properties of
services. For example, see [36], [37] or [38].

System

Figure 5.

Monitoring and Control

If the current load of the system is low, the aggregation
size should be small to provide a low end-to-end latency of
the system. If the current load of the system is high, the
aggregation size should be high to provide a high maximum
throughput of the system.
To control the level of message aggregation at runtime, the
adaptive middleware uses a closed feedback loop as shown in
Figure 6, with the following properties:
• Input (u): Current aggregation size
• Output (y): Change of queue size measured between
sampling intervals
• Set point (r): The change of queue size should be zero.
Ultimately, we want to control the average end-to-end
latency depending on the current load of the system. The
change of queue size seems to be an appropriate quantity
because it can be directly measured without a lag at each
sampling interval, unlike for example, the average end-to-end
latency.
u = Aggregation size
r=0

e = r-y

y = Net change of queue size
Controller

Figure 6.

V.

System

Feedback loop to control the aggregation size

M IDDLEWARE C OMPONENTS

Figure 7 shows the components of the middleware, that are
based on the Enterprise Integration Patterns described by [46].
A description of these components can be found in Table II.
VI.

D ESIGN A SPECTS

This section describes aspects that should be taken into
account when designing an adaptive system for bulk data
processing.
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S1
Endpoint A

Messages

Queue
Aggregator

Figure 7.

Message
Aggregate

Service
Endpoint

Component

Description

Message

A single message representing a
business event.

Message Aggregate

A set of messages aggregated by the
Aggregator component.

Queue

Storage component which stores
messages using the FIFO principle.

Aggregator

Stateful filter which stores correlated
messages until a set of messages is
complete and sends this set to the
next processing stage in the messaging route.

Router

Routes messages to the appropriate
service endpoint.

Service Endpoint

Represents a business service.

S1
Endpoint B

Middleware components

TABLE II
C OMPONENTS OF THE A DAPTIVE M IDDLEWARE . W E ARE USING THE
NOTATION DEFINED BY [46]
Symbol

Router

• Multiple service interfaces for single and batch processing
(or different aggregation sizes)
◦ The logical business service is described by distinct
service interfaces which contain operations for either
batch processing or single-event processing. The decision which operation should be called is done by the
message router. It is possible to use different transports
for different aggregation sizes.
The choice of service design relates to where you want
to have the logic for the message routing for optimized
processing. With a single service offering distinct operations
for single-event and batch processing, as well as with distinct
service for each processing style, the message router decides
which service endpoint should be called. In contrast, using
a single service with a single operation for both processing
styles, the service itself is responsible for choosing the appropriate processing strategy. Using a different integration type
for each processing style is not possible in this case.
Listing 1 shows the interface of a service offering different operations for batch processing (line 6) and single-event
processing (line 10).
B. Integration and Transports

A. Service Design
The services that implement the business functionality of
the system need to be explicitly designed to support the runtime adaption between single-event and batch processing.
There are different options for the design of these services:
• Single service interface with distinct operations for single
and batch processing
◦ The service provides different distinct operations for
high and low aggregation sizes with optimized implementations for batch and single-event processing. The
decision which operation should be called is done by
the message router. It is generally not possible to use
different transports for different aggregation sizes.
• Single service interface with a single operation for both
single and batch processing
◦ The service provides a single operation that is called for
all aggregation sizes. The decision which optimization
should be used is done by the service implementation.
It is not possible to use different transports for different
aggregation sizes.

The integration architecture defines the technologies that
are used to integrate the business services. In general, different
integration styles with different transports are used for batch
processing and single-event processing, which needs to be
taken into account when designing an adaptive system for bulk
data processing.
When using high aggegration sizes, it is not feasible to
use the same transports as with low aggregation sizes. Large
messages should not be transferred over the messaging system.
Instead, a file based transport using FTP or database-based
integration should be used. When using a messaging system,
the payload of large messages should not be transported over
the messaging system. For example, by implementing the
Claim Check Enterprise Integration Pattern (EIP) (cf. [46]).
Additionally, the technical data format should be considered.
The concrete threshold between low and high aggregation
sizes depends on the integration architecture and implementation of the system, such as the integration architecture and the
deployed messaging system.
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Listing 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Java interface of a web service offering different operations for single and batch processing.

@WebService
@SOAPBinding(style=Style.DOCUMENT, use=Use.LITERAL, parameterStyle=ParameterStyle.WRAPPED)
public interface RatingPortType {
@WebMethod(operationName="processCallDetails")
@WebResult(name="costedEvents")
public Costedevents processCallDetails(@WebParam(name="callDetailRecords") SimpleCDRs
callDetailRecords) throws ProcessingException, Exception;
@WebMethod(operationName="processCallDetail")
@WebResult(name="costedEvent")
public Costedevent processCallDetail(@WebParam(name="simpleCDR") SimpleCDR callDetailRecord)
throws ProcessingException, Exception;
}


TABLE III
T RANSPORT OPTIONS FOR HIGH AND LOW AGGREGATION SIZES

Aggregation Size
High

Low

Transport Options
• Database
• File-based (e.g. FTP)
• Claim Check EIP

• JMS
• SOAP

The choice of the appropriate integration transport for a
service is implicitly implemented by the message router (see
Section IV-B).
C. Error Handling
Message aggregation has also an impact on the handling
of errors that occur during the processing. Depending on the
cause of the error, there are two common types of errors:
• Technical errors
Technical errors are errors caused by technical reasons,
for example, an external system is not available or does
not respond within a certain timeout or the processed
message has an invalid format.
• Business errors
Business errors are caused by violation of business rules,
for example, a call detail record contains a tariff that is
no longer valid.
The following points should be taken into account, when
designing the error handling for an adaptive system for bulk
data processing:
• Write erroneous messages to an error queue for later
processing.
• Use multiple queues for different types of errors, for
example, distinct queues for technical and business errors
to allow different strategies for handling them. Some type
of errors can be fixed automatically, for example, an error
that is caused by an outage of an external system, while
other errors need to be fixed manually.
• If the erroneous messages is part of an aggregated message, it should be extracted from the aggregate to prevent

the whole aggregate from beeing written to the error
queue, especially when using high aggregation sizes.
D. Controller Design
There are several approaches for the implementation of
feedback-control systems. [44] describes two major steps:
1) modeling the dynamics of the system
2) developing a control system
There are different approaches that are used in practice to
model the dynamics of a system [47]:
• Empirical approach using curve fitting to create a model
of the system
• Black-box modeling
• Modeling using stochastic approaches, especially queuing
theory
• Modeling using special purpose representations, for example, the first principles analysis
For practical reasons, the following approach has been
taken in this research:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Define the control problem
Define the input and output variables of the system
Measure the dynamics of the system
Develop the control system

1) Control Problem: The control problem is defined as
follows:
• Minimize the end-to-end latency of the system by controlling the message aggregation size.
• The aggregation size used by the messaging system
should depend on the current load of the system.
• When the system faces high load, the aggregation size
should be increased to maximize the maximum throughput of the system.
• When the system faces low load, the aggregation size
should be decreased to minimize the end-to-end latency
of the system.
2) Input/Output Signals: [48] describes the following
criteria for selecting input control signals:
• Availability
It should be possible to influence the control input directly
and immediately.
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• Responsiveness
The system should respond quickly to a change of the
input signal. Inputs whose effect is subject to latency or
delays should be avoided when possible.
• Granularity
It should be possible to adjust the control input in small
increments. If the control input can only be adjusted in
fixed increments, then it could be necessary to consider
this in the controller or actuator implementation.
• Directionality
How does the control input impact the control output?
Does an increased control input result in increased or
decreased output?

TABLE IV
T ECHNOLOGIES AND FRAMEWORKS USED FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PROTOTYPES

Language

Java 1.6

Dependency Injection

Spring 3.0.7

Persistence API

OpenJPA (JPA 2.0) 2.1.1

Database

MySQL 5.5.24

Logging

Logback 1.0.1

Test

JUnit 4.7

Batch Framework

Spring Batch 2.1.8

Messaging Middleware

Apache Camel 2.10.0

Other Frameworks

Joda-Time, Apache Commons

Additionally, the following criteria should be considered
for selecting output control signals:
• Availability
The quantity must be observable without gaps and delays.
• Relevance
The output signal should be relevant for the behavior of
the system that should be controlled.
• Responsiveness
The output signal should reflect changes of the state of
the system quickly without lags and delays.
• Smoothness
The output signal should be smooth and does not need to
be filtered.

The prototypes are implemented with Java 1.6 using Java
Persistence API (JPA) for the data-access layer and a MySQL
database. See Table IV for complete list of technologies and
frameworks used for the implementation of the prototypes.
The prototype performs the following steps:

• Input (u): Current aggregation size
• Output (y): Change of queue size measured between
sampling intervals
• Set point (r): The change of queue size should be zero.

1) The message is read from the billing queue using JMS.
The queue is hosted by an Apache ActiveMQ instance.
2) The message is unmarshalled using JAXB.
3) The Mediation service is called by the CXF endpoint of
the billing route.
4) The response of the Mediation webservice, the normalized
call detail record, is unmarshalled.
5) The Rating service is called by the CXF endpoint of the
billing route.
6) The response of the Rating webservice, that is the costed
event, is unmarshalled.
7) The costed event is written to the Costed Events
Database.

3) Control Strategy: We use a simple non-linear control
strategy that could be implemented as follows (cf. [48]):

The feedback-control loop of the prototype is implemented
by the following components:

• When the tracking error is positive, increase the aggregation size by 1
• Do nothing when the tracking error is zero.
• Periodically decrease the aggregation size to test if a
smaller queue size is able to handle the load.

• Performance Monitor
The Performance Monitor manages the feedback-control
loop by periodically calling the Sensor and updating the
Controller. Additionally, it calculates the current throughput and end-to-end latency of the system.
• Sensor
The Sensor is responsible for getting the current size of
the message queue using Java Management Extensions
(JMX).
• Controller
The Controller calculates the new value for the aggregation size based on the setpoint and the current error.
• Actuator
The Actuator is responsible for setting the new aggregation size of the Aggregator calculated by the Controller.

With regard to these criteria, the following input and output
control signals have been chosen

VII.

P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION

To evaluate the proposed concepts of the adaptive middleware, a prototype of a billing system has been implemented
using Apache Camel [49] as the messaging middleware.
Figure 8 shows the architecture of the prototype. It consists
of three nodes, the billing route, mediation service and rating
service. The billing route implements the main flow of the
application. It is responsible for reading messages from the
billing queue, extracting the payload, calling the mediation
and rating service and writing the processed messages to the
database. The mediation service is a webservice representing
the mediation component. It is a SOAP service implemented
using Apache CXF and runs inside an Apache Tomcat container. The same applies to the rating service, representing the
rating component.

A. Aggregator
The Aggregator is configured to dynamically use the aggregation size (completionSize) set by a message header, as
shown in Listing 2 (line 2). This message header is set by
the Actuator (see Section VII-B3), which is controlled by the
Controller (see Section VII-B2).
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Performance Monitor
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Figure 8.

Listing 2.
1
2
3
4

Figure 10.

Components of the prototype system

The strategy of the controller is implemented by a controller strategy which implements the ControllerStrategy interface.

Aggregator configuration in definition of BillingRoute

.aggregate(constant(true), new
UsageEventsAggrationStrategy())
.completionSize(header(completionSizeHeader)
)
.completionTimeout(completionTimeout)
.parallelProcessing()

B. Feedback-Control Loop
Figure 9 shows the components of the feedback-control
loop.
u = Aggregation size
r=0

Controller

Actuator

Aggregator

Figure 12 shows the available implementations of the
ControllerStrategy.



Listing 3 shows the implementation of the simple control
strategy, as described in Section VI-D3:
• If the queue size increases, increase the aggregation size
(line 10-13).
• Otherwise, do not change the aggregation size (line 22).
• Periodically decrease the aggregation size by one (line
17-20).
The controller uses two different timers depending on the
previous action.

System

e = r-y

Message
Queue

Sensor
y = Net change of queue size

Figure 9.

UML classdiagram showing the sensor classes

Components of the feedback-control loop

3) Actuator: The AggregateSizeActuator is responsible for
setting the aggregation size of the Aggregator and is controlled
by the Controller (see Figure 13).
The AggregateSizeActuator implements the Actuator interface. It sets the aggregation size (completionSize) by setting a
specific header in the currently processed message.

1) Sensor: The JmxSensor implements the Sensor interface
(see Figure 10). It reads the current length of the input queue
of the ActiveMQ server instance using JMX.

4) Performance Monitor: The Performance Monitor manages the feedback-control loop by periodically calling the
Sensor and updating the Controller. Additionally, it calculates
the current throughput and end-to-end latency of the system
using the StatisticsService (see Figure 14).

2) Controller: A Controller has to implement the Controller interface. The following implementations of the Controller interface have been implemented (see Figure 11):

C. Load Generator

• BasicController
Implements a generic controller. The control strategy is
provided by an implementation of the ControllerStrategy.
• TestController
A controller used for testing the static behavior of the
system.

The Load Generator is used to generate the system load
by generating events (Call Detail Records (CDRs)) and writing
them to the input message queue of the system. It is implemented as a stand-alone Java program using a command-line
interface.
The DataGenerator uses a Poisson Process to simulate
the load of the system, which is commonly used to model
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Figure 11.

UML classdiagram showing the controller classes

events that occur continuously and independently of each other
with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times, e.g. to model
requests on a web server [50] or telephone calls [51].
VIII.

E VALUATION

The prototype described in the previous section has been
used to evaluate the general feasibility of the adaptive middleware.
A. Test Environment
The tests have been run on a development machine to
decrease the development-build-deploy cycle, as described in
Table V.
TABLE V
T EST ENVIRONMENT
Memory

3 GiB

CPU

Intel Core i5 M520 @ 2,40 GHz

Architecture

32-bit

Disk Drive

150 GB SSD

Operating System

Windows 7

Database

MySQL 5.5.24

Messaging Middleware

Apache ActiveMQ 5.6.0

B. Test Design
[52] defines a set of properties, that should be considered
when designing feedback-control systems for computing systems, called the SASO properties (Stable, Accurate, Settling
times, Overshoot):
• Stability
The system should provide a bounded output for any
bounded input.
• Accuracy
The measured output of the control system should converge to the reference input.
• Settling time
The system should converge quickly to its steady state.
• Overshoot
The system should achieve its objectives in a manner that
does not overshoot.
C. Static Tests
To test the relationship between the input and output
variables of the control-loop, aggregation size and change of
queue size, the following static tests have been performed:
• The TestController has been configured to periodically
increase the aggregation size after 100 time steps (1 time
step equals 1 second).
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Figure 12.

Listing 3.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

UML classdiagram showing the controller strategy classes

Implementation of the simple control strategy

public class SimpleControlStrategy
implements ControllerStrategy {
@Value("${simpleController.period1}")
private int period1;
@Value("${simpleController.period2}")
private int period2;
private int timer = 0;
public Double getOutput(Double error) {
if (error > 0) {
timer = period1;
return +1.0;
}
timer--;
if (timer == 0) {
timer = period2;
return -1.0;
}
return 0.0;
}

Figure 13.

}

UML classdiagram showing the actuator classes


events faster than they occur.
• The test has been repeated with different load of the
system, that is, using different arrival rates for the DataGenerator.

The change of queue size between each time step is shown
in Figure 16.
D. Step Test

Figure 15 shows the queue size of the system in relationship to the aggregation size, for different arrival rates.
• The system is not able to handle the load with an
aggregationsize < 5 and an arrivalrate = 50. With
an aggregationsize ≥ 5, the system is able to process
the events faster than they occur.
• With an arrivalrate = 100, the system is not able to
handle the load with an aggregationsize < 15. With an
aggregationsize ≥ 15, the system is able to process the
events faster than they occur.
• With an arrivalrate = 150, the system is not able to
handle the load with an aggregationsize < 25. With an
aggregationsize ≥ 25, the system is able process the

To measure the dynamic response of the system, the
following step test has been performed:
• The TestController has been configured to increase the
aggregation size from 1 to 50.
• Messages occur with an arrival rate of 150.
Figure 17 shows the result of the step test:
• With an aggregation size of 1, the system is not able to
handle the load. The queue length is constantly increasing.
• When the aggregation size is set to 50 at timestep 100,
the queue size is directly decreased, without a noticeable
delay.
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Figure 14.

UML classdiagram showing the PerformanceMonitor
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E. Controller Tests
The following test has been performed to evaluate the
performance of the Simple Controller:
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Static test: queue size changes

• Events are generated with an arrival rate = 50.0 for
100 time steps.
• At timestep = 100, the arrival rate is set to 150.0 for
another 100 time steps.
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the aggregation size. Using the queue size change to measure
the system load is also shown to be appropriate.
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Step test

• At timestep = 200, the arrival rate is set back to 50.0.
Figure 18 shows the results of the test using the Simple
Control strategy:
• The controller is reasonably able to control the size of
the queue. At timestep = 100, it increases the aggregate
size to a maximum value of 36.
• At timestep = 200, the controller starts to decrease the
aggregation size. At timestep = 375, the aggregation
size is back at 3.
Load
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L IMITATIONS

The research presented in this article has some limitations,
that are summarized below:

500

−500

IX.
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Queue size change
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0

• The services that implement the business functionality of
the system need to be explicitly designed to support the
run-time adaption between single-event and batch processing, as described in Section VI-A. Therefore, existing
services need to be changed in order to be integrated into
the system. This can pose a problem when using offthe-shelf services or Software as a Service (SaaS). The
integration of such services has not been considered in
this research.
• The services integrated by the prototype do not implement
any further optimizations for batch processing. They
use the same implementation for batch and single-event
processing. Thus, the impact of batch optimizations has
not been investigated. This was not necessary to show
the performance improvements of message aggregation
on the maximum throughput of the messaging prototype.
• The adaption mechanisms of the Adaptive Middleware
only uses message aggregation and message routing,
depending on the aggregation size. Other mechanisms
such as dynamic service composition and selection and
load balancing have not been investigated.
• The prototype of the Adaptive Middleware only uses a
single message queue, the integrated services are called
synchronous, using a request/response pattern. This design was chosen, to simplify the dynamics of the system.
Thus, the impact of using multiple message queues has
been investigated in the evaluation.
• The impact of different controller architectures has not
been exhaustively analyzed and researched. Only two
controller architectures have been implemented and evaluated. Other controller designs, such as fuzzy control, have
not been investigated. Additionally, a formal analyzation
of the feedback-control system has not been conducted,
for example, by creating a model of the system. Instead,
an empirical approach has been taken to evaluate the
viability of the proposed solution.
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F. Results
Summarizing the results of the evaluation, the proposed
concept for the adaptive middleware is a viable solution to
optimize the end-to-end latency of data processing system.
The results show that using a closed-feedback loop is a
feasible technique for implementing the dynamic control of

X.

C ONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this section, a novel concept of middleware for neartime processing of bulk data has been presented, which is
able to adapt itself to changing load scenarios by fluently
shifting the processing type between single event and batch
processing. The middleware uses a closed feedback loop to
control the end-to-end latency of the system by adjusting
the level of message aggregation depending on the current
load of the system. Determined by the aggregation size of
a message, the middleware routes a message to appropriate
service endpoints, which are optimized for either single-event
or batch processing.
Additionally, several design aspects have been described
that should be taken into account when designing and implementing an adaptive system for bulk data processing, such
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as how to design the service interfaces, the integration and
transport mechanisms, the error-handling and controller design.
The solution is based on standard middleware, messaging
technologies and standards and fully preserves the benefits of
an SOA and messaging middleware, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Loose coupling
Remote communication
Platform language Integration
Asynchronous communication
Reliable Communication

To evaluate the proposed middleware concepts, a prototype
system has been developed. The tests show that the proposed
middleware solution is viable and is able to optimize the endto-end latency of a bulk data processing system for different
load scenarios.
The next steps of this research are to further analyze the
dynamics of the system and to optimize the controller.
During the implementation of the prototype of the adaptive
middleware, it became apparent that the design and implementation of such a system differs from common approaches
to implement enterprise software systems. Further research
addresses a conceptual framework that guides the design,
implementation and operation of a system for bulk data processing based on the adaptive middleware.
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Abstract—Standard mass-production is a well-known manufacturing concept. To make small quantities or even single items of
a product according to user specifications at an affordable price,
alternative agile production paradigms should be investigated and
developed. The system presented in this article is based on a
grid of cheap reconfigurable production units, called equiplets.
A grid of these equiplets is capable to produce a variety
of different products in parallel at an affordable price. The
underlying agent-based software for this system is responsible
for the agile manufacturing. An important aspect of this type
of manufacturing is the transport of the products along the
available equiplets. This transport of the products from equiplet
to equiplet is quite different from standard production. Every
product can have its own unique path along the equiplets. In this
article several topologies are discussed and investigated. Also, the
planning and scheduling in relation to the transport constraints is
subject of this study. Some possibilities of realization are discussed
and simulations are used to generate results with the focus on
efficiency and usability for different topologies and layouts of
the grid and its internal transport system. Closely related with
this problem is the scheduling of the production in the grid. A
discussion about the maximum achievable load on the production
grid and its relation with the transport system is also included.

the grid, are the motivation and purpose of this article. The
goal is to investigate the effect of different interconnection
possibilities to the average production path and to see how
the grid behaves under load. The work in this article is based
on a paper presented at the Intelli 2014 conference [1] and
other previous work. The design and implementation of the
production platforms and the idea to build a production grid
can be found in Puik [2]. In Moergestel [3] the idea of using
agent technology as a software infrastructure is presented.
Two types of agents play a major role in the production: a
product agent, responsible for production of a product and an
agent responsible for performing certain production steps on a
production machine. Another publication by Moergestel [4] is
dedicated to the production scheduling for the grid production
system. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In
Section II of this article related work will be discussed.
Section III will explain grid manufacturing in more detail,
followed by Section IV about transport in the grid. Section V
introduces the software tools built. The results are presented
and discussed in Section VI. Finally, a conclusion where the
results are summarized will end the article.

Keywords-Multiagent-based manufacturing; Flexible transport.

II.
I.

I NTRODUCTION

In standard batch processing the movement of products is
mostly based on a pipeline. Though batch processing is a very
good solution for high volume production, it is not apt for
agile manufacturing when different products at small quantities
are to be produced by the production equipment. This article
describes an agile and flexible production system, where the
production machines are placed in a grid. Products are not
following a single path, but different paths can be used in
parallel, leading to parallel manufacturing of different products. The grid arrangement of production machines reduces
the average path when products move along their own possibly
unique paths within the grid during the production. To move
the products around during production, the ways the production
machines are interconnected should be investigated to find an
affordable and good solution. An important aspect will also be
the amount of products in the grid during production, because
too many products will result in failures in the scheduling
of the production. The investigation about transport and the
amount of products in the grid, resulting in the total load of

R ELATED WORK

Using agent technology in industrial production is not
new though still not widely accepted. Important work in
this field has already been done. Paolucci and Sacile [5]
give an extensive overview of what has been done in this
field. Their work focuses on simulation as well as production
scheduling and control [6]. The main purpose to use agents
in [5] is agile production and making complex production
tasks possible by using a multi-agent system. Agents are also
introduced to deliver a flexible and scalable alternative for
manufacturing execution systems (MES) for small production
companies. The roles of the agents in this overview are quite
diverse. In simulations agents play the role of active entities
in the production. In production scheduling and control agents
support or replace human operators. Agent technology is used
in parts or subsystems of the manufacturing process. On the
contrary, we based the manufacturing process as a whole on
agent technology. In our case a co-design of hardware and
software was the basis.
Bussmann and Jennings [7][8] used an approach that compares to our approach. The system they describe introduced
three types of agents, a workpiece agent, a machine agent and
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a switch agent. Some characteristics of their solution are:
•

The production system is a production line that is
built for a certain product. This design is based
on redundant production machinery and focuses on
production availability and a minimum of downtime
in the production process. Our system is a grid and is
capable to produce many different products in parallel;

•

The roles of the agents in this approach are different
from our approach. The workpiece agent sends an
invitation to bid for its current task to all machine
agents. The machine agents issue bids to the workpiece agent. The workpiece agent chooses the best
bid or tries again. In our system, the negotiating is
between the product agents, thus not disrupting the
machine agents;

•

They use a special infrastructure for the logistic subsystem, controlled by so called switch agents. Even
though the practical implementation is akin to their
solution, in our solution the service offered by the
logistic subsystems can be considered as production
steps offered by an equiplet and should be based on a
more flexible transport mechanism.

However, there are important differences to our approach.
The solution presented by Bussmann and Jenning has the
characteristics of a production pipeline and is very useful as
such, however, it is not meant to be an agile multi-parallel
production system as presented here.
Other authors focus on using agent technology as a solution
to a specific problem in a production environment. In [9]
a multi-agent monitoring system is presented. This work
focusses on monitoring a manufacturing plant. The approach
we use monitors the production of every single product. The
work of Xiang and Lee [10] presents a multiagent-based
scheduling solution using swarm intelligence. Their work uses
negotiating between job-agents and machine-agents for equal
distribution of tasks among machines. The implementation and
a simulation of the performance is discussed. In our approach
the negotiating is between product agents and load balancing is
possible by encouraging product agents to use equiplets with a
low load. We did not focus on a specific part of the production
but we developed a complete production paradigm based on
agent technology in combination with a production grid. This
model is based on two types of agents and focuses on agile
multiparallel production. There is a much stronger role of the
product agent and a product log is produced per product. This
product agent can also play an important role in the life-cycle
of the product [11].
In agent-based manufacturing the term holon is often used.
While agent technology emerged from the field of computer
science, the concept holon has its origin in computer integrated
manufacturing (CIM) [12]. The concept was proposed by
Koestler [13]. Parts of a system can be autonomous and stable
on their own, but by cooperation they may form a bigger
whole. This bigger whole could again be a part of an even
bigger whole. A holon is both a part and a whole. A holon
can represent a physical object or a logical activity. In the
domain of manufacturing this can be a production machine, a
production order or a human operator [14]. Agent technology

can be used to implement a holon. This is where the two
approaches, agent technology and the holon concept, meet.
An important difference is that a holon can also be a passive
entity like the aforementioned production order, while agents
represent active autonomous entities. Fisher [15] uses a holonic
approach for manufacturing planning and control. His work is
based on the use of the Integration of Reactive behaviour and
Rational Planning (InterRRap) agent architecture proposed by
Müller [16]. Agents represent the holonic manufacturing components, forming a multiagent system. In our manufacturing
model the holonic approach was not used, because a more
simple multiagent system fitted our requirements.
III.

G RID MANUFACTURING

In grid production, manufacturing machines are placed in
a grid topology. Every manufacturing machine offers one or
more production steps and by combining a certain set of
production steps, a product can be made. This means that when
a product requires a given set of production steps and the grid
has these steps available, the product can be made [2]. The
definition of a production step as used in this article is:
Definition[Production step] A production step is an action or
group of coordinated or coherent actions on a product, to bring
the product a step further to its final realisation. The state of
the product before and after the step are stable, meaning that
the time it takes to do the next step is irrelevant and that the
product can be transported or temporarily stored between two
steps.
The software infrastructure that has been used in our grid
is agent-based. Agent technology opens the possibilities to let
this grid operate and manufacture different kinds of products
in parallel, provided that the required production steps are
available [3]. The manufacturing machines that have been
built in our research group are cheap and versatile. These
machines are called equiplets and consist of a standardized
frame and subsystem on which several different front-ends can
be attached. The type of front-end specifies what production
steps a certain equiplet can provide. This way every equiplet
acts as a reconfigurable manufacturing system (RMS) [17]. An
example of an equiplet front-end is a delta-robot. With this
front-end, the equiplet is capable of pick and place actions.
A computer vision system is part of the frontend. This way
the equiplet can localise parts and check the final position
they are put in. A picture of an equiplet with a delta-robot
front-end is shown in Figure 1. For a product to be made a
sequence of production steps has to be done. More complex
products need a tree of sequences, where every sequence ends
in a half-product or part, needed for the end product. The
actual production starts at the branches of the tree and ends
at the root. The equiplet is represented in software by a socalled equiplet agent. This agent advertises its capabilities
as production steps on a blackboard that is available in a
multiagent system where also the so-called product agents
live. A product agent is responsible for the manufacturing of
a single product and knows what to do, the equiplet agents
knows how to do it. A product agent selects a set of equiplets
based on the production steps it needs and tries to match these
steps with the steps advertised by the equiplets. The planning
and scheduling of a product is an atomic action, done by the
product agent in cooperation with the equiplet agent and takes
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Figure 3: Three products in production.

the situation is shown for three products X, Y and Z using
five different equiplets (A, B, C, D, E). Production step i of
product X is denoted by Xi. From Figure 3 the following
properties become clear:
•

Production steps can differ in length as opposed to
batch processing, where every step in the production
line should normally take the same amount of time;

•

Production can start at random;

•

It will be unlikely that all equiplets are used at 100%;

•

A failing production step on a product will not block
the whole manufacturing process of other products as
in a production pipeline used in mass production;

•

Products have their own unique paths along the
equiplets.

Figure 1: An equiplet with a delta-robot frontend.

seven stages [4]. First, Let us assume that a single sequence
of steps is needed:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

From the list of production steps, build a set of
equiplets offering these steps;
Ask equiplets about the feasibility and duration of the
steps;
Indicate situations where consecutive steps on the
same equiplet are possible;
Generate at most four paths along equiplets;
Calculate the paths along these equiplets;
Schedule the shortest product path using first-fit (take
the first opportunity in time for a production step) and
a scheduling scheme known as earliest deadline first
(EDF) [4];
If the schedule fails, try the next shortest path.

For more complex products, consisting of a tree of sequences,
the product agent spawns child agents, which are each responsible for a sequence. The parent agent is in control of
its children and acts as a supervisor. It is also responsible for
the last single sequence of the product. In Figure 2, the first
two halfproducts are made using step sequences < σ1 , σ2 >
and < σ3 , σ4 >. These sequences are taken care of by child
agents, while the parent agent will complete the product by
performing the step sequence < σ4 , σ7 , σ2 , σ1 >.
1

2

3

4

4

7

2

1

Figure 2: Manufacturing of a product consisting of two half-products.

Every product agent is responsible for only one product to
be made. The requests for products arrive at random. In
the implementation we have made, a webinterface helps the
end-user to design or specify his or her specific product.
At the moment, all features are selected a product agent
will be created. During manufacturing a product is guided
by the product agent from equiplet to equiplet. In Figure 3,

The path the product has to follow during manufacturing will
in general be a random walk along the equiplets. Figure 4 gives
an impression of such a random walk.
Manufacturing Grid

In

Out

Figure 4: Random walk of a product in the grid.

This random walk is more efficient when the equiplets are in
a grid arrangement against a line arrangement as used in batch
processing. Some calculations on the average number of hops
has been done for a random path between nodes on a line,
on a circle and √
in a grid. In Figure 5, the number of hops is
plotted against N , where N is the number of nodes among
the line, the circle or in the grid. The increase of the average
path length (number of hops) is the highest for nodes put on
a line. So a random walk along a line is behaving bad, when
the number of nodes increases.
Figure 6 shows the global system architecture. The multiagent system is a distributed system consisting of computers belonging to the equiplet hardware where the equilet
agents (EqA) live and some general computer platforms. The
general computer platforms contain the product agents (PA)
and blackboards that are used for sharing information that
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Figure 7: Production system with supply pipeline.
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Figure 5: Number of hops for different configurations of N nodes.
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MultiAgent System
EqA
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A problem with the previous setup is the fact that more
complex products should be built by combining subparts that
should be constructed first. In the previously presented setup
all parts needed for the construction of the subparts should
be collected in the building box, making the assembling
process more complicated. Another disadvantage of putting
all components for all subparts together in a building box is
that this slows down the production time, because normally
subparts can be made in parallel. A solution is shown in the
setup of Figure 8. Subparts can be made in parallel and are
input to the supply-line that eventually could be combined with
the original supply-line.

Black
Boards

Manufacturing Grid

EqA
Part-supply Line

Figure 6: Global architecture of the software infrastructure.
Half-product Supply Line

should be available for all agents. The platforms are connected
using standard Ethernet. New request for products to be built
are received from the internet. Such a request will spawn
a new product agent, that will plan its production path and
schedule its production using the information available on the
blackboards as described earlier in this section.
IV.

T RANSPORT IN THE GRID

In the production grid, there is at least the stream of products to be made. Another stream might be the stream of raw
material, components or half-products used as components.
We will refer to this stream as the stream of components.
These components could be stored inside the equiplets, but
in that case there is still a stream of supply needed in case the
locally stored components run short. This increases the logistic
complexity of the grid model. In the next subsections, models
will be introduced that alleviate the complexity by combining
the stream of products with the stream of components.

Figure 8: Production system with loops.

The next refinement of the system is presented in Figure 9.
Here a set of special testnodes has been added to the system.
These nodes are actually also equiplets, but these equiplets
have a front-end that makes them suited for testing and
inspecting final products as well as subparts that should be
used for more complicated products.
Manufacturing Grid

Test Nodes

Part-supply Line
reject

Half-product Supply Line

A. Building box model
In the building box model, a tray is loaded with all the
components to create the product. To maintain agility, this
set of components can be different for every single product.
Before entering the grid, the tray is filled by passing through a
pipeline with devices providing the components. In this phase
a building box is created that will be used by the grid to
assemble the product. The equiplets in the grid are only used
for assembling purposes. Figure 7 shows the setup.

accept
+ exit
accept
supply

Figure 9: Production system with tests and loops.

A test can also result in a reject and this will also inform the
product agent about the failure. If the product agent is a child
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switch A

Belt R
Belt L
switch B
Figure 10: Bidirectional conveyor belt with switches.

agent constructing a subpart, it should consult the parent agent
if a retry should be done. In case it is the product agent for
the final product, it should ask its maker what to do.

C. Transport by automatic guided vehicles
An alternative for conveyor belts is the use of automatic
guided vehicles (AGV). An AGV is a mobile robot that follows
certain given routes on the floor or uses vision, ultrasonic
sonar or lasers to navigate. These AGVs are already used in
industry mostly for transport, but they are also used as moving
assembly platforms. This last application is just what is needed
in the agile manufacturing grid. The AGV solution used to be
expensive compared to conveyor belts but some remarks should
be made about that:
•

The AGVs offer a very flexible way for transport that
fits better in non-pipeline situations;

B. Conveyor belt-based systems

•

Low cost AGV platforms are now available;

A conveyor belt is a common device to transport material.
Several types are in use in the industry. Without going into
detail, some kind of classification will be presented here:

•

From the product agent view, an AGV is like an
equiplet, offering the possibility to move from A to
B.

•

A conveyor-belt solution that fits the requirements
needed in grid productions will turn out to be a complicated and expensive system due to the requirements
for flexible transport.

•

belts for continuous transport in one direction;

•

belts with stepwise transport from station to station.
These types of belts can be used in batch environments, where every step takes the same amount of time
and the object should be at rest when a production step
is executed;

•

belts with transport is two directions. This can also be
realised by using two one direction belts, working in
opposite direction.

In Bussmann [7], an agent-based production system is built using transport belts in two directions where a switch mechanism
can move a product from one belt to another. A special switchagent is controlling the switches and thus controlling the flow
of a product along the production machines. In Figure 10
this solution is shown. Switch A is activated and will shift
products from belt R to the belt L that will move it to the left.
This concept fits well in the system developed by Bussmann,
because that system is actually a batch-oriented system. In a
grid the use of conveyor belts might be considered, but for agile
transport several problems arise, giving rise to complicated
solutions:
•
•

•

should the direction in the grid consist of one-way
paths or should be chosen for bidirectional transport?
a product should be removed from the moving belt
during the execution of a production step. A stepwise
transport is inadequate, because of the fact that production steps can have different execution times in
our agile model. This removal could be done by a
switch mechanism as used by Bussmann, but every
equiplet should also have it own switch-unit to move
the product back to the belt.
because the grid does not have a line structure for
reasons explained in the first part of this paper, a lot
of crossings should be implemented. These crossings
can also be realised with conveyor belt techniques, but
it will make the transport system as a whole expensive
and perhaps more error-prone.

In the grid, a set of these AGVs will transport the product
between equiplets and will be directed to the next destination
by product agents.
1) AGV system components: An AGV itself is a driverless
mobile robot platform or vehicle. This AGV is mostly a
battery-powered system. To use an AGV, a travel path should
be available. When more than one AGV is used on the travel
path, a control system should manage the traffic and prevent
collisions between the AGVs or prevent deadlock situations.
The control system can be centralised or decentralised.
2) AGV navigation: There are plenty ways in which navigation of AGVs has been implemented. The first division in
techniques can be made, based on whether the travel path itself
is specially prepared to be used by AGVs. This can be done
by:
•

putting wires in the path the AGV can sense and
follow;

•

using magnetic tape along the path to guide the AGV;

•

using coloured paths, by using adhesive tape on the
path to direct the AGV;

•

using transponders, so the AGV can localise itself.

The second type of AGV does not require a specially prepared
path. In that case navigation is done by using:
•

laser range-finders

•

ultrasonic distance sensors

•

vision systems

Though it might look as if the decision for using AGVs has
already been made, further research should be done to see what
the efficiency will be for several implementations. This will be
the subject of the next two sections.
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V.

S OFTWARE TOOLS

Two simulation software packages have been built. A
simulation of the scheduling for production and a simulation
for the path planning. The path planning tool will be used to
calculate the efficiency for different transport interconnections.
The scheduling tool will be used to calculate the number
of active product agents within the grid. This number is
important, because it will tell how many products should be
temporally stored, waiting for the next production step to be
executed.

Figure 13: Standard fully connected grid.

A. Path planning simulation software
A path planning tool has been built, to calculate a path a
certain product has to follow along the equiplets. The Dijkstra
path algorithm has been used [18]. The tool can work on
different grid transport patterns. This tool will be used to study
several possible grid topologies. A screen-shot of the graphical
user interface of the tool is shown in Figure 11. Several different topologies and interconnections can be chosen by clicking
the appropriate fields in the GUI. The average transport path
for all nodes is one of the results of this simulation.
Figure 14: Grid with bidirectional lanes and bidirectional backbone lanes.

VI.

R ESULTS

This section shows two types of results. First, the transport
possibilities are investigated using the path planning tool. Next,
the results of the scheduling simulations are discussed.
A. Transport possibilities

Figure 11: Path planning GUI.

To calculate the average pathlength in the grid for different
paths, several structures have been investigated. Some of these
structures were chosen to fit conveyor belt solutions of some
type. All structures will also fit within the AGV-based solution.
1)
2)

B. Scheduling simulation software
The software for the scheduling simulations consists of two
parts. One part is a command-line tool that is driven by a
production scenario of a collection of product agents, each
having their own release time, deadline and set of production
steps. This production scenario is a human readable XML-file.
The second part is a GUI for visualisation of the scheduling
system. In Figure 12, a screen shot of this visualisation tool
is shown.

Figure 12: GUI of the scheduling simulator.

3)
4)
5)
6)

A fully connected grid. where all paths are bidirectional paths as in Figure 13.
A grid where all paths are bidirectional, but this
design has removed the crossings as in Figure 14.
This structure could be implemented by conveyor
belts in combination with switches;
A structure with five unidirectional paths and two
bidirectional paths as in Figure 15. This structure is
also a possible implementation with conveyor belts;
A structure with bidirectional paths combined in a
single backbone as in Figure 16;
A structure with five bidirectional paths and two
unidirectional paths as in Figure 17;
A fully connected grid, but now with half of the paths
unidirectional as in Figure 18.

For all these structures the average path is the result from a
simulation of 1000 product agents, all having a random walk
within the grid. Each product agent has an also random set
of equiplets it has to visit ranging from 2 to 50 equiplets per
product agent. Every path or hop between adjacent nodes is
considered to be one unit length. If the paths have no crossings,
a conveyor belt might be used, because crossing belts will
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TABLE I: Results of the simulation.
Structure
Average path
% Alternatives

1
3.2
60

2
3.9
16.7

3
6.4
8.4

4
5.1
0

5
6.0
0

6
3.6
27

7

6

5

Average path

Figure 15: Grid with unidirectional lanes and bidirectional backbone lanes.
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Structure

Figure 19: Simulation results for different structures.
Figure 16: E-shaped connection, with bidirectional lanes.

the same length. This result is of interest when in a traffic
control implementation, alternative paths become important.

Figure 17: Bidirectional lanes with unidirectional backbones.

Figure 18: Fully connected grid with unidirectional lanes.

As could be expected, the best result is achieved in the fully
connected grid with bidirectional paths. Changing the grid to
an almost identical structure of Figure 18 with unidirectional
paths, results in only a small penalty. This structure could also
be useful in an AGV-based transport system, reducing collision
problems because of the one-way paths used. Both structures
also offer a relative high percentage of alternative paths, that
could also be useful in an AGV-based system. The structures
that fit a conveyor belt solution show a path length that is
considerably higher.
When AGVs are used, the architecture of the production
system slightly changes. The solution fits well in the software
infrastructure. For the product agent, the AGV can be seen
as just another equiplet, but instead of providing production
steps, transport in the grid is offered. Another difference is
that the product agent will be tied to an AGV during the whole
production. The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 20.
The AVGs are represented by transport agents (TA). During
the execution of a production step, the equiplet agent can also
cooperate with the transport agent to put the product on the
AGV in the right position. This might come handy when a
product is too large for the equiplet to handle by itself.
B. Scheduling

result in a more complex system. All structures can also be
implemented with AGVs. For some structures the average path
can also easily be calculated and the results of these exact
calculations are comparable with the simulation results.
The results of the simulation are given in a table and
also plotted as a histogram in Figure 19. In Table I, a
second outcome from the simulation is also shown. This is
the percentage of agents that could find an alternative path of

The next results were generated using the scheduling tool.
This tool was used in earlier research [4] to discover the
scheduling approach to be used. The scheduling is based on
timeslots, having a certain duration. Such a timeslot is the minimal allocatable unit of time. The methods used for scheduling
were derived from real time scheduling schemes adapted to
the multiagent environment. To explain these schemes, some
symbols used in expressions should be defined:
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The adjustments that has been made to adapt the scheduling
schemes to the situation of the production grid had to do with
preemption and the way a feasible scheduling and a failing
scheduling are treated. For scheduling in the grid the following
list of objectives has been worked out:

Internet

PA
TA

PA
TA

PA
TA

PA
TA

MultiAgent System
EqA

EqA

EqA

Black
Boards

EqA

Figure 20: Global architecture with transport.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

P is the product set. A single product is denoted as Pi .
ri is the first timeslot after release of product Pi
di is the timeslot for the deadline of product Pi
τ is the current timeslot
si (τ ) is the number of timeslots of product Pi that is left to
be done.
Five well-known scheduling schemes are as follows.
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

Fixed priority, FP. Every task is assigned a priority
depending on the task type. The highest priority tasks
are completed before the lower priorities are run.
Earliest deadline first, EDF. The task with the first
deadline to come gets the highest priority and is
handled first.
Least slack first, LSF. The task with the minimum
slack gets the highest priority and is handled first.
Slack is defined as the total time available until the
deadline minus the time to complete the task. The
slack for product Pi at timeslot τ can be written as
(di − τ ) − si (τ ).
Smallest critical ratio first, CR. The critical ratio is
defined as the total number of timeslots available
divided by the number needed. For a product Pi at
timeslot τ : (di − τ )/si (τ ). If this number turns out
to be 1, all timeslots should be used. If it is lower
than 1, the scheduling is infeasible. A high number
shows that many slots are available for a relative
small number of needed timeslots.
Shortest process first, SPF. The task with the shortest
time to complete gets the highest priority.

All these types can be used in conjunction with what is called
preemption. By this is meant that when a higher priority task
arrives, another already running task is paused (preempted)
to make way for the higher priority task. After completion
of the higher priority task, the preempted task is resumed.
Because all agents are equal, fixed priority is inadequate as a
scheduling scheme for the production grid. Both EDF and LSF
are considered optimal in the sense of feasibility: this means
that if there exists a feasible schedule, EDF or LSF will find
it [19]. However, this is only true for the situation where a
single resource is scheduled among requesters, as is the case
in a single processor computer system, where the processor
time is scheduled among different tasks.

It should offer a best effort to schedule products that
will arrive at random times.
It should schedule products at high grid loads.
It should be fast and reliable. The scheduling should
take a small amount of time.
It should introduce only a small intercommunication
overhead. This will mean that the amount of interagent messages should be kept low.
It should be fair. When a product is scheduled for
production with a feasible scheduling, meaning the
product will be completed before the deadline, the
scheduling system should be designed such that it
will guarantee that the feasible scheduling will not
be changed to an infeasible scheduling at a later time
by the scheduling system.

In [4], two approaches for preemption are introduced. To
describe the differences EDF will be used as an example. If a
product arrives at time t with deadline Td , two scenarios are
possible:
1)

2)

All products with a later deadline will temporarily
give up their schedules starting from t to make way
for the newly arrived product. This product will
be scheduled and the products that gave up their
scheduling try to reschedule within the constraints
for their deadlines according to the EDF scheme.
However, if one of these reschedules fails, objective
5 of the scheduling system is not achieved. This will
result in reporting a scheduling failure for the newly
arrived product and a restore of the schedules of the
already active products. This approach is called the
strong approach.
The newly arrived product will first try to schedule
its production without disturbing the other products.
Only if it fails it will follow the schedule and reschedule approach mentioned in the first scenario. This
approach is called the weak approach.

The implementation of these two approaches is done by sending broadcast messages as well as agent to agent messages. In
case of an infeasible schedule for the newly arrived agent, this
agent will broadcast its deadline to all active product agents. In
reply to this broadcast, agents with a later deadline will send
their claimed production steps to the new agent and this will
try to schedule its production assuming these claimed steps
are now available. If the scheduling succeeds it will try to
reschedule all other active agents. In case of success it will
adjust the scheduling information on the blackboard involved
with the new scheduling and send the new schedules to the
participating agents. By locking the access to the blackboard
by other agents during (re)scheduling, this scheduling action
is atomic.
In [4], it is shown that the approaches weak and strong
result in almost the same rate of successful schedules, having
an average difference in results below 0.5%. Both approaches
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Figure 21: Number of preemptions for strong and weak EDF.
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Figure 23: Failure-count for different scheduling algorithms.
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Figure 24: Simulation Results for different sizes op product sets.

Figure 22: Number of agents involved for strong and weak EDF.

fulfill objectives 1 and 2. In Figure 21, the number of preemptions for both strong and weak versions of EDF are plotted for
different sizes of test sets. Another important value that gives
and impression of the inter-agent communication overhead
is shown in Figure 22. From both figures it becomes clear
that the amount of overhead in inter-agent communication and
rescheduling calculations used by the strong version is much
higher than the weak version. Objectives 3 and 4 are more
feasible using the weak version. Both versions were already
by design compliant with objective 5. When we consider
the different scheduling algorithms mentioned before, leaving
out fixed priority, and using the weak approach the resulting
number of failures for different numbers of products are plotted
in Figure 23. Earliest deadline first (EDF) turned out to be
a good choice. The success rate is comparable to LSF, but
the advantage of EDF over LSF is that the deadline is a
constant value while the slack changes over time and has to
be recalculated, introducing an extra small overhead.

2000

to visit ranging from 1 to 20 with an average of 10
equiplets.
•

The number of timesteps in a simulation run is 10000
and the duration of a production step is 1 timestep.

•

The time window between release time and deadline
of a product is random between 1 to 20 times the total
production time of a product. This total production
time in timesteps is in this case equal to to number of
equiplets the product agent has to visit.

•

Each equiplet is offering a single unique production
step.

For a set with 10000 product agents, each having an average number of 10 production steps, the amount of production
steps needed is 100000. During 10000 timesteps the grid
consisting of 10 equiplets is actually offering a maximum of
100000 production steps. Figure 24 shows that in the given
situation of 10000 product agents the number of scheduling
failures is over 1000. In Figure 25, the average number of product agents in a manufacturing grid consisting of 10 equiplets is
shown for different sizes of test sets. This information shows
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Figure 26: Increasing number of active products in the grid.

Figure 28: Actual number of products in the grid.

that the number of products exceeds the number of equiplets
by far above 8000 products. Given the aforementioned test
conditions, a number of 8000 products compares to a load of
80%. At a load of 80% the number of products, which are not
handled by equiplets and have to wait, is two times the number
of equiplets, resulting in an average of two AGVs waiting for
service by an equiplet.

shape. In the beginning, the actual number is even less than
the number plotted in the graph of Figure 26. This is due to
the fact that in a grid that is only used by a small amount of
product agents, every product will be finished far before its
deadline. A finished product is now not considered active in
the grid any more. However, at a certain point there is a steep
increase in the number of products and the graph saturates at
the same level of 70 products as shown in Figure 25 for a test
set of 10000. The number of rejected products due to a failing
scheduling will increase. This also means that overloading the
grid will generate many active products that should be stored
somewhere, because in this given situation, only 10 products
can be handled by an equiplet.

Another simulation has been set up to study the behaviour
of the grid under increasing load. This simulation is based on
a scenario with a linear increasing amount of product agents
in time as shown in Figure 26. In this situation, a product is
considered active in the grid between its release time and its
deadline. Because of the fact that at the end of the graph, the
grid is actually overloaded, the maximum number of active
agents in the grid will not increase due to the fact that more
and more products will have an infeasible scheduling and will
not contribute to the number of products in the grid. This
effect is shown in Figure 27. The actual number of products
in the grid is shown in Figure 28. This graph is not based
on release time and deadline, but on release time and time
of completion. When we look at the actual number of active
products in the grid, the resulting graph shows an remarkable

VII.

C ONCLUSION

For the agile grid-based and agent-based manufacturing the
buildingbox as well as the AGV-based system offer advantages:
•

By using a building box, the transport of parts to the
assembling machines (equiplets) is combined with the
transport of the product to be made. It will not happen
that a part is not available during manufacturing;
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•

•

•

Because the product as well as it parts use one
particular AGV during the production, there is never
a competition for AGV during the manufacturing
process;
An AGV can use the full possibility and advantage
of the grid-based system being a compact design
resulting in short average paths;
The product agent knows which equiplets it should
visit and thus can use the AGV in the same way as
an equiplet. The product agent can instruct the AGV
agent to bring it to the next equiplet in the same
way as it can instruct an equiplet agent to perform
a production step;

•

An AGV can bring the production platform exact to
the right position for the equiplet and can even add
extra movement in the X-Y plane or make a rotation
around the Z-axis;

•

If an AGV fails during production the problem can be
isolated and other AGVs can continue to work. In a
conveyor belt system a failing conveyor might block
the whole production process.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

There are also some disadvantages:
•
•

•

There should be a provision for charging the battery
of the AGV.

[12]

Simulations show that the amount of agents in the grid
shows a strong increase in a grid that is loaded over
80%. This will result in a lot of AGVs in the grid
leading to traffic jam;

[13]

Only products that fit within the building box manufacturing model can be made.

Agent-based grid manufacturing is a feasible solution for agile
manufacturing. Some important aspects of this manufacturing
paradigm have been discussed here. Transport can be AGVbased provided that the load of the grid should be kept under
80% to overcome the temporary storage requirements and
problems with the communication and rescheduling overhead.

[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]
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Abstract—Smart and context-aware Mobile Cloud Computing
applications challenge the way Quality-of-Service and Quality-ofContext are maintained when operating with a federated mobile
cloud environment. Many resource and performance trade-offs
exist for the federated deployment of smart mobile applications.
Consequently, finding the best strategy to deploy and configure
intelligent applications in this federated environment is a nontrivial task. We analyse the challenges and requirements for the
dynamic deployment of smart applications in such a setting and
present a quality-aware federated framework for the development
and deployment of smart mobile applications to use the cloud
opportunistically. Our framework utilizes Qo*-awareness and
dynamic adaptability to account for the uncertain conditions
given the partially observable context. Experiments with our
framework demonstrate the feasibility and the potential benefits
to automate the deployment and configuration decisions in the
presence of a changing environment and runtime variability.
Keywords–dynamic deployment; Bayesian models; mobile cloud
computing; smart applications; decision support.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobility and context-awareness have multiplied the use
of mobile devices in homes or offices, health and cities
giving them a Smart label. Intelligent and smart applications
are gaining popularity day-by-day due to the ease and the
control they offer to the user. Continuous advancements in
mobile technology are changing our habits and the ways
we interact with these mobile applications [1]. This rapidly
evolving mobile technology is giving a momentum to the
smartness of these devices and a better control of our mobile
applications, considering the perspective of the user and his
situation [2]. A wide range of sensing, communication, storage
and computational resources makes these mobile devices a
perfect platform for ubiquitous computing offering pervasive
connectivity and a source for context-awareness.
Context-awareness is a congenital characteristic [3] of
intelligent applications to the notion of adaptability and smartness. Context [4] is defined as any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity
can be an object, a place or a person relevant to the current
scope of the system. Research and development of contextawareness is narrowing the gap between us, our devices and the
environment. Context aims to become the fabric of ubiquitous
computing. The consequent smart applications behave as the
constituents of ubiquitous environments as envisioned by Mark
Weiser [5].
The user takes a passive role in context-aware applications
and these mobile applications decide on his behalf. These applications require continuous processing and high-rate sensors’
data to capture the user’s context, such as his whereabouts and
ongoing activities as well as the runtime execution context

on the mobile device. However, being smart requires being
right in an adaptation decision. Context is dynamic in nature
and is prone to ambiguity. This uncertainty not only leads to
incorrect decisions but also makes proactive decision making
impossible, impacting the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of the
application in a negative fashion. We need certain attributes
that signify the adequacy or degree of suitability of the context
data. This degree of suitability, often regarded as the Qualityof-Context (QoC) [6], can highly affect the adaptation decision.
Despite the continuous improvements in mobile technology, the exponential growth in mobile usage is formidable to
cope with the resource limitations. Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) offers Mobile Cloud Augmentation (MCA) with the
aim to empower mobile devices to run more demanding or long
running tasks by providing plentiful storage and processing
capabilities on cloud servers. Cloud computing [7] offers
access to an always connected, decentralized, and abstracted
infrastructure of a heterogeneous pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can scale up or down instantly in a controlled
fashion. This federated design can be applied to almost any
application and has been shown to improve both the speed and
energy consumption [8]. Most of the cloud applications follow
a thin client philosophy where resource intensive tasks are
outsourced to the cloud infrastructure in a brute force fashion.
A modular design philosophy for smart applications is ideal
enabling an optimal deployment in MCA. However, attaining
the most suitable deployment and configuration strategy for
these applications is not always clear and straightforward.
The MCA federation for such type of applications is a nontrivial task. On the one hand, we have mobile devices with
built-in sensors to sense the context of user. On the other
hand, cloud resources can be utilized opportunistically to save
resources for mobile users [9][10]. At the core of such a
distributed environment, a decision of what to run where and
when is gruelling under a changing runtime execution context.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the federation in MCA for
context-aware applications. There can be multiple deployment
strategies for a smart application both at design time and at
runtime. However, it is not clear which component should
be deployed where, as the context changes at runtime. The
crux of the problem lies in the decision of when to change
the location of a component and decide where to deploy
it in an adaptive manner. The Topology and Orchestration
Standard for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [11] is an xmlbased standard to define the topology of cloud web services,
their components, relationships, and the processes that manage
them. It can also be used to define the orchestration of a
mobile cloud application with an additional decision making
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Figure 1. Overview of context-driven optimized federation in MCA.

support to choose the location of a component, based on the
involved context factors and the resource-performance tradeoffs. Abolfazli et al. [12] define decision making factors for the
augmentation in MCC. The trade-offs between computations
versus communication and performance versus latency are
generally the most significant. User preferences with respect
to privacy and security for sensitive data also play a role in
the decision of which information to process where.
Computation on mobile devices always involves compromises and trade-offs [13] with respect to the required QoS [14]
and QoC [6]. Context sensing and simple processing run on
the mobile device and other computationally more expensive
context management tasks like pattern detection, reasoning and
learning are offloaded on the cloud infrastructure. The question
is how we can effectively blend them to always achieve a
feasible and beneficial augmentation? The constraints of a
mobile environment play a role in the deployment decision.
Additionally, The requirements of semantic knowledge and the
resource characteristics of the application components make
this decision highly dynamic. A primary challenge is to liberate
device resources without compromising the QoS while preserving the QoC necessitating a Qo*-awareness in deployment
decision making. Moreover, runtime uncertainty and erratic
nature of the context information [15] periodically impact these
deployment decisions and consequently performance; hence,
the decision support needs to be flexible enough to ascertain
the quality of its own decisions. The system should be aware
of the impact of its decisions over time to optimize the runtime
deployment and learn from its mistakes as humans do.
To address the needs of real-time dynamic systems,
the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE-K) [16] framework
with a concept of a feedback loop seems promising. We present
a framework for self-adaptation of smart mobile applications
as an instance of MAPE-K framework. Dynamic Decision
Networks (DDNs), a specialized form of Bayesian Networks
(BNs) are employed to analyze, plan, execute and update the
knowledge-base at runtime with the changing context of the
execution environment. Self-reinforcement [17] with the help
of utility functions and temporal delays enables the framework
to learn from its mistakes [18] in order to ascertain the
quality of the taken adaptive decisions. Building on recent
work of Bencomo et al. [19] in self-adaptive systems, we
have adopted a model@Runtime approach applying DDNs, to
incorporate the impact of trade-offs and to take an optimal

decision under variability. DDN modelling is an emerging
research topic, and researchers are investigating its use in
the area of self-adaptation for autonomous systems in several
domains [20][21][22][23].
In this work, we extend our previous work [1] and present a
multi-objective application model with a fair trade-off between
the required objectives. We highlight the challenges to exploit
the cloud infrastructure opportunistically, and investigate the
requirements to achieve a federation in MCA for smart mobile
applications. Our presented framework is able to learn the
deployment trade-offs of intelligent applications on the fly and
is capable of learning from earlier deployment or configuration
mistakes to better adapt to the settings at hand in a Qo*aware fashion. To verify the effectiveness of our framework, a
feasibility analysis is conducted on Smart Lens, an Augmented
Reality (AR) based use case application. Research is conducted
with respect to the communication cost and resource utilization
when extending an AR application with context-awareness and
cloud computing.
Our research offers the following contributions to support
effective smart application deployment in a Qo*-aware federated environment:
•
•
•

An investigation of the trade-offs that arise for dataintensive context-aware smart applications in MCA
A federated dynamic deployment with respect to Qo*
trade-offs
Use of specialized probabilistic models to automatically learn the overhead of deployment trade-offs and
compromises

This paper is structured in seven sections. In Section II, we
give an overview of the background and the related work in
MCA and discuss the gaps in state-of-the-art for federated deployments and decision making under uncertainty. Section III
details our use case scenario motivating the need for smart
deployment decisions. This is followed by Section IV, where
we highlight the requirements and objectives of Qo*-aware
decisions. Section V provides a brief account of our federated
framework and the details about our approach of learning
the trade-offs for dynamic deployments using a probabilistic
decision model to mitigate the influence of runtime uncertainty.
Finally, after evaluating our approach applied on our use case
scenario in Section VI, the paper concludes and offers a
discussion of topics of interest for future work.
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TABLE I. The three offloading frameworks compared in terms of trade-off modeling and decision making.

Criteria
Trade-Offs

Decision

Features
Objective
Flexibility
Context-Aware
Data store
Approach
Metric

MAUI
Energy
Low
High
Remote
Optimization
Cost

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss and examine related work in
the area of MCA, i.e., an active research domain in MCC. The
strategies for runtime optimization in the presence of uncertain
operational conditions are also briefed here.
A. Mobile cloud augmentation (MCA) and Qo*-awareness
Outsourcing the computation to the cloud can be beneficial
to achieve an ideal QoS [14][24]. It has been proven to reduce
the resource load on mobile devices [24], also for contextaware data-intensive applications [25]. This combination may
result in improved energy efficiency and a reduced load
on resources, such as CPU and memory. Beside contextawareness, a number of use cases combining data intensive mobile application and cloud computing have been described in
the literature [26][27]. However, the use of context-awareness
in cloud computing is often approached from a functional
standpoint. The question for federated deployment is where
do you draw the line? What should be run on the cloud
and what work should be done by the mobile device? The
easiest option is to have everything stay local and not use
the cloud or Internet at all, but as mentioned earlier, this
could lead to bad performance of the application. Since the
cloud has enormous processing power, it is also possible to
adopt a thin client approach and do almost all the work
online. However, we cannot forget that communication with
the cloud has a price as well, economically and in terms of
time and energy. In this case, multiple conflicting objectives
affect the decisions and the distribution is never clear-cut
in the scenario of intelligent systems considering trade-offs
with respect to QoS and QoC [13]. Furthermore, acquiring
knowledge from the available data for context information,
requires a trustworthy mechanism where the ambiguity and
uncertainty in context data can be mitigated.
Previous research [28][29] was carried out on how to
realize platforms that allow the applications to make the
partitioning decision while it is running, providing the user
with the best experience possible. Even more impressive,
some of these platforms can let applications enjoy the best of
computation offloading by only making minor changes [28].
Context-awareness and computation offloading is added to
achieve the desired functionality but the accompanying tradeoffs regarding deciding what to offload and when are not explored. Narayanan et al. [30] predict the resource consumption
on the basis of historical data by applications. They use this
data to modify the fidelity of an application, based on the
inputs and parameters received by any mobile application at
runtime. Huerta and Lee [31] discuss a profiling based smart
offloading policy using historic resource usage data. However,
processing entire history logs is cumbersome. Cuckoo [32],
ThinkAir [29] and MAUI [33] present an MCA model based
on multi-objective criteria with respect to the performance

CloneCloud
Performance
Medium
Low
Local
Optimization
Cost

ThinkAir
Performance
Medium
High
Local
Rules
Property

Our approach
Both
High
High
Local
Network
Property

and energy consumption. Cuckoo offers static offloading decisions without context-awareness. ThinkAir and MAUI make
a decision based on the execution time, energy consumption,
and previous execution history. MAUI processes the offloading
requests by using the historic data to predict the execution time
of any task without considering the input size of that execution,
resulting in wrong prediction and offloading decisions [12].
We show a comparison of our approach with closely related
approaches in Table I.
Chen et al. [35] investigate challenges related to the fact
that each platform has its own capabilities and limitations to
achieve certain QoS requirements. They present a contextaware resource management approach for service oriented
applications with the ability to handle the inherent service and
network dynamics and to provide end-to-end QoS in a secure
way. QoC attributes and their modelling comes into play to
capture the uncertainties in context data. Bellavista et al. [36]
discuss the QoC requirements and their impact on context
usage. Sheikh et al. [37] identify several quality indicators
like precision, freshness, spatial resolution, temporal resolution
and probability of correctness. The authors propose that these
quality indicators are well-suited in ubiquitous systems for
healthcare. However, no quantification mechanism has been
proposed by the authors in order to evaluate the role of
these parameters in critical decision support. Kim et al. [38]
present the quality dimensions such as accuracy, completeness,
representation consistency, access security and up-to-dateness
for measuring QoC in ubiquitous environments.
Our solution starts without historic information and uses
only the context at hand to predict the Qo*-aware dynamic
deployment scheme for each component of a smart mobile
application. Our solution does not focus on the partitioning
scheme, but the optimal decision making for each of the
component cloned on both the mobile and cloud ends.
B. Decision support under changing circumstances
Restating the obvious, intelligent applications have to take
into account the runtime uncertainty in context data. Context
sources are dynamic in nature. They can disappear and reappear at any time and context models change to include new
context entities and types. The properties of context sources
and context types can change randomly and the uncertainty
can vary too. Pearl [39] explains the problem of uncertainty
and argues that extensional or rule based systems cannot
perform well under uncertainty. Probabilistic theory allows
complex reasoning with a combination of observed evidences.
Probabilistic systems can handle unseen situations addressing
the influence of involved uncertainty. In our work, we are
concerned with the mechanism of deciding when to reconfigure
the deployment under a changing context at runtime.
Context-aware applications borrow decision models from
artificial intelligence and machine learning field such as su-
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Figure 2. Structure of a DDN with dynamic chance nodes affecting utility nodes with decision nodes and evidences [34].

pervised learning (Bayesian models, decision trees, Markov
models), unsupervised models (Neural networks), rules and
fuzzy logic [25]. BNs are usually used to combine uncertain
information from several sources to interpret high-level context information. Wolski et al. [40] presented the offloading
decision as a Bayesian decision problem with a point of
view of when to decide offloading under changing bandwidth
using Bayesian theory arguing that in a Bayesian decision
the inference of a new prediction is a well-defined function
of the previously inferred prediction. Fenton and Neil [41]
have used BNs for predictions of the satisfaction of nonfunctional aspects of a system. Esfahani et al. [42] employ
fuzzy mathematical models to tackle the inherent uncertainty
in their GuideArch framework while making decisions on software architectures. Dynamic configuration of service oriented
systems was investigated by Filieri et al. [43] using Markov
models. Many works use utility functions to qualify and
quantify the desirability of different adaptation alternatives.
These works are QoS-based, applied in different domains for
resource allocation [44], typically in component-based mobile
and pervasive systems such as Odyssey [45] and QuA [46].
Bayesian based models are well researched in multicriteria decision making [41][47] as well and generally applied in clinical artificial intelligence [48]. Nonetheless, researchers [19][49][50] have investigated the feasibility and
tractability of DDNs to solve the problem of decision making
under uncertainty in self-adaptive systems. Bencomo et al. [19]
used DDNs to deal with the runtime uncertainty in selfadaptive systems. In recent years, two optimization techniques
have been developed to address dynamic decision scenarios:
partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) and
dynamic decision networks (DDNs). Both techniques are powerful enough and aim at solving complex, real-life problems
that rely on the postulates of multi-attribute utility theory and
probability theory. Costa and Buede [50] present a comparison
between both the approaches and conclude that POMDP lacks
an ability to achieve any tractable model [51], while DDN
systems can present feasible solutions for complex cases.
The value structure can not be replicated in an explicit way
in POMDP for a multi-optimal decision environment. The
current state of the system has to be known, in order to
use Markovian decision models. It involves an extensive reengineering effort to the system since its value structure is
implicit in its every state and transition. Although the basic

dynamics of POMDP are still Markovian, as the current state
is not directly accessible, decisions require keeping track of
(possibly) the entire history of the process, contrary to the
Markovian property where there is no need to keep a track of
all the previous states and observations to take a decision or
perform an action [52][53]. In a DDN, all nodes that contain
value objectives are explicitly connected to a utility/value node.
C. Learning the deployment trade-offs using DDNs
Conditional probability distributions (CPDs) derived by
analysing historical attribute values helped solve stochastic
problems in the past. The runtime setting for every component
is hard to determine in advance due to the dynamic interaction
of these components with the environment and the user. The
adaptation module in our framework takes an advantage of
probability theory and statistics to describe uncertain attributes.
Probabilistic reasoning allows the system to reach rational
decisions even when complete information is not available.
We give a brief overview of the concepts of BNs and DDNs
to understand the structure of the model used at runtime and
how it is applied.
A BN is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that depends on
Bayes’ theorem [54] and CPDs. The graph is represented by a
triplet (N, E, P), where N is the set of parameters, E is the set
of arcs where each arrow declares the one parameter directly
dependent on the one at the tail of the arrow, and P is the CPD
for each parameter [34]. Figure 2 shows a BN with two chance
nodes and two observation nodes. Chance nodes represent the
influencing factors. BNs are able to reverse their inference
logic due to the symmetry and usage of Bayes rule (given in
Eq. (1)) and are able to update their beliefs on the fly as soon
as a new evidence is observed [55]. Moreover, the Markov
assumption (given in Eq. (2)) enables BNs and its dynamic
counterparts, i.e., Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to be
fully operational even if an expert’s opinion is fed to the model
instead of an account of historic events.
P (A|B) =

P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)

At+1 ⊥ A(0:t−1) |At

(1)
(2)

The computation of a posterior probability distribution over
a model (or parameters) is called inference. It is one of the
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TABLE II. Functional and non-functional (Qo*) requirements of the Smart Lens use case scenario.

Requirement
Localization (QoS)

Description
Smart Lens localizes the user within a building based on the camera. After recognizing a scene, it displays the
position and orientation on a floor map and can give additional information about the user’s surroundings.
The application should run reliably between the mobile and the cloud end without draining the mobile resources for
other applications. A low reliability signifies that mobile is not the ideal execution environment, so the component
should be deployed on the cloud.
In MCC, the response time and performance of the application depends upon the location of the components and
the amount of communication required to fulfil a task. Based on test data from CloneCloud [26], it should be
reasonable to expect the application to return the results under 15 seconds.
The switching cost between mobile and cloud impacts the performance of an application. It depends on the
execution context, hence is considered a QoC requirement
The results should be accurate. Because of the multitude of scenes that can be added to the dataset, it is also
likely different locations will be represented by similar scenes, corridors and hallways.

Maximum Reliability (QoC)
Minimum Latency (QoS)
Minimum Cost (QoC)
Accuracy (QoS)

basic operations offered by a BN. The precondition for inference is that the structure of the network/model is known and
the prior probability distribution is already available. Learning
can refer to the structure of the model, or the parameters, or
both. Furthermore, learning may take place under either fully
or partially observed variables. Learning offers a way to know
the values of the parameters to properly explain the observed
evidence. To represent parameters that change over time, it is
possible to use a time-sliced network such that each time-slice
corresponds to a time point in a form of a DBN. A BN/DBN
does not necessarily require a historic data from one state to
another for its inference, it can be suitable to perform the
context reasoning for high-level context [56]. In order to realize
proactive and situational decision making, two main concepts
of Bayesian models are utilized, (1) Probabilistic QoS and QoC
awareness using DBNs, and (2) dynamic decision making with
DDNs to decide when to redeploy and where.
A DDN is a DBN that also includes a set of decision
and utility nodes. The basic structure of a DDN is depicted
in Figure 2. Decision node represents all the desired decision
alternatives, connected to the utility node to compute its impact
while making a decision. A chance node and other decision
nodes can be the parents of a decision node. The utility
nodes express the preferences among possible states of the
world in terms of a subset of chance nodes and decision
nodes. A probability-weighted expected utility is calculated
for each decision alternative given the evidence. A chance
node, decision node and even utility node can be expressed
as its parents. The decision alternative is chosen according to
the Maximum Expected Utility (MEU) principle. If a decision
parameter D contains decision alternatives {d1 , d2 , ..dn } and
E is the evidence parameter containing {e1 , e2 , ..en } for a
state parameter with states {s1 , s2 , ..sn }, then the expected
utility based on Bernoulli’s equation [57] for taking a decision
alternative is give as:
EU (dj ) = max
D

X

P (si | E, dj )U (si , dj )

(3)

i

We have employed DDNs to solve multi-objective, conflicting criteria problems while making Qo*-aware decisions
over time for smart applications in MCC. Using a DDN is
crucial in this research work for following reasons, given as:
•

The type of relevant contexts evolve over time. Therefore, capturing the dependencies between the temporally variable relevance is difficult.

•

If a static BN is employed, the interpretation of
new evidence will lead to reinterpretation of previous
evidence [58]. In order to overcome such a drawback,
a DDN should be employed instead of a static BN.

Several intelligent applications are pretty lightweight, but
others require a lot of computational effort (e.g., for prediction) or require analysis of large amounts of data (e.g., for
pattern analysis). This work explores and utilizes the tradeoffs involved in combining a data-intensive mobile application
with context-awareness and cloud computing, and investigates
the deployment of such applications in federated MCC environment. After identifying the deployment and performance
trade-offs for outsourcing data and computation, our approach
addresses the federation concern by continuously learning and
adapting under multiple conflicting QoS and QoC objectives.
In the next section, we explain a use case scenario of a
smart application, motivating the federated deployment of its
components with our Qo*-aware framework.
III.

M OTIVATING SCENARIO FOR THE DYNAMIC
DEPLOYMENT DECISION

Advances in mobile technology accelerate the use of highend data-intensive platforms on mobile devices using builtin sensors, such as an AR platform using the camera of the
device. Mobile AR allows the devices to recognise objects.
It requires extensive processing for image recognition and
matching.
A. Use case scenario
We considered an indoor positioning use case application
called Smart Lens [59] to investigate the relevant trade-offs
motivating the runtime deployment requirements for contextaware applications in MCC. Context-aware intelligence is often
found in AR applications to help the user explore certain
places, be it cities, expositions, museums or malls.
In many cases, it makes the phone act as a camera but adds
extra information next or onto objects that appear on screen.
The core functionality of the application is to position the user
based on the view of the camera. As soon as the application
recognizes the scene, it displays additional information, such
as a floor map, to give the user an idea of where he is as shown
in Figure 3. Table II shows the functional and non-functional,
i.e., Qo* requirements of the use case.
Smart Lens localizes the user within a building based
on camera frames taken from a doorway. After recognizing
a scene, it displays the position and orientation on a floor
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Figure 3. Scene recognition and image matching in the Smart Lens.

map and can give additional information about the user’s
surroundings. The dataset can be large and continue to grow,
adding more locations and poses, but can also be restricted
to specific positions such as doorways to keep it practical.
Modifiability can help the expansion of the dataset, which
is having users capture and register their own scenes with
the application. These users could be system operators, administrators of cooperating buildings, robots that explore the
buildings or simply any user who wishes to register a location
to navigate from or to. This application utilizes the location
information of the user and the time of the day to further
reduce the search space of objects to recognize and make the
comparison smarter. We have analysed the performance and
resource utilization trade-offs for our use case, motivating the
need of the smart offloading decision. The next subsection
discusses few of them.
B. Trade-off analysis
The AR components Feature Extraction and Object Recognition components require a relatively large amount of processing time, which not only drain the battery further but causes
the application and the phone as a whole to slow down as
well. Figure 4, provides an overview of the composition of the
components for the Smart Lens. The resource and performance
trade-offs are investigated for AR components by analysing a
correlation between the latency of recognition, the structure
of the dataset, i.e., its size and the quality of the images.
Communication and computation trade-offs are also analysed
for our use case.
The mobile device is held up facing an exact copy of
a sample in the set. The use case application is started and
shortly after, the time until recognition of the scene is printed
on the screen. It is repeated for datasets of size 3, 50, and 100,
consisting of high quality samples, low quality samples or a
mixture of both. The size determines against what number of
samples each scene needs to be compared, and the quality and
detail in the samples themselves affect the amount of work
needed for such comparisons.
Two different experiment scenarios are conducted: 1) when
dataset is stored on the mobile device and the AR components

Camera

GPS, GSM, Wifi

Feature
Extraction

Geo-Localization

Sample
Store

Semantic
Spatial Reasoner

Object
Recognition

Smart Lens

Figure 4. Overview of the components of Smart Lens use case.

perform the computations locally on the device, 2) when the
cloud deployment for AR components is used keeping the
entire dataset on the remote location as well.
1) Performance vs dataset size on the mobile: The results
in Figure 5 demonstrate the effects of the dataset structure (on
x-axis) on the recognition latency (on y-axis). Choosing the
right dataset has an important influence on the performance.
Larger local datasets slow down any data intensive scenario, in
our case image recognition and AR based application requiring
more resources impacting the performance negatively, and the
use of high quality feature rich samples slows down detection
when faced with an ideal scene.
However, it should be noted that smaller sets are less likely
to contain the correct sample and require more computations
if the applications is used for multiple detections, and lower
quality samples have considerably more difficulties detecting
scenes from a perspective that is not the same as the one
when capturing the sample. Similarly, low quality samples
also reduce the file size of the dataset. A smaller set not
only reduces latency, calculation time and therefore energy
consumption, it also reduces the file size, lowering the need
for memory and possibly data communication. Smaller datasets
can be obtained by filtering all samples in the system to those
that are plausible given the current context of the device and
the users. Additionally, devices with limited resources can
choose to use datasets of lower quality, if offered, to save
energy and calculations while sacrificing performance, hence
instating the decision making on trade-offs.
2) Performance vs dataset size on the cloud: Figure 6
shows the latency when the dataset is placed on the cloud and
the computation is done on the cloud. Lower latency with WiFi shows that the performance of the application now improves
with better Internet connectivity, as could be expected. It is not
possible to offload fewer computations without fetching a part
of the dataset, requiring additional communication with remote
servers and anticipation and filtering of the dataset. AR applications using context-awareness to filter datasets, results in less
memory usage and lower detection latency, whereas with cloud
computing detection latency is approximately constant with
respect to the dataset size, and no local memory is occupied
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Figure 5. The latency in milliseconds
(scaled
logarithmically),
performed on the mobile device with local dataset.

by the dataset. But the latency due to connectivity type and the
amount of data to be communicated is a major trade-off. The
trade-off curves for our use are also shown in Figure 6. Placing
the dataset on the cloud servers with the computation intensive
components, leads to a need for a smart computation offloading
method on the mobile device that learns the resource utilization
and performance trade-offs in order to dynamically deploy the
components between mobile and cloud infrastructure.
We will discuss the research requirements for automated
decision support for the dynamic deployment considering the
above mentioned trade-offs.
IV.

R EQUIREMENTS FOR Q O *- AWARE SMART
DEPLOYMENT DECISION

A modular design philosophy for data and control processing on the mobile and cloud ends is needed to achieve
a flexible distributed deployment. It simplifies redeployments
and reconfigurations significantly. In our previous work [60],
we demonstrated that a modular application design philosophy
helps to support optimal mobile cloud application deployments. Moreover, we identified that many resource and performance trade-offs exist [13] in such a federated deployments for
other use cases as well. The large number of parameters associated with the deployment configurations for these applications
make it nearly impossible for developers to fine tune them
manually. Therefore, automated deployment and optimization
are necessary [61].
Many opportunities for optimization exist as there are several distributed deployments of the application components and
different configurations per component possible. The challenge
is to find and analyse different optimization trade-offs in a
federated environment of MCC, each characterized by varying
sensing, communication, computation and storage capabilities.
Furthermore, addressing the influence of runtime uncertainty
in the context and its quality is an utmost essential task.
The investigated research requirements for a Qo*-aware
deployment framework are given below:
1) Offer reflective decision support: The decision
maker should be able to decide for which execution

20

40

60

80

100

Number of samples
in the
dataset
Figure 6. The latency in milliseconds
with AR
components
and the dataset are
offloaded to the cloud and accessed via WiFi. The trade-off curves of latency average
for datasets stored on mobile and accessed via 3G are shown by the dashed lines.

2)

3)

scenario the cloud is better and for which ones a cloud
based deployment does not bring any added value,
addressing when to offload in an automated way.
Generally, the adaptation decision includes the ways
to split responsibilities between devices, applications
and the cloud servers. Since last decade, MCC research focus is to develop algorithms and techniques
for deciding whether offloading would be beneficial
or not and what to offload [62]. With continuous
improvements in connectivity and mobile technology,
the focus is shifting to smart offloading where the decision support is required with an aim of when to use
MCA. Context-aware applications generate data at a
large rate and sometimes in an uncontrollable fashion.
The essence of the problem is finding the middle
ground, determining what the mobile devices should
handle and what the cloud should handle. Sending
the raw data to the remote cloud servers is not always
feasible [13]. Moreover, smart offloading demands a
reflective decision support where the decision maker
can look-ahead for the impact of the current decision
and predict its impact on future situations.
Process and provision the context: As context is an
essential constituent of smart applications. Runtime
Context provisioning is inevitable in such a federated
decision making. It always incurs a cost to profile
the resources or other context parameters in mobile
runtime environment. Furthermore, the continuous
varying context and processing of the heterogeneous
sensory data introduce challenges to take the most
rational decision.
Process the Quality-of-Context (QoC): QoC raises
more questions while dealing with automated adaptation. Context provisioning is a multi-level process [36] where low-level events are enriched through
filtering and aggregation. For example, GPS coordinates are read from the sensor and translated into
a high-level description of the location of the user.
Finally, the desired high-level context is inferred
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TABLE III. Objectives of the Qo*-aware offloading in MCC.

Optimize Offloading

Resolve conflicts

4)

5)

through context reasoning. For instance, presence of
the user can be inferred by his/her location. The
adaptation decision is based upon this high-level
context. End-to-end QoC control is a safeguard to
monitor the quality of the context data throughout this multi-level process. The framework should
consolidate the requirements of QoC in the context
provisioning under varying context.
Maintain the Quality-of-Service (QoS): The reconfiguration adaptation needs to be performed in
an efficacious way without hindering the QoS of the
applications. The possible re-configuration variants of
any application can be determined at design-time in
a static way but to achieve the multiple-objectives in
MCA, it highly depends on the varying situation at
runtime introducing the need of a decision support
at runtime that does not hurt the QoS requirements
of the smart applications in all possible deployment
scenarios. This imposes a big challenge, especially
for resource-limited mobile devices, when conflicting
optimization objectives are involved. The decision
maker should not only process the context but also
predict the effect of the decision for future QoS
requirements.
Display retrospective behaviour for trade-offs in
federated deployments: Ascertaining the quality of
the decisions is an important aspect in order to meet
the QoS requirements that are directly affected by the
context and its quality for smart applications.

uses

uses

provides

uses

Probabilistic
Model

High-level context

QoS & QoC
Requirements

V.

C ONTEXT- DRIVEN DYNAMIC DEPLOYMENT APPROACH

Our framework consists of a loosely-coupled contextprocessing system along with an adaptation module. As shown
in Figure 8, mobile hosts a Dynamic Adaptation Module, i.e.,

Mobile
Run-time
Resource Profiler

Qo*-aware decisions

QoC
Processing
Engine

Table III shows the overall objectives of our framework according to the above mentioned requirements. An abstract overview
of the QoC-aware adaptation is shown in Figure 7. It depicts
the flow of end-to-end QoC and its processing at each level of
the context-processing. The dotted area shows the significance
of QoC-awareness in decision support using probabilistic models. We have used probabilistic models to mitigate the runtime
uncertainty in the available context. In the next section, we will
explain our Qo*-aware dynamic deployment framework and
its learning mechanism using probabilistic models to achieve
well-informed and reflective decision making with the above
described features.

Cloud

Decision
Support
Context
Requirements

Context data is generated depending on the objectives
of any smart application and its size varies accordingly. If the decision maker decides to achieve a
certain requirement, obviously it has to compromise
on another aspect. It is non-trivial for the decision
maker to learn and memorize the decisions taken.
Attaining a retrospective behaviour for MCC federated deployment decision is challenging due to the
constrained mobile environment and the overhead has
to be taken into account.

Context
Reasoning
Low-level
context with QoC

Figure 7. An abstract view of QoC-aware decision support in our framework.

Dynamic Adaptation Module

Self-Adaptive

Description
A traditional QoS & QoC requirements gathering to identify and model the required quality attributes at design
time. It is domain specific and involves the type of context being utilized. The system should be able to capture
the real-time context of the user and his environment.
The system must be self-adaptive at runtime to optimize the resource consumption of the application by
outsourcing few components to the cloud.
The system should detect the runtime context of the mobile device, i.e., CPU usage, memory consumption
and battery usage. Runtime support to detect a change in QoC in a particular context type and optimize the
offloading for Qo* requirements while performing opportunistic offloading. System should measure its impact
on other context types before making any decision. Runtime support to detect a change in QoS before making
any decision.
The system should select the deployment strategy with respect to QoS & QoC requirements from the application’s
perspective in a total qo*-aware fashion, such as Maximum Reliability, Minimum Latency and Minimum Cost
should be met in our use case.

Service Adaptation Module

Objective
Qo*-awareness

Context-Awareness
QoC
Processing Engine

Context
Provisioning
Components
Smart
Applications

Figure 8. A blueprint of our federated framework and its dynamic deployment modules.
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a component running on the mobile device to adapt the deployment configuration of the applications. However, the cloud
environment hosts a Service Adaptation Module, which aims to
optimize the runtime deployment of the required components
and acts as an entry point for the adaptation module on mobile
client. This module receives raw or pre-processed context data
(including the type of the content and the identity of the
source) and forwards it to a publish/subscribe subsystem so
that interested parties (i.e., the subscribers) receive context updates. Dynamic Adaptation Module uses the model@Runtime
approach and hosts the DDN model for adaptation. The next
subsection details the working procedure of this module.
A. Deployment and reconfiguration decision making
Deployment Adaptation Module takes the decision
of how to split responsibilities between mobile devices,
applications and the framework itself. It is able to decide
on the opportunistic use of the cloud. Our decision making
approach for redeployment and reconfiguration is explained
in the steps mentioned below:
Information discovery and selection − The framework
discovers and explores the application’s runtime environment
in order to get the context information to work with. Figure 9
shows a taxonomy of the runtime environment of a mobile
device. Its resources can affect the ability to meet the
QoS requirements and eventually, the decision of dynamic
deployment. Our framework discovers the sensors and context
types required for the smart application. Built-in sensors in
mobile devices are important to fetch the context data, but
the size of the acquired context data varies, depending on the
application’s objectives. The framework filters the acquired
context according to specific needs of the application. This
selection process can be fairly complex as it may require
complex filtering techniques to decide which sensor or device
is offering relevant information. QoS and QoC requirements
are gathered at this step to bootstrap the decision making.
Runtime Resource Profiler component deployed on the
mobile side, gathers these requirements. The utility structure
of the system is maintained here corresponding to the
QoS requirements of Minimum Latency (Lmin ) and QoC
requirement of Maximum Reliability (Rmax ) for the mobile
device.
Analysis and decision making − The inferred context
information is used to bootstrap the deployment decision or
to change the configuration or behaviour of the application.
System does a probabilistic analysis among the conflicting
CPU
Memory
Storage
Power
Network

is-a

Resource

has

Mobile
device
provides

has

platform
is-a

software
application

requires

provides

service

Virtual Machine
Operating System
Middleware
Rendering Engine

uses

user

objectives in order to achieve the QoS and QoC requirements
while making a decision. The computation or storage resources
on the device and the communication cost affect the decision.
For instance, the user points his mobile device on a scene. The
image/video frame from the mobile device is captured. The
feature points for the image in the frame are extracted. With
these feature points, scenes are then identified by matching
the extracted feature points to those of known scenes in a
database. There is little memory because of his running video
player. In this situation, a thin client configuration is chosen
for Smart Lens, delegating Spatial Reasoning and Object
Recognition components to cloud infrastructure. Furthermore,
when the user shuts down the video player, a context change
is raised: the free memory on the hand-held increases.
Enactment of the decisions − With a thin client configuration
as in the previous step, the framework has to observe the
real-time impact of the configuration to maintain QoS
requirement of Lmin . In order to decrease the application
response time Smart Lens is reconfigured with a thick client
and caching of data to save power and to become less
vulnerable to network instability. The decision making is
a continuous process, where the framework optimizes the
application behaviour to reach certain objectives on the basis
of the required attributes. When the availability of required
resources varies significantly, the framework has to decide
whether to trigger an adaptation in the form of reconfiguration
of the components. It learns from its previous decisions and
the available context in order to ascertain the quality of the
decision and learn from its own mistakes to achieve better
results in the future. The adaptation modules on both the
ends communicates with the QoC Processing Engine for
the deployment decision support. The context provisioning
services use the QoC Processing Engine in order to provide
Qo*-awareness.
B. Model structure
We present the details of the model structure and the
involved multi-criteria parameters in this section. A DDN is
modelled for the enactment of the decisions that change over
time influenced by dynamic states and preferences. The first
step is to identify the involved uncertain parameters and the
causal relationships between those parameters [47]. Extensive
interaction with the domain experts is vital to structure a
quality model in order to fulfil the requirements. Table IV
shows the identified parameters for our problem domain and
their nature based on the requirements of the use case (see
Section III). The value of the static variables is independent of
their counterpart in multiple time slices. Dynamic parameters
are affected in multiple time slices by their historic values.
The effectiveness of reconfiguration decisions over time are
investigated for multiple consecutive time slices. Each time
slice contains an action taken by the system.
TABLE IV. Parameters types and values for QoC*-aware dynamic deployment.
Parameters
CPU Usage
Memory Usage
Data Storage
Available Bandwidth
Available Resources
Required Connectivity
Maximum Reliability
Minimum Switching cost
Minimum Latency

Values
high, low
high, low
remote, local
low, high
yes, no
yes, no
low, medium, high
low, high
minimum, average, maximum

Figure 9. Taxonomy of the runtime environment of a mobile.
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Figure 10. DDN model for dynamic deployment domain expanded in two time slices.

We have designed a DBN model to tackle the requirements
2, 3, and 4 identified in Section IV and a refined in the form
of a two time sliced DDN model to address the rest of the
requirements, i.e., 1 and 5 from Section IV. Figure 10 shows
our DDN model.
The Deployment Adaptation Module uses this network
to decide about the dynamic redeployments for the smart
application components. We modelled the decision as a finitehorizon, sequential decision process [34]. At each time slice,
the Deployment Adaptation Module decides on the fly about
a component, whether to put it on the mobile or it should be
running on the cloud. The time slice corresponds to a change in
the context values of the execution environment of the mobile
device depending upon the profiling interval. The use and
feasibility of the DDN models are evaluated in [19][49] for
other self-adaptive domains.
Our model expresses QoS and QoC requirements (REQ)
by chance nodes and these requirements are causally linked
by the involved context expressed as the observation nodes
as shown in Figure 10. These chance nodes make a BN
with the CPDs corresponding to the effects of Deployment
Decision Dj alternatives {mobile, cloud} over conflicting
REQs {Maximum Reliability, Minimum Cost} expressed as
P(REQi | dj ). Available Resources is a context parameter
that stochastically varies according to the runtime environment
parameters, i.e., CPU usage and Memory bringing uncertainty.
Bandwidth is a random parameter observed dynamically. Maximum Reliability is the QoC parameter as it is inferred from
the Available Resources on the mobile device and Available
Bandwidth information, playing a vital role in decision making.
Its value low shows that mobile device is not a reliable execution environment for the components, therefore, Maximum
Reliability effects the utility of the decision. Minimum Switching Cost is another QoC parameter casually linked with Data
Storage to capture the communication trade-offs while taking
a Deployment Decision. The QoS parameter Minimum Latency
is effected from the QoC parameter Maximum Reliability and
plays a vital role in decision prediction, hence it is causally
linked with the Deployment Decision in future time slice.

C. Utility function
A utility function computes the subjective choices of a decision maker for available decision alternatives and its outcomes.
Elicitation of utility values requires the knowledge of the
involved subjective probabilities [63]. In Bayesian inference,
a decision is determined with both the utility function and the
posterior probabilities. The utility values can be obtained by
the domain experts or from the decision making preferences.
We assigned the utility function for each of the preference
criteria same as defined in [47]. We applied a linear transformation to normalize the utility values in order to reduce
the computations for our DDN. The normalization formula is
given as [47]:
Ui = 1 −

Vmax − Vi
Vmax − Vmin

(4)

The normalized utility values are given in Figure 11 for
the most desirable decision alternative in the range from 1
to 100. For each REQi , the utility nodes express the utility
function that takes the CPDs of the REQs and their priorities
into account. U(REQi | Dj ) represents the numerical weight
of each requirement and P(REQi | E, Dj ) represents the conditional probability for each REQ under the current observed
context (evidence) E {CPU Usage, Memory Usage, Available
Bandwidth, Data Storage}. The expected utility [34] for each
decision is computed by Eq. (5) and the decision is chosen by
the MEU principle.

EU (Dj | E) = P (REQi | E, Dj )U (REQi , Dj )

VI.

(5)

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup and the
results obtained towards an opportunistic offloading decision
support using DDNs.
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Figure 11. The numeric weights assigned to the conflicting objectives, the most favourable path is highlighted with a green line.

Figure 12. Prior probabilities of our DDN in two time slices.

A. Enabling technologies & implementation
In order to implement our framework, discussed in Section V-A, we are using an HTC One X with a 1.5 GHz Quad
Core ARM Cortex processor (at about 2.5 MIPS per MHz per
core) to run the Android-based Smart Lens, augmented reality
application, which embeds the Vuforia library to recognize any
scene.
Our infrastructure runs VMware’s open source Platformas-a-Service (PaaS) offering known as Cloud Foundry on a
server with 8 GB of memory and an Intel i5-2400 3.1 GHz
running a 64-bit edition of Ubuntu Linux 12.04. A Javabased implementation has been used for Runtime Resource
Profiler that captures the runtime context of mobile device.
We have modelled a DDN-based probabilistic model for the
components of our Smart Lens use case using the Netica
development environment (http://www.norsys.com). We give
a detailed account of the experiments conducted in Netica to
analyse the deployment adaptation decisions in our model.
B. Belief propagation and computation of the expected utilities
We investigated the belief propagation in our DDN model
to analyse the decisions taken by it under changing context of
the mobile device. The model can be bootstrapped with prior
probabilities. These probabilities are learnt from experience
dataset or can be set by domain experts in the same way as the

policies can be set for rule based systems. Figure 12 depicts
the initial computation of our model bootstrapped with the
prior probabilities set according to the domain requirements.
Under favourable conditions for execution environment, it can
be seen that the decision to run the component on mobile has
higher expected utility. As context is generated from mobile
device, the prior probability for Data Storage is set to local.
These prior probabilities are overwritten by the evidence in the
form of observations from mobile resource profiling for belief
propagation in the network. The experiments are conducted for
the redeployment of Object Recognition component, whenever
the execution environment changes on the mobile device.
In our first scenario, we observed the CPU usage as high
with all the other parameters uncertain, the expected utility
for the decision changes on the basis of the inferred Maximum
Reliability as the Switching Cost remains min (see Figure 13a).
When the Switching Cost changes to max, the expected utility
is recalculated and it is triggered to choose mobile as a
deployment option (see Figure 13b). This experiment shows
that our model can effectively cope with the conflicting tradeoffs and choose a favourable decision. In the second time slice,
state of the Qo*-parameters are predicted and analysed. Once
the decision is chosen it updates the decision for the future
and recompute the belief propagation as shown in Figure 13c.
To evaluate the proactive adaptivity of our DDN model, we
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(a) Expected utility with CPU Usage observed as high.

(b) Expected utility with CPU Usage observed as high and Switching Cost observed as max.

(c) Predicted state of the Qo*-parameters and beliefs in future.
Figure 13. Belief propagation in our DDN model for dynamic deployments on the fly.
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Expected utilities (EU)
Mobile
Cloud
0.664
0.958
0.636
0.928
0.427
0.396
1.089
0.505
1.006
0.563

TABLE V. Evaluation of our DDN model for different dynamic deployment
Context parameters
Qo*-awareness parameters
Resource
Available bandwidth
Reliability on mobile
Switching cost
Performance
yes but with high CPU
high
high
min
avg
no
high
very high
min
avg
prior belief
prior belief
prior belief
prior belief
max
prior belief
low
low
max
max
no
high
high
max
avg

Decision
max(EU)
cloud
cloud
mobile
mobile
mobile

Figure 14. Expected utilities when there are no resources available on mobile device.

have conducted several experiments with the changing context
environment on the mobile device. Table V shows the scenarios and the Maximum expected utility for these scenarios.
Figure 14 depicts a snapshot of all the parameters and their
beliefs. The Maximum Latency value is always analysed in
the second time slice to achieve a proactive behaviour. In
our first experiment, an automated trade-off analysis is done
before choosing the cloud as the Available Bandwidth is high
but Resources are on a low side. The decision model triggers
an adaptation decision on the basis of the context parameters
for mobile execution environment and do a trade-off analysis
for Qo*-awareness. The most favourable decision alternative
is chosen, as evident from the results in every case. Figure 15
shows the results for these experiments and chosen decision
alternative for each runtime setting. The third scenario in
the graph shows the intelligence of our model when there
is no information available and it makes a decision in total

Decision-making with DDN under changing context

Expected Utility

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

1

2

3

4

5

Cloud

0.958

0.928

0.396

0.505

0.563

Mobile

0.669

0.636

0.427

1.089

1.006

Resources
Bandwidth
Reliability
Cost
Performance

Yes, high CPU
High
High
Min
Avg

No
High
Very high
Min
Avg

Prior belief
Prior belief
Prior belief
Prior belief
Max

Prior belief
Low
Low
Max
Max

No
High
High
Max
Avg

Figure 15. Dynamic decision making for the changing context on the mobile device.

uncertainty based on the prior beliefs.
We have conducted several experiments with and without
stressing the CPU, in order to evaluate the performance overhead of processing a DDN-based model for deployment decision making. The performance overhead of running a 2-sliced
DDN on a Samsung S4 Android device is 5.8 milliseconds
without stressing the CPU. But if the CPU is busy and stressed,
the processing time goes up to 6 milliseconds. There is an
overhead involved due to the evidence collection for runtime
context. The processing with stressed CPU on the same device
goes up to 16 milliseconds with an overhead of 10 milliseconds
for the evidence collection.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
MCA addresses the challenges to the resource limitation for
mobile devices preserving the QoS requirements. Deployment
for the components of smart applications in MCA is a nontrivial task in the presence of many resource-performance
trade-offs and compromises. These compromises can affect
the QoS or QoC for context-aware applications. The optimal strategy to deploy and configure intelligent applications
with dynamic and heterogeneous resource availability cannot
ignore the interplay between QoS and QoC. A modular design
philosophy for developing intelligent applications helps to
dynamically configure, compose and deploy these components.
The overall aim of our work is to intelligently automate the
distributed deployment and configuration of the components
across the mobile and cloud infrastructure, and to realize an
opportunistic use of the cloud.
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for
dynamic deployment decision making in federated environment of MCC by leveraging DDN to automate decisions in
a continuously evolving runtime environment context. DDNs
build upon DBNs. However, the latter is only able to learn
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conditional probabilities based on a dataset, whereas DDNs
can quantify the impact of the evidence and the effect of the
decisions. Furthermore, by exploiting the utility of deployment
decisions, our framework can learn how to automatically
improve its decisions for future. Our first contribution is an
analysis for the involved trade-offs for smart applications.
To cope with the trade-offs for quality-aware deployment
decisions, we present a Qo*-aware decision making framework based on DDNs in MCC domain. A feasibility analysis
of incorporating DDNs for decision making was performed,
and our experiments have clearly demonstrated the ability of
adapting its decision in the presence of evolving situations
and an uncertain context of the environment. By incorporating
QoS and QoC in our DDNs, we are able to assess the quality
of our context-driven decisions, ascertain their quality and
update future decisions and corresponding actions according
to the outcome and impact. Our experiments have shown that
an intelligent application can achieve optimal deployment for
its components under a reasonable overhead, whenever the
context is updated. However, the overall success of the model
highly depends on the subjective probabilities and the utility
function and its values. The sensitivity analysis [19][39] of
these models validates their dependency on the prior beliefs
and the utility values.
Applications of probabilistic theory and other artificial
intelligence techniques can help to achieve the real meaning
of smartness in several domains particularly in MCC. The
limited tool support for their application is indeed a hurdle
to widely utilize these techniques. We are actively working
on our framework to realize the practical use of DDNs for
dynamic deployment purposes in MCC using different available platforms for Bayesian inference and DDN support. In our
work, we used two time slices network but we are interested to
conduct a performance analysis of DDNs on a mobile device
where it can be investigated that how many time slices are
important in order to practically utilize these models in mobile
environment without creating an overhead on device resources.
Further work is required towards more systematic techniques
for the runtime synchronization of multiple DDN models and
to empirically study the scalability of these models. The value
of the probabilities that change over time and their impact on
alternative decisions can also be of interest. Finally, developing
tools to specify the QoC requirements would be certainly very
helpful as current tools support is fairly limited.
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Abstract—The automotive domain, with its increasing number of
comfort and infotainment functions, offers a field of opportunities
for pervasive and context-aware personalization. This can range
from simple recommendations up to fully automated systems,
depending on the information available. In this respect, frequent
trips of individual drivers provide promising and interesting
features, on the basis of which, usage patterns may possibly
be learned and automated. This automation of functions could
increase safety as well as comfort, as the driver can concentrate
more on the experience of driving instead of repeatedly and
manually adjusting comfort- or entertainment-related systems. To
identify frequent driving contexts in a set of recorded signal in a
vehicle, e.g., GPS tracks, this paper presents two different clustering algorithms: First, a hierarchical Drive-Clustering, which
combines drives based on their number of common GPS points.
Second, a Start-Stop-Clustering, which combines trips with the
same start- and stop-cluster utilizing density based clustering. The
Start-Stop-Clustering showed particularly good results, as it does
not depend on the concrete routes taken to a stop position and it
is still able to detect more trip clusters. To predict these drives,
a Bayesian network is presented and evaluated, with logged trip
data of 21 drivers. The Bayes Net uses context information, i.e.,
the time, weekday and the number of people in the car, to predict
the most likely drive context with high accuracy. A new automated
entertainment source selection algorithm demonstrates the usefulness of the retrieved information. The algorithm learns and
predicts a driver’s preferences for selected entertainment sources
depending on recognized drive contexts.
Keywords–Context-aware Vehicle; Spatial Clustering; Drive
Context Prediction; In-Car Infotainment; Automation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many different definitions for context exist, depending on
the domain and conception. In [1], the frequent drives of a
car owner considered contextual information useful for vehicle
personalization.

In common literature, there seems to be a general notion
for the meaning of the term context. However, up until now,
there is no single definition accepted as the common standard.
In [2], context is described as ”. . . any information that can
be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and applications themselves.” [3] claims to have found
over a 150 definitions for context. Despite lacking a single,
universally accepted definition, there is no argument about
it’s usefulness in certain applications. Context-awareness is
considered an important building block in the development
of intelligent systems as it is said to significantly improve the
interaction between a user and a system. Knowledge about
a specific context is normally gathered by sensor readings
and their interpretation [4], [5]. In the course of this article,
context will be considered any piece of information that can
be aggregated in a vehicle and enables ”intelligent behavior”
of in-car systems. This includes not only information such
as daytime, weekday, number of passengers, fuel level and
frequent trip targets, but also the driver’s control behavior in
terms of the car’s functions.
With its increasing number of comfort and infotainment
functions, the automotive domain offers a unique field of
opportunities for context-sensitive functions. In recent years,
many different context-aware advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have been introduced. They depend on information provided by dedicated sensor systems, particularly in
the areas of safety and comfort. The lane departure warning
system (LDW), adaptive cruise control (ACC) and intelligent
speed adaption (ISA) are well-known examples for contextaware ADAS.
Another interesting and promising context to advance vehicle personalization is the drive itself. Above all, the repeated
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drives of a person offer a lot of potential for finding consistent
usage patterns. Subsequently, the found user behavior can be
used for automating certain comfort functions. For example,
if a driver usually checks received emails on the way to work
or likes to listen to the news, the vehicle could adapt to these
preferences by recognizing the drive context as a regularly
drive to work and by automating the desired functions. This
automation of functions could improve safety as well as
comfort because the driver is no longer forced to adjust his
personal settings by himself.
In the following, we will describe and evaluate different
methods for the detection and prediction of repeated drives
of individual drivers. To develop and evaluate our proposed
methods, we had the possibility of utilizing recorded vehicle
sensor data of 21 drivers collected over several months by a
data logger. The collected data includes many different sensor signals exchanged between the different in-car electronic
control units (ECU) over the Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus, ranging from Global Positioning System (GPS) position
to seat belt status.
The contributions of our article are two novel clustering
methods for detecting repeated trips of individual drivers, a
novel distance measure based on the Jaccard distance for
comparing GPS tracks and a hybrid Bayesian network for
predicting frequent drive contexts right away from the start
of the trip based on contextual information, e.g., the time of
the day and the number of passengers in the car. The frequent
drives and the additional context information will be used to
infer the intention of drives, e.g., ”drive to work” or ”drive to
spare time activity”, what we consider as the drive context.
The article is structured as follows. Section II gives an
overview on existing work in the fields of route prediction,
route recognition, destination prediction, and place mining.
Section III outlines two new spatial clustering methods for
detecting the frequent drive contexts of a particular driver.
In Section IV, we present a hybrid Bayesian network to
predict the frequent drive contexts of an individual driver
immediately from the start of the trip, or even during a trip.
The results we obtained running the algorithms individually
on the collected drive data of each driver are described in
Section V. Additionally, in Section VI, we provide a case study
for in-car infotainment automation based on the presented
algorithms. The results prove our claim about the usefulness
of the presented algorithm. We close our work in Section VII
with a summary and an outlook on possible future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
Route recognition and prediction systems have been proposed in many different works [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In the
majority of these publications, the general way to predict,
and respectively recognize, the current route is based on the
comparison of the current driving trajectory to previously
recorded trajectories through suitable distance measures. Comparing GPS tracks can not be done with classic Lp metrics
due to their length related inequality, dimension and noise.
As a result, more elastic similarity measures are necessary.
Already proposed distance measures are, for instance, based
on the longest common sub-sequence (LCSS) algorithm [6],
[11], [12], the Hausdorff distance [7] or the Jaccard distance
[13]. In [11], this simple instance based learning approach
of comparing the current route to already recorded routes is
further enhanced by the inclusion of contextual information,

e.g., time of the day, to better differentiate overlapping routes.
Probabilistic approaches for route and destination prediction have been presented amongst others in [13], [14], [15] and
[16]. The investigated prediction methods are frequently based
on Bayesian techniques and include additional contextual
information, such as the time of the day, the particular weekday
or even background information about locations to infer the
most likely route or destination [16]. By contrast, [15] uses
an unspecified type of Markov model instead of a Bayesian
approach to predict the next location of a user.
Identifying personally important places of users in recorded
GPS data has, for example been investigated in [17], [18], [19],
[15], [10] and [20]. Density based clustering hereby proved
more efficient than classic partitioning algorithms like k-means
[21], [22], [17], [18], as the final clusters only consist of dense
regions in the data space. Regions of low object density are
not included in the final clusters and are considered as noise.
Also, there has been work on using location based contextual information in proactive recommendation and automation.
In [20], a probabilistic approach was presented for learning
individual locations of interest. The learned locations were
then used for recommendation and automation of a vehicular
comfort function. The approach of learning an explicit user
preference model proves helpful, especially for integration of
user feedback and uncertainty quantification.
Our work differs from existing publications, as we focus
on the personal, repeated drives of individual drivers and their
prediction. This helps recognizing individual drive contexts.
The drive contexts themselves denote regular drives, e.g.,
”drive from home to work” or ”drive from work to home”. We
consider the drive contexts as the basis for learning a driver’s
control behavior of certain functions. Therefore, the learned
behavior is useful for recommendation and automation, which
we will prove in a short-term study.
III. D ETECTING FREQUENT DRIVES
The basis for drive context recognition will be the frequent drives of a driver. To detect frequent drive clusters of
an individual driver, we present and evaluate two different
spatial clustering methods explained in the following two
subsections. Drive-Clustering is based on the Jaccard distance
and compares whole trajectories using hierarchical clustering.
In contrast, Start-Stop-Clustering focuses on more semantic
similarity measurement of routes, based on the determination
of frequent start and stop positions of a particular driver. The
goal of both algorithms is to identify repeated patterns in
the set of recorded GPS tracks in order to detect repeatedly
occurring drive contexts, e.g., drives from home to work. In
Section V, we compare the obtained results of both algorithms
applied to our test data set.
A. Drive-Clustering
An important factor in cluster analysis is a similarity measure to determine the distances between elements contained in
the data, for the purpose of grouping similar elements together
in clusters. In trajectory data the standard way for identifying
patterns is to compare whole trajectories. In our case, the
trajectory data of each drive is stored as a sequence of GPS
points Si = {pi,1 , pi,2 , ..., pi,n }, with pi,1 being the start point
of the drive and pi,n being the end or stop point.
To compare two point sequences we use a dissimilarity
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measure based on the well known Jaccard distance, which
measures dissimilarity between sample sets [23] (see equation
(1)):
|X ∩ Y |
d(X, Y ) = 1 −
.
(1)
|X ∪ Y |
Our dissimilarity measure thereby calculates the intersection of the two GPS sequences Si and Sj by counting the
number of common points N OCP (Si , Sj ) contained in both
sequences starting from the shorter sequence (see equation (2)).
This number of common points is then divided by the number
of points contained in the shorter sequence min(|Si |, |Sj |).
In order to obtain a dissimilarity measure the quotient is
subtracted from 1, so that a result of 0 indicates maximum
similarity and a value of 1 maximum dissimilarity.
d(Si , Sj ) = 1 −

N OCP (Si , Sj )
.
min(|Si |, |Sj |)

(2)

GPS points of two geometrically similar trajectories are
unlikely to have exactly the same coordinates. Even if a
drive can be done exactly the same way several times, the
GPS sequences will not be equal because of the noisy nature
of GPS measurements. Hence, it is necessary to define a
threshold distance Θ, e.g., 50 meters, to decide whether two
GPS points from two sequences can be considered as ”equal”.
This is necessary to find the GPS points shared by both
sequences, i.e., the ”common points”. The threshold needs to
be defined dependent on the logging frequency, assumed the
GPS measurements were done periodically. In our case, the
logging frequency is f = 1Hz. If we, for example, consider
135 km/h as the maximum vehicle speed, the maximum
distance between two subsequent measured GPS points will be
(135 · 1000)m/3600s = 37.5m. In the evaluation we set the
threshold to 50 meters, which is sufficient for driving speeds
up to 180 km/h with a logging frequency of f = 1Hz.
The number of common points (NOCP) algorithm iterates
over all points pi,k ∈ Si included in the shorter sequence
and tries to find at least one point in the other sequence
pj,l ∈ Sj whose distance is less or equal than the defined
threshold distance Θ. If the set of found points in range is not
empty, the number of common points counter is increased.
Consequently, the presented distance measure is more elastic
than distance measures based on dynamic programming, such
as the longest common sub-sequence (LCSS) or dynamic time
warping (DTW), as it is able to match several elements of one
sequence to just one element of the other sequence, without
taking into account the sequence ordering. This behavior is
important in our case to handle traffic jams and different
driving speeds. The implementation of the number of common
points (NOCP) function can be significantly sped up by storing
the queried sequences’ points in a k-d tree [24].
To calculate the distance between two-dimensional GPS
points we use a simplification of the haversine formula [25]
based on the Euclidean distance, which in contrast to the
standard Euclidean distance allows metric parametrization of
our algorithms (φ latitude, λ longitude) (see equation (3)).
φ1 + φ2
)·
dist(φ1 , λ1 , φ2 , λ2 ) = (((111.3 · cos (
2
(3)
1
(λ1 − λ2 )2 ) + (111.3 · (φ1 − φ2 )2 )) 2 · 1000.
The haversine formula calculates the distance of two points

on a sphere along their respective great-circle. While the
original haversine formula is costly to calculate with all it’s
trigonometric functions, the given approximation is fast and
precise for world GPS coordinates.
In order to avoid the problem of a much shorter sequence
being contained in a longer sequence and to speed up the
comparison, the number of common points in the two sequences is only calculated, when the first and last points of
the two sequences are sufficiently similar. This means their
respective distances do not exceed a predefined threshold, e.g.,
250 meters (pi,1 ∼ pj,1 and pi,n ∼ pj,m ). Otherwise, the
maximum dissimilarity value 1 is returned without any further
calculation (see equation (4)).

N OCP (Si ,Sj )

1 − min(Si ,Sj ) , if pi,1 ∼ pj,1
dopt (Si , Sj ) =
and pi,n ∼ pj,m . (4)


1,
otherwise
To group similar routes in clusters, we use single-linkage
clustering, an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method,
starting from single GPS sequences. We use the function
dopt for distance measurement. A merging threshold ε decides
whether two clusters are close or similar enough to be merged,
e.g., ε = 0.05. The clustering stops when there are no clusters
left for merging. The smaller the value ε the more similar the
trips contained in a cluster are, but in general, less clusters will
be merged. This threshold will cut the dendrogram at a certain
level and lead to the final drive clusters. The resulting clusters
without enough observations can be considered outliers and
will be deleted. To predefine the minimum cluster size we use
another parameter M inDrives. As every point in our clusters
represents a single drive, M inDrives represents the parameter
M inP oints introduced in the density based clustering in [22].
This renaming was done for the purpose of convenience.
B. Start-Stop-Clustering
Another way of determining frequent drives of a certain
driver is based on his frequent start and stop positions of
drives. The start and stop positions are the GPS locations,
where the car is started and parked respectively. In contrast to
the above presented trajectory clustering method, this method
focuses on drives with the same start and stop positions, not
on geometrically similar routes.
As the vehicle is typically not parked at the exact same
coordinates, it is necessary to merge similar parking positions
to start-stop-clusters. To obtain these frequent start and stop
position clusters of a particular driver, we use a density based
clustering, the DJ-Cluster algorithm presented in [17], which
is a simplification of DBSCAN [22], [26]. Density based
clustering has the advantage of explicitly eliminating outlier
points compared to partitioning clustering, e.g., k-means [21],
[26]. As we are only interested in dense regions included in the
set of start and stop positions of an individual driver in order
to identify frequent drive contexts, density based clustering is
suitable for our task.
Consequently, the first step in Start-Stop-Clustering is to
calculate dense regions of start and stop positions in the set
of GPS sequences and to store the cluster IDs of every GPS
sequences’ start and stop points. Therefore, it is necessary to
specify the two parameters M inDrives and ε, representing
the minimum cluster size and search radius respectively. Figure
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1 shows an example of a dense point cluster found in the drive
data of a particular driver with ε = 100m.

now on, we will refer to them simply as drive contexts.
To predict frequent drive contexts that have been identified
with one of the above presented methods, we propose a hybrid
Bayesian network, incorporating more than just the clustered
frequent drives as location based features. This is a basic
requirement stated in [27], where contexts should not only
consist of location based features. The structure of the network
is shown in Figure 3.

Start Point

Frequent
Drive
Context

Figure 1. Visualization of the start (red) and stop points (blue) of a driver.
All shown points are included in the same point cluster.

The equality of GPS sequences for Start-Stop-Clustering is
determined by a binary function (see equation (5)).

0, if Cs (pi,1 ) = Cs (pj,1 )
d(Si , Sj ) =
(5)
and Ce (pi,n ) = Ce (pj,m ) .

1, otherwise

Passengers

Weekday

Fuel Level

Start Time

Figure 3. Topology of the hybrid Bayesian network for predicting the most
likely frequent drive context.

Trip A
Start-Cluster

No. of
Passengers

End-Cluster

Trip B

Figure 2. Illustration of a route-independent Start-Stop-Cluster.

Two GPS sequences Si and Sj are considered as equal,
when their corresponding start (pi,1 , pj,1 ) and stop points (pi,n ,
pj,m ) lie in the same start Cs , respectively end cluster Ce .
Hence, the final frequent drive clusters are comprised of GPS
sequences whose start and stop points lie in the same dense
region or point cluster and therefore have the same cluster IDs.
The clusters are direction-dependent just like those obtained
with the above presented Drive-Clustering approach. However,
the drives included in a Start-Stop-Clustering drive context
cluster do not necessarily follow the same routes (see Figure
2). To predefine the minimum cluster size we also use the
M inDrives parameter.
IV. P REDICTING FREQUENT DRIVE CONTEXTS
The frequent drive clusters will be merged with additional
information, forming a new context we will call frequent drive
context. A drive context denotes a contextual description, or
at least a semantic clustering of drives, depending on the
intention of the drive, e.g., ”drive to work” or ”drive to gas
station”. Frequent drive contexts denote drives that happen to
be periodic or frequent in a sense, e.g., daily drive to work and
back home. As we will concentrate on frequent drives from

Using the start point of the drive we are able to eliminate
impossible contexts, e.g., a drive from work to home if the
start point is home, which significantly reduces the possible
contexts, prevents false positives and speeds up the implementation. The variable Frequent Drive/Context represents
the a priori probability distribution over the set of identified
drive contexts, already constrained by the current start point.
The variables Weekday, No. of Passengers and Fuel level
are conditionally independent of each other given the class
variable Frequent Drive Cluster. The variables described so far
all underlie a discrete probability distribution. The fuel level is
discretized to ”at least half full” and ”not half full”, in order
to ease modeling. The number of passengers are discretized to
1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In contrast to the other probability variables, we model
the variable Start Time as a continuous variable. By the
edges between Frequent Drive/Context, Day and Start Time
we receive a drive context dependent start time probability
density function (PDF) for every single day. This enables a
stronger differentiation between the drive contexts, as the start
time probabilities for the different contexts are also dependent
on the day.
To approximate the probability density function for the start
times associated with a certain drive context we use kernel
density estimation (KDE) (equation (6)) with a Gaussian kernel
(equation (7)) and Scott’s rule of thumb (equation (8)) for
bandwidth selection h [28]:
n
n
1 X
x − xi
1X
Kh (x − xi ) =
K(
). (6)
fˆ(x) =
n i=1
nh i=1
h
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x
1
K(x) = √ exp (− ).
2
2π

(7)

hscott = n−1/(d+4) .

(8)

n is the number of observed starting times for approximating the underlying probability distribution. K ∈ [0, 24] →
R+
0 defines the kernel function used in the estimator, with
x ∈ [0, 24] being the daytime and d the dimensionality of the
problem.
By using kernel density estimation, we receive a continuous
approximation of the probability density of starting points (see
Figure 4).

Gaussian kernel

0.20

Density function

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.000

2

4

6

8

10

12 14
Time

16

18

20

22

24

Figure 4. Example of a probability density function for the Start Time
variable of a particular drive context.

When a drive context has not occurred before, at a certain
day or time, the probability for the whole context will be zero.
This kind of behavior is not always acceptable. A Laplacian
correction, also called Laplacian estimator, is a common
technique to solve this problem, as it adds observations to
the dataset for unseen entities to prevent zero probabilities.
We deliberately do not use Laplacian correction, thereby
improving on false positives. In general, we assume a longterm observation phase for our proposed system, effectively
eliminating this problem.
The probability for a certain context C, given the start point
s, the weekday d, the time t, the number of persons in the car p
and the fuel level f , can then be calculated with the following
formula:
P (C|s, d, t, p, f ) ∝
P (C|s)P (d|C)P (t|d, C)P (p|C)P (f |C).

Ci

V. E VALUATION
To evaluate the described methods, we have access to a data
set collected from 21 drivers over several months. The logger
used for collecting the data, records all kinds of data bus traffic,
also when the car is not moved, e.g., when the electronic key
is pressed. To filter out this unwanted ”noise”, we only used
recorded data for our evaluation where the vehicle was at least
moved 1 kilometer (air-line distance). The number of filtered
drives per driver ranged from 225 to 983 drives. This widespread distribution is related to the 3 to 8 months of recording
duration and the individual use of the cars. The majority of
the subjects ranged between 400 to 600 recorded drives.
A. Drive clustering
Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained applying StartStop-Clustering and Drive-Clustering to the data set. Figure 5
illustrates the average number of found clusters for different
minimum cluster sizes (M inDrives = {3, 5, 10}). Figure
6 presents the average share of frequent drives of the total
quantity of drives, i.e., ”frequent” and ”non-frequent” drives.
As no ground truth could be gathered, the analysis must follow
qualitative and quantitative reasoning.
40
35
30
25

average number of found clusters
Start-Stop-Clustering
Drive-Clustering
30
25

20
14

15

13

10

7

5
0

MinDrives = 3

MinDrives = 5

6

MinDrives = 10

(9)

The context Ci leading to the highest probability value
P (Ci |s, d, t, p, f ) is then assumed to be the present context:
arg max{P (Ci |s, d, t, p, f )}.

This may be necessary due to ambiguous information at the
beginning of a trip, which prevents a good prediction of the
current drive context. In the case where the starting points do
not deliver enough information to predict the frequent drive
cluster, the Bayes Net can be re-evaluated when the drive
cluster is known during the trip. For instance, this can be
achieved by constantly calculating the similarity of the current
route to the frequent drive clusters. To that end, the similarity
measure from Section III-A can be used. If the predicted
frequent drive class of the current drive changes, the presented
Bayes Net re-predicts the current drive context.

average number of clusters

2

(10)

The prediction in the presented form lacks the possibility
to make online adaptions and corrections of the predictions.

Figure 5. Average number of found clusters with Start-Stop- and
Drive-Clustering dependent on the minimum number of drives contained in
the clusters (M inDrives).

As one can see, Start-Stop-Clustering is on an average able
to identify more clusters than Drive-Clustering (see Figure 5).
However, with increasing minimum cluster size, the difference
between the average number of found clusters by Start-StopClustering and Drive-Clustering decreases. This leads to the
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46

each of the n most likely drive contexts is a common setup. In
the case of recommendation based on learned user preferences,
showing the most likely recommendation to the most likely
contexts leads to a higher chance of user acceptance.

42
37

40

32
100%

28

30

drive context prediction 97
89

90%
80%

20

70%

10
0

MinDrives = 3

MinDrives = 5

MinDrives = 10

Figure 6. Percentage of repeated drives identified with Start-Stop- and
Drive-Clustering dependent on the minimum number of drives contained in
the clusters (M inDrives).

Prediction Accuracy

percentage of repeated drives

50

percentage of repeated drives
Start-Stop-Clustering
52
Drive-Clustering

B. Prediction
To evaluate our proposed Bayesian inference system for
predicting frequent drive contexts, we made use of crossvalidation and focused on clusters identified by Start-StopClustering with a cluster size larger than 10 drives. The crossvalidation was done for every driver to even out the different
recording times and to be able to differentiate between different
types of drivers. The applied evaluation method was leave-oneout cross-validation to cope with the small data sets.
Figure 7 shows the overall prediction result for all drives,
including also non-frequent drives, as well as the prediction
result for solely frequent drives belonging to a cluster. The prediction result improves significantly, to almost 100% (∼97%),
when a prediction result is considered correct when lying
within the top 3 predictions.
Evaluating the top 3 results shows the usability in recommendation systems. Presenting the user a recommendation for

74

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

top match
whithin top 3 matches

10%
0%

assumption that for frequent drives (M inDrives = 10),
drivers usually have a preferred route that they normally take,
whereas for less frequent drives (M inDrives = 3) they also
take different routes to the same destination. Furthermore,
Start-Stop-Clustering includes all route alternatives (see Figure
6), thus, assigning a larger fraction of the overall number of
drives to a repeated drive cluster.
As we are rather interested in detecting frequent drive
contexts than the frequent routes taken by a driver, Start-StopClustering is more appropriate for our use case. Large clusters
(M inDrives ≥ 10) may provide promising and interesting
contexts, on the basis of which usage patterns may possibly be
learned and automated. The average fraction of trips, repeated
at least 10 times by the participants during the survey, amounts
to approximately 30% of the overall trips (see Figure 6).
To keep the set of frequent driving contexts up-to-date one
could use a shifting time frame and only consider drives for
the cluster calculation that for example occurred during the last
6 months. This would lead to a slow exclusion of no longer
appearing driving contexts over time and also limit the amount
of data used for the context identification.

71

all drives

only frequent drives

Figure 7. Prediction result for all drives and only frequent drive contexts
(M inDrives = 10).

The differentiation between the different drive contexts
is relatively accurate (∼ 89% respectively ∼97% for top
3 matches). Moreover, in Figure 8 one can see that, when
considering all drives, the main share in false predictions
not lying within the top 3 matches is produced by false
positives. A false positive is the classification of a starting
drive as a ”frequent drive”, when it is not. A large fraction
of false positives could be detected correctly (∼60%), but as
there might be highly frequent start and stop positions, e.g.,
home coordinates, with overlapping context information, e.g.,
time and weekday, some infrequent drives were predicted as
belonging to a frequent drive context.
In the evaluation, we used a binary probability distribution
for the day variable (workday, weekend) due to the relatively
small minimal cluster size of 10 drives. It might be possible to
achieve a better recognition of infrequent drives by assuming
a discrete probability distribution for every day (Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, etc.), which would also lead to time
probabilities for every day for each drive context. However,
this would only make sense with a higher minimal cluster
size, in order to get representative probability distributions for
every day.
Compared to the rate of false positives the rate of true
negatives is extremely low and underlines the accuracy of our
inference system related to the prediction of frequent drive
contexts (see Figure 8). However, eliminating false positives
is crucial in order to not annoy the driver with unwanted
function automation and might only be solvable with little
driver interaction. A solution could be to provide the driver
with the top 3 most likely contexts. Then, the driver is able
to choose the most appropriate one. If none is selected by the
driver after a certain driving time, the system assumes that, in
the current situation, no function automation is wanted by the
driver.
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error rate - drive context prediction
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Figure 8. Overall prediction error rate and the share of false positives at the
overall error rate.

VI. C ONTEXT- AWARE AUTOMATION CASE STUDY
The use of comfort and infotainment functions in a car
generally depends on the driver’s preferences. In turn, those
depend strongly on the intention for the drive, represented by
drive contexts. As a consequence, the use of comfort functions
depends on the drive context, e.g., commuting drive or regular
fitness club visit. The class of climatic functions are a good
example. For instance, while a driver heats up the car in the
morning, lower temperatures may be wished-for after regular
fitness center visits.
In the case of infotainment functions, e.g., integrated TV
or audio player, this dependence is also visible. The selected
audio source can be related to the driver’s mood, time of the
day, or again on the drive context. A driver may always listen
to a certain radio station for traffic information on the way
to work. But then, leaving work, she listens to CDs, music
from the connected smartphone, or any other device connected.
While this can have different reasons, the trip’s goal or the
intention behind the trip may be the most important. This leads
to the idea of using the previously recognized drive contexts
for audio source automation.
Starting from this idea and the presented drive context
recognition, an explicit user preference model for infotainment
functions can be realized. In the following, we will present an
audio source selection automation algorithm. The algorithm
will serve as a showcase for the usefulness of the drive
context information in infotainment automation. Also, it will
demonstrate a modular, purely probabilistic view for the use
of an explicitly modeled user preference relying on contextual
information.
A. Entertainment source selection
In a modern car, there are several different audio sources
to choose from. Typically, these include various types of radio
sources, TV, internal storage and connected personal devices
or a subset of these. The driver can select one of them at a
time or disable all audio sources. Depending on the car’s user
interface, disabling audio is either done by disabling audio
output or decreasing volume to zero.
The goal of the following case study is to showcase
the use of the drive context recognition integrated into an

automation of an infotainment function. The chosen function
is the selection of the current entertainment source in the car.
This means that we would like to recognize a driver’s behavior
in terms of selecting entertainment sources depending on the
current drive context.
For the justification of declaring the drive context as the
main context for entertainment source selection, we conducted
a preliminary study. 30 subjects were interviewed and questioned about their user behavior in terms of infotainment
systems. This also included the use of the navigation system,
eliminating the need for the prediction of the current drive
cluster related to the current drive context.
While 80% of the subjects always use the navigation
system, 7% use it frequently and 13% use it occasionally, no
one would never use it. This indicates the necessity of the
prediction of the current drive cluster, hence the target of the
current drive.
28 of the 30 use more than just one entertainment source.
While two subjects would listen to the radio only, one of
them depicted music as generally not important. The different
sources used are listed in Figure 9.
Radio
Online Entertainment
Subjects using the source in %

40%

Music via Bluetooth
Telephone
Music via USB/IPod
Internal Storage
TV
CD
0

20

40
60
Entertainment source

80

100

Figure 9. The amount of subjects using the different entertainment sources
available.

25 of the 30 subjects stated to choose the entertainment
source depending on the drive context. One answer was given,
that because of the spare time drives mostly going abroad, the
subject listened to the online entertainment rather than listening
to the local radio. Another representative answer was that the
subject listens to the radio to get to work and ”moderately”
start into the day, while listening to CDs or making calls on
the way back home.
Three of the 30 subjects would never change their behavior
according to the co-driver or the passengers in the back.
The rest of the subjects would either give the control of
the entertainment source to the passengers or completely go
without any entertainment source. In Figure 10, additional
influencing contexts were given.
The results from the interviews give some important indications about using the drive context for learning the driver’s
entertainment source behavior. The contextual information
used in Section IV, daytime, number of passengers and the
frequent drive clusters are the most important information
for predicting the selected entertainment source. Therefore,
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This simple definition will be useful later on, enforcing
X
p(Ei ) = 1.
(13)

Drive abroad
Speed
Contextual information

i∈N

Passengers

This implies that we always want an answer for the
automation mechanism.
The targeted automation does not depend on the notion
of a learned location of interest, but rather on the current
drive context. Therefore, the probability of an audio source
Ei being selected under individually learned drive contexts
can be described as
X
p(Ei |B)
=
p(Ei , C|B)
(14)

Road type
Mood
Daytime
Traffic
Weather
0

5
10
15
20
25
Number of subjects depending on the context information

30

=

Figure 10. Additional dependencies influencing entertainment source
selection.

the drive clusters abstraction delivers most of the information
necessary for predicting the selected sources.
B. Probabilistic view
This case study is targeted at automating a comfort function
through imitating the driver’s control behavior. In [20], a
similar problem is formulated: Proactive recommendation or
automatic activation of a certain camera-based comfort system
at locations of interest. The locations are learned by observing
a driver’s individual use of the camera system. As an outcome,
a modular system for location based activation of comfort
functions is presented. It relies on a probabilistic view on
the integration of abstract contextual information into the
process of automation. This has several advantages over nonprobabilistic methods, also discussed thoroughly in [20]. The
main goal in [20] is formulated as
X
p(A|B) =
p(A, O|B)
(11)

p(A|B) ≈ p(A|Oj ) · p(Oj |B),

(12)

where Oj is a context, describing an ”abstract location”. The
observation B can be any information currently accessible to
the car. This separation of activation and location context in
[20], makes it possible to model both contexts differently. In
[20], this was used to implement user feedback and uncertainty
quantification for better decision making.
This approach of separating the intention of an activation
and the major influencing contexts of the decision can be
adapted to our showcase. Instead of the probability of an activation A, we want the probability about the possibly selected
audio sources. The selections of available audio sources will be
denoted by E = (En )n∈N , with N = {0, 1, . . . , ]sources−1}.
Every En represents a different audio source, e.g., radio, DVBT or disc player. E0 is not an active audio source itself, but
implies ”disabled audio” output of the entertainment system.

p(Ei |C, B) · p(C|B).

(15)

C

C = (Cm )m∈M is the family of observable drive contexts
indexed by M = {0, 1, . . . , ]drive contexts − 1}.
This is analogous to the situation in [20]. It is important to
notice, that in [20], the probability of ”no activation desired”
is not calculated explicitly, but rather included in working
with the probability of a wanted activation. In our case of
automating the entertainment selection, the ”disabled audio”
selection is treated as another selection. Thus, the system
always selects and activates a source.
In [20], some assumptions were made regarding the probability densities involved in equation (11). This allows the
deduction of equation (12) for estimating p(A|B). In our case
study, similar assumptions can be made to estimate p(Ei |B):
1)

O

being the probability of the driver intending to activate a
comfort function under observation B and learned locations O.
With some basic assumptions, the probability of an intended
activation A can be simplified to

C
X

Given the information of the current drive context,
any other information denoted by B does not gain
additional valuable information for the automation.
This is inferred from our basic assumption that the
drive context is the major dependence for the driver’s
audio source preference. This means all information
of the observation B is included in the context. This
assumption induces the following simplification:
p(Ei |C, B) ≈ p(Ei |C)

2)

(16)

In the case of having more than one context, this can
be a dangerous assumption, but is viable for the case
study.
The previous evaluation of the presented drive context
recognition in Section V-B shows a high accuracy.
Taking the k most likely drive contexts into account,
the accuracy is close to 100%. If I is the index set
for the k most likely selected audio sources,
∀j ∈
/ I : p(Cj |B) ≈ 0

(17)

can be seen as a viable assumption. Taking an even
sharper condition, setting k = 1, the same assumption
as in [20] can be made, leading to
∀i ∈
/ N \I :
i∈I:

p(Ci |B) ≈ 0
p(Cj |B) ≈ 1

(18)
(19)

for Cj being the most likely drive context to be
predicted. This approximation is supported by the
high accuracy evaluated for only taking the most
likely drive context.
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Essentially, this simplifies the prediction of the audio
source selection. Analogous to [20], the estimation of the
probability for the selection of a specific source Ei simplifies
to
p(Ei |B) ≈ p(Ei |Cj ) · p(Cj |B)
(20)
In the case of a recommendation system, the system may
be free to offer the driver to play the audio source with
the highest likelihood. If a source would not be available,
the system should not recommend it and, therefore, does not
have to recommend anything at all. But, in the case of a
fully automated system, logic dictates to choose and play the
most likely audio source available. If a source is unavailable,
the source with the closest likelihood will be selected. The
automatically selected source Ei0 then is determined by
i0 = arg max p(Ei |Cj ) · p(Cj |B)

(21)

i∈Iavail

where Iavail is the index set for the available audio sources.
As p(Cj |B) is the probability of the current drive context, its
calculation can be seen in Section V-B. From now on we will
call it Drive Context Distribution. The probability distribution
of the selected source, i.e., p(Ei |Cj ) will be shown in Section
VI-C. The term will be called the Source Distribution.
Still, there is another simplification possible in equation
(21). Since the p(Cj |B) is a constant in equation (21), it can
be eliminated, not changing the decision process on Ei0 . Thus,
under given context drive Cj , the automated selection of the
audio source can be formulated as
i0 = arg max p(Ei |Cj )

(22)

i∈Iavail

When radio is selected as an audio channel, the preferred
radio channel should also be automated depending on the drive
context. Therefore, we define all radio channels to be denoted
by R = (Rk )k∈K with K being the index set for every listened
or known radio channel. Analogue to the entertainment source
selection, the most likely selected radio channel Rk0 given a
specified drive context Cj can be formulated as
k0 = arg max arg p(Rk |Cj , E1 )

predefined point in time, relative to the drive’s beginning or
ending and declare it the active source of the trip. In Figure
11b, the first source that is observed as being active at the
beginning of the trip is declared to be the active source of
the trip. Defining a point in time, to designate the currently
selected entertainment source as the active source of the trip
is difficult. While the targeted automation should work at the
beginning of the trip, it is hardly a good idea to do so. Most
automotive audio systems will start when starting the car and
choose to play the last active source or radio station. If the
driver now has a different preference, the automation system
must recognize this. Defining when the driver has settled for an
active source is also non-trivial, because the driver may change
the source periodically. This is illustrated in the middle trip in
Figure 11a.
The second approach is to decide the active source depending on the source switching behavior from the driver.
Periodic changes of the active source may strongly depend
on other influences from the environment and the content of
the audio source itself. In Figure 11a, the top trip shows some
switching between the two sources. While the orange source
may be solely for entertainment purposes, the second one may
be preferred by the driver as news or traffic information source.
The driver then would switch in between sources when this
information is wanted, e.g., when stuck in traffic. Taking the
longest active source is acceptable, as the driver listened to it
for the longest, thus the audio source delivering most of the
preferred content to the driver.
As for the sake of practicability of this case study, the latter
approach was used. The focus is on the demonstration of the
drive context for entertainment source selection.

(23)

k

when E1 denotes the radio source.
C. Selected source
For the final decision, which source must be selected
by the presented system, Source Distribution p(Ei |Cj ) must
be learned. This can be done in several ways, involving to
”observe” the active source on a trip. We will present two
intuitive approaches to decide which entertainment source is
considered to be ”listened to”. One will serve as example for
a whole class of point evaluation methods, while the other is
motivated differently. As the same ideas for finding the active
entertainment source apply to the active radio source, it will be
referred to as active source of a trip from now on. These two
basic ideas are illustrated in Figure 11. Figure 11a illustrates
the time-lines for three different trips from a drive cluster. The
colors orange and blue imply the relative time of one of the
two active sources along each trips time line.
The first approach is to observe the activated source at a

D. Case study data
For this case study of drive context for personalized entertainment source prediction, eight drivers participated in a
short-term study. The drivers were provided with prepared cars,
logging the standard bus systems and the central entertainment system. The logging system was a prototype explicitly
developed for this study and had to be installed in the cars
with connections to the internal data bus system of the central
entertainment system. The cars were provided for about four
to six days to each participating subject, being enough time
to recognize the working time. This provided the data for
an offline evaluation of the algorithms. The entertainment
system could not be controlled externally, making testing the
automation online impossible.
The drivers were also interviewed, allowing the comparison
of the offline prediction and the subjects statements. This
would ensure a higher expressiveness of the short-term results
of the study.
Gathering enough data from the subjects over this short
time span was not possible with every subject. For the
previously presented drive context algorithm to work, at
least several drives for every context must be observed.
The M inDrives, declared in Section III-A, was set to
M inDrives = 3 for the GPS route clustering, as it was
proved to work accurately with small values for M inDrives
(see Section V). Also, the predicting algorithm for the source
selection automation needs some observations of every drive
context.
In the case of this study, only six subjects delivered enough
data for a significant analysis. This is enough to give a coarse
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Figure 11. Two approaches for tagging the active source of a trip: 11a illustrates an example for a drive context’s current active source (orange and blue) on
time scales from Start to Target. 11b and 11c demonstrate declaring either one of the listened sources or the longest listened source of a trip as the trip’s
observed active source.

quality indication for the usefulness of the drive context in
automation and the integration for the entertainment source
prediction.
E. Evaluation
For the evaluation of the in-field case study, the logs
of the 6 subjects were analyzed. The analysis includes the
clustering of frequent drives and subsequent recognition of
the drive context. On top of the recognized context, the
presented algorithm from Section VI-B was used to learn the
subjects’ current audio listening preference. The outcome of
the comparison of the predicted information and the subjects’
interviews are listed in Table I.
In the interview, the subjects were asked about their
personal preferences of infotainment use. This included the
dependence on the frequent drives, passengers, co-passengers
and mood. The given information was useful for a better
understanding of the preferences learned in the study. The
information of the preferred audio sources itself was divided
into three different categories of drive context: home to work,
work to home and non-work related / leisure drives.
Table I was structured for ease of comparison between
the prediction and the data from the interviews. While on the
leftmost side are the numbers of 6 useful subjects, on the right
side are the most three categories of detected drive contexts.
Per category of drive context, the table includes the prediction
of the presented automation algorithm, as well as the answer
from the interview. The table shows the information given in
the interview, while on the right, the algorithm estimated the
user’s preference.
A general problem was that the non-work related drives
were not properly detected. This is due to the short-term of
the study, as well as the time of the recordings. The cars
were provided mostly over working days, while most nonwork related drives are done at weekends. Nevertheless, Table
I, showing the detected preferences and the information given
at the interviews, indicates promising results.
The trivial case of a constant preference, non-dependent
on drive context or any contextual information must not be a
problem for the algorithm from Section VI-B. Subject number
4 never changes the active audio source and, therefore, is a
good example for trivial preferences. The presented algorithm
indeed has no problem recognizing the constant behavior and
predicts radio and the channel properly and verifiable.

Subject 3 also shows the working of the preference recognition. The subject said it would not listen to different radio channels, thus, recognizing the radio as the preferred source was
the primary target. The presented recognition always chooses
the most likely radio channel as explained in Section VI-C.
To stabilize the automation in a long-term study, the presented
learning of entertainment source preferences has to implement
a form of uncertainty quantification as shown in [20]. Also,
the preference recognition does not take into account the use
the telephone, because calls are not necessarily made for the
same reason as audio source are selected. Therefore, CD was
the best prediction result possible on work to home drives.
Subject 5 provided 4 days of logged information, mostly
on workdays. Despite the small amount of data gathered, the
prediction showed a significant difference in preference on
work travel. While listening to CDs in the morning work
travel, listening to the radio driving back home was clear and
coincided with the data given at the interview. The non-work
drives did not deliver enough information for a significant
statement, but gave a coarse direction. The given influencing
factors confirmed the use of the indicated information in Figure
10.
The presented case study showed that the presented drive
context recognition works well as a basis for an explicit
user preference model. Using the number of passengers and
daytime information in the drive contexts is clearly a benefit as
shown in the evaluation of the study. The influencing factors
given at the interviews approve the benefits. This confirms the
initial assumption, that the drive context is a major dependency
of driver preferences in comfort functions and useful for
recommendation and automation systems.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we investigated the detection and prediction
of frequent drive contexts as an important building block
for automatized vehicle personalization. We proposed two
different spatial clustering approaches for identifying frequent
drive patterns in a GPS data set. The route independent StartStop-Clustering is promising, as it detects patterns independently of the chosen routes. The presented Bayesian Net’s
accuracy in differentiating frequent drive contexts was about
89% respectively 97% for a top 3 match.
We also presented a case study incorporating the recognized drive context. The study showcased the usefulness
of the presented drive context recognition algorithm, when
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TABLE I. Offline evaluation example and interview comparison.
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6

Home to work
Driver
Predicted
radio
radio
radio
radio
CD
radio

DAB, R1,0
DAB, R2,0
FM, R3,0
FM, R4,0
CD
FM, R6,0

Driver

Work to home
Predicted

radio
radio/telephone
CD/telephone
radio
DAB, R5,0
radio/telephone

DAB, R1,1
AuxIn
CD
FM, R4,0
DAB, R5,1
FM, R6,1

learning driver preferences. The targeted comfort function
was the entertainment source selection and proved to work
very well. It also showed a modular way incorporating such
context information. The next step should be a long-term
study for significant confirmation of the results. Also, the
number of contexts should be increased and techniques for
reducing the burn-in phase of the preference learning should
be investigated. This would include techniques ranging from
uncertainty quantification to collaborative approaches.
The duration of the learning phase is critical for using
learning systems in the field of comfort and infotainment. In
this regard, the presented algorithms need to be evaluated with
further field studies before being deployed in series production
vehicles.
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Abstract—The latest advances in the field of smart card technologies allow modern cards to be more than just simple security
tokens. Recent developments facilitate the use of interactive
components like buttons, displays or even touch-sensors within
the card’s body thus conquering whole new areas of application.
With interactive functionalities the usability aspect becomes the
most important one for designing secure and popularly accepted
products. Unfortunately, the usability can only be tested fully with
completely integrated hence expensive smart card prototypes.
This restricts severely application specific research, case studies
of new smart card user interfaces and the optimization of design
aspects, as well as hardware requirements by making usability
and acceptance tests in smart card development very costly and
time-consuming. Rapid development and simulation of smart card
interfaces and applications can help to avoid this restriction.
This paper presents a rapid development process for new smart
card interfaces and applications based on common smartphone
technology using a tool called SCUIDSim . We will demonstrate
the variety of usability aspects that can be analyzed with such a
simulator by discussing some selected example projects.
Keywords–Smart Card; Smart Card User Interface Design, Interactive Smart Card Applications; Rapid Prototyping; Simulation;
Testing; Usability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, smartphones belong to the most widely used electronic consumer devices for communication, infotainment and
entertainment. High end systems are equipped with a powerful
processor, graphics processor, camera, high resolution display
as well as a lot of sensors and support various communication technologies, thus providing a powerful combination
of convenience and versatile possibilities. That is why more
and more applications that require a high level of security
like banking or electronic shopping are becoming tools for
everyday use. Therefore, a secure element on the device
is included to store the cryptographic keys and to perform
cryptographic operations. Unfortunately, it is very challenging
to combine high security elements with complex consumer
electronics optimized for convenience with their different open
APIs, communication interfaces and update mechanisms, as
jailbreaks and other successful attacks on employed security
measures have shown in the past.
If security is the dominant issue, e.g., for personal identification, authentication, access control, banking, pay-tv, crypto
services, etc., another system progression takes place based
on smart cards, which consists mainly of a secure element
embedded in a smart card body. Smart cards are superior in
the area of low cost, mobility and especially certifiably high

security. However, common smart cards are simple security
tokens and have no user interface. Every additional authentication process requires external devices like, e.g., keypads
for entering passwords, which by themselves are potentially
vulnerable against side channel attacks, eavesdropping, etc. It
would be ideal to combine the security level of a smart card
with the convenience of a smartphone to keep everything “on
card”. Recently developed interactive components allow the
integration of input devices, like buttons, keypads or touch
based gesture interfaces as well as output devices like displays
and LEDs directly into a smart card.
With such interactive functionalities the usability aspect
becomes the most important one for designing a usable smart
card and adds many new demands to the development process.
Now, aspects like the adequate size of a button, the visibility
of a touch interface, the resolution, contrast and speed of a
display and the overall design of the card have to be addressed
as well as an appropriate hardware/software-codesign to ensure
clear user guidance and high overall usability. This can only
be achieved by conducting extensive field tests with as many
people as possible. Creating the necessary card prototypes with
the complete design and full hardware and software functionality can be very expensive and time-consuming, which
makes usability centered security research difficult. This is
the motivation for SCUIDSim (Smart Card User Interface
Development Simulator): to support the development and
evaluation of smart cards with user interfaces. In this paper,
we present an alternative approach to allow all the necessary
testing in order to determine the requirements for design,
hardware components and the software without the need to
build costly prototypes. By using common smartphones as a
development and evaluation platform, almost all user related
aspects can be investigated by simulating the “look & feel” of
a new smart card design before any real hardware integration
is needed.
SCUIDSim is an android application and therefore usable on
a wide range of smartphones, which combine all the necessary
hardware input/output components as well as communication
links, cryptographic services, the processor power and memory
needed for simulating a large variety of current and future
smart card interfaces and applications in a single compact device. With SCUIDSim the visible aspects of a multi-component
smart card can be designed on the smartphone. Based on a
simple SCUIDSim -API, user defined card applications can be
executed while SCUIDSim simulates the behavioural properties
of all interactive components. New requests and requirements
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can be implemented, simulated and evaluated instantly. This
way SCUIDSim supports detailed requirement engineering for
software as well as hardware and the development of new user
interface concepts hand in hand. This is especially useful for
the design and integration of new usable user centric security
algorithms in smart cards. SCUIDSim was firstly published at
The Fourth International Conference on Ambient Computing,
Applications, Services and Technologies (AMBIENT 2014)
[1]. In this enhanced journal version, the focus is on smart
card user interface research, development and testing using
SCUIDSim .
In recent years much effort has been made in order to
integrate segmented displays into smart cards. Most prototypes
used electrophoretic display technology, as shown in Figure 3,
known from ebook readers. But this direction was no success
story to date. High costs were one reason - but the main
problem was its typical update delay of 1 second, which for
small displays did not get enough public acceptance. From
this experience many questions emerged, like: how fast does
such a display have to be in order to be acceptable for certain
applications? What resolution and contrast is necessary for
adequate usability? Such usability centred questions are very
hard to investigate with real smart card prototypes.
SCUIDSim is a framework to initially develop and test new
usability approaches very quickly prior to the development
of the smart card hardware. This way all user acceptance
related issues can be investigated and optimized resulting in a
detailed requirement list for all hardware components. It was
our goal to significantly increase the speed and efficiency of
the development and evaluation of new interactive smart card
concepts.
The following sections of this paper are organized as
follows: Section II starts with a description of related work.
Section III provides a brief overview of the software architecture of SCUIDSim and its functionality. Next, Section IV
describes applications of SCUIDSim for the design of smart
card user interfaces. We focus our attention on different LED
matrix based displays which are very easy to handle, cheap and
flexible as an example how the possibilities and challenges
of such a technology can be investigated with SCUIDSim .
We present the evaluation of various interaction concepts like
animated symbols, scrolling text and even rapid serial visual
presentation displays for long text passages in regard to the
constraints of a smart card. As input mechanism, we present a
one-character display input device and in addition user inputs
based on touch-gestures. Finally, in Section V we summarize
our results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The first research and development projects investigating
the idea to integrate input and output elements in smart cards
go back as far as the late 1990s, see [2]. With the advances in
low power and low profile embedded technologies many different component technologies have been successfully developed
and integrated in ID1-compatible smart cards during the last
decade. Primarily, a variety of display types and buttons, even
fingerprint scanners, are discussed for integration, see [3] and
[4]. Moreover, in [5] smart cards with an integrated display as
security enforcing component are introduced. A first approach
to integrate a 2D on-card gesture input sensor, implemented as
capacitive touch matrix, is introduced first in [6]. It has also

been an important topic for public funding in many countries
(e.g., the INSITO-project of the German Federal Office for
Information Security (BSI) and the SECUDIS-project of the
German Ministry of Education and Research, see [7] and [8]).
Despite all the effort and the growing number of available
components, interactive smart cards have not yet been used
in many real applications. Among other reasons this is due
to high production costs and the much higher complexity
of such smart cards. With the recent advances in printed
electronics capacitive sensors have become a widely accepted
standard technology and even printed displays are available
today, see [9], [10], and [11]. But the complexity issue is
still a serious obstacle on the way to the final product. At
least regarding the system integration issues of combining
several hardware components there have been approaches for
rapid prototyping tools. One of the first was the FlexCOS
system suggested by Beilke et al. [12], which uses FPGAs
for a very flexible and rearrangeable interface to connect
separate component prototypes into one complete system.
Although this approach became a standard procedure for many
manufacturers and researchers, it only covers the technological
aspects. Such functional prototypes are much too bulky and
fragile to conduct real world tests with many people in real
application scenarios outside the lab. The usability aspects that
first and foremost define how the smart card should interact,
and therefore, what the requirements for the hardware and
software components really are can not be tested without
fully integrated and designed card prototypes. Unfortunately,
each version of real prototypes to test for user acceptance
requires huge expenses of time and money. This lack of enduser centered rapid prototyping tools was the starting point
for the development of the SCUIDSim tool. Simulation of user
interfaces was very popular in the beginning of ubiquitous
computing. One approach was the iStuff toolkit to support
the development of user interfaces for the post-desktop age
for multiple displays, multiple input devices, multiple systems, multiple applications and multiple concurrent users, see
[13]. Alternative technologies were developed by the Stanford
Interactive Workspaces project for multi-person and multidevice collaborative work settings, see [14]. To the best of our
knowlege, SCUIDSim is the first approach to model, simulate
and analyze user interfaces for (contactless) smart cards.
III. SCUID S IM A RCHITECTURE
SCUIDSim consists of two modules: a card designer that
enables a flexible but simple arrangement of smart card layouts
based on preconfigured components and a card simulator. In
the card simulator, such a card layout can be paired with a
smart card application in a real time simulation. It was a
design decision to separate the card design process and the
card simulation process in two independent software modules.
Figure 1 illustrates the SCUIDSim architecture.
A. Card Designer
The card designer is a simple tool to engineer smart
card layouts. Figure 2 gives an overview of the available
components in the current version of SCUIDSim . Currently, the
following predefined components are supported: push buttons,
segmented displays (7- and 14-segments), matrix displays
(RGB, greyscale and black & white), LEDs, n × m LEDmatrixes, 2D-touch sensors, image boxes and the overlay
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Figure 1. Overview of the SCUIDSim software architecture.
Figure 4. Software architecture of the card designer module

Figure 2. Available card components (in the card designer)

image of the smart card. There are also non-visible components
like acceleration sensors that are automatically available to all
cards if the used android smartphone is supporting it. With this
initial set of predefined components, SCUIDSim can already
simulate a huge variety of smart card layouts. Figure 3 depicts
a real card prototype opposite to a replicated design of this
card within SCUIDSim . This figure illustrates the very realistic
replication capabilities of our tool.
Within the card designer, the properties of each component
like position & size can easily be controlled via simple
finger gestures commonly known from many other mobile
applications. Additional properties like the appearance of the
component (overlay image), a color modifier (to the overlay
image, in RGB and alpha for transparency) or component
specific properties like X/Y-resolution of a matrix display, or
the update delay time for a display component can be set
in a component property page that is dynamically generated

Figure 3. Confrontation real - and simulated card layout within SCUIDSim

Figure 5. Software architecture of the card simulator module

based on all the properties of a selected card component.
Each card component, its properties and its specific simulated
behaviour (e.g., delay of the visual update) is defined in the
respective class within the component library of SCUIDSim .
To add new components or behavioural functionality to this
library, the developer simply inherits and modifies the provided
component base class. All administrative support like the list
of available component types and the components property
page are generated “on the fly”. The complete card design can
be loaded from and saved to a card library in a XML-format
that can be read and edited outside SCUIDSim with all existing
standard XML-viewers/editors. New overlay images and even
new components are easily added to the designer. Figure 4
depicts the software architecture of the card designer.
B. Card Simulator
The two main objectives of the card simulator are to
provide a flexible framework for the development and evaluation of card applications and to simulate an user interaction
with a realistic “look & feel”-experience. For creating card
applications, the card simulator offers a simple API in order
to access the interactive components of the simulated card. In
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order to keep the application as close to a real card program
as possible the API allows input components to be polled and
provides a simulated interrupt event handling. The concept of
the API is based on the intention to shield the application
developer from Android Java specific constructs in order to
facilitate application code that can easily be transferred to
real smart cards. In addition, the card simulator consists of
a ressource manager module for simple profiling purposes as
well as a flexible XML-based logging system. Since most applications for contactless smart cards imply a communication
to a reader/server via NFC (ISO 14443) the card simulator
offers an interface to the real NFC component of a smartphone.
This way the simulated card can also be used in the targeted
environment. If the real NFC component cannot be used, the
framework allows the execution of NFC server applications
in order to also simulate the reader functionality. A manual
describing the usage and programming of applications can be
found in [15]. Figure 5 depicts the software architecture of the
card simulator module.
U SING SCUID S IM FOR S MART C ARD U SER
I NTERFACE D EVELOPMENT AND T ESTING
In this section, we present some examples how usability aspects of interactive smart cards can be analyzed and optimized
by using SCUIDSim . Typically, contactless cards follow the
ISO 14443 specification, see [16]. This means that contactless
smart cards usually have no battery. They are powered by
the magnetic field of the terminal device. So, the available
energy on real contactless smart cards for powering additional
components is very limited and energy is only available if the
card is in the activation distance of a terminal. The most used
smart card format is ID-1 according ISOIEC 7816 [17]. This
format is restricted to 85,60 mm x 53,98 mm. This makes it
obvious that there is only very restricted space for additional
on-card input and output components on such a smart card.
The main idea of SCUIDSim is to rapidly design smart card
layouts including on-card input and output devices and related
applications according to this restricted dimensions and resources hand-in-hand. These capabilities can be used to design
and explore new applications and to perform user studies on
standard smartphones before any real smart card prototype is
produced. Moreover, these capabilities of SCUIDSim can be
used for requirement engineering of real cards.
Our design and simulation framework, in combination
with the wide availability of simulation platforms (android
smartphones), made it possible for our students to quickly
and easily investigate isolated usability aspects. The following
brief examples of our latest studies should provide an adequate
overview over the kind of analyses that can be performed with
our simulation approach. Although we have performed first
user studies, we do not give priority to this topic in this paper.
But we include some interesting findings of these studies. The
group consists of thirty unspecific persons with different levels
of knowledge of information technology (in age 20 - 70: 11
female, 19 male). Obviously, there are no adequate user cross
sections and no statistical relevant number of attendees.
IV.

A. Corporate Design Aspects
An important aspect in the smart card business is the
combination of functional elements with the corporate design.
Here the SCUIDSim card designer can be easily used to design

different layouts of the card body including any kind of branding as well as visual user guidance elements. These designs
can be thoroughly evaluated with the simulator to explore the
influence of the branding to the usability. Specifically: design
of the interactive components (size, look and placement), the
necessary user guidance elements and the corporate design
elements to find suitable combinations in a way that the
handling of the card is always clear to most of the targeted
customers. Figure 3 illustrates this issue.
B. On-Card Output-Components
Most outputs on electronic devices are usually performed
with optical segment- or matrix-displays. Due to the very
restricted form factor of smart cards the displays itself are
very restricted in their dimensions. Here physiological studies
are very interesting, which were already performed in the 80’s
and 90’s with text display formats. These display formats are
rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), in which each word
is displayed sequentially at the same place on the display
screen, and scrolled text, in which 13 characters are scrolled
continuously from right to left or left to right across the screen.
The dynamic and continuous presentation of text in this both
displays requires smaller eye movements compared to usual
monitors. This change in eye-movement in contrast to classical
displays is believed to be responsible for higher reading rates
in contrast to reading rates of usual monitors. The detailed
results in the studies differ a little bit, see [18], [19], and [20],
but these types of text presentation opens the perspective for
displaying larger texts in restricted smart card displays.
General properties for displays are the resolution, contrast,
color of the characters and background color for smart card
displays, too. But besides that, the visibility of the display
within the card body is an important issue. See the difference
of the optical awareness of the displays between Figure 10
and Figure 12. In Figure 12, the LED matrix is included in
a box and has a different background color compared to the
card body. That is an important usability issue.
Besides the general display requirements and the awareness
of the display, the application of the smart card display is
important. Is it intended for displaying one time passwords
(strings of up to 16 random characters), control instructions,
short text outputs, user feedbacks, telephone numbers, long
text of a few sentence, graphical symbols or others? What is
the real use case of the display and which information has to
be presented to the user in an adequate and readable manner?
A further issue is the required speed of the display from an
application perspective. So, the real display requirements are
application specific and have to be tested in regard of user
readability and comprehension.
1) Segmented Text Displays with Low Printing Rate:
Figure 3 presents our first project in which we simulated an
existing smart card prototype in order to start with groundtruth tests to determine the comparability of real and simulated
cards. These cards were equipped with a standard 14-segment
display component with 10 characters based on electrophoretic
display technology and two buttons. The real display had good
properties like high contrast and low power consumption, but
unfortunately, a very low refresh rate of 1 word/update per
second. It was surprising how similar the overall look and
feel of the simulated card actually was. It turned out in our
tests that the bigger body of the smartphone is not a big issue
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when it comes to usability aspects. The biggest issue of the
simulated card was still the very long delay of the display.
From this point on we were able to change the key parameters
in the simulation: update delay, contrast, size of the display
in order to find out what the minimal properties of such a
display should be in order to be acceptable for most of our
test subjects.
2) LED-Matrix Display for Displaying One Symbol: Complex displays, especially matrix-displays will always be a
problem for smart cards. Even if the costs for the display itself
can be reduced significantly, there will always be the need
for display drivers, which means more complexity and costs.
Also, a bigger display size would be good for usability but an
increasing challenge in the integration process. Looking for
alternatives, the old concept of using LEDs to build low resolution displays came to mind. LEDs are quick (even animations
are possible), relatively cheap and easy to control and have the
advantage that they can be mixed with other components. In
that way, LED-displays can be almost as big as the card itself.
On the other hand, the power consumption of LEDs is an issue
and depends largely on the number of used LEDs and their
brightness. In order to find out, if LED-displays could actually
be a practicable alternative in smart cards, we used SCUIDSim
to determine the requirements regarding speed, brightness,
color, size and resolution and investigated appropriate interface
concepts regarding fonts, symbols, animation, user guidance
and feedback.
We started with the lowest configuration humans generally
can read comfortably: a 3 × 5 LED-matrix.

This means if only digits are processed a 3 × 5 LED matrix
seems to be sufficient. But, if letters should be processed higher
resolutions, like in a 4 × 5, 5 × 5, 4 × 7, or 5 × 7 LED matrix,
displays are needed to achieve better character readability. That
has to be analyzed.
But, which character representation should be chosen?
There are no standard fonts and tests are needed to achieve
distinct human readability. Figure 7 shows this difficulty for
the number nine in a 5 × 7 LED matrix setting. But this holds
for the whole font and has to be analyzed seriously.

Figure 7. Digit 9 in five different illustrations in a 5 × 7 font

Next, the principle illustration facilities of a 3 × 5 LED
matrix display are presented. Static characters:
1)
2)
3)

Animated symbols:
4)
5)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Characters, e.g., alphabet shown in Figure 6
Special characters, e.g., dice symbols shown in Figure
8
Symbols, e.g., arrows, rectangle, box, horizontal and
vertical lines, etc.
Special characters, e.g., falling dice symbols
Symbols, like a falling arrow (picture frequency 200
ms), curtain up (picture frequency 200 ms), curtain
down (picture frequency 200 ms) and rotary dots (dot
frequency 200 ms) shown in the first row from left to
right in Figure 9 and helix construction (sequentially
build up dot by dot with dot frequency 200 ms), helix
destruction (sequentially build up dot by dot with dot
frequency 200 ms), o.k. symbol (sequentially build
up dot by dot with dot frequency 200 ms) and fail
symbol (sequentially build up dot by dot with dot
frequency 200 ms) shown in the second row from
left to right in Figure 9.

Not surprisingly, animated symbols like falling arrows and
rectangles, dynamic curtains, circling dots, etc. seem to be very
intelligible to the user and compensate for the low resolution
to some degree. Animated symbols seem to be a suitable

Figure 6. Used 3 × 5 LED matrix font

Figure 6 shows that our chosen font for a 3 × 5 LED
matrix works quite well for digits, while on the other hand,
some characters are only poorly distinguishable (like: U, W,
H, M, O or Q). Lower letters worsen the problem even more.

Figure 8. Digits 1 up to 6 as dice symbol
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Figure 9. Animated symbols

alternative to text output to indicate card states and to give
feedback information to the user.
This project showed that even a very restricted 3 × 5 LEDmatrix display enables the presentation of a large range of
characters and symbols, especially, when static and dynamic
(animations) effects are exploited. Our first test results indicated that even symbols need to be chosen very carefully and
have to be explained to the user in detail in order to achieve
a high recognition rate. If it is possible to use symbols which
are intelligible to all, they should be applied in any case.
Additionally, we tried to output short words (e.g., on, off,
etc. . . . ) by sequentially displaying the characters of the word
(rapid serial visual presentation of characters). The test users
had enormous problems to read and identify even very short
words depicted as sequence of letters, when they did not know
the displayed word beforehand. In consequence, this approach
does not seem to be suitable for displaying words. A known
alternative for displaying text in a LED-matrix is of course
based on scrolling text.
3) LED-Matrix Display for Srolling Text: The lower bound
from a human readability perspective seems to be more or less
displaying at least 2 clearly separated characters at a time. For
a 5 × 5 font a 11 × 5 LED matrix display is needed to fulfil
this requirement. Such a card layout is shown in Figure 10.
This card is intended to perform user tests of scrolling text.
Therefore, this card is equipped with a slider component and
buttons for card configuration. Especially, the slider component
provides user controlled repeatability of already shown text
(here by swiping the finger to the left).

Figure 10. Layout of a smart card with 11 × 5 LED matrix display and
slider component to perform user tests of scrolling text

Concerning the real application of the LED-matrix display
numerous questions arise: Which font with which size should
be used, what is the adequate speed for the displayed information and how many characters are to be displayed each time?
These are specific questions, which we started to investigate
in our latest studies.
Due to readability issues the majority of our testing group
would prefer higher resolution fonts like 4 × 7 or 5 × 7 instead
of 3 × 5, 4 × 5, or 5 × 5 and conceive the slider component
as very helpful especially if a sequence of digits (e.g., Tel-Nr.:
“0228999582”) or random characters (e.g., “H7FZ84Q2H07”)
is shown. Furthermore, the impression is given that short
texts (e.g., “PIN”) or longer semantic texts (e.g., “BITTE PIN
EINGEBEN FUER ANMELDUNG”) can be read quite well.
It turned out that a scroll speed of 52 characters per minute
(cpm) instead of 95 or 38 cpm is comfortable for most of our
test subjects.
If longer texts have to be displayed, scrolling text with
LEDs has its limits. For such applications, rapid serial visual
presentation seems to be much more adequate as we will
present in the following example.
a) Matrix-Display for Rapid Serial Visual Presentation:
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) uses the phenomenon
that presenting a text word after word while keeping the centre
of each word on the same spot in the display reduces the
necessity for eye-movements and thereby can speed up the
reading speed significantly. Studies have shown that with little
training reading speeds of 1000 words per minute (wpm) and
more are possible. Hence, this technique could be the ideal
solution for smart cards with a one word display in applications
where it could be necessary to read longer legal or technical
instructions.

Figure 11. Layout of a smart card with a display for rapid serial visual
presentation to perform user tests

Figure 11 shows an example for user tests of rapid serial
visual presentation. The simulated smart card is equipped with
a fast matrix display and buttons to configure the parameters
of the test.
Concerning the real application of a display for RSVP,
precise requirements have to be analyzed. This includes the
useable font and the size, adequate speed for the displayed
information, color of the central character of a word to fix the
eyes to this position etc.
Result of the case study with the test group: The majority
of the group enjoyed the following text configuration: largest
font of 20 point instead of 16 or 12 point and a printing
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rate of about 150 words per minute (wps) instead of 140
wps or 270 wps, font latin instead of courier and red color
for the character marker, see Figure 11. Long text (e.g.,
“DAS IST EIN TEST TEXT. WIR KOENNEN KURZE WOERTER UND LANGE WOERTER WIE DONAUDAMPFSCHIFFFAHRTSKAPITAEN NUTZEN. WIR KOENNTEN
UNS AUCH EINEN BESSEREN TEXT AUSSUCHEN”) is
very well conceivable. But a problem arises if words do not fit
completely into the display (e.g., “DONAUDAMPFSCHIFFFAHRTSKAPITAEN”). Then the word has to be split into parts
and the parts have to be displayed sequentially. Humans can
read complete words in a RSVP very well. But this is not
the case if only parts of words are sequentially displayed very
rapidly.
b) Matrix-Display for Graphics: The most flexible (and
technically most challenging) display type for a smart card is
of course a high resolution matrix display. ID-Cards or driver
licence cards are typically equipped with a printed photo of
the face of the legitimate user. This static photo binds the card
permanently to one user and can only illustrate one perspective.
A matrix display would make such a smart card reusable
while also providing different views of the face and additional
information about the user. This is very helpful for a manual
inspection of the legitimate user. But again questions arise:
which display resolution is necessary and what is the required
update rate? Another application of a matrix display is to show
bar codes. Bar codes can be used for optical data transmission
from a smart card to a terminal for automatic data recognition
and data processing. Which display size and which resolution
is needed? Again, this can be easy implemented and tested
with SCUIDSim .
C. On-Card User Input Components
A complete on card interface needs input components as
well as displays. Since in early studies almost all known button
technologies with a sensible pressure point or any other kind of
haptic feedback share the disadvantage to reduce the physical
integrity of the smart card body, capacitive sensors are an
almost ideal alternative. They are cheap and easy to integrate
into a smart card and can even be used as 2D-touch sensors
for complex gesture inputs - they just do not provide any kind
of feedback. With such input components the aspect of visual
design and user guidance is the most important issue. Also,
parameters like the reading rate and resolution can be a crucial
factor for the success of a specific application. Is the input
component intended for the use of numbers like PINs or one
time passwords (strings up to 16 random characters) or control
instructions for applications? So, the real input requirements
are again application specific and have to be tested in regard
of user understanding and awareness.
1) Buttons: The test card in Figure 10 uses the preconfigured buttons of SCUIDSim . But what is an adequate button
design regarding size, distance between buttons for precise
operation, color, or the user feedback in case the button is
pressed? Again these design issues have to be analyzed in
future studies.
2) One Character Display Input: In Section IV-B2, we
have shown that a 3 × 5 LED matrix can be sufficient if only
digits are used. Figure 12 shows a smart card with a 3 × 5
LED matrix for illustrating only one-character and a slider
component for user input. With wiping gestures the user can

Figure 12. Layout of a smart card with a 3 × 5 LED matrix display and
slider component to perform user inputs

scroll through the characters of the alphabet and a long touch
(e.g., ≥ 1 second) selects the currently displayed character
for input. User control and feedback (e.g., about the current
position within a PIN, error or success messages, etc.) can
be given with a variety of generally accepted static or even
animated symbols. Such control and feedback concepts can
again be implemented and tested based on SCUIDSim with
users under conditions that are in many aspects very similar
to real cards. In [1], a case study on user authentication based
on a PIN is given for the card configuration shown in Figure
12.
3) One Character Gesture Input: In recent years, 2D
finger-gestures became the favoured control concept for operating (smart-)phones. This very flexible, intuitive and therefore
widely accepted input interface has also the huge advantage to
be integrable into a smart card in a relatively cheap and easy
way. In [6], a first real smart card prototype with such a gesture
input component is presented. The sensor is a capacitive touch
matrix with the size of 40 x 40 mm and is able to calculate the
position of a finger-sensor contact with a resolution of 6-7 bits
(which results in 64 to 128 distinguishable positions for each
axis, or about 80 DPI) with a sampling rate of one point every
16ms. Gestures are recognized by the touch sensor as a time
series of touch point coordinates within the active area. In that
way, stroke directions and complex gestures can be detected.
In contrast to a keypad a gesture interface is not restricted to
input digits or characters. But it requires some form of online character recognition. On-line character recognition has
to process and recognize the handwriting in real-time, ideally
while the writing is still ongoing [21], in order to reduce
delays. The process of character recognition can be divided
into three general steps:
1)
2)
3)

pre-processing of the input character information
extraction of the character features and
classification of the input character

Due to the primary application of smart cards, the recognition of digits (for the input of a PIN or a OneTimePassword)
and control commands to operate a card are very important.
But again it has to be analyzed which specific pre-processing,
feature extraction and classification mechanisms are adequate
for the mentioned characters and can be implemented on a
very resource restricted device like a smart card. This task
becomes particularly difficult if the card should detect the
input of as many people as possible. In the master thesis [22],
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Figure 14. Predefined digits 0 to 9 for easier PIN recognition. A red dot
marks the beginning of an episode

Figure 13. Layout of a smart card with a gesture component to perform user
inputs

our simulation approach was used to develop and compare
suitable gesture recognition algorithms with the focus on the
reduced computing capability and memory resources of a smart
card with good first results for small and middle sized sets of
character and command gestures. Figure 14 shows an example
for a set of predefined digits, while Figure 15 shows a subset
of predefined control commands that have been used in this
study. The concept of predefining the allowed alphabet for
simplifying handwriting recognition was firstly introduced by
Palm Inc. in their handwriting recognition software called
Graffiti. The set of predefined digits [0 - 9] introduced here is
similar to a simplified version of Graffiti.
Pre-Processing: The main purpose of pre-processing is to
improve the input data to make the recognition process easier
and more reliable, e.g., by removing irrelevant information
from the sensor input which might have a negative effect
on the character recognition [23]. The most important preprocessing techniques for online handwritten characters are:
”filtering”(e.g., ”noise reduction”), ”rotation”, ”size normalization” and ”filling”. Noise produced by the touch sensor
may result in duplicate or erratic data points [24]. Filtering
is applied to remove this kind of input data [25]. Rotation
is needed to obtain an aligned representation of the inserted
gesture. Users do not put in handwritten characters in exact
the same size. Especially, when pixel based feature extraction
is applied, this can have a negative affect on the character
classification. So, size normalization is performed to obtain
characters of uniform size [26]. Touch sensors have only a
limited sampling rate. Depending on the user’s writing speed
touch points may differ in the distance. The pre-processing
technique ”filling” eliminates small gaps and holes. There
exists a lot of algorithms to deal with filling, e.g., Bresenham’s
line algorithm [27]. Further complex pre-processing techniques
needed for off-line character recognition such as character
isolation, line and word detection, etc., very often have high
demands for memory and/or a capable CPU and, therefore, are
not suitable in our context.
Feature Extraction: Feature extraction is the process of
identifying essential characteristics in the representation of
the given characters. Two classes of feature extraction meth-

Figure 15. Predefined control gestures. A red dot marks the beginning of an
episode

ods are distinguished: structural characteristics and statistical
characteristics. Usually, feature extraction methods based on
structural analysis provide a high tolerance to distortions and
style variations [28]. A statistical analysis extracts statistical
distribution of points, e.g., in multiple zones by dividing the
character image into several overlapping or non-overlapping
sub-images. Next, e.g., the percentage or density of black
points in each sub-image [29] is calculated. As an alternative,
the distance of black points from a given boundary, such as
the upper and lower portion of the character, can be used as
statistical feature [30].
Classification: During classification an unknown input
character image is assigned to its corresponding character class
based on a metric [26]. Due to the needed memory and CPU
requirements only following character recognition classes are
analyzed.
•

•

•

•

Pixel Matching: In general, pixel matching determines
to which degree the pixel representation of the given
input character image corresponds to a pixel representation of a character of the defined character set
[31]. For large character sets pixel matching will not
provide high recognition rates because the character
classes overlap [32].
Decision Tree: Decision trees are tree-like graphs
constructed of multiple decisions and their possible
outcome [33]
Random Forest: Basically, random forest are a combination of several random trees. The idea goes back
to Leo Breiman [34]
k-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm (k-NN): The k-nearest
neigbors algorithms calculates the distance of the
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feature vector of the input character image to all
sample feature vectors in a character set [35].
Due to the necessary training effort and memory requirements artificial neural networks and support vector machines
(SVM) often used for such classification purposes are generally
problematic and have not been investigated in this study. To
correctly compare recognition results and to identify the most
suitable recognition system a fixed test procedure is used. For
the class of predefined digits 0 . . . 9 the detection rate differs
from 65.4% (pixel matching) to 98.1 % (random forest). For
control gestures the detection rate differs from 60.8% (pixel
matching) to 90% (random forest). Moreover, estimations are
given concerning memory consumption and calculation time
for the mentioned feature extraction and character recognition
algorithms.
Now, SCUIDSim can be used to analyze and optimize
feature extraction and character recognition algorithms as well
as to determine the needed resources for a given target platform
(CPU speed, RAM, etc.), if specific character recognition rates
have to be assured. Moreover, SCUIDSim can again be utilized
to test the usability aspects and the general acceptance of
gesture based on-card authentication concepts with a number
of applicants in order to test for aspects like: acceptable size
of a touch-interface on a smart card, necessary resolution and
speed of a 2D-touch sensor and also visual design aspects for
clear user guidance.

we will further investigate this type of presentation. For long
text passages, a display for rapid serial visual presentation is
illustrated. RSVP means that words of a text are displayed
sequentially at the same place at a display. Users can read
even long text in this kind of display. These results show that
even long texts can be displayed in very restricted displays if
necessary. Regarding user inputs, we introduce a one character
display input based on a 3 × 5 LED-matrix display and one
character input based on flexible gestures. The latter enables
the input of control commands as shown in Section IV-C3,
too. This concept opens totally new usability concepts of
smart cards if acceptable character recognition rates can be
achieved. Especially, it is shown that even the analysis of
feature extraction and character recognition algorithms can be
supported by the tool SCUIDSim .
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D. Technical Implementation of Real Smart Card Prototypes
Obviously, not all analyzed user requirements for input
and output components are directly realizable in regard to the
current state of technology and the energy and cost constraints.
In these cases, some further investigation is necessary in order
to find a feasible trade-off. We intentionally analyzed different
LED matrix displays instead of modern OLED-displays or
printed electronics. Contrary to bendable OLED displays and
printed displays, real LEDs are available at the market and our
prototypes are technically implementable today.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present how the tool SCUIDSim can
be used for rapid development and simulation of smart card
user interfaces and applications. It is utilizable for early
considerations of user handling requirements and overall user
acceptance of user interfaces before a time-consuming and
costly prototype development has to be started. Especially,
card designs and application modifications are performed very
quickly in software without any hardware modification. This
reduces the need for development of smart card prototypes
for early considerations and speeds up the whole development
process.
Within this paper different specific input and output approaches are presented. First, different LED n × m matrix
displays are described. Surprisingly, even a very restricted
3 × 5 LED matrix display enables the presentation of digits
and a large range of symbols especially when static and
dynamic (animations) effects are exploited. Next, a 5×11 LED
matrix is presented for scrolling text. This restricted display
enables reading words and short sentences although only two
characters were presented at each time in this display format.
Surprisingly, this form of text presentation was acceptable for
the majority of test users. This is a very interesting result and
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Abstract—The greedy approach to dictionary-based static
text compression can be executed by a finite state machine.
When it is applied in parallel to different blocks of data
independently, there is no lack of robustness even on standard
large scale distributed systems with input files of arbitrary
size. Beyond standard large scale, a negative effect on the
compression effectiveness is caused by the very small size of
the data blocks. A robust approach for extreme distributed
systems is presented in this paper, where this problem is
fixed by overlapping adjacent blocks and preprocessing the
neighborhoods of the boundaries. Moreover, we introduce
the notion of pseudo-prefix dictionary, which allows optimal
compression by means of a real-time semi-greedy procedure
and a slight improvement on the compression ratio obtained
by the distributed implementations.
Keywords-data compression; decoding; real time application;
distributed system; scalability; robustness

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real time algorithms are very important in the field of
data compression, expecially during the decoding phase, and
further speed-up can be obtained by means of distributed
implementations. We studied these topics in the context of
lossless compression applied to one-dimensional data and
preliminary results were presented in [1] and [2].
Static data compression implies the knowledge of the input type. With text, dictionary-based techniques are particularly efficient and employ string factorization. The dictionary
comprises typical factors plus the alphabet characters in
order to guarantee feasible factorizations for every string.
Factors in the input string are substituted by pointers to
dictionary copies and such pointers could be either variable
or fixed length codewords. The optimal factorization is the
one providing the best compression, that is, the one minimizing the sum of the codeword lengths. Efficient sequential
algorithms for computing optimal solutions were provided
by means of dynamic programming techniques [3] or by
reducing the problem to the one of finding a shortest path
in a directed acyclic graph [4]. From the point of view of
sequential computing, such algorithms have the limitation
of using an off-line approach. However, decompression is
still on-line and a very fast and simple real time decoder
outputs the original string with no loss of information.
Therefore, optimal solutions are practically acceptable for

read-only memory files where compression is executed only
once. Differently, simpler versions of dictionary-based static
techniques were proposed, which achieve nearly optimal
compression in practice (that is, less than ten percent loss).
An important simplification is to use a fixed length code for
the pointers, so that the optimal decodable compression for
this coding scheme is obtained by minimizing the number
of factors. Such variable to fixed length approach is robust
since the dictionary factors are typical patterns of the input
specifically considered. The problem of minimizing the
number of factors gains a relevant computational advantage
by assuming that the dictionary is prefix-closed (suffixclosed), that is, all the prefixes (suffixes) of a dictionary
element are dictionary elements [5], [6], [7]. The left to right
greedy approach is optimal only with suffix-closed dictionaries. An optimal factorization with prefix-closed dictionaries
can be computed on-line by using a semi-greedy procedure
[6], [7]. On the other hand, prefix-closed dictionaries are
easier to build by standard adaptive heuristics [8], [9]. These
heuristics are based on an ”incremental” string factorization
procedure [10], [11]. The most popular for prefix-closed
dictionaries is the one presented in [12]. However, the
prefix and suffix properties force the dictionary to include
many useless elements, which increase the pointer size
and slightly reduce the compression effectiveness. A more
natural dictionary with no prefix and no suffix property is the
one built by the heuristic in [13] or by means of separator
characters as, for example, space, new line and punctuation
characters with natural language.
Theoretical work was done, mostly in the nineties, to
design efficient parallel algorithms on a random access
parallel machine (PRAM) for dictionary-based static text
compression [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22]. Although the PRAM model is out of fashion today,
shared memory parallel machines offer a good computational model for a first approach to parallelization. When we
address the practical goal of designing distributed algorithms
we have to consider two types of complexity, the interprocessor communication and the input-output mechanism.
While the input/output issue is inherent to any parallel
algorithm and has standard solutions, the communication
cost of the computational phase after the distribution of
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the data among the processors and before the output of
the final result is obviously algorithm-dependent. So, we
need to limit the interprocessor communication and involve
more local computation to design a practical algorithm. The
simplest model for this phase is, of course, a simple array
of processors with no interconnections and, therefore, no
communication cost. Parallel decompression is, obviously,
possible on this model [17]. With parallel compression, the
main issue is the one concerning scalability and robustness.
Traditionally, the scale of a system is considered large
when the number of nodes has the order of magnitude of a
thousand. Modern distributed systems may nowadays consist
of hundreds of thousands of nodes, pushing scalability well
beyond traditional scenarios (extreme distributed systems).
In [23], an approximation scheme of optimal compression with static prefix-closed dictionaries was presented
for massively parallel architectures, using no interprocessor
communication during the computational phase since it is
applied in parallel to different blocks of data independently.
The scheme is algorithmically related to the semi-greedy
approach previously mentioned and implementable on extreme distributed systems because adjacent blocks overlap
and the neighborhoods of the boundaries are preprocessed.
However, with standard large scale the overlapping of the
blocks and the preprocessing of the boundaries are not
necessary to achieve nearly optimal compression in practice.
Furthermore, the greedy approach to dictionary-based static
text compression is nearly optimal on realistic data for
any kind of dictionary even if the theoretical worst-case
analysis shows that the multiplicative approximation factor
with respect to optimal compression achieves the maximum
length of a dictionary element [9]. If the dictionary is
well-constructed by relaxing the prefix property, the loss
of greedy compression can go down to one percent with
respent to the optimal one. In this paper, we relax the prefix
property of the dictionary and present two implementations
of the greedy approach to static text compression with an
arbitrary dictionary on a large scale and an extreme distributed system, respectively. Moreover, we present a finitestate machine implementation of greedy static dictionarybased compression with an arbitrary dictionary that can be
relevant to achieve high speed with standard scale distributed
systems. We wish to point out that scalability cannot be
guaranteed with adaptive dictionary approaches to data
compression, as the sliding window method [24] or the
dynamic one [11]. Indeed, the size of the data blocks over
the distributed memory of a parallel system must be at least
a few hundreds kylobytes in both cases, that is, robustness is
guaranteed with scalability only with very large files [14],
[26]. This is still true with improved variants employing
either fixed-lenght codewords [27], [28] or variable-length
ones [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
Finally, we introduce pseudo-prefix and pseudo-suffix
dictionaries and show that the algorithms computing optimal

factorizations with suffix-closed and prefix-closed dictionaries still work. The advantage of using pseudo-prefix and
pseudo-suffix dictionaries is that we add to an arbitrary
dictionary only those prefixes or suffixes needed to guarantee the correctness of the optimal solution. This implies
a slight improvement on the compression ratio obtained
by the distributed implementations. Moreover, we show
the impossibility of real-time optimal factorizations if the
dictionary is arbitrary.
In Section II, we describe the different approaches to
dictionary-based static text compression. The previous work
on parallel approximations of optimal compression with
prefix-closed dictionaries is given in Section III. Section IV
shows the finite-state machine and the two implementations
of the greedy approach for arbitrary dictionaries. Experiments are discussed in Section V. Section VI presents the notion of pseudo-prefix and pseudo-suffix dictionaries, where
theoretical and further experimental results are discussed.
Conclusions and future work are given in Section VII.
II. D ICTIONARY-BASED S TATIC T EXT C OMPRESSION
As mentioned in the introduction, the dictionary comprises typical factors (including the alphabet characters)
associated with fixed or variable length codewords. The
optimal factorization is the one minimizing the sum of the
codeword lengths and sequential algorithms for computing
optimal solutions were provided by means of dynamic
programming techniques [3] or by reducing the problem to
the one of finding a shortest path in a directed acyclic graph
[4]. When the codewords are fixed-length, with suffix-closed
dictionaries we obtain optimality by means of a simple left
to right greedy approach, that is, advancing with the on-line
reading of the input string by selecting the longest matching
factor with a dictionary element. Such a procedure can be
computed in real time by storing the dictionary in a trie
data structure. If the dictionary is prefix-closed, there is an
optimal semi-greedy factorization which is computed by the
procedure of Figure 1 [6], [7]. At each step, we select a
factor such that the longest match in the next position with
a dictionary element ends to the rightest. Since the dictionary
is prefix-closed, the factorization is optimal. The algorithm
can even be implemented in real time with a modified trie
data structure [7].
j:=0; i:=0
repeat forever
for k = j + 1 to i + 1 compute
h(k): xk ...xh(k) is the longest match in the k th position
let k ′ be such that h(k ′ ) is maximum
xj ...xk′ −1 is a factor of the parsing; j := k ′ ; i := h(k ′ )

Figure 1.

The semi-greedy factorization procedure.

The semi-greedy factorization can be generalized to any
dictionary by considering only those positions, among the
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ones covered by the current factor, next to a prefix that
is a dictionary element [6]. The generalized semi-greedy
factorization procedure is not optimal while the greedy one
is not optimal even when the dictionary is prefix-closed. The
maximum length of a dictionary element is an obvious upper
bound to the multiplicative approximation factor of any
string factorization procedure with respect to the optimal solution. We show that this upper bound is tight for the greedy
and semi-greedy procedures when the dictionary is arbitrary
and that such tightness is kept by the greedy procedure
even for prefix-closed dictionaries. Let baban be the input
string and let {a, b, bab, ban } be the dictionary. Then, the
optimal factorization is b, a, ban while bab, a, a, ..., a, ...a is
the factorization obtained whether the greedy or the semigreedy procedure is applied. On the other hand, with the
prefix-closed dictionary {a, b, ba, bab, bak : 2 ≤ k ≤ n},
the optimal factorization ba, ban is computed by the semigreedy approach while the greedy factorization remains the
same. These examples, obviously, prove our statement on
the tightness of the upper bound.
III. P REVIOUS W ORK
Given an arbitrary dictionary, for every integer k greater
than 1 there is an O(km) time, O(n/km) processors distributed algorithm factorizing an input string S with a cost
which approximates the cost of the optimal factorization
within the multiplicative factor (k + m − 1)/k, where n and
m are the lengths of the input string and the longest factor
respectively [14]. However, with prefix-closed dictionaries a
better approximation scheme was presented in [23], producing a factorization of S with a cost approximating the cost
of the optimal factorization within the multiplicative factor
(k + 1)/k in O(km) time with O(n/km) processors. This
second approach was designed for massively parallel architecture and is suitable for extreme distributed systems, when
the scale is beyond standard large values. On the other hand,
the first approach applies to standard small, medium and
large scale systems. Both approaches provide approximation
schemes for the corresponding factorization problems since
the multiplicative approximation factors converge to 1 when
km converge to n. Indeed, in both cases compression is
applied in parallel to different blocks of data independently.
Beyond standard large scale, adjacent blocks overlap and the
neighborhoods of the boundaries are preprocessed.
To decode the compressed files on a distributed system,
it is enough to use a special mark occurring in the sequence
of pointers each time the coding of a block ends. The input
phase distributes the subsequences of pointers coding each
block among the processors. Since a copy of the dictionary
is stored in every processor, the decoding of the blocks
is straightforward. In the following two subsections, we
describe the two approaches. Then, how to speed up the
preprocessing phase of the second approach is described in
the last subsection. Next section will argue that we can relax

the requirement of computing a theoretical approximation of
optimal compression since, in practice, the greedy approach
is nearly optimal on data blocks sufficiently long. On the
other hand, when the blocks are too short because the scale
of the distributed system is beyond standard values, the
overlapping of the adjacent blocks and the preprocessing
of the neighborhoods of the boundaries are necessary to
garantee the robustness of the greedy approach.
A. Standard Scale Distributed Systems
We simply apply in parallel the optimal compression
to blocks of length km. Every processor stores a copy
of the dictionary. For an arbitrary dictionary, we execute
the dynamic programming procedure computing the optimal
factorization of a string in linear time [3] (the procedure in
[4] is pseudo-linear for fixed-length coding and, even, superlinear for variable length). Obviously, this works for prefixand suffix-closed dictionaries as well and, in any case, we
know the semi-greedy and greedy approaches are implementable in linear time. It follows that the algorithm requires
O(km) time with n/km processors and the multiplicative
approximation factor is (k + m − 1)/k with respect to any
factorization. Indeed, when the boundary cuts a factor the
suffix starting the block and its substrings might not be in
the dictionary. Therefore, the multiplicative approximation
factor follows from the fact that m − 1 is the maximum
length for a proper suffix as shown in Figure 2 (sequence of
plus signs in parentheses). If the dictionary is suffix-closed,
the multiplicative approximation factor is (k + 1)/k since
each suffix of a factor is a factor.
+(+++++++)
———————/——————————–

Figure 2.

The making of the surplus factors.

The approximation scheme is suitable only for standard
scale systems unless the file size is very large. In effect, the
block size must be in the order of kilobytes to guarantee
robustness. Beyond standard large scale, overlapping of
adjacent blocks and a preprocessing of the boundaries are
required as we will see in the next subsection.
B. Beyond Standard Large Scale
With prefix-closed dictionaries a better approximation
scheme was presented in [23]. During the input phase
blocks of length m(k + 2), except for the first one and
the last one that are m(k + 1) long, are broadcasted to
the processors. Each block overlaps on m characters with
the adjacent block to the left and to the right, respectively
(obviously, the first one overlaps only to the right and the
last one only to the left). We call a boundary match a factor
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covering positions in the first and second half of the 2m
characters shared by two adjacent blocks. The processors
execute the following algorithm to compress each block:
•

for each block, every corresponding processor but
the one associated with the last block computes the
boundary match between its block and the next one
ending furthest to the right, if any;

•

each processor computes the optimal factorization from
the beginning of its block to the beginning of the
boundary match on the right boundary of its block (or
the end of its block if there is no boundary match).
++(++++++)
———————/——————————–
xxxxxxxxxxx
..................
Figure 3.

The making of a surplus factor.

Stopping the factorization of each block at the beginning
of the right boundary match might cause the making of
a surplus factor, which determines the multiplicative approximation factor (k + 1)/k with respect to any other
factorization. Indeed, as it is shown in Figure 3, the factor
in front of the right boundary match (sequence of x’s) might
be extended to be a boundary match itself (sequence of
plus signs) and to cover the first position of the factor after
the boundary (dotted line). Then, the approximation scheme
produces a factorization of S with a cost approximating the
cost of the optimal factorization within the multiplicative
factor (k + 1)/k in O(km) time with O(n/km) processors
(we will see in the next subsection how the preprocessing
can be executed in O(m) time).
In [23], it is shown experimentally that for k = 10 the
compression ratio achieved by such factorizarion is about the
same as the sequential one and, consequently, the approach
is suitable for extreme distributed systems, as we will explain
in the next section.
C. Speeding up the Preprocessing
The parallel running time of the preprocessing phase
computing the boundary matches is O(m2 ) by brute force.
To lower the complexity to O(m), an augmented trie data
structure is needed [1]. For each node v of the trie, let
f be the dictionary element corresponding to v and a an
alphabet character not represented by an edge outgoing
from v. Then, we add an edge from v to w with label a,
where w represents the longest proper suffix of f a in the
dictionary. Each processor has a copy of this augmented
trie data structure and first preprocess the 2m characters

overlapped by the adjacent block on the left boundary and,
secondly, the ones on the right boundary. In each of these
two sub-phases, the processors advance with the reading of
the 2m characters from left to right, starting from the first
one while visiting the trie starting from the root and using
the corresponding edges. A temporary variable t2 stores the
position of the current character during the preprocessing
while another temporary variable t1 is, initially, equal to t2 .
When an added edge of the augmented structure is visited,
the value t = t2 − d + 1 is computed where d is the depth of
the node reached by such edge. If t is a position in the first
half of the 2m characters, then t1 is updated by changing its
value to t. Else, the procedure stops and t2 is decreased by
1. If t2 is a position in the second half of the 2m characters
then t1 and t2 are the first and last position of a boundary
match, else there is no boundary match.
IV. T HE G REEDY A PPROACH
We provide a finite-state machine implementation of the
greedy approach with an arbitrary dictionary. Then, we show
the two implementations on standard large scale and extreme
distributed systems.
A. The Finite-State Machine Implementation
We show the finite-state machine implementation producing the on-line greedy factorization of a string with
an arbitrary dictionary. The most general formulation for
a finite-state machine M is to define it as a six-tuple
M = (A, B, Q, δ, q0 , F ) with an input alphabet A, an
output alphabet B, a set of states Q, a transition function
δ : QxA → QxB ∗ , an initial state q0 and a set of accepting
states F ⊆ Q. The trie storing the dictionary is a subgraph
of the finite-state machine diagram. It is well-known that
each dictionary element is represented as a path from the
root to a node of the trie where edges are labeled with an
alphabet character (the root representing the empty string).
The edges are directed from the parent to the child and the
set of nodes represent the set of states of the machine. The
output alphabet is binary and the factorization is represented
by a binary string having the same length as the input
string. The bits of the output string equal to 1 are those
corresponding to the positions where the factors start. Since
every string can be factorized, every state is accepting. The
root represents the initial state. We need only to complete the
function δ, by adding the missing edges of the diagram. The
empty string is associated as output to the edges in the trie.
For each node, the outgoing edges represent a subset of the
input alphabet. Let f be the string (or dictionary element)
corresponding to the node v in the trie and a an alphabet
character not represented by an edge outgoing from v. Let
f a = f1 · · · fk be the on-line greedy factorization of f a and
i the smallest index such that fi+1 · · · fk is represented by a
node w in the trie. Then, we add to the trie a directed edge
from v to w with label a. The output associated with the
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edge is the binary string representing the sequence of factors
f1 · · · fi . By adding such edges, the machine is entirely
defined. Redefining the machine to produce the compressed
form of the string is straightforward.
B. The Distributed Implementations
In practice, greedy factorization is nearly optimal. As
a first approach, we simply apply in parallel left to right
greedy compression to blocks of length km. With standard
scale systems, the block size must be the order of kilobytes
to guarantee robustness. Each of the O(n/km) processors
could apply the finite-state machine implementation to its
block. Beyond standard large scale, overlapping of adjacent
blocks and a preprocessing of the boundaries are required
as for the optimal case. Again, during the input phase
overlapping blocks of length m(k + 2) are broadcasted
to the processors as in the previous section. On the other
hand, the definition of boundary match is extended to
those factors, which are suffixes of the first half of the 2m
characters shared by two adjacent blocks. The following
procedure, even if it is not an approximation scheme from
a theoretical point of view, performs in a nearly optimal way:
•

•

for each block, every corresponding processor but the
one associated with the last block computes the longest
boundary match between its block and the next one;
each processor computes the greedy factorization from
the end of the boundary match on the left boundary of
its block to the beginning of the boundary match on
the right boundary.

The approach is nearly optimal for k = 10, as the approximation scheme of the previous section. The compression
ratio achieved by such factorizarion is about the same as
the sequential one. Considering that typically the average
match length is 10, one processor can compress down to 100
bytes independently. This is why the approximation scheme
was presented for massively parallel architecture and the
approach, presented in this section, is suitable for extreme
distributed systems, when the scale is beyond standard large
values. Indeed, with a file size of several megabytes or
more, the system scale has a greater order of magnitude
than the standard large scale parameter. We wish to point
out that the computation of the boundary matches is very
relevant for the compression effectiveness, when an extreme
distributed system is employed, since the sub-block length
becomes much less than 1K. With standard large scale
systems the block length is several kilobytes with just a few
megabytes to compress and the approach using boundary
matches is too conservative. After preprocessing, each of
the O(n/km) processors could apply the finite-state machine
implementation to its block. However, blocks are so short
that it becomes irrelevant. On the other hand, with standard

scale systems and very large size files the application of the
finite-state machine in parallel to the distributed blocks plays
an important role to achieve high speed.
C. Speeding up the Preprocessing
To lower the time of the preprocessing phase to O(m),
the same augmented trie data structure, described in the
previous section, is needed but, in this case, the boundary
matches are the longest ones rather than the ones ending
furthest to the right. Then, besides the temporary variables
t1 and t2 , employed by the preprocessing phase described
in the previous section, two more variables τ1 and τ2 are
required and, initially, equal to t1 and t2 . Each time t1 must
be updated by such preprocessing phase, the value t2 −t1 +1
is compared with τ2 − τ1 before updating. If it is greater or
τ2 is smaller than the last position of the first half of the 2m
characters, τ1 and τ2 are set equal to t1 and t2 − 1. Then, t1
is updated. At the end of the procedure, τ1 and τ2 are the
first and last positions of the longest boundary match. We
wish to point out that there is always a boundary match that
is computed, since the final value of τ2 always corresponds
to a position equal either to one in the second half of the
2m characters or to the last position of the first half.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Suffix-closed and prefix-closed dictionaries have been
considered in static data compression because they are
constructed by the LZ77 [24] and LZ78 [11] adaptive
compression methods, when reading a typical string of a
given source of data. When the input string to compress
matches the characteristics of a dictionary given in advance
and already filled with typical factors, the advantage in
terms of compression efficiency is obvious. However, the
bounded size of the dictionary (typically, 216 factors) and
its static nature imply a lack of robustness and the adaptive
methods might result more effective in some cases, even
if the type of data is known and the dictionary is very
well constructed. We experimented this with the ”compress”
command line on the Unix and Linux platforms, which is
the implementation of a variant of the LZ78 method, called
the LZC method. LZC builds a prefix-closed dictionary of
216 factors while compressing the data. When the dictionary is full, it applies static dictionary greedy compression
monitoring at the same time the compression ratio. When the
compression ratio starts deteriorating, it clears the dictionary
and restarts dynamic compression alternating, in this way,
adaptive and non-adaptive compression. We experimented
that, when compressing megabytes of english text with a
static prefix-closed dictionary optimally, there might be up
to a ten percent loss in comparison with the compression
ratio of the LZC method [23]. However, as we pointed out
earlier, there is no scalable and robust implementation of the
LZC method on a distributed memory system (except for
the static phase of the method as shown in [26]), while a
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nearly optimal compression distributed algorithm is possible
with no scalability and robustness issues if we accept a ten
percent compression ratio loss as a reasonable upper bound
to the price to pay for it [23].
A prefix-closed dictionary D in [23] was filled up with
216 elements, starting from the alphabet (each of the 256
bytes). Then, for each of the most common subbstrings
listed in [9], every prefix of length less or equal to ten was
added to D. On the other hand, for each string with no
capital letters and less than eleven characters in the Unix
dictionary of words, we added every prefix of length less or
equal to six. For every word in the Unix dictionary inserted
in D, a space was concatenated at the end of the copy in
D. Another copy ending with the new line character was
inserted if the word length is less than six. Finally, it was
enough to add a portion of the words with six characters
plus a new line character to fill up D. The average optimal
compression ratio we obtained with this dictionary is 0.51,
while the greedy one is even 0.57. On the other hand,
the LZC average compression ratio is 0.42. It turned out
that both gaps are consistently reduced when the prefix
property of the dictionary is relaxed. A not prefix-closed
dictionary D′ was filled up with 216 elements, starting from
the alphabet and the 477 most common subbstrings listed in
[9]. Then, we added each string with no capital letters and
less than ten characters from the Unix dictionary of words.
Again, for every word in the Unix dictionary inserted in
D′ , a space was concatenated at the end of the copy in
D′ . Finally, it was enough to add a portion of short words
with a new line character at the end to fill up D′ . With
such dictionary, the loss on the compression ratio goes down
from ten to five percent with respect to the adaptive LZC
compression. Moreover, the greedy approach has just a one
percent loss with respect to optimal, as shown in Figure 4.
This is because the dictionary is better constructed. In Figure
4, we also show the compression effectiveness results for the
two approaches with or without boundaries preprocessing
(that is, for an extreme or a standard distibuted system). The
two approaches perform similarly and have a one percent
loss with respect to sequential greedy, whether the dictionary
is prefix-closed or not.

learned from the input string and, then, used staticly to compress the string. This models a scheme where compression is
performed only once with an off-line sequential procedure
reading the string twice from left to right in such a way
that decompression can be parallelized with no scalability
issues. The first left-to-right reading is to learn the dictionary
and better ways than the LZC algorithm exist since the
dictionary provided by LZC, after reading the entire string,
is constructed from a relatively short suffix of the input. A
much more sophisticated approach employs the LRU (least
recently used) strategy [9]. With such strategy, after the
dictionay is filled up elements are removed in a continuous
way by deleting at each step of the factorization the least
recently used factor which is not a proper prefix of another
one. A relaxed version of this approach was presented in
[34], that is easier to implement, and experimental results
show that the compression ratio with this type of dictionary
goes down to 0.32 for english text [35]. This performance
is kept if the greedy approach is applied staticly during the
second reading of the string, using the dictionary obtained
from the first reading. Moreover, if the compression is
applied independently to different blocks of data of 1Kb or
to smaller blocks after the boundaries preprocessing, there
is still just a one percent loss on the compression ratio.
VI. P SEUDO -P REFIX AND P SEUDO -S UFFIX
D ICTIONARIES
We partially relax the suffix and prefix properties to keep
respectively optimal the greedy and semi-greedy approaches
by introducing pseudo-suffix and pseudo-prefix dictionaries.
Then, we give an insight of why optimal factorizations can
be computed in real time with pseudo-prefix and pseudosuffix dictionaries while this is not possible if the dictionary
is arbitrary. Finally, we present experimental results using
pseudo-prefix dictionaries.
A. Introducing Pseudo-Prefix and -Suffix Dictionaries
Given a finite alphabet A, let p and s be a prefix and
a suffix of a string x ∈ A∗ such that x = ps. Then, we
call p the complementary prefix of s with respect to x.
Accordingly, we call s the complementary suffix of p with
respect to x. We say a dictionary D is pseudo-prefix if:
•

Figure 4.

let p be a prefix of x ∈ D such that the complementary
suffix s with respect to x is a prefix of an element in
D. Then, p ∈ D.

Compression ratios with english text.

Accordingly, we say a dictionary is pseudo-suffix if:
We observed in the introduction that for read-only memory files, speeding up decompression is what really matters
in practice. In this context, the results presented in this paper
suggest a dynamic approach (that is, working for any type
of input), where the dictionary is not given in advance but

•

let s be a suffix of x ∈ D such that the complementary
prefix p with respect to x is a suffix of an element in
D. Then, s ∈ D.
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We prove, now, the optimality of the on-line greedy
factorization approach with pseudo-suffix dictionaries.
Theorem 1. Given a finite alphabet A, let D ⊆ A∗
be a pseudo-suffix dictionary. For every x ∈ A∗ , the on-line
greedy factorization of x is optimal.
Proof. The pseudo-suffix property implies, as the suffix
property, that the on-line greedy approach selects, at each
step, the factor ending furthest to the right. Indeed, assume
that the factor selected by the greedy choice at the i-th
step of the process ends to the right of the i-th factor of
the optimal solution (which is always true at the first step).
Then, there is a suffix s of the i + 1-th factor of the optimal
solution with a complementary prefix that is a suffix of
the factor selected by the greedy choice at the i-th step.
It follows that s is a dictionary element. Therefore, the
on-line greedy approach selects, at each step, the factor
ending furthest to the right and its optimality follows. q. e. d.
With the next theorem, we prove the optimality of the semigreedy factorization process with pseudo-prefix dictionaries.
Theorem 2. Given a finite alphabet A, let D ⊆ A∗
be a pseudo-prefix dictionary. For every x ∈ A∗ , the
semi-greedy factorization of x is optimal.
Proof. The pseudo-prefix property implies, as the prefix
property, that the semi-greedy approach selects, at each step,
a factor such that the longest match in the next position
with a dictionary element ends to the rightest. This is true
at the first step, since for each suffix of the greedy factor
that is a prefix of a dictionary element the complementary
prefix is a dictionary element. Then, inductively, it is true
for every step and the optimality follows. q. e. d.
It follows from the two theorems above and the
results shown in the previous section that, as for prefixclosed and suffix-closed dictionaries, real-time optimal
factorizations are possible with pseudo-prefix and pseudosuffix dictionaries. Moreover, an optimal factorization
using a pseudo-suffix dictionary is implementable with a
finite state machine. However, the making of a pseudoprefix dictionary is much simpler than the making of a
pseudo-suffix one. Indeed, let D be an arbitrary dictionary
stored in a trie and add prefixes of its elements to make it
pseudo-prefix. The most natural way to do this is to visit
the trie with a depth-first search. For each path from the
root to a node representing a string not in D, such string
is added to D if a descendant of the node is in D. The
running time for such procedure is about the dictionary size
times the depth of the trie.

B. Canonical Factors
We prove a property concerning optimal factorizations
with pseudo-prefix and pseudo-suffix dictionaries. This
property was previously proved for prefix-closed dictionaries
in [18] and it gives an insight of why optimal factorizations
can be computed in real time with this type of dictionary.
First, we prove the property for pseudo-prefix dictionaries.
Theorem 3. Given a finite alphabet A, let D ⊆ A∗
be a pseudo-prefix dictionary. Let k be the number of
factors of an optimal factorization of a string s ∈ A∗ . Then,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is an optimal factorization such that
its i-th factor is a substring of the i-th factor of every other
optimal factorization of s.
Proof. First of all, given two optimal factorizations
s = f11 · · · fk1 = f12 · · · fk2 we prove that fi1 and fi2 overlap
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Given any substring f of s, denote with
f irst(f ) and last(f ) the first and the last position of
s covered by f . Then, suppose last(fi2 ) < f irst(fi1 )
for some i with 1 < 1 < k. Let j be such that
f irst(fj1 ) ≤ last(fi2 ) ≤ last(fj1 ). It follows from the
optimality of the two factorizations and the pseudo-prefix
2
). Denote with pref (fj1 )
property that last(fj1 ) < last(fi+1
1
the prefix of fj such that last(pref (fj1 )) = last(fi2 ). Then,
pref (fj1 ) ∈ D since D is pseudo-prefix. It follows that
1
2
pref (fj1 )fi+1
· · · fk2 comprises
the factorization f11 · · · fj−1
less than k phrases since j < i. Therefore, fi1 and fi2 must
have a not empty intersection. Suppose now that, for every
optimal factorization s = f1 · · · fk , f irst(fi ) ≤ f irst(fi1 )
and last(fi ) ≥ last(fi2 ). Denote with pref (fi1 ) the
prefix of fi1 such that last(pref (fi1 )) = last(fi2 ). Then,
pref (fi1 ) ∈ D since D is pseudo-prefix. It follows that
1
2
pref (fi1 )fi+1
· · · fk2 is an optimal factorization
f11 · · · fi−1
1
of s, with pref (fi ) substring of the i-th factor of every
other optimal factorization. q. e. d.
In the next theorem, we prove the property for pseudo-suffix
dictionaries with similar arguments.
Theorem 4. Given a finite alphabet A, let D ⊆ A∗
be a pseudo-suffix dictionary. Let k be the number of
factors of an optimal factorization of a string s ∈ A∗ . Then,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is an optimal factorization such that
its i-th factor is a substring of the i-th factor of every other
optimal factorization of s.
Proof. First of all, given two optimal factorizations
s = f11 · · · fk1 = f12 · · · fk2 we prove that fi1 and fi2
overlap for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Given any substring f of s,
denote with f irst(f ) and last(f ) the first and the last
position of s covered by f , as in Theorem 3. Then,
suppose last(fi2 ) < f irst(fi1 ) for some i with 1 < 1 < k.
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Let j be such that f irst(fj1 ) ≤ last(fi2 ) ≤ last(fj1 ). It
follows from the optimality of the two factorizations and
2
the pseudo-suffix property that f irst(fj1 ) > f irst(fi−1
).
Denote with suf f (fi2 ) the suffix of fi2 such that
f irst(suf f (fi2 )) = f irst(fj1 ). Then, suf f (fi2 ) ∈ D
since D is pseudo-suffix. It follows that the factorization
2
1
· · · fk2 comprises less than k
f11 · · · fj−1
suf f (fi2 )fi+1
phrases since j < i. Therefore, fi1 and fi2 must have a not
empty intersection. Suppose now that, for every optimal
factorization s = f1 · · · fk , f irst(fi ≤ f irst(fi1 ) and
last(fi ) ≥ last(fi2 ). Denote with suf f (fi2 ) the suffix
of fi2 such that f irst(suf f (fi2 )) = f irst(fi1 ). Then,
suf f (fi2 ) ∈ D since D is pseudo-suffix. It follows that
1
2
f11 · · · fi−1
suf f (fi2 )fi+1
· · · fk2 is an optimal factorization
2
of s, with suf f (fi ) substring of the i-th factor of every
other optimal factorization. q. e. d.
Given a finite alphabet A, a dictionary D ⊆ A∗ and
a string s ∈ A∗ , let a string f ∈ A∗ be the i-th factor of
an optimal factorization of s with respect to D for some
positive integer i less or equal to the optimal cost k. Then,
we call f canonical if it is the substring of the i-th of every
other optimal factorization of s. We proved, in the two
theorems above, that if the dictionary is pseudo-prefix or
pseudo-suffix then, given any input string, for every positive
integer between 1 and the optimal factorization cost there
is a canonical factor. The presence of these cannical factors
gives an insight of why a real-time factorization is possible
for this type of dictionaries since it proves that in order to
determine the next factor of an optimal factorization we
need to process only the current one.
Now, we show the impossibility of a real-time optimal
factorization for every input string if the dictionary is
arbitrary, by presenting an example where the dictionary
is {a, b, ai , aj , ak(j−i) b2 } with ki < j. Then, we consider
two strings s1 and s2 sharing the same prefix akj but
with two different complementary suffixes equal, respectively, to ak(j−i) b2 and b2 . Then, the optimal factorization
is aj , ..., aj , ak(j−i) b2 for s1 and ai , ..., ai , ak(j−i) b2 for
s2 . This proves that any approach to produce an optimal
factorization is not independent from the maximum factor
length L of the dictionary and that the complexity of the
optimal factorization problem is Ω(nL), where n is the input
string length.
C. Experimental Results
The results presented in Figure 4 for a not prefix-closed
dictionary D′ are reported again in Figure 5 as results
for a not pseudo-prefix dictionary, since the dictionary D′
described in the previous section was not pseudo-prefix
as well. If we add prefixes to D′ to make it pseudoprefix, optimal compression is the same as before and
greedy is basically optimal (less than one percent loss),
as shown in Figure 5. We also show that the compression

effectiveness results for the pseudo-prefix dictionary with or
without boundaries preprocessing (that is, for an extreme or
a standard distibuted system) have a one percent loss with
respect to sequential greedy, so the pseudo-prefix dictionary
has a better performance.

Figure 5.

Compression ratios with english text.

Now, we consider the off-line dynamic approach reading
twice the input, which can be applied in the case of readonly memory files. The dictionary, bounded by the LRU
strategy, is not pseudo-prefix if it is learned by the heuristic
in [13]. We mentioned in the previous section the average
compression ratio for english text is 0.32 and if the compression is applied independently to different blocks of data of
1Kb or to smaller blocks after the boundaries preprocessing,
there is still just a one percent loss on the compression ratio.
This loss disappears if we make the dictionary pseudo-prefix
and apply the approximation scheme in [23] to optimal
compression.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We presented parallel implementations of the greedy
approach to dictionary-based static text compression suitable for standard and non-standard large scale distributed
systems. In order to push scalability beyond what is traditionally considered a large scale system, a more involved
approach distributes overlapping blocks to compute boundary matches. These boundary matches are relevant to maintain the compression effectiveness on a so-called extreme
distributed system. If we have a standard small, medium or
large scale system available, the approach with no boundary
matches can be used. The absence of a communication
cost during the computation guarantees a linear speed-up.
Moreover, the finite state machine implementation speeds
up the execution of the distributed algorithm in a relevant
way when the data blocks are large, that is, when the size of
the input file is large and the size of the distributed system
is relatively small. Finally, we introduced the notion of
pseudo-prefix dictionary, which allows optimal compression
by means of a real-time semi-greedy procedure and a slight
improvement on the compression ratio obtained by the
distributed implementations. As future work, experiments
on parallel running times should be done to see how the
preprocessing phase effects on the linear speed-up when
the system is scaled up beyond the standard size and
how relevant the employment of the finite state machine
implementation is when the data blocks are small.
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Abstract — The OWL 2 Web Ontology Language allows
defining both schema and instances of ontologies for Semantic
Web applications, but lacks explicit support for time-varying
ontologies. Hence, knowledge engineers or maintainers of
Semantic Web documents have to use ad hoc techniques in
order to specify an OWL 2 schema for time-varying instances
and to cope with its temporal evolution. In this paper, for a
disciplined and systematic approach to the temporal
management of OWL 2 ontologies, we propose the adoption of
a framework called Temporal OWL 2 (τOWL), inspired by the
Temporal XML Schema (τXSchema) framework defined for
XML data. Hence, τOWL allows creating a temporal OWL 2
ontology from a conventional (i.e., non-temporal) OWL 2
ontology and a set of logical and physical annotations. Logical
annotations identify which elements of a Semantic Web
document can vary over time and physical annotations specify
how the time-varying aspects are represented in the document.
By using annotations to integrate temporal aspects in the
traditional Semantic Web, our framework (i) guarantees
logical and physical data independence for temporal schemas
and (ii) provides a low-impact solution since it requires neither
modifications of existing Semantic Web documents, nor
extensions to the OWL 2 recommendation and Semantic Web
standards. Furthermore, temporal versioning of the schema
itself is supported in τOWL by means of a temporal schema,
which is a document that binds the three components of a
τOWL schema to the temporal versions they belong to. In
τOWL, either the conventional schema and the temporal
schema can be versioned, by means of two dedicated complete
sets of schema change primitives, which are defined in this
work. We also illustrate their use and show their impact on
OWL 2 instances through an example.
Keywords – Semantic Web; Ontology; OWL 2; τXSchema;
Logical annotations; Physical annotations; Temporal database;
XML Schema; XML; τOWL; Conventional schema; Temporal
schema; Schema versioning; Temporal ontology; Ontology
versioning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Time is an omnipresent dimension in both modern [1]
and classical [2] applications; it is used to timestamp data
values to keep track of changes in the real world and model
their history. Hence, studying time has been, and continues
to be, one of the main research interests in different scientific
fields, such as databases and knowledge representation.

Rafik Bouaziz
University of Sfax
Sfax, Tunisia
raf.bouaziz@fsegs.rnu.tn

Since the second half of the 1980s, a great deal of work
has been done in the field of temporal databases [3][4][5].
Several data models and query languages have been
proposed for the management of time-varying data.
Temporal databases usually adopt one or two time
dimensions to timestamp data: (a) transaction time, which
indicates when an event is recorded in the database, and (b)
valid time, which represents the time when an event
occurred, occurs or is expected to occur in the real world. Bitemporal data are timestamped by both transaction time and
valid time dimensions. Snapshot data are traditional data,
without time support.
On the other hand, the World Wide Web (WWW or
Web) [6] was shifted from the semi-structured internet to a
more structured Web called the Semantic Web [7][8]. The
new generation of Web aims at providing languages and
tools that specify explicit semantics for data and enable
knowledge sharing among knowledge-based applications. In
this vision, ontologies [9] are used for defining and relating
concepts that describe Web resources, in a formal way. The
new emerging standard for describing ontologies, which has
been recommended by the W3C since 2009, is OWL 2
[10][11][12]. It allows defining both schema (in terms of
entities, axioms, and expressions) and instances (i.e.,
individuals) of ontologies; OWL 2 ontologies are stored as
Semantic Web documents.
Due to the dynamic nature of the Web, ontologies that
are used on the Web (like other Web application components
such as Web databases, Web pages and Web scripts) evolve
over time to reflect and model changes occurring in the realworld. Furthermore, several Semantic Web-based
applications (like e-commerce, e-government and e-health
applications) require keeping track of ontology evolution and
versioning with respect to time, in order to represent, store
and retrieve time-varying ontologies.
Unfortunately, while there is a sustained interest for
temporal and evolution aspects in the research community
[13], existing Semantic Web standards but also state-of-theart ontology editors and knowledge representation tools do
not provide any built-in support for managing temporal
ontologies. In particular, the W3C OWL 2 recommendation
lacks explicit support for time-varying ontologies, at both
schema and instance levels. Thus, knowledge engineers or
maintainers of semantics-based Web resources must use ad
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hoc techniques when there is a need, for example, to specify
an OWL 2 ontology schema for time-varying ontology
instances or to deal with temporal evolution of the ontology
schema itself. In the rest of the paper, we define as
Knowledge Base Administrator (KBA) a knowledge
engineer or, more in general, the person in charge of the
maintenance of semantics-based Web resources.
According to what precedes, we think that if we would
like to handle ontology evolution over time in an efficient
manner and to allow historical queries to be executed on
time-varying ontologies, a built-in temporal ontology
management system is needed. For that purpose, we propose
in this paper a framework, called τOWL, for managing
temporal Semantic Web documents, through the use of a
temporal OWL 2 extension. In fact, we want to introduce
with τOWL a principled and systematic approach to the
temporal extension of OWL 2, similar to that Snodgrass and
colleagues did to the XML language with τXSchema
[14][15][16]. τXSchema is a framework (i.e., a data model
equipped with a suite of tools) for managing temporal XML
documents, well known in the database research community
and, in particular, in the field of temporal XML [17].
Moreover, in our previous work [18][19][20], with the aim
of completing the framework, we augmented τXSchema by
defining necessary schema change operations acting on
conventional schema, temporal schema, and logical and
physical annotations (extensions which we plan to apply to
τOWL too).
Being defined as a τXSchema-like framework, τOWL
facilitates the creation of a temporal OWL 2 ontology from a
conventional (i.e., non-temporal) OWL 2 ontology
specification and a set of logical (or temporal) and physical
annotations. Logical annotations identify which components
of a Semantic Web document can vary over time; physical
annotations specify how the time-varying aspects are
represented in the document. By using temporal schema and
annotations to introduce temporal aspects in the conventional
(i.e., non temporal) Semantic Web, our framework (i)
guarantees logical and physical data independence [21] for
temporal schemas and (ii) provides a low-impact solution
since it requires neither modifications of existing Semantic
Web documents, nor extensions to the OWL 2
recommendation and Semantic Web standards.
Furthermore, with respect to the preliminary version of
this work presented at SEMAPRO 2014 [1], in this paper we
extend the τOWL framework to also support schema
versioning [22][23], which is the most powerful technique
for managing the history of schema changes. Since ontology
schemata are also evolving over time to reflect changes in
real-world applications [24], keeping a fully fledged history
of ontology changes (i.e., involving both the ontology
instances and the ontology schema) is a very required feature
for many Semantic Web applications. More precisely, we
present our technique for the versioning of a τOWL schema,
and define necessary schema change operations acting on
conventional ontology schema and on temporal ontology
schema. We do not deal in this paper with changes acting on
logical and physical annotations; that will be studied in a
future work.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II motivates the need for an efficient management of
time-varying Semantic Web documents. Section III describes
the τOWL framework that we propose for extending the
Semantic Web to temporal aspects: the architecture of τOWL
is presented and details on all its components and support
tools are given. Section IV presents our approach for
versioning of a τOWL schema. Section V introduces the
schema change primitives that we propose, in the τOWL
framework, for changing the conventional schema and for
updating the temporal schema. Section VI discusses related
work. Section VII provides a summary of the paper and
some remarks about our future work.
II.

MOTIVATION

In this section, we present a motivating example that
shows the limitation of the OWL 2 language for explicitly
supporting time-varying instances. Then, we state the
desiderata for an OWL 2 extension, which could
accommodate time-varying instances in a disciplined and
systematic way.
A. Running Example
As a motivating and illustrative example for τOWL, we
recall and extend the example presented in the preliminary
version of this work [1], dealing with the management of the
evolution of an ontology based on Friend Of A Friend
(FOAF). The FOAF project [25] is creating a Web of
machine-readable pages describing people, the links between
them and the things they create and do.
Suppose that the Web site “Web-S1” publishes the FOAF
definition for his user “Nouredine”. A fragment of the FOAF
Resource Description Framework (RDF [26]) document of
“Nouredine” is presented in Figure 1. It describes, according
to the FOAF ontology, the personal information of
“Nouredine” (i.e., name and nickname) and the information
about his online accounts on diverse sites (i.e., the home
page of the site, and the account name of the user). In this
example, we limit to describe user’s information concerning
the account on the online Web site “Facebook”.
…
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:name>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:name>
<foaf:nick>Nor</foaf:nick>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount
rdf:about="https://www.facebook.com/
Nouredine.Tounsi">
<foaf:accountName>Nor_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
…
Figure 1. A fragment of Nouredine FOAF RDF document on January 15,
2014.

Assume that information about the user “Nouredine” of
the Web site “Web-S1” was added on January 15, 2014. On
February 08, 2014, Nouredine modified his nickname from
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“Nor” to “Nouri” and his account name of Facebook from
“Nor_Tunsi” to “Nouri_Tunsi”. Thus, the corresponding
fragment of the Nouredine FOAF RDF document was
revised to that shown in Figure 2.
…
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:name>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:name>
<foaf:nick>Nouri</foaf:nick>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount
rdf:about="https://www.facebook.com/
Nouredine.Tounsi">
<foaf:accountName>Nouri_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
...
Figure 2. A fragment of Nouredine FOAF RDF document on February 08,
2014.

In many Semantic Web-based applications, the history of
ontology changes is a fundamental requirement, since such a
history allows recovering past ontology versions, tracking
changes over time, and evaluating temporal queries [27]. A
τOWL time-varying Semantic Web document records the
evolution of a Semantic Web document over time by storing
all versions of the document in a way similar to that
originally proposed for τXSchema [14].
Suppose that the webmaster of the Web site “Web-S1”
would like to keep track of the changes performed on our
FOAF RDF information by storing both versions of Figure 1
and of Figure 2 in a single (temporal) RDF document. As a
result, Figure 3 shows a fragment of a time-varying Semantic
Web document that captures the history of the specified
information concerning “Nouredine”.
…
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:name>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:name>
<versionedNick>
<NickVersion>
<nickValidityStartTime>2014-01-15
</nickValidityStartTime>
<nickValidityEndTime>2014-02-07
</nickValidityEndTime>
<foaf:nick>Nor</foaf:nick>
</NickVersion>
<NickVersion>
<nickValidityStartTime>2014-02-08
</nickValidityStartTime>
<nickValidityEndTime>now
</nickValidityEndTime>
<foaf:nick>Nouri</foaf:nick>
</NickVersion>
</versionedNick>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount
rdf:about="https://www.facebook.com/
Nouredine.Tounsi">
<versionedAccountName>
<AccountNameVersion>
<accountNameValidityStartTime>
2014-01-15
</accountNameValidityStartTime>
<accountNameValidityEndTime>

2014-02-07
</accountNameValidityEndTime>
<foaf:accountName>Nor_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</AccountNameVersion>
<AccountNameVersion>
<accountNameValidityStartTime>
2014-02-08
</accountNameValidityStartTime>
<accountNameValidityEndTime>
now
</accountNameValidityEndTime>
<foaf:accountName>Nouri_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</AccountNameVersion>
</versionedAccountName>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
...
Figure 3. A fragment of the time-varying Nouredine FOAF RDF document.

In this example, we use valid-time to capture the history
of such information. In order to timestamp the entities which
can evolve over time, we use the following optional tags:
nickValidityStartTime and nickValidityEndTime, for
recording
nick
name
evolution,
and
accountNameValidityStartTime
and
accountNameValidityEndTime,
for
keeping
the
accountName history. These are optional Data Properties
which can be added to a temporal entity. The domain of
nickValidityEndTime or accountNameValidityEndTime
includes the value “now” [28]; the entity that has “now” as
the value of its validity end time property represents the
current entity until some change occurs.
Assume that the extract of the FOAF ontology presented
in Figure 4 contains the conventional (i.e., non-temporal)
schema [14] for the FOAF RDF document presented in both
Figure 1 and Figure 2. The conventional schema is the
schema for an individual version, which allows updating and
querying individual versions.
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology

rdf:about="http://purl.org/
az/foaf#">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#Person">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/
2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="#holdsAccount">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/
2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#OnlineAccount"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="#accountName">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/
2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#OnlineAccount"/>
</rdf:Property>
…
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 4. An RDF/XML extract from the OWL 2 FOAF ontology.

The problem is that the time-varying ontology document
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(see Figure 3) does not conform to the conventional ontology
schema (see Figure 4). Thus, to resolve this problem, we
need a different ontology schema that can describe the
structure of the time-varying ontology document. This new
schema should specify, for example, timestamps associated
to entities, time dimensions involved, and how the entities
vary over time. This example will be continued in Section
III.A, in order to show how these problems can be solved in
our proposed τOWL framework.
Furthermore, we want our framework also allows KBAs
to effect and keep track of changes to the conventional
schema itself. In Section V.D, we will complete this example
by describing some changes made by the KBA on this initial
framework and showing their effects both at schema and at
instance levels.
B. Desiderata
There are several goals that can be fulfilled when
augmenting the OWL 2 language to support time-varying
instances. Our approach aims at satisfying the following
requirements:
• facilitating the management of time for KBAs;
• supporting both valid time and transaction time;
• supporting (temporal) versioning of OWL 2 ontology
instances;
• keeping compatibility with existing OWL 2 W3C
recommendations, standards, and editors, without
requiring any changes to these recommendations,
standards, and tools;
• supporting existing applications that are already
using OWL 2 ontologies;
• providing OWL 2 data independence so that changes
at the logical level are isolated from those performed
at the physical level, and vice versa;
• accommodating a variety of physical representations
for time-varying OWL 2 instances;
• supporting (temporal) versioning of OWL 2 ontology
schemata.
III.

THE τOWL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present our τOWL framework for
handling temporal Semantic Web documents and provide an
illustrative example of its use. We describe the overall
architecture of τOWL and the tools used for managing both
τOWL schema and τOWL instances. Since τOWL is a
τXSchema-like framework, we were inspired by the
τXSchema architecture and tools while defining the
architecture and tools of τOWL.
The τOWL framework allows a KBA to create a
temporal OWL 2 schema for temporal OWL 2 instances
from a conventional OWL 2 schema, logical annotations,
and physical annotations. Since it is a τXSchema-like
framework, τOWL use the following principles:
• separation between (i) the conventional (i.e., nontemporal) schema and the temporal schema, and (ii)
the conventional instances and the temporal
instances;

•

use of temporal and physical annotations to specify
temporal and physical aspects, respectively, at
schema level.
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of τOWL. Notice that
only the components that are presented in the figure as
rectangular pink boxes with bold border are specific to an
individual time-varying OWL 2 document and need to be
supplied by a KBA. The framework is based on the OWL 2
language [10], which is a W3C standard ontology language
for the Semantic Web. It allows defining both schema (i.e.,
entities, axioms, and expressions) and instances (i.e.,
individuals) of ontologies. Thus, we consider that the
signature of an OWL 2 ontology O can be defined as
follows: O = {E, A, Exp} such that:
i)
E = {C, DP, OP, AP} represents the set of the entities
with:
• C: Class, represents the set of concepts;
• DP: Data Property, represents the set of properties of
the concepts;
• OP: Object Property, represents the set of the
semantic relations between the concepts;
• AP: Annotation Property, represents the set of
annotations on the entities and those on the axioms.
ii) A = {EAx, KAx} represents the set of axioms with:
• EAx: Entity Axioms, represents the axioms which
concern the entities;
• KAx: Key Axioms, represents all the identifiers
associated to the various classes.
iii) Exp = {CE, OPE, DPE} represents the set of the used
expressions (an expression is a complex description
which results from combinations of entities by using
constructors such as enumeration, restriction of
cardinality and restriction of properties) with:
• CE: Class Expressions, represents the set of
combinations of concepts by using constructors;
• OPE: Object Property Expressions, represents the set
of combinations of relations;
• DPE: Data Property Expressions, represents the set of
combinations of properties.
The KBA starts by creating the conventional schema
(box 7), which is an OWL 2 ontology that models the
concepts of a particular domain and the relations between
these concepts, without any temporal aspect. To each
conventional schema corresponds a set of conventional (i.e.,
non-temporal) OWL 2 instances (box 12). Any change to the
conventional schema is propagated to its corresponding
instances. Notice that our approach deals with OWL 2
ontologies with an RDF/XML syntax [29], which is,
according to the OWL 2 specification document [11], the
only syntax that must mandatorily be supported by OWL 2
tools.
After that, the KBA augments the conventional schema
with logical and physical annotations, which allow him/her
to express, in an explicit way, all requirements dealing with
the representation and the management of temporal aspects
associated to the components of the conventional schema, as
described in the following.
Logical annotations [16] allow the KBA to specify:
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1) whether a conventional schema component varies over
valid time and/or transaction time;
2) whether its lifetime is described as a continuous state
or a single event;
3) whether the component may appear at certain times
(and not at others);
4) whether its content changes.
If no logical annotations are provided, the default logical
annotation is that anything can change. However, once the
conventional schema is annotated, components that are not
described as time-varying are static and, thus, they must have
the same value across every instance document (box 12).
Physical annotations [16] allow the KBA to specify the
timestamp representation options chosen, such as where the
timestamps are placed and their kind (i.e., valid time or
transaction time) and the kind of representation adopted. The
location of timestamps is largely independent of which
components vary over time. Timestamps can be located
either on time-varying components (as specified by the
logical annotations) or somewhere above such components.
Two OWL 2 documents with the same logical information
will look very different if we change the location of their
physical timestamps. Changing an aspect of even one
timestamp can make a big difference in the representation.
τOWL supplies a default set of physical annotations, which
is to timestamp the root element with valid and transaction

times. However, explicitly defining them can lead to more
compact representations [16].
In order to improve conceptual clarity and also to enable
a more efficient implementation, we adopt a “separation of
concerns” principle in our approach: since the entities, the
axioms and the expressions of an OWL 2 ontology evolve
over time independently, we distinguish between three
separate types of annotations to be defined and to be
associated to a conventional schema: the entity annotations
(box 9), the axiom annotations (box 10) and the expression
annotations (box 11).
Entity annotations describe the logical and physical
characteristics associated to the components of an OWL 2
ontology: classes, relations, and properties. They indicate
for example the temporal formats of these components,
which could be valid-time, transaction-time, bi-temporal or
snapshot (by default). The schema for the logical and
physical entity annotations is given by EntASchema (box 4).
Axiom annotations and expression annotations describe the
logical and physical aspects of axioms and expressions
defined on classes or on properties. The schema for the
logical and physical axiom annotations is given by
AxiASchema (box 5) and the schema for the logical and
physical expression annotations is given by ExpASchema
(box 6).

Figure 5. Overall architecture of τOWL. In the picture, rectangular boxes represent documents, hexagonal boxes represent tools, solid arrows denote
Input/Output data flows, dotted arrows link documents to namespaces and dashed arrows stand for “references” relationships. Moreover, the meaning of the
color and the border pattern of rectangular boxes is as follows: pink box with bold border for documents created/added by the KBA (7, 9, 10, 11 and 12), blue
box with dotted border for documents automatically generated by the system (8, 13, 14, and 15), green box with dashed border for predefined documents
making part of the framework (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), and white box with thin border for reference documents created by the W3C (0 and 1).
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Notice
that
EntASchema,
AxiASchema,
and
ExpASchema, which all contain both logical and physical
annotations, are XML Schemas [30]. The annotations
associated to the same conventional schema can evolve
independently. Any change to one of the three sets of
annotations does not affect the two other sets.
Finally, when the KBA finishes annotating the
conventional schema and asks the system to save his/her
work, this latter creates the temporal schema (box 8) in order
to provide the linking information between the conventional
schema and its corresponding logical and physical
annotations. The temporal schema is a standard XML
document, which ties the conventional schema, the entity
annotations, the axiom annotations, and the expression
annotations together. In the τOWL framework, the temporal
schema is the logical equivalent of the conventional OWL 2
schema in a non-temporal context. This document contains
sub-elements that associate a series of conventional schema
definitions with entity annotations, axiom annotations, and
expression annotations, along with the time span during
which the association was in effect. The schema for the
temporal schema document is the XML Schema Definition
document TSSchema (box 3).
To complete the figure in our temporal context, after
creating the temporal schema, the system creates a temporal
document (box 14) in order to link each conventional
ontology instance document (box 12), which is valid to a
conventional ontology schema (box 7), to its corresponding
temporal ontology schema (box 8), and more precisely to its
corresponding logical and physical annotations (which are
referenced by the temporal schema). A temporal document is
a standard XML document that maintains the evolution of a
non-temporal ontology instance document over time, by
recording all of the versions (or temporal slices) of the
document with their corresponding timestamps and by
specifying the temporal schema associated to these versions.
This document contains sub-elements that associate a series
of conventional ontology instance documents with logical
and physical annotations (on entities, axioms, and
expressions), along with the time span during which the
association was in effect. Thus, the temporal document is
very important for making easy the support of temporal
queries working on past versions or dealing with changes
between versions. The schema for the temporal document is
the XML Schema Definition document TDSchema (box 2).
Notice that, whereas TDSchema (box 2), TSSchema (box
3), EntASchema (box 4), AxiASchema (box 5), and
ExpASchema (box 6) have been developed by us, OWL 2
(box 0) and XML Schema (box 1) correspond to the
standards endorsed by the W3C.
In a similar way to what happens in the τXSchema
framework, the temporal schema document (box 8) is
processed by the temporal schema validator tool in order to
ensure that the logical and physical entity annotations, axiom
annotations and expression annotations are (i) valid with
respect to their corresponding schemas (i.e., EntASchema,
AxiASchema, and ExpASchema, respectively), and (ii)
consistent with the conventional schema. The temporal
schema validator tool reports whether the temporal schema

document is valid or invalid.
Once all the annotations are found to be consistent, the
representational schema generator tool generates the
representational schema (box 13) from the temporal schema
(i.e., from the conventional schema and the logical and
physical annotations); it is the result of transforming the
conventional schema according to the requirements
expressed through the different annotations. The
representational schema becomes the schema for temporal
instances (box 15). Temporal instances could be created in
four ways:
i) automatically from the temporal document (box 14)
(i.e., from non-temporal ontology instances (box 12)
and the temporal ontology schema (box 8)), using the
temporal instances generator tool (such an operation
is called “squash” in the original τXSchema
approach);
ii) automatically from instances stored in a knowledge
base, i.e., as the result of a “temporal query” or a
“temporal view”;
iii) automatically from a third-party tool, or
iv) manually (i.e., temporal instances are directly inserted
by the KBA into the τOWL repository).
Moreover, temporal instances are validated against the
representational schema through the temporal instances
validator tool, which reports whether the temporal instances
document (box 15) is valid or invalid.
Notice that the four mentioned tools (i.e., Temporal
Schema Validator, Temporal Instances Validator,
Representational Schema Generator, and Temporal Instances
Generator) are under development. For example, the
temporal instances validator tool is being implemented as a
temporal extension of an existing conventional ontology
instance validator.
A. Running example reprise
In order to show the functioning of the proposed
approach, we continue in the following our motivating
example of Section II.A, in order to show how management
of temporal ontology document versions is dealt with in the
τOWL approach.
On January 15, 2014, the KBA creates a conventional
ontology schema (box 7), named “PersonSchema_V1.owl”
(as in Figure 4), and a conventional ontology document (box
12), named “Persons_V1.rdf” (as in Figure 1), which is valid
with respect to this schema. We assume that the KBA
defines also a set of logical and physical annotations,
associated to that conventional schema; they are stored in an
ontology annotation document (boxes 9, 10, and 11) titled
“PersonAnnotations_V1.xml” as shown in Figure 6.
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<ontologyAnnotationSet>
<logicalAnnotations>
<item target=”/Person/nick”>
<validTime kind=”state”
content=”varying”
existence=”constant”/>
</item>
</logicalAnnotations>
<physicalAnnotations>
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<stamp target=”Person/nick”
dataInclusion=”expandedVersion”>
<stampkind timeDimension=”validTime”
stampBounds=”extent”/>
</stamp>
</physicalAnnotations>
</ontologyAnnotationSet>
Figure 6. The annotation document on January 15, 2014.

After that, the system creates the temporal ontology
schema
(box
8)
in
Figure
7,
which
ties
“PersonSchema_V1.owl” and “PersonAnnotations_V1.xml”
together; this temporal schema is saved in an XML file titled
“PersonTemporalSchema.xml”. Consequently, the system
uses the temporal ontology schema of Figure 7 and the
conventional ontology document in Figure 1 to create a
temporal document (box 14) as in Figure 8, which lists both
versions (i.e., temporal “slices”) of the conventional
ontology documents with their associated timestamps. The
squashed version (box 15) of this temporal document, which
could be generated by the Temporal Instances Generator, is
provided in Figure 9.
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<temporalOntologySchema>
<conventionalOntologySchema>
<sliceSequence>
<slice location=”PersonSchema_V1.owl”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
</sliceSequence>
</conventionalOntologySchema>
<ontologyAnnotationSet>
<sliceSequence>
<slice
location=”PersonAnnotations_V1.xml”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
</sliceSequence>
</ontologyAnnotationSet>
</temporalOntologySchema>

Nouredine.Tounsi">
<accountName_RepItem>
<accountName_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent
begin=”2014-01-15” end=”now” />
<foaf:accountName>Nor_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</accountName_Version>
</accountName_RepItem>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
Figure 9. The squashed document correponding to the temporal document
on January 15, 2014.

On February 08, 2014, the KBA updates the conventional
ontology document “Persons_V1.rdf” as presented in Section
II.A to produce a new conventional ontology document
named “Persons_V2.rdf” (as in Figure 2). Since the
conventional ontology schema (i.e., PersonSchema_V1.owl)
and
the
ontology
annotation
document
(i.e.,
PersonAnnotations_V1.xml) are not changed, the temporal
ontology schema (i.e., PersonTemporalSchema.xml) is
consequently not updated. However, the system updates the
temporal document, in order to include the new slice of the
new conventional ontology document, as shown in Figure
10. The squashed version of the updated temporal document
is provided in Figure 11.
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<td:temporalRoot
temporalSchemaLocation=”PersonTemporalSchema.xml
” />
<td:sliceSequence>
<td:slice location=”Persons_V1.rdf”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
<td:slice location=”Persons_V2.rdf”
begin=”2014-02-08” />
</td:sliceSequence>
</td:temporalRoot>

Figure 7. The temporal schema on January 15, 2014.
Figure 10. The temporal document on February 08, 2014.
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<td:temporalRoot
temporalSchemaLocation=”PersonTemporalSchema.xml
” />
<td:sliceSequence>
<td:slice location=”Persons_V1.rdf”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
</td:sliceSequence>
</td:temporalRoot>
Figure 8. The temporal document on January 15, 2014.

<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:name>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:name>
<nick_RepItem>
<nick_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent
begin=”2014-01-15” end=”now” />
<foaf:nick>Nor</foaf:nick>
</nick_Version>
</nick_RepItem>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount
rdf:about="https://www.facebook.com/

<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:name>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:name>
<nick_RepItem>
<nick_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent begin=”2014-01-15”
end=”2014-02-07” />
<foaf:nick>Nor</foaf:nick>
</nick_Version>
<nick_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent begin=”2014-02-08”
end=”now” />
<foaf:nick>Nouri</foaf:nick>
</nick_Version>
</nick_RepItem>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount
rdf:about="https://www.facebook.com/
Nouredine.Tounsi">
<accountName_RepItem>
<accountName_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent
begin=”2014-01-15”
end=”2014-02-07”/>
<foaf:accountName>Nor_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
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</accountName_Version>
<accountName_Version>
<timestamp_ValidExtent
begin=”2014-02-08”
end=”now” />
<foaf:accountName>Nouri_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</accountName_Version>
</accountName_RepItem>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
Figure 11. The squashed document correponding to the temporal document
on February 08, 2014.

Obviously, each one of the squashed documents (see
Figure 9 and Figure 11) should conform to a particular
schema, which is the representational schema (box 13),
which is generated (by the Representational Schema
Generator) from the temporal schema shown in Figure 7.
The example will be completed in Section V.D, after that
the management of schema changes has been introduced.
IV.

OUR APPROACH TO SCHEMA VERSIONING IN THE
τOWL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe how τOWL conventional
schema and τOWL logical and physical annotations can be
versioned in our approach.
The first step of a schema versioning sequence is the
creation of a first schema version: the KBA creates a
conventional ontology schema (i.e., an OWL 2 file) and
annotates it with some logical and physical annotations in an
independent document (which is stored as an XML file),
through, for instance, a graphical interface. Consequently,
the system creates the temporal ontology schema (also stored
as an XML file) that ties together the conventional schema
and the annotations.
In further steps of the versioning sequence, applied when
necessary, the KBA can independently change the
conventional ontology schema, the logical or the physical
ontology annotations.
Changing the conventional ontology schema leads to a
new version of it. Similarly, changing logical or physical
ontology annotations leads to a new version of the whole
ontology annotation document. Therefore, the temporal
ontology schema is implicitly and automatically updated by
the system after each change of the conventional schema or
of the annotation document.
Schema change operations performed by the KBA are
high-level, since they are usually conceived having in mind
high-level real-world specifications. Each of these high-level
schema change operations is then mapped onto a sequence of
low-level schema change operations (or schema change
primitives). The mapping is performed by a schema change
processor.
Each high-level change can be expressed as a sequence
of change primitives. Thus, the consistency of the resulting
conventional ontology schema (respectively, the resulting
ontology annotation document or the resulting temporal
ontology schema) is always guaranteed, if change primitives

preserve the conventional ontology schema (respectively, the
ontology annotation document or the temporal ontology
schema) consistency.
Notice that in our approach, like in [15], the temporal
schema, which ties the conventional schema and the
annotations together, is not “explicitly” versioned; for each
conventional schema (i.e., all the versions of this schema)
and its associated annotation document (i.e., all the versions
of this document), there is always one XML document that
represents the temporal schema, which is updated when the
conventional schema and/or the annotation document are
changed. In fact, in the τOWL framework, the temporal
schema is instrumental to support versioning of anything can
change in the managed Semantic Web repository. As a
consequence, by its nature, the temporal schema comes out
“implicitly” versioned (i.e., all versions of a temporal
schema document are stored within this document; the
version of a temporal schema, valid at any given time Tx,
could be extracted from that schema by removing all the
<slice ... begin=Ty/> elements where Ty>Tx). Thus, we
think that other kinds of versioning of the temporal schema
are neither necessary nor could be meaningfully put at user’s
disposal (without getting out of the τOWL framework).
Notice also that neither conventional schema versioning
nor annotation versioning lead automatically to proliferation
of schema versions. The creation of a new conventional
schema version (or of a new annotation document version) is
anyway a seldom task during the Semantic Web repository
lifetime, which can only be performed by an administrator of
this repository. This task may consist of dozens of schema
change operations, which are grouped together in the same
single transaction.
PRIMITIVES FOR CHANGING CONVENTIONAL SCHEMA
AND TEMPORAL SCHEMA IN THE τOWL FRAMEWORK

V.

In this section, we first present our design principles and
then introduce our proposed change primitives. We start by
providing change primitives acting on conventional schema
in τOWL and then we provide primitives for changing the
temporal ontology schema. We have individuated change
primitives (i.e., non-further decomposable in terms of the
other ones), which make up a complete set of changes (i.e.,
such that any possible complex change can be defined via a
combination/sequence of them). For each change primitive,
we describe its arguments and its operational semantics.
Finally, we give an example that illustrates the use of these
primitives for versioning of τOWL conventional schema.
A. Design principles
The definition of the primitives will obey the following
principles and conventions:
1) all primitives must work on a well-formed and valid
Conventional Ontology Schema (COS) (or on the Temporal
Ontology Schema (TOS)), that is, primitives must have a
well-formed and valid COS (or TOS) as input and produce a
well-formed and valid COS (or TOS) as output;
2) all primitives need to work on an OWL 2 file (or an
XML file) storing the COS (or TOS), whose name must be
supplied as argument;
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3) for all primitives, arguments that are used to identify
the object on which the primitive works are in the first place
of the argument list;
4) primitives adding elements with possibly optional
attributes have the values for all the attributes as arguments;
empty places in the argument list stand for unspecified
optional attributes;
5) for primitives changing elements, values are specified
only for attributes that are changed; the value “unchanged”
means that the corresponding attribute is not updated; an
empty place in the argument list means that the
corresponding attribute receives a nil value.
The lists of operations in the subsections that follow are
the applications of the design principles presented above.

• DropConventionalOntologySchema(COS.owl)
It removes the COS.owl file from disk, with the
constraint that the argument represents an empty COS (i.e.,
like the one above initially created by the
CreateConventionalOntologySchema primitive). Any other
contents must have been removed before.
2) Primitives acting on a class
We have defined three primitives:
• AddClass(COS.owl, className)
It adds a new class having the name “className” to the
COS.
The effect of such a primitive, that is, the contents of the
COS.owl file after its application, is as follows:

B. Primitives for changing conventional schema
Based on the OWL 2 ontology definition we adopted in
Section III (e.g., assuming the signature O = {E, A, Exp}),
we define a complete set of primitives for changing a
conventional ontology schema, composed of twenty-eight
operations. The idea is that each primitive deals with an
OWL 2 ontology component (e.g., a class, a data property,
an object property), by creating, removing or modifying
such a component. For each primitive change, we describe
its arguments and its operational semantics. Obviously, each
primitive change has an effect on the COS. We do not
present in this paper the effects of all primitive changes. We
give only the effect of some selected primitive changes.
We have organized the proposed primitives into eight
categories: (i) primitives acting on the whole COS (in the
sub-section V.B.1), (ii) primitives acting on a class (in the
sub-section V.B.2), (iii) primitives acting on a data property
(in the sub-section V.B.3), (iv) primitives acting on an
object property (in the sub-section V.B.4), (v) primitives
acting on an annotation property (in the sub-section V.B.5),
(vi) primitives acting on an entity axiom (in the sub-section
V.B.6), (vii) primitives acting on a key axiom (in the subsection V.B.7), and (viii) primitives acting on an entity
expression (in the sub-section V.B.8).
1) Primitives acting on the whole COS
We have only three primitives:
• CreateConventionalOntologySchema(COS.owl)
It produces a valid empty OWL 2 file. According to the
second design principle, the argument is the name of the
OWL 2 file where the new COS is stored.
Notice also that the name of this file is the name of the
ontology (e.g., Author, Paper, and Conference).
The effect of such a primitive, that is, the contents of the
COS.owl file after its application, is as follows:

<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=””>
<owl:Class rdf:about="className"/>
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>

<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=”” />
</rdf:RDF>

• RenameConventionalOntologySchema(oldCOS,
newCOS)
It changes the name of a COS from “oldCOS” to
“newCOS” (or, it changes the name of an ontology from
“oldOntoName” to “newOntoName”).

• RenameClass(COS.owl, oldClassName,
newClassName)
It changes the name of a class from “oldClassName” to
“newClassName”, in the COS.
• DropClass(COS.owl, className)
It removes the class having the name “className” from
the COS.
3) Primitives acting on a data property
We have defined five primitives:
• AddDataProperty(COS.owl, className,
DataPropertyName, DataPropertyType)
It adds a new data property having the name
“DataPropertyName” and the type “DataPropertyType” to
the class “className”, in the COS.
Notice that the “className” and the “DataPropertyType”
are considered as the “DataPropertyDomain” and the
“DataPropertyRange”, respectively.
The effect of such a primitive, that is, the contents of the
COS.owl file after its application, is as follows:
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=””>
<owl:Class rdf:about="className"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="DataPropertyName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="className"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="DataPropertyType"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>

• DropDataProperty(COS.owl, className,
DataPropertyName)
It removes the data property having the name
“DataPropertyName” from the class “className”, in the
COS.
• RenameDataProperty(COS.owl, className,
oldDataPropertyName, newDataPropertyName)
It changes the name of a data property from
“oldDataPropertyName” to “newDataPropertyName” in the
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class “className”, in the COS.
• ChangeDataPropertyDomain(COS.owl, className,
DataPropertyName, newDataPropertyDomain)
It replaces the domain (or class) “className” of the data
property “DataPropertyName” with a new domain
“newDataPropertyDomain”, in the COS.
The effect of such a primitive, that is, the contents of the
COS.owl file after its application, is as follows:
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=””>
<owl:Class rdf:about="newDataPropertyDomain"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="DataPropertyName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="newDataPropertyDomain"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="DataPropertyType"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>

• ChangeDataPropertyRange(COS.owl, className,
DataPropertyName, oldDataPropertyRange,
newDataPropertyRange)
It replaces the range (or type) “oldDataPropertyRange”
of the data property “DataPropertyName” of the class
“className” with a new range “newDataPropertyRange”, in
the COS.
4) Primitives acting on an object property
We have defined five primitives:
• AddObjectProperty(COS.owl,
ObjectPropertyName, ObjectPropertyDomain,
ObjectPropertyRange)
It creates an object property (a relation) having the name
“ObjectPropertyName”
between
a
source
class
“ObjectPropertyDomain”
and
a
target
class
“ObjectPropertyRange”, in the COS.
The effect of such a primitive, that is, the contents of the
COS.owl file after its application, is as follows:
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=””>
…
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="ObjectPropertyName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="ObjectPropertyDomain"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="ObjectPropertyRange"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>

• DropObjectProperty(COS.owl,
ObjectPropertyName)
It removes the object property “ObjectPropertyName”
from the COS.
• RenameObjectProperty(COS.owl,
oldObjectPropertyName, newObjectPropertyName)
It changes the name of an object property from
“oldObjectPropertyName” to “newObjectPropertyName”, in
the COS.

• ChangeObjectPropertyDomain(COS.owl,
ObjectPropertyName, oldObjectPropertyDomain,
newObjectPropertyDomain)
It replaces the domain “oldObjectPropertyDomain” of
the object property “ObjectPropertyName” with a new
domain “newObjectPropertyDomain”, in the COS.
• ChangeObjectPropertyRange(COS.owl,
ObjectPropertyName, oldObjectPropertyRange,
newObjectPropertyRange)
It replaces the range “oldObjectPropertyRange” of the
object property “ObjectPropertyName” with a new range
“newObjectPropertyRange”, in the COS.
5) Primitives acting on an annotation property
We have defined three primitives:
• AddAnnotationProperty(COS.owl, propertyType,
propertyName, annotationProperty)
It
defines
a
new
annotation
property
“annotationProperty” on the propertyType (i.e., Class,
DataProperty, ObjectProperty, EntityAxiom, or KeyAxiom)
named “propertyName”, in the COS.
• DropAnnotationProperty(COS.owl, propertyType,
propertyName, annotationProperty)
It removes the annotation property “annotationProperty”
defined on the propertyType (i.e., Class, DataProperty,
ObjectProperty, EntityAxiom, or KeyAxiom) named
“propertyName”, in the COS.
• ChangeAnnotationProperty(COS.owl,
propertyType, propertyName,
oldAnnotationProperty, newAnnotationProperty)
It
replaces
the
annotation
property
“oldAnnotationProperty” defined on the propertyType (i.e.,
Class, DataProperty, ObjectProperty, EntityAxiom, or
KeyAxiom) named “propertyName”, in the COS, with a new
annotation property “newAnnotationProperty”.
6) Primitives acting on an entity axiom
We have defined three primitives:
• AddEntityAxiom(COS.owl, entityType, entityName,
entityAxiom)
It defines a new entity axiom “entityAxiom” on the
entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, ObjectProperty, or
AnnotationProperty) named “entityName”, in the COS.
• DropEntityAxiom(COS.owl, entityType,
entityName, entityAxiom)
It removes the entity axiom “entityAxiom” defined on
the entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, ObjectProperty, or
AnnotationProperty) named “entityName”, in the COS.
• ChangeEntityAxiom(COS.owl, entityType,
entityName, oldEntityAxiom, newEntityAxiom)
It replaces the entity axiom “oldEntityAxiom” defined on
the entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, ObjectProperty, or
AnnotationProperty) named “entityName”, in the COS, with
a new entity axiom “newEntityAxiom”.
7) Primitives acting on a key axiom
We have defined also three primitives:
• AddKeyAxiom(COS.owl, className, keyAxiom)
It defines a new key axiom “keyAxiom” on the class
“className”, in the COS.
• DropKeyAxiom(COS.owl, className, keyAxiom)
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It removes the key axiom “keyAxiom” defined on the
class “className”, in the COS.
• ChangeKeyAxiom(COS.owl, className,
oldKeyAxiom, newKeyAxiom)
It replaces the key axiom “oldKeyAxiom” defined on the
class “className” in the COS, with a new key axiom
“newKeyAxiom”.
8) Primitives acting on an entity expression
We have only three primitives:
• AddEntityExpression(COS.owl, entityType,
entityName, entityExpression)
It defines a new entity expression “entityExpression” on
the entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, or ObjectProperty)
named “entityName”, in the COS.
• DropEntityExpression(COS.owl, entityType,
entityName, entityExpression)
It removes the entity expression “entityExpression”
defined on the entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, or
ObjectProperty) named “entityName”, in the COS.
• ChangeEntityExpression(COS.owl, entityType,
entityName, oldEntityExpression,
newEntityExpression)
It replaces the entity expression “oldEntityExpression”
defined on the entityType (i.e., Class, DataProperty, or
ObjectProperty) named “entityName”, in the COS, with a
new entity expression “newEntityExpression”.
C. Primitives for changing the temporal ontology schema
Changing the temporal ontology schema is a task that
must be done within the same transaction that changes the
corresponding conventional ontology schema and/or the
ontology annotation document. We also propose in this subsection a complete set of primitives acting on a temporal
ontology schema (their total number is four). For each
primitive, we provide specifications for its actions and
explanation of its parameters. We also present the effects of
some of them. These primitives are as follows:
• CreateTemporalOntologySchema(TOS.xml)
It produces a valid empty TOS. According to the second
design principle, the argument is the name of the XML file
where the new TOS is stored.
The
effect
of
the
CreateTemporalOntologySchema(TOS.xml) primitive, that
is, the contents of the COS.xml file after its application, is as
follows:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<temporalOntologySchema/>

• DropTemporalOntologySchema(TOS.xml)
It removes the TOS.xml file from disk, with the
constraint that the argument represents an empty TOS (i.e.,
like the one above initially created by the
CreateTemporalOntologySchema primitive). Any other
contents must have been removed before.
• AddSlice(TOS.xml, toWat, sourceSlice, targetSlice)
It adds the <slice/> element with specified sourceSlice
and
targetSlice
to
the
toWhat
(i.e.,
<conventionalOntologySchema/>
or

<ontologyAnnotationSet/>) container.
- The sourceSlice parameter could be:
a) The keyword empty; in this case, the resource pointed
by targetSlice is initialized to an empty conventional
ontology schema or ontology annotation document according
to the toWhat value.
b) The keyword current; in this case, the resource pointed
by targetSlice is initialized with a copy of the current
conventionalOntologySchema or ontologyAnnotationSet
resource (according to toWhat), whose location is found in
the TOS.xml temporal schema file by choosing the slice with
the maximum value of begin in the corresponding
sliceSequence (note: after the creation of the first schema
version, this is the normal case).
c) A specified file name (URL): in this case, a copy of
the specified resource is renamed as targetSlice and used as
the new location (e.g., this case is used to create a new
conventional ontology schema version from an already
existing OWL 2 file, which could be quite common when
creating the first schema version but can be used also later
for reuse purpose and/or integrating independently
developed schemata into a τOWL framework).
- The targetSlice parameter is the value assigned to the
location attribute of <slice/> and must not correspond to the
URL of any already existing OWL 2 file/resource.
For example, the effects of the AddSlice(“TOS.xml”,
conventionalOntologySchema, empty, “COS_V1.owl”)
primitive are described in the following:
i) The contents of the TS.xml file is updated as follows
(the transaction time associated to the execution of the
transaction that includes this primitive is March 01, 2012,
which is used as value of begin in the <slice/> element):
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<temporalOntologySchema>
<conventionalOntologySchema>
<sliceSequence>
<slice location=”COS_V1.owl”
begin=”2012-03-01” />
</sliceSequence>
</conventionalOntologySchema>
</temporalOntologySchema>

ii) A new empty conventional ontology schema, titled
“COS_V1.owl”, is created as follows:
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=”” />
</rdf:RDF>

• DropSlice(TOS.xml, fromWat, targetSlice)
It removes the <slice/> element with specified targetSlice
from the fromWhat (i.e., <conventionalOntologySchema/>
or <ontologyAnnotationSet/>) container.
D. Running example conclusion
Let us resume the example started in Section II.A.
Suppose that on July 18, 2014, the KBA decides to make
some changes to the first version of the conventional
ontology schema, in order to meet some changes in the code
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of the application that exploit such an ontology schema.
These changes are as follows:
– define an irreflexive relationship (or object property),
named “childOf”, on the class “Person”;
– create two new classes, named “Man” and “Woman”,
which inherit from the class “Person”;
– define a symmetric relationship, named “hasSpouse”,
between the class “Man” and the class “Woman”;
– specify a relationship, named “hasWife”, between the
class “Man” and the class “Woman”. This relationship
inherits from the relationship “hasSpouse”;
– change the name of the property (or data property)
“name” of the class “Person” to “fullName”;
– add a new property, named “age” and having the XSD
type “nonNegativeInteger”, to the class “Person”;
– specify an expression on the relationship
“holdsAccount”, which indicates that each person must have
at least one online account.
The second version of the conventional ontology schema
and the second version of each one the two conventional
ontology instance documents are shown in Figure 12, Figure
13, and Figure 14, respectively. The temporal ontology
schema is also updated by adding a new slice related to this
new version of the conventional ontology schema, as shown
in Figure 15. Moreover, the temporal document is updated,
in order to include two new slices corresponding to the two
new conventional ontology instance documents, as shown in
Figure 16. The squashed version of the updated temporal
document that consequently can be generated by the
Temporal Instances Generator tool is similar to documents
provided in Figure 9 and Figure 11. Notice that changes are
presented in red, in Figures 12-16.
<rdf:RDF>
<owl:Ontology
rdf:about="http://purl.org/az/foaf#">
<owl:Class rdf:about="Person"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="OnlineAccount"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="Man"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="Woman"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="accountName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="nick">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="fullName">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="age">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeI
nteger"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="holdsAccount">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="OnlineAccount"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="hasSpouse">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Man"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="Woman"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="hasWife">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Man"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="Woman"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="childOf">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="Person"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:about="Man">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="Person"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="Woman">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="Person"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:SymmetricProperty rdf:about="hasSpouse"/>
<owl:IrreflexiveProperty rdf:about="childOf"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="hasWife">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="hasSpouse"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#holdsAccount"/>
<owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeI
nteger">1
</owl:minCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
…
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 12. Second version of the conventional ontology schema
(PersonSchema_V2.owl), on July 18, 2014.

…
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:fullName>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:fullName>
<foaf:nick>Nor</foaf:nick>
<age/>
<childOf/>
<hasSpouse/>
<hasWife/>
<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount rdf:about=
"https://www.facebook.com/Nouredine.Tounsi">
<foaf:accountName>Nor_Tunsi</foaf:accountName>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
…
Figure 13. “Persons_V3.rdf”: the second version of the conventional
ontology instance document “Persons_V1.rdf”, on July 18, 2014.

…
<foaf:Man rdf:ID="#Person1">
<foaf:fullName>Nouredine Tounsi</foaf:fullName>
<foaf:nick>Nouri</foaf:nick>
<age/>
<childOf/>
<hasSpouse/>
<hasWife/>
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<foaf:holdsAccount>
<foaf:OnlineAccount rdf:about=
"https://www.facebook.com/Nouredine.Tounsi">
<foaf:accountName>Nouri_Tunsi
</foaf:accountName>
</foaf:OnlineAccount>
</foaf:holdsAccount>
</foaf:Person>
…
Figure 14. “Persons_V4.rdf”: the second version of the conventional
ontology instance document “Persons_V2.rdf”, on July 18, 2014.

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<temporalOntologySchema>
<conventionalOntologySchema>
<sliceSequence>
<slice location=”PersonSchema_V1.owl”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
<slice location=”PersonSchema_V2.owl”
begin=”2014-07-18” />
</sliceSequence>
</conventionalOntologySchema>
<ontologyAnnotationSet>
<sliceSequence>
<slice location=”PersonAnnotations_V1.xml”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
</sliceSequence>
</ontologyAnnotationSet>
</temporalOntologySchema>
Figure 15. The temporal ontology schema (PersonTemporalSchema.xml), on
July 18, 2014.

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<td:temporalRoot
temporalSchemaLocation=”PersonTemporalSchema.xml
” />
<td:sliceSequence>
<td:slice location=”Persons_V1.rdf”
begin=”2014-01-15” />
<td:slice location=”Persons_V2.rdf”
begin=”2014-02-08” />
<td:slice location=”Persons_V3.rdf”
begin=”2014-07-18” />
<td:slice location=”Persons_V4.rdf”
begin=”2014-07-18” />
</td:sliceSequence>
</td:temporalRoot>
Figure 16. The temporal document (PersonTemporalDocument.xml)
on July 18, 2014.

The transaction listed in the following contains the
sequence of primitives that have been performed on the
temporal ontology schema (PersonTemporalSchema.xml, in
Figure 7), on the first version of the conventional ontology
schema (PersonSchema_V1.owl in Figure 4), on the first
version of the conventional ontology instance document
(Persons_V1.rdf in Figure 1) and on the second version of
the
conventional
ontology
instance
document
(Persons_V2.rdf in Figure 2), in order to update the
temporal ontology schema (see Figure 15) and the temporal
document (see Figure 16) and to produce the second version
of
the
conventional
ontology
schema,
named
“PersonSchema_V2.owl” (see Figure 12), and the third and

the fourth versions of the conventional ontology instance
document, named “Persons_V3.rdf” (see Figure 13) and
“Persons_V4.rdf” (see Figure 14), respectively, which are
valid with respect to “PersonSchema_V2.owl”:
Begin Transaction
(i) AddSlice(“PersonTemporalSchema.xml”,
conventionalOntologySchema, current,
“PersonSchema_V2.owl”)
(ii) AddObjectProperty(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
“childOf”, “Person”, “Person”)
(iii) AddEntityAxiom(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
ObjectProperty, “childOf”,
“IrreflexiveProperty”)
(iv) AddClass(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”, “Man”)
(v) AddClass(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”, “Woman”)
(vi) AddEntityAxiom(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”, Class,
“Man”, “subClassOf(Person)”)
(vii) AddEntityAxiom(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”, Class,
“Woman”, “subClassOf(“Person”)”)
(viii) AddObjectProperty(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
“hasSpouse”, “Man”, “Woman”)
(ix) AddEntityAxiom(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
ObjectProperty, “hasSpouse”,
“SymmetricProperty”)
(x) AddObjectProperty(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
“hasWife”, “Man”, “Woman”)
(xi) AddEntityAxiom(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
ObjectProperty, “hasWife”,
“subObjectPropertyOf(“hasSpouse”)”)
(xii) RenameDataProperty(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
“Person”, “name”, “fullName”)
(xiii) AddDataProperty(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
“Person”, “age”,
“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeIn
teger”)
(xiv) AddEntityExpression(“PersonSchema_V2.owl”,
ObjectProperty, “holdsAccount”,
“minCardinality(1)”)
Commit

The transaction time associated to the execution of the
transaction above is July 18, 2014, which is used as value of
the attribute “begin” of the new <slice/> element,
corresponding to the new conventional ontology schema
version, in the temporal ontology schema file.
Notice that on July 18, 2014, our multiversion τOWL
framework is thus composed of two successive versions of
the conventional ontology schema (shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 12, respectively), four versions of the conventional
ontology instance documents (shown in Figure 1, Figure 2,
Figure 13, and Figure 14, respectively), one version of the
ontology annotation document (shown in Figure 6), the
temporal document (shown in Figure 16) and the temporal
ontology schema (shown in Figure 15).
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Notice also that “Persons_V3.rdf” (shown in Figure 13)
and “Persons_V4.rdf” (shown in Figure 14) are the results
of schema change propagation (i.e., the effects of schema
changes on instances), in order to adapt all existing
instances, stored in “Persons_V1.rdf” (shown in Figure 1)
and “Persons_V2.rdf” (shown in Figure 2), to the new
schema version “PersonSchema_V2.owl” (shown in Figure
12). In fact, after creating "Persons_V3.rdf" as a copy of
"Persons_V1.rdf" and "Persons_V4.rdf" as a copy of
"Persons_V2.rdf", the two following XQuery Update
Facility [31] statements could be executed on
"Persons_V3.rdf" and "Persons_V4.rdf", respectively, to
achieve the purpose:
for $p in fn:doc("Persons_V3.rdf")//foaf:Person
return {
rename node $p/foaf:name as "foaf:fullName",
insert node <age/> after $p/foaf:nick,
insert node <childOf/> after $p/age,
insert node <hasSpouse/> after $p/childOf,
insert node <hasWife/> after $p/hasSpouse
}
for $p in fn:doc("Persons_V4.rdf")//foaf:Person
return {
rename node $p/foaf:name as "foaf:fullName",
insert node <age/> after $p/foaf:nick,
insert node <childOf/> after $p/age,
insert node <hasSpouse/> after $p/childOf,
insert node <hasWife/> after $p/hasSpouse
}

These statements are derived, in an automatic and
transparent way, by the system as a part of the semantics of
the schema change primitives. They are not part of what the
KBA puts in his/her schema change transaction, but it is the
system to generate and add them to the transaction that is
actually executed.
VI.

RELATED WORK DISCUSSION

In the literature, there are several proposals that deal with
managing temporal aspects in ontologies or Semantic Web.
OWL-Time (formerly DAML-Time) [32] is a temporal
ontology that has been developed for describing the temporal
content of Web pages and the temporal properties of Web
services. Excepting language constructs for representing time
in ontologies, mechanisms for representing evolution of
concepts (e.g., events) over time are absent. Furthermore,
temporal relations cannot be expressed directly in OWL,
since they are ternary (i.e., properties of objects that change
in time involve also a temporal value in addition to the object
and the subject); representing such temporal relations in
OWL requires appropriate methods (e.g., 4D-fluents [33]).
Our approach allows a KBA to represent (i) evolution of
concepts over time, and (ii) temporal relations.
In [34], the authors present the annotation features of
OWL 2 by showing that it allows for annotations on
ontologies, entities, anonymous individuals, axioms (e.g.,

giving information about who asserted an axiom or when),
and annotations themselves. In our work, we took another
direction from using OWL 2 annotation features because we
rather wanted to exploit the power of the τXSchema
approach (e.g., including the exploitation of a τXSchemalike underlying infrastructure).
Time dimension(s) are explicitly added to Semantic Web
languages and formalisms (e.g., RDF, OWL and SPARQL
[35]) in order to represent time in semantic annotations, to
build temporal ontologies and to support temporal querying
and reasoning. An annotated bibliography of previous work
in this area is presented in [13], and a survey on the models
and query languages for temporally annotated RDF is
provided in [36]. In particular, in the literature, there are
various contributions that propose to represent temporal data
in the Semantic Web.
Gutiérrez et al. [37] presented a comprehensive
framework to incorporate temporal reasoning into RDF,
yielding temporal RDF graphs. They define a syntactic
notion of temporal RDF graphs. A powerful system, called
CHRONOS, for reasoning over temporal information in
OWL ontologies is presented in [38]. Since qualitative
representations are very common in natural language
expressions such as in free text or speech and can be proven
to be valuable in the Semantic Web, the authors choose to
represent both qualitative temporal (i.e., information whose
temporal extents are unknown such as “before”, “after” for
temporal relations) and quantitative information (i.e., where
temporal information is defined precisely, e.g., using dates).
The CHRONOS reasoner can be applied to temporal
relations in order to infer implied relations and to detect
inconsistencies while retaining soundness, completeness and
tractability over the supported relations set. The paper [39]
proposes a logic-based approach to introduce valid-time into
RDFS and OWL 2 languages. An extension of SPARQL that
can be used to query temporal RDF(S) and OWL 2 is also
presented. Moreover, the author describes a general query
evaluation algorithm that can be used with all entailment
relations used in the Semantic Web. Finally, he presents two
optimizations of the algorithm that are applicable to
entailment relations characterized by a set of deterministic
rules, such RDF(S) and OWL 2 RL/RDF Entailment. As
opposed to Gutiérrez et al. [37], Anagnostopoulos et al. [38]
and Motik [39], in our present approach, we are not
interested in temporal (or spatio-temporal) reasoning.
Two complementary and alternative proposals for
modeling temporally changing information in OWL are
proposed in [40]. They are based on the perdurantist theory
and benefit from results coming from the discipline of
Formal Ontology, in order to restrict the appropriate use of
the proposed frameworks. In the first proposal, the authors
combine the perdurantist worm view with the notion of
individual concepts for formulating a conceptual structure
that allows one to separate, from the information that define
all the individuals, the information concerning those that can
possibly change. In the second proposal, they extend the first
proposal with the distinction between objects and moments
and the notion of qua individuals, where a qua individual is
the way an object participates in a certain relation.
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Differently from Zamborlini et al. [40], our approach does
not deal with modeling of time inside the ontology, but just
aims at supporting temporal versioning.
O’Connor et al. [41] present a methodology and a set of
tools for representing and querying temporal information in
OWL ontologies. Their approach uses a lightweight temporal
model to encode the temporal dimension of data. It also uses
the OWL-based Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) and
the SWRL-based OWL query language (SQWRL) to reason
with and query the temporal information represented using
the proposed model. By now, our approach does not support
temporally-aware semantic rules.
The authors of [42] propose a new language, called
temporal OWL (tOWL), which is an extension of the
Ontology Web Language Description Logics (OWL-DL) to
the temporal aspect. It enables the representation of time and
change in dynamic domains. Through a layered approach,
they introduce three extensions: (i) Concrete Domains,
which allow the representation of restrictions using concrete
domain binary predicates, (ii) Temporal Representation,
which introduces timepoints, relations between timepoints,
intervals, and Allen’s 13 interval relations [43] into the
language, and (iii) TimeSlices/Fluents, which implement a
perdurantist view on individuals and enable the
representation of complex temporal aspects such as process
state transitions. The main purpose of our approach is to
support past ontology versions, to be accessed via time-slice
queries. We think that supporting temporal ontology versions
is very interesting for several purposes and in different areas.
The problem of not having temporal versions is that, e.g., if
we have now to investigate on someone having put some
illegal material on Facebook last week, we want to be able to
individuate the account details even if they have been
changed thereafter.
As far as ontology schema evolution and versioning
problems are concerned, we can find also several studies
which have dealt with them. In general, we could summarize
them under the three following groups of issues taken into
account:
– modeling, implementing, and detecting changes in
ontologies [44][45][46][47][48];
– preserving the consistency of evolving ontologies
[49][50][51][52];
–
ontology
versioning
support
[53][54][55][56][57][58][59][60][61].
Our approach belongs to the last set of contributions. In
[53], the authors consider the notion of context as an
abstraction mechanism to deal with multi-representation
ontologies (contextual ontologies). A formal representation
language based on modal description logics is proposed to
comply with the requirements of multiple perspectives of
domain ontology.
Bouquet et al. [54] show how ontologies can be
contextualized, by proposing Context OWL (C-OWL), a
language whose syntax and semantics have been obtained by
extending the OWL syntax and semantics to allow for the
representation of contextual ontologies. Notice that an
ontology is said to be contextualized when its contents are
kept local, and, therefore, not shared with other ontologies,

and mapped with the contents of other ontologies via explicit
(context) mappings.
Heflin et al. [55] show that the Semantic Web needs a
formal semantics for the various kinds of links between
ontologies and other documents, and then provide a model
theoretic semantics that takes into account ontology
extension and ontology versioning.
Völkel et al. [56] present an RDF-centric versioning
approach and an implementation called SemVersion. The
proposed approach separates the management aspects from
the versioning core functionality. SemVersion provides
structural and semantic versioning for RDF models and
RDF-based ontology languages like RDFS, considering
blank node enrichment as a technique to identify the blank
nodes in the versioned models.
Bedi et al. [57] introduce an approach that combines the
concepts of temporal frame and slot versioning with the
ontology to create temporal tagged ontologies with
embedded versioning. The authors also propose to enhance
the existing OWL to enable the creation of temporal tagged
OWL ontologies: two new tags, “rdf:Validity” and
“rdf:Timestamp”, are introduced and a scheme is presented
for the value of the “rdf:Id” and “rdf:Resource” tags to make
the temporal tagged ontologies consistent with the nontemporal ontologies.
Kondylakis et al. [61] propose a solution that allows
query answering in data integration systems under evolving
ontologies without mapping redefinition. This is achieved by
rewriting queries among ontology versions and then
forwarding them to the underlying data integration systems
to be answered.
The works that are more strictly related with our
approach are [58], [59], and [60]. Grandi [58] provides a
multi-temporal RDF database model; a database consists in a
set of RDF triples timestamped along the valid and/or
transaction time axes. The data model is equipped with
manipulation operations which allow the KBA to maintain a
multi-temporal RDF database in order to manage temporal
versions of an ontology. Grandi et al. [59] introduce “The
Valid Ontology”, a framework to represent and store
multiple temporal versions of an ontology in a compact
temporal XML format and efficiently extract ontology
snapshots from the multiversion XML document via a
temporal XML processor. Grandi [60] focuses on temporal
versioning of light-weight ontologies expressed in RDF(S)
and show how the multi-temporal RDF data model proposed
in [58] can be used to support RDF(S) ontology versioning.
The data model is equipped with a complete set of primitive
ontology change operations, which are defined in terms of
low-level updates acting on RDF triples. When used within
the transaction template, which has also been introduced, the
proposed ontology changes allow a KBA to define and
manage temporal versions of an RDF(S) ontology.
However, whereas all the works in this group, including
[58], [59], and [60], basically propose ad hoc solutions for
the management of temporal versions of RDF, RDF(S) or
OWL resources, we introduce a τXSchema-like general
framework embodying a disciplined and principled approach
to temporal versioning of Semantic Web documents, both at
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instance and at schema levels.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed τOWL, a τXSchema-like
framework, which allows creating a temporal OWL 2
ontology from a conventional OWL 2 ontology and a set of
logical and physical annotations. Our framework ensures
logical and physical data independence, since it (i) separates
conventional schema, logical annotations, and physical
annotations, and (ii) allows each one of these three
components to be changed independently and safely.
Furthermore, adoption of τOWL provides for a low-impact
solution, since it requires neither modifications of existing
Semantic Web documents, nor extensions to the OWL 2
recommendation and Semantic Web standards. The
extension of OWL 2 to temporal and versioning aspects is
performed without having to depend on approval of
proposed extensions by standardization committees (and on
upgrade of existing tools conforming to standards to comply
with approved extensions).
Moreover, we have extended our τOWL framework by
proposing a general approach for schema versioning in it and
focusing on the definition of a set of change primitives for
supporting the evolution of both temporal and conventional
ontology schema. Our approach helps the KBA in the
management of conventional schema changes in τOWLbased Semantic Web repositories and guarantees the
maintenance of a full history of evolving conventional
ontology instances and schemata.
In order to embed our approach into a user-friendly
environment at the disposal of KBAs, a tool for the
management of temporal ontologies in the τOWL framework
is under development at the University of Sfax. A first
release of the tool, named τOWL-Manager [62], is already
available and implements our τOWL framework with the
support of temporal versioning of ontology instances. The
new release currently under development will support all
schema change primitives proposed in this paper, and put
them at the disposal of KBAs, via an intuitive interface
which assists them in expressing their needs to fulfill
application requirements. Furthermore, we are also
extending the present work by defining a complete set of
schema change primitives for the ontology annotation
document which stores logical and physical annotations
specified on the conventional ontology schema.
Besides, in order to further simplify the work of KBAs
and to make our approach more useful, we intend to propose
in our future work high-level and more user-friendly schema
change operations, based on the primitives introduced in this
paper and on those that will be defined for changing
annotations. A high-level operation is a valid sequence of
primitives, which correspond to frequent schema evolution
needs and allows expressing complex changes in a more
compact way [63]. Moreover, we will also allow the KBA to
build his/her own high-level schema change operations, by
combining in a consistent way pre-defined high-level
operations and/or primitives, through the use of a specific
tool that will be integrated in a future release of the τOWLManager environment.

As a part of our future work, we will also thoroughly
study the propagation of changes performed on conventional
ontology schema, i.e., their effects on conventional ontology
instances stored in conventional ontology instance
documents, which are valid with respect to the conventional
ontology schema.
Finally, we also plan to address querying of temporal
ontology instances under schema versioning, in the τOWL
framework. The starting point for this extension will be the
T-SPARQL language [27], which allows end users and
KBAs to express queries on multi-temporal ontology
instances (which are composed of multi-temporal RDF
triples) under a single ontology schema version; such a
language could be extended with features to support schema
versions and specify multi-schema queries, i.e., queries
involving instances of several schema versions [64].
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Abstract—This paper proposes an approach to software
estimation based on productivity models with fixed/variable
costs and economies/diseconomies of scale. The paper looks
first at productivity alone as a single variable model, and
then discusses multi-variable models for estimation in
specific contexts. An empirical study in a Canadian
organization that illustrates the contribution of these
concepts from economics in developing tailor-made
estimation models based on the performance of the
organization studied is presented, as well as the use of the
SWEBOK Guide for the identification of process
improvements areas.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 40 years researchers have approached
software effort estimation using different mixes of cost
drivers as well as various techniques that combine costs
drivers with either expert opinion or mathematical
models. The main goal is to produce ‘accurate estimates’,
either intuitively based on expert opinion, or through
mathematical models.
In contrast to traditional approaches and strategies in
software engineering that focus strictly on estimation, this
paper examines an approach common in economics that
looks first at productivity alone as a single variable
model, before moving on to multi-variable models for
estimation in specific contexts. The paper expands on
these concepts and reports on an empirical study that
illustrates the contribution of these concepts from
economics to develop tailor-made estimation models
based on the performance of the organization studied.
This paper reports in more detail on the empirical study
presented briefly in [1], including data quality controls,
functional size measurement and the identification of
process improvement based on the SWEBOK Guide [2].
Some of the concepts introduced in this paper have been
explored initially in [3] that identified a new approach to
software benchmarking and estimation.
The mathematical estimation models from the
literature are broadly derived from two distinct strategies

that take into account information from completed
projects:
 Strategy 1: Statistical analyses represented by multivariable models with as many independent variables
as the cost drivers taken into account. Some examples
are linear and nonlinear regressions techniques,
neural network models, and genetic algorithms [4, 5].
For an adequate statistical analysis, it is generally
accepted that there should be 20 to 30 observations
for each independent quantitative variable.
 Strategy 2: Statistical analyses with a unique
independent variable (typically size) combined with a
single adjustment that combines the impact of
multiple cost drivers, individual values of which
come from fixed pre-determined step-functions for
each cost driver. This can be observed, for instance,
in COCOMO-like models [6, 7].
Multi variables models built with insufficient data
points (as in strategy 1) or with models with an
adjustment factor bundling multiple categorical variables
(strategy 2) do not necessarily reduce the risks inherent in
estimation. They may lead managers to believe that the
majority of important cost drivers have been duly taken
into account by the models whereas, in practice, even
more uncertainty may have been created [8, 9]. Numerous
other mathematical techniques exist in software
engineering, such as analogy-based reasoning and
machine learning estimation models, which differ from
the above in their mathematical peculiarities, but which
similarly use a multi-variable approach [10, 11].
Although accurate estimation of a single project is
important, estimation is not the unique management
concern, nor the most important one for a specific project
or for a set of projects for an organization or a customer.
For example, greater productivity, profitability, and high
quality have often greater management relevance than
accuracy of estimation.
Many current estimation models are built without
reference to productivity issues, frequently taking into
account a large number of variables (at times over too
small data sets) in an attempt to predict the better fit of
data points, and then evaluating these models by how
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close the models ‘estimates’ are to ‘actual data’.
However, when actual (internal or external) data come
from highly unproductive projects (and uncompetitive
ones) plagued with numerous quality issues, that an
estimation model estimate ‘accurately’ is of limited value
to customers.
Similarly, how relevant are estimation models built
from external data when a software organization cannot
compare its own productivity with the productivity of the
organizations the data is coming from? If its own
productivity is lower, an external-based estimation
technique will under estimate: without insights into its
own productivity, use of external-based estimation tools is
an inadequate approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the productivity concept as defined in economics
to represent the performance of a production process,
including
fixed/variable
costs
and
economies/diseconomies of scale. This section also
illustrates how to recognize these concepts in software
engineering data sets. Section III presents how these
concepts are used in a Canadian organization to address
management requests for information on the productivity
of their development process. Section IV presents the
productivity analysis and the estimation models
developed for the organization on the basis of economic
concepts. Section V presents the usage of the SWEBOK
Guide to identify process improvement opportunities for
the organization. Section VI presents a summary and
implications for estimation effort.
II.

PRODUCTIVITY MODELS AND ECONOMICS
CONCEPTS

A. A productivity model represents a ‘production’
process
A project is typically set up to plan and manage a
unique event, with a start date, an end date, and a unique
outcome that typically has not been produced before.
Building a house is a project, building a road is a project,
as is developing a software application A for customer B
for a specific deadline.
To improve the odds of meeting the project targets a
project process is implemented to plan activities, monitor
project progress and take remedial action when something
goes off track. Similarly, even though each piece of
software is different, its delivery is organized in a
structured manner and not left to randomness and
individual moods and intuitions of the day. To deliver the
right outcome on time and within the expected cost and
level of quality, a ‘development process’ is implemented
to meet the target taking into account the set of priorities
within a reasonable range of predictability.
A project, including software projects, is a process and
each process corresponds to a level of performance
aligned with its own specificities in terms of activities,

structure of activities, constraints and resources involved
in the process. The question is: How can the performance
of a process be estimated in the future if its current and
past performance and any variations in performance are
not known? What are the economic concepts at work in
software projects? And, when this is understood and
quantified, how can these economics insights be used for
estimation purposes?
A software development project can be modeled as a
production process, in its simplest form using three main
components:
1) Inputs: to calculate productivity, the people involved
in the production process are considered as the inputs
from an economics perspective. In a software project,
the inputs are typically measured in work-hours (or
person-days/-weeks/-months).
2) Activities within the process itself: for calculating
productivity, all of the activities and constraints of
the process are considered as a black-box and are not
taken into account: they are, therefore, implicit
variables, not explicit variables in productivity
calculations.
3) Outputs: the outputs are represented by the number of
functional units produced by the process. The output
of the software development process is the set of
functions delivered to the users, which functions can
now be quantified with international standards of
measurements, such as with any of the relevant ISO
standards on software functional size [12-15].
The productivity of a process is its ratio of outputs
over the inputs used to produce such output. In software,
the productivity of a software project can be represented,
for example, as 10 Function Points per work-month. It is
to be observed as well that, by convention, the
productivity ratio ignores all process characteristics: it is
process and technology independent and, therefore,
allows objective comparison of the productivity of a
process across technologies, organizations and time.
Productivity describes this single concept, and does
not explain why the productivity has varied and may vary
over time within the same process, or across distinct
processes. To explain productivity variability (within and
across processes) additional variables are necessary.
Multi-variable models are useful to investigate which
variable impacts productivity (in a positive or negative
manner), and to what extent. The investigation of why the
productivity of a process varies is the realm of efficiency
studies, not productivity studies.
B. Productivity models with fixed and variable costs
The use of productivity models has a long history that
can be traced back to a large body of knowledge
developed in the domains of economics and engineering.
This section introduces some of these concepts, which
may also be useful in modeling, analyzing and estimating
the performance of software projects.
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A productivity model is typically built with data from
completed projects, that is, it uses the information of a
project for which there is no more uncertainty:
 The outputs: i.e., all the software functions have been
delivered; and,
 The hours worked on the project: i.e., they have been
accurately entered into a time reporting system.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where:
 The x axis represents the functional size of the
software projects completed;
 The y axis represents the effort in number of hours
that it took to deliver a software project.
The straight line across Fig. 1 represents a statistical
model of the productivity of the software projects. More
specifically, this single independent variable linear
regression model represents the relationship between
effort and size, and is represented by the following
formula:
Y (effort in hours) = f(size)
= a x Size + b where:
 Size = number of Function Points (FP)
 a = variable cost = number of hours per function
point (hours/FP)
 b = constant representing fixed cost in hours
In terms of units, this equation gives:
Y (hours) = (hours/FP) x FP + hours = hours

Figure 1: Fixed & variable cost in a productivity model
Insights from economics have identified two distinct
types of costs incurred to produce different quantities of
the same types of outputs:
Fixed costs: the portion of the resources expended (i.e.,
inputs) that does not vary with an increase in the number
of outputs. In Fig. 1, this corresponds to b, the constant in
hours at the origin when size = 0.
Example of a fixed cost: a cost of b hours of project effort
is required for mandatory project management activities,
whatever the size of the software to be developed.
Variable costs: the portion of the resources expended (i.e.,
inputs) that depends directly on the number of outputs
produced. In Fig. 1, this corresponds to the slope of the
model, that is: slope = a in terms of hours/FP (i.e., the

number of work hours required to produce an additional
unit of output).
It is to be observed that in productivity models, the
constant b does not represent the errors in the estimates as
in multi-variable estimation models. In productivity
models, b has a practical interpretation corresponding to
the economic concepts explained above, that is: the
portion of the cost that does not vary with increases in the
production outputs.
C. Wedge-shaped datasets in software engineering
Often, a graphical representation of projects in large
datasets has the wedge-shaped distribution illustrated in
Fig. 2 with the software size as the single independent
variable. It can be observed in Fig. 2 that, as the project
size increases on the x axis, there is a correspondingly
larger dispersion of the data points across the vertical axi.
In other words, there are increasingly wide variations in
project effort on the y axis as the project size increases,
that is, large productivity differences across software of
similar size delivered. Such wedge-shaped datasets have
initially been observed by [16, 17] and are representative
of datasets collected from multiple organizations, each
with their own distinct development processes using a
variety of technologies and corresponding distinct
abilities to exploit them.
Looked at from a control process view point within a
single organization, a wedge-shape data set could
represent:
A. A process ‘out of control,’ that is, a process with a
large variation in productivity across increases in the
size of the outputs is due to a lack of repeatability in
a process, i.e., an ad-hoc process dependent on
individual actions and expertise and unknown
quality, rather than repeatable and ‘under control,’ as
happens when a development methodology is
enforced, leading to repeatability However, a process
‘under control’ may be highly repeatable, predictable
and with high quality, but it may concurrently be
highly inefficient and expensive; or,
B. Data originating from various distinct processes, each
with their distinct productivity ratios, thereby ‘only
appearing as out of control’ because the singlevariable model does not take into account the
presence of the distinct processes of each
organization, each with their distinct productivity
ratios; or
C. A process where each project has large variations in
unit-effort due to factors other than size, that is a
multi-variable
dependent
process.
Adequate
modeling of such factors in multi-variable models is
only feasible when there are enough data points (i.e.,
the sample size should increase by 20 to 30 projects
for each additional variable introduced in the model).
Models introducing multi-variables without sufficient
data points will provide mathematical models with
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quantitative parameters, but will have no
generalization power for future usage, including in
similar contexts.

Figure 2: Example of a wedge-shaped productivity dataset
It is obvious from Fig. 2 that a single-variable
productivity model built from this data set is not directly
useful for estimation purposes in this context. All other
process and product variables combined together have a
large impact on the total variation of the dependent
variable (i.e., here, Effort). Therefore, for estimation
purposes, multi-variable models would be necessary.
However, such multi-variable models, while useful for
estimation purposes, do not allow productivity
comparisons and evaluation.
The next question is: what causes these different
behaviors? Of course, the answers cannot be found by
graphical analysis alone, since in the productivity model
there is only a single independent quantitative variable in
a two-dimensional graph. This single independent
variable does not provide, by itself, any information about
the other variables, or about similar or distinct
characteristics of the completed projects for which data
are available. Efficiency investigation with additional
independent variable can help identify which other
variables cause variations in productivity and to what
extent for each.
When a data set is large enough (that is 20 to 30 data
points for each independent variable), the impact of the
other variables can be analyzed by statistical methods. In
practice, most software organizations do not have data set
large enough for valid multi-variable statistical analysis.
However, within a single organization the projects
included within a data set can be identified nominally by
the organizations that collected the data [3, 16]. Each
project in each subset should be subsequently analyzed to
determine:
 Which of their characteristics (or cost drivers) have
similar values within the same subset; and
 Which characteristics have very dissimilar values
across the two (or three) subsets.
Of course, some of these values can be descriptive
variables with categories (i.e., on a ‘nominal’ scale type:
for example, a specific Data Base Management System
(DBMS) has been used for a subset of projects, etc.). It

then becomes necessary to discover which additional
independent variables have the most impact on the
relationship with project effort. The different values of
such characteristics can then be used to characterize such
datasets, and set the parameters for selecting which of
these productivity models to use later on for estimation
purposes.
D. Homogeneous datasets in software engineering
Another type of project distribution is represented in
Fig. 3, which illustrates a strong consistency in the
dispersion of the effort as size increases. This would
represent more homogeneous data sets in which the
increase in software size explains well the increase in
effort. Such a homogeneous distribution of software
projects data appears as well in the literature [18-21]. In
these datasets, the increase in functional size explains
80% to 90% of the increase in effort, while all of the other
factors together explain at most 10% to 20% of the
increase in effort. Such datasets would be considered
homogeneous with respect to the dependent and
independent variables being investigated. This low
dispersion in project productivity would typically have
one or a mix of the following causes:
 The project data comes from a single organization
with well implemented development standards.
 The project data is representing the development of
software products with very similar characteristics in
terms of software domains, non-functional
requirements and other characteristics.
 The development process is under control with a
predictable productivity performance.
 Data collected in an organization based on an inprocess sound measurement program, and where
standardized measurement definitions have been
adopted by all projects participants, leading to high
data integrity.

Figure 3: A homogeneous productivity dataset
It is obvious from Fig. 3 that the one-variable
productivity model built from this data set is directly
useful for estimation purposes. All other process variables
combined together have a very small impact on the total
variation of the dependent variable (i.e., here, Effort).
Looked at from a control process view point, this data set
represents a process ‘under control’, that is a process with
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a predictable performance, both in terms of productivity
and efficiency.
III.

A PRACTICAL USE OF THESE ECONOMIC CONCEPTS:
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY

A. Context
A Canadian organization interested in determining its
own productivity, in understanding some of the key
drivers behind its major productivity variations, and in
using the findings to improve its organizational
performance in general and its estimation process in
particular was selected for the empirical study.
This organization, a government agency, provides
specialized financial services to the public, and its
software applications are similar to those of banking and
insurance providers. It has a software development
methodology fully implemented across all of its projects.
The main objectives of the empirical study were:
1. Internal benchmarking, i.e., compare the productivity
of individual projects.
2. Develop estimation model(s) based on the data
collected.
3. Identify and explain significant productivity
variations across the organization’s projects.
4. Identify opportunities for process improvement.
B. Data collection procedures
The initial step was to identify projects that could be
measured for the productivity and benchmarking
analyses. The selection criteria were:
 Projects completed within the previous two years,
and
 Project documentation available for functional size
measurement.
For this study, all data were recorded using the data
field definitions of the data collection questionnaire of the
International Software Benchmarking Standards Group
[22].
C. Data Quality Controls
Quality control of the data collection process is
important for any productivity study. Here, two
quantitative variables are critical: the effort reported for
each project, and the project functional size:
A- Effort data: in this organization, the time reporting
system is considered highly reliable and is used for
decision making, including payment of invoices when
external resources are hired to complement project
staffing.
B- Measurement of functional size: the quality of the
measurement results depends on the expertise of the
measurers and on the quality of the documentation
available for the measurement process. For this
productivity study: all functional size measurements were

carried out by the same measurer with 20 years expertise
in functional size measurement.
Table I from [23] lists the criteria used to rank the
quality of the documentation used for measuring
functional size, on the basis of the documentation of the
individual functional processes developed [23, 24]. Note
that this is not a global subjective assessment of the
documentation, but an assessment of the documentation
of each of the functional processes based on the detailed
documentation elements available for measurement. The
individual rankings of each functional process were
recorded by the measurer in parallel to the measurement
of the functional size of each of the 16 projects.
Table I: Criteria for ranking documentation quality [23]
Rank
Criteria
A

Every function completely documented

B

Function documented, but without a precise data
model
Functions identified at a high level, but without any
detail
An approximation of the number of functions is
available, with the individual functions not listed

C
D

E

Some functions are not explicitly described in the
documentation, but an expert measurer adds
information based on his expertise, e.g., missing
validation functions

Table II reports the documentation quality rankings of
each project and specifies for each project what
proportion of the project documentation met the various
criteria listed in Table I. For this study, the documentation
is considered ‘good’ when it meets criterion A or B in
Table I. The following observations were made from
Table II:
- For 11 projects: the documentation of more than 95%
of the functional processes measured was rated as
being of good quality (equal to A or B). Considering
the extended measurement expertise of the measurer
and the high quality of documentation, the size
measured for these 11 projects can be considered
highly accurate.
- For Projects 3 and 13: the documentation quality was
rated as being of good quality for 62% and 71% of
the functional processes respectively.
- For project 10: the documentation was rated as being
of average quality (criterion C). This could impact
the accuracy of the size measured for this project, as
it used less detailed documentation.
- The documentation of Project 7 was rated as being of
good quality for 31% of the functional processes.
- For Project 8: most of the functions measured had to
be derived from documentation at a very high level,
that is criterion E = 100%. This means that the
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functional size for this project has been approximated
rather than measured precisely, with an undetermined
range of size variation.
Overall, at the detailed level, 85% of all the processes
measured for the 16 projects had a good level of
documentation and provided a sound basis for the
measurement of the functional size of the projects
included in the productivity analysis reported in this
paper.
Table II: Quality of the documentation ranked at the
functional process level

D. Descriptive Analysis
1) Projects characteristics
For this study, the 16 software development and
improvement projects were measured in terms of
functional size, effort, and various environment qualifiers.
The staff who developed these projects included both
internal and external developers, distributed equally
overall. In this dataset:
 Project size varied from a minimum of 111 FP to a
maximum of 646 FP.
 Effort varied from 4,879 hours to 29,246 hours.
 Unit effort varies from 14 h/FP 12 to up to 98 h/FP, a
factor of approximately eight between the least
productive and the most productive within the same
organization.
 Duration varied from 10 to 35 months.
 Maximum development team size for 12 of the 16
projects ranged from 6 to 35 employees.
The descriptive statistics of this dataset are as follows,
while details are reported in [8 – Table 12.2]:
 Average project effort = 12,033 hours (or, 1,718
person-days at 7 hours per day, or 82 person-months
at 21 days per month).





Average unit effort = 41.5 h/FP
Average project duration = 18 calendar months.
One-third of the projects = newly developed
software.
 Two-thirds of the projects = functional enhancements
to existing software.
2) Project priorities
Each project typically met four targets that are determined
at project inception:
 Project scope (i.e., the functions to be delivered to the
users)
 Project cost (or effort)
 Project deadline
 Quality of software delivered
In a context of limited resources and a high level of
uncertainty, it is extremely challenging to meet all these
targets at the same time, and a number of compromises
must be made during a project life cycle. To empower
project managers to make such compromises, an
organization will typically determine the priority targets
for each project among those specific to any one project.
The information on the priorities assigned to each of these
four targets was collected through interviews of the
project managers of these projects and recorded during
the data collection process. A summary of project
priorities is presented in Table III, where:
 For 8 of the 16 of the projects (i.e., 50%), the
‘deadline’ target was listed as priority 1.
 For 75% of the projects, the ‘scope’ target was listed
as priority 1 or 2.
 For 50% of the projects, ‘quality’ was listed as
priority 2 (and two projects listed it as priority 1).
 For none (0%) of the projects was the ‘cost’ target
listed as priority 1 (and only one project listed cost as
priority 2).
Table III: Summary of project priorities
Number of projects

Deadline
Scope
Quality
Cost

Priority

Priority

Priority

Priority

1
8
6
2
0

2
1
6
8
1

3
1
4
2
9

4
6
0
4
6

These observations indicate that for this organization
the project’s deadline is a high priority, while cost is a
low priority. The reasons for favoring the deadline over
the cost of the measured project were the following:
 The urgency to solve the problem for internal
reasons;
 Obligations linked to current laws or future ones;
 The pressures of client managers for the reasons
mentioned above or other reasons.
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IV.

PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS AND ESTIMATION
MODELS

A. The overall productivity model for the organization
The dispersion of points for the organization is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for all 16 projects, with functional size
on the x axis, and effort on the y axis: at first sight it
appears somewhat like a wedge-shape data set rather than
an homogeneous data set with respect to the functional
size at the independent variable.

Figure 4: The dispersion of project productivity for the
organization – N = 16 projects [8]
Fig. 5 shows next the overall single-variable
productivity model for the organization, using a single
regression model:
Effort = 30.7 h/FP x project size + 2,411 h (Fig. 5)
The coefficient of determination (R2) of this model is
relatively low, at 0.39.

Figure 5: The organization’s overall productivity model –
N = 16 projects [1]
The practical interpretation of the above equation is as
follows:
 Fixed effort = 2,411 h
 Variable effort = 30.7 h/FP
Possible reasons for the high fixed and high variable
unit effort numbers discussed with the managers, and the

following observations provided in terms of the
development methodology deployed in the organization:
A. It is highly procedural and time-consuming.
B. It included heavy documentation requirements.
C. It required lengthy consensus building procedures
across stakeholders and development staff.
D. It required a relatively high number of inspections.
This is the productivity model that should be used,
across the 2-year time period, for later internal
benchmarking as well as for external benchmarking.
Productivity models based only on functional size allow
independent comparisons across time periods and
variations of technologies of processes used by others.
From Fig.5, it can be observed that, for this
organization, five projects had effort 100% higher than
projects of comparable functional size:
 A project of approximately 100 FP required twice as
much effort as two other projects of similar size.
 Four large projects (between 400 and 500 FP)
required two or three times more effort than, projects
only relatively smaller (between 350 and 400 FP).
The effect of these four projects was to pull up the
linear model (and corresponding slope) and
considerably influence both the fixed and variable
costs.
Therefore, this data sample was split into two groups
for further analysis.
A. The group of 11 projects that have the best
productivity (i.e., lower unit effort, and that are
below or very close to the regression line in Fig. 5).
B. The group of five projects that have a productivity
much worse (i.e., a unit effort twice the unit effort of
the 11 other projects, and that are largely above the
regression line in Fig. 5).
B. Organizational process capability: the most
productive projects
Fig. 6 presents the 11 projects with a much lower unit
effort per project that is, those which were most
productive. For these projects, the linear regression model
is:
Effort = 17.1 h/FP x size of the project + 3,208 h
The coefficient of determination (R2) of this model is
0.589, higher, relatively, than that for the overall model.
The practical interpretation of this equation is:
 Fixed costs = 3,208 h
 Variable Costs = 17.1 h/FP
C. Productivity model of the least productive projects
For the five least productive projects in group B, the
productivity model in Fig. 7 is:
Effort = 33.4 h/FP x project size + 8,257 h
The coefficient of determination (R2) of this model is
better, at 0.637. Of course, with a sample of only five
projects, this number is not statistically significant, but is
still interesting for the organization.
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identify the factors that caused this positive (or
‘negative’) impact?
B. Could the organization avoid or, when avoidance is
not possible, more effectively mitigate, the
occurrence of the negative factors beyond the project
manager’s control?
Table IV: Fixed & variable efforts: Capability versus least
productive projects [1]
Figure 6: Most productive projects - N = 11 projects [8]

Figure 7: The productivity model of the least productive
projects – N = 5 [8]
The practical interpretation of the above equation is
as follows:
 Fixed effort = 8.257 h
 Variable effort = 33.4 h/FP
This group of the five least productive projects is
characterized by a fixed cost that is almost four times
higher than that of the full set of projects (8,257 hours vs.
2,411 hours), and a relatively similar variable effort unit
(33.4 h/FP vs. 30.7 h/PF).
The group of 11 most productive projects is
characterized by a fixed cost approximately 40% lower
than that of the least productive projects (3208 hours vs.
8257 hours), and a variable unit effort almost 50% lower
(17.1 h/FP vs. 32.4 h/FP); that is, with interesting
economies of scale and an R2 of 0.55.
A summary of each group is presented in Table IV,
where 11 projects represent what the organization is
'capable' of delivering in normal conditions and the other
five projects illustrate how projects are significantly
impacted by the presence of factors that have not yet been
identified through the single independent variable (i.e.,
functional size) analysis. Exploration of these additional
impact factors is discussed in the next sub-section D.
The single variable productivity model still provides
useful insights to the organization and allows it to monitor
its own productivity models across time. For example:
A. Would the fixed-variable cost improve over the next
two-year period? A subsidiary question would be to

Most
Least
Samples/
All 16
productive: productive:
Regression coefficients projects
11 projects 5 projects
Fixed
effort (hours)

2,411

3,208

8,257

Variable effort (h/FP)

30.7

17.1

34.4

D. Qualitative causal analysis
The data collected has allowed us to identify the
overall productivity of the organization, to observe the
fixed and variable contributions of its process capability,
as well as observing an 100% increase in both fixed and
variable costs when there were factors negatively
impacting on the productivity.
Of course a single independent variable model cannot
explain the causes of such variations. Furthermore, with a
dataset of only 16 projects, there are not enough data
points within a single organization (unless they have been
collecting data for many years) to rely on quantitative
analysis. Each additional independent typically requires
20 to 30 additional data points. In the absence of sample
sizes large enough for quantitative analysis, qualitative
analysis can help identify probable causes of increases. In
the context here, qualitative analysis will not attempt to
quantify precisely the impact of a cause (or cost drivers),
but will attempt to identify qualitatively factors that could
have the greatest negative impact on productivity.
Firstly, in the causal analysis of the productivity
variations in the organization, we eliminated two
candidate cost drivers since they were considered constant
in both groups of productivity performance:
- Development methodology: in the organization the
use
of
the
industry-tailored
development
methodology was fully deployed across all software
development projects: none of the activities and
controls was bypassed. Therefore, there was no
development methodology difference across all
projects.
- Project management expertise: some of the projects
managers had, within this same two-year period,
supervised projects that were both among the most
productive and the least productive. Therefore, the
expertise of specific project managers could not
explain large project productivity differences.
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The question that arises: What are the factors that led
to such large (i.e., +100%) increases in unit effort? What
may be the major cause-effect relationships? To identify
and investigate these relationships, available project
managers were interviewed to obtain feedback as what
they believed had contributed to either an increase or a
decrease in the productivity of their respective projects.
The project managers interviewed had managed seven of
the 16 projects:
A. Three projects with the lowest productivity (i.e., the
highest unit effort);
B. Two projects with average productivity;
C. Two projects with the highest productivity (i.e., the
lowest unit effort).
The aim of the interviews was to obtain qualitative
information from the project managers on the factors they
believed had contributed, or not, to the increase in project
effort compared to that of other projects of similar size
developed in the organization’s environment or elsewhere
during their project management practice. Their feedback
is summarized as follows:
A- The most productive projects had the following
characteristics:
1. Users familiar were with both the business and
software development processes;
2. Users were involved throughout the project;
3. Software developers working on the projects were
experienced in the use of the development
environment.
B. The least productive projects had the following
characteristics:
B1. Customer related issues:
1. Customer requirements were poorly expressed,
or a customer representative did not know his
environment (business area), leading to frequent
change requests during a project life cycle.
2. High turnover of users involved in the projects,
leading to instability in the requirements and
delays in decision making.
3. Customers not familiar with the software
development process in the organization,
including their required involvement in project
activities, including activity reviews.
B2. Project constraints:
1. Tight project deadlines for legal constraints or
public face-saving leading to compressed
scheduling and resources ‘piled up’ to make the
problem disappear.
2. New technologies unknown to the developers.
B3: Product constraints: Multiple links with other
software applications of the organization.
An example of a negative product constraint was
reported for the project with the highest unit effort (98
h/FP). The software delivered by this project was of a
small functional size, but required twice as much effort to
develop as another of similar size as it interacted with

almost all the other software applications of the
organization and was dependent on other organizational
units. Another project had a very tight deadline, which led
management to ‘throw’ resources at the problem to meet
the deadline irrespective of the total effort required.
It can be observed that although it was possible to
identify ‘qualitatively’ some factors with major negative
impact, the sample size was much too small for statistical
tests to quantify such impact.
V.

IDENTIFICATION OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
USING THE SWEBOK GUIDE

A. Implementation and coverage of best practices
In previous years, the organization had invested
considerably in designing and deploying improvements to
its development methodology. For this empirical study,
additional analyses were carried out to identify process
strengths and weaknesses in order to identify
improvement opportunities in development processes and
techniques.
The study included verification of the use of the
recommended best software engineering practices in the
participating organization. For this verification, the
software engineering practices listed in the SWEBOK
Guide [2] were used. This guide represents a broad
international consensus on the concepts and practices of
software engineering that are recognized as providing
benefits to the majority of projects in most cases. All 10
knowledge areas of the 2004 version of the SWEBOK
Guide were taken into account, with the exception of the
maintenance knowledge area, which was not relevant for
this empirical study – see Table V.
To collect this information, the quality specialist
participating in all project phases for each project was
interviewed and asked to confirm whether or not each of
the practices in the SWEBOK Guide was indeed being
widely used across all projects in the organization.
B. Coverage of best practices
The percentages of software engineering practices in
use in the organization for each knowledge area are
presented in Table VI, in decreasing order of coverage.
These percentages represent the ratio between the
practices observed to be in general use in this
organization, divided by the total number of practices
listed in each of the SWEBOK knowledge areas.
From all the knowledge areas related directly to the
development life cycle, that is, from requirements
engineering up to software testing, those with over 60%
coverage indicates a very widespread use of
organizational processes across the organization. In
comparison to the capability level of the CMMI model,
this would align with a number of Key Process Areas at
Level 3, meaning that the software engineering processes
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in the organization have been deployed and are in use
throughout the organization.
Table V: SWEBOK 2004 Knowledge Areas
SWEBOK Knowledge Areas
Requirements Engineering
Software Design
Software Construction
Software Testing
Software Maintenance
Software Engineering Management
Configuration Management
Software Engineering Process
Software Quality
Tools and Methods
Table VI: Coverage of SWEBOK practices
SWEBOK Knowledge Areas
%
coverage
Software Design
89
Software Management
75
Configuration Management
74
Requirements Engineering
73
Software Construction
71
Software Testing
61
Tools & Methods
54
Software Engineering Process
44
Software Quality
38
However, coverage was much less extensive in
support areas, such as Tools & Methods, Software
Engineering Process, and Software Quality, where the
product and process measures were not covered at all. For
this reason, the organization had no measurable
information on the effectiveness of the implementation of
their practices and the benefits derived, that is,
quantitative information to support the decision making
process was lacking.
This can be illustrated in the following way: while
each project must use the corporate development process
it generally lacked data for its evaluation and control
functions. Therefore, the organization would not qualify
for the fourth level of capability using the CMMI process
evaluation model.
VI.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT

This paper has reported on productivity analysis of
software projects developed by a governmental
organization utilizing the productivity concepts from the
field of economics, including fixed/variable costs
modeling. For the organization studied, three productivity
models were identified that represented respectively:
- An overall productivity model of the organization
that can be used for external benchmarking purposes.
This overall productivity model can be used later

across other times periods to verify whether or not
productivity of the organization is improving over
time, and with respect to external similar
organizations.
- A productivity model built from the best productive
projects representing a capability to deliver a
software project with a lower fixed/variable effort
structure, in the absence of major disruptive factors.
- A productivity model based on the five projects with
the highest unit effort: in this case, the presence of
disruptive factors led to greater than 100% increase
in project effort in comparison to the organization’s
capability for process productivity.
Of course, the limited number of projects available in
these mathematical models does not permit generalization
to other contexts, but does describe quantitatively and
objectively many features of productivity in the
organization. These models are representative of the
organization studied where a unique software
development methodology is widely implemented and
represents well deployed, repeatable corporate software
practices, rather than unpredictable individual and ad-hoc
practices.
For future project estimation, the organization should
use the process capability model represented by the best
performing projects, provided that a risk analysis has not
detected the presence of any of the disruptive factors that
have in the past increased effort twofold. Whenever such
disruptive factors are identified with a high probability of
occurrence the organization should estimate such projects
using the productivity model derived from the least
productive projects. The use of these two single-variable
productivity models would be expected to provide more
accurate estimates than the overall productivity model
combining all previous projects.
An organization such as the one studied having
measured only a small set of projects is typical of many
organizations without much historical data: there are not
enough data points to build with high confidence multivariable estimation models representing local conditions
and related organizational performance.
The insights from productivity models developed from
an economic perspective are important since relevant
improvement activity may directly impact the
productivity of the organization, by lowering either the
fixed or variable project costs.
Furthermore, the empirical study also identified
opportunities for improvement in three areas, namely:
1. Early identification of project risks with a potentially
twofold impact on project effort.
2. Increase in project management efficiency:
 Improvement in productivity analysis and
current productivity models.
 Improvement in the estimation process.
3. Process improvement:
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Establishment of mechanisms for monitoring and
evaluating processes.
Reduction in fixed effort (establishment of
predefined selection rules in the project context).
Monitoring the impact of new technologies and
new development processes.
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Abstract—Various tools exist to reverse engineer software source
code and generate design information, such as UML projections.
Each has specific strengths and weaknesses, however, no standardised benchmark exists that can be used to evaluate and
compare their performance and effectiveness in a systematic
manner. To facilitate such comparison in this paper we introduce
the Reverse Engineering to Design Benchmark (RED-BM), which
consists of a comprehensive set of Java-based targets for reverse
engineering and a formal set of performance measures with which
tools and approaches can be analysed and ranked. When used
to evaluate 12 industry standard tools performance figures range
from 8.82% to 100% demonstrating the ability of the benchmark
to differentiate between tools. To aid the comparison, analysis and
further use of reverse engineering XMI output we have developed
a parser which can interpret the XMI output format of the most
commonly used reverse engineering applications, and is used in
a number of tools.
Keywords–Reverse Engineering; Benchmarking; Tool Comparison; Tool Support; Extensible Methods; XMI; Software Comprehension; UML; UML Reconstruction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering is concerned with aiding the comprehensibility and understanding of existing software systems.
With ever growing numbers of valuable but poorly documented
legacy codebases within organisations reverse engineering has
become increasingly important. As explored in our previous
work [1], there are a wide number of reverse engineering
techniques, which offer a variety in their focus from Unified
Modelling Language (UML) projection to specific pattern
recognition [2][3][4][5].
However, it is difficult to compare the effectiveness of
reverse engineering techniques against each other, as no standard set of targets exist to support this goal over multiple
approaches, a problem also found in the verification and
validation of new tools and techniques [6]. Any performance
evaluations that do exist are specific to an approach or technique. Therefore, it is impossible to gain a comparative understanding of performance for a range of tasks, or to validate
new techniques or approaches. Therefore, this paper introduces
a benchmark of such targets, the Reverse Engineering to
Design Benchmark (RED-BM), created in order to compare
and validate existing and new tools for reverse engineering.
Therefore, our goals are to:
•

Create a benchmark suitable for empirical comparison
of reverse engineering tools

•
•
•

Apply this benchmark to current tools and evaluate
the result, and their performance
Make the benchmark extensible to support further
approaches
Provide support for extensibility through the means of
data exchange between implementations

The benchmark described in this article builds on and extends previous work [1], including greater details and specifics
on an inherent extensibility mechanism with an example.
The intent of the benchmark, in addition to ranking of
current reverse engineering approaches, is to support further
extensibility in a generic and easily accessible manner. To
achieve this, a number of tools have been developed and
provided which aid in the open analysis and exchange of
reverse engineering output.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in
Section II, we introduce our benchmark before introducing the
target artefacts (Section II-A) provided. Section II-B covers the
performance measurements used, with Section II-C detailing
how complexity is broken down for granular measurement.
Extensible features of the benchmark are demonstrated in
Section III, specifically the definition of new measurements
(Section III-A) and use of reverse engineering output for data
exchange (Section III-B). Section IV details the toolchain
support for the benchmark. In Section V, the benchmark is
applied against a number of industry standard tools with an
evaluation of these results in Section VI and a discussion in
Section VII. Related work is covered in Section VIII and the
final Section IX draws a conclusion and identifies our future
direction for research.
II.

T HE R EVERSE E NGINEERING TO D ESIGN
B ENCHMARK (RED-BM)
RED-BM facilitates the analysis of reverse engineering
approaches based on their ability to reconstruct class diagrams
of legacy software systems. This is accomplished by offering
the source code of projects of differing size and complexity as
well as a number of reference UML models. The benchmark
provides a set of measures that facilitate the comparison of
reverse engineering results, for example class detection, to
reference models including a gold standard and a number of
meta-tools to aid in the analysis of tool outputs. The gold
standard is a set of manually verified correct UML data, in
whole or in part, for the artefacts.
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The benchmark allows ranking of reverse engineering
approaches by means of an overall performance measure that
combines the performance of an approach with respect to a
number of criteria, such as successful class or relationship
detection. This overall measure is designed to be extensible
through the addition of further individual measures to facilitate
specific domains and problems. In addition, the benchmark
provides analysis results and a ranking for a set of popular
reverse engineering tools which can be used as a yardstick
for new approaches. Full details, models, targets, results as
well as a full description of the measurement processes used
can be found at [7]. Although based on Java source code, the
core concepts and measurements, such as detection of classes,
relationships, and containers, are applicable to any objectoriented language and the benchmark could be extended to
include other languages.
A. Target Artefacts
Our benchmark consists of a number of target software
artefacts that originate from software packages of varying
size and complexity. These include projects such as Eclipse,
an open-source integrated development environment, and LibreOffice, a large popular open-source fully-featured office
package, as well as some smaller custom examples.
Artefacts were chosen for inclusion on the basis that they
provided a range of complexity in terms of lines of code and
class counts, used a number of different frameworks, offered
some pre-existing design information and were freely available
for distribution (under an open-source licence). Two artefacts
(ASCII Art Examples A and B) were created specifically for
inclusion as a baseline offering a very simple starting point
with full UML design and use of design patterns.
Cactus is also included as, although depreciated by the
Apache Foundation, it has a number of existing UML diagrams
and makes use of a wide number of Java frameworks. Eclipse
was included primarily owing to a very large codebase which
contains a varied use of techniques. The large codebase of
Eclipse also provides for the creation of additional targets
without incorporating new projects. JHotDraw has good UML
documentation available both from the project itself and some
third-party academic projects which sought to deconstruct it
manually to UML. As with Eclipse, Libre Office provides a
large set of code covering different frameworks and providing
for more targets if required.
The benchmark artefact targets represent a range of complexity and architectural styles from standard Java source
with simple through to high complexity targets using different
paradigms, such as design patterns and presentation techniques. This enables a graduated validation of tools, as well as
a progressive complexity for any new tools to test and assess
their capabilities. The complete range of artefacts is shown in
Table I, where large projects are broken down into constituent
components. In addition, the table contains statistics on the
number of classes, sub-classes, interfaces and lines of code
for each of the artefacts. Also, included within RED-BM are
a set of gold standards for class and relationship detection
against which tool output is measured. These standards were
created by manual analysis supported by tools, as described in
Section IV.

TABLE I. S OFTWARE A RTEFACT TARGETS OF THE RED-BM
Software
Target Artefact
ASCII Art Example A
Example A
ASCII Art Example B
Example B
Eclipse
org.eclipse.core.
commands
org.eclipse.ui.ide
Jakarta Cactus
org.apache.cactus
JHotDraw
org.jhotdraw.app
org.jhotdraw.color
org.jhotdraw.draw
org.jhotdraw.geom
org.jhotdraw.gui
org.jhotdraw.io
org.jhotdraw.xml
Libre Office
complex.writer
org.openoffice.java.
accessibility.logging
org.openoffice.java.
accessibility
All bundled code
(sw + accessibility)

Main
Classes

Sub
Classes

Interfaces

Lines of
Code

7

0

0

119

10

0

0

124

48

1

29

3403

33

2

6

3949

85

6

18

4563

60
30
174
12
81
3
10

6
7
51
8
29
2
0

6
4
27
0
8
0
4

5119
3267
19830
2802
8758
1250
1155

11
3

33
0

0
0

4251
287

44

63

1

5749

241

173

33

39896

B. Measuring Performance
RED-BM enables the systematic comparison and ranking
of reverse engineering approaches by defining a set of performance measures. These measures differentiate the performance
of reverse engineering approaches and are based on accepted
quality measures, such as successful detection of classes and
packages [8][9]. Although such functionality would be expected in reverse engineering tools, these measures provide a
basic foundation for measurement to be built on, and represent
the most common requirement in reverse engineering for
detection of structural elements. Further, as seen in Section VI,
these measures are alone capable of differentiating wide ranges
of tool performance. The performance of tools with respect to a
particular measure is expressed as the fraction of data that has
been successfully captured. Therefore, these measures are built
around determining the recall factor, e.g., how complete is the
recovered set. Individual measures are then used in conjunction
to form a weighted compound measure of overall performance.
In our benchmark, we define three base measures to assess the
performance of reverse engineering tools and approaches:
•

Cl: The fraction of classes successfully detected

•

Sub: The fraction of sub-packages successfully detected

•

Rel: The fraction of relationships successfully detected (successful in that a relationship was detected
and is of the correct type)

Each of these measures are functions that take a system to
be reverse engineered s and a reverse engineering result r (i.e.,
a structural UML class diagram) that is produced by a reverse
engineering approach when applied to s. The formal definition
of our three base measures are as follows:
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Cl(s,r) =

C(r)
S(r)
R(r)
, Sub(s,r) =
, Rel(s,r) =
(1)
C(s)
S(s)
R(s)

where
C(x) is the number of correct classes in x
S(x) is the number of correct (sub-)packages in x
R(x) is the number of correct relations in x
The overall performance P of a reverse engineering approach for the benchmark is a combination of these performance measures. The results of the measures are combined
by means of a weighted sum, which allows users of the
benchmark to adjust the relative importance of, e.g., class
or relation identification. We define the overall performance
of a reverse engineering approach that produces a reverse
engineering result r for a system s as follows:

P(s,r) =

wCl Cl(s, r) + wSub Sub(s, r) + wRel Rel
wCl + wSub + wRel

(2)

In this function, wCl , wSub and wRel are weightings that
can be used to express the importance of the performance in
detecting classes, (sub-)packages and relations, respectively.
The benchmark results presented in this article all assume that
these are of equal importance: wCl = wSub = wRel = 1,
unless mentioned otherwise.

III. E XTENSIBILITY OF THE B ENCHMARK
A. Extensibility of Measurements
RED-BM’s included performance measures provide a solid
foundation to evaluate and compare current standards of reverse engineering. To accommodate the continual advancements in this field we have made the performance measure
aspect of our benchmark extensible. Any user of the benchmark can introduce new performance measures, such as the
fraction of successfully detected design patterns in a given code
base. Once a gold standard has been determined for a specific
detection within the artefacts it can be tested against tool output
(as explained in Section II-C for the initial criteria). With these
new measures the performance of approaches can be defined
for specific reverse engineering areas. In a generalised fashion
we define a performance measure to be a function M that
maps a system s and its reverse engineering result r to the
domain [0..1], where 0 means the worst and 1 the best possible
performance.
In addition to providing means for creating new
performance measures, we provide the possibility to create
new compound performance measures (i.e., measures that are
compiled from a set of individual performance measures).
Formally, we define a compound measure to be a function C
that maps a system s and its reverse engineering result r to
the domain [0..1], where 0 means the worst and 1 the best
possible performance:
n
P

C. Complexity Categories
To further refine the evaluation of the reverse engineering
capabilities of approaches we divide the artefacts of the benchmark into three categories of increasing complexity; C1, C2
and C3. These categories allow for a more granular analysis
of tool performance at different levels of complexity. For
example, a tool can be initially validated against the lowest
complexity in an efficient manner only being validated against
higher complexity artefacts at a later stage. Our complexity
classes have the following boundaries:
•

C1: 0 ≤ number of classes ≤ 25

•

C2: 26 ≤ number of classes ≤ 200

•

C3: 201 ≤ number of classes

The complexity categories are based on the number of
classes contained in the target artefact. As source code grows
in size both in the lines of code and the number of classes
it becomes inherently more complex and so more difficult
to analyse [10], [11]. While a higher number of classes
does not necessarily equate to a system that is harder to
reverse engineer, we have chosen this metric as it provides
a quantitative measure without subjective judgement.
The bounds for these categories were chosen as results
demonstrated a noticeable drop-off in detection rates observed
in the tools, as can be seen in Section VI. However, any
user of the benchmark can introduce additional categories
and relate additional performance measures to these categories
to accommodate for large scale industrial software or more
specific attributes such as design patterns. The extensibility
aspect of our work is explained in more detail in Section III.

C(s,r) =

wi Mi (s, r)

i=1
n
P

(3)
wi

i=1

In this expression wi is the weighting that determines the
importance of the individual performance measure i. Note
that the performance measures we introduced in Section II-B
conform to this definition and, therefore, can be seen as an
example of the extensibility of the benchmark.
To further illustrate how researchers and practitioners can
use this mechanism to specialise the application of REDBM we create a performance measure that acknowledges the
capability of an approach to detect design patterns during
reverse engineering. This is an active research field for which
to the best of our knowledge a specialised benchmark is not
available.
According to literature the detection of creational and
structural design patterns is easier than behavioural design
patterns [12]. Therefore, we introduce two new performance
measures Db for the successful identification of creational
and structural design patterns(Dcs ), and behavioural design
patterns (Db ) for a system s and reverse engineering result
r:

Dcs (p, s) =

Pb (r)
Pc (r) + Ps (r)
, Db (p, s) =
Pc (s) + Ps (s)
Pb (s)

where
Pc (x) is the number of creational design patterns in x
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TABLE II. Simplified Comparative XMI Output from Tools
ArgoUML

Enterprise Architect

Astah Professional

<UML:Class
xmi.id = “. . . ”
name = “Circle”
visibility = “package”
...>
<UML:GeneralizableElement.generalization>
<UML:Generalization
xmi.idref = “. . . ” />
</UML:GeneralizableElement.generalization>
...
<UML:Classifier.feature
<UML:Operation
xmi.id = “. . . ”
name = “Circle”
visibility = “public” . . . >
</UML:Class>

<packagedElement
xmi:id = “. . . ”
name = “Circle”
visibility = “package”
...>
<ownedOperation
xmi.id = “. . . ”
name = “Circle”
visibility = “public” . . . >
...
<generalization
xmi:type = “uml:Generalization”
xmi:id = “. . . ”
general = “. . . ” >
</packagedElement>

<UML:Class
xmi.id = “. . . ”
name = “Circle”
version = “0”
...>
<UML:ModelElement.namespace>
<UML:Namespace
xmi.idred = “. . . ”
</UML:Namespace
...
<UML:ModelElement.visibility
xmi.value = “package” />
...
<UML:GeneralizableElement.generalization>
xmi.idref = “. . . ” />
xmi.idref = “. . . ” />
</UML:GeneralizableElement.generalization>

Ps (x) is the number of structural design patterns in x
Pb (x) is the number of behavioural design patterns in x
In addition to these performance measures we introduce
additional measures that demonstrate how to consider negative
influences on performance. In this case, we consider falsely
identified creational and structural design patterns (Ecs ) and
behavioural design patterns (Eb ) a reverse engineering approach produces as part of the overall result:

highly customisable and extensible format with many different interpretations. Therefore, in practice, tools have a wide
variation in their XMI output and exchange between reverse
engineering tools, useful for interactive projection between
tools without repetition of the reverse engineering process, is
usually impossible. This variance in XMI format also hinders
use of XMI data for further analysis outside of a reverse
engineering tool, as individual tools are required for each XMI
variation.

Fc (r) + Fs (r)
Ecs (p, r) = 1 −
Pc (r) + Ps (r) + Fc (r) + Fs (r)

During the creation of the reverse engineering benchmark,
two tools were developed, which could analyse Java source
code identifying contained classes, and then, check for the
presence of these classes within XMI output.

Eb (p, r) = 1 −

Fb (r)
Pb (r) + Fb (r)

(5)
(6)

where
Fc (x) is the number of falsely identified creational design
patterns in x
Fs (x) is the number of falsely identified structural design
patterns in x
Fb (x) is the number of falsely identified behavioural
design patterns in x
These individual performance measures for design patterns
can now be combined into a single compound performance
measure DPR for design pattern recognition in system p with
reverse engineering result r that includes weightings for each
individual component:
DPR(p,r) =

wDcs Dcs + wDb Db + wFcs Fcs + wFb Fb
wDcs + wDb + wFcs + wFb

(7)

B. Extensibility in Data Exchange
Another prominent aspect that needs to be addressed for
a reusable and extensible benchmark is the gap that exists
between input and output formats of various reverse engineering tools. Indeed, to make further use of reverse engineering
output, for example, between tools or for re-projection of UML
there is an Object Management Group (OMG) standard, the
XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format [13]. XMI is a

However, the need remained to make more generalised
use of reverse engineering output XMI, beyond this specialist
utility. Our research required the ability to load XMI into a
memory model and manipulate and/or compare it. Additionally
it was foreseen that future, as yet not specifically defined, uses
could be found for programmatic access to reverse engineering
output.
One of the challenges in making automated programmatic
use of XMI output from different tools was the wide variety of
output format. This is due to the wide range of customisation
possibilities in the XMI format itself [13], it’s parent MetaObject Format (MOF; [14]), and the representation of UML
elements within XMI [15]. Even the most basic structural elements such as classes, and relationships such as generalisation
(inheritance) are represented in very different ways.
Such variation is shown in three XML listings showing partial example output for a class representation from ArgoUML,
Enterprise Architect and Astah Professional (Table II).
Further work based upon the identification and analysis of
variances within different reverse engineering tools’ output,
along with a desire to be able to integrate such output within
more detailed analysis, led to the creation of a generic XMI
parser (Section III-C). The parser solves the problem of XMI
accessibility through generic use and abstract representation
of structural data contained in XMI files of multiple formats.
This parser is used by further tools for structural analysis or
comparison as well as automated UML re-projection within
Eclipse.
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C. XMI Parser
The XMI Parser is a generic component designed for
integration within other projects consisting of a Java package.
The parser is capable of reading an XMI file, of most common
output formats, recovering class and relationship information
in a structured form. Data access classes are provided, which
contain the loaded structural information, and can be accessed
directly or recursively by third-party tools. As a self-contained
utility package, the XMI Parser can be developed in isolation
to tools making use of it and be incorporated into tools when
required. A number of tools have been and continue to be
developed within UEA to make use of reverse engineering
information through implementation of the XMI Parser.
1) XMI Analyser: XMI Analyser uses the generic XMI
Parser to load one or more XMI files which can then be
analysed. Features include a GUI-based explorer showing the
structure of the software and items linked through relationships. A batch mode can be used from the command line for
automated loading of XMI files and analysis. XMI Analyser
is primarily used for testing revisions to the XMI Parser, as an
example application and also for the easy viewing of structural
information contained within XMI, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. XMI Analyser Structure Display

XMI Analyser is also capable of comparison between multiple XMI files generating a report highlighting any differences
found. This analysis can inform decisions as to the accuracy of
the reverse engineering data represented in reverse engineering
output.
2) Eclipse UMLet Integration: One of our desired outcomes was the ability to re-project UML outside of a specific
reverse engineering tool. Such a capability would not only
allow for detailed UML projections without access to the
reverse engineering tool, but also programatic projection, for
example in an interactive form. The Eclipse UMLet Integration, the interface of which is shown in Figure 2, is in the
form of a plugin for the Eclipse Framework. The XMI Parser
and supporting interfaces are included along with a graphical
window-based interface and a visualisation component. This
tool can load one or more XMI files and associate them with
open or new UMLet documents. These documents can then be
used to automatically generate a UML class diagram projection
containing the structural elements contained within the XMI.
An example of a re-projection within UMLet can be seen in
Figure 3; please note, however, owing to a limitation in our
UMLet API relationships are recovered but not shown.
3) Java Code Relation Analysis (jcRelationAnalysis): The
jcRelationAnalysis tool is a generic utility designed to analyse
and comprehend the relationship between elements (classes)
in Java source code. This is accomplished by first building a
structural picture of the inter-relationships between elements,
such as classes, contained within a source code corpus, initially
from reverse engineering output, for which the XMI Parser

Figure 2. Eclipse Visualisation Interface

Figure 3. Eclipse UMLet Re-Projection of UML

is used. The ultimate intention of the tool is to work with
combinational data from a number of different sources to
compare or augment relationship information. This tool is now
being used and further developed within our current and future
research (Section IX).
IV. B ENCHMARK T OOLCHAIN
The generic stages required to perform benchmarking are
shown in Figure 4; the source code must be extracted from
the project, the structural elements contained within the source
code extracted directly and also by a reverse engineering tool,
before the outputs are compared.

Figure 4. RED-BM Generic Process

To facilitate effective analysis and ease reproduction or
repetition of the results a toolchain was developed for use
within RED-BM, consisting of two main components (jcAnalysis and xmiClassFinder), combined to measure the rate of
class detection. The steps followed in the application of the
benchmark are shown in Figure 5 with the developed tools
highlighted.
4) jcAnalysis: This tool recurses through a Java source
tree analysing each file in turn to identify the package along
with contained classes (primary and nested classes). The list of
classes is then output in an intermediate XML format (DMI).
For every target artefact, jcAnalysis’ output was compared
against a number of other source code analysis utilities,
including within Eclipse, to verify the class counts. A manual
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TABLE III. L IST OF T OOLS AND V ERSIONS FOR U SE IN E VALUATION
Tool Name
(Name Used)
ArgoUML

Figure 5. RED-BM Process with Toolchain Elements Highlighted

analysis was also performed on sections of source code to
verify naming. Once verified, this output then constitutes the
gold standard for class detection against which tool output is
compared.
5) xmiClassFinder: This tool analyses an XMI file from a
reverse engineering tool and attempts to simply identify all the
classes contained within the XMI output (the classes detected
by the reverse engineering tool in question). The classes
contained within the XMI can be automatically compared
to input from jcAnalysis (in DMI format) for performance
(classes correctly detected) to be measured.
Once an analysis had been completed, a manual search
was then performed on the source code, in XMI output, and
within the reverse engineering tool itself, to try and locate
classes determined as “missing” by the toolchain. This step
also served to validate the toolchain, in that classes identified
as “missing” were not then found to be actually present in the
reverse engineering output.
V.

Change Vision Astah Professional
(Astah Professional)
BOUML
Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect
(Enterprise Architect)
IBM Rational Rhapsody Developer for Java
(Rational Rhapsody)
NoMagic Magicdraw UML
(MagicDraw UML)
Modeliosoft Modelio
(Modelio)
Software Ideas Modeller

StarUML
Umbrello UML Modeller
(Umbrello)
Visual Paradigm for UML Professional
(Visual Paradigm)
IBM Rational Rose Professional J Edition
(Rational Rose)

Version Used (OS)
Licence
0.34 (Linux)
Freeware
6.6.4 (Linux)
Commercial
6.3 (Linux)
Commercial
10.0 (Windows)
Commercial
8.0 (Windows)
Commercial
14.0.4 Beta (Windows)
Commercial
2.2.1 (Windows)
Commercial
6.01.4845.43166
(Windows)
Commercial
5.0.2.1570 (Windows)
Freeware
2.3.4 (Linux)
Freeware
10.1 (Windows)
Commercial
7.0.0.0 (Windows)
Commercial

A PPLICATION OF THE B ENCHMARK

To analyse the effectiveness of our benchmark, we have
applied a range of commercial and open source reverse engineering tools (shown in Table III) to each target artefact.
Each of the tools is used to analyse target source code,
generate UML class diagram projections (if the tool supports
such projections) and export standardised XMI data files.
Although the source code target artefacts used for testing are
broken down into the package level for analysis, the reverse
engineering process is run on the full project source code
to facilitate package identification. The output produced by
each of the tools is subsequently analysed and compared to
the generated gold standard using a benchmark toolchain we
specifically created for comparison of class detection rates
(see Section IV). Finally, we perform a manual consistency
between the standard tool output and XMI produced to identify
and correct any inconsistencies where a tool had detected an
element but not represented it within the generated XMI. For
this analysis we used weightings as stated, where all types of
elements are of equal weight (wCl = wSub = wRel = 1), and
categories of increased complexity have higher weight in the
compound measure (wC1 = 1, wC2 = 1.5, wC3 = 2).
When analysing the results a wide range of variety was
observed even for simple targets. Example A, one of the
simplest targets with just 7 classes and two types of relationship, as depicted in Figure 6, demonstrates this variety. It can
be seen in Figure 7 that Software Ideas Modeller failed to
identify and display any relationship between classes. Other
tools such as ArgoUML [16] (Figure 8) were very successful
in reconstructing an accurate class diagram when compared to
the original reference documentation.

Figure 6. Reference Class Diagram Design for ASCII Art Example A

Figure 7. ASCII Art Example A Output for Software Ideas Modeller

Figure 8. ASCII Art Example A Output for ArgoUML
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Figure 9. org.jhotdraw.io Output from Astah Professional (reconstructed)

TABLE IV. C RITERIA R ESULTS BY T OOL
Criterion >
∨ Tool
ArgoUML
Astah Professional
BOUML
Enterprise Architect
Rational Rhapsody
MagicDraw UML
Modelio
Software Ideas Modeller
StarUML
Umbrello
Visual Paradigm
Rational Rose

CD
%
100
100
100
100
100
100
47.33
86.41
47.11
9.2
12.42
8.69

C1
%
98.15
97.62
92.59
66.67
100
98.15
95.92
62.15
47.22
35.79
38.18
38.05

C2
%
75
100
75
62.22
100
100
29.66
41.48
23.47
5.95
51.68
1.09

C3
%
100
100
100
100
100
100
12.02
46.04
31.16
0
16.67
0

CM
%
88.27
99.47
86.42
80.00
100.00
99.38
36.54
48.10
32.17
9.94
33.12
8.82

Figure 10. org.jhotdraw.io Output from Rational Rhapsody (reconstructed)

as their performance could be based on our manual analysis
of their UML projection.
Figure 11. org.jhotdraw.io Output from ArgoUML

Another aspect in which difference is obvious relates to
tool presentation, particularly when the target artefact is a
Java package, which contains sub-packages nested to multiple
levels. Some of the different ways tools visualise this, even
for a single nesting level, is shown by the org.jhotdraw.io
target. Tool output varies from a simple display of classes and
packages at the top level (ArgoUML, Figure 11), a partial
decomposition of top-level sub-packages showing contained
constituent items (Rational Rhapsody, Figure 10), to a full
deconstruction showing all constituent parts and relationships,
but without indication of sub-package containment (Astah
Professional, Figure 9).
In stark contrast to tools which performed well (e.g.,
Rational Rhapsody and ArgoUML) a number of tools failed
to complete reverse engineering runs of benchmark artefacts
and even crashed repeatedly during this procedure. The result
of which is that they are classified as detecting 0 classes for
those target artefacts. While some tools failed to output valid
or complete XMI data, a hindrance to their usability and ease
of analysis, this has not affected their performance evaluation

VI. E VALUATION OF A NALYSIS R ESULTS
For the analysis of the results produced by the reverse engineering tools, we use a standard class detection performance
measure for all targets (CD, formula (1)). Artefact results are
broken into complexity categories as defined in Section II-C.
Finally, we use the compound measure CM (as defined in
Section II-B, formula (3)), which contains the three complexity
measures with weighting as follows: wC1 = 1, wC2 =
1.5, wC3 = 2; giving a higher weighting to target artefacts
that contain more lines of code.
Using these performance measures a wide range of results
between the tools used for analysis can be seen. Some tools
offer extremely poor performance, such as Rational Rose and
Umbrello, as they crashed or reported errors during reverse
engineering or UML projection, failing to detect or display
classes and relationships entirely for some targets. As a general
trend, the percentage of classes detected on average declined as
the size of the project source code increased. As the number of
classes detected varied significantly in different tools (Figure
12) so did the amount of detected relationships, to a degree
this can be expected as if a tool fails to find classes it would
also fail to find relationships between these missing classes. In
this figure, the difference between the standard class detection
measure CD and the compound measure CM becomes clear
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Figure 12. Overall Class Detection (CD) and Compound Measure (CM) Performance by Tool

as, for example, ArgoUML was very strong in class detection
but performed at a slightly lower level on relation detection,
which is explicitly considered in the compound measure. It
is also interesting to note that Visual Paradigm offered better
performance for the compound measure as opposed to class
detection highlighting its superior ability to deal with relations
and packages as compared to class detection.
Overall, our benchmark identified IBM Rational Rhapsody
as the best performer as it achieved the maximum score for
our compound measure (100%) with two other tools, Astah
Professional and MagicDraw UML coming in a close second
scoring in excess of 99%. As the poorest performers our
work highlighted Umbrello, Visual Paradigm and notably IBM
Rational Rose which scored the lowest with a compound
measure of just 8.82% having only detected 8.69% of classes.
A detailed breakdown of the performance of the tools for
individual targets is provided with the benchmark [7].
This range of performance scores clearly shows a very
marked differentiation between tools. At the top end some
six tools score 80% or above in the compound measure, with
three over 90%. In most a clear drop-off in detection rates are
seen in the complexity measures as the size and complexity of
the targets increase with an average measure score of 73.47%,
58.70% and 54.66% through the complexity categories C1, C2
and C3, respectively (Table IV and Figure 13).
There is a noticeable distribution of tool performance for
the compound measure; five score under 40%, six score in
excess of 80% and only one lies in the middle (48.1%).
It is interesting to note that of the top four performing tools
three are commercial with ArgoUML, a freeware tool, scoring
88.27%. This makes ArgoUML a significantly better performer
than well-known commercial solutions such Software Ideas
Modeller and Rational Rose. For complete results, targets
and reference documentation for this analysis please visit the
benchmark website [7].
Although outside the scope of this paper, in general we
found that the workflow processes of some tools were much

more straightforward than others. For example, Change Vision
Astah Professional and IBM Rational Rhapsody provided for
straightforward generation of diagrams with configurable detail
(such as optional inclusion of members and properties within
class diagrams) either during or immediately after reverse
engineering. On the other hand, tools such as BOUML and
IBM Rational Rose required considerable manual effort in
the generation of class diagrams with the need for individual
classes to be placed in the diagram although relationships
between classes were automatically generated. For a number
of tools the lack of usability was further aggravated as their
reverse engineering process repeatedly crashed or returned
numerous errors on perfectly valid and compilable source code.
VII. D ISCUSSION
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated the ability of RED-BM to assess and rank reverse engineering approaches. In the following, we discuss the accuracy and validity of our approach. The targets in RED-BM currently range
in size from approximately 100 to 40,000 lines of code. It can
be argued that this is not representative of industrial software
systems that can consist of millions of lines of code. In
practice, however, reverse engineering activities tend to focus
on specific areas of limited size rather than reconstructing the
entire design of a very large system in a single pass [3] making
our targets representative for a typical application scenario.
This is supported by the capability of our benchmark to provide
targets diverse enough to be able to classify the performance
of a range of industry standard tools.
RED-BM currently supports the evaluation of reverse engineering approaches that focus on traditional design elements
such as classes, packages and relations. It is possible that novel
reverse engineering approaches will be introduced that focus
on more complex design elements such as design patterns,
traceability links, etc., and are beyond the current evaluation
capabilities of RED-BM. However, the evaluation capabilities
of the benchmark can be improved by using the extension
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Figure 13. Tool Performance by Complexity Criteria

mechanism illustrated in Section III. Using this mechanism
new performance criteria and measures can be defined that
explicitly take more advanced properties of reverse engineering
approaches into account.
A final point we would like to highlight is that the effort
involved in evaluating tools and approaches requires the ability
to efficiently compare their outputs. While there is a standardised output format available in the shape of XML Metadata
Interchange (XMI) files, a wide variety of implementations
exist which makes its use impractical. This can severely inhibit
the application of the benchmark. To accommodate this we
provide a number of utilities which can be used to a) analyse
Java source code, b) analyse XMI output and c) identify
components missing from the XMI output, which were found
in the source code. Use of these utilities drastically reduces the
time required to compare tool performance in terms of class,
package and relation detection.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
The use of benchmarks as a means to provide a standardised base for empirical comparison is not new and the
technique is used widely in general science and in computer
science specifically. Recent examples where benchmarks have
been successfully used to provide meaningful and repeatable
standards include comparison of function call overheads between programming languages [17], mathematical 3D performance between Java and C++ [18], and embedded file systems
[19]. Our benchmark provides the ability for such meaningful
and repeatable standard comparisons in the area of reverse
engineering.
These previous benchmarks and others which have been
reviewed (such as [20], [21], [5], and [22]) share many
common features in their structure and presentation which
have been incorporated into this benchmark and paper. Such is
the perceived importance of benchmarks to support empirical
comparison that the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation are in the process of forming sets of standards to which

benchmarks in certain areas of computer science can be created
to [23].
Previous work reviewing reverse engineering tools has
primarily focused on research tools many with the specific
goal of identification of design patterns [3], [4], [24], [12],
[25], clone detection [26] or a particular scientific aspect
of reverse engineering such as pattern-based recognition of
software constructs [27]. A previous benchmarking approach
for software reverse engineering focused on pattern detection
with arbitary subjective judgements of performance provided
by users [5]. The need for benchmarks within the domain
of reverse engineering to help mature the discipline is also
accepted [6].
This previous work defines the importance of reverse
engineering in industry as well as a research challenge. Our
benchmark is a novel yet complimentary approach to previous
reverse engineering benchmarks, providing a wider set of
target artefacts and tool analysis than those just focused on
design patterns or other specific outputs. As such it provides
a solid framework for the generalised comparison of reverse
engineering tools with the option of extensibility when specific
measurements are required and also allows for integrating
previous efforts into a single benchmark.
IX.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTION

In this paper we introduced RED BM, a benchmark for
evaluating and comparing reverse engineering approaches in a
uniform and reproducible manner. To analyse the effectiveness
of RED-BM we applied it to a range of reverse engineering
tools, ranging from open source to comprehensive industrial
tool suites. We demonstrated that RED-BM offers complexity
and depth as it identified clear differences between tool performance. In particular, using the compound measure (CM)
RED-BM was capable of distinguishing and ranking tools
from very low (8.82%) to perfect (100%) performance. The
benchmark is inherently extensible through the definition of
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further measures, changes to weighting to shift focus, and the
creation of new compound measures.
The XMI Parser allows tools to make direct use of reverse
engineering output overcoming the fragmentation issues. The
capability of direct use of reverse engineering output is clearly
demonstrated through the ability for UML to be re-projected
within UMLet, and also used in other tools for further analysis.
The future direction of our work will be to combine reverse
engineering output with other sources of information about
a source corpus, for example mining repository metadata or
requirement documentation. The jcRelationAnalysis tool is
being used as a programmable basis for integration of different
sources of information into a common format of relationships
between source code elements. These relationships, be they
direct and found through reverse engineering, such as generalisations, or semantic in nature and found through other
means, will be used in combination to form a more complete
understanding of a software project.
Such analysis will aid both general comprehension of
software and also change impact analysis by identifying relationships between elements not immediately obvious at the
code or UML level.

[13]
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Abstract— Software and hardware development organizations
that consider the adoption of new methods, techniques, or tools
often face several challenges, namely to: guarantee process
quality, reproducibility, and standard compliance. They need
to compare existing solutions on the market, and they need to
select technologies that are most appropriate for each process
phase, taking into account the specific context requirements.
Unfortunately, this kind of information is usually not easily
accessible; it is incomplete, scattered, and hard to compare.
Our goal is to report on an empirical study with high-level
practitioners, to extend our previous work on a classification
schema for development technologies in the avionic domain.
We investigate the acceptance and the possible improvements
on the schema, with the aim to help decision makers to easily
find, compare and combine existing methods, techniques, and
tools based on previous experience. The study has been carried
out with five technical leaders for the development of flight
control systems, from Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH
and the results show that the schema helps to transfer
knowledge
between
projects,
guaranteeing
quality,
reproducibility, and standard compliance.
Keywords-component; process improvement; technology
classification; technology selection; tool selection; method
selection; process configuration.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The definition of a product development process that
guarantees quality and reproducibility often takes years.
Moreover, in certain domains, such as avionics, the process
must comply with a set of standards.
The introduction of a new technology may break the
consistency and standards compliance of the process. To
limit this risk, two major aspects must be considered. First,
the objectives and prerequisites for each process step must be
fully documented and structured. Second, the contribution of
each method and tool intended to be used, must be limited to
the objectives set by each domain process activity and their
role in each process step must be fully described.
A structuring framework, enabling the classification of
the technologies in process activities would speed up the
integration of new technologies and contribute to
guaranteeing compliance with the company processes.

To facilitate the classification of technologies, the
Reference Technology Platform (RTP) has been developed.
RTP is a set and arrangement of methods, workflows, and
tools that allow interaction and integration on various levels
in order to enable efficient design and development of
(complex) systems [1] [3].
In the context of the ARAMiS project (Automotive,
Railways, Avionics Multicore Systems) [4], a classification
schema based on the RTP has been developed. It classifies
technologies along two dimensions: abstraction levels and
viewpoints. In our previous work, we introduced how RTP
and Process Configuration Framework (PCF) could have
been applied in the avionic domain [1].
The goal of this paper is to conduct an empirical study
with the goal of evaluating the RTP and PCF approaches, for
the purpose of understanding their acceptance and
applicability to the selection process, in the context of new
product development in the avionic domain.
For this purpose, in this paper, we present the results of
the case study proposed in [1] and we conduct an empirical
study so as to validate the approach with high-level
practitioners from Liebherr-Aerospace.
The results of this work suggest that the classification
provides a useful framework for decision makers and allows
them to base their decisions on previous experience instead
of on personal opinions. Moreover, the classification allows
them to guarantee process quality, reproducibility and
standards compliance, facilitating knowledge transfer from
project to project or between employees.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II describes related work; Section III introduces the
classification schema and its implementation in PCF, while
Section IV describes the avionic use case. In Section V, we
describe the Empirical Study while in Section VI we report
results of the study. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section
VII and provide an outlook on future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Here, we present some common technology classification
schemas.
In 1987, Firth et al. published an early classification
schema [5]. In this work, software development methods are
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classified according to two dimensions: the stages of the
development
process
(specification,
design,
and
implementation) and the view (functional, structural, and
behavioral). The stages are specification, design, and
implementation; the views are functional, structural, and
behavioral. Our schema, too, is two-dimensional, and our
viewpoints dimension is similar to the views dimension of
Firth et al. However, Firth et al.'s second dimension is
concerned with the process stages, which we map onto the
viewpoints dimension. Instead, the second dimension in our
schema is concerned with abstraction levels.
In the late 1980's, the idea of the Experience Factory was
first published [6]. It was then updated in 1991 [7] and in
1994 [8]. The idea is to describe software development
artifacts in so-called experience packages and to include
empirical evidence on how these artifacts have been used
previously. This way, the Experience Factory provides a
comprehensive framework for the reuse of software. The
goal is to enable software engineers to base their decisions
on company experience.
The Experience Factory is a more general concept than
ours. In the Experience Factory, any software engineering
artifact can be an object for reuse, e.g., products or
requirements documents. Moreover, a specific schema for
storing different technologies for reuse is not provided in the
Experience Factory. Neither does it include any algorithms
to search for or to combine technologies.
The C4 Software Technology Reference Guide (C4 STR)
is a catalog that contains more than 60 technologies. It
constitutes an alternative approach to technology
classification and was developed in parallel to the later
versions of the Experience Factory.
In comparison to our work, the C4 STR schema includes
a large number of technologies. However, the attributes it
uses are not as detailed as those in our schema, and it
includes no reference to context or to impact.
Later, Birk merged the Experience Factory approaches
with the C4 STR [8]. This evolved into the concept of
experience management in the late 1990's. This work served
as the basis for other publications that evolved this schema
and extended the idea of the Experience Factory [9].
A classification schema for software design projects was
developed by Ploskonos [10]. With the help of this schema,
generic process descriptions and methods can be adapted to
individual processes more easily. It classifies design projects
into one of the four groups Usability, Capability, Extension,
and Innovation. Each of these groups is associated with
specific process characteristics in order to help the user in
setting up the actual process. Ploskonos' approach is more
narrow than ours: It classifies processes with respect to the
project type, ignoring other characteristics, e.g., project size
or domain.
III.

THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA

As a foundation for the case study, which we present in
the next section, we now introduce the classification schema
we applied. The goal of the schema is to provide a complete
engineering tool chain that can be used to collect and

integrate technologies. This way, the schema supports the
activities required for a structured development process.
With our schema, we address the development of
industrial projects that are big and complex. Typically, such
projects run several years and require the joint efforts of
many employees.
In the industry, requirements-based process models are
commonly used to plan the different baselines and to ensure
that these baselines are accomplished on time in different
phases of realization. Usually, every phase and every step of
the processes produces artifacts which then constitute the
inputs for the next phase(s) or step(s). These process models
are based on, or are extensions of, the V-Model [11].
An instance of the V-Model for the avionics domain is
shown in Figure 1. It is an extract of the avionics standard
SAE ARP4754A [12], and it includes the interaction
between both avionics development and safety integral
processes.
Traditionally, the V-Model is used in the iterations that
are carried out in order to accomplish each baseline. In
addition to the iterations, concepts such as the definition of
phases, the definition of objectives, periodical assessments,
the definition of roles, and traceability (forward and
backward) are traditionally included in these development
processes. Current agile methodologies, like SCRUM [11],
have also been inspired by these concepts.
The schema we present in this paper serves as a generic
development model that covers the industrial development
processes. Naturally, the instances of this generic
development model depend both on the development
standards in the industry and on the particular company.
Using the information provided in the schema, decision
makers can find the most appropriate technologies based on
the technologies' interaction and integration on multiple
levels. This helps to efficiently design and develop complex
systems. Moreover, the schema may provide an overview of
the tools and methods used in previous projects. As the
activities inherent to the industrial processes (e.g., planning
phases, assessment meetings and accomplishment
summaries) are performed periodically throughout each
project development, a huge amount of data can be collected
during the development life cycle of every project. This data
includes, for example, the decisions made, or the quality and
special uses of the tools, technologies and methods. This
helps to build a knowledge base that is adapted to the
company's development processes and addresses best
practices as well as pitfalls. Thus, new projects can benefit
from prior experience instead of starting from scratch.
Furthermore, the schema can help new employees to
quickly become familiar with the tools and methods
available in the company for every phase of the development
process fostering knowledge transfer within a company.
Inspired by the work done in SPES2020 [13] and
SPES_XT [14], our schema can be envisaged as a twodimensional matrix, where viewpoints form the columns and
abstraction levels form the rows. The viewpoints dimension
consists of “Requirements”, “Functional”, “Logical”, and
“Technical”.
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Figure 1: Avionics V-Model extract from the ARP4754A [12]

Figure 2: Generic representation of our classification schema

Those four viewpoints can be mapped to the three phases
of the development process: the requirements viewpoint
corresponds to the requirements capture phase, the functional
and logical viewpoints can be mapped onto the design phase,
and the technical viewpoint corresponds to the construction
or implementation phase (see Figure 2). Figure 2 depicts the
generic version of the schema. The abstraction levels
correspond to different decompositions of the system. These
are (from coarse-grained to fine-grained): system, subsystems, components, and units. This generic set of
abstraction levels can be substituted by different, domainspecific abstraction levels according to the specific

application domain (automotive, railways, avionics etc.). For
instance, the avionics domain defines the following
abstraction levels (see Figure 3): “Aircraft”, “System”,
“Equipment”, and “Item”.
Each step of the product development process that must
be carried out is represented as a cell in the schema, to be
traversed from the top left cell to the rightmost. This is
represented by the arrows in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Each step produces artifacts as outputs. These outputs
may contribute directly to the accomplishment of the process
objectives required by the domain, or indirectly if they serve
as inputs for other cells in later steps. The objectives
specified by the domain process depend on the development
phase and the abstraction level.
Here, we explain how the matrix is traversed, as shown
in Figure 3. We start at a given abstraction level. First, the
requirements related to this abstraction level are recorded in
the requirement viewpoint. The outputs of this viewpoint are
the filtered requirements, applicable for the (sub…)system
under focus. They are needed in order to start the design of
the (sub…)system. The design phase comprises the
functional and the logical viewpoint. In the functional
viewpoint, the network of functions representing the system
workflow is determined. It is then undertaken into the logical
viewpoint, where a structuration (decomposition and/or
composition) of the identified functions is performed. If the
objectives of the logical viewpoints are fulfilled, we move on
to the technical viewpoint. Here, the construction of the
system is started.
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Figure 3: Example of classification schema for the avionics domain.

Sometimes iterations must be carried out, e.g., to
introduce new requirements or to incorporate realization
constraints that appear a posteriori and that influence the
design of the system.
If not all requirements derived from the design (and
hence from the requirement viewpoint) have been fulfilled at
the end of the abstraction level, the unfulfilled requirements
are used as a basis in the next abstraction level. They are
recorded in the requirement viewpoint of this new current
abstraction level. Now the steps described above for the
previous abstraction level are carried out again for the next
abstraction level.
In order to foster partial and iterative development, a set
of transition criteria is defined. These transition criteria
control the transition from one cell to the next. With the help
of transition criteria, it is possible to evaluate the risks of
commencing the next development step if not all objectives
of the current step are fulfilled. It is then possible to control
the current status of fulfillment of the objectives, which will
be realized after several iterations.
In order to fulfill the objectives of each step, the methods
used by the system and software engineers are usually
supported by tools. Which methods and tools are required
depends on the specific characteristics of the respective
development process: the category of product that is to be
developed, the requirements, the abstraction level, and the
focus of the current development iteration (e.g., the
objectives to be addressed). Furthermore, the integration of
the technology chain used may also differ. The methods
must as well support the transition criteria between the
process steps.
A. The implementation of the classification schema in PCF
The proposed schema has been implemented as a web
application in the PCF tool [15]. PCF is an online platform,
developed by means of the Moonlight SCRUM process
[16][17]. PCF allows users to search for technologies based
on abstraction levels and viewpoints as defined in the
schema. Furthermore, PCF adds two more aspects to provide

information about previous experience using a specific
technology: Context and Impact. Hence, the data schema in
PCF is based on three models as defined in [18] (as shown in
Figure 6):
• Technology: includes a set of attributes for describing
a technology in as much detail as possible.
• Context: includes information on the context, such as
application domain, project characteristics, and
environment in which the respective technology has
been applied.
• Impact: includes previous experience on applying a
specific technology in a specific context.
The PCF tool contains a search feature that allows users
to search for technologies based on the attributes defined in
the models in Figure 6. This enables the user to search for
technologies used in projects with specific characteristics,
e.g., projects fulfilling a certain industrial standard.
Basic use cases for PCF, as shown in Figure 4, are:
• Search for a technology based on context
requirements (not mandatory)
o List view
o Matrix view
• View details for a technology
• View related context
• View details for a context
• View related impacts
• View details for a related impact
Moreover, PCF implements the schema for different
domains (avionics, automotive, and railways).
Figure 5 shows an example of the schema represented in
PCF for the avionics domain. This figure includes the
methods mentioned in the use case or directly the tools
realizing them, as well as several other technologies for the
avionics domain in addition to those mentioned above. In
this version of the tool, we do not consider interoperability
issues. The next version of the tool will address the challenge
of interoperable tool chains.
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Figure 4: PCF Use Cases

Traditionally, at the aircraft and system abstraction level,
but also partly persistent at the lower levels, mainly few and
text-based tools (IBM Rational DOORS, MS-Excel, MSWord, …) are used, completed pointwise with advanced
graphical tools (MS-Visio, etc.) for architecture overview,
and with specific tools simplifying the validation and
verification of the system under development. Model-based
methods and tools appears more and more for parts of the
functional aspects needing to be simulated, or where better
structuration, formalization and automation can be obviously
performed to save time and money (SysML/UML
technologies, MATLAB/Simulink, ESTEREL Scade, etc.).
The model-based development methods facilitate an
overview of the system, but need a strong defined formalism
to be uniquely understandable. Structured text can be more
precise with less formalism, but for big projects, many
additional informative descriptions or pictures are needed to
keep the red line with acceptable workload, in particular for
engineers having to work with these requirements for the
next development step. A mix of the both methods is
probably the most efficient, if interoperability between the
tools is provided. Both are also accurate enough to ensure
exact traceability with a minimum of orderliness.
Thanks to the structured methodology, to the overview and
to the collection of experience enabled by the PCF,
development tools offering more automatisms but also being
complex to integrate, can be easier incorporated in
development processes. An example of possible enhanced
tool environment is done in Figure 5. Some details about
inputs-outputs are given in section IV, but it is not the goal
of this paper to describe the details of use of each tool – this
is also depending of company processes. Attributes to
evaluate the quality, the adequacy and the added value of the
tool are integrated in the PCF template by filling the
technology, context and impact information like defined in
Figure 6. For example, a tool having a qualification kit for
the automation of a specific process step (e.g., code
generation with ESTEREL Scade) provides a substantial
advantage by avoiding manual work like a review activity,
which saves much development time.

But its integration in the development process has also an
impact on recurring and non-recurring costs, among other
concerning purchase, training or maintenance fee. At the
end, a trade-off decision must be taken to select the adequate
chain of technologies and tools which could support an
optimal project budget.

Figure 5: An example of the schema in the avionic domain implemented in
PCF.

IV.

APPLYING THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA IN THE
AVIONIC DOMAIN

In this section, we sketch an example of a use case of the
classification schema in the avionics domain.
In the avionic industry, two main processes are defined
and address two different aspects corresponding to the two
branches of the V-Model: the Development Process and the
Integral Process [12] (see Figure 1). The combination of both
main processes defines abstraction levels (Aircraft, System,
Equipment/Item, Software, Hardware, etc.) and specific
processes for each of them. Iterations can be done inside an
abstraction level, or inclosing them.
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Figure 6: PCF Data Schema.

The overall resulting applicable development process can
be summarized like the following suite of development
phases, where the previous ones are required by the next
ones: Aircraft Requirements Identification, Aircraft Function
Development, Allocation of Aircraft Function to Systems,
System Requirements Identification, Development of System
Architecture, Allocation of System Requirements to Items,
Item Requirements Identification, Item Design (corresponds
to Software and Hardware Development, both having
specific processes), Item Verification, System Verification,
and Aircraft Verification.
These different phases can be well mapped onto the
generic development model, by instancing the abstraction
levels and by specifying the objectives of the viewpoints for
each abstraction level, according to the company and project
needs.
For example, at the system level, the System
Requirements Identification corresponds to the Requirement
Capture Viewpoint, the Development of System Architecture
is realized via the Functional and Logical Viewpoints, the
Allocation of System Requirements to Items belongs to the
Technical Viewpoint, where the decision is taken on which
technology will be involved to realized the Items (Item
Design corresponds to Software and Hardware
development). The Verification phases are realized in the
Technical Viewpoint of corresponding abstraction levels,
where the integration activity is performed. For each phase,
objectives concerning safety assessments, validation,
verification, etc. are defined via the Integral Process and
should be met in order to move to the next phase, or must be
accomplished during a next iteration. The same logic applies
when moving to the next abstraction level.
Identical principles apply for all the other abstraction
levels. This is also true for the Software and Hardware
development, but with different steps inside the phases and
different objectives, because they are defined by specific
processes specified in the avionics standards DO-178C [2]
and the DO-254 [19].

We consider the development of a safety-critical system
– a Flight Control System (FCS). We give an example on
how the regular avionic development process, according to
the civilian aircraft and systems development process
guidelines ARP4754A [12], can be mapped on the
classification schema (see Figure 2). This mapping is shown
in Figure 3, where the different represented process artifacts
originate from the avionics V-Model depicted in Figure 1.
Here, we briefly introduce how to use the classification
schema efficiently by describing the most important
development process steps and their artifacts. The example
summarized below starts at the system abstraction level. It
follows the simplified process instance shown in Figure 3.
Based on the high-level aircraft requirements and design
decisions, the requirements on the FCS must first be
captured, expressed, and validated precisely (requirement
viewpoint). The artifacts for this step are the functional and
non-functional requirements that contain the goals of the
system (e.g., “control the three axes of the aircraft: pitch,
yaw, and roll”), the operational requirements (e.g.,
operational modes), the safety requirements (e.g., which
criticality for which surface/axis), the high-level
performance requirements (e.g., aircraft response time
following cockpit control requests), etc. The requirement
capture can be facilitated with model-based methods, for
example by using context, use-cases and scenarios diagrams
representable with SysML/UML diagrams and elements
among other supported by the tools Enterprise Architect
(Sparx Systems) or Artisan Studio (Atego), or with
requirements tools using structured text, like with DOORS
(IBM Rational) – see Figure 5, cell “System – Requirement”.
Once captured, the requirements must be validated,
which is a transition criterion for proceeding to the next step.
Different activities and requirements types are analyzed
using different technologies, according to the avionics
standards. For this step, manual reviews are performed.
These requirements, expressed as text, model or in-toolsintegrated mix of both, are then considered as valid inputs
for the design phase. Based on them, the behavior of the
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system is analyzed and a functional architecture in the form
of a network of the essential functions covering the major
system functionalities must be formulated (functional
viewpoint). An example of a major functionality at the
system abstraction level is the altitude control via the pitch
axis, which is realized by the elevator surfaces. Essential
functions are those realizing the functionality and having an
external interface with other parts of the system, for example
actuator control, acquiring of the surface position,
synchronization with the other surfaces, etc. For example,
block definition diagrams from the SysML (e.g., with
Enterprise Architect, Artisan Studio, …) and signal flow
diagrams (e.g., with MATLAB/Simulink from The
Mathworks) are suitable to model the functions network
(Figure 5, cell “System – Functional”). The resulting
functional architecture shapes a part of the outputs of this
step. First simulations of the system overall behavior can be
realized with MATLAB/Simulink and some SysML/UML
tools supporting model execution (e.g., Artisan Studio). This
contributes to an early system validation.
Once the definition of these functions and their related
requirements is completed, a Functional Hazard Assessment
(FHA) must be performed [12], still in the functional
viewpoint, like shown in Figure 3. The resulting FHA
requirements express a fundamental output required by the
avionics process at the system design phase. The FHA
produces safety requirements and design constraints for the
next design step (inside the logical viewpoint) which are
necessary to make decisions about the decomposition and
structuration of the functions in order to realize a suitable
system design. In the logical viewpoint (Figure 3, cell
“System – Logical Viewpoint”), these essential functions are
structured, completed, and/or decomposed in order to shape
the components to be realized on this abstraction level – here
named “logical components”. The logical architecture
determination is also efficiently supported by the
SysML/UML technologies (block diagrams, activity
diagrams) and tools, and the behavior can be well designed
via control flow diagrams, state machines, etc., among other
supported by MATLAB/Simulink (Figure 5, cell “System –
Logical”). Both categories of artifacts serve the expression of
the required output of the system design phase (system
architecture, interfaces definition, behavior details). At the
end of the logical viewpoint, different validation activities
(part of the transition criteria) must be accomplished, like a
Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA), a
preliminary common cause analysis (CCA), etc. [12] in order
to validate the decisions made in the design phase, that is, in
the functional and logical viewpoints. Simulation
technologies (e.g., MATLAB/Simulink) can also be used to
validate the interactions and behavior between the logical
components, once they are correctly formalized.
Based on these components and their inherited
requirements (the logical components are derived from the
functions of the functional viewpoint, which are themselves
derived from the requirements of the requirement
viewpoint), technical solutions suitable for this abstraction
level are identified or existing technical solutions are chosen
(technical viewpoint, see cell “System – Technical

Viewpoint” in Figure 3). These technical solutions are called
“technical components” in this paper. The requirements
expressed by the logical components drive the selection of
the technical components. At the system (and equipment)
abstraction level(s), the technical viewpoint contains the
allocation activities like defined in the avionic process [12]
and shown in Figure 1. Systematic methods and semiautomatic deployment tools can support the allocation
activity. Common activity to all abstraction levels, the new
developed, previously integrated or already existing
technical components are integrated in the above abstraction
level. These integrated components represent the major
outputs of the technical viewpoint.
Iterations inside an abstraction level are feasible for
introducing new requirements, or for increasing the
reusability rate by considering already existing technical
components. As a consequence, the structuring
(decomposition and composition) of the logical components
may be performed in a different way. A configuration
management system is mandatory for managing the different
alternatives and versions.
At the end of the technical viewpoint, different
verification activities must be accomplished, depending on
the abstraction level. At the system (and aircraft) one(s), a
System Safety Assessment (SSA), a common cause analysis
(CCA), etc. [12] are performed in order to verify the
decisions made in the functional, logical, and technical
viewpoints. These safety process verification activities are
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 5 (e.g., cell “System –
Technical Viewpoint”). For functional verification, generic
tools and methods supporting these activities are very
specific to the developed system (test bench, etc.). In some
cases an incremental integration can be performed and parts
of the system can be simulated with Model-in-the-Loop
methods (e.g., with MATLAB/Simulink generated
applications) to simplify the integration steps.
If the already existent technical components fulfill
exactly the requirements expressed by the logical
components mapped onto them, the work is completed and
the associated requirements are considered as fulfilled. This
is an ideal case of reusability and will probably not arise very
often at higher abstraction levels such the Aircraft and the
System levels, but may arise at the Equipment or Item level.
The technical components that do not exist yet or that do
not completely fulfill the requirements expressed by the
logical components mapped onto them, and the logical
components that are still too complex to be allocated to a
particular technical solution are both inputs for the next
abstraction level. They express requirements that have not
been fulfilled at the current abstraction level and must be
dealt with at the next one. Thus, the work on the next
abstraction level can start.
The traceability, required by avionics processes at the
different abstraction levels, is performed 1) between the
viewpoints of the same abstraction level and 2) between the
abstraction levels. For this second case, the traceability is
performed between the technical and logical viewpoints of a
given abstraction level and the requirement viewpoint of the
next abstraction level.
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For example: For 1), the technical components (technical
viewpoint) are assigned to the logical components (logical
viewpoint) that drove their selection. For 2), on abstraction
level AL, each technical component not already realized and
each logical component that cannot be mapped to a technical
component must be addressed on abstraction level AL-1.
They express requirements to be captured in the requirement
viewpoint of AL-1. The requirements expressed at the
Requirement viewpoint of AL-1 are then linked to the
requirements expressed by the corresponding technical and
logical components from the abstraction level AL.
The other abstraction levels follow the same logic for
each step with methodology objectives, process objectives
and artifacts, and similar activities that need to be carried
out. All of them can be well mapped in the classification
schema.
For example, at the Aircraft abstraction level, similar
process activities as for the system level are realized, like an
FHA, a (Preliminary and final) Aircraft Safety Assessment
((P)ASA), and Common Cause Analyses (CCA). For the
equipment abstraction level, Fault Tree Analyses (FTA) are
required as well as Common Mode Analyses (CMA), etc.
(see Figure 1 and Figure 3). At the item abstraction level,
several different activities are also expected at the technical
viewpoint, like the realization of hardware components or
the implementation the software ones. Specifically to the
software development, the avionics standard DO-178 [2]
defines different phases (called “processes”, such as the
Software Requirements Process and the Software Design
Process) with several objectives requiring numerous
artifacts, such as requirements and detailed design
descriptions, validation and verification artifacts, etc., which
can be performed by using different methods and tools (e.g.,
for
verification:
Classification
Tree,
Equivalence
Partitioning, Cause-and-Effect Analysis), each containing
pros and cons, depending on the context of the current
development. The selection of tools is specific to the
company process implementation.
Another issue that belongs to the top-down process
explained here is that the reusability of existing solutions
potentially fulfilling parts of the system also requires suitable
and standardized methods and tools. Existing technical
solutions may also consist of components developed outside
the company, such as microcontrollers, software libraries,
etc. with other degrees of quality and using different
processes. In any case, these existing solutions need to be
completely and suitably characterized and must be integrated
efficiently into the development process.
However, reusability is not a separate activity that can be
transposed directly as a technology that can be integrated
into the schema. In fact, it influences different activities,
such as the decomposition in the design phase at the logical
viewpoint, the accurate characterization of the existing
solutions and the deployment activity at the technical
viewpoint, etc. All these aspects related to reusability must
also be taken into account in these activities. For example, it
should be possible to integrate a systematic deployment
process and its related techniques as explained by Hilbrich
and Dieudonné [17] into the schema via these activities. As

an example for this case, the software applications that are to
be mapped optimally onto electronic execution units (ECU)
need to be decomposed and structured in a way that makes
them well compatible with the capabilities of the ECUs in
order to allow the use of a minimum number of ECUs.
However, on the other hand, the ECUs must be formalized
completely and their description must be easily accessible by
the system and software architects in order to influence the
system design and to be correctly selected during
deployment. In ARAMiS, we also provide a template for
formalizing multicore processor capabilities in a form and on
an abstraction level that can be used by system and
equipment engineers. The formalization must be performed
by the software and hardware engineers who design the
ECUs. A noticeable advantage is to be able to validate per
analysis or per simulation more aspects of the system, like
the timing reactions, or the resource consumption.
These activities related to reusability are scattered across
different cells of the matrix. At present, they need to be taken
care of by the system designer. It would be helpful if they
could be better integrated into the chain of methods and tools
in the future.
V.

THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we first specify the goal of the study,
describe the design used for the study and the procedure
followed for its execution. Study design and material are
described in deep so as to enable external replications of this
study.
The main goal of this study is:
G1: to evaluate the RTP and PCF for the purpose of
understanding their applicability to the technology
selection process in the context of new product
development in the avionic domain.
Since we are also interested to understand potential room
for improvements, to adopt the framework in LiebherrAerospace, we also define a second goal as:
G2: to elicit the requirements for the next version of the RTP
and PCF to be adopted in Liebherr-Aerospace.
A. Design and procedure
The focus group is designed as a group discussion to be
executed in a timeframe of 2 hours with a set of participants
(from 4 to 6) that provide their answers as group discussion.
The discussion is designed to gather information from the
participants in regard to the following outcomes:
1. To gather the general feedback on the methodology
2. To understand the difficulties perceived in using the
methodology
3. To understand if the methodology can help to save time
4. To elicit the requirements for the next version of the
methodology
The study is planned as follows:
• 30 minutes introduction to the RTP and PCF
(methodology)
• 40 minutes questions and answers
• 35 minutes: requirements elicitation
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•
•

10 minutes: closing questions
5 minutes wrap-up

The discussion is driven by a session moderator, with
experience in conducting empirical studies.
The questions raised by the moderator are:
Q1: Which is your general impression of the methodology?
Q2: Which difficulties do you see in using the
methodology?
Q3: Which are the advantages and disadvantages in using
the methodology?
After this first session of questions, the participants are
asked to elicit the requirements for the next version of the
platform by following these steps:
• Participants receive three post-its in three different
colors (red, yellow and green), for a total of nine postits.
They are then requested to write the three most
important features they would like to add (on the
green post-its), remove (on the red post-its) or modify
(on the yellow post its).
• Then, each participant is invited to describe what they
wrote on the post-its.
• Finally, in group, participants are requested to group
similar ideas.
Then, after the requirement elicitation, we conclude the
session with the last 30 minutes of questions where we ask:
Q4: Do you think the methodology developed considering
the requirements elicited, can be useful for your work?
Q5: Are you interested in using the methodology developed
considering the requirements elicited, in the future?
VI.

EMPIRICAL STUDY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study has been conducted on November 13 2014
from 8:30 to 10:35, respecting the planned time-frame of 2
hours.
Participants were 5 technical leaders for the development
of flight control systems, from Liebherr-Aerospace. All
participants were male, Germans, and have more than 5
years of experience in their position.
The technology has been introduced by one of the
authors of the technology itself, working at LiebherrAerospace while the session has been moderated by a
research assistant from the University of Kaiserslautern,
expert in conducting and designing empirical studies.
A. General impression of the methodology
All participants had a positive impression but they
requested more details to better understand it.
Q1: Which difficulties do you see in using the
methodology?
One participant reported that they usually adopt a less
structured process, starting from different point of the
previously presented matrix. For this reason, he suggests to
allow users to start in any point of the matrix, instead of in

the first row and column. However, another participant made
the remark, that the avionics development is a requirement
based process, and it cannot be started in any development
phase efficiently and such structure may be positive to avoid
or limit the risks of rework. .
Two participants report that they use several standards
that can influence the structure of the technology. A more
detailed structure of the abstraction levels should be defined.
Q2: Which are the advantages and disadvantages in
using the methodology at Liebherr-Aerospace?
Participants identified several advantages. The platform
would provide a good overview of our process and the tools
used. Moreover, the platform would allow to increase the
quality of the development process, also helping to avoid to
miss some steps.
Finally, the platform would increase the acceptance of
some technologies, by means of the experience learnt from
other groups.
Finally, they see some difficulties in applying this
version of the platform to the current process applied at
Liebherr-Aerospace, or this process has to be adapted.
B. Requirements elicitation for the next version of the
platform
In order to understand if a new customized version of the
platform should be developed, we now executed a task to
elicit the requirements of the next version of the platform.
As introduced in the Study Design Section, participants
received a total of 9 post its in 3 different colors and they
were asked to individually write the 3 most important
features they would like to add (on the green post-its),
modify (on the yellow post its) or remove (on the red postits).
We collected a total of 13 green post-its, 6 yellow and 1
red post-its.
After the first step, participants clustered the
requirements in common groups.
The final groups identified are:
New Features (add):
• Definition of more precise viewpoints / more detailed
for each step [4 participants]
• Definition of possible transitions between viewpoints
[4 participants]
• Change Management support [1 participant]
• Problem Reporting [1 participant]
• Established preferred tools / solutions for each cell [1
participant]
• More standards inputs are needed [2 participants]
Changes :
• Separate the requirement column from the other
columns [3 participants]
• Renaming Technical Viewpoint in “implementation”
[1 participant]
• Change the strict separation of viewpoints into a more
general one [2 participants]
Remove:
• Improve the graphical representation [1 participant]
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C. Closing Questions
Before the beginning of this session, one participant had
to left the focus group. We continued the session with the
last two questions with 4 participants.
Q4: Do you think the methodology developed considering
the requirements elicited, can be useful for your work?
All participants consider the methodology useful,
considering the implementation of the requirements elicited.
Q5: Are you interested in using the methodology developed
considering the requirements elicited, in the future?
All participants are willing to adopt the methodology in
the future (considering the previously wished extensions).
D. Benefits
The classification schema provides benefits for different
people working in software-related projects, especially for
project managers, system and software engineers, and
technology providers (software and hardware vendors).
The use case indicates that, from the point of view of
engineers and decision makers, the classification schema
provides an effective platform for searching for existing
technologies. For industry domains strongly based on
process based development, it also provides a toolbox for
accurately specifying the use of each technology for rigorous
process steps.
The main benefit for the ARAMiS project was that
creating the classification schema for the avionics domain
helped us to improve the schema. Several changes to the
schema have been suggested based on issues raised during
the application of the schema concept in practice. Another
major benefit for the ARAMiS project was the identification
and specification of methods and tools for improving the
integration of multicore processors for safety-critical
domains.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a use case reporting on the
usage of a classification schema in the avionics domain and
its implementation in the PCF tool and an empirical study,
with the goal of evaluating the acceptance and elicit
requirements for a future version of the schema and PCF.
The schema is aimed at collecting and integrating
methods and technologies to support the activities of a
structured development process. It allows decision makers to
find the most appropriate technology based on the
technologies interaction and integration on various levels to
enable efficient design and development of complex
systems.
The schema provides a matrix representation of the
development activities classified into viewpoints and
abstraction levels that enables users to easily search for the
most appropriate technologies throughout the whole
development lifecycle.
The empirical study has been conducted with five
technical leaders for the development of flight control
system, from Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH, that
provided their answer so as to understand their acceptance

and the applicability of the schema and its implementation in
PCF in Liebherr-Aerospace.
Results of the empirical study show that the schema
could be very useful in critical domains, such as avionic, and
help process managers to enable knowledge transfer inside
the company and keep track of the technologies used in
previous projects and to maintain traceability throughout the
whole process.
Future work includes the implementation of the
recommendation collected during the focus group and the
collection of existing technologies to create a baseline for the
platform. Moreover, we are planning to run an empirical
study to validate the effectiveness of the schema in different
domains. .
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Abstract—Organizations utilize agile development methods in
addition to multisite environments with the intent to reduce
costs and development time. Assessment results and possible
challenges of utilizing and adopting such methods are typically
qualitative and lack concrete evidence of the challenges. An
assessment survey instrument was used to analyze the
transformation of a multisite software development
organization from waterfall-type development into agile
development. The transformation was done in two globally
distributed sites in Finland and India. The assessment survey
was conducted in the Finnish site 6 months after it had
changed its working methods, and again 12 months later in
both sites. The site in India had adopted similar methods after
the previous assessment survey was conducted. The results of
the assessment survey in the Finnish site indicated regression
between the two assessment rounds, while the results in India
appeared to be better compared to Finland in the second
round. Analysis of the results suggests that cultural differences
and time elapsed from the organizational transformation may
influence the assessment results and should be taken into
account when assessing the implementation of development
methods.

were conducted in two phases. First, the process was
adopted by a smaller unit in Finland with approximately 30
people. The unit was later assessed approximately six
months after the adoption. With the experience gathered
from the first site, similar processes were adopted in another
site of about 50 people in India, within the same
organization. The assessment was then repeated at both
sites.
The aim of this article is to provide evidence of issues in
assessing the implementation of organizational changes
such as new development processes in a global software
development (GSD) organization, or other multisite
organization.
The remainder of the publication is organized as follows.
Section II contains a description of related work as literature
background of agile development methods and global
software development. Section III presents a description of
the assessment process and Section IV a description of the
organization in which the assessment was conducted.
Section V presents the relevant results of the assessments.
Section VI includes discussion based on the results and the
paper concludes in Section VII.
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II.
I.

INTRODUCTION

This article extends previous work in [1]. Adopting agile
development methods such as Scrum [2] and extreme
programming (XP) [3] have seen a great deal of interest in
the software development community because of their
claimed benefits of delivering working software and being
more responsive to changes, among other reasons [4].
However, scaling agile methods into larger organizations
than those with a single or a few teams has come with some
difficulties yet there have been several descriptions to
address the matter (e.g., [5][6]).
As development organizations become larger, they often
also spread out globally out of necessity or because of their
business environments [7]. This, in turn, tends to cause a
whole array of issues to be considered while managing the
development work.
This article describes selected results of a quantitative
process assessment conducted at a medium-sized software
development organization. The organization adopted a
Scrum-based software development process in their
multisite organization. The adoption and the assessment

RELATED WORK

Several methodologies gained popularity in the late
1980’s to early 1990’s to challenge the prevalent waterfall
development processes. Early methodologies include the
spiral model [8] and incremental development methods [9].
Later, these methodologies and their influence spawned the
agile movement to give more practical descriptions of how
to develop software.
The agile movement gained publicity within the
software development community during the 1990’s, and
was later epitomized in the agile manifesto, published in
2001 [4]. The manifesto was a collaborative agreement of
what practitioners saw as the values and principles of agile
software development. The original manifesto reads [4]:
“We are uncovering better ways of developing software
by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we
have come to value:
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
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Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we
value the items on the left more.”
In addition to the actual manifesto, the authors also
described twelve principles behind it [4]. These twelve
principles were agreed as common to the agile practitioners,
although agile methods had already been described and
were in use in many different settings. ‘Agile methods’ is an
umbrella term for a wide different set of approaches (e.g.,
Scrum, XP and Kanban [10]), that have challenged the
traditional waterfall model of software development and
introduced a more lightweight process of producing
software [11].
Today, Scrum can be viewed as the most widely used
agile software development approach, but the first
description of a ‘Scrum team’ was in an article about
flexibility on traditional new product development [12]. In
many ways, the software development waterfall model that
Scrum challenges, can be characterized as similar to the
stage-gate model [13] in physical product development exactly what the Scrum-team was designed to challenge.
There are several defined roles, meetings, practices and
working methods in the Scrum methodology. One example
of typical practices in Scrum is the sprint retrospective. The
retrospective is a meeting held after each sprint for
inspecting and adapting the process and environment of
development [14].
The main difference between Scrum and waterfall type
of development is the iterative nature of development work.
Key differences between all agile methods and traditional
software development include iterative development and
promoting empowered teamwork. However, a common
misinterpretation of agile software development is that
agility is achieved with practices and tools [11], although
the focus should be on being agile, instead of doing it [4].
During the same time that agile methods started to
become increasingly prevalent in software development,
globalization of high-technology businesses have increased
the need for GSD. Software and its use as both products and
services has become a competitive weapon, which must be
utilized efficiently to stay ahead in high-technology
competition [7].
The factors that have accelerated this trend include [7]:





the need to capitalize on the global resource pool to
successfully and cost-competitively use scarce
resources, wherever located;
the business advantages of proximity to the market,
including knowledge of customers and local
conditions, as well as the good will engendered by
local investment;
the quick formation of virtual corporations and
virtual teams to exploit market opportunities;



severe pressure to improve time-to-market by using
time zone differences in “round-the-clock”
development; and
 the need for flexibility to capitalize on merger and
acquisition opportunities wherever they present
themselves.
According to [15], the benefits of GSD include reduced
development
costs,
cross-site
modularization
of
development work, access to large skilled labor pool, and
closer proximity to markets and customers.
One of the most obvious benefits of GSD is reducing
costs by moving development work into countries with
lower wages. This is also the main driver for many
companies to utilize GSD. However, distributing work
among different locations reduces the cost savings by
adding complexity to development projects with added
communication interfaces [15].
Another benefit of GSD is the modularization of
development work across sites, which is intended to reduce
cycle-time of development. Modularization of work can
cause integration issues since development work is
separated and, therefore, needs to be addressed when
designing modularization of work. Organizations have
divided development work between sites based on features
or development modules, but also created co-located or
virtual teams that share the workload between sites [7][15].
It is also widely known that the skilled developers have
a high impact on development speed and quality. Many
organizations utilize GSD to access skilled labor pools in
lower cost countries such as India or China when local
resources are not abundant enough to fulfill the needs of
organizations. Larger labor pools also provide for greater
opportunities in scalability of the organization [7]. However,
the attrition levels are higher in low-cost countries, which is
a disadvantage in any development organization [15].
There are also benefits in locating developers closer to
customers in some cases. By having developers with
culturally and linguistically similar backgrounds as the
customer, misunderstandings become rarer. Of course, the
organization has to then find a balance between cultural
divide internally and externally [15].
Although GSD is also intended to reduce time-to-market
by utilizing “round the clock” development [7], as [15] has
pointed out, the intended benefits of leveraging time-zone
effectiveness and innovation and shared practice may not be
that abundant in GSD. The differences in time-zones may
not actually provide benefits for GSD and may, in fact, be a
hindrance for development work. Time-zone separation
reduces collaborative time window and may cause unusual
working hours for both parties [15].
Also, the sharing of innovation and best practices among
different locations may be problematic in some
organizations. Employees who feel threatened by their
lower cost colleagues may not always be willing to share all
of their knowledge, which reduce the benefits of having best
practices shared among the organization [15].
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The challenges of GSD have been described in several
sources (e.g., [15][16][17][18][19]). Issues range from
strategic level issues such as how to divide work between
different sites, to more tactical level problems like how to
arrange effective daily communication channels, to more
complex systems like cultural differences and their effect on
project and process management [7]. It is clear that many
types of issues become apparent when dividing any kind of
work globally, and with development work that often
realizes inside developers’ and designers’ heads, the
problems can be all the more difficult. Methods have also
been proposed to reduce the effects of the challenges
involved with GSD. These methods range from the use of
maturity models [20] to suggested practices and techniques
[18].
As organizations try to improve their processes and
products, they often turn to assessments to get further
understanding of their processes. Some of these assessments
have also been conducted in global development
environments (e.g., [21]). Similarly to the identified
challenges with GSD, analyzing assessment results from
GSD organizations may also contain challenges that are
unknown. This is true for assessment results in any multisite
organization, not just for GSD organizations.
The challenges that have been described on GSD and on
agile adoption are often based on interview studies and are
qualitative by nature. There is a lack of quantitative
assessment data on GSD environments and the effect of the
challenges in the assessment data. The following sections
provide an example of the issues that are related to assessing
the implementation of agile methods in a multisite
environment.
III.

RESEARCH METHOD

One of the challenging things in any organizational
transformation towards a new way of working is how to
assess the transition process and guide the next steps. This
research was conducted using the Lean and Agile
Deployment Survey, which is an assessment instrument
developed by the University of Oulu in collaboration with
industrial partners in the Cloud Software Program [22] in
Finland. The instrument is specifically designed for
enabling an effective transformation to a lean and agile way
of working. The survey is based on a generic structure of
three organizational levels; portfolio, program and project
[6], and focuses on four main dimensions: organizational
set-up, practices, outputs and culture/mindset. The survey
was part of a larger effort that University of Oulu was
performing in identifying the right agile practices to adopt
and to determine whether organizations are ready for lean
and agile. Additionally, the approach is meant to provide
information for deciding what necessary preparations and
potential difficulties may be faced during the adoption
process.
The conducted survey contained four context
information questions for analyzing purposes, and over 70

statements that described the organization’s agile
development process as it had been planned and taken in use
internally. The statements were tailored from general
statements in the Lean and Agile Deployment Survey to
correspond with the terminology and processes of the case
organization. Some generic examples of the statements are
presented below:


The product backlog prioritization is clear.
The product owner guides the Scrum team by
prioritizing the user stories.
 I understand when the user stories are complete
and can be accepted within the sprint.


IV.

CASE ORGANIZATION

The case organization designs software for network
protocol analyzers. One of the organization’s sites in
Finland started their agile transformation with pilots during
the spring of 2010. They further changed that site’s
organization of around 30 employees to an agile way of
working in the beginning of fall of the same year by starting
to follow the methods of Scrum development [2][14].
During 2011, after initial results and experiences in Finland,
similar processes were taken in use at a development unit in
India and were planned to be taken in use in other sites as
well.
The Lean and Agile Deployment Survey was conducted
twice in the organization. The first survey took place about
6 months after the agile methods had been adopted in
Finland. The second survey was conducted 12 months later
and was expanded to include the site in India, which had
adopted similar agile practices during that time.
The targets of the survey assessment were i) to review
the current status of agile adoption at two of the case
organization’s sites, ii) to see how the unit in Finland had
been progressing with agile methods between the two
survey rounds, iii) to identify focus areas for continuous
improvement efforts and iv) to receive feedback on the
impressions and assumptions on agile and Scrum processes
in other sites of the organization.
To obtain results for the last goal, the survey was also
conducted in a third site, which had not yet fully adopted
similar processes as the two case sites. The responses of the
third site are omitted from the results presented in this
publication.
The total number of respondents for the first round in
Finland was 25. For the second round, there were 62
responses in total, 25 responses from Finland and 37 from
India.
V.

RESULTS

The survey was very successful in terms of response
rate, which was a full 100 percent in the first round and 80.5
percent in the second round. The high response rate was
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attributed to the close collaboration between the case
organization and researchers and extensive communication
to the survey participants. Personnel of the case organization
also sponsored the survey noticeably, so it was well
received.
TABLE I.

RESPONDENT EXPERIENCE

point scale, with an additional option of ‘I don’t know’
instead of a 5-point Likert-type scale [23] usually utilized
with the Lean and Agile Deployment Survey. The answering
options with corresponding weights used in average
calculation in the following results section were as follows
(see Table III).
TABLE III.

How many years of experience in software
industry do you have?

SURVEY ANSWERING OPTIONS

Round 1
(Finland)

Round 2
(Finland)

Round 2
(India)

Round 2
(Total)

Option

Option weight

Disagree

1

None

0

0

0

0

Partially agree

2

Less than 2

1

0

6

6

Largely Agree

3

2-5

4

2

13

15

Fully Agree

4

5-10

5

5

16

21

I don’t know

-

10-20

13

16

2

18

More than
20

2

2

0

2

Total

25

25

37

62

A comparison of the respondents’ experience shows that
the personnel that participated in the survey were generally
very experienced in software development (see Table I).
There is also some difference between the experiences
between the two sites. Many respondents in Finland had
over a decade of experience in software development, which
may amount to some opinions reflected in the survey
results. The amount of experience in the Indian site is
somewhat lower than in Finland, but, overall, the people in
both sites had enough experience on software development
to answer the survey.
TABLE II.

RESPONDENT ROLES

Round 1
(Finland)

Round 2
(Finland)

Round 2
(India)

Round 2
(Total)

Developer

13

16

18

34

Tester

4

1

10

11

4

4

2

6

3

2

6

8

Other

1

2

1

3

Total

25

25

37

62

The following tables and figures present selected
findings from the survey, which may be interesting in the
context of multi-site agile adoption. The results for
individual statements (see Figures 1-10) are presented as the
distribution of responses and an average result in the
statements in four separate rows. The first row presents the
results received in the first survey that was conducted
around 6 months after the agile adoption had taken place in
the Finnish unit. The second and third rows include
responses 12 months later from the Finnish and Indian units,
respectively. The final row shows the combined answers in
the second survey round from both sites (Finland and India).
Please note that the ‘I don’t know’ –answers are not
included in the average calculations. However, in some
statements the amount of ‘I don’t know’ –responses itself is
significant.
Firstly, a very interesting finding can be made by
looking at the collective average of the overall responses
between the two survey rounds (see Table IV).
TABLE IV.

Product
owner
Scrum
master

Most of the responses in the survey came from
developers and testers (see Table II). The other roles with
significant number of responses were the product owner and
Scrum master. As the focus of the survey was at the
implementation of agile development process, the responses
from these roles also provides a solid basis for the analysis
of the results. The other roles that the respondents identified
with were individual manager roles of the organization.
Because of the case organization’s preference, the
statements were evaluated by the respondents on a four-

Response
average

SURVEY AVERAGE

Round 1
(Finland)

Round 2
(Finland)

Round 2
(India)

Round 2
(Total)

3,04

2,76

3,28

3,07

The fact that the average score in Finland in the second
survey is lower than 12 months earlier is an alerting sign, as
the statements were formed in a positive form in accordance
with the case organization’s process description (i.e.,
respondent’s agreement with a statement would imply that
the respondent feels that processes are followed as
described). There was some indication from the case
organization that they had not had sufficient resources to
actively react to issues raised in the first survey and
subsequent retrospectives during the 12 month period
between the two surveys. One possible cause for the
reduction in the average results may also be increased
experience and awareness of the agile methods. This could
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affect the results as people became more aware of their
processes and the issues concerning them than before.
Perhaps surprisingly, the average score in India was
much higher than it was in Finland as seen in the second
round average scores. Several reasons may affect this
difference, with cultural reasons perhaps being the most
obvious explanation. The results of the first survey were
also higher in Finland, although not as high as in Indian
site’s first respective survey. Naturally, lessons learned from
implementing the practices in Finland first could have
improved the implementation in India, which would yield
more positive results in the latter implementation.
Reasons for the drop in score are evident in some survey
results. One main improvement area for the case
organization based on the first survey was the lack of
identified value of continuous improvement activities (see
Figures 1 and 2). Figure 1 shows how the respondents feel
about the results of retrospectives. In the first survey round
in Finland, it was identified that although the general view
on retrospective results was positive, not all respondents felt
that the teams were actually changing their ways of working
based on retrospectives. The results of the same statement
year after the first survey show actually even lower results,
with none of the respondent’s fully agreeing with this
statement. There is also a small drop in the Finnish site’s
results on the statement “we reduce wasteful activities
frequently” in the second survey round (see Figure 2). At
the same time, the majority of Indian respondents show that
the same practices are working well in their site.

improvement are significantly higher in the Indian site with
results averages being much higher.
A second major improvement area identified based on
the first survey round was the lack of measured and
communicated evidence of the benefits of the agile methods
for the organization. This included the measuring and
communication of benefits in productivity (see Figures 3
and 4), product quality (see Figure 5) and development time
(see Figure 6).

Figure 3. I am more productive with the agile way of working.

Figure 4. We are more productive as a Scrum team.

Figure 1. Scrum teams change their ways of working based on
retrospectives.

Figure 2. We reduce wasteful activities frequently.

The lack of resources assigned for following up on this
improvement area show as reduced results in the topic of
improving working practices. The results on continuous

In the first survey round in Finland, it was evident that
there were at least some differences of opinion in individual
productivity between previous waterfall type of
development and newly introduced agile methods (see top
of Figure 3). There were also respondents who were
unaware of any productivity changes related to their
individual performance. Surprisingly, there were no
disagreeing opinions on the productivity increase for the
entire team even though some felt that their individual
performance had decreased at the same time. This would
imply that even if some individuals were not convinced of
increases to their individual productivity, they felt that as a
team their performance had still improved. Even if this was
the case in the first survey round in Finland, in the second
survey round the results had also dropped dramatically in
terms of team productivity.
Again the results in this topic appear very high in India
in relation to Finland. Especially in individual productivity
(see Figure 3), the responses in India are overwhelmingly
positive. Similar trend is evident also in the results of team
productivity.
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Figure 5. Product quality has been improved by applying agile
development.

In Finland, similar trends are seen in the results of
perceived improvements in product quality as in
performance (see Figure 5). There are a lot of ‘I don’t
know’ responses in Finland in the statement “Product
quality has been improved by applying agile development”.
This was the case in both survey rounds, but the results
average in this statement also decreased between the survey
rounds similarly to the previous statements about
productivity. In India, the results are not as positive in terms
of quality as they are in productivity, although the results
are again much higher than they are in Finland.

apparently not received enough attention because the second
survey round indicated some decrease in all results on the
matter as well as an increase in ‘I don’t know’ –responses in
Finland. Another possibility for the results is that the quality
and productivity have actually not been improved with the
new methods. The measuring of the benefits of agile is a
very interesting and difficult topic among all organizations
implementing the methods, but high consideration should be
used on how to provide teams more information on actual
benefits of agile.
Other findings of the survey showed that there were also
possible needs for further training within the organization
(see Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. I have received enough training for carrying out my work.

Figure 6. Development time has decreased by applying agile
development.

Similar trends as with productivity and product quality
changes are evident in yet another topic on development
time (see Figure 6). In the first survey round, there was a lot
of ‘I don’t know’ responses to the statement ‘Development
time has decreased by applying agile development’. This
was also the case in the second survey round, but many
respondents also plainly disagreed with this statement.
Actually, in the second survey round, only a handful of
people showed any level of agreement to this statement and
most of the respondents either disagreed with the statement
or did not answer to it.
In India, there were also some ‘I don’t know’ responses
and disagreement with the above statement. However, a
majority agreed with the statement saying that the
development time has actually decreased with the
introduction of agile methods.
An action point after the first survey round was to
provide the teams more information on the benefits of agile
in comparison to earlier working methods. This issue had

In the responses of individual competence, there were
small disagreement with the statement ‘I have received
enough training for carrying out my work. Even though
most of respondents appear to be satisfied with their
training, it may be interesting to note that the results in
Finland dropped between the two survey rounds to include
more respondents disagreeing with this statement. As the
nature of the work during the 12 months between the
surveys did not change, this may be indication of “conscious
incompetence”, where people become more aware of their
own needs for more training with time. In contrast to the
other findings, in this particular statement there were no
major differences in the responses between Finland and
India.
Even though there were no significant differences in the
statement about training needs, there were some differences
between the sites in terms of individuals feeling confident
about themselves with the agile way of working (see Figure
8). In the first survey round in Finland, nearly all
respondents largely or fully agreed with the statement ‘I feel
confident with myself with the agile way of working’. In the
second survey round, the results in this statement had
dropped significantly even though the methods had been in
use longer and, therefore, should be more familiar to the
respondents. In India, the distribution of responses appear to
be very similar than in Finland in its respective first round.
The respondents in India feel very confident with
themselves
with
the
new
working
methods.
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Figure 8. I feel confident with myself with the agile way of working.

When comparing the results between the sites in Finland
and India, it can be seen that the training needs appear to be
equally divided between the two sites. However, there is a
noticeable difference between the sites in the confidence in
individual capabilities. One possible explanation for this can
be cultural differences in answering the survey, but as the
results appear similar in both sites with their respective first
implementation of the survey, this could imply that the
results will reduce with time.
Perhaps the most compelling evidence of bias in the
survey results is evident in statements about the preference
of team co-location between the sites (see Figures 9 and 10).
There is a very noticeable difference in the answers between
Finland and India.

Figure 9. I prefer to work in a multisite Scrum team.

When asked about the preference of working in a
multisite Scrum team (see Figure 9), the results in Finland
remain similar between the two survey rounds. Most of the
respondents disagree with the statement ‘I prefer to work in
a multisite Scrum team’, and there are only individual
respondents fully or largely agreeing with the statement. In
the second survey round, the results have reduced even
more with most of the agreeing responses being now only in
the ‘partially agree’ –response. In India, the results in the
same statement appear somewhat different with almost half
of the respondents fully agreeing with this statement. There
are also some disagreeing opinions to the statement and
individual ‘I don’t know’ –responses.

Figure 10. I prefer to work in a local Scrum team.

When asked about the preference of location the other
way around, the responses show distinctive differences
between the two sites (see Figure 10). In the statement ‘I
prefer to work in a local Scrum team’, the responses in
Finland appear to be very parallel to the previous statement
on preferring to work in a multisite Scum team as expected.
This was the case in both survey rounds, and the amount of
‘fully agreeing’ responses to this statement formed the clear
majority.
On the contrary, in India the responses to this statement
of local Scrum team preference were not parallel to the
previous statement, or actually anywhere near it. The
responses were mostly agreeing in both statements of team
location preference, which in nature should be contrary with
each other. The distribution of responses between these two
statements is also very similar, with most respondents ‘fully
agreeing’ in both statements.
Differing from the answers in India, there seems to be a
clear preference to co-location of team members in Finland.
The co-location in generally viewed as an important part in
Scrum processes and the results in Finland show the
preference that has come by experience in that site. The
conflictingly high results of India in both of the two above
tables may involve cultural influences, but also some lack of
experience since the agile methods had been in use there for
a shorter period of time.
It should be noted that the statements on team location
preference (Figures 9 and 10) were asked next to each other.
During the analysis, the results of these two statements also
raised the question of whether some respondents did not
bother reading the survey statements at all. The validity of
these responses was ensured by looking at individual
response sheets and there was no evidence of individuals not
filling the survey purposefully.
Although generalizing a large set of survey statements
may be problematic, an additional interesting comparison
was made between the two survey rounds in the overall
amount of ‘I don’t know’ –answers (see Table V).
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TABLE V.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘I DON’T KNOW’ RESPONSES IN ALL
STATEMENTS

Round 1
(Finland)

Round 2
(Finland)

Round 2
(India)

Round 2
(Total)

9,8%

12,7%

7,62 %

9,8%

In the second survey round, the amount of ‘I don’t know’
-answers in Finland is quite a lot higher than in India. When
results between the two rounds are compared, we find that
the percentage in Finland has increased between the two
rounds and that the percentage in India is even lower than in
Finland in the first round. There was a similar amount of
time elapsed from the agile adoption in Finland in the first
round and India in the second. This could indicate that the
amount of knowledge acquired during the 12 months
between the survey rounds in Finland had lead to an increase
in awareness over issues.
This can also be an indication of the cultural differences
in the two locations. The total percentage of ‘I don’t know’ –
responses appeared to be identical between the two survey
rounds at first, but the difference in the amount between the
two sites is a clear indication that this type of analysis should
be done to get a comprehensive image of survey results.
VI.

DISCUSSION

Generally speaking, the case organization was pleased
with the results obtained by the adoption of agile methods in
their development process. They felt that agile methods had
increased communication and predictability of their
software processes, even if there had been some difficulties
in the adoption. The results highlighted in this publication
did not diminish the organization’s commitment to the agile
methods and the survey results were openly communicated
throughout the assessed organizational units.
Based on the survey results, the main improvement areas
identified in the first survey round were not given enough
attention after conducting the survey. This was also
admitted by the case organization because of reduced
resources for the improvement efforts. This is one of the
main reasons why the results in the Finnish site appear
lower in the second round.
As an organization commits itself to new working
methods, it also has to show and communicate this
commitment. In this case organization, there was a clear
lack of resources for improving the newly introduced
methods, which shows as apparent lack of commitment
from the employees as well as time passed. If an
organization does not provide sufficient resources for
change management and addressing possible issues that
arise from organizational changes, the employees may lose
confidence in the changes and start reverting to old working
methods.
Another main reason for the reduction in response
averages in some statements is believed to be increased
awareness on the topic of agile methods and possible issues
related to them. The combined average result in all

statements between Finland in round 1 and India in round 2
are similar. The amount of time that these two sites had
been using the agile development methods before their first
respective survey rounds was also similar. This would
indicate that as the adoption methods of the case
organization were similar in the two sites, the results of the
working practices appear to be the same in the beginning of
the adoption for the most part. However, the increase in the
amount of ‘I don’t know’ –responses in Finland over time
may be indicative of increased awareness of the process and
that it is not followed as it should.
Based on the first survey results, the first important
improvement suggestion for the case organization was to
improve the resources currently utilized for change
management and improvement efforts. It was suggested that
the teams may need more support and resources for
successful organizational transformation. The reduction in
the results related to improvement efforts (see Figures 1 and
2) shows that these suggestions were not followed
sufficiently.
The same suggestion was given to the case organization
after the second survey round as well. It was noted that the
reduction in the results regarding improvement efforts must
be given higher priority in both sites. In Finland, more
resources were to be made available to start addressing
possible issues with the new working methods to ensure that
the employees will stay committed to the changes. In India,
same resources should be made available to prevent a
similar reduction in the results, if possible. It may be that
the previously mentioned notion of increased awareness and
subsequent reduction of results will become evident
anyway. However, this should not diminish the importance
of the organization communicating its commitment to the
organizational changes.
The increased resources should include both support for
continuous improvement activities and especially the follow
up of these activities, since there were no definitive
improvements that could be identified from the first
assessment round.
The identified decrease in results should be taken
seriously to see what kind of improvement actions could be
taken. This should also include very active participation
from all members of the development organization, since
they will be most aware of the issues regarding their daily
work. The practices and processes that do not work should
be adapted according to the organization- or unit-specific
preferences while remembering to include the agile
principles and mindset.
Continuous improvement activities should have a strict
process to follow, which includes communication to all
interested stakeholders on the progress of the activities and
responsible individuals who have allocated time to conduct
the activity. [24] has also presented evidence of additional
success factors that can support the sustainability of
improvement activities as well, which should be kept in
mind when implementing changes.
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The follow-up of the activities should also include a
larger scale follow-up of the adoption of agile methods.
Some forms of quantitative or qualitative measurements of
the possible benefits of agile (in productivity, quality, etc.)
should be measured and communicated in all units,
including the sites that may take the agile methods into use
in the future. This shows that the organization is committed
to the changes and that the activities that are requested of
the members of the organization have justifications behind
them. There was already some evidence of doubt in the agile
methods in the first survey round and these doubts should be
addressed properly through discussion.
Measuring the benefits of organizational or process
changes can be difficult, especially if these kinds of metrics
are not introduced before the changes. The adoption of
organizational changes will still have some motivation, and
that motivation needs to be assessed after the changes have
been done in order to make sure that the changes have been
valid.
In addition to the assessment results changing with time
elapsed between the organizational change and the
assessment, the results of the survey also indicate bias in the
results based on cultural differences. When assessing the
success of multisite organizational changes, it should be
noted that the results may vary between locations for
reasons that may not be possible to influence with any
change management processes. Therefore, it may be useful
in some cases to assess different global sites individually,
instead of comparing the results of sites between each other.
The cultural differences in this article have been
identified on a national level. The differences can be also
found on other levels of the organization as well.
Differences between working cultures also appear on
individual and team levels, and no individuals should be
categorized only based on their nationality or other
characteristic. However, based on this survey, there are
cultural characteristics, which need to be taken into account
when assessing organizational changes. Any assessment
effort related to organizational changes should be made with
the notion that there may be underlying differences between
nationalities, sites, organizational levels or working cultures.

Scientific implications of this study is the importance of
taking cultural factors into consideration when analyzing
research results. The evidence on the influence of cultural
factors does is not limited to assessments such as [21], but
also maturity models such as [20]. Cultural influences may
cause issues in comparison between research results.
The results of this research can be used by researchers
and practitioners when assessing organizational changes.
Assessment results between geographically distributed sites
may not always be directly comparable between each other.
Cultural differences in results and the difference in elapsed
time from the organizational change may also affect
assessment results and should be noted when analyzing data.
It would also be beneficial to compare results of a
similar assessment with a different scaling method like, e.g.,
the Likert-type scale. The scaling itself should not be a
contributing factor in this study, but additional assessment
cases with similar backgrounds could be used to validate the
influence of the used survey scale.
The assessment process could be repeated in the case
organization for a third time to analyze further progress of
the organizational change. The findings of this assessment
were used to focus future improvement efforts in the case
organization and to provide feedback on how they
understand their agile transformation so far. The results
were presented to all participants through an open
discussion session by the researchers and a written report
was communicated openly inside the organization. The
report was also brought into general knowledge by giving
access to it within the organization.
The findings of this study related to cultural influences
affecting assessment results should also be validated in
other assessments. The results should be applicable in other
types of assessments as well, but this would need further
validation of the results.

VII. CONCLUSION
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Abstract—JavaScript is expected to be a programming language
of even wider use, considering demands for more interactive
web/mobile applications and deployment in server-side software.
While reliability of JavaScript code will be of more importance,
testing techniques for the language remain insufﬁcient, compared
to other languages. We propose a technique to automatically
generate high-coverage unit tests for JavaScript code. The technique makes use of symbolic execution engine for JavaScript, and
symbolic stub/driver generation engine, which injects symbolic
variables to system under test. Our methodology allows for
automatic generation of input data for unit testing of JavaScript
code with high coverage, which ensures quality of target code
with reduced effort.
Keywords–JavaScript; test generation; symbolic execution; symbolic stub and driver generation.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Extensive testing is required to implement reliable software. However, current industrial practice rely on manuallywritten tests, which result in large amount of effort required
to ensure quality of ﬁnal products or defects from inadequate
testing.
Veriﬁcation and test generation techniques based on formal
methods are considered to be solutions to overcome the problem. One such technique is test generation through symbolic
execution, which achieves higher code coverage compared to
random testing [1]–[7].
In order to symbolically execute a program, input variables
to the program are handled as symbolic variables with their
concrete values unknown. During execution of the program,
constraints to be met by values of variables in each execution
path are obtained. After obtaining constraints for all the paths
within the program, concrete values of input variables to
execute every paths can be obtained, by feeding a solver such
as Satisﬁability Modulo Theory (SMT) [8] solver with the
constraints. Normal concrete execution of the program using
all the obtained data, results in all the path within the program
went through.
Manually-crafted test inputs require effort for creation,
while they do not guarantee exercising all the execution path
in the target program. In contrast, test generation based on
symbolic execution automatically obtains inputs to execute all
the path within the program. As the consequence, it may ﬁnd
corner-case bugs missed with insufﬁcient testing.

There are tools for symbolic execution of program code,
including those targeting code in C/C++ [2], [3], [5], Java [4],
and binary code [6], [7]. It is reported that the tools can
automatically detect corner-case bugs, or generate test inputs
that achieve high code coverage.
JavaScript was historically introduced as an in-browser
scripting language of light weight use. However, it is now
heavily used for implementation of feature rich client-tier
within interactive web applications. The language is also
used to implement software product of other kind, including
application servers based on Node.js [9] and standalone mobile
applications implemented with PhoneGap [10].
The wider adoption of the language has brought efﬁcient
testing technique for JavaScript code into focus. In order to exercise tests in an efﬁcient manner, unit testing frameworks such
as Jasmine [11], QUnit [12] and Mocha [13] are developed and
used in the ﬁeld. However, only execution of once developed
tests can be supported through the tools, and large amount of
effort is still required to prepare test cases that ensure quality of
target code. Therefore, automatic test generation techniques for
the language are becoming of more importance, and symbolic
execution is again considered one key technology to play a
role.
Existing symbolic execution tools for JavaScript code
include Kudzu [14] and Jalangi [15]. Kudzu automatically
generates input data for program functions, with the aim
of automatically discovering security problems in the target.
Jalangi allows for modiﬁcation of path constraints under normal concrete executions, in order to obtain results different
from previous runs. However, the tools could not be applied
to unit testing of JavaScript code in ﬁeld, due to limitations
in string constraint handling and need for manual coding of
driver and stub used in testing.
We propose a technique to generate test inputs for
JavaScript code through symbolic execution on a tool
SymJS [1], [16]. Test inputs generated by the tool exercise
target code with high coverage. After augmenting generated
test inputs with user-supplied invariants, application behavior
conformance under diverse context can be checked in a fully
automatic fashion. Our proposal includes automatic generation
of symbolic stubs and drivers, which reduces need for manual
coding. Therefore, our technique allows for fully automatic
generation of input data used in unit testing of JavaScript code.
Test inputs generated by our technique exercise every feasible
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execution paths in the target to achieve high coverage.
Our methodology has the following advantages to existing
works. Our JavaScript symbolic execution engine SymJS is
applicable to JavaScript development in practice for the following reasons.
•

Our constraint solver PASS [17] allows test generation
for programs with various complex string manipulations

•

SymJS does not require any modiﬁcation to the target code, while the existing symbolic executors for
JavaScript [14], [15] needed modiﬁcations and multiple runs

•

Our automatic stub/driver code generation allows for
fully automatic test data generation

An existing work [15] could be employed for generation of
unit tests. However, it required manual coding of stub/driver,
which requires knowledge on symbolic execution and errorprone. The engine also suffered from limitations in string
constraint handling. Our fully automatic technique can be
applied to development in practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the need for automatic test generation/execution with
an example, and introduces our test input generation technique
through symbolic execution. Section III describes our method
to automatically generate stub/driver code used in test generation/execution. Evaluation in Section IV shows applicability
and effectiveness of our technique on multiple benchmarks. We
discuss the lessons learnt in Section V. Finally, we come to
the conclusion in Section VI and show possible future research
directions.
II.

BACKGROUND AND P ROPOSED T EST
G ENERATION T ECHNIQUE

A. Demands for Automatic Test Generation
Generally, if a certain execution path in a program is exercised or not, depends on input fed to the program. Therefore,
we need to carefully provide sufﬁcient number of appropriate
test input data, in order to achieve high code coverage during
testing.
For example, function func0() shown in Figure 1 contains multiple execution path. Further, whether each path is
exercised or not depends on input fed to the program, which
are value of arguments s,a and return value of function
Lib.m2(). Current industrial testing practice depends on
human labor to provide the inputs. However, preparing test
inputs to cover every path within software under test requires
large amount of efforts. Further, manually-created test inputs
might not be sufﬁcient to exercise every path within the target
program.
Figure 2 shows possible execution path within the example
in Figure 1. In the example, there are two sets of code blocks
and whether blocks are executed or not depend on branch
decisions. The ﬁrst set of the blocks contains blocks 0-3,
and the second set contains blocks A-B. Conditions for the
blocks to be executed are shown at the top of each block in
Figure 2. Block 2 has a contradiction between conditions for

'
$
f u n c t i o n func0 ( s , a ) {
i f ( ”” . equals ( s )) { / / block 0
s = null ;
} else {
i f ( s . l e n g t h <= 5 ) { / / b l o c k 1
a = a + status ;
} else {
i f ( ”” . equals ( s )) { / / block 2
L i b . m0 ( ) ; / / U n r e a c h a b l e
} else { / / block 3
L i b . m1 ( ) ;
}
}
}
i f ( a <= L i b . m2 ( ) ) { / / b l o c k A
a = 0;
} else { / / block B
a = a + s . l e n g t h ; / / Error with n u l l s
}
}
&
%
Figure 1. Code Fragment Used to Explain our Methodology:
s, a, Lib.m2() may Take Any Value

Table I. Constraints to Execute Paths in Figure 2 and
Satisfying Test Inputs (under assumption status=-1)
Test
No.
1

Blocks
Executed
0,A

2

0,B

3

1,A

4

1,B

5

3,A

6

3,B

Path
Conditions
"".equals(s) ∧
a<=Lib.m2()
"".equals(s) ∧
a>Lib.m2()
!"".equals(s) ∧
s.length <= 5 ∧
a-1<=Lib.m2()
!"".equals(s) ∧
s.length <= 5 ∧
a-1>Lib.m2()
!"".equals(s) ∧
s.length > 5 ∧
a<=Lib.m2()
!"".equals(s) ∧
s.length > 5 ∧
a>Lib.m2()

Test
Data
s="", a=0
Lib.m2()=0
s="", a=0
Lib.m2()=-1
s="a", a=0
Lib.m2()=0
s="a", a=1
Lib.m2()=0
s="aaaaaa", a=0
Lib.m2()=0
s="aaaaaa", a=0
Lib.m2()=-1

execution, which are s.length()>5 and "".equals(s),
and will never be executed. However, the other blocks have
no such contradiction and are executable. Tests to execute
every possible combination of blocks 0,1,3 and blocks A,B
correspond to 3 × 2 = 6 set of values for the inputs.
Table I shows combinations of blocks to execute, path
condition to be met by arguments s,a and return value of
Lib.m2(). In the example, it is possible to obtain concrete
values meeting the conditions for the inputs, and the values can
be used as test inputs. We will discuss how to automatically
obtain such test inputs in the sequel.
B. Test Input Generation through Symbolic Execution
We propose a methodology to automatically generate test
inputs with SymJS, a symbolic execution engine for JavaScript.
During symbolic execution of a program, constraints to be met
in order to execute each path (shown as “Path Conditions” in
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Table II. Instructions with their Interpretations Modiﬁed from
Original Rhino

㻍䇿䇿㻚㼑㼝㼡㼍㼘㼟㻔㼟㻕

䇾䇿㻚㼑㼝㼡㼍㼘㼟㻔㼟㻕

㼟㻚㼘㼑㼚㼓㼠㼔㻔㻕㻌㻪㻌㻡

㼟㻚㼘㼑㼚㼓㼠㼔㻔㻕㻌㻨㻩㻌㻡
㼟㻩㼚㼡㼘㼘

䇾䇿㻚㼑㼝㼡㼍㼘㼟㻔㼟㻕
㼍㻩㻌㼍㻗㼟㼠㼍㼠㼡㼟
㻸㼕㼎㻚㼙㻜㻔㻕

㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻜 㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻝

㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻞

㻔㼁㼚㼞㼑㼍㼏㼔㼍㼎㼘㼑㻕

㼍㻌㻨㻩㻌㻸㼕㼎㻚㼙㻞㻔㻕
㼍㻌㻩㻌㻜

㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻭

㻍䇿䇿㻚㼑㼝㼡㼍㼘㼟㻔㼟㻕

ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV, MOD, NEG, POS, BITNOT,
BITAND, BITOR, BITXOR, LSH, RSH, URSH etc.
EQ, NE, GE, GT, LE, LT, NOT, SHEQ, SHNE etc.
IFEQ, IFNE, IFEQ POP etc.
RETURN, CALL, TAIL CALL etc.
NEW, REF, IN, INSTANCEOF,
TYPEOF, GETNAME, SETNAME, NAME etc.
GETPROP, SETPROP, DELPROP,
GETELEM, SETELEM, GETREF, SETREF etc.

㻸㼕㼎㻚㼙㻝㻔㻕

㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻟

㼍㻌㻪㻌㻸㼕㼎㻚㼙㻞㻔㻕
㼍㻌㻩㻌㼍㻌㻗㻌㼟㻚㼘㼑㼚㼓㼠㼔㻔㻕

㼎㼘㼛㼏㼗㻮

㼞㼑㼠㼡㼞㼚㻌㻌㼍

Arithmetic/Logical
Operations
Comparisons
Branches
Function Calls
Object
Manipulations
Object
Accesses

㻱㼞㼞㼛㼞㻌㼣㼕㼠㼔
㼚㼡㼘㼘㻌㼟 㻍

Figure 2. Execution Paths within Code Shown in Figure 1

Handling bytecode instead of source code allows for implementation of symbolic executors without dealing with complex
syntax of the target language. SymJS is implemented as an
interpreter of Rhino bytecode, which updates the program state
(content of heap/stack and path condition) on execution of
every bytecode instruction. Upon hitting branch instruction, it
duplicates the program state and continues with the execution
of both the branches.
In order to implement symbolic execution of target programs, we have modiﬁed interpretation of the instructions
shown in Table II from the original Rhino. Handling of
instructions for stack manipulation, exception handling, and
variable scope management remain intact.
For example, an instruction ADD op1 op2 is interpreted as
follows.
1)

Table I) are calculated iteratively. After visiting every possible
path within the program, constraints corresponding to all the
path are obtained. Concrete values of variables meeting the
constraints can be obtained with solvers such as SMT solver.
Obtained values are input data to exercise paths corresponding
to the constraints, which we can use for testing.
While JavaScript functions are often executed in a eventdriven and asynchronous fashion, our technique focuses on
generation of tests that invoke functions in deterministic and
synchronous orders. We assume the behavior of generated
tests are reasonable, considering what is inspected in current
JavaScript unit tests in ﬁeld, as opposed to integration/system
testing. Each generated test data exercise single path within
the target, and only single data set is generated for each path.
SymJS allows for symbolic execution of JavaScript code.
SymJS interprets bytecode for the target program, and symbolically executes it in a way KLEE [3] and Symbolic JPF [4] do.
SymJS handles program code meeting the language standard
deﬁned in ECMAScript [18].

2)

Operands op1 and op2 are popped from stack. The
operands may take either symbolic or concrete value.
Types of the operands are checked. If both the
operands are String, the result of computation is the
concatenation of the operands. If they are Numeric,
the result is the sum of the operands. Otherwise, values are converted according to ECMAScript language
standard, and the result is either concatenation or
addition of the obtained values.

As JavaScript is a dynamically typing language, types of
operands for Rhino instructions are not known prior to execution. Therefore, types of results also need to be determined at
run time. For example, evaluation of instructions v1 = ADD
e1:number v:untyped; v2 = ADD v1 “abc” yields, v1 = e1 +
v:number; v2 = toString(e1 + v:number) concat “abc”. Types of
variables v1,v2 are ﬁxed just at run time in a dynamic fashion.

SymJS is an extended version of Rhino [19], an opensource implementation of JavaScript. Our extensions include
symbolic execution of target code, constraint solving to obtain
concrete test input data, and state management. While there
are existing symbolic executors for JavaScript, SymJS does
not reuse any of their code base. Table III shows comparison
between SymJS and existing symbolic executors.

Comparison instructions are followed by branch instructions in Rhino bytecode. SymJS handles compare and branch
instruction pairs as in the following. First, it creates Boolean
formula corresponding to result of comparison after necessary
type conversions. Assuming the created formula is denoted by
symbol c, we check if c and its negation ¬c are satisﬁable
together with current path condition pc. In other words, we
check for satisﬁablity of pc ∧ c and pc ∧ ¬c. If both are
satisﬁable, we build states s1 , s2 corresponding to pc ∧ c and
pc ∧ ¬c and continue with execution from states s1 and s2 .
If one of them is satisﬁable, the state corresponding to the
satisﬁable one is chosen and execution resumes from that point.

SymJS interprets bytecode compiled from source code of
target program. This approach is taken by existing symbolic
executors such as KLEE [3] and Symbolic PathFinder [4].

SymJS supports two ways to manage states, which are
forked on hitting branches etc. The ﬁrst method is to store all
program state variables including content of heap/stack, as is
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Table III. Comparison of Symbolic Executors
Tool
SymJS
KLEE [3]
SAGE [7]
Sym JPF [4]
Kudzu [14]
Jalangi [15]

Target
Lang.
JavaScript
C
x86 binary
Java
JavaScript
JavaScript

Sym.
VM
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Dep./Cache
Solving
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

String
Solving
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Limited

Table IV. Representation of States in Fuzzing after Executing
Code on Figure 1 under Path Conditions in Table I
Test No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Blocks Executed
0,A
0,B
1,A
1,B
3,A
3,B

State Representation
L;L
L;R
R;L;L
R;L;R
R;R;R;L
R;R;R;R

done in [3], [4]. The second method is to remember only which
side is taken on branches. This method needs to re-execute the
target program from its initial state on backtracking. However,
it beneﬁts from its simple implementation and smaller memory
footprint. The method is called “Fuzzing” and similar to the
technique introduced in [5], [7]. However, our technique is
implemented upon our symbolic executor and does not need
modiﬁcation of target code required in the existing tools [14],
[15] for JavaScript.
During symbolic execution of programs through fuzzing,
states are represented and stored only by which side is taken
on branches. The information can be used to re-execute the
program from its initial state and explore the state space
target may take. States after symbolically executing the target
program in Figure 1 with path conditions corresponding to tests
1-6 in Table I, are represented as shown in Table IV during
fuzzing. Symbols L,R denote left/right branch is taken on a
branching instruction.
For each of state representations shown in Table IV, corresponding path condition can be obtained. Table I includes path
conditions for the states in Table IV. If it is possible to obtain
solutions satisfying the constraints, they can be used as inputs
used during testing. Constraints on numbers can be solved by
feeding them into SMT solvers. However, SMT solvers cannot
handle constraints of strings, which is heavily used in most
of JavaScript code. Therefore, we employ constraint solver
PASS [17] during test input generation.
PASS can handle constraints over integers, bit-vectors,
ﬂoating-point numbers, and strings. While previous constraint
solvers with support for string constraints used bit-vectors or
automata, PASS introduced modeling through parameterizedarrays, which allows for more efﬁcient solving. PASS converts
string constraints into quantiﬁed expressions. The expressions
are solved through an efﬁcient and sound quantiﬁer elimination algorithm. The algorithm speeds up identiﬁcation of
unsatisﬁable cases. As the consequence, it can solve complex
constraints corresponding to string manipulations within ECMAScript standard. Multiple optimizations are also introduced
on incorporating PASS into SymJS. Such optimizations include
dependency solving, cache solving and expression simpliﬁcation to reduce computation within the solver.



symjs assume ( arg0 . l e n g t h ==16);


Figure 3. Use of symjs assume() to Constrain Length of arg0
to be 16

As the nature of symbolic execution, SymJS may suffer
from path explosion on targeting programs with large state
space. In order to eliminate program behavior of uninterest,
SymJS can make use of symjs_assume(assumption)
function call, which prunes state space violating the assumption. The code snippet shown in Figure 3 shows an example
of constraining length of string arg0 to be 16.
C. Symbolic Stubs and Drivers
Symbolic variables are targets of test input generation
through symbolic execution. SymJS allows deﬁnition of
symbolic variables through function calls. The code snippet
below shows an example of deﬁning symbolic string
variable. var s = symjs_mk_symbolic_string();
While the example deﬁnes a symbolic variable of
string type, functions symjs_mk_symbolic_int(),
symjs_mk_symbolic_bool()
and
symjs_mk_symbolic_real() allow deﬁnition of
symbolic variables with their type being integer, Boolean, and
ﬂoating-point, respectively. While SymJS allow only string,
integer, Boolean, and ﬂoating-point numbers to be symbolic,
their constraints are retained on assignments/references as
ﬁelds of more complex objects, allowing generation of tests
with values of object ﬁelds varied.
In order to determine test inputs for the function func0()
in Figure 1, additional code fragments are required. First, a
symbolic driver shown in Figure 6 is required. The driver
declares symbolic variables and passes them to the function
as arguments. Stubs to inject dependencies are also required.
A symbolic stub in Figure 7 includes a symbolic variable declaration. With the stub, return values of function Lib.m2()
are included to test inputs obtained by SymJS.
D. Test Execution within Web Browsers
Functions symjs_mk_symbolic_*() used to deﬁne
symbolic variables are interpreted as expressions to deﬁne
new symbolic variables during test generation. SymJS itself
allows for normal concrete test execution with the generated
test inputs. During concrete execution, the functions return
concrete values contained in test inputs.
SymJS can export test inputs into external test runners
based on a test framework Jasmine [11]. The runners contain
test playback library, which returns corresponding test input
data on symjs_mk_symbolic_*() function calls. Figure 4
shows an example of test runner generated. Each of tests
contains automatically generated test data in an array structure,
and users can easily create new tests through duplication and
modiﬁcation of existing tests.
The runners can be loaded into typical web browser and allow for execution of generated tests with no custom JavaScript
interpreter. The runner has an extension to Jasmine, which
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'
$
d e s c r i b e ( ” T e s t w i t h u n d e r s c o r e . s t r i n g . s y m j s . j s −c a m e l i z e . j s ” , f u n c t i o n ( ) {
i t ( ” should run t e s t 1” , f u n c t i o n ( ) {
replayList . init (
[ [ ” a r g 0 #0 ” , n u l l ] , [ ” a r g 1 #1 ” , f a l s e ] ]
);
var arg0 = symjs mk symbolic string ( ” arg0 ” ) ;
var arg1 = symjs mk symbolic bool ( ” arg1 ” ) ;
var r e t v a l = c a m e l i z e ( arg0 , arg1 ) ;
e x p e c t ( true ) . toBe ( true ) ;
// default assertion
});
});
&
%
Figure 4. Test Runner Code with Test Data

A. Strategy for Generating Symbolic Stubs and Drivers
Our symbolic stub generation technique produces stub
for functions and classes speciﬁed. Our driver generation
technique emits code that invokes program under test.
As for stub generation, we have decided to generate functions, which just create and return objects according to type of
return value expected by caller. The following is the mapping
between expected type and returned object:

Figure 5. Test Runner View with Test Data and Stacktrace

prints test data and stacktrace on use of test input as shown in
Figure 5.
III.

AUTOMATIC G ENERATION OF S YMBOLIC S TUBS AND
D RIVERS

As explained in Section II-C, symbolic stubs and drivers
are required to symbolically execute target functions and obtain
test inputs. Symbolic stubs that return symbolic variables are
used to generate return values of functions, which are called
from functions under test. Symbolic drivers are needed to vary
arguments passed to functions tested.
While it is possible to employ manually implemented
symbolic stubs and drivers, additional cost is required for
implementation. Therefore, it is desirable to have symbolic
stubs and drivers automatically generated. Hence, we have
decided to generate symbolic stubs and drivers in an automatic
manner, and use them for test generation and execution.

•

String, integer, Boolean and ﬂoating-point numbers
which SymJS can handle as symbolic
(Hereafter referred to as SymJS primitives):
Newly deﬁned symbolic variable of the corresponding
type.

•

Other classes:
Newly instantiated object of the expected type. If the
class is targeted for stub generation, newly instantiated
stub object is returned.

•

Void: Nothing is returned.

In order to create stubs for classes, stubs for constructors also
need to be generated. Here, we generate empty constructors,
which result in all stateless objects. Our approach assumes
there is no direct access to ﬁelds of stub classes, and does not
generate stubs for ﬁelds.
We have to note even in case type of return value from a
stub is a non-SymJS primitive, we may get multiple test inputs
on invocation on the stub. That is the case if returned objects
contain functions that return symbolic variables. The situation
happens if the non-SymJS primitive class contain functions that
return objects of SymJS primitive class, and the non-SymJS
primitive class is stubbed. Therefore, it is possible to obtain
more than one set of test inputs by calling functions returning
non-SymJS primitive.
Symbolic drivers generated with our technique have the
following functionality:
•

If the function to be tested is not static and needs an
object instance to be executed, instantiate an object of
the corresponding class and call the function

•

If the function is a static one, just call the function

As arguments passed to the function, drivers give the following
objects according to the expected types:
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values and arguments, which are often deﬁned in Application
var s = symjs mk symbolic string ( ” arg0 ” ) ;
Programming Interface (API) etc. Further, there is a way to
var a = symjs mk symbolic float ( ” arg1 ” ) ;
express type information for JavaScript code in a machine
func0 ( s , a ) ;

readable manner, which is JSDoc-style annotation. Therefore,
we have decided to obtain type information from annotations
Figure 6. Symbolic Driver to Execute Code in Figure 1
in JSDoc3 [20] convention, and generate symbolic drivers and


stubs.
L i b . m2 = f u n c t i o n ( ) {
Symbolic stubs are generated from original source code
return symjs mk symbolic float ( ) ;
of functions to generate stubs for. Functions need to contain
};


annotations, which provide type information on return values
of functions. Symbolic stub for a function can be generated if
Figure 7. Symbolic Stub Providing Lib.m2() Used in Figure 1
the type of its return values is obtained from annotations.

/ ∗ ∗ @return { Number } m2 v a l u e ∗ /
JSDoc3 allows for declaration of return value type, mainly
L i b . m2 = f u n c t i o n ( ) { . . . } ;
through @return annotations. In order to generate symbolic

stub for function Lib.m2() used in code snippet on Figure 1,
Figure 8. Function Deﬁnition with an Annotation to
an annotation like the one shown in Figure 8 is required. If such
Automatically Generate Symbolic Stub in Figure 7
annotation is attached to original source code of the function,

it is possible to ﬁgure out type of return values. From the
obtained type of return values, the symbolic stub in Figure 7
/ ∗ ∗ @return { t x . Data } d a t a ∗ /
can be generated in a fully automatic manner. The example
t x . Ui . g e t V a l u e = f u n c t i o n ( ) { . . . } ;

demonstrates generation of symbolic stub for a function re⇓


turning a SymJS primitive. An example of generating symbolic
stub for a function that returns a non-SymJS primitive is shown
t x . Ui . g e t V a l u e = f u n c t i o n ( ) {
in Figure 9.
r e t u r n new t x . D a t a ( ) ;
};
Symbolic drivers are generated from source code of func

tions to be tested. Source code need to contain annotations
Figure 9. Function with an Annotation Returning non-SymJS
expressing type of arguments passed to the function, in order to
Primitive and Generated Symbolic Stub
automatically generate symbolic driver to invoke the function.


Types of parameters passed to functions are often given
/ ∗ ∗ @param { S t r i n g } s
through @param annotation for JSDoc3. Symbolic driver for
∗ @param { Number } a ∗ /
the function func0() can be generated from the annotations
f u n c t i o n func0 ( s , a ) { . . . }
in Figure 10, attached to the function. The annotations give


types of parameters for the function, allowing generation of
Figure 10. Annotations for Function under Test to
the symbolic driver in Figure 6.
Automatically Generate Symbolic Driver in Figure 6
The proposed technique for automatic generation of symbolic stub and drivers is implemented as plugins for JSDoc3.
JSDoc3 allows implementation of custom plugins, and they
• SymJS primitives:
may contain hooks to be invoked on ﬁnding classes or funcNewly deﬁned symbolic variable of corresponding
tions. Within the hooks, it is possible to obtain types for return
type.
values and parameters. The developed plugins automatically
generate symbolic stubs and drivers for classes and functions
• Other classes:
found in input source code.
Newly instantiated object of the expected type. If the
class is targeted for stub generation, newly instantiated
While we have proposed a technique to automatically
stub object is passed.
generate symbolic stubs and drivers based on type information
obtained from annotations, it is also possible to use type inforThe manner to choose arguments is similar to the one resolves
mation from other sources. Such sources of type information
what to return in symbolic stubs.
include API speciﬁcation documents.
B. Generating Symbolic Stubs and Drivers from Annotations
Symbolic stub/driver generation strategy proposed in Section III-A requires type information from target code. Types
of return values expected by caller are required for stub
generation. Types of arguments passed to functions under test
are required to generate drivers.
However, JavaScript is a dynamically typing language,
which makes it difﬁcult to determine type of return values
and arguments prior to run time. On the contrary, many
JavaScript programs have some expectations in types of return

IV.

E VALUATION

A. Experimental Setup
In order to conﬁrm that our proposed technique can automatically generate and execute unit tests achieving high code
coverage, we have performed experiments using two JavaScript
programs with their statistics shown in Table V.
The ﬁrst subject (I NDUSTRIAL) corresponds to the client
part of web application implemented upon our in-house framework for web application implementation. Within the target
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Table V. Statistics on the Target Program
Name
#Statement
#Public Function

I NDUSTRIAL
123
22

U NDERSCORE . STRING
427
57

2 functions in U NDERSCORE . STRING did not ﬁnish within
timeout of 1 minute. In order to process the functions within
reasonable time, we have introduced the following constraints
during symbolic execution of U NDERSCORE .S TRING.
•

count(string,substring), which counts number of substring occurrences in string, resulted
in timeout assuming arbitrary string as string and
substring. This is due to non-terminating loop and
resulting large number of forked states during symbolic execution. we have limited maximum number of
branches a state may go through to 7 from its default
conﬁguration of 20.

•

words(string,delimiter), which counts
number of words within string separated by
delimiter also resulted in timeout, assuming
arbitrary string as the two parameters. We have
constrained length of two arguments to equal to 16
and 1, respectively. Constraints can be introduced
through insertion of symjs_assume() calls to the
driver.

program, calls to API not deﬁned in ECMAScript standard are
wrapped in our framework. As the consequence, it contains
only calls to standard API or our framework. We have to
note common API to manipulate HTML Document Object
Model (DOM) or to communicate with servers are not part of
ECMAScript standard and not used directly in the program.
The second subject (U NDERSCORE . STRING) is
a free and open-source string manipulation library
Underscore.string [21]. It provides many useful string
operations, which are not standardized in JavaScript
programming language. The library has no functionality
involving HTML DOM manipulation or communication, and
implemented using only functionality deﬁned in ECMAScript
standard. It can be employed on server-side Node.js platform
as well as web browsers on clients. We have manually
annotated source code of the target to provide argument type
information required for automatic driver generation.

After introducing the constraints, all functions within U NDER SCORE . STRING are processed within 2 seconds.

All experiments are performed on a workstation with Intel
Xeon CPU E3-1245 V2@3.40GHz and 16GB RAM.

D. Test Execution

B. Generation of Symbolic Stubs and Drivers
In order to perform automatic generation of test input
proposed in Section II, we have generated symbolic stubs and
drivers with the technique explained in Section III.
Symbolic stubs to target I NDUSTRIAL are generated from
source code of the framework used to implement the application. Source code has annotations meeting JSDoc3 standard,
which allow for retrieval of types for return values of functions. Stubs are successfully generated for all the classes and
functions deﬁned in the framework. U NDERSCORE . STRING
that depends only on functionality provided by ECMAScript
standard required no stub to be generated. As the program is
implemented only upon API deﬁned in ECMAScript language
standard and the framework, all the stubs required for symbolic
execution of the program are ready at this stage.
Symbolic drivers are generated from source code of the
program under test. I NDUSTRIAL had JSDoc3-style annotations as is. Manually annotated source code of U NDER SCORE . STRING is used to extract type information for function arguments within the subject. Types of arguments in
U NDERSCORE . STRING could be found in its document, and
the annotation process was straightforward. Drivers for all
functions within the two targets are generated successfully.
C. Test Input Generation
All functions within the target programs are symbolically
executed using the automatically generated drivers and stubs.
Table VI contains statistics on the generated tests.
In the ﬁrst trial, the subject programs are symbolically
executed with no special conﬁguration. While all functions
in I NDUSTRIAL are processed within 1 second, analysis of

Test inputs for all functions in I NDUSTRIAL and U N are automatically exported to test runners
based on Jasmine test framework. Code coverage during testing
is measured with Blanket.js [22], and line coverage of 92.7%
and 76.0% on average is obtained for I NDUSTRIAL and
U NDERSCORE . STRING, respectively.
DERSCORE . STRING

Figure 11 shows distribution of statement coverage for
functions in the benchmarks. The result shows our technique
can generate unit test input with high coverage. For instance,
100% statement coverage is achieved with more than 60% of
the functions. However, some of the benchmarks are not fully
covered due to limitations in symbolic execution or stub/driver
generation. In the sequel, we discuss the source of failure to
cover some statements.
E. Code Not Covered in the Experiments
While the experimental results show that the proposed
method can generate test input achieving high code coverage,
100% coverage is not reached, implying some portion of the
target program is not exercised. Automatically generated test
runner code shown in Figure 4 allows for manual modiﬁcation
and insertion of cases in order to test such code. However,
additional labor is required and it is desirable to have such code
automatically covered. The followings are the classes of code
not executed, and possible enhancements to our methodology,
which allows for coverage of missed code.
1) Code Exercised on Matches to Regular Expressions
JavaScript features regular expression library within its
core ECMAScript language standard. The functionality is very
useful to perform string manipulations and heavily used in
U NDERSCORE . STRING. However, SymJS cannot obtain and
manage path conditions corresponding to matches and unmatches on some regular expressions. The limitation results
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Table VI. Statistics on the Tests Generated
Target

I NDUSTRIAL

Functions with generated tests
#Test per function(max./avg./min.)
Max. test generation time per function (sec.)
Statement coverage(%)

22
27/2.6/1
<1
92.7

Percentage of Functions

100

U NDERSCORE . STRING
(w/o constraints)
55
201/24.4/1
> 60 (timed out)
73.5

U NDERSCORE . STRING
(w/ constraints)
57
48/6.4/1
<2
76.0

INDUSTRIAL
UNDERSCORE.STRING

80
60
40
20
0
20-40

40-60

60-80

80-99

100

Statement Coverage (%)

Figure 11. Distribution of Statement Coverage for Functions in I NDUSTRIAL and U NDERSCORE . STRING
$
'
#
//
fmt i s a symbolic S t r i n g v a r i a b l e
/∗ ∗
/ / c r e a t e d from arguments t o t h e f u n c t i o n
...
i f ( ( match = / ˆ [ ˆ \ x25 ] + / . e x e c ( f m t ) )
∗ @param { Number } p o s i t i o n
∗/
!== n u l l ) {
f u n c t i o n e n d s W i t h ( s t r , ends , p o s i t i o n ) {
p a r s e t r e e . p u s h ( match [ 0 ] ) ;
...
}
"
! i f ( t y p e o f p o s i t i o n == ’ u n d e f i n e d ’ ) {
Figure 12. Code Exercised on Matches to Regular
p o s i t i o n = s t r . l e n g t h − ends . l e n g t h ;
Expressions from sprintf() Function in
}...
U NDERSCORE . STRING
}
&
%
Figure 13. Code Handling Objects of Unexpected Type from
endsWith() Function in U NDERSCORE . STRING
in failure to cover code to be exercised on matches of input
string to such regular expressions.
11 functions in U NDERSCORE . STRING are not fully covered due to this limitation in handling regular expressions.
Figure 12 shows such code fragment found in sprintf()
function from U NDERSCORE . STRING. The restriction results
in 57/75 statements within the large function missed, downpressing total coverage achieved with U NDERSCORE . STRING.

annotations.

We are planning to enhance string constraint solver PASS,
in order to model and handle larger class of regular expressions.

Code handling objects of unexpected type can be exercised
by making use of multiple symbolic stubs/drivers, which
return/pass objects of different type. Currently, we support
@return and @param annotations each specifying single
type. However, JSDoc3 includes support for annotations with
multiple possible types of arguments and return values. Our
symbolic driver and stub generator can be extended easily to
support such annotations.

2) Code Handling Objects of Unexpected Type
As JavaScript is a dynamically typing language, objects of
unexpected type might be returned from functions. In order
to handle such scenario, the target programs contained type
checking and subsequent branching code. However, symbolic
stubs generated through our technique, always return an object
of type speciﬁed in source code annotation. Such stubs fail to
cover code portions handling objects of type different from

1 function in I NDUSTRIAL and 2 functions in U NDER contain such code, and full coverage is not
achieved. Figure 13 shows the corresponding code fragment
from endsWith() function in U NDERSCORE . STRING.
SCORE . STRING

3) Code with No Premise on Object Type
I NDUSTRIAL also contained 1 function, which determines
type of objects at run time and process them accordingly.
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However, our technique cannot cover such procedures. From
functions with types of their return values unknown, we
generate stubs that return the default JavaScript “Object”. As
the consequence, code interacting with objects of custom class
is uncovered.
Object types a variable may take can be extracted by means
of static analysis or random tests. Our symbolic execution
technique can be employed to create test input variation within
the obtained type.
4) Code Iterating through Entries in Hash or Array
1 function within I NDUSTRIAL had loop iterating through
members in objects returned from a symbolic stub. Such
control structure is often observed in JavaScript code, in order
to make use of a plain “Object” as a hash table. However,
automatically generated symbolic stub returns newly created
“Object” with no members, and loop body is missed in the
experiment. Code that inspects content of arrays from symbolic
stubs is also expected to missed, as symbolic stubs generated
by our tool return newly created empty arrays.
Loop bodies in such functions can be exercised by stubs
that returns “Object” or array with one or more members
contained.
5) Catch Blocks Handling Exceptions
1 function from I NDUSTRIAL contained catch blocks for
exceptions thrown from the framework used in the program.
However, after replacing the framework with the automatically
generated symbolic stubs, exceptions are never thrown and
catch blocks are not exercised.
In order to cover catch blocks in target, we have to generate
symbolic stubs that throws exception during execution, in
addition to those do not throw exceptions.
V.

D ISCUSSION

A. Completeness
Our symbolic execution technique depends on modeling of
computation performed, including complex one such as string
manipulations. While we have employed constraint solver
PASS, which is capable of handling complex string constraints,
some constraints such as the one corresponding to code with
regular expressions could not be handled.
Another limitation comes from automatically generated
symbolic stubs/drivers from our technique. Type annotations
used as input of our stub/driver generation technique, do not
provide enough information to model environments where
target software is executed. For instance, target software might
be fed objects of unexpected type, or thrown exceptions. Our
symbolic stub/driver generation technique does not take such
situations into account.
However, compared to existing industrial practice of testing based on manually written tests, our technique can test
behavior of wider scope in an automatic fashion.
B. Scope
Like other automated test input generation techniques
based on symbolic execution, we do not automatically generate

assertions to check target application behavior conformance
with the obtained test inputs. In other words, users need to
provide assertions/invariants to ensure target code is functioning as expected.
However, invariants and many assertions can be shared
between multiple test cases, and costs for writing them is much
smaller compared to those required to write tests from scratch.
Further, our Jasmine-based test runner allows for insertion of
global invariants, as well as to assertions speciﬁc to test cases.
C. Automation Level
Our test generation technique may require some user
inputs on targeting complex applications such as U NDER SCORE . STRING . In the experiment, maximum number of
branches and constraint to string length are required to end
test generation for some functions. However, the number of
parameters that needed to be adjusted are quite small. In
addition, more than 95% of functions in the subject could
be handled with the default conﬁguration of the symbolic
executor.
D. Correctness
Symbolic stubs generated with our technique always return
newly deﬁned symbolic variable. Such behavior may result in
over-approximation of real system behavior before introducing
stubs. For example, an expression containing multiple calls to
a single function getValue()!=getValue() is unlikely
to be satisﬁed, assuming target variable of the getter functions
is not accessed from other execution contexts between two
function calls. However, as the stubbed getValue() function returns newly deﬁned symbolic variable on every call, it
is possible to generate tests that make the expression true.
Combination of the generated test input and stub allows for
reproduction of behavior that makes the expression true during
test execution. However, the behavior might be quite different
and hard to reproduce in real system under development. In
that case, stubs need to be manually modiﬁed or developed,
in order to mock behavior of environment in which software
under test is executed.
E. Scalability
Our case studies conﬁrm that our technique can be applied
to real-world JavaScript code used in ﬁeld. While we need to
adjust some parameters used in test generation, we were able
to target all functions in the benchmarks within 2 seconds.
However, we need to perform experiments on applications
with their size varied. In order to target software of larger
scale, test generation techniques such as DART [23] would
be required, in addition to pure symbolic execution used in
current SymJS.
F. Threats to Validity
Issues related to the external validity of our evaluation are
handled in the discussions above. The internal validity of our
experiments may depend on software tools used. We have minimized the chance by writing tests for the toolchain developed,
which are completely different from the benchmarks used in
the evaluation.
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Abstract—Making decisions is a typical and recurring
challenge in a society as humans often have different opinions
concerning a certain issue. Consensuses have to be found that
satisfy all participants. To support the finding of consensuses,
at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology a new software
service is developed, the Participation Service, to support the
systemic consenting. This service is expected to be part of the
already existing service-oriented campus system of the
university that supports students in their daily life. The
Participation Service is expected to be developed in an agile
manner. Furthermore, as the entire architecture is based on
the Representational State Transfer paradigm, also the new
service is expected to be RESTful. One of the key success
factors of such projects is the gathering of requirements as the
software bases on them. In agile projects, scenarios are an
appropriate way to describe a system from the user’s point of
view. However, it is not obvious how to specify the
requirements so that they are of high quality. This article
presents an enhancement of scenario-based requirements
engineering techniques, so that the resulting requirements
fulfill the quality characteristics of the international standard
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148. The requirements engineering
technique has been created for the development of RESTful
web services. For that reason, this article demonstrates its
application by means of the Participation Service. Functional
and non-functional requirements are elicited and constraints
that emerged from the existing RESTful service-oriented
architecture are considered.
Keywords: requirements engineering; agile; scenario; rest;
service; participation; iso 29148

I.

INTRODUCTION

This article is an extended version of [1]. It describes the
requirements engineering approach that has been applied for
the Participation Service, a web service for systemic
consenting more in detail. Furthermore, compared to the
original work, it is shown that the approach is not necessarily
limited to RESTful web services as REST is only a
constraint in the methodology. Nevertheless, the focus is still
on web services in a service-oriented architecture. The
general applicability on all kind of software systems is
possible, but not yet proven. This kind of applicability
should be considered in future research work.

Decision-making is always a typical and recurring
challenge in a society. When having a certain issue,
stakeholders and participants have different opinions. They
defend their points of view and try to convince the others of
their personal opinion. To make a decision, consensuses
have to be found that satisfy all stakeholders and
participants.
At the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) a new
software service, the Participation Service, is expected to be
developed that supports the finding of consensus. The
Participation Service is based on the idea of systemic
consenting. This approach describes how to find a
compromise or consensus that is near to an optimal
consensus for the entire group and all stakeholders and
participants. For that purpose, possible solutions are scored
with points. However, compared to usual decision-making
processes, the solutions are not scored with agreement points
but with refusing points. This means, after describing the
issue and collecting possible solutions, the one solution is
selected that has the fewest refusing points. This solution
represents the one with minimum resistance.
The Participation Service is expected to be part of the
already existing service-oriented campus system of the
university. The so-called SmartCampus is a system that
provides functionality for students to support their daily life.
For example, today the SmartCampus offers functionality to
find free workplaces or to determine the route to a certain
destination, such as the library of the university. As the
services of the SmartCampus are expected to be used by
several different devices, such as notebooks, smartphones
and tablets, the software services are developed as web
services based on the Representational State Transfer
(REST) paradigm [2] as lightweight alternative to
technologies, such as SOAP over Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), Extensible Markup Language (XML), and
Web Services Description Language (WSDL). The RESTful
web services are invoked by a web application that is
responsive and can be therefore used on all the required
devices. Furthermore, the service is developed in an agile
manner to rapidly receive feedback about its usability.
For successful software projects, one key success factor
is the requirements engineering with its underlying process
and methodology [3][4]. In this phase, the functional and
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non-functional requirements are gathered and described.
They represent the basis for the entire software project. In
agile projects, the usage of scenario has evolved as an
appropriate way to describe the requirements. Scenarios
represent the requirements from a user’s point of view. As
the entire software project bases on the requirements, their
high quality is very important. For that reason, the IEEE has
created a set of quality characteristics for requirements. They
are summarized in the IEEE recommended practice for
software requirements specifications IEEE Std 830-1998 [5]
and its successor, the ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6]. However,
existing
scenario-based
requirements
engineering
methodologies do not consider these quality characteristics
explicitly.
This article enhances existing requirements engineering
methodologies for agile projects in a way that quality
characteristics of the international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE
29148 [6] are considered. For that purpose, in a first step,
existing methodologies are analyzed and described. In a next
step, the most appropriate methodology is reused and
adapted where necessary. In this phase, these parts of other
methodologies that support the achievement of certain
quality characteristics of the international standard are reused
and combined with the chosen methodology. As result, a
methodology is created that combines the best parts of all
analyzed methodologies.
To illustrate the resulting methodology, the Participation
Service for the SmartCampus as a real-world project is
considered. Its requirements are gathered and described
using the elaborated methodology. Based on this approach,
in a first step, the stakeholders are identified. Afterwards, the
goals of the Participation Service are elicited and prioritized.
In the last step, the functional and non-functional
requirements are formalized and it is shown that they fulfill
the quality characteristics of ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148.
The article is structured as follows: Section II examines
existing work in the context of requirements engineering
methodologies and quality characteristics for requirements.
Section III introduces the Participation Service as
exemplarily scenario. In this context, the idea behind the
service is described in detail. Our quality-oriented
requirements engineering methodology is presented in
Section IV. Section V concludes this article and introduces
future research work in the context of a quality-oriented
development of RESTful web services.
II.

BACKGROUND

This section analyzes existing approaches in the context
of requirements engineering methodologies that identify the
goals of stakeholders and writes them down in a precise way
so that they can be used in the following development phases
[7].
In IEEE Std 830-1998 [5], the IEEE offers an official
recommended practice for software requirements
specifications, which was replaced by the new international
standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6]. Based on them, quality
characteristics for high quality requirements can be derived.
Furthermore, the new standard provides language criteria for
writing textual requirements and requirements attributes to

support requirement analysis. It also provides guidance for
applying requirements-related processes. These concepts will
be used to analyze existing scenario-based requirements
engineering methodologies and to design the one introduced
in this article.
Sharp et al. [8] present a domain-independent approach
for identification of the stakeholders based on four
determined groups of so-called baseline stakeholders. They
can be further refined into three different groups based on
their role. This approach will be used to identify the
stakeholders in this article. However, in large projects the
resulting network of stakeholders can be huge.
For that reason, Ackermann et al. [9] describe a method
with a matrix in which the stakeholders were arranged by
their importance and their influence on the project. This
method can be used to prioritize the discovered stakeholders
for the project.
There are different requirement types, which have to be
taken into account when eliciting requirements for a software
product. Glinz [10] provides a concern-based taxonomy of
requirements, which consists of functional requirements,
non-functional requirements, and constraints. These types
will be reflected in the introduced requirements engineering
methodology, however with one difference: The
performance will not be considered as a separate entity since
it is already an ingredient of ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [11].
For eliciting functional requirements, Rolland et al. [12]
present a goal modeling approach by using scenarios. A goal
represents something that the stakeholders want to achieve in
the future, while a scenario represents the required
interactions between two actors to achieve the corresponding
goal. Once a scenario has been composed, it is investigated
to addict more goals. This approach can be aligned with
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6], which is why it will be reused in
this article.
However, there are two issues: 1) Goals cannot be
regarded separately because they could be composed of
existing goals and 2) the recursive process is repeated until
no more subgoals can be derived, but this can lead to a big
bunch of subgoals. A solution for 1) is a repository of
already analyzed goals, which can be reused by reference.
The determination of a threshold in 2) is difficult, because it
cannot be set easily by metrics. So the requirements engineer
has to decide on its own when the abstraction meets its
expectations. For this purpose, some conditions had to be
found, which support the decision-making. Furthermore, it is
not obvious how to achieve the initial goals.
At this point, Bruegge and Dutoit [13] introduce some
interview questions that can be used for identification of the
initial goals. Furthermore, elicitation techniques can be
found in [3]. To support agile software engineering, the
discovered goals have to be arranged by importance to select
the goals with the highest rank similar to iteration.
For that reason, the approach by Karlsson and Ryan [14]
will be applied, which uses pairwise comparisons in
consideration of cost and value. But, for many goals, this
approach will rapidly become impracticable as the number of
comparisons increases significantly. For that reason and the
statement “Keep the prioritization as simple as possible to
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help you make the necessary development choices” by
Wiegers [15], a simple classification approach with three
different scales based on IEEE Std 830-1998 [5] is best
suited for the initial prioritization.
When writing scenarios, the quality characteristics by [6]
have to be considered. Glinz [16] presents an approach,
which respects the quality characteristics by the old
recommendation IEEE Std 830-1998 [5]. His findings will
be used to improve the quality of requirements.
Also, Terzakis [17] presents techniques for writing
higher quality requirements by providing an overview of
requirements and pitfalls by using the natural language for
their description. Based on this, the quality of requirements
will be improved even further.
In [11], the ISO provides a quality model comprising
quality characteristics that are further decomposed into subcharacteristics. This model will be used for determining the
quality aspects of a software product.
For eliciting non-functional requirements, the approach
by Ozkaya et al. [18] will be used. Due to the fact that
statements like “The system shall be maintainable” are
imprecise and not very helpful, this approach is using socalled quality attribute scenarios. Based on these, the
corresponding quality characteristic of ISO 25010 [11] can
be derived. However, for many quality characteristics it can
be very time-consuming.
To reduce the effort, the decision-making approach by
Saaty [19] will be applied by using pairwise comparison of
the quality characteristics in ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [11] with
regard to their importance for the product strategy.
With the provided constraints of the architectural style
REST in [1], the last requirement type according to the
taxonomy in [10] will be considered.
III.

SCENARIO

To illustrate the requirements engineering approach, the
SmartCampus System at KIT is to be enhanced by a new
service, the Participation Service. The SmartCampus system
is a service-oriented system to support professors, students,
and other KIT members in their daily life. For example, the
SmartCampus system already provides services to determine
the route to a certain room or to find free workplaces.

Figure 1. Systemic consenting process.

The services of the SmartCampus can be used by means
of web applications that can be also used on mobile devices,
such as smartphones and tables. For that reason, the web
applications are developed with a responsive layout using
modern and standardized web technologies, such as
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 5.
The Participation Service is designed to support the
process of decision-making between professors, students,
and other KIT members according to the principle of
systemic consenting. In the first phase, participants can
create and describe their own subjects of debate and share
them to a group of participants. In the second phase, the
participants rate suggestions by expressing their dislike
instead of their like as usually expected. They are able to do
that in the form of refusing points from zero to ten. Refusing
points indicate how much a participant dislikes a possible
suggestion. Thus, rating a suggestion with zero refusing
points means that the participant totally agrees with the
suggestion. Rating a suggestion with ten refusing points
means that the participant rejects the suggestion. The
suggestion with the fewest amount of refusing points
represents the one with the highest acceptance of all
participants. This suggestion has minimum resistance and is
the consensus of the group. Fig. 1 illustrates the described
process. For example, the Participation Service can be used
for determining new lecture contents in collaboration with
students in the context of the Research Group Cooperation &
Management (C&M).
For illustration of our scenario-based requirements
engineering technique, the simple goal “Rate a suggestion”
of the Participation Service was chosen: A participant
requests the website of the Participation Service and gets to
see a login screen. After he logged in correctly, he gets a list
of subjects of debate. He selects a subject of debate, which
he is interested in. He sees a description of the subject and a
list of suggestions sorted descending by acceptance. Once
reading all suggestions, the participant rates each suggestion
with refusing points from zero to ten to express his dislike
against the suggestion. The Participation Service updates the
acceptance of each suggestion and rearranges them.
IV. QUALITY-ORIENTED REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING
OF RESTFUL WEB SERVICE FOR SYSTEMTIC CONSENTING
In this section, our requirements engineering
methodology is introduced. This represents our proposed
solution for gathering requirements that verifiably fulfill
quality attributes introduced in ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6].
This can be proven to the customer. First, the quality
characteristics of the standards IEEE Std 830-1998 [5] and
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6] are presented. Next, the
stakeholders are identified followed by an elicitation of their
goals. With the prioritization of the goals, they are selected
for the iteration. Afterwards, the functional and nonfunctional requirements are discovered and documented
according to the derived quality characteristics of [6] and the
provided taxonomy by Glinz [10]. Finally, the elicited
requirements for iteration were verified according to specific
quality characteristics in [6]. The entire requirements
engineering methodology is shown in Fig. 2.
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Complete

“The stated requirement needs no further
amplification because it is measurable and
sufficiently describes
the
capability and
characteristics to meet the stakeholder's need.” [6]

Singular

“The requirement statement includes only one
requirement with no use of conjunctions.” [6]

Feasible

“The requirement is technically achievable, does
not require major technology advances, and fits
within system constraints (e.g., cost, schedule,
technical, legal, regulatory) with acceptable risk.”
[6]

Traceable

“The requirement is upwards traceable to specific
documented stakeholder statement(s) of need… The
requirement is also downwards traceable to the
specific requirements in the lower tier requirements
specification or…” [6]

Verifiable

“The requirement has the means to prove that the
system satisfies the specified requirement. Evidence
may be collected that proves that the system can
satisfy the specified requirement…” [6]

Identification of
stakeholder
Elicitation
of the goals
Prioritization
Of the goals
Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration n

Functional
requirements

Functional
requirements

Functional
requirements

Non-functional
requirements

Non-functional
requirements

Non-functional
requirements

Constraints
Verification
Requirements of
product increment
#1

Verification

Verification
Requirements of
product increment
#2

Requirements of
product increment
#n

Figure 2. Requirements engineering methodology for agile development of
RESTful web services.

A. Quality Characteristics for Requirements
According to IEEE Std 830-1998 [5], the requirements
quality focuses on correctness, unambiguousness,
completeness, consistence, prioritization, verifiability,
modifiability, and traceability. The IEEE Std 830-1998 [5]
was replaced by the international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE
29148 [6], which introduces feasibility, necessity, free of
implementation, and singularity as new characteristics for
requirements while removing prioritization, correctness and
modifiability. Furthermore, the new standard distinguishes
between individual and a set of requirements. According to
them, a set of requirements shall be complete, consistent,
affordable, and bounded. The full set of quality
characteristics with its definition is shown in Tables I and II
[6].
TABLE I.
Quality
Characteristic
Necessary

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS FOR
INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS
Definition

“The requirement defines an essential capability,
characteristic, constraint, and/or quality factor. If it
is removed or deleted, a deficiency will exist, which
cannot be fulfilled by other capabilities of the
product or process…” [6]

Implementation
free

“The requirement, while addressing what is
necessary and sufficient in the system, avoids
placing unnecessary constraints on the architectural
design…” [6]

Unambiguous

“The requirement is stated in such a way so that it
can be interpreted in only one way. The requirement
is stated simply and is easy to understand.” [6]

Consistent

“The requirement is free of conflicts with other
requirements.” [6]

In [1], we took the assumption that the full set of quality
characteristics can be fulfilled by ensuring the individual
ones. But, this is not true for the full set of quality
characteristics since a complete requirement does not
provide information about the completeness of a set of
requirements.
TABLE II.
Quality
Characteristic
Complete

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS FOR
A SET OF REQUIREMENTS
Definition

“The set of requirements needs no further
amplification because it contains everything
pertinent to the definition of the system or system
element being specified.” [6]

Consistent

“The set of requirements does not have individual
requirements
which
are
contradictory.
Requirements are not duplicated. The same term is
used for the same item in all requirements.” [6]

Affordable

“The complete set of requirements can be satisfied
by a solution that is obtainable/feasible within life
cycle constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, technical,
legal, regulatory).” [6]

Bounded

“The set of requirements maintains the identified
scope for the intended solution without increasing
beyond what is needed to satisfy user needs.” [6]

Due to that, we formalized the quality characteristics in
Table II in a way that it can be applied on a set of
requirements for easier quality control at the end of a
requirements engineering phase. The formalization for each
quality characteristic is shown in Equations (1)-(4), while
Table III will give the explanation of the used elements. The
necessary information for the interpretation of the results
will be given in Table IV.
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TABLE V.

Rd ∩ Rs
COM(R d )=
if |R s |> 0 else 1
Rs
|𝑅(𝑅𝑑 )|
𝐶𝑂𝑁1 (R d )= 1 if |R 𝑑 |> 0 else 1
|R d |
𝐶𝑂𝑁2 (R d )= 1 -

|𝐶(𝑅𝑑 )|
if |R 𝑑 |> 0 else 1
|R d |

𝐶𝑂𝑁3 (R d )= 1 -

|𝑇(𝑅𝑑 )|
if |R 𝑑 |> 0 else 1
|R d |

𝐶𝑂𝑁1 (R d )=

(1)

AFF(R d )=

|𝐴(𝑅𝑑 )|
if |R d |> 0 else 1
|R d |

(3)

BOU(R d )=

|𝑅𝑑 \𝑅𝑠 |
if |R d |> 0 else 1
|R d |

(4)

TABLE III.
Element

EXPLANATION OF THE METRICS
Explanation

𝑅𝑑

Set of requirements, which should be considered

𝑅𝑠

Not absolutely necessary right now

𝐴(𝑅𝑑 )

Set of feasible requirements

𝐶(𝑅𝑑 )

Set of requirements with conflicts

𝑅(𝑅𝑑 )

Set of duplicated requirements

𝑇(𝑅𝑑 )

Set of requirements in which introduced terms are not used
consistently

TABLE IV.
Result

1
<1

Group

EXPLANATION OF THE RESULTS
Explanation

The quality characteristic is completely fulfilled
The quality characteristic is not completely fulfilled

B. Identification of Stakeholders
In the elicitation phase, all stakeholders of the project
have to be identified. A missing stakeholder can lead to
incomplete requirements, which endanger the project
success. For this purpose, we apply the approach by Sharp et
al. [8]. Based on the four groups a) users, b) developers, c)
legislators, and d) decision-makers, for the Participation
Service, we could identify all stakeholders as listed in Table
V and assign them to the corresponding scrum role.

Stakeholders

Users

Enrolled students and members of the KIT

Developers

Students at C&M and KIT as operator of the
Participation Service

Legislators

State of Baden-Wuerttemberg
Republic of Germany

Decision-Makers

C&M leader, C&M members and one expert of
systemic consenting

(2)

1
* (𝐶𝑂𝑁1 (R d ) + 𝐶𝑂𝑁2 (R d ) + 𝐶𝑂𝑁3 (R d ))
3

STAKEHOLDERS OF THE PARTICPATION SERVICE

and

Federal

The user represents people, groups, or organizations,
which interact with the system or make use of the provided
information. The developers are the stakeholders of the
requirement engineering process, such as analysts or
operators. The legislators represent government authorities
that provide guidelines for the development and operation of
the Participation Service. The last group stands for the
development manager and the user manager, who have the
power to make decisions with regard to the characteristics of
the system in development.
Depending on the quantity of the stakeholders, a
prioritization step is sometimes necessary to assess the
importance of the elicited requirements regarding to the
influence of the stakeholder. For this reason, Sharp et al. [8]
provide an outlook how network theories can be used to
determine the influence of a stakeholder. But, such
approaches can be time-consuming. A more pragmatic
method is the usage of power-interest grid by which the
stakeholders are classified in quadrants [22].
In this project, the prioritization of the stakeholders with
regard to their influence on the project was not necessary at
this point. Due to the fact that the complexity of the project
and the amount of involved stakeholders is not as high as in
an industrial project.
C. Elicitation of Goals
After the identification of stakeholders, the elicitation of
goals can be initiated. For this purpose, the interview and
brainstorming technique was chosen and the questions
introduced by Bruegge and Dutoit [13] were used for easier
discovery of the goals according to the definition by [12],
which is shown in Fig. 3. Each goal corresponds exactly to
one requirement in order to fulfill the singularity according
to [6]. An excerpt of the determined goals is shown in Table
VI. Goal G2 will be further refined in the upcoming sections.
In contrast to traditional software methodologies, such as
the waterfall approach, in agile development, more goals can
be added in the course of the software project.
TABLE VI.

EXCERPT OF GOALS OF THE PARTICIPATION SERVICE

ID

Goal

Stakeholder

G1

Logs in at the Participation Service

C&M member

G2

Rate a suggestion

C&M member

G3

Add a new proposal for solution

C&M member
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Goal

Goal

1..*

0..* Subgoal

1..*

Realized by
Verb

Parameter

1

Scenario
Figure 4. Meta-model of a requirement chunk.
Target

Object

Way

Direction

Result

Source

Destination

Means

Beneficiary

Manner

Figure 3. Meta-model of a goal.

By investigating the quality characteristic of the current
standard [6], we discovered that the meaning was changed
compared to IEEE Std 830-1998 [5]. In [5], requirements
were expected to be complete for the entire system.
According to the current standard, a set of requirements
contains everything to define a system or only a system
element. This allows us to use iterations in which system
elements are described.
D. Prioritization of Goals
The next step is the prioritization of the goals with regard
to their importance for the stakeholders. Due to the
abstraction level of the goals and the statement by Wiegers
[15], we applied a simple classification approach based on a
three-level scale that is shown in Table VII according to
IEEE Std 830-1998 [5]. In order to prevent ambiguousness,
each stakeholder has agreed on the meaning of each level
[15]. After rating of goals, a specific amount of highest
ranked goals, which reflects the necessity [6], form the basis
for the first iteration. The amount depends on the estimated
velocity of the development team and expected effort for the
implementation. In this context, the essential goals are those
presented in Table VI.
TABLE VII.
Group

CLASSIFICATION FOR GOAL PRIORITIZATION

Fig. 4 illustrates this by showing a meta-model that
defines the rules and the elements of a requirement chunk.
This recursive process with objective of functional
decomposition can be aligned with the process defined in the
standard [6]. But, this recursive process can be repeated
several times, which results in rising costs.
For that reason, we propose three conditions that serve as
abort criteria for the process. If all of the following
conditions apply, the process can be aborted:
1) no additional benefit in form of new derived goals
2) other scenarios will definitively not reuse atomic
actions of the current scenario
3) the size of the scenario exceeds more than 20 atomic
actions
According to Glinz [16], the decomposition in user functions
and the ease of understanding assure the precondition of
correct specification. Furthermore, the decomposition allows
us to describe the capability and properties of a given
requirement chunk in detail according to the stakeholder’s
need, which represents the completeness of individual
requirements. In the following, authoring and reusing of
scenarios will be presented.

Realized by

G3
Add a new proposal
for solution

Repository

Scenario

Refined in

Reused by

Realized by

Realized by

Meaning

Essential

Essential for the next release

Desireable

Not absolutely necessary right now

Optional

Would be nice to have someday

E. Functional Requirements
For each selected goal, a scenario will be authored or
reused that describes the required interactions to reach the
goal. Based on a scenario, further goals can be derived. The
combination of a goal and the corresponding scenario is
called requirement chunk as described in [12].

G3.1 = G.1
Logs in at the
Participation Service

Scen.

G3.2 = G2.2
Select a subject of
debate

Scen.

Realized by

G3.3
Create a new proposal
for solution

Figure 5. Reusing a requirements chunk from the repository.
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E.1. Reusing Scenarios
In the best case, a requirement chunk still exists in
the repository, which contains all analyzed goals and their
scenarios. Therefore, redundant scenarios will be avoided,
which ensures the consistence regarding to a set of
requirements. As a result, we can compose different
requirement chunks to support higher goals. For example,
the goal G1 “Logs in at the Participation Service” represents
a cross-sectional goal, which will be used by G2 and G3.
Fig. 5 shows how the goal G3 is refined in three different sub
goals, while two of them will be reused from the repository.
E.2. Authoring Scenarios
If no requirement chunk for the given goal can be found
in the repository, a new scenario has to be authored while
considering the quality characteristics by [6].
The unambiguousness cannot be fulfilled properly as we
use the natural language with inherent equivocality for the
description of the scenario [5]. So a trade-off between ease
of understanding and formalism has to be made. For this, we
used the provided meta-model of a scenario by Rolland et
al. [12] to reduce equivocality, which is shown in Fig. 6
Moreover, we used the introduced structural constructs of
Glinz [16] to further reduce the level of equivocality. To
detect ambiguousness during description or validation of
scenarios, Terzakis [17] offers a detailed checklist. Also, the
current standard [6] provides some terms, such as
superlatives or vague pronouns, which should be prevented
to ensure bound and unambiguousness. For newly
introduced terms and units of measure, we have created a
separate document, which acts as a glossary.

Scenario

Initial state 1
Final state 1

State

1..*

1..*

Action

Action flow

2

Actor

1

Atomic action

Resource

Object

Figure 6. Meta-model of a functional scenario.

According to [6], a scenario should be implementation free.
This means that no architectural design decisions take place
in this phase. This is the nature of a scenario as it describes
what is needed in form of a concrete instance to achieve its
intended goals. The nature of a scenario also allows us to
derive acceptance criteria to verify the requirements in the
form of test cases [16], which fulfills the verifiability [6].
The feasibility is another quality characteristic of the
standard [6] with focuses on technical realization of the
requirement. At this point, the scenario has to be
investigated with regard to system constraints such as the
existing environment (cf. Section G).
To ensure the traceability [6], each scenario must have a
unique identifier. In the course of modification over time, the
scenarios also need a version number representing the
current state.

Title:

Rate a proposed suggestion

ID:

G2

Priority:

High

Source:

C&M member

Risk:

Middle

Difficulty:

Nominal

Rationale:

Integral ingredient of systemic finding

Version:

1.0

Type:

Functional

Initial state:

User wants to rate a proposed solution

Final state:

User rated a proposed solution

Dependable goals:

None

No.
1

2

3

4

Normal action flow

Ref.

User logs in at the Participation service
System verifies the credentials

System redirects him to the secured area (Def. 1.1)
User gets a list of available subjects of debate
User selects a subject from the provided list
System receives the selection and redirects him to the subject of debate

User rates a proposed solution by selecting the refusing points
System calculates the acceptance of the suggested solution

No.

Concurrency / Alternative action flow

2’

IF the list of available subjects is empty
THEN the system displays: There are currently no subjects of debate
TERMINATE
Figure 7. Style for representation of scenarios.
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Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

Sum

Weight

Artifact
(Functional scenario)

Compatibility

1..*

Quality attribute
scenario

Usability

F. Non-Functional Requirements
After all goals have been analyzed, the resulting
requirement chunks represent the functional aspects of the
system. Each scenario can now be investigated with regard
to non-functional aspects. For this purpose, we use quality
attribute scenarios by Ozkaya et al. [18] and link these with
the corresponding requirement chunk. The meta model for
quality attribute scenario is shown in Fig. 8.

Functional suitability

Performance efficiency

Due to the fact of reusing scenarios, each scenario should
also be aware of dependable requirement chunks to clarify,
which requirement chunks will be affected by modifications
of one scenario.
Based on these findings, the representation in [16], and
the provided requirement attributes in [6], we created a style
for representation of scenarios, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Similar to the approach by Glinz [16], the representation can
also be easily transformed into a state chart.

Functional suitability

163

11

6

10

7

6

9

11

60

0.18

0

4

2

0

2

7

16

0.04

10

8

3

9

11

59

0.18

4

2

3

8

29

0.09

3

5

7

42

0.13

9

12

67

0.20

10

45

0.13

18

0.05

336

1.0

Performance efficiency

1

Usability

6

12

Compatibility

2

8

2

Reliability

5

10

4

8

Security

6

12

9

10

9

Maintainability

3

10

3

9

7

3

Portability

1

5

1

4

5

0

2

Sum

Figure 9. Results of the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP).

1
Source of
stimulus

1
Stimulus

1
Environment

1

Response

1
Response
measure

Figure 8. Meta-model of quality attribute scenario.

The stimulus represents the condition for the release of
the event, while its source is the entity that triggers it. The
response is the activity of the stimulus. The environment,
such as normal operation of a service, stands for the
constraint under which the stimulus occurred. The functional
scenario represents the stimulated artifact. Finally, the
response measure represents the measure for evaluating the
response of the system.
To align this with the product strategy, the product
quality characteristics of ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [11] have to
be ranked by their importance for the stakeholders. For
example, the security is probably more important than the
user experience for a product in the banking sector. This is
why we used pairwise comparisons of the quality attributes
according to the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) by
Saaty [19].
If quality characteristic A is more important than B, we
assign A the value 2 and B the value 0. If A and B are equally
important, we assign each of them the value 1.
We took the results of each stakeholder and calculated
the average, which is shown in Fig. 9. As Fig. 9 shows,
security, functionality, and usability are more important than
the others. Based on this result, we could focus on the most
important quality attributes. Nevertheless, we still have to
keep the quality attributes with minor importance for the
product strategy in mind. We can thus reduce the effort for
eliciting the non-functional requirements since resources,
such as time, often limit a project.

Similar to the description of the functional scenarios (c.f.
Section E), we have to respect the same conditions. This is
why we do not describe this in detail at this point.
For the prioritization of non-functional requirements, we
used the ranked result of the AHP. But, it is also possible to
add another prioritization step, such as the ones mentioned in
[15] or [18]. Fig. 10 shows one non-functional requirement
of goal G2.
Type:

Usability

ID:

N2

Source:

C&M member, students

Risk:

Low Difficulty:

Easy

Rationale:

Better user experience

Version:

1.0

G2

Quality
attribute
scenario

Priority:

Reference:

Source of stimulus:

User

Stimulus:

clicks on the button

Environment:

during normal operation,

Response:

the system gives a feedback

Response measure:

within a period of 200ms

0.18

Figure 10. Style for representation of quality attribute scenarios.

G. Constraints
According to Glinz [10], the constraints restrict the
solution space for the functional and non-functional
requirements. For example, a constraint can be companybased human interface guidelines, legal issues, or existing
environments [10]. With regard to the Participation Service,
we only had to investigate the constraints emerging from the
existing environment. As described in the introduction, the
Participation Service should be a part of the existing serviceoriented SmartCampus System based on REST.
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Figure 11. Component diagram of the SmartCampus system at the KIT.

Fig 11 shows the layered architecture according to Evans
[23] with components of the current SmartCampus System,
which consists of four layers: 1) user layer, 2) application
layer, 3) domain, and 4) infrastructure layer. The latter ones
are combined in the illustration for a better overview.
REST is a hybrid architectural style for distributed
hypermedia systems according to Fielding [2], which he
defines as follows: “REST is a hybrid style derived from
several of the network-based architectural styles ... and
combined with additional constraints that define a uniform
connector interface.“ [1, p. 76]. This definition implies the
consideration of several constraints that can be segmented in
architectural (1 - 5) and interface constraints (6) [1][21]:
1) Client-Server indicates a client and server
component. The client component sends a request to
the server that should be performed. Based on the
request, the server component either rejects or
performs the request.
2) Statelessness avoids the need of maintaining
information about a previous request on server side.
This leads to an improvement of server scalability.
3) Caching avoids a replication of already transmitted
information over the network.

4) Layered architecture facilitates the usage of
mediator components for adding features such as
load-balancing.
5) Code on demand is an optional constraint, which
extends the client functionality at runtime trough
downloading an executable artifact.
6) Uniform interface is an “umbrella term for the four
interface constraints” [21, p. 356]: the identification
of resources, the manipulation of resources through
representation, the self-descriptive messages und the
hypermedia constraint.
These constraints were written down in a separate
constraints document similarly to the glossary so that we are
able to reference this over the whole iteration cycle with
regard to the feasibility [6].
H. Verification
After the elicitation of the requirements in a qualityoriented way, we have investigated the requirements
according to the formalized characteristics for a set of
requirements in Section IV. These results give us a hint to
what extent the elicited requirements fulfill the quality
characteristics of ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2011 [6].
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TABLE VIII.

RESULTS OF THE VERIFIED SET OF REQUIREMENTS
IN EACH PERFORMED ITERATION

Metric
COM(Rd)

Iteration
#1
0,97

Iteration
#2
0,92

Iteration
#3
0,93

Iteration
#4
0,99

CON(Rd)

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

AFF(Rd)

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

BOU(Rd)

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

Based on the results in Table VIII, we could prove our
assumption that the full set of quality characteristics can be
fulfilled by ensuring the individual ones. The only exception
is the completeness, which was already mentioned in
Section IV. Because of this, we recommend the
investigation of the completeness before designing and
implementing the specified system or system element to
ascertain the quality of the requirements.
V.

EVALUATION

Our results by applying this technique showed us that we
improved the quality of our requirements by using this
technique, which considers the quality characteristic of
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2011 [6]. For example, we have
detected some inconsistencies during the authoring of the
scenarios and reduced the communication effort emerged
from misunderstandings.
Compared to the previous recommendation [5], it is
easier to meet the desired qualities of ISO/IEC/IEEE
29148:2011 [6]. The reason for this is that the new standard
does not give tough specifications for the satisfaction of the
quality characteristics.
Due to the fact that we are using the natural language for
describing requirements, we can only merely reduce the
ambiguousness and not prevent completely. However, this
does not imply bad requirements but rather potential for
improvements. Furthermore, sometimes it is adequate to
achieve 90 percent of the quality criteria, because the cost to
reach 100 percent is too high.
Furthermore, we propose the adjustment of the
completeness so that partial specifications in form of
iterations are allowed. The precondition of the completeness
will be analyzed with regard to the goals of the current
iteration.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this article, we introduced a methodology for
requirements engineering of RESTful web service for
systemic consenting. The methodology ensures that the
requirements fulfill quality characteristics defined by the
international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148. For that
purpose, we analyzed existing methodologies and combined
those parts that consider a certain quality characteristic to a
new methodology. Thus, the methodology presented in this
article is a combination of existing work.

As stakeholders and participants often have different
opinions, it is necessary to find consensuses. For that
purpose, the Participation Service implements functionality
that is based on the concept of systemic consenting. By
applying the requirements engineering methodology
presented in this article, the quality of the requirements for
the Participation Service could be improved. For example,
we detected some inconsistencies during the authoring of the
scenarios and reduced the communication effort and the
costs emerged from misunderstandings.
Compared to the previous IEEE Std 830-1998 [5], it is
easier to meet the desired qualities of ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148
[6]. The reason for this is that the new standard does not give
tough specifications for the satisfaction of the quality
characteristics. Due to the fact that in a scenario-based
approach we are using the natural language for describing
requirements, we can only merely reduce the ambiguousness
and not prevent it completely. However, this does not imply
bad requirements but rather potential for improvements.
Our approach is currently focused on the Participation
Service and its specifics. We assume that the methodology is
also applicable for further services or even software systems
in general. However, this is not proven yet. With this
approach, we expect to support requirements engineers and
business analysts when they have to describe the
requirements for a RESTful web service. In our scenario, the
presented methodology helped with gathering and describing
functional and non-functional requirements in a systematic
way so that they are of high quality. As the quality
characteristics considered in this article are part of an
international standard, they can be seen as valid and of
importance. Furthermore, requirements engineers and
business analysts can apply this methodology to analyze and
improve already described requirements regarding their
quality. As the requirements constitute the basis for the rest
of the development process, it is of high importance that a
certain level of quality is reached. For that reason, when
generalizing this approach, it will contribute to the
development of high-quality software solutions.
For the future, before generalizing the approach, we plan
to focus on further parts of the development of high-quality
RESTful web services. With this article, we considered the
initial phase of the development process, the gathering and
description of requirements. In the next step, we will focus
on the design of RESTful web services that fulfill the
previously gathered requirements. Also in this case, the
quality of the result will be considered. For that purpose, we
will analyze existing best practices for the design of RESTful
web services. We will combine these best practices with
quality characteristics of ISO 25010:2011 as a standard for
the quality for software products. Especially in environments
with limited resources, such as time and money, not all best
practices can be considered. By associating best practices
with quality characteristics, it will be possible to prioritize
best practices for the design of RESTful web services and to
select the for a certain project most valuable ones. Finally,
we aim to enable an automatic measurement of the best
practices to rapidly get an impression of the degree of
fulfillment.
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For that purpose, we will enhance our existing work in
the context of quality assurance of service-oriented
architectures [20]. We are also already working on an open
source tool, the QA82 Analyzer, to automate the
measurement of best practices [24]. After focusing on the
requirements engineering, the future work will help us to
also design and develop the Participation Service and future
web services in a quality-oriented manner.

[21] L. Richardson, M. Amundsen, S. Ruby “RESTful Web APIs,”
O’Reilly, 2013.
[22] F. Ackermann, C. Eden “Strategic Management of Stakeholders:
Theory and Practice,” Long Range Planning, Volume 44, No. 3,
2011, pp. 179-196.
[23] E. Evans, “Domain-Driven Design: Tacking Complexity In the Heart
of Software,” Addison-Wesley Longman Publishing Co., Inc., 2003.
[24] QA82, QA82 Analyzer, http://www.qa82.org, Accessed 2015-02-12.
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Abstract - Software engineering (SE)-specific process models
and their notation, such as the Software & Systems Process
Engineering Metamodel, are typically not specified or available
in an executable form that can provide automated guidance in
human-centric software engineering workflows. These SE
process models generally remain abstract in order to be
broadly applicable, and when any are concretized, they often
exist only in the form of documentation. Thus, they are not
actually relevant operationally, affecting process utilization
and governance. On the other hand, common business process
modeling notation such as BPMN is generalized and not
conducive for providing the context-aware support needed for
executable SE workflows. Thus, a practical method is needed
that supports comprehensive SE process documentation, yet
also provides an SE workflow modeling capability that can
transform documented SE workflows into an enactable form
executable in today's workflow management systems. The
method presented in this paper can utilize an available
comprehensive SE process documentation meta-model and
automatically extract incorporated SE concepts and workflow
concepts to a workflow model, specifically the Software
Engineering Workflow Language (SEWL). From this the
following are supported: 1) graphical-based workflow
modeling, 2) model-based transformation of workflow concepts
to diverse workflow management systems (WfMS), and 3) the
semantic transformation of SE concepts to contextually-aware
process-centered software engineering environments. The
results show the viability and practicality of such a method to
document, extract, graphically model, transform, and enact SE
workflows in support of contextual guidance capabilities for
software engineers.
Keywords - process-centered software engineering
environments; software engineering environments; software
engineering process modeling; software engineering process
model transformation; SPEM; UMA; Unified Method
Architecture; model-driven software development.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This article extends our previous work in [1]. In order to
be generally applicable to various software development
projects, most software engineering (SE) process models
remain abstract and require tailoring to the specific project,
team, and tool environment. Examples of SE process models
include the V-Model XT [2] (specified for all public-sector
IT development in Germany) and the Open Unified Process

(OpenUP) [3]. Typical SE process models are documented to
a great extent in natural languages, and are thus not easily
executable in an automated form. The technical
implementation of an executable process, whose sequence
can be modeled with and automatically enacted in a
workflow management system (WfMS), is called a
workflow. SE workflows, many of which are human-centric,
can cover some sequence of activities and steps related to
requirements, design, testing, etc., for instance Activity
Flows in VM-XT [4] or workflows in OpenUP [5].
Because they integrate SE concepts, SE process metamodels can be useful in the modeling and comprehensive
documentation of such SE processes. For instance, the
Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [6] is an open source
project for software process engineering that provides a
framework and supporting tools, one being the EPF
Composer (EPFC) [7] for method and process authoring and
publishing. It utilizes a process meta-model, the Unified
Method Architecture (UMA), a large extent of which was
adopted into the Software & Systems Process Engineering
Metamodel (SPEM) 2.0 [8].
Additionally, process-centered software engineering
environments (PCSEEs) have attempted to investigate and
address automated guidance and assistance mechanisms for
SE processes [9]. Yet they remain intrusive, rigid, and
inflexible [10], and fail to adequately support the human,
creative, and dynamic aspects of software development.
While more generalized automated process assistance and
guidance for humans has been available in the form of
process-aware information systems (PAIS) [11], this area has
lacked satisfactory standards and SE support and often lacks
the integration of the project and human context. Thus, such
systems and capabilities have not been readily leveraged by
software engineers.
A. Our Previous Work
To address these challenges for such human-centric SE
processes, we created a PCSEE that we call the Contextaware Software Engineering Environment Event-driven
Framework (CoSEEEK) [12]. Beyond SE tool sensors and
other contextual knowledge, it utilizes workflows to
understand the process context. That includes knowing
which activities a software engineer performed, which
activity is likely currently being worked on, which activity is
next, and associating these with SE-specific concepts such as
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projects, teams, persons, roles, tools, and artifacts via an
ontology and reasoner. While various facets were
investigated, including collaboration [13], quality integration
[14], and others, we still faced the problem of providing an
easy way for software engineers to access, model, and
transform SE workflows and integrate SE concepts without
vendor lock-in to a specific WfMS. Considering possible SE
workflow modeling notation, the SPEM is aimed primarily at
defining a domain-specific notation for the documentation of
SE processes, and does not completely address issues related
to executable SE processes so that automatic support and
guidance for software engineers in operational activities can
occur. On the other hand, a general workflow language
notation such as the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) 2.0 [15], while executable, lacks the inclusion and
semantic meaning of various SE domain-specific concepts
and thus becomes cumbersome.
Thus, to address the executable SE workflow language
gap, our team created the text-based language SEWL [16]
and previously targeted the adaptive WfMS AristaFlow [17]
and YAWL [18] to evaluate its portability. Our previous
work in [1] contributed various extensions to the original
workflow concepts, including: a new graphical
representation for SE-specific workflows blending BPMN
and SPEM notation; a graphical editor for SE workflows;
details on the model-driven generation of tailored artifacts
that target the ontology and heterogeneous WfMS support,
specifically the common of-the-shelf (COTS) WfMS jBPM
[19] and Activiti [20]; and the workflow ontology generator,
which addresses the aspect of contextual-awareness support
for workflows in conjunction with CoSEEEK.
B. Contribution
This article extends our work in in [1] by expanding the
scope of the original solution approach. It contributes an
automated model-driven method for SE process modelers
that incorporates a standard SE process meta-model, namely
the UMA, thus supporting comprehensive SE process
documentation capabilities while generating concrete
enactable workflows that can be used in automated SE
guidance support. Based on the information gleaned from the
SE model, workflow concepts are transformed into an
intermediate workflows language SEWL, from which further
workflow transformations to specific WfMS can occur. An
evaluation utilizes the EPF Composer with both existing and
new SE process models and with Activiti and jBPM WfMS,
the results showing the viability and practicality of the
method for documenting an SE model with existing tooling,
extracting SE concepts, graphically modeling SE workflows,
transforming SE workflows to specific WfMS formats, and
enacting SE workflows in support of contextual guidance
capabilities for software engineers.
The summary of the paper is as follows: the following
section discusses related work, and Section III describes the
solution method. Section IV then describes our realization of
the method. Section V presents an evaluation, followed by a
discussion and then the conclusion.

II.

RELATED WORK

With regard to related work, SPEM 2.0 [21] was
approved without supporting full process enactment. It
proposes two possible approaches for enactment: One
proposes a mapping to project planning tools. However, this
does not support automated adaptation to changing project
contexts during project execution. The other proposal is to
use the Process Behavior package to relate SPEM process
elements to external behavior models using proxy classes.
Both approaches lack full workflow modeling and
executability at the level of BPMN.
Other work related to enactment of SPEM includes
eXecutable SPEM (xSPEM) [21]. Process execution is
addressed via transformation to the Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL), while process validation is
addressed via transformation to a Petri net in combination
with a model checker. [22] maps SPEM to the Unified
Modeling Language Extended Workflow Metamodel (UMLEWM) in order to create a concretely executable workflow.
[23] and [24] investigate transforming SPEM to BPMN,
while [25] maps SPEM to the XML Process Definition
Language (XPDL). xSPIDER ML [26] is an extension
profile of SPEM 2.0 to enable process enactment.
The novelty of our solution method is that, in contrast to
the above approaches, it targets a simple graphical as well as
textual SE process language and notation for modeling,
blending the strengths of BPMN and SPEM; it concretely
generates executable workflows on different WfMS targets;
and it generates an Web Ontology Language (OWL)compliant ontology of SE concepts for context-aware
PCSEE tooling support. This addresses prior hindrances and
challenges for modeling and contextually integrating SE
workflows in SEE. Furthermore, the model-driven
integration of SE process meta-models provides a way to
support comprehensive SE process documentation while
providing an automated method to extract enactable SE
workflows and contextual concepts.
III.

SOLUTION

This section describes our model-driven solution method
(refer to Figure 1). The description below will refer to the
four phases in the method shown at the top of Figure 1,
namely model, transform, deploy, and operate.
The basis of the solution concept is an SE workflow
model, such as SEWL workflows which we had previously
developed. While the method supports the use of any SE
workflow format, SEWL was used as an intermediate
workflow model in our realization of this method. A SEWL
workflow is modeled, either with the graphical SEWL editor
or a textual editor, and provided as input for our Generator.
To transform the input, our Generator utilizes various
adapters we created that generate appropriate workflow
templates tailored for a specific WfMS, while concurrently
providing OWL-DL [27] output of the semantic concept
instances. These templates are then deployed. During
operations, a Process Manager Service we created abstracts,
via an interface, the WfMS-specific integration and
interaction details for our CoSEEEK (thus CoSEEEK does
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Figure 1. Solution method for SE process model transformation to executable and contextually-aware workflows.

not need to be a PAIS but only extend one) and the ontology
is referenced internally during operations by CoSEEEK.
Ontologies and semantic technology are advantageous in
providing a taxonomy for modeled entities and their
relations, a vocabulary, and supporting logical statements
about entities [28]. Automated consistency checking and
interoperability between different applications and agents
also support SE environment concept reuse.
A. The Model Phase
In the model phase (see Figure 1), an SE process is
modeled and documented based on an SE meta-model, such
as a UMA model created using the EPF Composer. This
model serves as an input to our Generator during the
transform phase, which automatically generates a SE
workflow model that maps all the correlating SE concepts to
an intermediate SE workflow format such as SEWL.
Alternatively, one could model or adapt the workflows
directly in SEWL. In the process modeling phase, a graphical
SEWL Editor assists the process modeler in creating the
textual SEWL workflows, which maintain the essence of
workflow concepts. Supplemental graphical diagram
information (position, font, color, etc.) is retained in
separately maintained diagram files, which are kept in sync
with the SEWL workflows. Direct editing of the XML-based
SEWL format is also possible; however, the Generator will
remove all non-applicable elements from the graphical
SEWL diagrams since the SEWL template XML file is
considered the primary model source. Further details are
provided in the next section.
B. The Transform Phase
As shown in Figure 1, in the transform phase SE
workflow model inputs in a format such as SEWL are
transformed by a Generator with a plug-in transformation
adapter architecture to the executable workflow template
format of a given WfMS target. An OWL adapter in the
Generator also semantically transforms SE concepts in the
workflow to produce an OWL-DL compliant ontology that it
utilized for process contextual awareness by CoSEEEK.
To exemplify what the transform phase of our method
does, Table I shows the mapping of common SE workflow
concepts. Here WU stands for Work Unit and WUC for

Work Unit Container. The primary difference between jBPM
and Activiti concept mapping is that in Activiti loops are
typically expressed via inclusive gateways and in jBPM via
exclusive gateways. E.g., any concurrent tasks in an SE
workflow would be modeled with the BPMN
parallelGateway,
which
activates
all
branches
simultaneously and, when merging, waits for all branches to
complete. Most WfMS support such basic features.
TABLE I.
SEWL
Phase
Activity
Iteration
Task
Sequence
Parallel
Loop
XOR
Roles
Artifacts
Variables

MAPPING OF SE AND WORKFLOW CONCEPTS

Activiti
Service Task +
inclusiveGateway
Service Task
Service Task +
inclusiveGateway
Service Task
parallelGateway
inclusiveGateway
exclusiveGateway
-

jBPM
Ontology
Service Task
+ WUC + WU
exclusiveGateway
Service Task
WUC + WU
Service Task
+ WUC + WU
exclusiveGateway
Service Task
WU
parallelGateway
exclusiveGateway exclusiveGateway Role Template
Artifact Template
Workflow Variables
Template

To address and abstract the integration, communication,
and coordination details of the specific WfMS, each Activity
or Task is represented as a Service Task and, during
generation, wrapped with code that supports the tracking or
triggering of the start and finish of an activity or task via
event sources and event listeners. This is done since a
Process Manager Service abstracts the integration specifics
of a WfMS for CoSEEEK, and a Space (a tuple space [29])
we developed is used to handle loosely-coupled
communication during operation with CoSEEEK. Details on
this are provided later in this and the next section.
C. The Deploy Phase
In the process deployment phase shown in Figure 1,
workflows in a WfMS-specific format are deployed into
their respective WfMS engine (e.g., jBPM or Activiti) and
the workflow ontology deployed into CoSEEEK. Typically
this implies transferring the workflow files to the expected
locations for a given configuration.
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WfMS
For each
Service Task

Process Manager
Start Process

Service Task Start Event

Space

Start Process Event

End Process

Start Process Event

Wait for Task Finish Event
Task Finish Event

Service Task End Event

CoSEEEK

Node End Event
End Process Event

Task Finish Event

Node End Event
End Process Event

Figure 2. Primary runtime component interaction.

D. The Operate Phase
In the operate phase, a specific WfMS instantiates and
executes workflow instances as prescribed by a Process
Manager Service, which integrates a WfMS and abstracts its
details and peculiarities. In our method, to support
heterogeneous WfMS a Process Manager acts as an
intermediary to support indirect and loosely-coupled eventbased interaction between a Service Task and the contextaware PCSEE. In our method implementation, CoSEEEK
uses our Space for this. Note that the transform phase needs
to incorporate the expected operational semantics in order to
generate the appropriate workflows for the operational phase.
Figure 2 provides an example of the operational
interactions in our implementation of the method. The
Process Manager has registered as a listener for certain
events. CoSEEEK writes a Start Process Event into the
Space. The Space notifies the Process Manager of this event,
which in turn instantiates and starts a given process in the
WfMS. For each Service Task in the workflow, a Service
Task Start Event is sent to the Process Manager and the task
waits until further notice. When CoSEEEK becomes aware
of a context state change via tool sensors (e.g., a commit of
source code was done, a test was started, or the software
engineer manually chose a new activity) that affects this
workflow and indicates that the current task is completed,
CoSEEEK writes a Task Finish Event to the Space. The
Space notifies the registered Process Manager of this event,
and it in turn notifies the WfMS. The Service Task sends an
End Event when it completes, and the Process Manager write
a Node End Event in the Space. The Space notifies
CoSEEEK of the event, which updates its state. When the
final Service Task completes, the workflow completes, and
the Process Manager writes an End Process Event to the
Space, which notifies CoSEEEK, which in turn updates its
state. As an aside, because all event history is kept in the
Space, any CoSEEEK components or a Process Manager
coming online after some absence (e.g., restart) can
determine the context or catch up on any missed events.
IV.

REALIZATION

This section provides details on the implementation of
our method, the current contribution being primarily the
integration of UMA support. To support loose-coupling with
CoSEEEK, a service-oriented event-driven architecture was

used in conjunction with a tuple space [29] composed on top
of a native XML database eXist [30], and provides a Web
Service for remote access. A Process Manager Service
manages and abstracts the peculiarities of a WfMS,
interacting indirectly with CoSEEEK via events in the Space.
The Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [31]
and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [32], which
includes ecore, were utilized by the SEWL editor. Figure 3
shows a simplified snippet of the ecore-based metamodel.

Figure 3. Simplified portion of the metamodel used with ecore.

Transformation Adapters. The Generator and associated
pluggable transformation adapters (SEWL, UMA, OWL,
jBPM, Activiti, AristaFlow, YAWL) were realized primarily
in Scala. Unique IDs were generated for every element
transformed and its target transformed element. This permits
a clear mapping association, which is also useful for logging.
The ontology adapter uses the Jena framework for
programmatic ontology access [33] to generate the ontology
instances for phases, activities, roles, artifacts, etc.
Figure 4 shows an example workflow snippet generated
for a jBPM Service Task, while Figure 5 shows one for
Activiti. For details on XML grammar of inputs or outputs,
refer to the respective WfMS or UMA documentation.
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<task id='2'name='RequestChange'tns:taskName='SEWL Task'>
<extensionElements>
<tns:onEntry-script
scriptFormat='http://www.java.com/java'>
<script>StartEventListener listener = new
StartEventListener();
kcontext=listener.writeNodeStart(kcontext);</script>
</tns:onEntry-script>
<tns:onExit-script
scriptFormat='http://www.java.com/java'>
<script>EndEventListener listener = new
EndEventListener();
listener.writeNodeEnd(kcontext);</script>
</tns:onExit-script>
</extensionElements>
</task>

Figure 4. Listing snippet of generated jBPM Service Task.
<serviceTask id='RequestChange' name='Request Change'
activity:class='Service'>
<extensionElements>
<activity:executionListener event='start'
class='StartEventListener'/>
<activity:executionListener event='end'
class='EndEventListener'/>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>

Figure 5. Listing snippet of generated Activiti Service Task.

Figure 6. CoSEEEK guidance GUI.

Generated OWL output was loaded into the Protégé
ontology editor [34] and is shown for a work unit activity in
Figure 7. Because the entire XML is very verbose, it is not
shown. Figure 8 shows a small portion of the CoSEEEK
software engineering environment ontology in graphical
form to give an impression of how software engineering
environment concepts, properties, and relations, such as
work units and activities are tied into the larger project and
environment, which is then utilized to provide contextual
awareness.
These workflows and the associated ontology concepts
serve as input to CoSEEEK, which then can provide
contextual guidance for a software engineer during SE

process execution, as can be seen in the screenshot of the
HTML- and JavaScript-based CoSEEEK GUI (Graphical
User Interface) shown in Figure 6. Context notifications are
shown in the upper region, and process context guidance is
in the bottom region, showing the current workflow activity
(here 'Test Solution') and the next possible follow-on activity
choices for guidance and/or manual selection by the user
[35]. Details on CoSEEEK's holistic approach to support
contextual guidance [12] and collaboration [13] during the
SE process are published in other papers and beyond this
paper's scope. For example, [14][36][37][38] provide details
on the automated integration of software quality measures
into executing SE workflows.

Figure 7. Generated OWL ontology for CoSEEEK shown in Protégé.
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Figure 8. Screenshot of a portion of the CoSEEEK's software engineering environment ontology.

Figure 9. SEWL Editor showing the OpenUP Inception Phase in the SEWL graphical format.
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SEWL Editor. The SEWL textual language described in
[16] supports the modeling of SE workflow concepts that a
SE process may have. Multi-lingual support for referencing
the same SE concept instance in various natural languages
(e.g., German and English) was also implemented
previously, supporting global software development (GSD)
processes and their documentation in multiple languages.
The graphical notation used in the editor is extensible and
can be adapted or "skinned" with icons to suit the
preferences of the user, which can minimize notation
confrontations between different user "tribes", e.g., BPMN
purists or SPEM purists. In order to get the "best of both
worlds", the SEWL Editor currently applied a mix of
graphical notation as follows:
- SPEM icons for all SE concepts (e.g., phase, activity,
iteration, task, role, artifact),
- BPMN icons for process notation, e.g., events, gateways,
and connections.
As an example, an OpenUP Inception phase workflow
modeled in the SEWL Editor is shown in its graphical
(Figure 9) and textual (Figure 10) notation. One can see that
various SE concepts such as roles, phases, artifacts,
activities, inputs, and outputs can be modeled and sequenced.
<process base="default_process.xml" xmlns=...>
<resources>
<roles>
<role id="1" name="Analyst" />
<role id="2" name="Project Manager" />
...

<elements>
<element name="phase" base="container">
<structure>
<attribute name="repeatable">true</attribute>
<rules>
<contains element="activity" />
<contains element="iteration" />

...

<artifacts>
<types/>
<instances>
<artifact type="Artifact">Project Plan</artifact>

...

<tools/>
<element type="sequence" name="OpenUP Process"
resource="6">
<element type="phase" name="Inception"
milestone="Lifecycle Objectives">
<element type="sequence">
<element type="activity" name="Initiate Project">
<element type="task" name="Develop Technical
Vision" resource="1">
<output>
<parameter name="vision"
tailoring="true">Vision</parameter>
<parameter name="glossary"
tailoring="true">Glossary</parameter>
...

<element type="parallel">
<element type="activity" name="Identify and
Refine Requirements">
<element type="sequence" resource="1">
...

<element type="activity" name="Agree on
Technical Approach" resource="4">
...

<element type="activity" name="Plan and Manage
Iteration" resource="2">
<element type="sequence">
<output>...
</output>

Figure 10. Example OpenUP SEWL workflow snippets (end-tags omitted).

To retain the graphical details of the layout of nodes and
edges, a separate file in XMI [39] notation was used. Figure
11 gives an example.
<graphicsystem:Graphicsystem
xmi:id='WUC_Phase_1_Inception'
parentDiagram='WUC_Process_OpenUPProcess.sewl_diagram' >
<newObjects xmi:type='graphicsystem:Start'
xmi:id='startevent1' ObjectToObjects='sequenceStart1' />
<newObjects xmi:type='graphicsystem:Sequenz'
xmi:id='sequenceStart1'
ObjectToObjects='WU_Activity_1_InitiateProject' />
<newObjects xmi:type='graphicsystem:Activity'
xmi:id='WU_Activity_1_InitiateProject' Name='Initiate
Project'
Reference='WUC_Activity_1_InitiateProject.sewl_diagram'
ObjectToObjects='parallelGatewayStart1' />
...
</graphicsystem:Graphicsystem>
<notation:Diagram xmi:id='id_WUC_Phase_1_Inception'
type='SEWL' element='WUC_Phase_1_Inception'
name='Inception.sewl_diagram' measurementUnit='Pixel'>
<children xmi:type='notation:Shape'
xmi:id='shape_startevent1' type='2043'
element='startevent1'>
...
</children>
<children xmi:type='notation:Node'
xmi:id='shape_WU_Activity_1_InitiateProject' type='2034'
element='WU_Activity_1_InitiateProject'>
<children xmi:type='notation:DecorationNode'
xmi:id='4e841147-2f14-445a-b0b4-30e714be504e'
type='5039'/>
<children xmi:type='notation:BasicCompartment'
xmi:id='0b62527e-b592-4e3d-a367-541f17843fb9'
type='7011'/>
<styles xmi:type='notation:DescriptionStyle'
xmi:id='1b9fea72-5856-4be5-9203-1ef5cc58d000'/>
<styles xmi:type='notation:FontStyle'
xmi:id='3051a516-b9f4-42c6-9698-8072fbe9a301'/>
<styles xmi:type='notation:LineStyle'
xmi:id='7ea4d238-14fc-4068-a4ce-ed6bb08820af'/>
<layoutConstraint xmi:type='notation:Bounds'
xmi:id='11135191-6e30-4c7a-a803-dfd437a058bc' x='440'
y='185' />
</children>
...
<styles xmi:type='notation:DiagramStyle'
xmi:id='_avAfkaznEeGl_a7M295XCw'/>
<edges xmi:type='notation:Connector' xmi:id='flow23'
type='4020' source='shape_startevent1'
target='shape_sequenceStart1'>
<styles xmi:type='notation:FontStyle'
xmi:id='8712763c-8e17-4285-948b-0b78f41f90af' />
<element xsi:nil='true' />
<bendpoints xmi:type='notation:RelativeBendpoints'
xmi:id='71805553-c9c1-46ff-8d13-56c6a3ab24fc'
points='[20, 0, -125, 10]$[130, -14, -15, -4]'/>
<sourceAnchor xmi:type='notation:IdentityAnchor'
xmi:id='63f1b22c-d2fd-408e-9b8a-99044df18ce6' id='EAST'
/>
<targetAnchor xmi:type='notation:IdentityAnchor'
xmi:id='0fd5db1f-daac-468a-a457-2dcf6bf1ee43'
/>
</edges>

Figure 11. Example SEWL diagram XMI code snippet.

An exemplary subset of the included constraints used to
validate the model is listed here, i.e., audit rules. These were
implemented in Java to allow usage outside of the GMF:
- verify phase/activity element has an output and a
submodel,
- verify end element has no output,
- verify task does not target iteration/activity/phase,
- verify Loop has LoopEnd, Sequence has SequenceEnd,
XOR has XOREnd, And has AndEnd.
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Figure 12. jBPM generated output (rearranged by hand).

V.

EVALUATION

The evaluation of the solution method focuses on its
practicality and viability. Three usage scenarios were
evaluated, namely: a) the ability to use the method without
utilizing any UMA model (SEWL only), b) starting with a
new customized UMA model that represents an
organization's own tailored SE process, and c) using an
existing publicized UMA model. Furthermore, the
performance of the method realization should be evaluated to
determine if a model-driven XML-centric approach is
adequate.
As to supporting a broad modeling spectrum, the Eclipse
Process Framework (EPF) was used as a reference for
modeling Scrum and OpenUP. These models were
successfully modeled and transformed. Although the entire
OpenUP process was modeled, only portions of the Inception
Phase are shown below due to space constraints.
A. SEWL Non-UMA Process Model Example
The entire OpenUP process was modeled using the
SEWL Editor as a starting point as was seen in Figure 9, and
the generator was executed and jBPM and Activiti outputs
were generated. Figure 12 was rearranged by hand. A snippet
of the corresponding generated output is shown in Figure 14
for Activiti and in Figure 15 for jBPM. Thus processes that

do not have or wish to use UMA can still utilize the method
and SEWL for SE workflows.
B. New UMA Process Model Case Study
For this case, we started with a new EPF Composer
project and modeled a portion of the Waterfall model based
on Royce's original paper [40] as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Screenshot of a Waterfall process modeled in EPF.
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<<process id='WUC_Phase_1_Inception' name='Inception'>
<extensionElements>
<activiti:executionListener event='start'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.Proces
sStartEndListener'></activiti:executionListener>
<activiti:executionListener event='end'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.Proces
sStartEndListener'></activiti:executionListener>
</extensionElements>
<startEvent id='startevent1' name='Start'></startEvent>
<endEvent
id='endevent1' name='End'></endEvent>
<serviceTask id='WU_Activity_1_InitiateProject'
name='Initiate Project'
activiti:class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extensi
on.DummyService '>
<extensionElements>
<activiti:executionListener event='start'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.EventL
istener'></activiti:executionListener>
<activiti:executionListener event='end'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.EventL
istener'></activiti:executionListener>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
<parallelGateway id='parallelGatewayFork1' />
<serviceTask
id='WU_Activity_2_IdentifyandRefineRequirements'
name='Identify and Refine Requirements'
activiti:class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extensi
on.DummyService'>
<extensionElements>
<activiti:executionListener event='start'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.EventL
istener'></activiti:executionListener>
<activiti:executionListener event='end'
class='coseeek.workflow.process.activiti.extension.EventL
istener'></activiti:executionListener>

activities, and/or tasks are modeled, default sequential
workflows can be automatically generated from this in
SEWL as shown in Figure 17. Here, the phases are shown as
a sequential workflow. The Testing Phase is shown as a
workflow of activities as shown in Figure 18. In Figure 19,
tasks within the activity related to product assurance
techniques specified by the Waterfall model are shown. If
desired, workflows can then modified in the SEWL, e.g., for
more complex non-sequential workflow models. The SEWL
workflows were automatically transformed by the Generator
into corresponding jBPM workflows (shown in Figures 2022) and Activiti workflows (shown in Figures 23-25).
C. Existing UMA Process Model Case Study
The published UMA process model OpenUP, shown in
Figure 16, was modified to simulate a customization scenario
for an organization. Here a "Review Solution" task was
added to the "Develop Solution Increment" activity.

Figure 14. Example Activiti XML snippet.
<process processType='Private' isExecutable='true'
id='WUC_Phase_1_Inception' name='Inception'>
<extensionElements>
<tns:import name='coseeek.workflow.process
.jbpm.extension.JBPMEventListener'/>
</extensionElements>
<startEvent id='_1' name='Start'></startEvent>
...
<parallelGateway id='_3' gatewayDirection='Diverging'
/>
<parallelGateway id='_4' gatewayDirection='Converging'
/>
<task id='_5'
name='WU_Activity_2_IdentifyandRefineRequirements'
tns:taskName='SEWL Task' >
<extensionElements>
<tns:onEntry-script
scriptFormat='http://www.java.com/java'>
<script>JBPMEventListener listener =
new JBPMEventListener();
kcontext=listener.writeNodeStart(kcontext);</script>
</tns:onEntry-script>
<tns:onExit-script
scriptFormat='http://www.java.com/java'>
<script>JBPMEventListener listener = new
JBPMEventListener();
listener.writeNodeEnd(kcontext);</script>
</tns:onExit-script>
</extensionElements>
<ioSpecification>
<inputSet/>
<outputSet/>
</ioSpecification>
</task>
<task id='_6' name='WU_Activity_3_AgreeonTechnicalApp...

Figure 15. Example jBPM workflow snippet.

This demonstrates that an organization's model can be
used conveyed to UMA, and that as long as phases,

Figure 16. OpenUP screenshot showing Review Solution customization.
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Figure 17. SEWL diagram of the Waterfall phases.

Figure 18. SEWL workflow diagram of Waterfall's Testing Phase.

Figure 19. SEWL workflow diagram showing tasks of the Waterfall's activity Use Product Assurance Techniques.

Figure 20. jBPM diagram of the Waterfall phases workflow.
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Figure 21. jBPM diagram of Waterfall's Testing Phase Workflow.

Figure 22. jBPM diagram of Waterfall's activity Use Product Assurance Techniques.

Figure 23. Activiti diagram of Waterfall's phases workflow.

Figure 24. Activiti diagram of Waterfall's Test Phase workflow.

Figure 25. Activiti diagram of the tasks in the Waterfall's activity Use Product Assurance Techniques.
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This was done to demonstrate that an existing
comprehensive UMA model from the community can be
customized and default sequential workflows automatically
generated in SEWL. In Figure 26, the phases are shown as a
sequential workflow. The Construction Phase was modeled
as a workflow of activities in Figure 27. In Figure 28, the
tasks for the activity related to product assurance techniques

are shown. If necessary, these workflows can then be
modified in the SEWL graphical editor to suit the needs for
more
complex
non-sequential
workflow
models.
Nevertheless, a starting basis is automatically provided.
From the SEWL model, we transformed these SEWL
workflows using the Generator into corresponding jBPM
(Figures 29-31) and Activiti (Figures 32-34) workflows.

Figure 26. SEWL diagram of the OpenUP phases workflow.

Figure 27. SEWL diagram of OpenUP's Construction Phase workflow.

Figure 28. SEWL diagram of the OpenUP's Develop Solution Increment workflow.

Figure 29. jBPM diagram of the OpenUP phases workflow.

Figure 30. jBPM diagram of OpenUP's Construction Phase workflow.

Figure 31. jBPM diagram of the OpenUP Develop Solution Increment workflow.

Figure 32. Activiti diagram of the OpenUP phases workflow.

Figure 33. Activiti diagram of OpenUP's Construction Phase workflow.

Figure 34. Activiti diagram of OpenUP's Develop Solution Increment workflow.
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D. Performance
We evaluated our model-driven solution to determine if it
exhibits acceptable transformation performance for expected
usage.
1) Performance for provided SE Models: For this
scenario we wanted to determine the performance one can
expect for model transformation of basic and realistic SE
process models that conform to the EPF XML Schema. The
configuration for these measurements consisted of an Intel
Core i7-3740QM CPU @2,70GHz, 16 GB RAM, Windows
7 Ultimate SP1 x64, Java 8, Scala 2.11.5.
The performance results presented in Table II
differentiate the two UMA SE processes Waterfall and
OpenUP, with Waterfall being a new relatively small model
example, and OpenUP being a comprehensive model
example. The second major column shows the resulting file
sizes in bytes, lines, and number of files involved for each
of the generation steps. The major center column then
shows the duration in milliseconds for various
transformations. The EPF input files are the starting point,
with the generation steps being the EPF to SEWL
transformation (EPF->SEWL), the SEWL to diagram
transformation (SEWL->diagram), the SEWL to jBPM
transformation (SEWL->jBPM), and the SEWL to Activiti
transformation (SEWL->Activiti). The maximum time
needed was about 1 second needed to create 83 XMI
diagram files with over 10,0000 XML lines from the input
of 995 lines of SEWL XML. This performance seems
acceptable for such a comprehensive SE model.
TABLE II.
Generation Steps

EPF MODEL TRANSFORMATION PERFORMANCE
Duration
(milliseconds)
Waterfall

Generated XML
in bytes [lines] (files)

OpenUP

Waterfall

OpenUP

1,671,816
[24109] (1)

EPF Input files

-

-

9,480
[75] (1)

EPF -> SEWL

341

505

3,084
[85] (1)

51,695
[995] (1)

SEWL -> diagram

811

1040

32,344
[332] (3)

1,008,362
[10277] (83)

SEWL -> jBPM

646

833

20,929
[442] (12)

222,632
[5438] (83)

SEWL -> Activiti

609

950

17,218
[183] (3)

383,087 [3747]
(83)

2) Plugin Performance: We compared performance of
the various generator plugins for their different types of
output to determine if there are significant differences or
issues with such a plugin concept. For this, a five node
OpenUP process sequence was provided as the input to the
SEWL Editor, and the performance of each of the adapters
in the Generator measured. For each round, a loop of 1000
generations was averaged. For generating the SEWL
template, the SEWL diagram files served as input.
Otherwise the SEWL XML template alone was used as

input. The configuration for these measurements consisted
of an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 2.26 GHz, 3 GB RAM,
Windows XP Pro SP3, Java JDK 1.6.0-31, Scala 2.9.1,
Activiti 5.8, jBPM 5.2, Jena 2.6.4, and Eclipse EMT
(Helios) SR2. The performance results are presented in
Table III, with the left column indicating the adapter
measured, the center column the average duration, and the
right column the size of the inputs and outputs in bytes,
lines, and files.
TABLE III.

GENERATOR ADAPTER PERFORMANCE
XML File Size
in bytes [lines] (files)

Average
Duration
(millisec)

Input

Generated

SEWL
template

10.3

212,490 [2255] (22)

19,431
[416] (1)

SEWLDiagram

65.1

19,431 [416] (1)

212,490
[2255] (22)

Activiti

23.8

19,431 [416] (1)

79,088
[822] (22)

jBPM

27.5

19,431 [416] (1)

86,169
[1856] (22)

Ontology

6917.8

19,431 [416] (1)
823,020 [12965] (1)

1,469,639
[15750] (1)

Generating a SEWL template from the diagram involves
the least amount of writing, and is thus fastest. The
generation of SEWL diagrams in XMI format is more
verbose in bytes and lines by at least a factor of 2, and its
duration is correspondingly longer compared to the jBPM or
Activiti adapters. With regard to the Ontology adapter, two
files serve as input for generating the OWL ontology; in
addition to the SEWL template input, the Jena Semantic
Web framework is used to parse and create internal objects
from the existing ontology (a comparatively large file with
its additional 12 related remote namespace schema), then
the relevant ontology instances are updated based on the
SEWL file, and finally a complete OWL file that contains
the modifications is generated. Since much more XML is
involved in both the input parsing and generation, and the
use of specialized semantic OWL APIs, here the overall
performance for generating semantic workflow context
concepts is noticeable.
Because the RDF and OWL-DL XML formats are
standardized, possible optimization strategies include
partitioning the ontology to only those areas applicable for
workflow ontology concepts, rather than the total ontology.
Another possibility is the use of solid state disks on the
devices involved in the ontology generation, e.g., by placing
the adapter behind a web service.
In summary, the performance of the generators appears
satisfactory for typical SE process transformation.
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VI.

DISCUSSION

While there is potential for further automation of SE
processes and automated guidance support, a number of
practical hindrances remain.
In the past, since SE process documentation lacked
contextually adapted and WfMS supported workflows, it has
often seemed not to be operationally relevant, but rather
something relatively abstract. It might serve to satisfy the
appearance of the existence of a disciplined and professional
method for approaching the software engineering work, with
no real way to monitor actual usage or compliance with it.
Thus, for most of the actors involved in using the
documentation of SE processes, the documented workflows
appear not to add significant value and most of the work is
done without referring to the SE process documentation with
any of its specified abstract workflows. Perhaps the swing in
prior decades to overly documented und irrelevant SE
processes caused an understandable and reactionary agile
movement, as codified in the Agile Manifesto [1], to
minimize tools and documentation.
However, if SE process documentation could include
operationally concrete and WfMS-enactable workflows that
provide contextually relevant guidance, and these workflows
involved the actual tools and artifacts used and were tied in
to the SE process documentation as well, then it would bring
"life" to the relatively "dead" SE process documentation,
since contextually adapted workflows would be mostly
relevant and helpful to the software engineers in their actual
work context. They would no longer have the hurdle of
manually finding their current context in the abstract and
perhaps quite comprehensive SE process documentation, and
then manually determining the workflow portions they are
supposed to follow and keep jumping from their work
context to their process documentation context.
Activities and processes are an inherent part of SE and
will continue to be used to accomplish SE work, be they
explicit and documented or implicit and undocumented. As
automation and intelligence in SE environments increases, a
middle-ground may be found between these two extremes, so
that the benefits that other domains have reaped from WfMS
support for human-centric and hybrid human and automated
workflows can be better integrated and leveraged in the SE
landscape. This will involve documentation and workflow
modeling, and a model-driven approach can automate many
of the aspects in order to minimize the effort involved for
software engineers.
The SE environment, tooling, and process area has seen
relatively little standardization for various reasons. Efforts to
better integrate the heterogeneous SE tooling landscape in a
vendor-neutral manner, such as the semantic services
approach of Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration
(OSLC) project, seem to have fizzled at the moment for all
practical purposes. As tools continue to change, keeping the
data models and integrations updated seems to involve
significant effort without significant incentives. Future
approaches may move more tooling to the cloud, enabling
better context-aware SE integration.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article contributed a practical model-driven
methodology that supports the usage and transformation of
software engineering process documentation to workflows
executable in modern workflow management systems. The
method can utilize comprehensive SE process documentation
meta-models and automatically extract incorporated SE
concepts and workflow models to an intermediate SE
workflow format such as the Software Engineering
Workflow Language (SEWL). These workflows can
optionally be edited in a common SE format that is aware of
SE process and environment concepts and can then
transformed into various enactable WfMS formats and
ontological concepts for context-aware support.
Automated workflow guidance for SE projects remains a
challenge, and current SE process meta-models have hitherto
not integrated support for intricate and enactable workflow
modeling capabilities. With our practical model-driven
method we showed that, beginning with only a rudimentary
process documentation of a set of SE concepts conformant to
some SE process meta-model such as the UMA, actually
enactable workflows can be automatically generated for
various common WfMS. Our method enables the utilization
of currently available SE process documentation tooling such
as the EPF Composer, without needing to deal with separate
manual process modeling techniques for a vendor-specific
WfMS due to our model-driven adapters. Such generated
sequential workflows extracted and transformed from some
SE process documentation can provide a starting point for
more intricate operational SE workflow modeling in, for
instance, our SEWL editor, should certain workflows be
more complex or require branches or loops. These can be
readily adjusted either with the SEWL graphical editor or
directly in the SEWL text-based model, and then WfMSspecific workflows can be automatically generated.
This solution method provides an easy to use graphical
modeling capability for executable SE workflows that can
execute on commonly available WfMS, while retaining SE
semantic information in a separate OWL file for contextually
aware PCSEEs. The evaluation results show that such a
model-based method for transforming SE workflows to
common WfMS is both feasible and practical.
Future work includes case studies with industry partners
in live settings as well as more comprehensive utilization of
the ontological concepts extractable from such UMA-based
models with those of CoSEEEK. Also, bidirectional
workflow transformation support between SEWL and an
engine-specific workflow format would allow editing in the
workflow editor of choice. This entails providing reverse
transformation support for engine-specific workflow
templates, enabling engine-specific usage of features and
editing capabilities via workflow engine-specific editors. For
instance, changes made to jBPM and Activiti workflows
could be automatically reflected in a SEWL template.
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Abstract — Business information of our days systems heavily
rely on graphical user interfaces (GUIs) as a sub-system that
provides rich interaction options to access business services
and stands out with high usability. To develop and maintain a
GUI sub-system, high efforts accumulate due to missing
standard solutions and limited reuse of already established
architectures. Published architectural patterns and few
reference architectures are primary sources for GUI
architecture development. However, these concepts need to be
extensively adapted, since individual requirements are to be
met and available sources do not describe all necessary details.
These are fine-grained GUI responsibilities, differentiated state
handling for application and presentation as well as
implementation structures. Therefore, GUI development
projects create high efforts and their resulting architecture
often does not represent the desired separation of concerns,
and so, is hard to maintain. These architectures are no proper
foundation for the integration of recent user interface pattern
(UIP) concepts, which promise a reuse of proven usability
concepts and enable the automated generation of vast GUI
parts. In this work, the design issues that occur during GUI
architecture development are to be analyzed. To prepare the
analysis, selected GUI architecture and pattern concepts are
presented. Furthermore, the general responsibilities of GUI
sub-systems and their structural elements are identified. In
detail, software categories are applied to model the GUI
responsibilities and their relationships by separating their
concerns based on several dimensions of knowledge. The
resulting software category tree serves as a basis to review the
well-known model view controller pattern and the Quasar
client architecture, which is a detailed GUI reference
architecture of the domain. As result, the major design issues
of GUI systems are derived and summarized. Eventually, the
created GUI software category tree can be applied as a
foundation for the creation, understanding and assessment of
other GUI patterns or reference architectures.
Keywords — GUI software architecture; software
architecture; user interface patterns; graphical user interface.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Domain. Business information systems represent a
domain that is largely influenced by software architecture
considerations. Especially the graphical user interface (GUI)
sub-system is likely to induce high efforts [2] for both
development and later maintenance. According to a survey
among 23 major Germany-based IT service companies, IT
This work is an extensively revised and substantially augmented version of
“A Software Category Model for Graphical User Interface Architectures”,
which appeared in the Proceedings of The Ninth International Conference
on Software Engineering Advances (ICSEA 2014) [1].

departments of banking, logistics and power supply
industries, as well as medium-sized IT developers, the
development efforts for GUI systems is still estimated to be
considerably high compared to other common sub-systems
of business information systems. On a basis of 100% total
development effort, the aggregated efforts across all
development phases were estimated for the four principal
business information systems layers as follows: workflow
layer 24,8%; presentation layer or GUI 26,8%; application
layer 29,8% and lastly persistence layer 18,6%. In sum, the
presentation layer was rated as the second highest concerning
total effort.
The high efforts for GUI development apply for both
standard and individual software systems as a high demand
for individually designed GUI systems is actually present.
The companies require their business information systems to
be closely matched to their business processes. As a
consequence, custom services are often to be developed or
configured, which require a customized GUI to reflect the
functional aspects. In addition, a high usability is almost
always a desired goal to achieve during the development of
new GUI dialogs.
Problems. However, GUI architectures are not
standardized to the required detail, since historically applied
patterns have not converged towards a detailed standard
architecture that models every responsibility needed for
considering current functional, usability and technological
influences during development or maintenance. According to
functional aspects, the higher degree of system integration
into business processes demands for exact implementations
of comprehensive requirement artifact types like use cases,
tasks and business processes. The customers expect the GUI
system to closely match the specified scenarios with dialogs
that reflect the flow and branching of actions along with the
proper display of context relevant and even optional data.
Users no longer reenact those scenarios by activating the
single functions with their belonging dialogs in the right
order. They expect the GUI system to provide guidance
instead, navigation facilities and adequate presentation
layouts to attain a dialog structure that perfectly mirrors and
complements the functional requirements specification.
Those current GUI development needs are facing rather
old GUI architecture patterns like model view controller
(MVC) [3] and its variants [4], which did not consider such a
deep and vast requirements basis. To resolve some MVC
limitations or add some detail, other MVC pattern derivates
like HMVC [5], MVP [6][7], MVVM [8] and MVA, RMR,
ADR (reference [9] provides some overview only) were
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introduced and occasionally found their role as a principal
architecture of GUI frameworks. However, mostly single
dialogs are considered by those patterns, so that concerns
like the design of navigation among dialogs, the structuring
and separation of visual layout, presentation control, dialog
control [10] and application flow are not comprehensively
described by a single pattern. There is no standard solution
available by the books; many sources [11][12][13] focus on
the proper handling of programming languages or mastering
certain GUI framework facilities without paying much
attention to architecture structuring. Thus, many details
remain to be refined by the developers [14], who will adapt
architectures individually for each system and most likely
will not extract a commonly reusable architecture due to
lacking time or budget.
According to Fowler [15], during the course of analyzing
and refining patterns many different interpretations may
emerge, so that there will be no common understanding of a
single pattern and its involved roles. This may due to the
complex structure of patterns, which are regularly containing
several ideas at once that may even comprise smaller subpatterns. Thus, developers will instantiate one pattern
according to their gained understanding, experience with
other patterns and the integration of surrounding frameworks
and architecture aspects to be addressed.
Ultimately, there is no consensus on GUI patterns, which
one offers the optimal structuring of responsibilities, so that
it is fairly common to decide on their application and
adaptation anew for each GUI development project.
Although MVC is very commonly applied, this pattern also
is very often misunderstood [15]. To apply common GUI
architecture patterns in practice, several implementation
problems have to be solved that are not sufficiently
addressed by the patterns [10]. Besides, reference
architectures [2][16] and several patterns (design and
architectural) [17][18] had been suggested, but have not been
properly integrated with traceability [19][20] concepts to
keep track of requirements during architecture design.
Moreover, GUI frameworks often dictate to closely adopt
a certain pattern-based architecture, so that they have a large
impact on the GUI system’s structure and often cannot be
isolated properly to separate technical implementations from
domain or project specific requirements.
So far, the functional aspects were considered. As far as
the demand for high usability is concerned, the above
mentioned patterns do not solve the integration of
ergonomically effective presentation layouts or interaction
designs. They focus on mere technical reuse of software
architecture structure and do not consider content-based
reuse.
Consequences. Foremost, GUI systems remain hard to
develop concerning the effective adaptation of available
patterns or reference architectures, as well as the costefficient implementation of current functional and usability
requirements. In addition, developers may be frequently
required to work with a certain GUI framework to be able to
integrate the new created GUI system parts with an existing
system or maintain a certain corporate design already in use
with other neighboring systems. In the end, the coupling
between system layers and the separation of concerns remain

vague due to different pattern characteristics and project
budgets.
Furthermore, when systems have grown after several
maintenance steps, different concerns tend to be mixed up
within the GUI architecture the larger the requirements basis
is and the more complicated the integrated frameworks are.
For instance, application server calls, data handling, task and
dialog control flow can no longer clearly allocated to certain
elements of the software architecture. These concerns are
likely to be scattered among several units of design. Finally,
the GUI and application sub-systems cannot be separated
easily, so that the evolution of both depends on each other.
Business logic tends to be scattered in the GUI dialogs [21]
and the “smart UI antipattern” [22] may become a regular
problem. Initially, the architecture was layered during design
phase, but the encapsulation of components and separation of
concerns did not prove in practice [21]. This is maybe due to
used frameworks that expect a certain architecture, which
alters original design. More likely is the phenomenon that the
architecture was based on common patterns and reference
architectures that could not be refined in time with respect to
desired quality and extensibility. Lastly, the two concluding
points from Siedersleben [21] are still of relevance:
standardized interfaces between layers are missing and
technical frameworks dominate the architecture and
evolution. Currently, there are often more than three layers in
business information systems and the segregation got even
more complex.
User interface patterns. There are perspectives that are
promising to address the persisting issues. Current research
is occupied with the integration of a new artifact type in the
development of GUI systems. Being based on design pattern
concepts and likewise description schemes [23], user
interface patterns (UIPs) have been approached [24][25][26]
to facilitate the generative development of GUIs and highly
increase the reuse of proven visual and interaction design
solutions that originate from descriptive human computer
interaction (HCI) patterns [27][28].
According to the generative nature of UIP integration
approaches, the development of GUIs shall be shortened by
model-based sources that specify both the GUI system’s
view instances and the coupling between functional related
and GUI system architecture components. This new kind of
pattern is intended to bridge the gap between descriptive HCI
patterns and implementation oriented architecture patterns.
Ultimately, with the application of UIPs the technical reuse
of architecture structures of common design or architecture
patterns shall be combined with the reuse of content relevant
for ergonomics (visual design and layout, interaction design,
HCI patterns) bound to certain design units, which usually
remain abstract in common pattern descriptions. In that way,
UIPs shall be stored in a repository to be configured and
instantiated for different projects. In short, both technical
architecture parts and visual design shall be coupled and
reused in different contexts.
Current limitations. Currently, there are still design
issues within GUI patterns or reference architectures that
hinder the evolution and maintenance of existing systems. To
establish a target software architecture of high quality for the
implementation of UIPs, these issues have to be addressed in
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the first place. A commonly applicable GUI architecture has
to be derived. In fact, UIPs need a clear basis of reuse: an
architecture with well separated concerns that permits the
flexible allocation and exchange of these greater units of
design without the need to adapt other components.
Otherwise, the previously described problems would persist:
due to lacking standard solutions, each project would need an
individual target architecture with every responsibility
detailed to accept UIP instances. Generator templates would
have to be created and revised over and over again for any
GUI framework or platform. The visual designs of UIPs
would only be available for specification and context
configuration, but would miss a technical architecture for
their implementation on a certain system. To be able to
increase reuse with UIPs, a standardized architecture solution
is truly needed. The individual refinement of patterns will
greatly hinder the benefits UIP-based reuse would promise.
Whether UIPs will be generated, interpreted or provided
by a virtual user interface [29][30] the resulting architecture
will be at least as complex as for standard GUIs. Therefore,
the common issues in design will prevail and affect UIP
based solutions.
B. Objectives
To prepare the integration of UIPs into GUI architecture
and at the same time preserve their reusability and variability
in different contexts, open issues in GUI architecture
development have to be identified and solved. Therefore, our
first objective is to provide a detailed analysis of perpetual
design problems. Design issues regularly occur whenever
one of the following cases is encountered:
•
•
•

Requirements are not met due to missing allocation
of responsibilities to design units.
Several design units share are certain set of
responsibilities, so that either cohesion or separation
of concerns is not ideal.
One design unit takes responsibility for many tasks
at once, and thus, may not represent a proper degree
of cohesion.

Hence, we will have to identify the re-occurring
responsibilities of GUI architectures to be able to analyze
possible GUI design issues. In this regard, our second
objective is to derive a pattern- and architecture-independent
model of those responsibilities and their relationships.
On that basis, the frequently applied MVC pattern is
reviewed. In addition, we will analyze the Quasar client
reference architecture [2] that provides more detail than
regular patterns and was created especially for the domain.
Together with the presentation of selected related work, the
responsibilities model and the analysis will lead us to reveal
persisting issues in GUI design.
C. Structure of the Paper
The following section provides descriptions of common
patterns and reference architecture considerations for GUIs
of our particular domain. In the third section, we will
elaborate a general responsibilities model for GUI
architectures. In Section IV, the GUI architecture patterns are

reviewed. The results are summarized and discussed in
Section V, before we conclude in Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Architecture Patterns for Graphical User Interfaces
With the invention of object oriented programming
languages, a clear assignment of the cross-cutting concerns,
which are common for a GUI dialog, had to be enforced.
Eventually, the MVC pattern was introduced [3], which
distinguishes three object types as abstractions to accept
defined responsibilities. The typical roles of an MVC triad
are the following: View and Controller comprise the GUI
part; the Model represents the application parts with the core
functionality and data structures [18].
With these roles, the MVC pattern promised a separation
of concerns, modularity and even reuse of selected
abstractions [31]. According to Fowler, one main idea of
MVC was the concept of “Separated Presentation” [15][32].
Hereby, an application layer is separated from the GUI layer,
which regularly accesses the former but not vice versa. In
other words, the GUI part of a system strictly represents an
independently developed sub-system, comprised of View and
Controller elements, that calls the application or domain
layer services by using a dedicated interface element
provided by the Model of the MVC triad. Thus, the
communication with the application layer is mostly initiated
and controlled by the GUI part of a system. However, the
application layer does call the GUI layer in a clearly defined
way: by applying the observer pattern [18][17] Views are
promptly updated whenever changes to the application layer
or Model part are committed. This design allows for multiple
Views sharing a certain Model and displaying different data
in different ways.
In Figure 1, we present a possible architecture application
diagram of the classic MVC pattern. Please note that an
interface notation was used to describe the visibility (a
certain set of operations) each involved design unit has on its
interaction partners.
cmp Classic MVC

GUI Framework
«call»

ViewLayoutDefinition

PresentationEvent

«use» MVC triad
«use»

View
ChangeView

DataRetrieval

«call»

Model

«call»
«call»

ObserverUpdate

Controller

«call»

RegisterNotification
«use»

DataEdit
«call»

ApplicationKernelService
DomainObject

DomainServiceObject

Figure 1. The classic MVC architecture pattern described by the three
roles Model, View and Controller and their typical interfaces.
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The initial setup of the triad is supported by the interfaces
ViewLayoutDefinition (creation of screen layout, definition
of UI-Controls) and RegisterNotification, which enables both
Views and Controllers to receive notifications whenever
Model data has changed. So, the latter is part of the observer
pattern implementation. It should be considered that in the
original MVC design applied in Smalltalk environments the
access to the Model was strictly differentiated among View
and Controller: the read-only DataRetrieval interface is used
by the View to update its UI-Controls with current data
whenever changes to Model have been applied. The retrieval
of data by the View is typically preceded by a call from the
Model via ObserverUpdate. In contrast, the DataEdit is a
write-operation interface exclusively called by the Controller
to apply changes to the Model, e.g., when the user has
entered new data during interaction with the View’s UIControls. Typical results that follow a user interaction
scenario from the Controller’s perspective are the previously
mentioned change of Model’s data (DataEdit), a request to
the View to alter its display (ChangeView), and finally, a
value creating call to the Model (ApplicationKernelService)
that processes application data and changes the system’s
state concerning business data.
Besides these elementary interfaces and basic interaction
mechanisms, the MVC pattern is affected by several
problems.
Firstly, there exist many sources of the MVC pattern,
which either do not cover the pattern with its multiple facets
in entirety or are more or less influenced by the specific
requirements of an application environment like certain GUI
frameworks for either desktop or web clients. We consulted
references [15], [31], [32], [33], [34] and [35] for related
work. In addition, a widely accepted and often cited
description can be found in [18], which was considered here
of course. As mentioned in the introduction, there is no
consensus on GUI patterns and their details. Ultimately,
MVC ends up as “the most misquoted” pattern [15].
Secondly, the classic MVC pattern is bound to the
Smalltalk environment and its basic facilities like abstract
classes to create each specific member of the triad by using
inheritance. As a result, the complete application was woven
in MVC as a principal architecture or architectural style. This
is often not applicable for nowadays system layers and
current GUI frameworks. The classic MVC is conflicting and
must be adapted to modern needs. For instance, Karagkasidis
[10] discussed some implementation variants for a Java
based MVC design.
Thirdly, from a practical point of view the classic MVC
pattern misses many details that are essential to enable its
benefits of modularity and separated concerns. Karagkasidis
[10] already provided an elaborate examination of different
concerns among popular GUI architecture patterns including
MVC. In sum, the creation and assembly of GUI layout, user
event handling, dialog control and the integration with
business logic were identified as topics with several
implementation issues.
In this regard, the MVC pattern leaves the task to
decouple the three abstractions to be solved by the developer.
It is noteworthy that the Controller is in charge of many
responsibilities at once: a Controller has to handle the

technical events (PresentationEvent), update the data of the
Model (DataEdit), delegate the View to adapt its layout
(ChangeView) to current data state, and finally, initiate the
concluding processing of Model data by the application
kernel (ApplicationKernelService). Therefore, this design
unit is closely coupled to the View, as well as to the Model.
As far as the View is concerned, the structure of the Model
has to be known to enable the update of defined UI-Controls
via DataRetrieval.
To cope with the close coupling and missing details,
several variations of the MVC have been discussed [4][10].
In general, the variations in design differ concerning the
distribution of responsibilities among the three abstractions.
Several more patterns [6][7][18][32] occurred that mainly
altered the control or introduced new concerns and
abstractions. Nevertheless, they fulfill the same purpose of
guiding the identification and modularization of classes in
object-oriented GUI architectures. Their effectiveness can
hardly be evaluated for the long term maintenance or a
standardization perspective, since there are no elaborate or
comprehensive descriptions available; some MVC derivates
are only sourced from websites or weblogs [9][36];
comprehensive accounts on MVC variations are still under
construction [37] or do not cover all variations.
B. Graphical User Interface Event Processing Chain
To be able to discuss the GUI responsibilities with
increasing detail, we would like to refer to the conceptual
model of the event processing within GUI architectures as
described by Siedersleben [38]. In Figure 2, a variation of
this model is displayed. Thereby, technical events will be
emitted from the Operating System or later the GUI
Framework when the user has interacted with a certain GUI
element. Within the architecture, the event is either
processed or forwarded by the individual components
depicted in Figure 2 and the associations between
components therein.
It is notable that there is a distinction of events inside the
Dialog component. For reasons of separation of concerns,
and ultimately, better maintenance of systems, the
Presentation was assigned responsibilities with a closer
connection to the technical aspects of the GUI Framework.
Accordingly, the Presentation is in charge of governing the
layout of the current Dialog and applies changes in layout,
e.g., mark the UI-Controls where entered data failed the
validation or activate panels when current data state requires
for additional inputs. In contrast, the DialogKernel is to be
kept independent from any technical issues as far as this is
possible. So, the latter is assigned the task to communicate
with the ApplicationKernel and its components instead.
sd Event Processing Chain

Operating
System

Technical
events

GUI Framework

Presentation
events

Dialog
Presentation

DialogKernel
Dialog events

Application
events

ApplicationKernel
ApplicationComponent

Figure 2. Value creation chain of graphical user interfaces derived from
[38].
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By flowing all the way from the Operating System
towards the Application Component, a tiny technical event
may result in the initiation of greater operations inside the
DialogKernel or even ApplicationComponent. Thereby, the
Dialogs fulfill the purpose to connect the users with the main
business services provided by ApplicationComponents. First
of all, several user inputs that result in events need to be
enhanced with further information. Then they can finally be
forwarded through the components to trigger business
services, which create business value. That is why
Siedersleben speaks of a “value creation chain” [16][38].
C. Standard Architecture for Business Information
Systems
Siedersleben and Denert tended to the issues of close
coupling and a better separation of concerns for GUI
architectures in [29]. The main goal of their attempts was to
improve the general quality of the software architecture of
business information systems. With respect to the GUI, they
made suggestions [29] that would prepare the standardization
of the architecture of the particular domain.
Quasar. Siedersleben pushed towards further
standardization attempts concerning the GUI architecture of
business information systems. His efforts culminated in the
creation of the quality software architecture (Quasar) [16].
Acclaimed design principles and architectural patterns, as
well as the vast usage of interfaces for decoupling in
combination with a new instrument for component
identification were incorporated into a single software
architecture manifest, which was intended to become the
domain’s standard.
Parts of a reference architecture [2] and the objectrelational mapper Quasar Persistence [39] have been
published. Conversely, the main ideas of standardization
were neglected in [2] and reference architecture elements
should fill the gap.
Software categories. As far as the component
identification is concerned, so called software categories [16]
were introduced. They consist of the five categories 0, A, T,
R and AT.
0 software designates elements that are reusable in any
domain like this is applicable for very basic data types a
programming language would offer.
A software is dedicated to implement a certain domain’s
requirements, meaning particular functions like the
calculation of target costing or the scheduling of production
plans for a certain machinery. So, A software would
represent the core of each business information system.
In contrast, T software is responsible for the integration
of technical aspects like data bases and GUI frameworks.
R software is needed whenever a technical data
representation has to be converted for processing with A
software types, e.g., a GUI string type describing a book
attribute is converted to a ISSN or ISBN. In fact, R software
also is AT software per definition as both domain specific
and technical knowledge or types are mixed up. Thus, AT
software should be avoided and would be an indicator for the
quality of the implementation or architecture [16]. Only the
R software used for type conversions would be permitted.

GUI reference architecture. Concerning the reference
architecture portions of Quasar, the GUI client architecture
[2][16] has to be mentioned for the scope of our work.
Compared to common GUI architecture patterns, the Quasar
GUI client architecture resembles a comprehensive
architecture addressing the specific needs of a domain by
incorporation of pattern elements and certain refinements.
The main parts of that architecture are illustrated by
Figure 3 that is derived from [16], since this is the most
detailed source available. The interface names in brackets
quote the original but not very descriptive designations. The
unique elements of the Quasar client architecture are the
following three aspects:
Firstly, there was made a distinction of presentation and
application related handling of events; the basic concept of
the “value creation chain” introduced in Section II.B was
developed further. Thus, there are the two design units
Presentation and DialogKernel that resume original MVC
Controller tasks besides other ones. The software categories
mark both units according to their general responsibilities:
the Presentation possesses the knowledge how certain data is
to be displayed and how the user may trigger events. In
contrast, the DialogKernel determines what data needs to be
displayed and how the application logic should react to the
triggered events. The communication between them is
exclusively conducted via three A type interfaces.
Secondly, the Quasar client introduces relatively detailed
interfaces and communication facilities between components
compared to other GUI patterns.
To be able to fulfill its objectives, the Presentation relies
on the ViewDefinition interface to construct the visual part of
the dialog. Via InputDataQuery, the current data stored in
the technical data model of respective UI-Control instances
can be altered or read by the Presentation. Events emitted
from UI-Control instances are forwarded to the Presentation
with the operations of PresentationEvent.
The interfaces between Presentation and DialogKernel
are mainly concerned with event forwarding and the
synchronization of data between both components.
cmp Quasar client
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Figure 3. The Quasar client architecture based on [16].
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In detail, DialogEvent is called by the Presentation
whenever the DialogKernel has to be notified of an event
relevant for application logic processing, e.g., a command
button like OK or a search for available data was initiated.
The Quasar client foresees two options for data
synchronization. This communication step is essential, since
both components possess different knowledge, and thus,
work with different data structures, what is marked by the
different software categories. Either the Presentation could
read current data via DataRead or the DialogKernel would
update the Presentation by the means of DataUpdate. This
design shall decouple the application logic from technical
aspects found inside Presentation and its interfaces for
interaction with the current GUI Framework.
Thirdly, aspects that are concerned with surrounding
components are also described with the Quasar client. These
are interfaces dealing with the construction, deletion of
dialog instances (DialogActivity) and reporting of results
(DialogCompletion). Furthermore, a DialogKernel can
register for notification (ApplicationEventsRegistration)
about events (ApplicationEvents) originated from
ApplicationKernel. To create value relevant for business
logic, the interface ApplicationKernelService is called by the
DialogKernel. There are more interfaces available for the
coordination of transactions and the checking of permissions
via an authorization component. For more details, interface
specifications and a dynamic view on the architecture, please
consult [2].
III.

GENERAL GUI RESPONSIBILITIES MODEL

A. Problem Statement
As we learned from the introduction, standardized GUI
architectures are not available, so that custom architectures
prevail. Accessible architecture sources remain only as
references to be adapted to specific requirements besides
standardization efforts. The basic GUI patterns and the more
detailed Quasar client reference architecture are too abstract
and general to describe detailed responsibilities required for
implementation purposes. Hence, our conclusion from
Section II is that developers have to select and always adapt
a MVC or other GUI architecture pattern variant suitable for
their domain.
Although the available sources will not model an
extensive set of GUI responsibilities, they provide a basic set
of tasks and associated components. A closer examination of
given sources proved that they may complement each other,
as some sources are more focused on certain responsibilities
than others. A common intersection of responsibilities can
easily be found. However, it is challenging to enhance this
intersection in order to obtain an almost complete set of GUI
responsibilities.
Finally, those GUI responsibilities have to be modeled in
a systematic way, but independently from any specific
pattern or framework. The target architecture for UIPs has
yet to be created and it would be of little use to modify
existing architectures without having identified the
prevailing design issues. In addition, the influence of UIPs
on the target architecture and these issues can only be
understood when a complete set of GUI responsibilities was
identified.

The software categories of Quasar, which were
introduced in Section II.C, can serve the purpose of
modeling the GUI responsibilities, since they were invented
to model the occurring concerns of a system’s architecture
prior to the identification of components. In the following
section, we will review this concept.
B. Quasar Software Categories Reviewed
We found that the concept of the Quasar software
categories is ambiguous. They promise to be an instrument
for component identification and quick software quality
assessments. Nevertheless, they were not provided along
with a clearly defined method for their proper definition or
application.
Relationships. The software category types defined by
Quasar can be applied for the very basic valuation of
architectures, since they symbolize a very rudimentary
separation of concerns between neutral (0), domain (A) and
technical related (T) as well as mixed domain and technical
(AT) concepts. Figure 4 displays those basic categories and
their relationships. The dependencies in Figure 4 symbolize,
which specialized category is derived from a more basic one.
In this regard, 0 software is the parent category to be used for
the composition of every other category. The elementary
data structures and operations of 0 software are used to form
other and often more complex data structures with their
specialized operations that are unique in their purpose, which
designates their final categorization.
Refinement. The further and project relevant refinement
of the basic categories A and T will eventually lead to a much
more powerful representation of design criteria like cohesion
and coupling or design principles like modularization as well
as hierarchy. During refinement each category will
symbolize a certain concern of system. In this regard,
“concerns” represent heavily abstracted requirements and
related functions. Siedersleben [16] states that each software
category ideally acts as a representative for a certain
delimited topic. Consequently, the preparation of
components with the aid of software category trees shall help
to create high cohesive and encapsulated design units.
Complexity. By refining parent categories, a number of
child categories are created that directly depend on each
parent category and implicitly take over the dependencies of
their parents. Following that way, it is ensured that every
category may access the basic programming language
facilities modeled by the 0 software category. Moreover,
Siedersleben [16] speaks of complexity when refinements
are created. It is obvious that refined categories truly create
more complex units of design, since they potentially contain
or access their own knowledge with the addition of all
ancestor parent categories.
cmp Quasar basic categories

0
A

T

AT

Figure 4. The basic software categories of Quasar [16].
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Traceability. On that basis, refined software categories
can be used to judge the purity of traceability-link [19][20]
targets, meaning that these artifacts will be examined with
respect to their responsibilities. When a target is made up of
a mixed category, in the worst case AT, then it will be
considered either as a model lacking detail or a design that is
harder to maintain, since the developers will eventually
separate the concerns during implementation by themselves.
The latter is a major aspect besides the identification of
potential components; that is why we consider software
categories as a relevant marker.
In sum, software categories can be useful to reduce the
complexity while tracing requirements to design: the
categories could be kept in order to mark certain design
elements inside traceability-metamodels, which are outlined
in [20]. Thus, the general or refined responsibilities of design
elements will be visible, so traceability-link targets can be
more detailed and better differentiated.
Problems. A major problem lies in the definition and
segregation of software categories. It was not clearly defined
what elements drive the creation and delimitation of a
software category. According to known sources [16][21],
this might either be specialized knowledge how to handle
certain algorithms and data structures or dependencies of an
entity.
Moreover, there are only few examples [16] that explain
the proper usage of the software categories. The related
sources about Quasar [2][38][40][41] only use the basic
software categories to mark components, but do not establish
a category tree with refinements like this is done for a card
game in [16].
Lastly, there exists no standard modeling concept for the
software categories of Quasar. This issue could be regarded
as a problem in analogy how to model architectures or
identify classes. One could imply that the software categories
miss comparative hierarchical concepts for their modeling
like they are available for common design of architectures:
architectural styles drive the identification of components.
The inner design of greater components can be guided by
selected architectural patterns (MVC can be given as an
example). Consequently, the patterns with their defined roles
drive the identification of classes and the latter serve to
instantiate needed objects. However, nothing comparative is
mentioned by available sources about the software categories
of Quasar.
In sum, missing aspects for software category modeling
are the following:
• Software category definition and delimitation,
• Software category identification approach,
• Software category standard modeling levels or style,
arrangement for ease of readability or understanding
In the next sub-section, we will try to resolve these issues
of software category modeling as far as our gathered
knowledge and experience on this concept will guide us.
C. Rationale on Software Category Modeling
In this section, we will have to cope with the previously
described problems of the software category modeling. We

will have to find a way how a fine-grained responsibilities
model based on the software category instrument suggested
by Quasar can be established.
1) Software Category Modeling Purpose
The software categories are intended to refine tasks and
document gaps left open by the available patterns. According
to the Quasar rules and ideals [16], the category model to be
created will represent a model with least coupling and
cohesive elements that allows for planning dependencies
among potential units of design. The categorization will be
used in analogy to the suggested identification of
components [16]; this step is essential to maintain separated
concerns between identified responsibilities. Thus, the found
responsibilities can be re-allocated during the development
of a target architecture for UIPs or for solving common GUI
design issues, but their separation can be maintained for a
gain in software architecture quality and interface design
with least coupling.
2) Software Category Modeling Levels
Quasar examples. With the given explanations, the
software categories’ scope remains vague. Therefore, we
analyzed the provided example software category trees in
reference [16]: on the one hand, some trees model abstract
concepts like GUI, Swing and data access. On the other
hand, the categories are applied to express certain component
instances of a particular sub-system, as this is shown for an
application kernel component dedicated to services a book
library would offer.
From these examples, we conclude that a category tree
can be situated on two principal levels of refinement: a
software category tree that models abstract concepts and a
tree, which is used to represent certain instances of a chosen
concept of the former, are to be differentiated.
Abstract concept tree. The abstract description level is
used to identify the general areas of knowledge that occur in
a system and its components. This category tree is an
abstract view on responsibilities that we understand as the
arrangement of meta-types, which are permitted to occur in a
system. So, the software categories on that level determine
what type of tasks or sets of responsibilities are to be
considered. Each set of responsibilities will correspond to a
certain component stereotype. We understand that level of
modeling in analogy to the object-oriented (OO) class
concept: software categories model meta-types for design
units to be identified. As OO classes determine what kind of
objects can be instantiated, the software categories establish
the types of design units, which define the software
architecture’s structural components.
The software categories of the abstract level are derived
from the two basic categories A and T, and thus, the
fundamental areas of knowledge of domain specific logic
and technical interactions within the software architecture.
Figure 5 illustrates an example for an abstract software
category tree and its meta-types. Each meta-type expresses a
set of tasks or responsibilities like this is the case for
categories like GUI dialog component, Application kernel
component and File system persistence, which express that
layers or even components fulfilling the general task of
proving application logic, a graphical user interface and file
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system based access will be present in the system. This kind
of modeling of software categories can be understood as
principal or general architecture modeling where the required
layers and major component types are identified. In other
words, the abstract software category tree answers the
following question: what layer, component or other types of
design units do occur in a system?
The sub-categories of the meta-types will be the actual
layers, components, classes, and operations depending on the
chosen detail in the hierarchy of modeling. According to
traceability concepts mentioned in the previous section, the
meta-types symbolize traceability-link targets in a
taceability-metamodel: these are the principally allowed
target types. For instance, a primary and simple distinction
based on Figure 5 can be made between application and GUI
components. So, requirements can either be associated to one
of each type. This distinction is rather simple, but more
effective than just allow the requirements to be traced to any
arbitrary design entity. Another example can be derived from
Evans’ [22] domain model stereotypes. He identified
concepts like services, entities, factories and value objects.
These are abstract, but more concrete than arbitrary design
units, and could be modeled in a software category tree as
meta-types. Any other pattern type that has distinctive roles
and their tasks described could be modeled with an abstract
software category tree. In this regard, patterns with their set
of characteristic classes can fill the gap that exists between
components and bare classes: with the aid of software
categories they permit the modeling of collaborations.
The sole modeling of one pattern makes little sense as the
pattern’s own description would suffice and most likely
would be more detailed rather than a corresponding software
categories tree. However, the modeling of system specific
meta-types and the integration of patterns could be
beneficial. Thereby, the categories would express the sum of
all potential instances and the fact, that a certain pattern is
present at a certain level in the systems’s hierarchy of needed
or allowed software categories. In addition, the software
categories could be used to arrange a certain pattern and its
roles in order with the existing hierarchy of design units. As
result, the single roles or elements of a pattern do not need to
be allocated to a fixed design hierarchy level like OO
classes; they could be assigned to components as well.
cmp Abstract categories
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A

Application kernel
component

T

GUI dialog
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Java Swing
GUI

File system
persistence

Model

View

Controller

Figure 5. An example of an abstract software category tree.

This approach could be used for the refinement or even the
combination of several patterns to structure a custom
hierarchy or collaboration of classes.
For the sake of the example, Figure 5 was detailed with
the categories Model, View and Controller to express that the
MVC pattern (see Section II.A) will be applied in this
system. In addition, the influences for that specific pattern
application were added as dependencies among the software
categories.
Accordingly, the View will be determined both by
knowledge how to build visual forms with Java Swing GUI
and how to properly access (assignment of data to UIControls in the correct order) the business data provided by
the Model. In addition, View is implicitly determined by
knowledge about the system’s GUI specification with
required layouts for certain functions or use cases
represented by the GUI dialog component category. By
maintaining the dependency to the Model, the View
implicitly is connected to the parent categories including
GUI dialog component on higher levels up to the basic 0
category, which is needed for the realization of every
software category. Moreover, the Controller category is both
influenced by the Model and View category: to perform data
changes and coordinate application service calls, the
dependency or knowledge of the Controller category must
span the Model internals. The dependency on the View
expresses that the Controller has to know about the View’s
structure or state to be able to request a proper change of the
current screen layout or react on a certain UI-Control event
trigger. The knowledge on Java Swing GUI, which is
required for the Controller to be able to implement GUI
framework specific event listener interfaces, is incorporated
implicitly with the dependency on the View category.
However, this example points out what difficulties may
occur by the integration of GUI or architectural patterns in a
custom component architecture. Foremost, the three
categories Model, View and Controller symbolize rather
abstract concepts as they are described by the sources
mentioned in Section II.A. More details about these three
stereotypes have to be revealed in order to prepare the
derivation of system specific instances and their
implementation. Therein the difficulties are situated, whilst
there is no consensus about the further refinement of each
category or pattern role. Since acclaimed sources [3][18][32]
do not provide sufficient details for current requirements,
several different refinements [4][10] or interpretations for the
MVC exist that result in varying dependencies and may
differ from our example in Figure 5. Thus, the inner structure
of each MVC category is not clearly determined and may
vary as well. So will be the final quality of architecture and
the separation of concerns depended on individual
refinements. We could further detail each MVC category to
achieve a clear distribution of responsibilities and guide the
identification of smaller design units such as interfaces,
classes and operations. This step can be quite helpful, since
components are the ordinary corresponding unit of design for
software categories [16], but these units are to be assigned to
available programming language elements. Common
programming languages do not feature a component as a unit
for implementation after all.
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Figure 6. An example software category tree derived from [16] displaying
identified components on the basis of a meta-type software category.

Refined software categories on the basis of certain class
collaborations provide a modeling level in between and may
fill the gap.
Instance tree. A second modeling level of software
categories can be applied on the basis of the abstract concept
tree. When the meta-types have been identified, the system
specific instances or actual components or even classes need
to be identified based on the found categories.
For instance, a software project would need 20 dialogs to
appear in a system, which would contain 30 View instances,
since 10 dialogs each would require two separate Views.
These categories with their scope set to instances resemble
concrete traceability-link targets in a project that are part of
certain associations or dependencies.
Figure 6 displays an example based on Figure 5 where
the abstract meta-type category Application kernel
component was detailed with five needed instances as subcategories. One could insert a suitable pattern for Application
kernel component in Figure 5 like this was done for the
MVC. Maybe Evans’ domain concepts [22] could detail the
Application kernel component as mentioned above, but this
would alter the level of detail of Figure 6 as well.
It is obvious that the relationships of Figure 6 are rather
simple and stereotype. We are inclined that the instance
categories may introduce relationships among each other and
eventually alter the dependencies inherited from the abstract
parent software category. But these considerations are out of
the scope of this work.
Summary. We outlined how the software categories of
Quasar can be used to describe patterns in more detail or
independently describe their responsibilities. We will tend to
the described pattern refinement problem, and so, follow a
similar way as seen in Figure 5. Our idea is to compose the
GUI responsibilities from several sources at once and make
use of an abstract software category tree to arrange them in
an appropriate way. So, the categories will serve as the
means for structuring, grouping and proper separation of
responsibilities.
3) Software Category Identification Approach
We seek to establish a basis for the responsibilities that
are regularly discovered in a GUI architecture. Our approach
is depicted in Figure 7.
In detail, we will rely on four different kinds of sources
and analyze them to identify the GUI responsibilities:
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Figure 7. Process applied for the derivation of GUI software categories.

relevant responsibilities will be derived mainly from related
work about patterns and reference architectures; considered
sources are references [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [10], [14],
[15], [16], [18], [29], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]
and [38]. In addition, we rely on more sources not described
in this work: we use sample dialogs, consult the UIP factor
model [42] and integrate own experiences from software
development projects.
In fact, we do a decomposition of GUI architectures to
rather atomic object types, related operations and nested
object types. These entities will be separated and delimited in
order to establish a unique software category tree. We
examine, what can be solved with 0 or A software and what
concerns are definitely dependent on GUI framework code
(T software). Finally, the found responsibilities will be
assigned to individual software categories, which will be
used according to the rules of Quasar to synthesize an
abstract software category tree displaying GUI architecture
responsibility concepts.
Basic software categories. As the software categories
are not clearly defined in original sources, we will have to
point out how to create new and delimit existing software
categories.
On the root level, we will comply with Quasar and use
the basic categories 0 (white), A (light grey), T (medium grey
with white caption) and AT (dark grey with white caption).
The basic category Construction and Configuration was
added to represent the creation of new objects as well as the
configuration of interfaces with implementing objects.
On the next level, layers and technological boundaries of
the application architecture are represented. With that step,
the main ordering concept of the analysis in the middle
column of Figure 7 is established. Finally, the main layer
categories Application Kernel, Dialog Logic, Presentation
were identified as A category children, since they depend on
the individual domain-specific requirements of a software
system. Moreover, Presentation and Dialog Logic were
separated as software categories according to the event
processing chain of Figure 2.
Category identification. As the tree gets more detailed,
software categories will become very fine grained and
embody components, collaborations, classes or even
operations. Since the categories can distinguish components
and their dependencies, they could be applicable for the
delimitation of the smaller units of design, too.
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To identify each of the refined categories, we applied
several rules of thumb. During the analysis of GUI
architectures and patterns, we derived categories from the
different families of operations that regularly occur in the
scope of certain units of design. In general, these were the
definition or modification of object types or their data types,
event triggering or processing, as well as forwarding of both
data and events. These kinds of operations occur for different
layers like technical or application related objects of general
GUI pattern components that are common for MVC or the
Quasar client. The different layers symbolize certain levels
in the software category tree and were derived from
reasonable abstractions like application logic, presentation
logic and presentation technology. These layers should help
us to prepare a coarse-grained order principle of GUI
responsibilities and let us establish a high level
categorization. The applied layers are partially related to the
ones outlined in [10]. We alter and extend the given
description. The layers will be explained in the following
listing:
• Application logic: The objects and operations are
dedicated to realize the core functional requirements
of a business information system.
• Presentation logic: This layer is settled in-between
the two other layers. So, it resumes tasks that cannot
clearly be assigned to one of the other layers. These
tasks include the handling of states that affect the
visual appearance and navigation among different
screens or dialogs. Furthermore, the logic that
determines what application logic calls are
appropriate in a certain state or how data states
influence the screen layout and its UI-Control states
is realizes in that layer. In sum, it couples application
logic and presentation technology layers to create a
seamless flow of interaction. This is done by
translation of events emitted from presentation
technology to application logic services and data
changes. Changed data has to be reflected on the
presentation technology layer; hence the presentation
logic has to initiate a respective update of the
presentation technology layer. Basically, this layer
addresses the need that the different components on
the various layers do influence each other with their
internal state changes as this is described by
Karagkasidis [10].
• Presentation technology: Both GUI framework and
system objects are combined to create or alter the
views and visual effects of a GUI for displaying data
and interaction facilities. The visual states are
implemented with that layer’s objects and
operations, but its tasks do not include the logic
required for deciding what state is appropriate in a
certain situation. In addition, the reaction to user
inputs and the activation of event processing are
further tasks of that layer.
For each of the layers, we distinguished the belonging
operations and data structures according to the knowledge
and types required for their processing. When operations
demanded for the usage of certain types in a context that was

not in scope of the originator then categories were definitely
of a mixed kind. In contrast, categories were left pure when
interfaces using neutral 0 or A types could be used for
delegations. A hint close to implementation considers what
would be the import declarations in a unit of design with
respect to Java language. If the import was based on
interface types using neutral 0 types, the category would
remain pure. The software category would be mixed, if the
imports will demand for the addition of types defined
exclusively in the imported unit of design.
These considerations led us to finding software
categories on different levels of an abstract software category
tree; it also inspired us to establish a clear definition of
software categories that is presented in the following subsection.
4) Software Category Definition and Delimitation
So far, the fundamentals surrounding software categories
were described. It is still to be declared what are the concrete
contents of a software category. This aspect is essential to
describe each software category’s individual details and to be
able to delimit them.
However, the clarification of software category contents
is not supported by available sources. Therefore, we derived
certain dimensions that exist in a hierarchical order of
dependency. These dimensions outline the contents of one
specific software category. Figure 8 illustrates what
dimensions define the knowledge that resides inside software
categories. The following paragraphs will explain each of the
dimensions.
Specific content. Each software category is dedicated to
a specific topic or area of knowledge. All sub-ordinate
dimensions depend on the choice of that content. Thus, the
dimension acts as a filter to permit the inclusion or exclusion
of certain Contained entities, what Type of operation is to be
performed with them, and finally, what Knowledge must be
possessed for the implementation or usage of defined
operations.

Figure 8. Software category definition via successive dimensions.
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For instance, the software category Java Swing GUI of
Figure 5 permits the containment of every class of the Java
Swing GUI framework and all basic Java foundation classes
that can be assigned to 0 Software further upwards in the
tree.
The expression of that dimension can hardly be formal. A
semi-formal approach may be established by assigning
certain requirement models as the specific content.
Contained entities. This dimension determines what
object types or units of design are to be considered inside the
software category. Two particular cases are to be
differentiated: in the first case, a software category may
introduce and define specific units of design. These originate
from and exist in the scope of that particular software
category. In the other case, the software category is
referencing entities or units of design that originate from
other software categories and are not defined inside the
current software category. This case often occurs for the
import of interfaces connecting different components or
classes or for the incorporation of foreign data structures.
The entities may consist of layers, components,
interfaces, classes or even smaller units of design. It largely
depends on the hierarchy level the software category resides
on. To constrain the set of entities the first dimension puts up
a global limitation for the software category. The scope of
topics, and so, the number of contained entities differs
greatly with respect to the given software category hierarchy
level. Thus, the concept of software categories follows a
hierarchical de-composition downwards the tree. It is of the
essence for each architect to find a suitable level for detailed
modeling to achieve proper cohesion and no coarse or too
fine-grained units of design.
Besides, the second dimension affects the third
dimension in a way that objects and data structures both for
calling (allowed parameters) and implementing (interfaces
and data structures) operations are defined. According to the
refinement of software categories, the dependencies of the
current software category express that all Contained entities
from the previously defined parent categories are implicitly
contained as Referenced entities.
With the given definition of the second dimension a
software category may formally be defined by the entities it
contains or references.
Type of operations. The next dimension is concerned
about the general type of operations performed with the
previously Contained entities. There are various options:
•

•

•

Creation: Entities are created with the knowledge of
the software category. Additionally, the entire
lifecycle of entities may be governed.
Implementation: Interfaces required to interact with
certain entities are implemented. These can be callback interfaces that are typical for the event listeners
of GUI frameworks. Furthermore, interfaces can be
defined by superior entities that need a certain set of
operations to be implemented by lower situated
interaction partners.
Calls / delegations: Operations of other entities are
called and the control is passed on to them.

•

•

Control: Other entities are called with their
operations but the control remains inside the
software category. This kind of operation is applied
in order to coordinate a flow of operations or events.
Algorithms: Domain specific calculations are
performed or technical routines activated. The
results are obtained from the knowledge present in
the software category or are gathered from
Referenced entities operations that may eventually
be used for enhancement or aggregation.

Depending on the type of operation combined with the
considered entities, the software category type, its purity or
coloring may change. For instance, the Controller of Figure
5 is no pure category, but of a mixed type, since it controls
both the appearance of the View (compare ChangeView
interface of Figure 1) and simultaneously coordinates calls to
the
Application
kernel
components
(compare
ApplicationKernelService interface of Figure 1). So it must
possess knowledge about both topics at once. In addition, the
Controller has to implement event call-back interfaces that
are referenced within its scope but are defined in and
constitute parts of other software categories like Java Swing
GUI.
Both the second and third dimension can be sharply
determined and delimited by enumeration of entities and
operation types performed with them. Therefore, the two
dimensions together represent the formal part of a software
category’s definition.
Knowlegde of operations. This final dimension
expresses the proper moment in time and purpose of a
contained operation inside the software category. Essentially,
it represents the proper sequence, atomic steps and meaning
of operations. This knowledge combined with the definitions
of the previous dimensions embodies the ability to finally
implement the operations of a software category.
D. Graphical User Interface Software Category Model
In this section, we will apply the approach presented with
Figure 7 before we describe the GUI software category tree.
Hence, the following sub-sections will analyze the
responsibilities covered by GUI architectural patterns and
their sources introduced in Section II. We will begin with the
MVC and its variants, which is followed by the analysis of
the Quasar client.
1) Analysis
of the Model
View Controller
Responsibilities
The responsibilities described by the MVC pattern and its
variants are summarized in TABLE I. Please note that the
sources for the different MVC responsibilities are not
completely mentioned; only the primary or sources with
significant descriptions of these responsibilities are
considered. Moreover, the assignments of operations may
vary due to several MVC design options, which are
exemplarily described in [4] and [10]. Our scope is the
completeness of responsibilities and not the display of
different design options.
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2) Analysis of the Quasar Client Reference Architecture
Responsibilities
Compared to the previously illustrated MVC
responsibilities, the Quasar client includes many of these but
considerably adds detail concerning the presentation logic
TABLE I.
Pattern role
Model

View

Controller

and application logic layers. According to Siedersleben [16],
the Quasar client compares to MVC as follows: the View is
contained in the Presentation.

MODEL VIEW CONTROLLER PATTERN RESPONSIBILITIES.

Responsibility
stores business data [18][31],
provides results of data queries or
intermediary object data [31]

Operations
read model data,
change model data

validate data [4][35],
provide additional information for
visual interpretation of data [15]

validate data,
read data interpretation
information

provide an interface for calling
application services [18]

call application service

register observers to be notified
upon data changes [18]

register observer,
deregister observer

notify observers about data changes
[18][31]

notify observers

display data, information and
functions [18][31],
arrange screen layout [31][15],
visually interpret data [15],
highlight validation errors

display initial screen,
change screen layout,
read model data,
interpret model data

update data display [18]

read model data,
update UI-Controls

transform business data to technical
GUI data model [31][35][16]

read model data,
transform data

create corresponding controller [18]

create controller

register as observer of the model
[18]
composition of hierarchical views
[18][10]

register observer,
deregister observer
create sub-view

receive and react to user input
[18][31]

handle event

translate events to service requests
of either model or view [18][31]

call model service,
change model data,
call view display update

register as observer of the model
[18]
update upon receiving notification
from model [18]

register observer,
deregister observer
update controller state,
update view state

Defined / referenced entities
Defined / referenced:
data read and write interfaces for business objects and data
types, aggregates or selections of business objects and their
attributes (intermediaries [31])
(Inclusion or references depend on the realization of the
model as a part of the application / business layer or as a
separate unit of design.)
Defined:
data interpretation information
Referenced:
business data types and validation information
Referenced:
application services,
business objects and data types as parameters
Defined:
list of observers
Referenced:
observer interface
Defined:
setChanged interface
Referenced:
observer interface
Defined:
possibly specializations of GUI framework classes (may be
used for data interpretation)
Referenced:
UI-Controls and layout managing facilities provided by the
GUI framework,
model data
Defined:
update display interface
Referenced:
UI-Controls provided by the GUI framework,
model data
Referenced:
model data,
UI-Control data models required by the GUI framework
Referenced:
associated controller
Referenced:
model observer interface
Referenced:
subordinate views,
UI-Controls provided by the GUI framework
Referenced:
event listener interface provided by the GUI framework,
possibly view’s UI-Controls to determine event source and
react differentiated
Referenced:
model service interface,
model data interface,
view state change interface
Referenced:
model observer interface
Defined:
update controller interface
Referenced:
view state change interface,
model data
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TABLE II.
Pattern role
Presentation

Dialog
kernel

QUASAR CLIENT REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE RESPONSIBILITIES.

Responsibility
display data, information and
screen layout, provide a proper
localization

Operations
display initial screen,
change screen layout (DP),
read dialog data (R)

react to user input

handle presentation event (PE)

forward events to dialog kernel
when events are out of
presentations’ scope, attach event
data
update
upon
receiving
notification from dialog kernel

forward dialog event (DE),
forward event data

control presentation states and
trigger changes in screen display

change presentation state

transform
dialog
presentation data

read dialog data (R),
transform data

data

to

validate input data to ensure
proper formats are entered by the
user

validate presentation data

handle dialog events,
control dialog states and dialog
lifecycle

forward dialog event (DE),
change dialog states,
close dialog,
open sub-dialog
ApplicationKernelService (AF),
update dialog data model,
update dialog state

control data states and retrieve
data from the application kernel

Dialog
manager

update presentation state (SY)

notify presentation about data
changes
translate events to service
requests for the application
kernel

update presentation state (SY)

update
upon
notification from
kernel

ApplicationEvents (AE),
update dialog state,
update dialog data model

receiving
application

ApplicationKernelService (AF)

register application kernel as
observers of data or state changes

ApplicationEventsRegistration
(DA)

validate
calling
services

validate dialog data

dialog data
application

before
kernel

control the lifecycle of the dialog
composition

create and close dialog kernel,
create and close presentation

Defined / referenced entities
Defined:
possibly specializations of GUI framework classes
(may be used for data interpretation),
presentation data model
Referenced:
UI-Controls and layout managing facilities provided
by the GUI framework,
dialog data model, localization data
Referenced:
event listener interface provided by the GUI
framework
Referenced:
dialog event interface,
presentation data model

Layer
presentation
technology

Defined:
presentation data model,
update presentation state interface
Referenced:
UI-Controls provided by the GUI framework,
dialog data model
Defined:
presentation states
Referenced:
UI-Controls and layout state,
presentation data model
Defined:
presentation data model
Referenced:
dialog data model,
UI-Control data models required by the GUI
framework
Defined:
presentation data model
Referenced:
business data types and validation information
Defined:
dialog states model
Referenced:
sub-dialogs
Defined:
dialog data model
Referenced:
application data model,
application data queries
Referenced:
update presentation state interface
Defined:
dialog data model
Referenced:
application kernel service interface,
application data model
Defined:
dialog data model,
dialog states model,
ApplicationEvents interface
Defined:
ApplicationEventsRegistration interface
Referenced:
ApplicationKernelService interface, list of observers
Defined:
dialog data model
Referenced:
application data model,
business data types and validation information
Referenced:
associated dialog kernel and presentation

presentation
technology,
presentation
logic
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Controller tasks are shared among Presentation and
DialogKernel; they implement different control facilities
with respect to their individual scopes (presentation
technology and presentation logic). Lastly, the Model is
realized by the data models of Presentation and
DialogKernel.
In TABLE II, the responsibilities of the Quasar client,
which we could reveal from references [2][14][16], are
presented. Please note that Siedersleben mentions several
design options in reference [16] that affect the
communication between Presentation and DialogKernel
(Figure 3). We based our description of the responsibilities
on the architecture diagram of Figure 3; the displayed
interfaces were considered in TABLE II accordingly.

cmp GUI design units

Dialog Data Model
-follow-up dialogs 0..*

-Views

-Dialog Logic
1

Presentation

1..*

-main dialog
-main dialog 1

1
1

-auxiliary dialogs
0..*

Sub-Dialog

«trace»

1..*
1..*
1..*

Use Case

3) Synthesis and Description of the Graphical User
Interface Software Category Model
The resulting software category tree is depicted in Figure
10 and will be developed in the following paragraphs. It has
to be considered that the software categories do model
dependencies between units of design and no flow of events
or algorithms. Although there will be interfaces between
software categories for later implementation, these cannot be
illustrated by the software category tree but can be later on
determined concerning the possible type.
Principal units of GUI design. To clarify what units of
design will be considered for a GUI system, we consulted the
directions given by related work. Our findings were that
MVC patterns often relate to single Views that model the
visual display for a certain state of data or processing. In
contrast, the Quasar client considers Dialog units that
comprise of visual and logic components. Additionally,
Dialogs feature an own life cycle and can activate or deactive each other, so that a flow of Dialogs and
corresponding presentations or Views is established.
For a general GUI responsibilities model and its possible
practical applications, the given definitions of both MVC and
Quasar client were not entirely sufficient. As far as the
Quasar client [16] is concerned, the relationship between
input masks (or views) and dialogs is not entirely clarified,
so that we received the impression that each Quasar client
Dialog (Figure 3) is expected to have only one dialog data
model and one Presentation (Figure 3) unit. As a
consequence, we incorporated the following enhancements
in the hierarchy of GUI design units:
A Dialog corresponds to one or more Use Cases of the
system requirements specification and may be associated
with several follow-up dialogs or auxiliary dialogs [16]. To
provide data for display, processing and storing user inputs,
each Dialog unit contains a Dialog Data Model. This model
is closely related to the data requirements of the realized Use
Cases. To be able to present several Use Cases steps
individually or partition data among several views, each
Dialog is associated with one to many Presentation units,
which realize the corresponding display of a given Dialog or
Dialog Data Model state.
From our experience, it is reasonable to keep dialog data
and consecutive user interaction steps with several different
displays together in one GUI design unit.

1

1

Dialog

«trace»
0..*

«extend»

«trace»

extending Use Case
0..*

«include»

included Use Case

Figure 9. Principal units of GUI design and their requirement sources.

For instance, a Dialog may consist of a Dialog Data Model
with several objects that cannot be displayed with one single
window. Accordingly, the data is structured among several
Views, which can be realized with different tabs of one
window or with several windows. That is why each Dialog
may reference several Presentation units, which serve as
different Views (Figure 1) with their sets of UI-Controls and
layout definitions. Accordingly, the user may proceed with
required Use Case interaction steps straight forward or may
return to previous steps in order to revise inputs. The data for
all steps is kept together in one Dialog unit and its respective
Dialog Data Model. Therefore, the communication needs
between Dialogs concerning data exchange is reduced to a
required minimum.
Furthermore, a Dialog may reference Sub-Dialogs that
are closely related to either included or extending Use Cases.
For instance, a search for certain objects can be added to
some Dialogs as a Sub-Dialog to support the user during the
selection of relevant data (included Use Case) for a certain
context (Use Case). The particular search Sub-Dialog may
appear in other Dialogs as well.
Figure 9 illustrates the GUI design units and their
described relationships. The GUI design units were
identified in correspondence to the event processing chain of
Figure 2 and the basic software categories and layers of
Section III.C.3) we apply for software category modeling.
Thus, the Dialog serves the presentation logic and
Presentation is responsible for presentation technology. Both
GUI design units will lead the identification of detailed
software categories and respective responsibilities within
their scope of data and event handling.
The sub-trees of software categories illustrated by Figure
10 will be described with respect to their different scope as
follows.
Presentation layout. The categories derived from
Presentation are closely related to the View and Controller
of the MVC pattern [18] and detail both their
responsibilities. TABLE III provides a summary of the
software categories modeling Presentation layout concerns.
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Presentation is marked with FUI (final user interface)
[43] given that this category symbolizes the certain
knowledge required for creating the specific View part of a
given GUI system. This category is further branched into
View Definition, View Navigation and Presentation Event
Handling. The involved software categories have to comply
TABLE III.

PRESENTATION SUB-TREE SOFTWARE CATEGORIES.

Sub-Category
Presentation

Topic
Visual parts of a Dialog that realize the presentation
technology layer.
defines interfaces used in child software categories
for construction purposes

Presentation
Construction

constructor of a Presentation unit

View Navigation

Changes and activates the Views that can be part of
of one Dialog unit. This responsibility is essential
for Dialogs that constitute several steps with or
without different choices leading to certain Views.
Views shall be decoupled from each other to
facilitate their exchangeability and even reuse. That
is why the View Navigation interface has to be
called from outside the Presentation.
Visual part of a View that creates and holds all UIControl and layout information

View Definition

UI-Control
Configuration

construction of UI-Controls, setting of UI-Control
specific properties

Data Display

UI-Control specific display of data, interpretation of
model data [15] like coloring and highlighting of
validation errors
The dependency to the GUI framework Technical
Data Models is derived from Model Data Observer
and its parent software category Presentation Data
Handling.

Layout Definition

Creates and defines the layout of the View
The category itself is abstract, so that its child
software categories do the actual implementation of
layout creation. Thus, the child categories can be
regarded as different strategies of the Layout
Definition interface.
Creates the general View layout,
assigns layout to containers like panels, parts, cells
positions UI-Controls inside layout containers

Arrangement of UIControls

with project specific dialog specifications and at the same
time need to possess knowledge about the types and
operations the integrated GUI Framework offers. Hence, all
sub-categories heavily depend on technical aspects. They
each constitute a mixed category.

Contained entities
Defined:
Presentation Construction interface,
View Definition interface,
Presentation
Event
Handling
interface
Referenced:
Presentation Construction interface,
View Definition interface,
Presentation
Event
Handling
interface

Defined:
View Navigation interface,
states or target Views for navigation
Referenced:
Presentation interface

Defined:
UI-Control Configuration interface,
Layout Definition interface
Referenced:
View Definition interface
Defined:
possibly specialized UI-Controls
created by inheritance from the GUI
framework,
UI-Control state data
Referenced:
UI-Controls of the GUI framework
and their properties,
UI-Control Configuration interface
Defined:
UI-Control display data (for simple
data display and interpretation of
data)
Referenced:
Dialog Data Model read interface
Technical data model interface
Referenced:
Layout Definition interface,
Layout managers of the
framework,
UI-Controls of the View
Referenced:
Layout Definition interface

Operations
Abstract

Creation:
Presentation (View) units with their
comprising
parts
of
View
Definition, Presentation Event
Handling and View Navigation
Implementation:
Presentation Construction interface
(activates the constructor of a View
to enable its creation along with
associated UI-Controls, layout and
event handling)
Creation:
Creates different Views by calling
Presentation interface
Implementation:
View Navigation interface (offers
access
for
entities
outside
Presentation to trigger View
changes)
Creation:
UI-Control Configuration,
Layout Definition
Implementation: View Definition
interface (constructor)
Creation:
create UI-Control
Delegation:
set UI-Control property
Implementation:
UI-Control Configuration interface
(creates the UI-Controls upon being
called by View Definition)
Delegation:
Read Dialog Data Model
Algorithm:
Interpret Dialog Data Model
Control:
change the technical data model and
associated display of UI-Controls
based on Dialog Data Model
contents and its interpretation
abstract

GUI

Implementation:
Layout Definition interface (creates
the View layout upon being called
by View Definition)
Algorithm:
create View layout with the help of
layout manager operations
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The View Definition category is detailed with the
responsibilities required for the initial creation of the visual
parts of a Dialog and the declaration of layout specific
elements. We separated the Layout Definition and UIControl Configuration as the layout aspects often involve the
usage of dedicated objects and operations that considerable
differ from the instantiation and configuration of UIControls. For the reasons that events require dedicated
operations and not all created UI-Controls have to be bound
to certain events, the category Action Binding was separated
as a specialization of the UI-Control Configuration.
View Navigation enables the change of different
Presentations of a Dialog with respect to Figure 9.
Data Display was added to better reflect the visual
presentation of data, which was formerly [1] included in UIControl Configuration (setting properties for data values),
and includes the interpretation of certain data values as an
additional responsibility derived from [15].
Presentation event handling. The Presentation Event
Handling category serves the task to receive and evaluate
Presentation events according to Figure 2. It is branched into
TABLE IV.

Presentation Data Handling, View State Changes and Event
Forwarding. The first child handles both the reading (Model
Data Observer) and editing (Model Data Edit) of Dialog
data from the Presentation perspective. The changes in
layout, properties and arrangement of active UI-Control
instances during runtime are optional tasks that are embodied
by the category View State Changes and its children. Certain
events cannot be further processed by the visual dialog units,
so that they need to notify the next unit in the chain of
responsibility. This rationale is based on Figure 2. The
required knowledge how to react to any received events is
concentrated in Presentation Event Handling. Its child
software categories serve the above described
responsibilities on demand of the superior evaluation of
Presentation Event Handling. For instance, the decision
about what respective events are to be forwarded is made by
Presentation Event Handling and the actual forwarding
command is encapsulated by Event Forwarding.
In TABLE IV, the software categories responsible for
Presentation based event handling are summarized.

PRESENTATION EVENT HANDLING SOFTWARE CATEGORY SUB-TREE.

Sub-Category
Presentation Event
Handling

Topic
Event handler called by an UI-Control with active
Action Binding
This software category evaluates any incoming
events from UI-Controls and decides on a proper
reaction: Presentation Data Handling, View State
Changes or Event Forwarding are triggered. For
instance, it decides what events can and cannot be
processed by the Presentation and must be
forwarded to the Dialog Event Handling. Just the
decision is covered here, how the forwarding is
performed is in the scope of the respective child
software category.

Contained entities
Defined:
Event Forwarding Interface,
View State Change Interface,
Presentation
Data
Handling
interface,
Action Binding interface
Referenced:
Presentation
Event
Handling
interface

Action Binding

definition of various event listeners for UI-Controls
to enable a reaction to specific events
The event is just intercepted by the implementation
of the event listener interface. Eventually, the
resulting reaction is not covered but prepared with
the delegation to the presentation event handling.

Referenced:
Event listener interfaces of the GUI
framework,
Action Binding interface

Event Forwarding

forwards events to the Dialog Event Handling

Referenced:
Event Forwarding interface,
Dialog Event Handling interface

View State Changes

Interface that permits the change of Presentation
states, which can be called by the Presentation
State Update. May be called for changes like the
activation of hidden or collapsed panels.
The possible states a View can adopt are modeled
by this software category.

Re-Arrangement of
UI-Controls

Change the position of UI-Controls inside the View
layout on request of View State Changes

Defined:
Interfaces of child software
categories (Re-Arrangement of UIControls, Modification of UIControl Properties, Addition and
Removal of UI-Controls),
View state model
Referenced:
View State Change Interface
Referenced:
Re-Arrangement of UI-Controls
interface

Operations
Implementation:
Presentation
Event
Handling
interface (constructor),
Action Binding interface (to be
notified of any event intercepted by
UI-Control Action Binding)
Algorithm:
Determine the proper reaction in
response of the received event
Control:
Activate the proper reaction
implemented by its child software
categories
Implementation:
specific event listener interfaces of
the GUI framework
Delegation:
call Action Binding interface to
notify Presentation Event Handling
about user inputs
Implementation:
Event Forwarding interface
Delegation:
forward event (Dialog Event
Handling interface)
Implementation:
View State Change Interface
Control:
Call appropriate child interface to
enable the appropriate change of
visual state

Implementation:
Re-Arrangement of UI-Controls
interface
Algorithm:
alter View layout with the help of
layout manager operations
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Sub-Category
Modification of UIControl Properties

Addition
Removal
Controls

and
UI-

of

Presentation
Handling

Data

Topic
activate, hide, or change UI-Controls in size, color
or any other visual property on request of View
State Changes
May be called when data validation failed or new
data state requires the update of particular UIControls only. In addition, UI-Controls can be set to
be read-only when no further editing shall be
permitted.
change the set of active UI-Controls of a particular
View on request of View State Changes
UI-Controls may be added or removed as a result
depending on the current data state or events
evaluation.

event handling that is only concerned about data
changes and storage from the Presentation point of
view

Model Data Edit

changes Dialog Data Model in order to store user
inputs present in active UI-Controls

Model
Observer

retrieves data from the Dialog Data Model after
being notified as observer of that model,
loads data for Presentation

Data

With respect to View State Changes, the Quasar client
reference architecture [16] seems to miss an interface
provided by Presentation that can be called by the
DialogKernel to trigger changes like the activation of a
dedicated panel that displays properties when the user
performs a certain selection. Reference [14] states that this
problem can be solved via an additional observer pattern
instance.
GUI Framework. As far as the GUI Framework is
concerned, we decided for the distinction of layout and UIControl specific knowledge or types. The UI-Control
Library implements all operations and types that are required
for the instantiation of any available UI-Control, the
modification of its properties (UI-Control Properties) and
the definition of its data content (Technical Data Models).
Often there are various data types with different complexity
associated to the available UI-Controls of a framework. They
need to be handled by the Presentation Data Handling
category in order to store and retrieve data in the specific
formats like lists, trees, text areas or table grids.
The applied branching of the GUI Framework serves the
fine-grained presentation of dependencies, so that these
model what detailed relationships the other software
categories have with T software categories.
Dialog Logic. The last main category that is to be placed
in the vicinity of a Dialog is the Dialog Logic. Software
categories that are involved in the data structure definition
and its logical processing refine the Dialog Logic. The basis

Contained entities
Referenced:
Modification
of
UI-Control
Properties interface,
UI-Control state data,
UI-Controls of the GUI framework
and their properties

Operations
Implementation:
Modification
of
UI-Control
Properties interface
Delegation:
set UI-Control property

Defined:
possibly specialized UI-Controls
created by inheritance from the GUI
framework,
UI-Control state data
Referenced:
Addition and Removal of UIControls interface,
UI-Controls of the GUI framework
and their properties
Defined:
Model Data Edit interface,
Model Data Observer interface
Referenced:
Domain Data Model,
Technical Data Models of the GUI
framework,
Dialog Data Model interface,
Dialog Data Model observer
registration interface
Referenced:
Dialog Data Model write interface,
Model Data Edit interface

Implementation:
Addition and Removal of UIControls interface
Creation:
create UI-Control,
delete UI-Control
Delegation:
set UI-Control property

Referenced:
Dialog Data Model read interface,
Model Data Observer interface

Delegation:
register as observer with Dialog
Data Model
Algorithm:
determine proper data handling
reaction
Control:
initiate data update via Model Data
Observer interface,
Activate Model Data Edit interface
Implementation:
Model Data Edit interface
Delegation:
change dialog data
Implementation:
Model Data Observer interface
Delegation:
read dialog data

of these categories is provided by the Quasar client [2][16]
and the Model part of the MVC pattern [18]. In analogy to
the Presentation category, we distinguish the definition of
data objects (Dialog Data Model) with associated operations
and the event handling (Dialog Event Handling). The latter
are based on Dialog Data Model, since dialog state
evaluations largely depend on current Dialog Data Model
states, which already reflect the inputs and choices the user
may has actuated.
Dialog Data Model. The software category Dialog Data
Model depends on knowledge about the Domain Data Model
defined by the Application Kernel as well as Data Queries
that may deliver the composition of selected attributes from
different entities in order to create new aggregates relevant
for display. The Data Queries category belongs to the
Application Server Calls category, which encapsulates
knowledge about the available application services, their preconditions, invariants and possible results with respect to the
presentation logic layer (see Section III.C.3)).
The Dialog Logic category graph mostly constitutes pure
A category refinements. However, the Data Conversion
category is of mixed character. To define data structures that
can be used in close cooperation with the Application
Services, it needs to know about Dialog Data Model, and
thus, incorporates its dependencies to the Data Queries and
Domain Data Model. Besides, the Data Conversion category
has to be aware of the current Technical Data Models in
order to provide access for Presentation Data Handling. The
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latter has to know about the structure of defined data models
(Dialog Data Model and Technical Data Models) to be able
to delegate proper updates in both directions.
TABLE V.

TABLE V summarizes the responsibilities that are
concerned with handling Dialog data.

DIALOG DATA MODEL SOFTWARE CATEGORIES SUB-TREE.

Sub-Category
Dialog Data Model

Topic
establishes the data model used in the entire Dialog
unit,
serves as a global Model element according to
MVC terms

Data Validation

validates Dialog data
This responsibility may cover the comprehensive
validation of multiple attributes or objects at once.
Otherwise just the validation interface of individual
objects is called and evaluated in order to provide
validation information for the Presentation.

Data Conversion

offers transformations between technical and
domain data model formats
The Dialog Data Model may define new getters and
setters that accept GUI Technical Data Models
types or may trigger the call of a dedicated
component (R software) [6] providing generic
conversions.

The Dialog Data Model serves as the primary Model
according to MVC terms; UI-Controls do only hold their
properties that mirror small parts of the Dialog Data Model.
Furthermore, observer functions are considered 0 software
and can be included anywhere, so they require no special
interfaces. For the sake of completeness, selected operations
have been included in TABLE IV and TABLE V.
Dialog event processing. The entire event processing
chain and its association to software categories was
challenging; our rationale will be explained as follows.
Foremost, logical and presentation states were separated:
presentation logic tends to be stable (enter data, evaluate,
present suggestions, make a choice and confirm), is traced to
functional requirements (see Figure 9), and thus, should be
decoupled from GUI layout specifications. Although the
flow of presentation logic is unaffected, the GUI and its
technology supporting the user in his tasks may be altered
several times starting with updated visual specifications and
ending with the deployment of different GUI Frameworks.

Contained entities
Defined:
Dialog Data read interface,
Dialog Data write interface,
aggregates or selections of business
objects
and
their
attributes
(intermediaries [31]),
additional data evaluation or
interpretation
information
not
present in Domain Data Model,
list of observers
Referenced:
data read and write interfaces of
Domain Data Model and data types
(Data Types and Validation Rules),
Presentation
Data
Handling
interface (observer update),
Dialog Data Model interface
Defined:
validation information beyond the
scope of single business objects or
data types
Referenced:
validation interface of Domain Data
Model or its data types (Data Types
and Validation Rules),
Dialog Data write interface

Referenced:
data read interface of Domain Data
Model and data types (Data Types
and Validation Rules) (derived from
parent category Dialog Data
Model),
Technical Data Models

Operations
Delegation:
data read and write operations on
the Domain Data Model and its data
types,
notifies
Presentation
Data
Handling about data changes
(observer pattern)
Algorithm:
offer browsing and selections of
contained Dialog Data Model
elements specific for display choice
options
Implementation:
Dialog Data read interface,
Dialog Data write interface,
Dialog Data Model interface
Creation:
validation information
Algorithms:
validation of Dialog data objects
beyond the scope of single objects
Delegation:
call the validation interface of
Domain Data Model or its data
types
Control:
Change Dialog Data Model based
on validation results
Algorithm:
data conversion operations
Delegation:
data read operations from both data
model formats

Additionally, the Presentation can be further differentiated
into abstract visual states that have a close connection to the
current application state (or Dialog Data Model of Figure 9)
and technological or concrete presentation states, which
implement the former by using visual appearances. The latter
is translated to GUI UI-Controls via GUI Framework and its
sub-categories. As result, we identified three major
categories for state control to be considered below.
The Dialog Event Handling tree governs the presentation
logic part of a Dialog and has no concrete visual
representations or related tasks. In contrast, it assumes the
Presentation to maintain appropriate visual representations,
but these remain abstract for the Dialog Event Handling,
e.g., a View for data input is activated, data input was
completed or current data leads to another View state for data
input.
The responsibilities for dialog event handling and
respective software categories are summarized in TABLE
VI.
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TABLE VI.
Sub-Category
Dialog Logic

Dialog
Logic
Construction

Dialog
Handling

Dialog
Actions

Event

Lifecycle

Dialog Navigation

Dialog
Changes

State

SOFTWARE CATEGORIES RESPONSIBLE FOR DIALOG EVENT HANDLING.

Topic
The software category and its children are
responsible for the presentation logic part of a
Dialog that connects application logic and
presentation technology.
Defines interfaces used in child software categories
for construction purposes.
constructor of a Dialog Logic unit

definition of Dialog states and associated actions
It is computed what actions are allowed (reload
data, confirm) in a given Dialog state and how the
Dialog is altered because of received events. The
results or reactions of the Dialog Event Handling
are each modeled by child software categories:
Dialog Lifecycle Actions, Application Server Calls
or Presentation State Updates are activated, which
enable different behavior or control states of other
lower situated entities (sub-dialogs, follow-up
dialogs, Presentation). However, the parent
category Dialog Event Handling resumes the task to
decide what child category is finally called in a
certain Dialog state.
In some Dialogs data evaluations are needed to
trigger the proper View from several configurations,
which may be rule-based. In this regard, the logic
required for changing pages in large scale Dialogs
like wizards when data was validated successfully
is modeled by this software category. The
evaluation is done by the Dialog Event Handling,
but the actual change of View is performed by
Presentation State Update. The latter receives the
command to just switch to a certain View. The
decision to what view is to be switched lies in the
scope of Dialog Event Handling.
Please note that the branching of Views is not
assigned to the Dialog Data Model, since the model
can be reused elsewhere with different rules for
navigation or display.
construction of Dialog units, changes global states
of current and other Dialogs
The scope of this category is the reaction on special
events like OK, Cancel and similar terminal
notifications. As a result, an entire Dialog unit is
created or discarded. The associated design units
represented by Dialog Data Model and
Presentation are created indirectly by activating a
cascade controlled by the Dialog Logic and its
states. In addition, other Dialog units may be
ordered to be activated or de-activated by calling
the Dialog Navigation interface.
performs the navigation among Dialogs or
activation of Sub-Dialogs
The opening and closing of auxiliary Dialogs like
search dialogs for master data (e.g., customer ID
and address) is performed.
addresses the possible changes in state with respect
to the currently active Dialog only

Contained entities
Defined:
Dialog Data Model interface,
Dialog Event Handling interface,
Dialog Logic Construction interface
Referenced:
Dialog Data Model interface,
Dialog Event Handling interface,
Presentation Construction interface,
Dialog Logic Construction interface

Defined:
dialog state model,
dialog event forwarding interface,
dialog event reaction interfaces
(Dialog Lifecycle Actions interface,
Application Server Calls interface,
Data Queries interface, Presentation
State Update interface)
Referenced:
Dialog Event Handling interface,
Dialog Data Model

Defined:
Dialog Navigation interface
Referenced:
Dialog Logic,
Dialog Lifecycle Actions interface,
Dialog Logic Construction interface

Operations
Abstract

Creation:
Dialog units with their comprising
parts of Dialog Data Model, Dialog
Event Handling,
Presentation (initial state of a
Dialog is created)
Implementation:
Dialog Logic Construction interface
Creation:
dialog state model
Algorithm:
evaluate current Dialog state and
determine appropriate reactions
(e.g., evaluate Dialog state on the
basis of Dialog data in order to
determine navigation options)
Implementation:
Dialog Event Handling interface
(constructor),
dialog event forwarding interface
(called by Presentation Event
Handling to notify about events to
be processed)
Control:
Call appropriate event reaction
interfaces,
proper sequences of Application
Server calls or Dialog Navigation

Referenced:
Dialog Navigation interface,
Dialog Data Model,
Dialog Logic Construction interface
(other Dialog instance units)

Creation:
Dialog Logic creation / deletion
(Dialog Data Model and associated
Presentation are created or deleted
implicitly)
Implementation:
Dialog Lifecycle Actions interface
(called by Dialog Event Handling)
Control:
determines the proper sequence of
Dialog units to be activated and deactivated
(Dialog
Navigation
interface)
Create:
Create and discard sub- or follow-up
dialogs
Implementation:
Dialog Navigation interface

Abstract

Abstract
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Sub-Category
Application Server
Calls

Data Queries

Presentation
Update

State

Topic
event handling routines that interact with the
Application Logic services
This software category models the reactions on
particular events that require the activation of
services of the Application Logic.
loading and updating domain layer data
As a specialization of Application Server Calls, the
retrieval and sending of data in correspondence
with the interfaces of Application Services is of
particular interest.

Contained entities
Referenced:
Application Server Calls interface,
Application Services interface,
Domain Data Model

Operations
Implementation:
Application Server Calls interface
Delegation:
Application Services interface

Referenced:
Data Queries interface,
Application Services interface,
Domain Data Model,
Dialog data interface

triggers the change of Presentation states / visual
layout

Referenced:
Presentation State Update interface,
View State Change interface,
View Navigation interface

Algorithm:
Assembly
or
selection
of
appropriate data queries provided
by Application Services
Implementation:
Data Queries interface
Delegation:
Proper
calling
sequence
of
Application Services for data
retrieval
Control:
Setting Dialog data
Implementation:
Presentation State Update interface
Delegation:
calling of state change notifications
of the Presentation (View State
Change Interface, View Navigation
interface)

The interfaces that connect the software categories for
event handling are to be defined in detail as reusable 0 or A
software (much like the observer pattern [17]). That is why
there are no dependencies visible in Figure 10 between
Dialog Event Handling and Presentation Event Handling.
The same applies for the visibility between Presentation
State Update and View State Changes or View Navigation.
Finally, a command [17] interface may be used that contains
only stereotype operations and can be typed as 0 software.
Each of the involved event handling software categories is
implicitly connected to 0 software via the various parent
software categories in the hierarchy.
Please note that the parent software categories of Dialog
Event Handling and Presentation Event Handling define
most interfaces for their children, so that they are able to
control them but do not depend on their detailed actions,
internal types or implementations. The children encapsulate
the results of a response chosen by the parent category for a
certain event.

From the presentation logic’s perspective, a Dialog may
adopt different states during runtime. The required
knowledge to enact these states is represented by the abstract
category Dialog State Changes: only its refinements will be
assigned to design units; the parent software category Dialog
State Changes serves grouping purposes and summarizes
commonalities of the children. Dialog State Changes is
separated into children, which either interact with the
ApplicationKernel or the Presentation. Both its categories
reflect the two general situations that may occur in any
Dialog: Application Server Calls may be initiated or a
Presentation State Update can be triggered. The parent
category Dialog Event Handling possesses the knowledge
how to react in a given situation. Its children are dedicated to
solely apply the required change of state that either addresses
the Application Server or Presentation, which provide the
state change execution. Thus, the children and other serverlike entities (e.g., Application Services, View Navigation and
State Changes) do not know when their services are called.

cmp GUI Software Categories

0

Construction and
Configuration

A

Application
Logic
Data Types and
Validation Rules
Domain Data
Model
Application
Services

T

Presentation
(FUI)

Dialog Logic
Dialog Logic
Construction
Dialog Data
Model

Dialog Event
Handling
Dialog State
Changes

Dialog Lifecycle
Actions

Presentation
State Update

Presentation
Data Handling

Dialog
Navigation

Application
Server Calls
Data
Queries

Presentation
Event Handling

Model Data
Edit
Data
Data
Validation Conversion

Model Data
Observer

View
Navigation

View State
Changes

GUI
Framework
View
Definition

Presentation
Construction

Event
Forwarding

Layout
Manager

Layout
Definition

Re-Arrangement
of UI-Controls

Arrangement of
UI-Controls

Addition and Removal of
UI-Controls
Modification of
UI-Control Properties

UI-Control
Library

Construction of
UI-Controls

UI-Control
Configuration
Data
Display

Figure 10. GUI responsibilities modeled as a software category tree.
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4) Object Lifecycles and Construction
In this Section, we briefly describe how the construction
of instances is considered by the software categories of
Figure 10.
As we learned from Figure 9, there are the principal GUI
design units Dialog, Sub-Dialog and associated
Presentations, which will bear the major part of
responsibilities in real GUI systems. To lead to creation of
these units, we have incorporated constructor responsibilities
within the software category tree that compare to the
DialogManger of the Quasar client (see Figure 3).
Particularly, the Dialog and Presentation both were
supplemented with responsibilities dedicated to construct the
child elements of these parent software categories.
In this regard, the Dialog Logic Construction is
responsible for the creation of the main Dialog unit. We
assume that a Dialog design unit will correspond to the
software category sub-tree modeled by Dialog Logic. Based
on the responsibilities a Dialog has to fulfill, it initiates the
construction of the starting Presentation as an entry point for
user interaction after the creation of own member objects.
This sequence is to be followed, since the Dialog Logic
controls the states of the Presentation anyway.
Concerning the Presentation, this design unit also
features a software category (Presentation Construction)
dedicated to the construction of its child elements.
Both the Presentation and Dialog Logic may call the
construction of additional units of their type when respective
events occur: for the Presentation, new Views will be
requested by View Navigation upon a call from Presentation
State Update was received. With respect to the Dialog Logic,
during the event processing by Dialog Event Handling a
Dialog may be finalized or a new Dialog instance may be
created as a result of a Dialog Navigation event reaction.
Both options are controlled by Dialog Lifecycle Actions.
Figure 11 provides an overview about the dependencies
concerning lifecycles and construction of instances based on
the software categories of Figure 10.
cmp Lifecycles
«call»

«create»

DialogUnit :
Dialog Logic

ViewUnit :
Presentation (FUI)

«create»
ViewConstructor :
Presentation
Construction

DialogConstructor :
Dialog Logic
Construction

«create»
«create»

«create»
«call»

«create»

«create»

DialogData :
Dialog Data
Model

InitialView :View
Definition

DialogLifecycle :
Dialog Lifecycle
Actions

ViewEventHandler :
Presentation Event
Handling

DialogEventHandler :
Dialog Event Handling

ViewUpdater :
Presentation
State Update

ViewNavigator :
View Navigation

«create»

«create»
«call»

«call»

Figure 11. Intended lifecycle dependencies and constructors of possible
objects derived from the GUI software category model.

Whenever new instances are to be created, an object that
implements the respective construction responsibility of
either Dialog Logic Construction or Presentation
Construction is to be delegated.
5) The Event Processing of the Software Categories
Figure 12 provides an overview of possible interface
connections between software categories involved in event
processing. Please note that the interfaces need to be of the
basic A category type as this is the common parent category
of the displayed interacting categories. Basically, three
different scopes for states are modeled by the software
categories. They are the following:
•

•

•

Dialog Logic - Application Services: The scope of
this state model is concerned with the data model of
the entire Dialog unit and the interaction with
Application Services. Decisions are to be taken what
services and data contents are to be combined for the
required interaction of a given Use Case. As a result
of the Dialog Logic state model evaluation, a change
of the visual state may need to be delegated. It
depends on the GUI specification with respect to the
required steps a given Use Case scenario may
demand for.
Dialog Logic - Presentation, View level: A Dialog
may require consecutive Views to be displayed in a
certain sequence or based on user decisions. These
changes of Views are in the scope of a dedicated
state model.
Presentation, UI-control level: The different states a
particular View may adopt are considered herein.
This covers different changes in layouts and UIControl configurations.

The general flow of events is indented to work as
follows: initially, the user triggers some events that are
intercepted by UI-Controls that have an Action Binding
configuration. In any case, the event is passed on via
PresentationEventHandlingInterface to the Presentation
Event Handling. A first evaluation of that event may result in
a decision by Presentation Event Handling to further move
the event on the event processing chain via
EventForwardingInterface to Dialog Event Handling for the
final evaluation.
Depending on the current state of the Dialog, Dialog
Lifecycle Actions (creation and deletion of Dialogs and their
objects), a Dialog Navigation (change of current View or the
instantiation of Sub-Dialogs), Application Server Calls
(commit a sequence of service calls) or a Presentation State
Update (change of the visual representation) may be
activated as reactions by Dialog Event Handling.
In this regard, the key design issue is that the
Presentation has no knowledge in its sub-categories how to
decide on a proper reaction for events relevant for Dialog
Logic. Please remember that Presentations or Views may be
reused in different contexts (compare pluggable Views in
reference [31]), and so, a direct binding of their UI-Control
events to state changes would greatly limit their flexibility
and adaptability. Therefore, the event firstly is forwarded via
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the DialogEventHandlingInterface interface of Figure 12.
Then, the Dialog Event Handling evaluates the event and
controls one of its children, which further delegates to the
displayed interfaces of Figure 12 and initiates the final
change of state. Concerning the Presentation State Update in
Figure 12, View State Changes (panels are activated) or View
Navigations (wizard steps or tabs are switched) are
committed via interfaces. Another option would be a change
of the Dialog’s lifecycle or even a Dialog Navigation
(separate Dialogs or an auxiliary search Dialog are
instantiated) could be performed.
In this context, the knowledge when to trigger any of the
interface operations is kept in the parent category Dialog
Event Handling. In contrast, the execution of the respective
state change is encapsulated in the child categories, which
are marked by a white border in Figure 12 and implement the
interfaces. At last, the state changes are completely
decoupled from the point in time when they are requested.
Moreover, the Presentation Event Handling is separated
into event processing that is either concerned with data or the
visual structure. Mostly the data relevant events can be
processed locally by the Presentation if no forwarding is
registered. However, the View State Changes do require the
forwarding of events to the Dialog Event Handling first,
before they can be committed. This is due to the decoupling
of View states and their better exchangeability. Furthermore,
the differentiation of event evaluation, triggering and state
change execution supports the reuse and change of Views as
they are better decoupled from Dialog Logic components. In
this regard, View states are relevant for the Dialog Logic but
not their concrete appearance, which can be adapted
frequently.
cmp Event handling categories and interfaces

To conclude, the event handling approach and its
respective software categories ensure that the layers of
presentation technology and logic (introduced in Section
III.C.3)) remain strictly separated. In fact, there will be
dependencies among Dialog Logic and Presentation that
cannot be avoided like the consistency of logic and visual
states. However, the control of all states remains centered in
one unit of design (Dialog Logic), which will facilitate
development and maintenance of complex Dialogs.
IV.

REVIEW OF GUI ARCHITECTURE PATTERNS

In this section, we review the presented GUI patterns of
Section II in the light of the elaborated software categories.
A. MVC Variants
For the review of classic GUI architecture patterns, we
would like to refer to exemplary work published in [4] and
[10], which is valuable for filling gaps and giving directions
for related design decisions. Therein, options for refinement
and customizing MVC based architectures are proposed and
discussed. It is still up to the developer to decide on the
several choices. In contrast, the Quasar client architecture
presents a reference for our domain that already has some
refinements incorporated.
1) Positive Aspects
Both patterns and Quasar client share two positive
aspects that motivate their application. Firstly, the data
storing component does not depend on any other of the
components, and so, can independently evolve. Secondly,
only one of the components resumes the task to call
ApplicationKernel services. This aspect eases the design
efforts for interfaces and data exchange formats between
Dialogs and ApplicationKernel.

«call»

Action
Binding
PresentationEventHandlingInterface
«call»

Presentation
Event Handling

View Navigation

EventForwardingInterface
«call»

Event
Forwarding
View State
Changes

«call»

DialogEventHandlingInterface

ViewNavigationInterface

ViewStateChangesInterface
«call»

Dialog Event
Handling
DialogLifecycleActionsInterface
«call»

Dialog State
Changes

Dialog Lifecycle
Actions
«call»

PresentationStateUpdateInterface
Dialog
Navigation

Presentation
State Update

DialogNavigationInterface
«call»
«call»

Application
Server Calls

ApplicationServerCallsInterface
Application
Services

«call»

ApplicationServicesInterface

Figure 12. Software categories relevant for event processing and possible
interfaces.

2) Issues
According to the MVC variants, we see major design
issues that will be described in the following paragraphs.
Separation of concerns. To begin with, the degree of
encapsulation and separation of concerns of MVC variants is
very limited. There is no variant that is able to reduce the
dependencies of all three abstractions altogether. Solely, the
distribution of tasks is altered, and so, the visibility among
components changes accordingly. In the end, one component
will be assigned responsibilities that originate from the two
other components as they are defined by classic MVC [31].
Therefore, the component with concentrated tasks tends to be
overburdened, and finally, can end up as the bottleneck from
a maintenance perspective. Additionally, altering the tasks of
the three components in certain variants may result in a
simplification of one component that can only be employed
for stereotype tasks but fails to suit more complex scenarios.
There seems to be no ideal separation of concerns among the
three components. A fourth element may be missing.
In general, there are no hints given how the display for
certain portions of business logic or data can be decoupled
from their technical manifestation. More precisely, the View
part is directly coupled to the GUI Framework (Figure 1). In
addition, the knowledge of the View has to constitute of how
to operate the GUI Framework facilities (to construct the
visual dialog parts) and what layout as well as what
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selection, order and arrangement of UI-Controls are needed
to embody the domain and the current service in use.
Event differentiation and related control. With regard
to the event processing chain of Section II.B, the GUI
patterns do not distinguish clearly between events related to
technical or application concerns. In general, a guideline is
missing for the decision when to shift between presentation
technology or presentation logic related processing of events.
TABLE I provides an overview about the assignment of
these layer specific responsibilities to MVC pattern roles.
Although the MVP variants [6][7] and HMVC [5]
employ a “Supervising Controller” [15], which receives each
event from any UI-Control and acts as a global MVC
Controller, the problem persists: the Presenter as well as the
HMVC Controller still have to decide whether the incoming
events require an presentation technology or presentation
logic specific processing and have to react accordingly. Yet,
these approaches solve the “visibility problem” described by
Karagkasidis [10] where the Controller and View are
separate classes. In any case, the developer has to refine the
architecture by himself to enable a differentiated handling of
presentation and application related events. Finally, the reuse
may be affected, since the Controllers end up processing
both types of events for the sake of initially quick releases.
Cohesion and granularity of triads. With the
application of MVC derivates that differ from the classic
MVC approach [31] a problem occurs concerning the
identification of possible instances and their proper size.
There are hardly any hints when to create new Dialog
instances or MVC-triads. Thus, the proper modularization of
Dialog components is to be done on behalf of the developer.
Only the HMVC [5] gives some rudimentary hints. In the
end, the general size and scope of MVC triads is not clear.
According to Karagkasidis [10], a View may constitute of
single UI-Controls (widgets), containers like panels with a
certain set of UI-Controls or complete Dialogs. The classic
MVC approach [31] was clearer on that topic, since MVC
triads were very fine-granular starting at the UI-Control
(widget) level and building a corresponding triad for every
element of the visual object hierarchy, ultimately ending
with a last triad at the window level. However, the classic
approach is not likely to be feasible for modern and more
complex application scenarios: the high integration of
business systems and their complexity would demand for a
large number of Dialogs that would result in myriad of MVC
triads.
Coupling of Controllers to both Model and View. With
respect to the above described limited separation of concerns
more issues arise. The controlling of both Presentation states
and the handling of application related events to initiate
ApplicationKernelService calls inside the Controller creates
close coupling of Controllers to both View elements and
naturally the Model. Usually, in many MVC variants
Controller and View maintain a strong dependency where the
Controller is fully aware of the UI-Controls of the View. In
fact, both components build an aggregated unit of design
(rather than representing separated classes) that cannot be
reused and is harder to maintain. Eventually, a Controller
can only interact with Views that comply with a certain set of
states. Whenever the set of UI-Controls changes the possible

states of the entire Dialog alter as well, so that the Controller
implementation may have to be revised each time. This is
due to the awareness of Controllers about the View’s UIControls what results from the following. In modern GUI
frameworks the Controllers obtain user entered data directly
from UI-Controls and not as the payload of an incoming
event, as this was the case in Smalltalk or classic MVC [31].
With the latter, separate classes for View and Controller
could be realized but current GUI frameworks demand for
alternative solutions. Karagkasidis [10] exemplarily
discusses the solution provided by HMVC.
To partly resolve this issue and decouple the Controller
at least from application aspects, a developer could revert to
the “Model as a Services Façade” [4] MVC variant. The
Model would be assigned both data structures and related
service calls for interaction with the ApplicationKernel. This
step would raise a comparative discussion as whether it is
favorable to build a separate service layer [44] or use the
domain model pattern [32] exclusively for the structuring of
the ApplicationKernel. In our opinion, the Model should not
act as a service façade, since it would make parts of an
ApplicationKernel service layer obsolete. According to the
resulting dependencies to functional requirements, the
traceability-links of Use Cases or tasks would be scattered
among different Models and parts of the ApplicationKernel.
Furthermore, the operations of the Model would be closely
coupled to a certain data structure so that a Model cannot be
easily combined with other application services in the future.
Lastly, services should prevail, since there might be other
clients besides a particular GUI to rely on services. There are
more disadvantages with that solution like the stereotype
character of the Controller [4], which will only serve a
certain pattern of interaction. Thus, the Model should only
contain data-relevant operations (getter, setter, aggregation
and conversion, a state of current selections, validation state)
and be reusable with other services. In this regard, the Model
should act as a mere preparation of a data structure that is
useful in the context of a View, its display, as well as in- and
outputs.
3) Summary
The MVC and its derivates require much adaptation in
order to be prepared for implementation [14]. The above
mentioned issues may considerably have a negative impact
on the resulting architecture quality. The available patterns
are definitely not easy to interpret with respect to the
common set of GUI responsibilities illustrated by the
software category tree in Figure 10.
The tracing of functional requirements to the parts of the
GUI, which coordinates ApplicationKernel service calls, will
largely depend on the refinements the developers have
incorporated in the GUI architecture. Additionally, a clear
separation of presentation technology and logic (see Section
III.C.3)) is not supported in any variant, so that event
handling will always consume high efforts for development
and especially maintenance.
Anyway, the resulting architectures will be
heterogeneous and may add complexity to quickly provide
an adapted solution for the particular domain. As long as
there are no standard architectures or standardized
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responsibilities available, the developer is left with many
choices that potentially will lead to vast differences in
software architecture quality. The improved segregation of
software categories in component architectures is a
challenging goal hard to achieve with available patterns.
Project budgets may severely limit the software architecture
quality to be attained.
B. Quasar Client Reference Architecture
1) General Valuation
The Quasar client architecture provides the most detailed
architecture view on GUI systems published so far and can
be regarded as a refinement of the common GUI patterns.
Positive aspects. In contrast to the MVC variants, the
Quasar client separates Presentation and DialogKernel as
principal dialog components. This separation is the main
source for its virtues, since more clearly distinguished
Controller tasks are achieved. In this regard, the
Presentation is required to handle technical events and the
DialogKernel will process application related events in close
cooperation with the ApplicationKernel services.
States and control. According to Siedersleben [16], the
Presentation and DialogKernel components share a common
structure: both possess memory for storing data, states and a
control. Thus, both components are able to manage their
states independently. A change of layout aspects in the
Presentation would not affect the DialogKernel accordingly.
In theory, the changes of states are implemented in each
component individually and can be triggered by A typed
interfaces that may be designed on the basis of a command
[17] pattern [14]. Consequently, the DialogKernel does not
require knowledge about the inner structure of the
Presentation and vice versa. Thereby, the Presentation may
provide a set of operations that alter the layout of a Dialog
depending on the current content of data received from the
DialogKernel via DataUpdate interface. The triggering of
visual state changes on behalf of the DialogKernel
(Presentation State Update) may be possible that way but is
not considered. For instance, a DialogKernel was notified
via DialogEvent that the user has selected an item in a table
listing available products. But the product is on back-order,
so the Presentation should receive the command to display a
certain state of the button bar, e.g., deactivate the “add to
cart” button. According to Siedersleben [16], the states of
visual elements are exclusively controlled by the
Presentation. However, in the particular example only the
DialogKernel would possess the knowledge when to trigger
the state change of the Presentation. It seems that the
cooperation of both units of design needs further elaboration
to be able to be implemented in practical examples. Besides,
a DialogKernel could be able to coordinate the inputs of a
user working with two Presentations simultaneously.
2) Traceability-Links to GUI Software Categories
To be able to better valuate the Quasar client
architecture, we traced the identified software categories of
Section III.D to its structural elements. Figure 13 displays
the resulting traceability matrix. The sources for traceabilitylinks constitute software categories of varying detail
arranged on the left hand side.

Figure 13. The GUI software categories traced to Quasar client reference
architecture components and interfaces.

Please note that the general parent software categories were
excluded, since all child categories are presented in the
matrix. On top of the matrix, the traceability-link targets are
represented either by the components or interfaces of the
Quasar client. Components not relevant as traceability-link
targets were excluded.
Interpretation. We need to provide directions about the
treatment of interfaces and connected dependencies, which
are depicted in Figure 3. A client that imports and calls a
foreign interface must have knowledge about the proper
usage and sequences of operations. In fact, the deeper and
more chained the commands (compare delegation and
control of Section III.C.4)) are the more likely is the mixture
of software categories. Finally, the client will be dependent
on the same software category the interface is composed of.
This particularly applies to the Presentation (obviously
an AT component) that extensively uses the GUI Framework
interfaces, which are to be included in the traceability matrix.
In contrast, single commands of abstract or stereotype
nature like notify calls can be realized with a 0 type
interface. Yet, the interfaces pose hard to valuate concepts as
they inspire a dynamic view on the architecture like the
sequences of commands or flow of algorithms. Ultimately,
the interface operations would need further refinement for a
final valuation. Partly, the Quasar reference architecture
provides basic sequences for interfaces in [2].
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Separation of concerns. For the valuation of both
cohesion and separation of concerns two directions inside the
traceability matrix of Figure 13 have to be considered.
Horizontal. The horizontal direction displays a number
of marks for the realization of software categories though
components or interfaces. For a high cohesion and well
separated concerns, there should be software categories
realized only by components or interfaces that belong to one
unit of design. In sum, Application Server Calls, Data
Queries, Data Validation, Dialog Lifecycle Actions, Dialog
Navigation, Model Data Edit and Model Data Observer are
realized by several Quasar elements, and thus, different units
of design.
The first three software categories mentioned before are
shared among the ApplicationKernel and DialogKernel.
Thus, the resulting coupling between these design units will
largely depend on the refinement of interfaces between both
components. Eventually, a mixture of A software categories
can be a probable result when no 0 interfaces can be
invented. The details of this client and server communication
remain an open issue as well as the construction of Data
Queries.
Besides, Model Data Observer is presented with two
options that are either implemented by the DialogKernel
(DataRead) or Presentation (DataUpdate). However, the
complementary task of Model Data Edit is only briefly
mentioned. Siedersleben states that the Presentation may
know the DialogKernel and its data interface (see association
in Figure 3) but not vice versa [16]. As an alternative, newly
entered data may be included as payload of the event emitted
via DialogEvent by the Presentation [16]. How the important
task of changing dialog data is performed in detail by the
Presentation and what interfaces are required is finally left
open.
Moreover, Dialog Lifecycle Actions are of less
importance. They are rather stereotype operations that could
be detailed by 0 type software. In contrast, for the Dialog
Navigation there may be missing directions in the Quasar
client reference architecture, so that responsibilities have to
be refined on behalf of the developer. We wonder how
dialog sequences resulting from task model specifications
[45] would affect the software category assignments. Maybe
the Session cannot be marked as 0 software anymore, since it
would need knowledge of the proper sequence of dialogs,
and thus, would be designated as A software that could not
be reused for different task model instances.
Vertical. A further assessment considers the vertical
direction that reveals targets with many traceability-links.
This can be a marker for lacking detail or even low cohesion.
Those targets would take on too many responsibilities at
once. There are multiple candidates that awake our attention.
As already stated above, the ApplicationKernelService
needs further refinement, so that the way how calls and data
queries are performed by the DialogKernel are both detailed
and differentiated concerning allowed data types and
resulting coupling. Consequently, another major issue is the
DialogKernel itself. This component is relatively vague in
definition, so that tasks like calls to the ApplicationKernel,
Data Queries, the Dialog Data Model definition, Data

Validation and the control of states need to be elaborated
from scratch.
Concerning functional requirements tracing, the
DialogKernel’s internal structure and state control are
important issues that affect the resulting dependencies to
requirements. For instance, it has to be decided what portions
of a use case will be exclusively realized by the Application
Services and what parts the DialogKernel is in charge of.
Above all, the DialogKernel is likely to depend to some
considerable extent on the ApplicationKernel and its Domain
Data Model. In this regard, it has to be cleared how Data
Queries are to be handled from the Dialog Data Model’s
point of view. The Dialog Data Model can either be
composed of pure entities, which may be embedded as
interfaces or data transfer objects, or aggregations that are
sourced from selected attributes of several entities retrieved
by a query.
Furthermore, the Presentation also requires further
elaboration in design. Being the complementary part of the
DialogKernel in a Dialog, the Presentation is declared as
having its own data model in parallel to the DialogKernel in
order to perform conversions to the Technical Data Models.
The main data definition is assigned to the DialogKernel,
since this component is in charge of any data retrieval from
the ApplicationKernel.
How the data related communication (read and edit)
besides the notification of updates between Presentation and
DialogKernel is originally intended remains another open
issue. In this regard, design decisions on both interfaces and
data types as well as their connection to the Domain Data
Model have to be considered. Moreover, details about the
triggering (Presentation State Update) and execution of View
State Changes are missing. This is due to the unclear
connection between Presentation and DialogKernel. When
decisions about reactions on events are bound to
Presentation, logical behavior will be closely coupled to
certain Views, so that they are less flexible for change and
reuse. In addition, events can only be emitted by View
elements and cannot be triggered by the evaluation of
gathered Dialog data alone, since there is no link for the
DialogKernel to initiate a View State Change via
Presentation State Update when an event was forwarded.
A look at the matrix of Figure 13 reveals that the event
handling of the Quasar client architecture with respect to
presentation technology and logic concerns seems not to be
elaborated with the necessary care and accuracy; there are
several responsibilities mixed within and among
Presentation and DialogKernel: firstly, the Presentation is in
charge of both receiving events (Presentation Event
Handling), deciding on visual states (Presentation State
Update) and executing them (e.g., Addition and Removal of
UI-Controls). Secondly, the needed knowledge for decisions,
and thus, presentation logic is likely to be based within the
DialogKernel as far as the interaction with the Application
Services is concerned. Yet, the latter is assigned to handle its
own state model (Dialog Event Handling) and partly
manages the Dialog data (Dialog Data Model) together with
Presentation. So, both design units share the information
necessary for deciding upon state changes. In contrast to the
GUI software category model of Figure 10, the Quasar client
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architecture assigns state decisions and executions based on
a different point of view: presentation logic is strictly
separated between application (DialogKernel - Application
Server Calls) and visual behavior (Presentation Presentation State Updates), so that the Dialog Logic and its
state model is not centered but shared among two design
units. For that reason, with the Quasar client a Dialog will be
harder to adapt to a changed Use Case scenario affecting the
Dialog state model (a new step with a new or updated View
is required), since the Presentation is designed to both
manage and execute the View state changes. So, the
presentation logic required for deciding on a change or
update of the Views is lost and has to be re-implemented
whenever the Presentation has changed. From our point of
view, a centralization of event-based decisions found in the
GUI software category tree of Figure 10 would reduce the
portions of AT software existent in any Presentation and
could partly facilitate the exchange of Views.
As far as the visual part of the Presentation is concerned,
the ViewDefinition interface and related implementations
inside the Presentation need more refinement. The coarse
grained interface is employed for both handling view states
and their initial construction. In this context, a developer
would have to decide on how the DialogKernel may trigger
the visual state changes as a result of its own states defined
by Dialog State Changes and its children.
Lastly, the Presentation is assigned quite a are large set
of responsibilities, but is the design unit that is not likely to
be stable or reusable after technological changes compared
to the DialogKernel, which does not depend on any T
software influences.
Missing responsibilities. Responsibilities that were
entirely not mentioned with respect to the Quasar client
reference architecture, was the View Navigation. This task
may be confused with Dialog Navigation. Siedersleben
approaches the architecture of a Dialog with the definition of
the relevant terms in reference [16], but he does not use them
in a consistent way, so that some terms are only mentioned
and remain unrelated to the Quasar client architecture itself.
As a consequence, the design unit of a Dialog remains
unclear with respect to the delimitation of other Dialog
instances, Sub-Dialogs, and more urgently, Presentations or
Views of Figure 9 that express the different interaction steps
with a user.
3) Summary
Our review of the Quasar client revealed that this
reference architecture is more advanced than common GUI
patterns. It includes most of the common MVC pattern
responsibilities (TABLE I) and adds several additional ones
(TABLE II). Besides, its main advantage lies in the division
of Controller tasks among the Presentation and
DialogController, so a better separation of concerns can be
achieved. However, this results in increased complexity
concerning the number and type of interfaces to be
implemented.
In comparison to other architectural patterns, the Quasar
client provides more detail and descriptions that give hints to
many design decisions, but these are scattered among several
sources [16][29][38][14] only available in German language.

There was no comprehensive or updated description
published, which would provide the needed implementation
details. In the end, the Quasar client remains vague with
many important issues to solve by individual design
decisions. Nevertheless, we learn from the traceability matrix
of Figure 13 that there are already hints, which component is
to take on what responsibility. In practice, this would yield
only a partial improvement with respect to the common GUI
patterns. In reference [2], Haft et al. state that the Quasar
client could not be standardized, since most software projects
required specific adaptations. The many individual
refinements would affect the marking of software categories,
so that the purity of them and the separation of concerns may
not be maintained as intended. Even the Quasar client
assumes that some portions of AT software cannot be
avoided with conventional architectures relying on invasive
frameworks.
To conclude, the Quasar architecture is not suitable for a
straight forward implementation. As we see, there are still
gaps in the reference architecture and the developer has to
incorporate own thoughts in order reach the desired quality
architecture. The separation of concerns can be improved
with a customized Quasar client architecture, but this largely
depends on the skills of the architect. In the end, the Quasar
client may be a better, and foremost higher detailed, basis for
reuse of architectural knowledge than the MVC variants
alone.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) GUI Responsibilities Software Category Tree
One of our objectives was to provide a software category
tree with separated concerns to describe a complete
decomposition of GUI architecture responsibilities.
Software category model. We derived a software
category model that structures the dependencies among
common responsibilities of GUI architecture design units
without being biased towards a certain GUI architectural
pattern or framework.
Software category definition and modeling. To be able
to model detailed, refined software categories and finally
delimit them, we had to invent modeling rules that were not
provided in the original sources. We are convinced that these
enhanced rules create a solid foundation for modeling
responsibilities of software architectures, since the results
make sense in our case of a better understanding of GUI
architecture patterns and bring us further towards UIP
integration.
Compared to the CRC method applied for the GUI
patterns in [18], the collaborators of a certain software
category are summarized in the second dimension but are
further outlined by the association with detailed operations.
On the CRC cards, every responsibility of a design unit is
noted on one card and there are not details about their
relationships to the mentioned collaborators on that card.
Nevertheless, there are not only positive aspects about
the software category modeling approach. In fact, there are
some weaknesses of the software categories tree display: For
instance, there is no hint what elements are actually derived
from the dependencies of parent software categories.
Generally, there can be all included or referenced entities or
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only a sub-set of them considered in the child software
category. Some contained entities can even be derived from
the parents of a parent category (e.g., Data Display - Model
Data Observer - Presentation Data Handling - Technical
Data Models is an example of such a cascade of
dependencies or refinements to be discovered in Figure 10).
Moreover, there is also no hint, which parent categories are
skipped and will not be considered in child software
categories. In most cases 0 software is used and almost never
skipped, but along the way up to 0 not all software categories
are always considered. Some relationships just model the
potential visibility of entities. Maybe the detailed modeling
of instance based software category trees can remedy some
of these aspects by providing further detail.
Shape of the tree. Concerning the actual shape of the
software categories tree, there might be different structures
or aggregations possible (intermediate categories) but the
final child elements clearly mark the occurring
responsibilities. In this regard, is has to be noticed that the
software categories displayed here are pure and intended to
be well separated. This arrangement of responsibilities is
mostly not the case in real systems and designs; the software
category tree is an ideal construction.
Software architecture relationship. From our point of
view, the different MVC pattern variants are hard to
understand with all their facets concerning detailed
responsibilities and dependencies on other design units they
need to interact with. Often the MVC variants compose of
smaller patterns like “Supervising Controller” [15] and
“Presentation Model” [15], which are a proof of the ever
present complexity of GUI design.
To partly address the complexity issue, the software
category model presented in this work aims to display the
responsibilities of GUI architectures without favoring certain
structuring or role assignment of design units. They are
created to provide an overview of the general responsibilities
that may occur in GUI systems instead. Architects and
developers shall get a guide what tasks are to be fulfilled
within the GUI system.
There may be an inherent or obvious structure hidden in
the separated sub-trees with Presentation and Dialog Logic.
However, this structure simply emerges from the
dependencies of knowledge (modeled by the dimensions of
Figure 8), which is required for the different responsibilities.
The displayed separation or decomposition of software
categories has not to be strictly followed; there is rather high
degree of flexibility: the software categories can be
distributed differently to design units. For instance, the Data
Conversion responsibility is often differently solved in
designs. Some responsibilities may be omitted when
requirements do not demand for them. Eventually, the
resulting distribution of software categories to design units
determines the final quality of the software architecture.
In this regard, architects can consult this model without
the need to be restricted by given designs, their roles and
relationships. The descriptions and sources used for the
composition of the software category tree are not entirely
distracting or misleading, yet they are quite helpful for
understand certain designs. But their weakness is that they
are already biased towards a certain structure of design or

effects to achieve like this was elaborated by Alpaev in [4]
for the MVC design options.
Software category refinement level. One may argue
that the consideration and segregation of software categories
may overburden an architect with additional tasks and he
will eventually loose overview due to the management of a
set of fine-grained responsibilities. In contrast, the software
category tree shall be helpful and not a burden. In fact, the
software categories build on the refinement from basic to
detailed categories in a hierarchical tree. So, the architect
principally can decide on the level of detail he applies for
modeling, mapping or assessment of design. In this regard,
software categories always group several responsibilities into
a family of cohesive entities; children retain the more
detailed responsibilities and parents serve as a more general
aggregation. In that way, an architecturally meaningful recomposition of GUI responsibilities is created. The architect
may pick a certain detail level of the category tree, which
ideally resembles a prepared separation of concerns in any
case, in order to re-distribute these responsibilities in a new
system design. This choice decides whether only basic
software categories are used for architecture planning or
refined ones are applied instead in order to achieve a much
better accuracy for cohesion as well as the evaluation of how
well concerns were separated.
Software architecture assessments. Furthermore, the
software category model can be of aid for the valuation of
the detail, cohesion and separation of concerns of reference
architectures or patterns. Section IV.B outlined the principal
approach and an example that assessed the Quasar client
reference architecture. In sum, the software categories
approach can reveal not supported tasks, design units that
bear many tasks at once, perfect matches and tasks that are
shared among two or more units of design.
In our opinion, the established software category tree is
well-suited for GUI architecture assessments: the software
categories embody a set union of the responsibilities of many
of the common GUI architecture patterns. In the context of
GUI design, the software categories resemble different and
delimited packages of knowledge, which are used to identify
and map components or smaller units of design. Later on, the
dependencies among the software categories will lead the
design of interfaces between components [16] to achieve a
minimum of coupling based on the rules established in
reference [16]. Thus, the proper distribution of identified
software categories among design units can have an
enormous impact on software quality. During assessments,
this intended way of identifying design units and delimiting
them by assigning distinct tasks to them can be reversed.
This enables an evaluation of the rationale the design is
based on.
Available architecture patterns cannot provide a
comparative view on GUI responsibilities, since they miss
some details, are interpreted differently among developers,
can be biased towards a certain programming language, and
the discussion of their trade-offs is limited to their scope, so
that the impact on the general architecture can only be partly
valuated. In addition, patterns often need to be combined
within a design, so that their different effects depend on the
actual combination and their adaptations.
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Interface design. When common GUI architecture
responsibilities have been identified and systematically
analyzed concerning their dependencies, the potential
interfaces for communication between components or classes
can be derived. According to Quasar [16], an interface
ideally should be defined on the basis of a software category
that serves as a parent for both software categories to be
linked. That way, the least coupling is ensured. Not always
can a shared parent software category be found to serve as a
basis for an interface between components. This may be due
to an improper distribution of responsibilities among design
units. As a result, the underlying software category model
needs to be revised. Anyway, the identification of design
units and their interface structure requires some detailed
planning.
Relationship to implementations. The responsibilities
modeled by the software category tree can be used to analyze
and reflect implementations. According to Quasar
references, this is only done on the level of the very basic
software categories 0, A, T and AT. With the now available
refinements for GUI architectures, an actual design or
implementation can be evaluated concerning the
correspondence to software categories. Thus, the cohesion
and separation of concerns ca be assessed. The other way
around, given implementations may refine the software
category tree and it could be practically examined if the
visibility is sufficient moving the tree upwards starting from
a certain category or if additional dependencies have to be
modeled.
Missing concerns. Currently, concerns like user profiles,
additional assistance, session management [14] and
authorization are not included. In general, terms in the field
of GUI architecture are not used uniformly, so we rely on
our category model that provides a clear description of tasks.
Furthermore, the software categories may be adapted to fit
other domains, since the separation of concerns is essential in
most software architectures.
Summary. By the application of software categories, the
GUI responsibilities to be identified have been ordered and
grouped according to their knowledge and purpose, but this
was modeled independently from any specific software
architecture. The software categories in that role are suitable
to represent a set of GUI responsibilities without the need to
mention specific data types or operations of certain
frameworks. Finally, the way how frameworks are applied
shall be adapted to the required set of responsibilities as well
as the software architecture based thereupon and not vice
versa.
2) Major Issues in GUI Architecture Design
Our first objective was to identify GUI design issues.
These issues naturally result from points of improper
coupling, non-separated concerns and in general missing
responsibilities not modeled by available GUI architectures
or patterns. We had to analyze the available architectural
patterns, which differ in structure as well as the
encapsulation of concerns. Finally, there is no standardized
GUI architecture ready for implementation. This is an issue
here but also for mobile devices [46]. We analyzed the
differences or missing details of presented architectural

patterns and identified four major design issues that may
have a considerable impact on GUI development and
maintenance.
Presentation logic and application control flow.
Firstly, a design decision has to treat the question what and
how much application logic is being processed by a single
Dialog, or particularly its Dialog Logic or DialogKernel.
Thus, the coordination and division of labor between dialog
and application related components should clearly define
what portions of the event processing chain will just be
handled by the DialogKernel.
As the primary controlling entity of a dialog, the
DialogKernel acts as a client of the ApplicationKernel and
its services [16][14]. The architect has to decide how much
control flow will be implemented by the client and what
operations or services are to be integrated in the controlling
object’s flow definition. For instance, the business logic can
be separated by different layers like services, auxiliary
services, domain model entities and data types [47]. The
coordination of the various algorithms and delegations,
which is essential to achieve the goals defined by use cases,
can either be performed by the ApplicationKernel or the
DialogKernel may govern the sequence of service calls and
their combination. The so called orchestration of services to
realize a certain use case is an option for the DialogKernel,
since this design unit determines the data structure for user
interaction. In this context, the DialogKernel directly can
react to valid user inputs and may decide on the further
processing via services or may even trigger corresponding
state changes for the Presentation. How the latter is to be
designed remains an open issue.
Siedersleben states that the ApplicationKernel
components constitute of use case realizations [16].
However, these components would definitely be incomplete
use cases realizations, since the latter regularly require much
user interaction. To conclude, the question arises how use
case realizations are sub-divided among ApplicationKernel
services (management of data structures and relationships,
service hierarchy), DialogKernels (logic for dialog flow and
control of user interaction) and finally Presentations (visual
part, in- and output UI-Controls, realization of visual states).
Ultimately, this design decision depends on the navigation
structure and whether one DialogKernel may control a
composition of Presentation units or Sub-Dialogs that form a
complete Dialog unit for the sake of one use case realization.
Dialog navigation. This leads us to the second issue that
is concerned with the flow of Dialog units or navigation
among them. Karagkasidis [10] already described this issue
from the perspective of an example with opening and closing
Sub-Dialogs. Important aspects mentioned by Karagkasidis
are the lifecycle management of Sub-Dialogs that can be
related to our presented GUI design units of Dialog, SubDialogs and Views from Figure 9: they need to be controlled
by a dedicated entity that is able to assign data to them,
which is appropriate in a certain context. In addition, events
from every GUI design unit of the hierarchy, which are
significant for the further event handling or application data,
have to be integrated in the presentation logic flow or event
processing chain, so that individual units do not act isolated
but create a comprehensive sequence of events.
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Recent research [48][49] investigated on the role of task
models for structuring the flow of dialogs. In analogy to the
above described issue of division of labor for use case
realizations between ApplicationKernel and DialogKernel,
the architect has to decide on the responsibilities of a single
DialogKernel concerning the flow of Dialogs. The question
arises what part of the navigation is governed by higher
situated components, e.g., a dedicated task controller, and
what view changes are in the responsibility of the
DialogKernel.
Large AT software portions. Thirdly, the Quasar
software categories serve a main purpose to separate
application from technical aspects, and thus, avoid AT
software.
As far as the GUI architecture is concerned, we identified
two aspects where AT software does regularly occur. The
Presentation communicates with both the GUI Framework
and DialogKernel in order to retrieve and store data inputs
from the user. Eventually, the Technical Data Models of the
GUI Framework and the Dialog Data Model have to be
converted in the respective formats to enable information
exchange. There may be a second conversion necessary
between Dialog Data Model and Domain Data Model when
the DialogKernel has to use a different data format.
Another aspect of AT software is the transformation of
the Dialog Data Model to visual representations, which are
constructed by the Presentation. Accordingly, the
Presentation needs to possess knowledge of both the proper
selection, arrangement of UI-Controls and the usage,
creation of the latter via the specific GUI Framework
facilities. Besides the first two issues, these two AT software
aspects can additionally increase maintenance efforts. To
solve the third issue, conventional architectures will not
suffice and specific designs for additional decoupling have to
be invented. An initial approach was formulated by
Siedersleben and Denert in [29].
Granularity of GUI pattern design units. Another GUI
design issue could be identified that is cross-cutting along
the previously described three GUI design problems. It is
concerned with the proper sizing of GUI design units, or
with respect to common GUI patterns, MVC triads [10]. In
detail, the main objective is keeping the event processing
chain of the GUI perfectly matched with the functional
requirement side of the value creation chain represented by
business processes and corresponding use cases. Ultimately,
these two mental models of event flows have to be kept in
close synchronization to be able to firstly realize
requirements properly and secondly apply changes to the
GUI system efficiently when requirements are altered or
added. Simple MVC or even greater HMVC [5] or MVP
[6][7] Controllers are quickly overburdened in their scope in
the attempt to trace functional requirements of the value
creation chain, and so, keep track individual steps of
application control flow.
The introduced GUI software categories (Figure 10) shed
light on the granularity problem as they clearly distinguish
greater and lesser components like Dialog Logic,
Presentation, View Definition and Presentation Event
Handling.

Originally, the MVC and its derivates were not designed
to address such complex and hierarchical structures within
information systems. Please remember that the classic MVC
was built with the assumption in mind having this
architecture applied as the global architectural style: there
were no additional units of application or domain related
design (generally A software descendants in terms of Quasar
software categories) besides Models.
Nowadays, application and presentation logic as well as
business processes do pose a difference to that rather simple
Model design of the past. Therefore, Controllers face a
different scope inside the value creation chain. To be able to
separate concerns and keep a high cohesion, Controllers
need to be assigned a proper level of responsibilities within
the GUI software category tree. This in turn requires a
corresponding sizing of triads or other pattern based GUI
design units.
Identification of GUI design unit instances. Besides
the granularity problem, there is an additional conflict
whether to provide a custom identified structure of MVP or
HMVC instances with better overview due to the reduced set
of design units or to adopt an easy to identify hierarchical
structure of classic MVC [31] with small fine-grained triads
that follow a stereotype assignment approach of GUI design
units (every UI-Control potentially serves as a triad
connected to a global Model or a part of it). It has to be
considered that the classic MVC approach can only be relied
on as far as the Presentation is concerned. A Dialog Logic or
DialogKernel unit of design and their responsibilities cannot
be covered and have to be realized by custom solutions.
According to the HMVC or MVP approach, the Controllers
couple the different triads for communication and navigation
purposes, so that the evolution or maintenance of both
Presentation and Dialog Logic or DialogKernel units of
design is closely coupled. Finally, this approach needs a
further separation of concerns to resolve the issue. A perfect
distribution of responsibilities will be difficult to achieve,
since there are only certain triad members to accept the set of
responsibilities symbolized by the principal software
categories View Definition, View Navigation, Presentation
Event Handling, Dialog Data Model and Dialog Event
Handling. These need to be distributed among the triad
members.
3) User Interface Patterns and Solution Approaches
Before we draw our conclusions, we briefly discuss how
the incorporation of UIPs for the Presentation component
may directly or indirectly resolve some of the identified GUI
design issues.
AT software. At first, the mixture of application and
technical aspects can directly be avoided by the integration
of UIPs. In this context, UIPs promise the reuse of visual
layout and related interaction. Thereby, the stereotype parts
therein would be implemented once and encapsulated in the
UIP units. Then the Presentation could be composed of these
pattern units and would specify their contents via parameters.
The UIP implementations would directly depend on the GUI
Framework and no longer each Presentation unit. Therefore,
fewer efforts would have to be spent on programming with
GUI Framework facilities in the long run when UIPs could
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be reused extensively. The development could be focused on
the DialogKernel design issues instead.
Event differentiation by software categories. To
integrate UIPs in the Presentation, the differentiated
software categories for event processing will be of great
value. The differentiation of events is a fundamental
preparation for UIP integration as they prepare the better
adaptability and even exchange of Presentation units.
Responsibilities would be centered in the DialogKernel to
raise the flexibility of UIPs.
We favor a solution that corresponds to the
responsibilities of the software category tree and identifies
Controller like design units accordingly. In detail, we think
about moving away from the concrete representation of
visual elements in each View of any triad. Controllers on
different A software levels should be established along with
abstract to more concretely defined View contents:
Controllers based on the Presentation sub-tree of software
categories can be closer coupled to a View, than Controllers
of the Dialog Logic sub-tree. For instance, for a Dialog
Logic level based Controller a visibility could be defined
that describes an associated View to be controlled in state
with only abstract elements like inputs, outputs, commands
and navigation signals (compare abstract user interface,
abstract interaction components of reference [50]), since this
level of detail is completely sufficient for this type of
Controller. In addition, this design keeps the opportunity to
easily change the concrete details of the concrete Views
lower in hierarchy. The higher situated Controllers do not
depend on the concrete details; as long as the number of
view states and in- as well as output events remain the same,
details of views concerning layout may freely be changed.
View states will be relevant for the Dialog Logic, but not
their concrete visual appearance. The Dialog Logic is
decoupled and kept independent from Views in turn.
In common MVC architectures, the Controllers are
closely coupled to the View they are associated with. When
the Views are altered or exchanged, the Controllers need to
be also adapted or will not be reusable at all. For UIPs, these
circumstances are not desirable; some Controller tasks need
to be stable and reusable, so that at least the design units
controlling the presentation logic states remain unaffected.
The above described approach to a solution is exactly
what UIPs may need: Controllers cannot rely on knowledge
about the View’s concrete visual composition, instead a small
interface is required that is both used for communication
between Dialogs and UIPs as units on Presentation level and
for the configuration or instantiation of UIPs. The UIP just
required to provide the states, in- and outputs of data
required by the Dialog Logic part. Anyway, these
requirements have to be met by any other Presentation,
which may be not UIP based, in order to comply with the
underlying use case. Therefore, we suggest that an abstract
representation of the Presentation from the Dialog Logic’s
point of view is sufficient and are confident that this
approach will improve software architecture quality.
UIP impacts. To conclude, the software category tree
displays the dependencies among the occurring GUI
responsibilities. When UIPs are to be integrated in the GUI
software architecture, an architect is able to assess the

impacts UIPs may have on the established relationships. In
particular, he can decide what interactions require a different
design for coupling in order to enable the reusability and
exchangeability of UIPs. A first description of such
assessments was presented in reference [51], but this was
based on an earlier revision of the software category tree.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The scope of this work is a study of the prevailing issues
of GUI architecture design. A software category tree on the
basis of Quasar was elaborated, which displays common
responsibilities for GUI architectures and their dependencies.
This display is independent of any platform, framework or
architecture pattern. In contrast, available patterns can be be
detailed or adapted on that basis. Eventually, the identified
and described responsibilities can be re-structured in a GUI
software architecture that may serve as a basis for a
standardization of UIP integration. When no concern is
mixed-up, reuse of UIPs is principally facilitated.
With the aid of the software categories, we have analyzed
the common GUI MVC pattern and the Quasar client
reference architecture. As result, we identified pattern
specific and general issues of relevance for design decisions
within GUI architecture development. The herein applied
method with a decomposition of software categories and the
tracing to an architecture model can be applied for other
domains to assess the separation of concerns, cohesion and
coupling.
Software categories and their relationship to patterns
and design. One might ask what the difference is between
the reviewed GUI architecture patterns with the presented
tables of their responsibilities and the software category
model, which nearly contains the same set of responsibilities.
Foremost, the software category model of course
contains each responsibility of the patterns and is partly
sourced from them. Nevertheless, the difference of capital
importance is that the patterns already contain roles or design
units with their fixed interfaces, dependencies and
associations. These comprise the design as a structural and
behavioral pattern unit and cannot be altered without
changing the entire pattern concept.
On the contrary, the software categories model the
responsibilities not from a fixed role perspective but from a
point of view what topic, entities and operation types with
their intended purpose are required for a certain
responsibility. Hence, responsibilities in the software
category tree are based on differentiated areas of knowledge
and not on structural relationships in the first place. The
advantage of the software categories is that they can be reassigned to different designs, so that developers can be
assured of completeness when each of the software
categories can be traced to the resulting design. In that way,
the same tasks the patterns serve are realized but different
variations in design can be probed in a controllable manner.
The patterns do not enable such a fine-grained
decomposition of their responsibilities and allow no easy
modifications without compromising the pattern’
characteristic effects or forces.
Finally, the software categories do not only allow the
allocation of responsibilities to designs; they are essentially
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supplemented with rules [6] that are to be applied on the
design of interfaces between interacting entities. This
concept of rules shall ensure an improvement of coupling
and a reduction of dependencies.
Future work. The findings of this work will influence
our further research into the implementation options for
UIPs. The Quasar client proved to be the most advanced
architecture publicly available. On the basis of the identified
issues of that architecture, we will have to develop dedicated
solutions to prepare a suitable target architecture for UIPs.
We need to further assess the architecture variants outlined
in our previous work [30]. The software categories will help
us to plan and evaluate possible solutions. Whatever
architecture variant will be favored, it definitely needs a
software architecture of high quality with well separated
concerns to accept UIPs as additional and reusable artifacts.
The solution must resolve the identified GUI design issues to
allow the integration of UIPs as artifacts that enable a
reduction of efforts for the adaptation of GUIs. Finally, UIPs
shall not add additional dependencies, otherwise they would
make GUI software systems even more difficult to maintain.
The established GUI software category tree will help us
to integrate UIPs into the existing responsibility relationships
and keep control about their influence. However, the
software category tree needs to be approved in practical
applications and possibly requires a revision.
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Abstract—We consider, in this paper, the problem of automatically testing Mobile applications while inferring formal
models expressing their functional behaviours. We propose a
framework called MCrawlT, which performs automatic testing
through application interfaces and collects interface changes to
incrementally infer models expressing the navigational paths
and states of the applications under test. These models could
be later used for comprehension aid or to carry out some
tasks automatically, e.g., the test case generation. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarised as follows: we
introduce a flexible Mobile application model that allows the
definition of state abstraction with regard to the application
content. This definition also helps define state equivalence
classes that segment the state space domain. Our approach
supports different exploration strategies by applying the Ant
Colony Optimisation technique. This feature offers the advantage to change the exploration strategy by another one
as desired. The performances of MCrawlT in terms of code
coverage, execution time, and bug detection are evaluated on 30
Android applications and compared to other tools found in the
literature. The results show that MCrawlT achieves significantly
better code coverage in a given time budget.
Keywords-Model inference; Automatic testing; Android applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the primary purposes of software testing is to
assess the quality of the features offered by an application
in terms of conformance, security, performance, etc., to discover and fix its defects. Traditionally, testing is performed
by means of test cases written by hands. But manual testing
is often tedious and error-prone. Model-based Testing is
another well-known approach, which automates the test case
generation from a formal model describing the functional
behaviours of the application. MbT makes possible the
generation of exhaustive test suites (composed of all combinations of input values), but a complete model expressing all
the expected behaviours of an application is then required.
Unfortunately, writing complete models is often a long,
difficult, and tedious task. As a consequence, only partial
models are often proposed and available for testing. This
makes MbT less interesting and even impractical with many
real systems.
For specific applications, model inference methods based
upon automatic testing can strongly help in the design of
models. In particular, GUI applications (a.k.a. event-driven
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applications) belong to this category. Such applications
offer a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to interact with
and respond to a sequence of events played by the user.
Partial models can be inferred by exploring (a.k.a. crawling)
interfaces with automatic testing approaches. Furthermore, a
large part of the application defects can be detected during
the process. Afterwards, these generated models may be
manually extended, analysed with verification techniques or
employed for generating test cases.
This work falls under the automatic testing category and
tackles the testing and the generation of functional models
for Mobile applications. It provides additional details over
[1] on various aspects, e.g., the use of strategies to explore
applications. Several works already dealt with the crawling
of GUI application, e.g., Desktop applications [2], Web
applications [3], [4], [5] or Mobile ones [6], [7], [8], [9].
These approaches interact with applications in an attempt to
either detect bugs or record models or both. These previous
works already propose interesting features, such as the test
case generation from the inferred models. However, it also
emerges that many interesting issues still remain open.
Firstly, performing experiments with the GUIs of Web or
Mobile applications may lead to a large and potentially
unlimited number of states that cannot be all explored.
Additionally, the application traversing is usually guided
by one of these strategies: DFS (Depth First path Search)
or BFS (Breadth First path Search). These are relevant on
condition that all the application states would be explored.
But when the application state number is large or the
execution time is limited, using other strategies could help
target the most interesting application features as a first step.
This paper contributes in these issues by proposing a
framework called MCrawlT. Its goals are to experiment
Mobile applications to infer both storyboards and formal
models, and to detect bugs. It also aims to achieve good
code coverage quickly. The originality of our approach lies
in the following features:
• model definition and state abstraction: we use PLTSs
(Parametrised Labelled Transition Systems) as models
that we specialise to capture the functional behaviours
of Mobile applications. Most of the model inference
approaches use state abstractions to produce models.
But they often either face the problem of state space
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•

•

explosion or produce too abstract models that do not
capture sufficient information to later perform analysis
and testing. Both issues often occur because of an inappropriate and unmodifiable state abstraction definition.
Here, we propose a flexible PLTS state representation
which allows the definition of state abstraction with
regard to the application content. This PLTS state
definition also helps define state equivalence classes,
which slice a potentially infinite state space domain
into finite equivalence classes. Our algorithm aims at
exploring every discovered state equivalence classes
once. As a consequence, our algorithm terminates;
exploration strategies performed in parallel: we propose
a first algorithm which uses exploration strategies to
target specific parts of a Mobile application. The algorithm is based upon the Ant Colony Optimisation
(ACO) technique and simulates several ants represented
by threads, which explore application states and lay
down pheromones. These pheromone trails, built in
parallel, allow the ants to target the most relevant states
w.r.t. a chosen strategy. A strategy can be replaced by
another one as desired;
code coverage enhancement: GUI application testing
approaches traditionally start exercising an application from its root interface. Nevertheless, we observed
that some application features cannot be automatically
tested and hence block the application exploration,
which may lead to low code coverage. This is why we
propose an extended algorithm which tries to cover an
application starting from each of its available interfaces
and which infers several PLTSs along the execution.
If a blocking feature is bypassed, the application is
deeper covered and therefore the code coverage is
improved. Furthermore, the algorithm avoids exploring
states previously encountered to not build several identical models.

In collaboration with the Openium company, which is
specialised in the design of Mobile applications, we have
implemented MCrawlT for Android applications. The tool is
publicly available at https://github.com/statops/MCrawlerT.
We applied MCrawlT to 30 real-world Android applications
and compared its effectiveness against other available automatic testing tool in terms of code coverage, execution time
and bug detection.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II surveys
related work and introduces our motivations. For expository purposes, we start by presenting an overview of our
approach in Section III that we apply on the Ebay Mobile
application, taken as example throughout the paper. We also
give the assumptions that guided the design of our approach.
Section IV gives definitions and notations about the PLTS
model. In particular, we specialise the PLTS formalism for
Mobile applications and give a state equivalence relation.

Our exploration algorithms are detailed in Section V. Section
VI presents experimental results. Conclusions are drawn in
Section VII along with directions for further research and
improvements.
II. R ELATED W ORK AND DISCUSSION
Several papers dealing with automatic testing and model
inference approaches were issued in the last decade. Here,
we present some of them relative to our work.
Several works were proposed for white-box systems.
For example, Contest [6] is a testing framework which
exercises smartphone applications with the generation of
input events. This approach relies upon a systematic test
generation technique, a.k.a. concolic testing, to explore
symbolic execution paths of the application. Artzi et al.
[4] proposed an automatic white-box testing approach for
finding faults in PHP Web applications. The application code
is covered using combined concrete and symbolic (concolic)
execution, and constraint solving to detect execution failures and malformed HTML code. These white-box based
approaches should theoretically offer a better code coverage
than the automatic testing of black-box systems. However,
the number of paths being explored concretely limits to
short paths only. Furthermore, the constraints have not to
be too complex for being solved. As a consequence, the
code coverage of these approaches is not high in practice.
On the other hand, many black-box based methods were
also proposed. Memon et al. [2] initially presented GUI
Ripper, a tool for scanning and testing desktop applications.
This tool produces event flow graphs and trees showing
the GUI execution behaviours. Only the click event can
be applied, and GUI Ripper produces many false event
sequences which may need to be weeded out later. Furthermore, the actions provided in the generated models are
quite simple (no parameters). This approach was extended
to support Mobile applications in [10] with the tool Guitar.
This one is based upon GUI Ripper but also supports the
inference of Event flow graphs and test case generation.
Mesbah et al. [3] proposed the tool Crawljax specialised
in Ajax applications. It produces state machine models
which capture the changes of the DOM structures of HTML
documents by means of events (click, mouseover, etc.).
An interesting feature of Crawljax is the concatenation of
identical states in the model under construction. If two states,
which represent the DOM structures of HTML documents,
are similar, they are assembled together. This helps reduce
the number of states which may be as large as the DOM
modifications. In practice, to limit the state space and to
avoid the state explosion problem, state abstractions have to
be given manually to extract a model with a manageable
size. Webmate [5] is another automatic testing tool for Web
applications. It produces graphs showing the observed GUI
and events.
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Since our approach targets Mobile applications, we explore more cautiously this field in the following. Monkey
[11] is a random testing tool proposed by Google. It is
considered as a reference in many papers dealing with
Android application automatic testing. However, it cannot
simulate complex workloads such as authentication, hence,
it offers light code coverage in such situations. The tool
Dynodroid [9] exercises Android applications with UI events
like Monkey but also with system events to improve code
coverage. A similar technique is applied on Android applications in [12]. But, the approach additionally performs static
analyses on Android application source codes to later guide
the application exploration. No model is provided with these
approaches. Amalfitano et al. [7], [13] proposed AndroidRipper, a crawler for crash testing and for regression test case
generation. A simple model, called GUI tree, depicts the
observed screens. Then, paths of the tree not terminated
by a crash detection, are used to re-generate regression test
cases. Joorabch et al. [14] proposed another crawler, similar
to AndroidRipper, dedicated to iOS applications. Yang et
al. proposed the tool Orbit [8] whose novelty lies in the
static analysis of Android application source code to infer
the events that can be applied on screens. Then, a classical
crawling technique is employed to derive a graph labelled
by events. This grey-box testing approach should cover an
application quicker than our proposal since the events to
trigger are listed by the static analysis. But Orbit can be
applied only when source code is available. This is not the
case for many Android applications though. The algorithm
implemented in SwiftHand [15] is based on the learning
algorithm L∗ [16] to generate approximate models. The
algorithm is composed of a testing engine which executes
applications to check if event sequences meet the model
under generation until a counterexample is found. An active
learning algorithm repeatedly asks the testing engine observation sequences to infer and potentially regenerate the
model w.r.t. all the event and observation sequences.
We deduced from these papers the main following key
observations:
1) to prevent from a state space explosion, the approaches
that infer models, e.g., [2], [8], [17], usually represent
application states in a fixed manner and with a high
level of abstraction. This choice is particularly suitable
for comprehension aid, but these models often lack
information for test case generation. In contrast, other
approaches try to limit the model size on the fly. The
algorithms introduced in [3], [13] concatenate identical states of the model under construction, but the
resulting model does not capture the same behaviours
as those expressed in the original model. Such an
extrapolated model may lead to false positives if used
for test case generation. We propose here another
solution based upon the PLTS formalism and the def-

inition of state equivalence classes. We specialise the
PLTS for Mobile applications to ease the definition of
state abstraction. Users can modify the latter to build
models as desired. We define state equivalence classes
to segment the potentially infinite state space domain
of an application in a finite manner. As a consequence,
we show that our algorithm terminates. Finally, we use
a bisimulation minimisation technique [18] to reduce
the PLTS size. This technique offers the advantage to
preserve behavioural equivalence between models;
2) many inference model methods consist in analysing
and completing interfaces with random test data and
triggering events to discover new interfaces that are
recursively explored in an in-depth manner. As a consequence, the application exploration is usually guided
with a DFS strategy. When an application returns
a high number of new interfaces, the graph to be
explored may become too large to visit in a reasonable
time delay. The search is only performed to a limited
depth, and the explored section of the application is
not necessarily the most interesting one. We believe
that a strategy choice is relevant when the execution
time is limited, for instance or when an insight of the
application functioning (code structure) is known or
both. Indeed, strategies allow to quicker target some
application features. Our algorithm is based upon the
ACO technique in order to accept a large strategy
set. For instance, our algorithm supports semanticsbased strategies, i.e., strategies guided by the content
found in applications screens. Furthermore, the ACO
technique is known as a good heuristic to cover paths
through graphs in parallel;
3) crash reporting is another feature supported by some
of these methods. Stress testing is performed in [11],
[19], [9] for trying to reveal more bugs, for instance
by using random sequences of events. Besides, the
tool AndroidRipper [7] generates test cases for each
observed crash. Our approach also performs stress
testing: like Monkey [11], random sequences of events
are applied on screens. We also use well-known values
for revealing bugs for testing. Our tool reports the
observed bugs and generates one test case for each as
well. These ease the analysis of the detected errors and
help deduce whether some errors are false positives.
As crash reporting and detection are not original features, we do not detail this part in the paper. We only
discuss about crash detection in the section dealing
with the evaluation of our framework (Section VI).
We presented in [1] a rudimentary introduction of this
work describing an initial algorithm based upon the ACO
technique. In this paper, we define another model, state
equivalence classes, and we revisit the exploration algorithm
to better match the concept of the ACO technique. Then,
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(i0)

(i1)

(i2)

Figure 1 depicts some screen examples of the Ebay Mobile
application, which is available on the Google Play store
(https://play.google.com/store). This complex application includes 135 Activities and we only depict five of them in
Figure 1. The initial screen is loaded by the Activity eBay
(i0). A user may choose to search for an item by clicking
on the editable text field Widget. In this case, the Activity
RefineSearch is reached (i1). For instance, if the user enters
the keyword ”shoes”, the search result list is displayed in
the screen i2; the Activity RefineSearch is unchanged but
its content (Widgets) is. Then, three new Activities may
be reached: 1) an Activity called SegmentSearchResult (i3)
displays a result when one element of the proposed list in i2
is chosen, 2) a Scanner Activity is started when the text field
”Scan” is clicked (i4) and 3) a log-in process is performed
when the ”saved searches” item is selected (Activity SignIn,
i5). Now if we replace the value ”shoes” by any other String
value, one can easily deduce that this application can yield
a huge state number.
B. Assumptions

(i3)

(i4)

(i5)

Figure 1: Ebay Mobile Screen examples

we propose a second Exploration algorithm to enhance
code coverage and we show that our algorithms terminate.
Finally, our evaluation focuses on much more applications
and criteria.
III. OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce the terminology used
throughout the paper and a motivating example on which
we apply our framework MCrawlT. The formal details and
MCrawlT algorithms are introduced in Section V.
A. Terminology and assumptions
Generally speaking, we say that users expect screens to
interact with Mobile applications. We consider that a screen
represents one application state, the number of states being
potentially infinite. A screen is built by a GUI application
component, e.g., a class. We call them Activities (in reference to Android applications). These components display
screens by instantiating Widgets (buttons, text fields, etc.)
which are often organised into a tree structure. They also
declare the available (UI) events that may be triggered by
users (click, swipe, etc.). A Widget is characterised by a set
of properties (colour, text values, etc.). Hence, one Activity
can depicts several screens, composed of different Widgets
or composed of the same Widgets but having different
properties.

The purpose of our algorithm is to generate input events
in order to feed a Mobile application with respect to an
exploration strategy to achieve formal models and good code
coverage quickly. To design this approach, we had to assert
the following hypotheses:
Mobile application testing: we consider black box applications which can be exercised through screens. It is
possible to dynamically inspect the states of the running
application (to collect Widget properties). This assumption
holds with many recent GUI applications (Web applications,
Mobile applications, etc.). The set of user events enabled on
a screen should be collected as well. If not, Widgets provide
enough information (type, etc.) to determine the set of events
that may be triggered. Otherwise, our algorithm considers
them all for testing an application. Furthermore, any new
screen can be observed and inspected (including application
crashes),
Application reset: we assume that Mobile applications
and their environments (database, Operating System) can be
reset,
Back mechanism availability: several operating systems
or applications (Web navigators, etc.) also propose a specialised mechanism, called the back mechanism to let users
going back to the previous state of an application by undoing
the last event. We do not consider that this mechanism is
necessarily available and, if available, we assume that it
does not always allow to go back to the previous state of
an application (modified implementation, unreachable state,
etc.). Most of the other methods assume that the back
mechanism always works as expected, but this is frequently
not the case.
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Figure 2: Algorithm overview

Figure 3: Parallel exploration functioning

C. Exploration algorithm overview
An overview of our algorithm is depicted in Figure 2. It is
framed upon the Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) technique
to support the definition and the use of exploration strategies,
which can be applied with concurrent threads. With the ACO
technique, the optimal path search in a graph is performed by
simulating the behaviour of ants seeking a path between their
colony and a source of food: firstly, ants explore randomly
and lay down little by little pheromone trails that are finally
followed by other ants.
Ants are here modelled with threads that explore application states having the highest pheromone amount, earlier put

down by other ants. This part is implemented, as described
in Figures 2(a) and 3 by using the task-pool paradigm associated with tasks of the form Explore(q, p) with q the state to
visit and p the path allowing to reach q from the initial state
q0 of the application. Intuitively, this path corresponds to a
trail previously constructed by ants. Initially, the first screen
of the application under test is modelled with an initial PLTS
state q0 . The exploration of a screen, modelled with a PLTS
state q, is conveyed with a task Explore(q, p), which is
placed into the task-pool, implemented as an ordered list
in descending order. A thread picks out a task having the
highest pheromone amount, reaches the state q and starts
the exploration. Once the task-pool is empty, the application
exploration is over and a PLTS P is achieved. This one is
minimised to reduce the PLTS state set.
The execution of a task Explore(q, p) is achieved by
the Explore procedure, illustrated in Figure 2(b)). The latter
consists in generating a set of test events (parameter values
combined with an event set) w.r.t. the current application
state. Each test event is applied on the application to reach
a new screen. This one is interpreted and modelled as a new
state q2 . However, this step may lead to infinite state space
domains and endless explorations. To avoid this issue, the
algorithm slices state space domains into finite equivalence
class sets by means of a relation defined upon the state
content (see Section IV). We have chosen to explore one
state per equivalence class to keep a reasonable model size
but this could be modified. The algorithm completes the
q
model with a transition q −
→ 2 and finally tries to backtrack
the application to go back to its previous state by undoing the
previous action. If the back mechanism cannot be triggered,
the application is restarted from its initial state q0. Once the
state q is explored, the thread can explore a next state iff
it includes a pheromone amount higher than the one found
in q. Likewise, if the back mechanism cannot be applied,
the Explore procedure execution terminates here. The thread
continues its execution in Algorithm 1 by taking another task
in the task-pool.
Figure 4 illustrates how our algorithm works on the Ebay
Mobile application. We have chosen the DFS exploration
strategy whose implementation is detailed in Section V-B.
With this strategy, the deeper a state is in the model from the
initial state, the higher the pheromone amount is. In order to
show a comprehensive but yet concise illustration, we use
only two text field values ”shoes” and ”All shoes” to fill
the editable text fields found in screens. Furthermore, we
consider that the back mechanism is available and that the
state equivalence relation is: two states are similar if they
have the same Widget properties except those related to the
text field values. These last Widget properties are usually
not considered for conceiving state abstractions since these
often lead to a large and potentially infinite set of states.
1) initially, the first screen of the application (Figure 1(i0)) is inspected to derive a first task
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Figure 4: Model inference progress on the Ebay application

Explore(q0, p0 = ∅). q0 is derived from the Widget
properties extracted from the screen. It also includes a
pheromone amount equal to 0. [q0] is the initial state
equivalence class. Then, the task Explore(q0, p0 = ∅)
is chosen by the algorithm. The outcome of this task
is depicted in Figure 4(a). A list of test events that
can be applied on the current screen is constructed:
intuitively, these events aims at clicking on the 2 buttons, the 2 images, or the text field home search text
found in the current screen. Some events are detailed
in Figure 5. When the test event a0 (click on the
Widget id/home) is executed, a new screen is observed.
The Widget properties are extracted to construct the
state q0 1. This state is marked as final (in grey in
the figure) since it has the same Widget properties as
q0, except for the text field values. In other words,
q0 1 belongs to the state equivalence class [q0]. The
a0
transition q0 −→ q0 1 is added to the model. Then, we
call the back mechanism to go back to q0. This event
is illustrated with dashed transitions in Figure 4(a).
For the other test events, every time a new screen is
found, a new state and a new transition are added to
the model. These states include a pheromone amount

increased by one unit to meet the DFS strategy. For
each state, a new equivalence class is created, and a
new task is also put into the task-pool;
2) the algorithm now takes the next task having a state
with the highest pheromone amount. In this case,
clickhome search text
the task Explore(q1, q0 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ q1)
is picked out. q1 represents the ”RefineSearchAct”
Activity (Figure 1(i1)). This task gives the PLTS
of Figure 4(b) but to keep this figure readable, we
intentionally do not add the transitions which express
the calls of the back mechanism. As before, a list
of test events is generated. q1 is experimented with
these and new states, e.g., q6, q7, q8, are observed. For
instance, q6 is obtained by clicking on the Widget up
and by filling the editable Widget search text with the
value ”shoes”. q7 is reached in the same way but by
using the value ”All shoes”. The two states q6 and
q7 are obtained from the Activity ”RefineSearch” but
they differ from each other on the Widget listview
which is a container. In q6, listview has more items
than in q7, and consequently, they are not similar
and do not belong to the same equivalence class.
The events a8 1 or a8 2 (clik:widget=id/text2) lead
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to the Scanner Activity (Figure 1 (i4)). The event
a8 1 is firstly executed. We observe a new state q8,
which has to be explored. The event a8 2 leads to the
same screen from which a state q8 1 is derived. q8 1
exactly includes the same Widget properties as q8 but
it belongs to the equivalence class [q8] and is then
marked as final. The new states discovered during this
step include a pheromone amount increased by one
unit;
clickhome search text
3) the task Explore(q6, q0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
clickup,search text=”shoes”
q1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ q6) is now chosen in
the task-pool. This state expresses the Activity of
Figure 1(i3). As in the previous steps, test events are
generated to experiment the current screen. For sake
of readability, we chose to only consider the event
a 10 with the container ”listview”, which stands for
”the click on the first item of listview”. When the
event a 10 is triggered, a new state q9 is found and
another equivalence class is created. In contrast, for
the other events, all the arrival states belong to an
existing equivalent class and are marked as final. We
obtain the model illustrated in Figure 4(c);
4) even though the algorithm should continue with the
task composed of the state q9, we assume here that the
task-pool is empty to keep the example concise. The
model of Figure 4(c) is finally minimised. All the final
states are merged to one unique state B1 as illustrated
in Figure 4(d). States q6 and q7 are aggregated into
B2 since the same behaviours can be observed from
both states. The minimisation process is detailed in
Section V.
In this example, we have shown that the algorithm discovers trails into the applications by laying down pheromone
amounts. The generated models contain the events and
screens observed while testing. As described previously,
this algorithm works with one thread. But, the task-pool
paradigm is particularly suitable to run a group of threads
exploring states in parallel.
In the following, we describe the functionalities, the
model and equivalence relation definitions, succinctly suggested previously. Algorithm 1, given in Section V, implements with details this overview.
IV. M OBILE APPLICATION MODELLING
In this section, we introduce a few definitions and notations to be used throughout the paper.
We use PLTS (Parameterised Labelled Transition System)
as models that we specialise to represent Mobile application
behaviours. The PLTS is a kind of automata model extended
with variable sets. The use of variables helps describe valued
actions composed of parameter values and to encode the
states of a system.
Before giving the model definition, we give some notations on variables. We assume that there exist a domain of

values denoted D and a variable set X taking values in D.
The assignment of variables in Y ⊆ X to elements of D is
denoted with a mapping α : Y → D. We denote DY the
assignment set over Y . Given two assignments α1 ∈ DY
and α2 ∈ DZ with Y ∩ Z = ∅, their union is defined as
α1 ∪α2 (x) = α1 (x) iff x ∈ Y, α2 (x) iff x ∈ Z. An example
of assignment is α = {x := ”blue”, y := 1} ∈ Dx,y .
Definition 1 (PLTS) A PLTS (Parameterised Labelled
Transition System) is a tuple < V, I, Q, q0, Σ, →> where:
• V ⊆ X is the finite set of variables, I ⊆ X is the finite
set of parameters used with actions,
• Q is the finite set of states, such that a state q ∈ Q is
an assignment over DV ,
• q0 is the initial state,
• Σ is the finite set of valued actions a(α) with α ⊆ DI ,
• →⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the transition relation. A transition
a(α)
(q, a(α), q 0 ) is also denoted q −−−→ q 0 .
Below, we adapt this generalised PLTS definition to express Mobile application properties, i.e., screens and events.
UI event representation: We interact with Mobile applications by means of events, e.g., a click, applied on Widgets.
Furthermore, editable Widgets are possibly completed before
triggering events. We capture these events with PLTS actions
of the form event(α) with α = {widget := w, w1 :=
val1 , ..., wn := valn } an assignment over DI ; the parameter
widget denotes the Widget name on which the event is
applied, and the remaining variables are assignments on
Widget properties. We also denote the triggering of the
back mechanism with the action back(α) with α an empty
assignment.
Mobile application state representation: We concluded
from the literature that some Widget properties are considered as more important than others to encode Mobile
application states. These properties usually indicate a strong
application behaviour modification and take only a few
values to prevent from a state space explosion. We denote
W P the set of these Widget properties. It often gathers
properties related to the Widget visibility, size, position,
colour, etc. The properties that usually take a lot of different
values, e.g., the properties about text field values, are not
chosen to identify Mobile application states. Consequently,
in the remainder of the paper, we consider that W P is
composed of all Widget properties except those related to
text field values.
We specialise PLTS states to store the content of screens
(Widget properties) in such a way as to later facilitate the
construction of state equivalence classes. We define a PLTS
state q as a specific assignment of the form act ∪ wp ∪
wo ∪ end ∪ ph where:
• act is an assignment returning an Activity name,
• (wp, wo) are two sets of Widget property assignments.
The union of wp and wo gives all the Widget property
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values found in an application screen displayed by act.
We keep in wp the Widget properties of W P that
indicate a strong application behaviour modification
and that take only a few values. The other property
assignments are placed into wo,
• end is a boolean assignment marking a state as final,
• ph is an assignment related to the exploration strategy,
which stores a pheromone amount.
For readability, a state q = act ∪ wp ∪ wo ∪ end ∪ ph
is denoted (act, wp, wo, end, ph).
This state structure greatly eases the definition of the
state equivalence relation given below. This one shall be
particularly useful to determine if a state belongs to an
existing equivalent class and requires to be explored or not.
Definition 2 (State equivalence relation) Let P =< V, I,
Q, q0, Σ, →> be a PLTS and for i = 1, 2 let qi =
(acti , wpi , woi , endi , phi ), be a state in Q. We say that q1
is equivalent to q2 , denoted q1 ∼ q2 iff act1 = act2 and
wp1 = wp2 . [q] denotes the equivalence class of equivalent
states of q. Q/∼ is the set of equivalence classes in Q.
This definition, combined with our algorithm, gives a very
adaptable state equivalence relation which can be modified
according to the W P set. As stated previously, we consider
that W P is initially composed of all Widget properties
except those related to text field values. But if, for an
application, a Widget property takes a large number of values
in W P , this one can be removed from W P to obtain a
constricted set of equivalence classes and to achieve a finite
exploration.
Let us consider an application including advertising strips
that are continuously updated. We assume that the Widget property related to the advertising display is denoted
w.content. This property takes a potentially infinite number
of values and may lead to the state space explosion problem
while generating the PLTS. Indeed, for an Activity act
which holds w.content, the exploration algorithm shall
reach several states qi = (act, wpi , woi , endi , phi )(i>1) that
are almost similar except that they contain in wpi different
assignments w.content := vali related to the different
advertisings. Each state qi involves a new equivalence class
[qi ](i>1) . The application exploration will likely not terminate. The removal of the property w.content in W P fixes
this problem. In this case, the algorithm now constructs
different states qi = (act, wp, woi , endi , phi )(i>1) such that
the different assignments w.content := vali are now placed
into woi . But, the algorithm builds one equivalence class [q]
since the assignment wp is unchanged. Therefore, when the
algorithm reaches a state q2 = (act, wp, wo2 , end2 , ph2 ), q2
belongs to [q] and is thus marked as final. Only one state of
[q] is explored, hence, the exploration is finite.
This example also shows that if W P is only composed of
discrete variables taking a finite number of values, then the

Label
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6 1
a6 2
a7 1
a7 2
a8 1
a8 2
a9 1
a9 2
a10 1

Action
click(widget:=id/home)
click(widget:=id/home search text)
click(widget:=id/button sign in)
click(widget:=id/button register)
click(widget:=id/rtmImageView)
click(widget:=id/home settings)
click(widget:=id/up, search src text:=”All shoes”)
click(widget:=id/up, search src text:=”shoes”)
click(widget:=id/search button, search src text:=”All shoes”)
click(widget:=id/search button, search src text:=”shoes”)
click(widget:=id/text1, search src text:=”All shoes”)
click(widget:=id/text1, search src text:=”shoes”
click(widget=id/text2, search src text:=”All shoes”)
click(widget:=id/text2, search src text=”shoes”)
click(widget:=”listview at position 1”, search src text:=”shoes”)

Figure 5: Actions and Guards of the PLTS

number of state equivalence classes in a PLTS is bounded.
This is captured by the following Proposition, which shall
be particularly useful to prove the termination of our algorithms.
Proposition 3 Let P =< V, I, Q, q0, Σ, →> be a PLTS
modelling a Mobile application App. Let n be the number of
Widget properties of W P . If m is the maximum number of
values that any Widget property can take during the testing
of App, then card(Q/ ∼) ≤ mn .
Sketch of proof: all the screens of App are expressed with
states of the form q = (act, wp, wo, end, ph). At most, we
have mn different assignments wp. Two states q1 , q2 are
equivalent iff act1 = act2 and wp1 = wp2 (Definition 2).
But if there is no equivalent state, we have at most mn
equivalence classes including one state.
The choice of the Widget properties to keep in W P is
left to users. Intuitively, the more a Widget property of W P
takes values, the larger the generated models is. We observed
that ignoring the Widget properties related to text field values
is mostly sufficient. But sometimes, the first exploration of
an application makes emerge some properties that need to
be removed to achieve a finite model in a reasonable time
delay.
Figures 4(c), 5, and 6 illustrate a PLTS example derived
from the Ebay Mobile application, after covering only 5%
of its Activities. We detail some PLTS states in a reduced
form in Figure 6: we give the Activity name, the numbers
of Widget properties (wp and wo), and the assignments
end and ph. The PLTS actions are given in Figure 5. For
instance, the state q0 represents the initial Activity eBay of
the application, which includes 2 buttons, 6 images, and 7
text fields . q1 is reached from q0 by executing the action
a1, i.e., by clicking on the home search text Widget.
V. AUTOMATIC TESTING AND MODEL INFERENCE WITH
ACO
In this section, we formally describe the algorithms
implemented in MCrawlT. We firstly detail the algorithm
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State
Activity
#wp
#wt
end
ph
q0
eBay
2b,2im
6t,1e
false 0
q1
RefineSearchAct 2b,4im
3t,1e
false 1
q2
SignAct
2b,4im
2t,1e
false 1
q6
RefineSearchAct 2b,3im,40l e 3t,1e
false 2
q6 1
RefineSearchAct 2b,3im,40l e 3t,1e
true 2
q7
RefineSearchAct 2b,3im,105l e 3t,1e
false 2
q7 1
RefineSearchAct 2b,3im,105l e 3t,1e
true 2
b: button
e: editable text field
t: text field
im: image
l e: # elements in the listview Widget

Figure 6: Summary of some states of the PLTS

Algorithm 1: Mobile application exploration V1
input : Application App
output: PLTS P, MP

10

// Initialisation performed by one thread only
Start the application App;
Analyse the current screen → Activity act, the Widget property
lists wp, wt;
Initialise ph0 (depends on the chosen strategy);
Initialise PLTS P with q0 = (act, wp, wo, end := f alse, ph0 );
Q/ ∼= {[q0]};
Add (Explore(q0, p = ∅)) to the task-pool;
// code executed in parallel, P, task-pool,
Q/∼ are shared
while the task pool is not empty do
Take a task (Explore(q, p)) such that
q = (act, wp, wt, end, ph) includes the highest pheromone
amount ph;
Reset and Execute app by covering the sequence of actions
of p;
Call Explore(q,p);

11

// code executed by one thread
MP:= Minimise(P);

1
2
3
4
5
6

considered in the overview. Then, we propose an extended
version, which aims at improving code coverage. We also
provide (time) complexity results.

7
8

9

A. Model inference Algorithm 1
Our solution is framed upon the PLTS formalism to infer
formal models. The combination of the PLTS state definition
with the state equivalence relation segments the potentially
infinite state space domain into a finite set of equivalence
classes and every class is visited once. Our algorithm is
also based upon the ACO technique to perform explorations
in parallel and to support different application strategies.
Algorithm 1 implements the initial part of this solution. The
ACO technique is implemented with the task-pool paradigm
where the tasks of the pool are executed in parallel on
condition that the tasks are independent. This is the case here
since several application instances can be experimented into
independent test environments (smartphones or emulators).
All the threads share the same PLTS P and the same taskpool implemented as an ordered list in descending order. For
sake of readability, we assume that these shared resources
are protected against concurrent accesses.
Algorithm 1 takes a Mobile application App as input and
launches it to analyse its first screen and to initialise the first
state q0 = (act, wp, wo, end := f alse, ph0 ) of the PLTS P.
q0 is obviously not marked as final and includes a pheromone
amount related to the chosen strategy. This initial step is
carried out by one thread only. Afterwards, the interface
exploration begins: each available thread executes the loop
of Algorithm 1 (line 7): it picks out a task Explore(q, p),
which corresponds to the exploration of the state q, such that
q holds the highest pheromone amount. Before exploring q,
an instance of the application is launched in a re-initialised
test environment and q is reached from q0 by covering and
executing the actions of the PLTS path p. Once there is no
more task to perform, a second PLTS MP is computed with
a minimisation technique. This PLTS minimisation aims to
yield more compact and readable models for comprehension
aid.
One task, pulled from the task-pool, is now executed by
calling the Explore procedure, which somehow simulates
an ant exploring a state and laying down pheromones.
Initially, we added a stopping condition limiting the ex-

ecution time. This condition was used in the experiments
presented in Section VI. The GenEvents procedure is called
and generates test events used to feed the application. It
starts by analysing the current screen, extracts the editable
Widgets, and produces a set of assignments expressing how
completing these editable Widgets with values. Similarly,
the events that can be triggered on the Widgets are dynamically detected. We obtain a set Events composed of
event(α) with α an assignment of the form {widget :=
w, w1 := val1 , ..., wn := valn }. Then, the exploration of
the current state q begins (line 6). The editable Widgets are
completed, and an event is triggered with respect to the test
event event(α). It results in a new screen Inew (line 7),
which is analysed to extract the assignments constituting
the state q2 . The pheromone amount, which is laid down
in q2 , is computed with the Ph Deposit procedure. This
one implements the exploration strategies. The algorithm
now checks whether this new screen and its corresponding
state q2 have to be explored. Naturally, if Inew reflects the
termination of the application (exception, crash), q2 must not
be explored. As stated previously, we have chosen to explore
one state for each equivalence class. Hence, if q2 belongs to
a previously discovered equivalence class [q 0 ] in Q/∼ then
q2 is marked as final with the assignment end := true and
is not explored. Otherwise, q2 has to be explored and a new
task Explore(q2 , p.t) is added to the task-pool (lines 1416). In both cases, a new transition carrying event(α) and
leading to q2 is added to the PLTS P. To apply the next input
event event(α), the application has to go back to its previous
state by undoing the previous interaction. This is done with
the Backtrack procedure (line 17) whose role is to undo
the most recent action. When the direct interface restoration
is not possible, the Backtrack procedure returns false and
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Block
B2
B1

Procedure Explore
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Procedure Explore(q, p);
if [processing time > T] then

Figure 7: Blocks of states of the minimised PLTS

stop;
Events = GenEvents, analyse the current screen to generate
the set of test events
{event(α) | event is a UI event, α is an assignment};
foreach event(α) ∈ Events do
Experiment event(α) on App → new screen Inew;
Analyse Inew → assignments act2 , wp2 , wo2 ;
ph2 = Ph Deposit(q, act2 , wp2 , wo2 );
q2 = (act2 , wp2 , wo2 , end := null, ph2 );
if Inew reflects a crash or there exists [q 0 ] ∈ Q/ ∼ such that
q2 ∈ [q 0 ] then
event(α)

Add a transition q −−−−−−→ q2 =
(act2 , wp2 , wo2 , end := true, ph := 0) to →P ;

12

13

else
event(α)

14
15
16
17
18

Add a transition t = q −−−−−−→ q2 =
(act2 , wp2 , wo2 , end := f alse, ph2 ) to →P ;
Q/ ∼= Q/ ∼ ∪{[q2 ]};
Add the task (Explore(q2 , p.t)) to the task-pool;
if Backtrack(q, p)==false then
Reset and Execute App by covering the sequence of
actions p;
event(α)

19
20
21
22
23

States
q6, q7
q0 1, q2 1, q2 2, q6 1, q6 2, q7 1, q7 2, q8 1

foreach q −−−−−−→ q2 such that ph2 > ph and Explore(q2 , p2 )
in the task-pool) do
Experiment event(α) on App;
Take and Execute Explore(q2 , p2 );
if Backtrack(q, q2)==false then
End;

Explore has to reset the application and to incrementally
replay the actions of the path p before experimenting the
state q.
Once the exploration of the state q is finished, the Explore
procedure now simulates an ant which pursues its trail. The
application exploration is indeed extended at the state q2 , on
condition that q2 is directly reachable and that q2 contains
an assignment of the ph variable higher than the one found
in q (line 19). If there is no such state q2 or if the back
mechanism cannot be applied, then the Explore procedure
terminates. The current thread goes back to the task-pool,
and picks out a task previously built by any other thread (in
Algorithm 1).
Remark 4 MCrawlT supports both deterministic and nondeterministic applications. For sake of readability, we have
concealed this feature in the previous algorithms in the line
”Reset and Execute App by covering the action sequence of
p”. Given a task Explore(q, p), when the path p is replayed
to reach the state q, MCrawlT continuously checks if the
arrival state is the one expected in the path p or a new state
q 0 (indeterministic case). If this is a new state, MCrawlT adds
a new transition leading to q 0 and carries on the execution
of p.

The above algorithms rely upon some procedures that are
summarised below:
1) PLTS minimisation: We have chosen a bisimulation
minimisation technique [18] to make minimised PLTSs.
Given a PLTS P, this technique offers the strong advantage
to generate a minimised model MP, which is behavioural
equivalent to P. In short, this algorithm constructs the state
sets (blocks) that are bisimilar equivalent (every state can fire
the same actions and the arrival states have to be bisimilar
again). A detailed algorithm can be found in [18]. The time
complexity of this minimisation technique is also reasonable
(proportional to O(mlog(n)) with m the transition number
and n the state number).
Figures 4(d) and 7 depict the minimised PLTS obtained
with the Ebay Mobile application. Some locations are now
grouped into blocks. All the final states are bisimilar and
grouped into the block B1. Furthermore, the states q6 and
q7 are grouped into the Block B2 because the same action
sequences leading to bisimilar states can be executed from
both q6 and q7.
2) Test event generation : The Explore procedure calls
GenEvents, which constructs test events expressing how to
interact with screens. Since this part is already presented in
[1], we only briefly introduce it here.
Our algorithm generates a set of test events of the
form {event(α) | event is an event, α is an assignment}.
It starts collecting the events that may be applied on the
different Widgets of the current screen. Then, it constructs
assignments of the form {w1 .value := v1, ..., wn .value :=
vn}, with (w1 , ..., wn ) the list of editable Widgets found on
the screen and (v1 , ..., vn ) a list of test values.
Instead of using random values, we propose to use
several data sets, which can be completed before starting
the exploration algorithm (the algorithm does not ask for
values) The first one, denoted U ser, is completed with
values provided by users. If required, this set should hold
the logins and passwords needed to access to the application
features relative to user accounts. This implies that the user
knows some features of the application. To reduce the test
event set, if a user value is devoted to some specific Widgets,
this value can be accompanied with Widget names.
The set RV is composed of values well known for
detecting bugs, e.g., String values like ”&”, ””, or null, completed with random values. A last set, denoted F akedata, is
composed of fake user identities. An identity gathers a list of
parameters (p1 , ..., pm ), such as (name, age, email, address,
gender), which are correlated together to form realistic
identities. Both U ser and RV sets are segmented per type
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Procedure Backtrack
1

Procedure Backtrack(q = (act, wp, wo, end, ph), q2 );

2

if the back mechanism is available then
Call the back mechanism → screen IN ew;
Analyse Inew → assignments act0 , wp0 , wo0 ;
if act 6= act0 or wp 6= wp0 or wo 6= wo0 then
return false;

3
4
5
6

else

7

back(α)

Add a transition t = q2 −−−−−→ q to →P ;
return true;

8
9
10
11

else
return false;

(String, Integer, etc.). During the analysis of the current
screen, we collect the types and names of the Widget properties. Then, we search for the largest subset of properties that
form an identity with respect to the parameters of F akedata
(e.g., name, age, email, address, gender). We obtain a list
of Widget properties (w1 , ..., wn ) that we bind with a set
of value lists extracted from F akedata. For instance, if
two Widgets called name and email are found, the fake
identities of F akedata are parsed to remove the undesired
parameters and to return a set of identities composed only
of a name and an email. Each remaining Widget property is
associated to the set U ser ∪ RV . For instance, if an editable
Widget takes String values, we bind this Widget with the set
String(U ser ∪ RV ). Now, given a list of Widget properties
(w1 , ..., wn ), we have a corresponding list of value sets
(V1 , ..., Vn ). It remains to generate a set of assignments
of the form α = {w1 .value := v1, ..., wn .value := vn}.
Instead of computing the Cartesian product of (V1 , ..., Vn ),
we adopted a Pairwise technique [20] to build these assignments. Assuming that errors can be revealed by modifying pairs of variables, this technique strongly reduces
the coverage of variable domains by constructing discrete
combinations for pairs of parameters only.
Finally, every UI event event is associated to an assignment α = {w1 .value := v1, ..., wn .value := vn}, which
is added to the set Events and returned to the Explore
procedure.
3) Call of the back mechanism: Based upon preliminary
studies, we observed that the back mechanism does not
always allow to go back to the previous state of an application. Actually, this mechanism is sometimes considered
as an event allowing to reach a new application state. As a
consequence, we always check whether the state, reached
after calling this mechanism, is the expected one. The
pseudo-code is given in the Backtrack procedure.
This procedure calls the back mechanism to undo the most
recent action if available and to go back to the state q (line
3). A new screen is observed, and Backtrack checks whether
this screen is equivalent to the expected one, modelled with
q (we compare their Widget properties). If we observe a

state different from q or if the back mechanism is not
available, Backtrack returns ”false” (line 6). On the contrary,
back(α)
a transition q2 −−−−−→ q is added to P and the procedure
returns ”true” (line 9).
B. Exploration strategies
Different strategies can be applied to cover an application. These are mainly implemented by means of the
P h Deposit procedure which is called to return pheromone
amounts but also with the task-pool paradigm. Independently
of the chosen strategy, the threads, which are executed to
explore an application, always pick out the first task of the
task-pool composed of a state having the highest pheromone
amount. The task-pool is implemented as an ordered list in
descending order.
We succinctly present how to implement some of strategy
examples below:
• BFS strategy: the classical breadth-first search strategy
is the easiest one to put in practice. Indeed, our algorithm is tacitly based upon it. Whenever a new state q2
is built, it is only needed to set its pheromone amount
to 0. In our algorithm, a state is tested in a breadth-wise
order and each new task Explore(q2 , p2 ) composed
of a new state q2 to visit, is added to the task-pool.
The threads shall only take the tasks in the task-pool
in the same order as they have been submitted. As a
consequence, the PLTS P is conceived in breadth-first
order;
• DFS strategy: the depth-first search strategy can be
implemented as follows: the initial state q0 is initialised
with a pheromone amount equal to 0. Afterwards,
whenever a new state q2 is detected from another one q,
it is completed with the pheromone amount found in q
increased by 1. In this case, the next task Explore(q, p)
chosen by a thread shall be composed by the last
detected state. Tacitly, a DFS strategy is followed;
• Crash-driven strategy: the number of detected bugs
could also be considered in a strategy: when the number
of bugs detected from the states of a path p is higher
than the one detected from the states of another path
p0 , it may be more interesting to continue to cover
the former for trying to detect the highest number of
application defects. We call this strategy crash-driven
exploration. This can be conducted by initialising the
pheromone amount to 0 in q0 . Next, given a task
Explore(q, p), whenever a new state q2 is detected,
it is completed with a pheromone amount equal to the
number of bugs detected from all the states of the path
p;
• Semantics-driven strategy: this kind of strategy denotes an exploration guided by the recognition of the
meaning of some Widget properties (text field values,
etc.). Here, the pheromone deposit mainly depends
on the number of recognised Widget properties and
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on their relevance. It is manifest that the semanticdriven strategy domain can be tremendously vast. For
e-commerce applications, the login step and the term
”buy” are usually important. A strategy example could
be then conducted as follows: an authentication process
is detected when a text field Widget has the type
”passwdtype”. In this case, the pheromone amount
considered is set to 10, otherwise it is equal to 1. When
a Widget name is composed of the term ”buy”, the
pheromone amount added in a new state could be equal
to 5, etc.
Many other strategies could be defined to meet the user requirements. Some of them could be defined to target specific
application states or features. Others could be conceived in
accordance with the intended usage of the inferred models.
For instance, if models are later used for generating security
test cases, the exploration strategy should be defined to cover
the most sensitive features of the application. Other criteria
could also be considered, e.g., the number of Widgets found
in screens. Furthermore, the previous strategies could also
be mixed together.
The PLTS of Figure 4(c) is built with a DFS strategy.
Our algorithm starts by visiting the state q0 which holds a
pheromone amount equal to 0. The actions a0 to a5 lead
to new screens and states q0 1, q1, ..., q5, which have a
pheromone amount equal to 1 and have to be explored.
Here, the state q1 is chosen since it is the first not final
state encountered during the exploration of q0 and has
the highest pheromone amount. From q1, the execution of
actions leads to new states, e.g., q6, q7, or q8. These states
have a pheromone amount equal to 2. The next state having
the highest pheromone amount is q6. Therefore, this one is
explored, and so on.
C. Code coverage enhancement, Exploration Algorithm 2
After the evaluation of the previous algorithm, we observed that the code coverages obtained with some applications was lower than expected. After investigation, we discovered that MCrawlT was actually unable to launch some
specific features of these applications. As a consequence,
several screens were not displayed and explored, which
explains low code coverages. For instance, a text editor can
delete a document if and only if a document is available.
At the moment, no testing tool is able to automatically
deduce such a scenario since it belongs to the logic of the
application.
To solve an aspect of this problem and to enhance code
coverage, we propose a straightforward and general solution
that tries to bypass the blocking features in order to deeper
explore an application. Intuitively, it is technically possible
with Mobile applications to directly instantiate any Activity
instead of the initial ones. Doing this sometimes allows
to bypass a blocking Activity that cannot be automatically

Algorithm 2: Mobile application exploration v2
input : Application App
output: PLTS {P1 , ..., Pn }, {MP1 , ..., MPn }
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14

// initialisation performed by one thread only
Analyse App → list of activities LAct = {act1 , ..., actn }, list of
PLTSs {P1 , ..., Pn } with act1 this root Activity of App;
EQ = ∅;
foreach Activity acti in LAct such that acti has not been
encountered do
Start the application App and Launch acti ;
Analyse the current screen → Widget property lists wp, wo;
Initialise ph0 ;
Initialise PLTS Pi with
q0Pi = (acti , wp, wo, end := f alse, ph0 );
EQ = EQ ∪ {[q0Pi ]};
Add (Explore(q0Pi , p = ∅), Pi ) to the task-pool;
while the task-pool is not empty do
Take a task (Explore(q, p, Pi )) such that
q = (act, wp, wt, end, ph) includes the highest
pheromone amount ph;
Reset and Execute App by executing the sequence of
actions of p;
Explore(q, p, Pi );
// code executed by one thread
MPi := Minimise(Pi );

tested. The pseudo-code of this solution is given in Algorithm 2. The latter tries to directly launch every Activity of
an application instead of only considering the initial one to
infer models. We do not provide the details of the Explore
procedure since it only requires slightly modifications. For
an application App, this algorithm tries to instantiate each
Activity and builds a PTLS for each. We obtain the PLTS
set {P1 , ..., Pn } and the respective set of minimised PLTS
{MP1 , ..., MPn }. The algorithm starts by analysing App
and extracts its Activity list; act1 represents the initial
Activity of App. As in the previous algorithm version, a first
PLTS P1 is generated from the initial Activity act1 (line 1).
Then, each Activity acti is launched, and a corresponding
PLTS Pi is built (line 3). But the algorithm is designed
to inspect new states only, i.e., to prevent from exploring
several times a state early encountered during the generation
of another PLTS. To do so, the state equivalence classes
are now kept in the set EQ, which is used all along the
execution. Given a model Pi (i > 1) under construction, the
exploration of a state q is done in the Explore procedure if
and only if q has not been previously encountered in one of
the previous PLTSs. In other words, q is marked as final if
q belongs to an equivalence class of EQ.
With this algorithm, we switch the initial Activity to start
an application from different entry-points and to potentially
scan deeper an application. This process does not always
deliver the intended outcomes though, since an Activity,
which was not designed to be launched at the beginning
of the application, may crash. We show in Section VI that
this algorithm achieves better code coverage on 1/3 of the
experimented applications.
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D. Algorithm complexities and termination
Both Algorithms 1 and 2 run in linear time. Theoretically,
for an application App, the number of states to visit may be
infinite. But our algorithm covers one state per equivalence
class. The number of equivalence classes is finite (Proposition 3), hence, the algorithm is finite. If we denote the number of states and transitions by N and M , Algorithm 1 has a
complexity proportional to O(M + N + M N + M log(N )).
Indeed, the Explore procedure covers every transition twice
(one time to execute an event and one time to go back
to the previous state), and every state is processed once.
Hence, the complexity should be proportional to O(M +N ).
But, sometimes the back mechanism is not available. In this
situation, the application is reset and the event sequence of
a path p is executed from the initial state q0. This path is at
worst composed of M transitions and, in the worst case, this
step is done for every state with a complexity proportional
to N M . Furthermore, the minimisation technique has a
complexity proportional to O(M log(N )) [18].
More precisely, the number of states N is at most equal
to 2mn with m is the maximum number of values that any
Widget property can take during the testing of App, and n
the number of Widget properties in W P . Indeed, the number
of equivalence classes is bounded to mn (Proposition 3).
Additionally, a state has either an assignment end := true or
end := f alse (2 further possibilities). Regarding the number
of transitions M , it is finite and depends on the number of
test events executed on the application. If each state is at
most tested with e events and has k editable Widgets that
are iteratively fulfilled nb times with test values, then M is
equal to N ∗ e ∗ nb2 (nb2 is the maximum number of test
value tuples returned by the Pairwise technique [20]).
Algorithm 2 is designed as Algorithm 1 except that it
infers one model for each Activity of an application App.
The Activity number, denoted K is always finite, therefore
Algorithm 2 terminates as well. It complexity is proportional
to OK(M + N + M N + M log(N )).
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
A. Implementation for Android Applications
With the collaboration of the Openium company,
we have implemented our solution in a prototype
tool, called MCrawlT
(Mobile Crawler Tool).
MCrawlT is publicly available in a GitHub repository
(https://github.com/statops/MCrawlerT), and is accompanied
with a detailed user guide. The tool is specialised
for Android applications: in short, these applications are
typically Mobile GUI applications built over a set of reusable
components. For instance, Activities are components that
display screens whereas Service components are used to
call remote servers.
As detailed in the above sections, MCrawlT infers models
from Android applications, it reports code coverage percentages and execution times. Besides, it tries to detect bugs

with stress testing (use of values known for revealing bugs
such as unexpected values (wrong types), execution of large
random event flows on screens). It reports the detected bugs,
and generates test cases to replay them. Finally, it displays
lightweight or complete storyboards (graphs of screen shots)
to simplify the understanding of the application behaviours.
Figures 8 and 9 depict two storyboard examples derived from
the Ebay Mobile application with different execution times.

Figure 8: Ebay Mobile storyboard

Figure 9: Ebay Mobile storyboard 2
MCrawlT expects packaged Android applications or
source projects, a testing strategy and a delay for testing
(this delay can be set to some seconds up to several days).
A user may add some specific test data (login, password,
etc.) and prepare local and/or remote databases.
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1

p u b l i c c l a s s DFSStrategy extends AntStrategy {

C. Empirical Evaluation

3

p u b l i c i n t getRank ( S t a t e st , ScenarioData path ) {
i f ( s t != n u l l ) {
S t a t e l a s t = p a t h . g e t ( p a t h . s i z e −1) ) ;
r e t u r n l a s t . getPh ( ) +1;
}
else return defaultRank ;
} }

In this section, we evaluate MCrawlT on several realworld Android applications. We chose to compare the effectiveness of several recent tools in terms of execution time,
code coverage and crash detection. We tried executing the
following tools Monkey [11], Guitar [19], AndroidRipper
[7], SwiftHand [15] and Dynodroid [9]. The others are
not available. Unfortunately, we faced many difficulties to
use some of them. In summary, we do not know how
Guitar works with Mobile applications due to lack of
documentation; we were unable to launch AndroidRipper;
SwiftHand works well with the proposed examples but, for
new applications, source codes need to be instrumented
(with a lot of classes) and we do not know how to do this.
In this context, and to avoid any bias, we chose to apply
our tool, Monkey and Dynodroid on all the applications
whose source code is available and taken for experimentation
in the papers [7], [15], [9]. We have also taken the applications and experimental results found in [8] although the
corresponding tool Orbit is not available. This corresponds
to 30 applications. It is important to note that Monkey is
taken as a reference in most of the papers dealing with
Android testing. Thereby, our results can be compared with
other studies related to Android testing.
1) Code coverage and execution time: We compare here
the effectiveness, relating to code coverage and execution
time, of MCrawlT with the other recent Android testing
tools. Most of them explore these applications in an in-depth
manner. So, MCrawlT was executed only with this strategy
to carry out a fair comparison.
Figure 11 reports the percentages of code coverage obtained with the different tools on 30 applications with a
time budget of three hours. If we do a side by side comparison of MCrawlT with the other tools, we observe that
MCrawlT provides better code coverage than Monkey for 23
applications, than SwiftHand for 29 applications, than Orbit
for 29 applications, and than Dynodroid for 24 applications.
In comparison to all the tools, MCrawlT provides better
code coverage with 20 applications, the coverage difference
being higher than 5% with 14 applications and higher than
10% with 10. This comparison is more explicitly given
in the radar chart of Figure 12, which depicts the code
coverage percentages obtained with Monkey, MCrawlT and
Dynodroid. When Monkey is confronted with all the other
tools, it offers better results for 5 applications and Dynodroid
for 3 applications.
Consequently, these results show that MCrawlT gives
better code coverage than each tool taken one by one and
overall offers good results against all the tools on half the
applications. Figure 12 clearly illustrates this claim.
Figure 11 shows that the code coverage percentage obtained with MCrawlT is between 25% and 96%. We manually analysed the 10 applications that provide the lower code

5
7
9

Figure 10: Implementation of the DFS strategy

MCrawlT is composed by two main modules. MCrawlTDesktop corresponds to Algorithms 1, 2 and essentially
aims to construct PLTS and to manage the task-pool. The
second module, MCrawlTMobile, corresponds to the Explore
procedure. It is deployed on the smartphone side to exercise
application screens and to generate PLTS transitions. The
second module is implemented using the testing framework
Robotium [21]. Robotium is used to extract the Widget
properties found in screens. It also provides functionalities
for editing Widgets and simulating user events (click, scroll).
Additionally, we have extended the instrumentation package
of Android (InstrumentationTestRunner class) to detect and
observe application crashes, and periodically compute the
code coverage percentage by means of the tool Emma [22].
The communication between the modules is ensured by
the Android Debug Bridge (adb) tool, which is available
in the Android tool kit. MCrawlT can exercise applications
in parallel by launching several MCrawlerTMobile modules
on emulators or smartphones (Android versions from 2.3 to
4.2.2).
MCrawlT supports the strategies presented in Section
V-B and can be upgraded with additional ones. A strategy
is implemented in a Java class inherited from the class
”AntStrategy”, which must have a method public int getRank(State q, ScenarioData path). This one returns the
pheromone amount which is put down in a state q. Figure 10
illustrates the Java code used to implement the DFS strategy.
B. Limitations
The MCrawlT implementation has three main limitations:
remote servers cannot be reset, so the tool violates an
assumption of the algorithm related to the application
environment reset. This limitation can be eliminated by
mocking remote servers. This can be done with the
SOAPUI framework [23];
• MCrawlT supports the following UI events: click and
scroll. This is a limitation imposed by Robotium. But
this tool is updated continuously, therefore, more events
should be available in the future;
• in the paper, we focus on UI events but Android
proposes a set of system events (sms calls, battery
notifications, etc.). We do not consider them yet as
inputs.
•
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Figure 13: Code coverage comparison (in %)

Figure 11: Code coverage comparison (in %)
•

Figure 12: Code coverage comparison (in %)

coverage percentages with MCrawlT to identify the causes
behind low coverage.
These can be explained as follows:
• specific functionalities and unreachable code: several
applications are incompletely covered either on account
of unused code parts (libraries, packages, etc.) that are
not called by the application, or on account of function-

alities difficult to start automatically. For instance, at
least one stored audio file is required for OpenManager
before testing the functionalities related to the audio file
management,
unsupported events: Several applications, e.g., Nectdroid, Multism, Acal or Alogcat chosen for experimentation with Dynodroid take UI events as inputs but also
system events such as broadcast messages from other
applications or from the Android system. Our tool does
not support these events yet. Moreover, MCrawlT only
supports the event list also supported by the testing
tool Robotium (click, scroll). The long click event does
not belong to this list but it is used in some applications (Mininote and Contactmanager). In contrast, Orbit
supports this event and therefore offers a better code
coverage with the application Contactmanager.

We also experimented the 30 Android applications with
the second version of our algorithm, which tries to infer
models for every Activity (Algorithm 2). We kept the same
time budget of three hours. The radar chart of Figure 13
gives the code coverage percentages obtained with Monkey
(for comparison purposes), MCrawlT Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. It illustrates that our extended algorithm visibly
offers better code coverage. More precisely, 13 applications
are more covered and 8 have a code coverage increased by
10 %. With some applications the code coverage difference
become significant. For instance, we observe a code coverage increased by 23 % with Jamento and by 30 % with
Weight. In comparison to all the tools, MCrawlT provides
now better code coverage with 25 applications.
Regarding execution time, the evaluated tools work differently. Monkey and Dynodroid take a number of events,
and perform fuzzy testing independently of the application
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Figure 14: Execution time (in seconds)
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Figure 15: Application crash detection

coverage. We set an event number sufficiently high so as
to let the tools perform testing during three hours or more
(more than 10,000 events for Monkey and more than 600
events for Dynodroid). The other tools explore applications
with a delay of three hours or until all the application
states are explored. Figure 14 reports the execution times
obtained with the second category of tools (in seconds)
on the same application list. These results reflect the fact
that MCrawlT is comparable to the others despite using
strategies, state equivalence classes and a state minimisation
technique. For small applications (first eight lines), we
obtain roughly similar time executions as Orbit, Guitar
and AndroidRipper. SwiftHand always need more than three
hours to explore applications, whereas 18 applications are
completely explored with MCrawlT in less time.
2) Crash detection: MCrawlT, Monkey, Dynodroid and
AndroidRipper also detect application crashes. Figure 15 re-

ports the 9 applications that crashed while testing with one of
third first tools. We also added the empirical results obtained
with AndroidRipper found in [7]. Figure 15 exposes genuine
bugs only. We manually ascertained test reports to eventually
remove false positives such as emulator misbehaving. We
kept only the Exceptions that cause the termination of
the applications such as NullPointerException. On the 30
applications, MCrawlT revealed that 9 of them have bugs
and detected all the applications also found with Monkey
and Dynodroid. We deduce from these results that our
tool outperforms the others in automatic crash detection.
MCrawlT does stress testing like Monkey and Dynodroid but
it also uses values known for detecting bugs. This probably
explains the better performance.
3) Impact of the strategy choice and parallelism gain: To
illustrate the benefits of using different strategies, we applied
on the Ebay Mobile application, the DFS strategy exposed
in the previous section and a semantics-driven strategy. This
strategy aims to target the account management part of the
application and was applied by deposing a higher pheromone
amount in states including Widgets of type ”passwdtype” or
Widget properties composed of the terms ”account” or ”sign
in”.
For readability and comparison purposes, we illustrate in
Figure 16 a simplified graph showing the visited Activities
with the DFS strategy. The application is explored independently of the meaning of the Widgets and the Activities.
Here, MCrawlT has mostly covered the ”Refine search”
feature of the Ebay Mobile application. Figure 17 illustrates
the simplified graph achieved after applying the second
one. Here, the Activity SignIn, allowing to log in to
user accounts, was firstly visited instead of the Activity
RefineSearch. Then, the second strategy has guided the
exploration on the Activity SavedSellerList, which allows
to manage the favourite seller list and on SellItem, which
shows the sold items. With the same time budget, the account
management part of the application has been explored with
the second strategy instead of the ”Refine search” feature.
As a consequence, since security vulnerabilities on the user
account management affect users and may lead to serious
consequences, this strategy makes the generated PLTS more
interesting to later analyse the security of the application.
The strategy choice also impacts the time required to
explore an application. Figure 18 shows the execution times
(in seconds) obtained with two strategies for completely
exploring 10 applications. MCrawlT were applied with a
DFS strategy (1 thread using 1 Android emulator), a BFS
(with 1 and 3 threads in parallel). These results show that
7 out of 10 applications are more rapidly covered with BFS
traversing. For instance, with toDoManager, using the BFS
strategy instead of the DFS one, reduces the exploration time
by 140 seconds because all of its Activities are directly
accessible from the initial one. Actually, when a user has
knowledge of the code structure or of how the Activities
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in [7], [15], [9], MCrawlT gives better code coverage for
25 applications with the same time budget and detects
more bugs. Furthermore, different exploration strategies can
be applied to directly target the most relevant application
features.
VII. C ONCLUSION

Figure 16: Ebay Mobile simplified graph obtained with a
DFS strategy

Figure 17: Ebay Mobile simplified graph obtained with a
semantics-driven strategy
Application
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Figure 18: Execution time with different strategies (in seconds)

are composed together, he can choose the most appropriate
strategy to speed up the exploration.
Figure 18 also shows that the parallelization of our
algorithm is effective. With three emulators, the execution
time is always reduced. For instance, the parallel exploration
of TippyTipperV1 is achieved with a time almost divided by
two.
All these experimental results on real applications tend
to show that our tool is effective and leads to substantial
improvements in the automatic testing of Mobile applications. Indeed, on the 30 applications taken for evaluation

Automatic testing of GUI applications is an interesting
solution that complements other testing techniques, e.g.,
Model-based testing. This approach may be used to generate
partial models, which can be later completed or reused for
test case generation. This paper brings some original contributions by proposing: 1) a formal model definition that helps
limit the application exploration by segmenting state space
domains into finite sets of equivalence classes, 2) the use of
exploration strategies to cover applications by applying the
ACO technique, 3) a code coverage enhancement method
which infers sets of models.
The evaluation of MCrawlT against other recent tools
shows that our approach can be used in practice. It automates
testing tasks that users usually consider tedious. Furthermore, it generates models and storyboards that can be used
for model analysis and comprehension aid. MCrawlT also
provides good code coverage quickly and detects more bugs
than those exposed by the other tools.
The initial purpose of this work was to generate partial
models given to an automatic security testing method for
Mobile applications. Based upon this framework, we intend
to design this security testing method by developing these
future research directions: 1) define an exploration strategy
in order to automatically detect the highest number of
security issues while the model generation, 2) devise or reuse
verification methods on inferred models to detect security
vulnerabilities, 3) generate test cases to extend the inferred
models from some specific states in an attempt to expose
further security vulnerabilities.
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Abstract—Model-Driven Software Development and Software
Product Line Engineering are independent disciplines, which both
promise less development effort and increased software quality.
While Model-Driven Software Development relies on raising the
level of abstraction and automatic code generation, Software
Product Line Engineering is dedicated to planned reuse of
software components based upon a common platform, from which
single products may be derived. The common platform consists
of different types of artefacts like requirements, specifications,
architecture definitions, source code, and so forth. Only recently,
research projects have been started dealing with model-driven
development of software product lines. So far, the resulting tools
can only handle one type of artefact at the same time. In this
paper, requirements, concepts and limitations of tool support for
heterogeneous Software Product Line Engineering are discussed.
As a proof of concept, an extension to the model-driven tool
chain FAMILE is presented, which supports mapping of features
to different types of artefacts in heterogeneous software projects
at the same time. The added value of the approach is presented by
an example product line, which has been developed in a strictly
model-driven way using FAMILE.
Keywords–software product lines; model-driven development;
negative variability; feature models; heterogeneity.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

This article is an extended version of an ICSEA 2014
conference paper [1]. It contains a deeper insight into the tool
FAMILE and the adaptations, which enable the management
of heterogeneous software product lines. It also presents the
relevant ideas using a concrete example.
Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) [2] puts
strong emphasis on the development of high-level models
rather than on the source code. Models are not considered as
documentation or as informal guidelines how to program the
actual system. In contrast, models have a well-defined syntax
and semantics. Moreover, MDSE aims at the development of
executable models. The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)
[3] has been established as an extensible platform for the
development of MDSE applications. It is based on the Ecore
metamodel, which is compatible with the OMG Meta Object
Facility (MOF) specification [4]. Ideally, software engineers
operate only on the level of models such that there is no need
to inspect or edit the actual source code, which is generated
from the models automatically. However, practical experiences
have shown that language-specific adaptations to the generated
source code are frequently necessary. In EMF, for instance,
only structure is modeled by means of class diagrams, whereas

behavior is described by a posteriori modifications to the
generated source code.
Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) [5][6] deals
with the systematic development of products belonging to a
common system family. Rather than developing each instance
of a product line from scratch, reusable software artefacts
are created such that each product may be composed from a
collection of reusable artefacts — the platform. Commonalities
and differences among different products may be captured in
a feature model [7], whereas feature configurations describe
the characteristics of particular products by selecting or deselecting features. Typical SPLE processes distinguish between
domain engineering, which deals with the establishment of the
platform as well as the feature model, and application engineering, which is concerned with the derivation of particular
products out of the product line by exploiting and binding the
variability provided by the platform.
To realize variability in SPLE, two distinct approaches
exist: In approaches based upon positive variability, productspecific artefacts are built around a common core [8][9].
Composition techniques are used to derive products. In approaches based on negative variability, a superimposition of all
variants is created — a multi-variant product. The derivation
of products is achieved by removing all fragments of artefacts
implementing features that are not contained in the specific
feature configuration [10][11]. While approaches based on
positive variability typically require new languages, negative
variability can be applied to existing ones by means of using
preprocessor like tools. Thus, approaches based on negative
variability can easily be applied to already existing software
artefacts. The tool chain “Features and Mappings in Lucid
Evolution” (FAMILE) [12][13], which is used in this paper,
belongs to the latter category.
In the past, several approaches have been taken in combining SPLE and MDSE to get the best out of both worlds. Both
software engineering techniques consider models as primary
artefacts: Feature models [7] are used in SPLE to capture
the commonalities and differences of a product line, whereas
Unified Modeling Language (UML) models [14] or domainspecific models are used in MDSE to describe the software system at a higher level of abstraction. The resulting integrating
discipline, Model-Driven Software Product Line Engineering
(MDPLE), operates on a higher level of abstraction compared
to traditional software product line approaches operating on the
source code level. By this integration, an additional increase
in productivity is achieved. In the special case of negative
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variability, the platform is provided as a multi-variant domain
model. The upcoming MDPLE approach has been successfully
applied in several case studies, including MOD2-SCM [15], a
model-driven product line for software configuration systems.
In this paper, requirements, concepts and limitations of tool
support for heterogeneous software product lines (HSPLs) are
discussed. Here, the term ‘heterogeneity’ means that (a) artefacts are distributed over multiple resources, (b) the underlying
data format of artefacts may differ (e.g., text files or XMI
files), (c) in the case of models, the metamodel may vary,
(d) artefacts are connected by both explicit and conceptual
links, and (e) variability among different resources may be
expressed by a shared variability model that uses a common
variability mechanism. Based upon these assumptions, several
conceptual extensions to MDPLE frameworks are developed,
which are implemented in the form of extensions to the tool
chain FAMILE as a proof of concept. The practical value of
the new approach is shown by developing a heterogeneous
product line for editors for graphs, which are distinguished
by properties such as the editor type (tree or graphical) or the
types of graphs that may be edited (weighted, directed, and/or
colored graphs, etc.).
The paper is structured as follows: After clarifying the
contribution (Section II), the state of the art of homogeneous
SPLE tools is outlined in Section III. A brief introduction of
the running example is given in Section IV, while Section V
explains the new concepts introduced for the support of
heterogeneous product lines. In Section VI, the example is
revisited in order to demonstrate the heterogeneous extension
to the MDPLE tool chain FAMILE on the graph product line,
which has been modeled using Eclipse Modeling Technology
(EMF and the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [16]).
Related work is discussed in Section VII, while Section VIII
concludes the paper and outlines future work.

(b)

The level of abstraction needs to be variable, i.e., the
tool should be able to operate both at the modeling
and at the source code level.

(c)

Different artefacts are based on different formalisms,
e.g., metamodels or language grammars. In the special
case of models, supporting a mixture of different
metamodels requires adequate tool support.

(d)

In the case of model-driven engineering, there exist
conceptual links between different artefact types. For
example, when adding variability to a certain modeling construct, the corresponding generated source
code fragment needs to be provided with the same
variability information in order to keep the product
line consistent.

(e)

All artefacts must be handled by a uniform variability
mechanism (e.g., a common feature model) in order
to allow for product configuration in a single step.

In this paper, an approach to heterogeneous SPL development is presented, which advances the state of the art by the
following conceptual contributions:
(a)

Multi-resource artefacts Heterogeneous projects
consist of inter-related artefacts created for different
development tasks such as requirements engineering
or testing. The referential integrity among these interrelated models is maintained during product derivation.

(b)

Heterogeneous artefact types The approach presented here can handle product lines composed from
different kinds of artefacts. Technically, an abstraction
from different resource types is conducted by representing them as EMF models.

(c)

Variable metamodels In the special case of models, the approach presented here does not assume a
specific metamodel but allows an arbitrary mixture of
models, which may be instances of any Ecore-based
metamodel(s).

(d)

Maintenance of conceptual links The presented
approach recognizes dependencies between heterogeneous artefacts even in case they are not modeled
explicitly. This is true, e.g., for the concrete Java
syntax, which may be provided with variability information, too. Internally, the corresponding concrete
syntax fragment is mapped to an abstract syntax tree,
which is invisible to the user.

(e)

Common variability mechanism In the original version of FAMILE, the variability mechanism of feature
models has been applied to single-resource EMF models. The presented approach allows for an extension
of the product space to almost arbitrary resources. All
artefacts are managed by a unique feature model.

Both the tool chain and the running example project may
be retrieved via an Eclipse update site (http://btn1x4.inf.unibayreuth.de/famile2/update).
II.

S TATE OF THE A RT, C HALLENGES , AND
C ONTRIBUTION

Heterogeneous software projects consist of a variety of
interconnected resources of different types. Different representations may be used for requirements engineering, analysis
and design. The generated source code is typically expressed
in a general purpose language, e.g., Java, and extended with
language-specific – mostly behavioral – components. Furthermore, a software project contains a set of configuration files
such as build scripts, which are typically represented in plain
text or XML format. In order to adequately handle variability
of the overall software project, all these different artefacts need
to be subject to variability management.
In its current state, tool support for model-driven product
line engineering does not adequately address heterogeneous
software projects (see Section VII). In particular, the following
new challenges arise for SPLE tools:
(a)

They should ensure the consistency of cross-resource
links between different artefacts.

These conceptual contributions will be demonstrated by the
example of a proof-of-concept implementation that provides
an extension to the FAMILE toolchain [12][13]. The extended
version of FAMILE can deal with plain text files, XML files,
Java source code files, arbitrary EMF models, and further types
of resources. This way, variability within complete Eclipse
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Figure 1. Conceptual mapping of models and non-model artefacts in the
presented approach.

projects may be managed. Internally, all artefacts, even plain
text and XML files, are represented as EMF models.
For each resource that is subject to variability, a singleresource mapping model (i.e., a model that maintains traceability links between the variability model and the multi-variant
domain model) is created, which may be managed by the
existing FAMILE core. The consistency between those different mapping models is maintained by an additional resource
set mapping model. Figure 1 shows how single resource and
resource set mapping models are used in order to manage a
heterogeneous Eclipse project. In Section VI-D, the interplay
between the different resource types is discussed in detail.
III.

Domain Engineering

Non-model
resource

feature model

Application Engineering

resource
mapping model

3)

4)

Current MDPLE tools – in particular, FAMILE – support
this process by assisting in the following tasks:
1)

2)

Definition of a feature model At the beginning of
the domain engineering phase of the product line
life-cycle, the problem domain is analyzed and the
commonalities and differences are captured in a feature model [7]. For feature models, several extensions
such as cardinality-based feature modeling [17] have
been proposed.
Creation of the domain model For the construction
of a multi-variant domain model, modelers may use
their preferred modeling languages and tools. Most
MDPLE approaches only support single-resource
models. FAMILE requires that the resulting model
is an instance of an Ecore metamodel.

2
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Figure 2. The software product line process supported by the state-of-the-art
tool FAMILE.

S TATE OF THE A RT: H OMOGENEOUS MDPLE TOOLS

This section provides a brief overview on the state of the
art of current tools for model-driven product line engineering.
The description is confined to approaches based on negative
variability. As one representative, the original version of the
FAMILE tool chain [12][13] is presented. FAMILE is tailored
towards software product line development processes that
distinguish between domain and application engineering [5][6].
Domain engineering is dedicated to analyzing the domain
and capturing the results in a feature model, which describes
commonalities and differences thereof. Furthermore, an implementation – the multi-variant domain model – is provided as
a result of this phase, which is then used during application
engineering to derive application specific products. Figure 2
depicts the software product line process.

Domain

5)

Mapping features to model elements In order to
define which parts of the domain model realize which
feature (or which combination thereof), MDPLE tools
provide different mechanisms to map features to
model elements. For this purpose, FAMILE includes
the Feature to Domain Mapping Model (F2DMM)
editor, which supports the process of assigning feature expressions – arbitrary propositional formula on
the set of features – to particular model elements of
a single resource. A feature expression is a logical
combination of features, for which FAMILE provides a dedicated textual language (FEL, Feature
Expression Language). Modelers can either assign
feature expressions by drag-and-drop or by selecting
a model element in the editor and textually entering
the expression [12].
Ensuring the consistency of the product line The
increasing complexity coming with both the size of
the multi-variant domain model and the number of
features requires sophisticated mechanisms to detect
and repair inconsistencies among the artefacts of
the product line. In particular, the consistency between (a) the mapping model and the domain model,
(b) the feature model and its corresponding feature
configurations, and (c) feature expressions and the
feature model, must be ensured. Different approaches
are described in [17][18]. FAMILE introduces the
concepts of surrogates and propagation strategies
[13] for this purpose.
Definition of feature configurations As soon as
the mapping is complete, MDPLE tools support the
creation of feature configurations, each describing the
characteristics of a member of the software product
line. For each feature defined in the feature model,
a selection state must be provided that determines
whether a feature is present in the corresponding
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the F2DMM mapping model editor showing the multi-variant domain model of the (homogeneous) graph product line.
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Figure 4. Metamodels and models involved in the original version of FAMILE. Different models are used to map a single-resource multi-variant domain
model. All metamodels are based on Ecore.

6)

IV.

product.
Product derivation A specific product can be derived
by applying its corresponding feature configuration to
the product line. During the derivation process, the
multi-variant domain model is filtered by elements
whose assigned feature expressions evaluate to false,
i.e., the corresponding features are deselected in the
current feature configuration. In homogeneous MDPLE tools, the result of this operation is a productspecific single-resource model represented as an instance of the (previously fixed) domain metamodel.
E XAMPLE : H OMOGENEOUS FAMILE P RODUCT L INE
FOR G RAPH M ETAMODELS

The following statements refer to the original version
of the tool FAMILE as one representative of homogeneous
MDPLE tools. Section V demonstrates how heterogeneous
project support is added to the tool chain. As a demonstrating
example within this paper, the graph product line example
has been adopted, which is frequently used in research papers
because it is easy to understand and its size is rather small
[19].
FAMILE itself has been developed using EMF as its
technological foundation. A model-driven software product
line developed with FAMILE is spread over multiple EMF
resources, which are instances of multiple metamodels (cf.
Figure 4): Feature models and configurations share a common
metamodel that supports cardinality-based feature modeling.
The (single-resource) F2DMM mapping model describes how

domain model elements are mapped to features. The domain
model is an instance of an arbitrary domain metamodel,
which is fixed for the mapped resource. It is assumed to
be a single-resource entity. The Feature Expression Language
(FEL) metamodel describes a textual language for feature
expressions [12].
With the F2DMM editor (see Figure 3), the user is assisted
in assigning feature expressions to domain model elements.
The underlying F2DMM mapping model is constructed automatically and reflects the spanning containment tree structure
of the domain model (in this case, the domain model is an
Ecore class diagram). Using the reflective EMF editing mechanism [3], the F2DMM user interface emulates the reflective
EMF tree editor. Optionally, the user may load an example
feature configuration already during the mapping process in
order to comprehend how feature expressions are evaluated.
The screenshot shown in Figure 3 depicts an example feature
configuration in the left pane. Selected features or groups are
displayed in cyan, deselected features or groups in orange. The
right pane contains the mapping of specific features to artefacts
of the multi-variant domain model. Elements are annotated
with feature expressions after a colon. The calculated selection
states selected and deselected are represented in cyan and
orange.
The example feature configuration shown in Figure 3 represents a directed graph (with uncolored nodes and unweighted
edges) that realizes neither depth-first search nor breadth-first
search.
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Figure 5. Metamodels and models involved in the extension of FAMILE. Abbreviations: MVDM = multi-variant domain model; CDM = configured domain
model.

Considering a (model-driven) software product line as a
homogeneous artefact causes a considerable amount of limitations. When referring to the graph example, it is obvious that,
although being the core artefact of a model-driven project, the
metamodel is not “everything”. Using only the metamodel,
one is not able to express several behavioral aspects (e.g.,
the implementation of generated method bodies) or details of
representation (e.g., tree or diagram editors), only to name
a few. Thus, it is necessary to include further resources into
the product line. In the subsequent section, the conceptual
and technical prerequisites for heterogeneous SPL support
are discussed, before the running example is revisited in
Section VI, where the platform will be specified in a greater
level of detail. Furthermore, the underlying feature model will
be defined more precisely.

V.

S UPPORT FOR H ETEROGENEOUS A PPROACHES

This section explains how support for heterogeneous
model-driven software product lines has been added to the
MDPLE tool FAMILE. From a technical point of view, this
requires multiple metamodels for the platform and multiple
models that describe different artefacts of the product in
different stages of the development process (e.g., requirements,
design, implementation). As stated in the introduction, it is
assumed that all project artefacts may be expressed using EMF.

A. The FAMILE Metamodel
The specific requirements of heterogeneous modeling
projects have been addressed by the FAMILE metamodel
and its corresponding instances, which constitute an extension
to the F2DMM metamodel, where models have been considered as self-contained single-resource entities [12]. While
this approach works well for projects with only one domain
metamodel, it is obvious that heterogeneous projects, e.g., a
GMF project, cannot be handled this way. Furthermore, even
in non-heterogeneous projects, a model might be split up into
different resources to better cope with size and/or complexity.
In order to support multiple (EMF-based) resources of potentially different types, the new FAMILE model shown in Figure
6 wraps several instances of the F2DMM metamodel, which
still constitutes the core of the extended tool chain.
The FAMILE metamodel (cf. Figure 6) defines a logical
grouping of inter-related mapping models. The root element
– an instance of ProductLine – defines a number of global
project parameters, being the references to the used feature
model and optionally a feature configuration, as well as a propagation strategy (used for automatic detection and resolution
of inconsistencies; see [13]). FAMILE takes care that global
project parameters are kept consistent within different resource
mappings of the same heterogeneous product line.

Figure 5 shows the conceptual overview of the new, heterogeneous version of the FAMILE tool chain. A resource
set mapping model is an instance of the FAMILE metamodel
and wraps different single-resource F2DMM model instances,
which are used for mapping features to the different (heterogeneous) multi-variant domain model instances. A resource set
mapping model references a given feature model and one out
of an arbitrary number of corresponding feature configurations.
Features are mapped to the corresponding domain artefacts by
using a separate mapping model per resource.

currentFeature
Configuration
RootFeature
(from Feature
Metamodel)

0..1

ProductLine
ps : PropagationStrategy
deriveProduct()

featureModel
1

featureModel 1

0..1 currentFC

0..* mappingModels
F2DMMInstance
1
name : EString
type : ArtefactType mappingModel

MappingModel
(from F2DMM
Metamodel)
Mapping
(from F2DMM
Metamodel)

1 domainArtefact

In Subsection V-A, the new FAMILE metamodel will be
presented as the core of the heterogeneous extension. Subsection V-B explains how non-model artefacts are mapped to
EMF models, which is a technical necessity in order to manage
them in a FAMILE product line. Subsection V-C will present
additional user interface components that ease heterogeneous
SPL development.

ResourceDescriptor
uri : Estring
contentType : EString

0..1

featureExpr

FeatureExpr
(from FEL
Metamodel)

Figure 6. The FAMILE metamodel, which is designed to support
heterogeneous software product lines.
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A single resource mapping model, which refers to exactly
one mapped EMF resource, is represented by F2DMMInstance.
This meta-class defines a number of resource-specific parameters, such as the name and the artefact type (requirements, implementation, test, etc.). Please note that F2DMMInstance extends the abstract meta-class Mapping defined in the F2DMM
metamodel, which manages variability by the use of feature
expressions and the calculation of selection states [12]. Thus,
variability on a coarse-grained level (i.e., on the level of
resources) is enabled. The referenced MappingModel describes
the mapping of the specific contents of a mapped resource, e.g.,
mapped EMF objects in the case of EMF model resources. Furthermore, a contained ResourceDescriptor element describes
additional resource-specific parameters, being the relative URI
of the mapped resource, as well as its content type (plain
text, XML, EMF, etc.). The resource containing a multi-variant
domain model is referenced by its URI.
Besides the possibility of annotating specific resources of
the multi-variant domain model with feature expressions, the
presented extension addresses the fact that in heterogeneous
projects, cross-resource links occur frequently. For instance,
in the example in Section VI, elements of an Ecore model are
referenced by a corresponding GMF mapping model located
in a different resource. Please note: from the viewpoint of
FAMILE, the GMF mapping model is just an ordinary artefact
that is also based on the Ecore metamodel. During product
derivation, these links are detected and resolved automatically
in order to meet the requirement of referential integrity across
multiple resources.
B. Interpreting Non-Model Artifacts as EMF Instances
EMF and its metamodel Ecore are wide-spread in the
Eclipse community, thus a large number of potential domain
models is addressed by relying on EMF models as SPL artefacts. A (non-exhaustive) list comprises of course Ecore class
diagrams, Eclipse UML models [20], Xtext [21] / EMFText
[22] grammars and documents, GMF models [16], Acceleo
source code generation templates [23], MWE2 Workflow files
[24], Xtend specifications [25], domain-specific languages
based on Ecore, and many more. Additionally, FAMILE has
been applied successfully to Java source code as well. To
this end, the MoDisco [26] framework is used, which allows
to parse Java source code into a corresponding Java model
instance (which is also based on Ecore). MoDisco may be
also used to create EMF model instances out of XML files.
As explained before, the new framework considers all
artefacts part of the platform as models. In this subsection, it is
explained how particular resource types can be interpreted as
EMF instances. The new FAMILE implementation allows for
different extensions for specific heterogeneous resource types.
For each resource type, different user interface extensions are
provided, in order to allow the user to work at an adequate
level of abstraction. So far, five resource types have been
implemented.
•

XMI-serialized EMF models. These are ordinary
models, which may be mapped using the F2DMM
editor, which represents the model as a tree.

•

Xtext models may be mapped using their abstract
syntax tree, since Xtext files implement EMF’s

Resource interface. Currently, it is not possible to
add feature expressions to a text selection. It is planned
to add this feature in future.
•

Java files. Invisibly to the user, Java source code
files are converted to EMF models using the MoDisco
framework. The user may select a source code fragment and invoke the command Annotate Java element.
Behind the scenes, the mapping is applied to the
underlying MoDisco discovery model.

•

XML files. Similarly to Java files, MoDisco offers
a discoverer for XML. Currently, only the concrete
syntax may be mapped using the standard F2DMM
single resource mapping editor.

•

Unstructured text. For text files that do not fit any
of the categories above, the new FAMILE version
includes a fall-back representation. Text files are represented as an instance of a simple text meta-model,
which only consists of a sequence of text lines. This
way, single text lines may be assigned with feature
expressions using the F2DMM editor.

In the running example and in the screencast, the focus lies
on two resource types, being XMI-serialized EMF models and
Java files.
C. User Interface
The user interface has been extended to support heterogeneous software product lines. An additional editor manages
the mapping for a set of resources rather than single-resource
models, which are still covered by the existing F2DMM editor.
In addition to the tasks listed in Section III, the extended
FAMILE framework supports the following user interactions
(see also example in Section VI):
1)

2)

3)

Adding heterogeneous product line support An
arbitrary Eclipse project containing any kind of resource (e.g., EMF models, source code and documentation) can be provided with the FAMILE nature,
which adds heterogeneous product line support by
automatically creating a FAMILE product line model.
Definition of a global feature model As soon as
the FAMILE nature has been added, the feature
model editor is opened automatically and can be
used to provide the results of domain analysis. Of
course, it is also possible to reuse an existing feature
model. Once a new feature model has been created
or an existing feature model has been selected, its
contained features may be used in feature expressions
annotating corresponding implementation fragments
from the multi-variant domain model(s).
Adding variability to resources Initially, it is assumed that none of the project resources is subject
to variability. In order to add variability to a specific
resource, the Add F2DMM Instance command can be
invoked. It will create a new mapping model for the
selected resource and append it to the reference mappingModels of the ProductLine instance. Furthermore,
global project parameters are transferred to the new
F2DMM instance.
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Figure 7. Feature diagram for the graph product line.

4)

5)

6)

Assigning feature expressions to resources In many
cases, variability is achieved at a rather coarsegrained level, having resources rather than objects
implement features. The FAMILE editor supports this
requirement by the possibility of assigning feature
expressions to entire resources.
Applying a feature configuration globally The command Set Feature Configuration allows to change the
current configuration, which will restrict the visible
elements/resources in both the resource mapping and
the resource set mapping editor to elements with a
feature expression that satisfies the new configuration.
This global project parameter is propagated to all
existing F2DMM instances.
Deriving a multi-resource product After applying
a specific feature configuration, a product can be
exported. Invoking the Derive Product command will
prompt the user for a name of the derived Eclipse
project. As described above, single-resource product
derivation will be applied to each mapping model
covering a resource, keeping cross-resource links
consistent. Resources that are not wrapped by any
F2DMM instance or that are not annotated with
FEL expressions will be copied without any further
restriction.

VI. E XAMPLE R EVISITED : H ETEROGENEOUS P RODUCT
L INE FOR G RAPH M ETAMODELS AND C ORRESPONDING
E DITORS
In Section III, the development process that is commonly
used in software product line engineering has been briefly
sketched. In the following, it is demonstrated how to use
FAMILE for model-driven product line engineering with this
process, using the running example introduced in Section IV.
In order to demonstrate the use of the heterogeneous extensions
to FAMILE, the example product line is enriched with editors
for the underlying graph data structure. In the domain engineering sub-process, the variability is captured in a variability
model and a platform is established, which consists of not
only the graph metamodel, but also of resources that control
the aspects of representation as well as behavioral components
– i.e., graph algorithms – which are described at the level of
Java source code.
This section is organized as follows. The (heterogeneous)
platform and the variability model are introduced in Subsection VI-A. In Subsection VI-B, the mapping between

platform and variability model is described, with a focus on
heterogeneous resources. Subsection VI-C refers to the use of
two existing FAMILE concepts, being alternative mappings
and propagation strategies. In Subsection VI-D, the created
mapping is investigated with a focus on the interplay between
heterogeneous artefacts, i.e., different types of links among
them. The transition from domain engineering to application
engineering – i.e., product derivation – is subject of Subsection VI-E. Subsection VI-F gives an outlook for a more finegrained specification of variability among the platform.
A. Platform and Variability Model
The platform of the product line contains the following
types of artefacts:
•

Ecore Model: An Ecore model is used to describe the
static structure of the product line for graph libraries.
EMF allows to generate Java code for the model
as well as code for a tree editor from the Ecore
specification.

•

Java Code: As model-driven development using EMF
only allows to model the static structure of a software
system, it is necessary to supply the corresponding
method bodies using hand-written Java code. These
method bodies also contain variability, which needs
to be managed by FAMILE.

•

GMF Models: The (optional) graphical editors for
the graph product line have been developed using the
Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [16].

The variability of the graph product line is captured in a
feature model. The corresponding feature diagram is depicted
in Figure 7. A graph consists of Nodes and Edges. The
graphical notation uses filled dots for mandatory and unfilled
ones for optional features. Nodes may be Colored while edges
may be Weighted and/or Directed. Optional components of
the graph product line are the Search strategy (e.g., depthfirst search or breadth-first search), different Algorithms and
Editors. Child elements of feature groups are depicted with
arcs. Two different types of group relationships are possible:
“inclusive or” (filled arc) and “exclusive or” (unfilled arc)
of child elements. While the different search strategies are
mutually exclusive, the algorithms and the editor children
may be selected in arbitrary combinations. Please note that
there are also dependencies between features, which cannot
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Figure 8. Ecore model for the graph product line.

be displayed in the feature diagram. Features may also define
cross-tree constraints indicating feature inclusion or exclusion
once a certain feature is selected. E.g., the algorithm to detect
cycles in the graph requires Directed edges. Furthermore, the
calculation of a Shortest Path requires Weighted edges.
Figure 8 depicts the multi-variant domain model of the
graph product line. Following the model-driven approach, an
object-oriented decomposition of the underlying data structure
is applied: A Graph contains Nodes and Edges. Furthermore,
it may contain a Search strategy and Algorithms operating on
the graph data structure. For performance reasons, the data
structure may be converted into an Adjacency list, to speed up
certain algorithms. As the model depicted in Figure 8 is the
superimposition of all variants, the relation between nodes and
edges is expressed in multiple ways: (1) In case of undirected
graphs, an edge is used to simply connect two nodes, expressed
by the reference nodes. (2) Directed graphs on the other hand
demand for a distinction of the corresponding start and end
nodes of an edge. This fact is expressed by two single-valued
references named source and target.
As stated above, Ecore only allows for structural modeling,
i.e., it does not provide support to model method bodies. Thus,
the standard EMF development process [3] demands for a
manual specification of an EOperation’s body by completing
the generated source code. In the example, hand-written Java
source code for all operations contained in the class diagram
shown in Figure 8 has been supplied. A small cut-out of a
method implementation for the class Search is shown in Figure
9. In the corresponding Ecore model (cf. Figure 8), the Search
class defines three EOperations. While the EMF code generation only creates Java code for the method head, the body
implementation depicted in Figure 9 was supplied manually. In
this case, the method implementation also contains variability
as the corresponding references between nodes and edges are
different depending on the presence or absence of the feature
Directed in the current feature configuration. Please note that
the level of granualarity supported by FAMILE’s variability
annotations is arbitrary, ranging from single Java fragments,
over statements, blocks, methods or even classes and packages.

Figure 9. Example for method bodies written in Java.

The product line for graphs also allows for different types
of editors, which may be used to manipulate the graph data
structure. As shown in the corresponding feature model in
Figure 7, valid product configurations may either have no
editor at all, a tree editor, a graphical editor or they may
even contain both types of editor. While the tree editor may
be automatically generated from the Ecore model, a graphical
editor requires additional information. The Graphical Modeling
Framework (GMF) [16], which is also part of the Eclipse
Modeling Platform, allows for a creation of graphical editors
in a model-driven way. Generating graphical editors with GMF
requires the definition of three additional models:
1)

GMFGraph (Graphical Definition Model) GMF
uses a GMFGraph model to define the graphical
representation of the concrete syntax. In case of the
example, the visual appearance of nodes and edges
of the graph is defined, by specifying the respective
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Figure 11. Domain Engineering Process in the graph product line example.
Java Source Code

Figure 10. Models involved in the GMF development process.

2)

3)

shapes.
GMFTool (Tooling Definition Model) Every graphical editor in Eclipse, which is based on the Graphical
Editing Framework (GEF), uses a so called palette to
drag new diagram elements to the drawing canvas.
As GMF is a model-driven extension to GEF, it
follows this paradigm. The GMFTooling definition
model is used to specify the contents of the editor’s
tool palette.
GMFMap (GMF Mapping Model) The models
described above are combined in the GMF mapping
model. In this model, a relation between abstract
syntax (Ecore), the graphical notation (GMFGraph)
and the tooling definition model (GMFTool) is established. The GMF Mapping Model is then automatically transformed into a generator model from which
the Eclipse plugin for the graphical editor is generated. Please note that the GMF mapping model is the
central part of the Graphical Modeling Framework. It
has nothing in common with the F2DMM mapping
model, which is the core of the FAMILE tool chain.
From the viewpoint of FAMILE, all the models that
have been described here are just ordinary artefacts
that may contain variability.

Figure 10 depicts the different models involved in the GMF
development process. All models are instances of Ecore-based
metamodels, and can thus be used easily with the FAMILE tool
chain. The abstract syntax of a GMF-based editor is defined
by an Ecore model (in this case, the superimposed graph
metamodel shown in Figure 8), while the editor providing the
concrete (graphical) syntax is defined by a graphical definition
model, a tooling definition model and a GMF mapping model.
The EMF generator model is used to generate Java source
code for the abstract syntax while the GMF generator model
is responsible for generating the diagram editor’s source code.
Please note that the screencast complementing this paper does
not cover the definition of the models mentioned below as
it just focuses on how to use FAMILE with these types of

artefacts.
B. Mapping Heterogeneous Artefacts
Figure 11 depicts the domain engineering phase in modeldriven software product lines developed with FAMILE. First,
the variability has to be captured in a feature model. The
features are then implemented using the appropriate modeling
languages. After that, a mapping between features and their
corresponding implementation fragments has to be established.
In the following subsection, the necessary steps are described
from the tool perspective.
In order to use FAMILE for a (heterogeneous) project,
the FAMILE project nature has to be assigned. As a result,
an empty feature model and a FAMILE model are created
within the project. Variability modeling, i.e., capturing the
commonalities and differences of the products in the product
line, is performed during the domain analysis step. The result
of this development task is a feature model. In the example,
the feature model shown in Figure 7 is applied to the entire
product line as a global project parameter. In order to map
features to corresponding implementation fragments, F2DMM
mapping models have to be created for each domain model.
In the example, five F2DMM instances have been defined,
one for each EMF/GMF resource mentioned above and one
for the Java source code — the underlying MoDisco AST
representation consists of a single EMF resource although
the source code is distributed over multiple packages and
compilation units in the physical file system. Please note that
for the EMF Generator model and the GMF Generator model
(cf. Figure 10) no F2DMM instances have been defined, as they
do not contain variability in this example. Furthermore, those
models have been automatically derived from the Ecore model
and the GMF mapping model and only contain information
for the code generators. Thus, they can easily be created again
after product derivation.
Since the graph metamodel as well as all GMF artefacts
are ordinary EMF models, their mapping is done in a straightforward way using the single resource F2DMM mapping editor
(see Section IV). For mapping the source code, the new concrete syntax connector of the FAMILE extension may be used.
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Figure 12. Screenshot of the FAMILE resource set mapping editor. The left pane shows the feature model and feature configuration. In the main pane, the
mapping for contents of the resource set are shown.

Figure 13. Usage of alternative mappings. The red box depicts where elements of the multi-variant domain model have been virtually extended by alternative
mapping values (in italics).

It allows to assign feature expressions to parts of the handwritten method bodies directly in the textual representation of
the Java source code. The body of the method dfs shown in
Figure 9 is annotated as follows (see also screencast) in order
to provide an optimized depth-first search for directed graphs.
First, the user selects lines 257 until 262 in the editor. Next,
he/she invokes the command Annotate Java element
from the context menu. The entered feature expression “Directed” will be assigned to the corresponding AST element in
the MoDisco model in the background. Similarly, the forloop consisting of lines 265 until 267 is restricted by the
feature expression “not Directed”. As a consequence, derived
products will only contain one of the two loops to calculate
the successors for a depth-first search, but never both of them.
Figure 12 depicts the state of the example project after
corresponding F2DMM instances have been created for the
models mentioned above. The red arrows in the left part of
the figure indicate which domain model resource the corresponding F2DMM models refer to. As one can see, mapped
resources may also be annotated with feature expressions. For
the example, a feature called Editor has been introduced in
order to make the visualization (tree editor vs. diagram editor)
of the graph variable. In case the feature Diagram is deselected
in a feature configuration, it is obvious that the resulting
product must not contain the GMF models. As a consequence,

the respective F2DMM instances are annotated with the feature
expression Diagram, as shown in Figure 12.
C. Usage of Alternative Mappings and Propagation Strategies
Figure 3 has already shown the content of the F2DMM
mapping model for the Ecore model, which is used to define the abstract syntax of the graph model. Analogously,
F2DMM instances for the other required artefacts (GMFGraph,
GMFTool, GMFMap and Java code) are created. Each model
file contains a superimposition of all possible variants. Common approaches using negative variability suffer from restrictions imposed by the used domain metamodels, which usually
do not provide adequate support for variability. FAMILE
mitigates this restriction by offering the advanced concept of
alternative mappings. In the example, alternative mappings
are used in the Link mapping in the GMFMap model (cf.
Figure 13). In case of an undirected graph, the corresponding
graphical editor should just connect two nodes by a solid line.
To this end, the underlying semantic model (i.e., the Ecore
class model) provides a reference nodes in the class Edge. In
contrast, if the feature Directed edges is selected, the graphical
editor should indicate the direction of the edge connecting two
nodes by using an arrow as a target decorator. Furthermore,
the semantic model does no longer contain a reference nodes,
but instead two single-valued references source and target,
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which are used to store the corresponding nodes connected
by the edge. In GMF, a link mapping requires to specify
the corresponding EReferences used as the link’s source and
target. While in the first case, both source and target features
in the GMFMap file are set to the EReference nodes, the
latter case requires those features to point at the corresponding
source and target EReferences.
In this example, FAMILE’s alternative mapping capabilities are necessary because the GMF mapping model uses
a single-valued EReference to store the sourceMetaFeature
and linkMetaFeature features. In case of undirected edges, the
nodes Reference defined in the Ecore model of the graph
product line is used. However, in case of directed edges, a
distinction between source and target nodes is required. To
this end, the Ecore model provides corresponding source and
target EReferences in the class Edge (cf. Figure 8), which
have to be used in the GMFMap model instead in case the
feature Directed is chosen. Please note that the reason why
in this example, alternative mappings are necessary in the
GMF mapping model but not in the semantic model is the
fact that the references nodes, source, target can be
defined simultaneously in the Ecore model. The GMF mapping
model, however, requires the applied occurrence of exactly one
semantic model element here, which cannot be realized by a
single multi-variant model. Figure 13 depicts how this has been
solved using FAMILE’s alternative mappings [12], which can
virtually extend the multi-variant model and thus mitigate the
limited variability of the used domain metamodels.
It is aimed to keep the annotation effort small for the
users of the tool chain. This can be achieved by so called
propagation strategies, which avoid the necessity of repeated
feature annotations. In the graph product line example, the
propagation strategy forward is used throughout all mapped
resources. As its name says, this strategy propagates selection
states of mapped elements along the direction of dependency.
For instance, each EMF object has an existential dependency
to its eContainer. As a consequence, in case the presence
of an element is restricted by a specific feature expression,
this restriction also holds for all contained elements, making
repeated annotations unnecessary. For additional details on
propagation strategies, the reader is referred to [13].

is restored automatically in case the user selects a
concrete syntax fragment and invokes the command
Annotate FEL Expression.
•

Feature expression links: Within the feature expression of a mapping, elements of the feature model are
referenced. These links are created automatically when
feature expressions are specified.

•

Conceptual links between CS and feature expression: From the user’s perspective, source code
elements are mapped in concrete syntax. This causes
a conceptual dependency between source code fragments and features.

•

Mapping links: Each element of the mapping model
references exactly one element of the multi-variant
domain model. These links are created automatically
upon creation of a resource mapping model.

•

Cross-Resource Mapping links: Among different
domain models, cross-resource links may occur (see
the GMF mapping model). In order to adequately
connect these to the variability model, a link between
the corresponding resource mappings is established.
These links are created automatically during mapping
model creation.

•

Resource Mapping links. The superordinate resource
set mapping model references one F2DMM instance
per mapped model resource. Links of this kind are
created by the user through the Add F2DMM Instance
command.

By automating sub-tasks such as the synchronization between domain and mapping model, and the discovery of the
Java source code, the larger part of the complex relationships
shown in Figure 15 is not exposed to the user at all, but
managed automatically “behind the curtains”.
E. Product Derivation
After the domain engineering phase has been completed,
the platform may be used to derive specific products from
the product line in the application engineering step (cf. Figure

D. Interplay Between Different Model Types
Through the use of two external frameworks, namely GMF
and MoDisco, the resulting example product line is highly heterogeneous. Figure 15 sketches the interplay between different
resource types, being the domain model, the GMF models,
the generated Java source code and its internal MoDisco
representation, which is invisible to the end user. Between
different resource types, seven external link types occur, two
of which are conceptual, i.e., they do not occur explicitly as
EMF links.
•

GMF Mapping links emerge from the GMF mapping
model and reference the domain model, the tooling
model, and the graphical definition model. These links
are created by GMF.

•

Conceptual CS/AS links virtually link an abstract
syntax tree element to its corresponding concrete
syntax fragment in the Java source code. This link

Figure 14. Application Engineering Process in the graph product line
example.
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Figure 15. Interplay between resources of different types, which are created in subsequent steps of the domain engineering phase.

14). In the presented approach, application engineering is
reduced to a simple configuration task. The user only has to
specify an appropriate feature configuration, by selecting and
deselecting corresponding features in the feature model, while
all constraints (e.g., parent-child relationships, requires/excludes relationships) must be satisfied. The subsequent product
derivation step is a fully automatic process.

(FC1)

An EMF tree editor for undirected, unweighted, uncolored graphs, traversed by depth-first search. No
additional algorithms are offered.

(FC2)

A GMF graphical editor for undirected, unweighted,
uncolored graphs, traversed by depth-first search. No
additional algorithms are offered.

In the example, a derived Eclipse project is created, which
contains the required model files. Sample feature configurations are provided, which allow for a fully automatic generation of four Eclipse plugin projects, which differ from each
other as follows (cf. Figure 16):

(FC3)

A GMF graphical editor for directed, unweighted,
uncolored graphs, traversed by depth-first search. Deployed algorithms include cycle detection, as well
as calculation of a minimum spanning tree and the
transpose.
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FC1:

FC2:

FC3:

FC4:

Figure 16. Four example feature configurations for instances of the graph product line.

(FC4)

A GMF graphical editor for directed, weighted, colored graphs, traversed by breadth-first search. All
available graph algorithms are deployed.

Of course, this set of feature configurations does not contain
all possible combinations of features and it may be extended
arbitrarily based on the features and constraints defined in the
feature model.
F. Outlook: Increasing the Heterogeneity of the Project
The example described in this section has been conducted
using a variety of different resources as artefacts. All models
involved in the GMF development process, i.e., the Ecore
domain model, the Graphical Definition Model, the Tooling
Definition Model, as well as the GMF Mapping Model,
are instances of different Ecore-based metamodels. Manual
adaptations to the Java source code are managed with the
help of the MoDisco framework, letting the user operate on
concrete textual syntax. In the current state of the project,
these models constitute the adequate level of abstraction for
variability management. However, it might become necessary
to define additional F2DMM mapping models for additional
non-EMF resources, for different reasons:
•

•

The file plugin.properties in the Eclipse
project contains language-specific UI string constants,
each declared in a separate text line. Currently, the
generated Editor displays UI elements in English.
However, if support for different languages is desired,
one may add an additional F2DMM mapping model
for the properties file, and corresponding features
for each additional language to the feature model.
The mapping may be adequately managed by means
of a per-line mapping, using the “fall-back” EMF
representation for plain text files (see Section V-B).
The file plugin.xml defines plug-in extensions
used to integrate the generated editor with the Eclipse
platform. By adding an F2DMM mapping model and
corresponding features, variability may be added to
the plugin’s runtime configuration, i.e., in order to
make the editor’s icon, label, or file extension depend
on specific feature configurations. Assuming that no
EMF-compatible metamodel for Eclipse plugin files is

defined, the MoDisco based representation for XML
files (see Section V-B) may be used.
VII.

R ELATED W ORK

Many different tools and approaches have been published
in the last few years, which address (model-driven) software
product line development. Due to space restrictions, the focus
of this comparison lies on support for heterogeneous software projects, using the definition of heterogeneity given in
the introduction. Other comparisons of FAMILE and related
approaches can be found in [12] and [13].
The tool fmp2rsm [27] combines FeaturePlugin [28] with
IBM’s Rational Software Modeler (RSM), a UML-based modeling tool. The connection of features and domain model
elements is realized by embedding the mapping information
into the domain model using stereotypes (each feature is
represented by its own stereotype), which requires manual
extensions to the domain model. While fmp2rsm is limited
to the support of RSM models, the approach presented in this
paper provides a greater flexibility since the only restriction is
that the domain model needs to be Ecore based. Furthermore,
the extensions presented in this paper allow to use several
domain metamodels within one software product line project.
FeatureMapper [10] is a tool that allows for the mapping
of features to Ecore based domain models. Like FAMILE, it
follows a very general approach permitting arbitrary Ecore
models as domain models. FeatureMapper only allows to
map a single (self-contained) domain model, while the work
presented in this paper allows to use FAMILE also for software
product lines whose multi-variant domain model is composed
of artefacts distributed over different resources. Furthermore,
the artefacts may be instances of different metamodels.
VML* [8] is a family of languages for variability management in software product lines. It addresses the ability to
explicitly express the relationship between feature models and
other artefacts of the product line. It can handle any domain
model as long as a corresponding VML language exists for
it. VML* supports both positive and negative variability as
well as any combination thereof, since every action is a small
transformation on the core model. As a consequence, the order
in which model transformations are executed during product
derivation becomes important. So far, VML* is designed to
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work with text files, provided that a corresponding VML
language exists for it (i.e., a grammar has to be specified).
Theoretically, VML languages could be written that work with
XMI serializations of the respective models in the example
presented in this paper, whereas FAMILE provides generic
support for model-driven software development based on
Ecore compliant models. In other words, VML* and FAMILE
provide similar support for heterogeneous projects, but they
operate on different ”technological spaces“. As a consequence,
the example provided in Section VI cannot be realized with
VML* easily. In fact, significant effort would be required to
create VML languages for the different models involved in the
graph product line example as presented here.
MATA [9] is another language that also allows to develop
model-driven product lines with UML. It is based on positive
variability, which means that, around a common core specified
in UML, variant models described in the MATA language are
composed to a product specific UML model. Graph transformations based on AGG [29] are used to compose the common
core with the single MATA specifications. While MATA is
limited to UML, the approach presented in this paper provides
support for any Ecore based model and furthermore allows
the combination of different domain metamodels within one
product line project.
CIDE [11] is a tool for source-code based approaches. It
provides a product specific view on the source code, where
all source code fragments not part of the chosen configuration
are omitted. The approach is similar to #ifdef -preprocessors
known from the C programming language [30]. The difference
is that it abstracts from plain text files and works on the
abstract syntax tree of the target language instead. In its current
state, CIDE provides support for a wide range of different
programming languages. Unfortunately, it cannot be used for
model-driven development. In contrast, FAMILE provides fullfledged support for model-driven development based on Ecore
models. Furthermore, it may also deal with regular Java source
code by using the MoDisco [26] framework.
Bühne et al. [31] and Dhungana et al. [32] present approaches for heterogeneous variability modeling, i.e., managing commonalities and differences across multi product lines.
Dhungana et al. aim at unifying multi product lines, which rely
on different tools and formalisms for modeling variability. Web
services are used for a prototypical implementation. In contrast
to the approach presented here, in both approaches, the term
‘heterogeneity’ concerns different variability models rather
than the product space. While Bühne et al. and Dhungana et
al. only address variability modeling, the approach presented
in this paper covers a larger part of the software life-cycle.
Furthermore, FAMILE does not only allow for variability
modeling, but also for mapping the variability information to
heterogeneous implementation artefacts.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, requirements, concepts and limitations with
respect to tool support for heterogeneous model-driven software product lines have been discussed. The approach presented in this paper closes a significant gap in the tool support
for model-driven development of software product lines, whose
artefacts are heterogeneous in terms of the used metamodels

as well as in containing artefacts like source code or configuration files or XML documents. As a proof of concept, an
implementation of an extension to the FAMILE tool chain was
shown. A concrete example has been given, demonstrating the
benefits of the presented approach on a concrete product line
for graphs.
Usually, (model-driven) software projects do not only consist of one single model resource. In contrast, different models
and metamodels as well as non-model artefacts are involved.
FAMILE is able to map features to model fragments in such
heterogeneous projects and also to derive consistent products.
Besides the aforementioned heterogeneous support, FAMILE
advances the state of the art by allowing to flexibly change the
granularity of the mapping between features and the product
space (project-wide or resource-wide scope). Furthermore, the
tool chain also allows for the usage in model-driven projects,
where parts of the software are still realized with manually
written Java source code. Of course, FAMILE may be used
in regular (non model-driven) Java projects as well. The main
challenges of heterogeneous SPLE tool support are (a) to cope
with different levels of abstractions (models and source code /
plain text files) as well as (b) different forms of representation,
(c) to ensure that links between different resources are kept
consistent, (d) to adequately handle conceptual links between
artefacts of different types, e.g., between model elements and
source code fragments, and (e) to provide a uniform variability
mechanism with respect to all project resources.
The approach presented here comes with the assumption
that each resource type may be expressed by an EMF model;
the new version of FAMILE provides adequate mapping constructs in order to support entire Eclipse projects. Furthermore,
the presented solution to heterogeneous SPLE tooling is to
divide a heterogeneous software project into a set of singleresource mapping models, for which adequate MDPLE support
is already available. Links between different models are kept
consistent during product derivation. Extensions to the user
interface ease the integration of new artefacts into heterogeneous product lines as well as modifications to existing
mappings. Non-model resources such as Java or XML files are
automatically interpreted as EMF models, using the MoDisco
framework under the hood. Furthermore, a fallback metamodel
for text files is provided, which also allows to map features
to those kinds of artefacts at a lower level of abstraction. A
demonstration of the presented approach was given by applying the heterogeneous FAMILE tool chain to a product line for
graph metamodels, including modifications of the generated
source code, and editors. The resulting heterogeneous product
line manages an entire Eclipse plug-in project.
Current and future work addresses a case study carried out
in the field of robotics [33][34]. Although first results produced
by the old (homogeneous) version of the FAMILE tool chain
are very promising, it is expected that a significant gain in
productivity is achieved by exploiting the new, heterogeneous
approach. In this case study, the platform of the product line
consists of language grammar files, code generation template
files and C++ source code files.
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Abstract - Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are
mechatronic vehicle systems that collaborate with the driver to
improve road safety and increase driving comfort. Apart from
all technical challenges regarding control algorithms and
sensor quality, customer acceptance of ADAS is an important
concern to automobile manufacturers. Simulating ADAS and
demonstrating their benefits to customers in real traffic
environments are impractical and leads to significant efforts
and costs. This paper presents a modular architecture of a
driving simulation environment for ADAS demonstration
using driving simulators. The structure of the driving
simulation environment is discussed. Special focus is given to
the embedded framework for ADAS virtual prototyping and
demonstration. This framework is built in a flexible form that
ensures system scalability. That is, new ADAS prototypes can
be designed and added almost without significant input-output
interface adjustments. Furthermore, different ADAS can be
integrated together to implement more advanced capabilities,
such as autonomous driving. The framework is composed of
modular functional units, which enclose real-time capable
simulation models developed with MATLAB/Simulink. The
design of the functional units and the input-output
relationships are presented. Prototypes for Emergency Brake
Assist and Emergency steer Assist are presented as examples of
innovative ADAS that can be demonstrated using the
developed simulation environment.
Keywords - Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS);
Driving simulators; Virtual prototyping; MATLAB/Simulink.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Driving is one of the most popular daily activities that
people perform. Nevertheless, it is a complex and relatively
dangerous activity. Drivers have to concentrate on many
tasks at the same time. Improving road safety standards is
one of the main concerns in the automotive industry.
Therefore, the automotive manufacturers develop Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) with the aim of helping
drivers in the complex driving task. ADAS are innovative
mechatronic vehicle systems that monitor vehicle
surroundings, as well as driving behavior [1]. They provide
drivers with essential information and take over difficult or
repetitive tasks. In critical driving situations, these systems
warn and may intervene actively to support the drivers, and
hence, lead to increased road safety. ADAS belong to the
active safety systems, which help to prevent accidents or at
least minimize possible consequences [2].

Using ADAS in cars and trucks has great benefits
regarding accident prevention. Reference [2] presented an
analysis for thousands of accidents insurance claims in
Germany in order to investigate the safety benefits of ADAS.
It was found that using one ADAS can prevent up to 45% of
a specific type of accident. Therefore, modern vehicles are
equipped with various types of sensors, which recognize and
analyze the environment. Moreover, the sensory data, which
is detected by each sensor can be integrated together to
assure its accuracy, and hence, to take appropriate decisions.
Diverse sensor technologies (camera, radar, ultrasonic,
etc.) and decision algorithms can provide different levels of
assistance [3]. On the one hand, some ADAS, like, e.g., Lane
Departure Warning [4], only alert the driver to critical
situations by means of optical, acoustic and/or haptic
feedback. On the other hand, other ADAS do not only
recognize driving situations and warn the driver, but also
intervene actively in order to prevent possible collisions. A
common example of the latter type is Emergency Brake
Assist [5], which applies full braking if driver fails to
respond to obstacles in front of the vehicle.
In general, ADAS can be classified according to their
functionality in two main categories [3]. Firstly, systems that
support the diver and make the driving task easier, like, e.g.,
navigation devices, night vision systems, and auto-parking
systems. Secondly, systems that support the vehicle and
make the driving task more safe [3], like, e.g., Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC), Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA), and
Lane Change Assistance (LCA).
Automobile manufacturers and suppliers are confronted
with considerable technical challenges while developing
ADAS. However, there are additional challenging aspects
related to ADAS deployment and public acceptance. A
flexible test environment is required in order to validate
ADAS concepts and assess their decision logic. Clear
concepts for driver-vehicle interface have to be addressed in
early development phases; this ensures that drivers can
handle the systems appropriately. On the other hand,
demonstrating safety and comfort benefits of ADAS to
consumers is a key factor for smooth market penetration and
development.
However, validating and demonstrating ADAS in real
traffic environments are impractical and lead to significant
efforts and costs. Moreover, real traffic environments are
principally random and do not allow for standardized driving
tests or reproducible research results. Driving simulators
offer a potent virtual prototyping platform to test and verify
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ADAS in different development phases [6]. They allow the
design, testing, and validation of ADAS in a closed loop
together with vehicle components, environment, and driver.
ADAS control units and vehicle components could be real,
virtual, or a combination of real and virtual components. For
demonstration and training purposes, driving simulators can
be utilized to make drivers familiar with new ADAS, and
hence, accelerate the learning phase.
Driving simulators vary in their cost, structural
complexity, and validity from low-level to high-level
driving simulators. They extend from driving simulation
games for computers or smart phones to highlysophisticated driving simulators incorporating complex
motion platforms and high fidelity visualization systems.
ADAS development requires test environments with
different levels of details and complexity [7], e.g., Softwarein-the-Loop (SiL), Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Hardware-inthe-Loop (HiL), Driver-in-the-Loop (DiL), etc. For instance,
while a SiL environment can be used to test basic ADAS
concepts and control algorithms, a DiL environment can be
utilized to address the interaction between the driver and
vehicle and its systems.
The project TRAFFIS (German acronym for Test and
Training Environment for ADAS) is carried out at the
University of Paderborn with the target of supporting
industrial development, testing and training of modern
ADAS using a reconfigurable driving simulator [7]. Despite
the fact that the development of driving simulators is costly
and complex, available driving simulators in the market
nowadays are usually special purpose facilities. They are
individually developed by suppliers for a specific task.
These driving simulators cannot be reconfigured, or in the
best case, they have only some exchangeable components.
Only a driving simulator expert can modify the system
architecture or exchange one or more components. The
existing driving simulators do not allow the system operator
to change the system architecture or to exchange simulation
models without in-depth know-how of the driving simulator
system and its architecture. Therefore, the project TRAFFIS
aims to develop a comprehensive environment of
reconfigurable driving simulators to support ADAS
development. The project is funded by the European Union
“ERDF: European Regional Development Fund” and the
Ministry of Economy, Energy, Industry, Trade and Craft of
North Rhine Westphalia in Germany.
Three driving simulator variants with different
complexity levels and simulation fidelity have been built:
TRAFFIS-Light, TRAFFIS-Portable, and TRAFFIS-Full.
The TRAFFIS-Full variant was first developed for the
German Army in 1997 with the aim of performing safety
training for the military truck drivers. The Heinz Nixdorf
Institute of the University of Paderborn adopted this driving
simulator in 2009 in cooperation with Rheinmetall Defence
Electronics GmbH. This driving simulator incorporates a

complex motion platform, which consists of two dynamical
parts with 5 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) to fully simulate
vehicle lateral and longitudinal accelerations. These two
parts are independent of each other and the system is fully
electrically actuated. The first dynamical part is the moving
base. It has 2 DOF and is used to simulate the lateral and
longitudinal acceleration of the simulated vehicle. It can
move in the lateral plane and at the same time, it has the
ability to tilt around the lateral axis with a maximum angle
of 13.5 degrees and around the longitudinal axis with a
maximum angle of 10 degrees. Four linear actuators are
used to control the movements in both directions. The
second dynamical part is the shaker system, which has 3
DOF to simulate the roll and pitch angular movements and
the heave translation of the simulated vehicle. The shaker is
driven by a three drive crank mechanism and by three
electrical motors. The driving simulator has an eightchannel cylindrical projection system (powered by 8 LCDprojectors), which covers a 240 degrees horizontal field of
view and three displays in order to visualize the simulated
rear mirror views. Moreover, the motion platform is
equipped with an innovative fixation system, which allows
the utilization of different driving cabins, e.g., truck cabin or
passenger vehicle cabin, so that drivers experience realistic
control cues. The driving simulator is operated by software
developed by dSPACE and the University of Paderborn.
The software consists of the simulation core, an operator
council GUI, a training scenario editing tool, vehicle model,
traffic model, and visualization and audio generation
components. Figure 1 shows the TRAFFIS-Full driving
simulator operated by the University of Paderborn.

Figure 1.

TRAFFIS-Full driving simulator operated by the University
of Paderborn.

The TRAFFIS-Portable variant has a pneumatic motion
platform, which is composed of an actuated inverted
hexapod system. A simple motion controller regulates the
movements of the motion platform; it is based on virtual
vehicle position and orientation. This driving simulator has
a four-wall projection system. Figure 2 shows TRAFFISPortable driving simulator at the University of Paderborn.
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Figure 2.

TRAFFIS-Portable driving simulator at the University of
Paderborn.

The TRAFFIS-Light variant is simple a PC-based
driving simulator with no motion platform. It has a
commercial wheel-transmission-pedals set and a racing seat
to provide low-cost, but reasonable, physical feedback and
control cues. Figure 3 shows TRAFFIS-Light driving
simulator at the University of Paderborn.

Figure 3.

TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator at the University of
Paderborn.

These driving simulator variants, i.e., TRAFFIS-Full,
TRAFFIS-Portable, and TRAFFIS-Light, together with an
innovative configurability concept offer a flexible test and
training environment for various in-vehicle systems [7].
However, the focus is given mainly to the development of
ADAS. One particular objective of the project TRAFFIS is
the development of a modular simulation environment for
ADAS demonstration and training purposes. That is, a
simulation framework with flexible prototyping concepts is
required for easy and convenient ADAS demonstration and
training. As an extension to the work presented in [1], this
paper describes the structure of the whole simulation
environment utilized in a driving simulator within the
project TRAFFIS. Particular focus is given to the module
responsible for ADAS simulation and interactive
demonstration. Moreover, the main concepts of the
visualisation software are presented. That is, the topic of
ADAS simulation with driving simulators is addressed
thoroughly in this paper.

The architecture of the ADAS virtual prototyping
framework is discussed in more details. This framework
consists of several functional units enclosing simulation
models that were implemented with MATLAB/Simulink.
The models are arranged in a modular architecture and
developed, so that they communicate in a loosely coupled
fashion. The design of the architecture conforms to the
configurability concept discussed previously in this section.
Adaptation of models interfaces can be performed with
minimum effort. The design approach ensures maximum
flexibility and scalability for implementing any ADAS
virtual prototypes. The design of the functional units is
discussed along with input-output relationships of the
underlying models. All models are real-time capable, i.e.,
the simulation runs in real time using the Real-Time
Windows Target library from Mathworks.
The developed ADAS simulation framework was
integrated with the simulation environment of the
TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator, which represents the
simplest driving simulator variant within the project
TRAFFIS. Furthermore, virtual prototypes of two
innovative ADAS are presented to show and validate the
capability of the simulation environment and the ADAS
prototyping framework for demonstration and training.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
related work in the field of ADAS simulation. Section III
discusses the modular driving simulation environment, with
which the developed ADAS framework was integrated.
Section IV presents the design approach of the developed
ADAS virtual prototyping framework along with the
concepts of its functional units and models. Section V
demonstrates two ADAS prototypes realised with the
developed framework and demonstrated using the
TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator. Section VI derives the
conclusion and summarizes the benefits of the presented
approach. Finally, Section VII presents the future work with
respect to interactive vehicle systems simulations.
II.

RELATED WORK

According to literature review, most research work in
the field of ADAS simulation considers only the
development of specific components, like, e.g., sensor
models [8] [9], decision units [10] [11], signal or image
processing algorithms [12], etc. On the other hand, there are
several commercial solutions for specific ADAS simulation
and development. However, a common problem among
commercial solutions is the lake of sufficient modularity. In
other words, they provide solutions for individual ADAS
functionalities. Even if they can be parameterised flexibly to
some good extent, adding new ADAS logic and integrating
different ADAS functions are typical challenging issues
among these commercial solutions.
ASM software from dSPACE provides flexible models
for traffic and environment simulations to support the
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development and testing of ADAS [13]. Developers can
simulate a test vehicle, complex networks, a large number of
fellow vehicles, and environmental objects, like, e.g.,
pedestrians and traffic signs. Moreover, ASM has a
graphical user interface to facilitate defining the simulation
scenarios and the necessary components.
DYNA4 software from TESIS is a flexible test
framework with software and hardware implementations of
environment sensors and some defined ADAS functions
[14]. It provides overview and automatic comparison of
simulation results for further analysis.
CarMaker software from IPG presents an open test
platform, which enables a wide spectrum of automotive
applications beside ADAS [15]. It offers sophisticated
driver model that performs complex driving manoeuvres.
SCANeR Studio software from OKTAL provides a
simulation environment to prototype, test and validate some
ADAS systems [16]. It includes several sensor models with
different levels of complexity. Its high quality real-time
visual rendering makes it suitable for camera-based ADAS
simulation.
Despite promising work in the research and commercial
fields, there is still no comprehensive ADAS simulation
platform that can be easily and fast extended to add or
integrate new ADAS functions. On contrary, the flexibility
and scalability of the developed architecture in this work
provide an extensive solution for ADAS simulation and
development. Due to its unique modular structure, it
presents no limits on the type and complexity of the
simulated ADAS functions. The following section describes
the developed driving simulation environment; the ADAS
simulation framework was integrated with this environment.
III.

DRIVING SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulation environment of the TRAFFIS-Light
driving simulator consists of two main functional units: a
vehicle dynamics model and a traffic model. Figure 4
illustrates its structure and the direction of information flow.

Figure 4.

Simulation environment of the PC-based simulator.

Each functional unit consists of real-time capable submodels implemented with MATLAB/Simulink. The

visualization software represents the main feedback cue of
the driving simulator. 3D models for the main vehicle, road,
and traffic participants are controlled through the
corresponding sub-models of the driving simulation
environment.
The visualization software was implemented with Unity
[17]; a development engine that provides rich and easy
functionalities for creating interactive 3D tools. Figure 5
presents sample screen shots for the 3D environment
developed with Unity.

Figure 5.

Sample screen shots for the 3D environment developed
with Unity software.

Night and daylight drives can be performed and the driver
can be subjected to different weather conditions, like, e.g.,
rain, snow, fog, etc. Moreover real test tracks, city streets,
and highways can be generated, this is necessary for
realistic and engaging driver training. However, modeling
real world roads is a cumbersome and time-consuming task.
It involves a lot of manual modeling of details along the test
track, such as road signs, buildings, vegetation, or other
scenery details. Therefore, a method to automate the process
of generating models of real roads is utilized [18]. The
process uses data from a navigation database to define road
sections, from which geometries are generated. This is
based on official road construction regulations and
guidelines. These geometries are then integrated into models
of the surrounding landscape, which are generated from
Digital Elevation Models (DEM), aerial images, and Digital
Landscape Models (DLM) [18]. Moreover, a procedural rule
system for enriching digital terrain with authentic vegetation
is used [19]. This procedural approach defines planting
rules, which control the placement and distribution of plants
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in the scenery based on data from DLM and aerial images
[18]. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of a test track with
vegetation generation based on the described procedural rule
system, it is developed with Unity software [17].

Figure 6.

Impression of a test track enriched with vegetation.

Furthermore, realistic sound effects that accompany the
3D models are also used to provide good acoustic feedback
cues to the driver. Hence, visual and acoustic information
from the ADAS functions are delivered to driver in
accordance with traffic situations.
Regarding the hardware and mechanical components, the
TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator incorporates a racing
wheel-transmission-pedals set from Logitech and a racing
seat from Speedmaster. That is, it is still fully interactive
with respect to steering, gears, acceleration, and brake
controls. This simulator and its simulation environment are
considered in this work. The next sub-sections discuss each
main functional unit of the simulation environment.
A. Vehicle dynamics model
Modeling realistic vehicle dynamics is essential for the
development of different in-vehicle systems. In particular,
the design of ADAS controllers relies primarily on the
underlying vehicle dynamics. The utilized vehicle dynamics
model produces the actual physical characteristics of the
main vehicle and allows for a total of 16 Degrees Of
Freedom (DOF) [20]. The so-called nonlinear double-track
model is used for modeling horizontal vehicle dynamics.
This model is responsible for 3 DOF: longitudinal and
lateral translational motions and a rotational motion around
the vertical direction of the road. Figure 7 shows the doubletrack model, some of the parameters used in the differential
equations of this model are also depicted [20].
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In the double-track model, the longitudinal and lateral
velocities, as well as the yaw rate of the vehicle are
described by a set of differential equations using Newton's
law of motion and some basic geometrical relationships
[20].
The vertical dynamics of the vehicle depends principally
on suspension units at each wheel of the vehicle. The
chassis of the vehicle is connected to four wheels through
these suspension units. Each unit consists of a simple massspring-damper model [21]. Springs and dampers represent
the four shock absorbers of the vehicle. The units are
constitutively connected through basic mathematical and
geometrical relationships [21]. Figure 8 illustrates a sketch
for the vertical dynamics of the vehicle.
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Vertical vehicle model with simple suspension units.

Each wheel has a relative vertical translational motion
and a rotational motion around the wheel axis. In addition,
each of the front wheels has a relative rotational motion
around the vertical direction of the road. The vehicle
dynamics model receives control signals from the hardware
control set and calculates the resultant motions; these are
exported mainly to the visualization software to update
vehicle position and orientation on the screen.
The traffic model provides information about the road,
i.e., height and friction under each of the vehicle tires; these
in turn are used by the vehicle dynamics model to update the
calculations of the vehicle position, orientation and speed.
The vehicle dynamics model is composed of various submodels [21]. It implements the blocks shown in Figure 4 as
modular Simulink subsystems.
B. Traffic model
The traffic model is used to simulate the surrounding
vehicles and the road [22]. It simulates realistic behavior of
the traffic vehicles and their interactions, which is necessary
to give realistic feedback cue to the driver on the one hand,
and to efficiently test ADAS functions on the other hand.
The traffic model consists mainly of four sub-models: road
model, traffic vehicles models, driver model and a scenario
manager model. Figure 9 shows these sub-models and their
interconnections. The traffic model receives current
position, orientation and speed of the main vehicle from the
vehicle dynamics model; these are used mainly by the driver

Double-track model for horizontal vehicle dynamics.
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model to arrange for appropriate traffic flow without
collisions with the main vehicle.

Figure 9.

Traffic model and its sub-models.

The road mathematical model is a Matlab function
implemented in Simulink, it is responsible for two tasks.
The first task is to perform the necessary transformations
from local coordinate system (s, t) to global coordinate
system (x, y) used by the visualization software. The
position of each object within the simulation environment is
defined relative to road local coordinate system. However,
the visualization software defines each object in 3D world
relative to a global coordinate system, which is fixed to the
ground. Both are right-hand coordinate systems.
The road consists simply of four straight segments and
four round corners. Each road segment has a mathematical
description that correlates the (s, t) and (x, y) coordinate
systems. Figure 10 shows the geometrical design of the
road, the origins of the local and global coordinate systems
are depicted together with a numerical example of a sample
input (s, t) point and the corresponding output (x, y) point
from the road model.
59 m

objects positioning within the 3D world. Both ‘f’ and ‘z’
values are required by the main vehicle model; they
contribute to the calculations of horizontal and vertical
vehicle dynamics, respectively.
Each traffic vehicle model consists of two sub-models:
longitudinal direction vehicle sub-model and lateral
direction vehicle sub-model. The longitudinal direction submodel receives the desired s-speed from the driver model,
discussed shortly. It calculates the actual s-speed with a
smooth transition, which results from a combination of a
simple second-order system and a P-controller. The actual sposition of the traffic vehicle is then calculated by
integrating the actual s-speed. Similarly, the lateral direction
sub-model receives the desired t-position from the driver
model. It calculates the actual t-position with a smooth
transition, which results from a combination of a simple
second-order system and a P-controller. The idea of the
traffic vehicle model is to produce smooth and realistic, i.e.,
not abrupt, movements for the traffic vehicles [22]. This is
achieved through the transitional response of the secondorder system to unit step inputs of the driver model. The
model can be replicated arbitrarily according to the desired
number of traffic vehicles. Figure 11 shows a traffic vehicle
model and its main connections with the driver model. The
calculated (s, t) position of each traffic vehicle is exported
mainly to the visualization software to update the position
of the corresponding 3D models.
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Road geometrical design.

A simple geometrical structure was designed to facilitate
the mathematics of coordinate transformation. This also
simplifies the implementation of the road 3D model. The
second task of the road model is to define the friction ‘f’ and
height ‘z’ of each point (s, t) of the road. The ‘z’ position is
required by the visualization software for appropriate

Traffic vehicle model.

The driver model is a Matlab function implemented in
Simulink. It arranges for smooth traffic flow by controlling
the speeds, and hence the positions, of all traffic vehicles.
The driver model calculates and adjusts the speeds
according to the current traffic situation. It receives the
current (s, t) position of each traffic vehicle as well as the
position and orientation of the main vehicle. Accordingly, it
monitors the distances between all the vehicles on the road
and overrides the default speed values of the traffic vehicles
in case of any possible collision. The traffic vehicles have to
follow the predetermined longitudinal speed and lateral
position given by the driver model.
The scenario manager model is used for moving the
traffic vehicles to compose a specific traffic situation, like,
e.g., a sudden vehicle incursion from right. It is a Matlab
function implemented in Simulink. The scenario manager
observes the position and speed of the main vehicle. It
moves the traffic vehicles according to a desired predefined
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scenario. According to the vehicle systems or functions
under test, arbitrarily further traffic scenarios can be added
to this model. The driver model receives the vehicle
positions and speeds determined by the scenario manager
model. According to the current traffic situation, the driver
model decides whether to execute the orders of the scenario
manager or to override them. The main target is it to achieve
the desired traffic scenario with smooth flow and without
vehicle collisions. Switching between the different scenarios
can be performed during simulation runtime.
IV.

ADAS SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The vehicle dynamics model and traffic model constitute
the central functional units of a simulation environment for a
simple driving simulator. However, a comprehensive
simulation framework is still required to conveniently
simulate different ADAS functionalities. Active safety in
general and ADAS in particular exhibit continuous
development. New ADAS functions are developed to
achieve safer traffic flow and more comfortable driving.
Moreover, the availability of a wide range of sensors and the
possibility to integrate different sources of information allow
the development of more new reliable ADAS. Hence, one
principal requirement for building a flexible ADAS test and
training environment is to maintain maximum modularity
and scalability. The developed ADAS virtual prototyping
framework is structured in a modular form that ensures its
scalability. That is, new ADAS prototypes can be added
almost
without
significant
input-output
interface
adjustments. Furthermore, different ADAS can be integrated
together to implement more advanced capabilities such as
autonomous driving.
Driving is a multitasking activity, where drivers have to
manage their attention between various actions and reactions
within a dynamic traffic environment [23]. The design
approach of the developed ADAS simulation framework is
based on an analogy between human driving behavior and
the functionality of ADAS. Figure 12 shows the structure of
the ADAS simulation framework. It consists of four
functional units or stages: user interface stage, recognition
stage, guidance stage and control stage. The latter three
functional units resemble the activity model the human
driver mainly follows while driving a vehicle. The
recognition stage represents the senses of human drivers for
recognizing road path and other traffic participants, i.e.,
current traffic situation. The guidance stage corresponds to
the reasoning capabilities of the human driver and
compromises made according to the recognized traffic
situation, i.e., decisions to accelerate, brake, steer or to make
a certain maneuver. The control stage simulates the actual
physical actions the human driver performs to carry out
appropriate decisions.
Related approaches for human driving models are
presented in [24] and [25]. The analogical comparison with
human drivers is valid under the assumption that any ADAS
can be represented as an assisting automatic driver that
warns the driver and/or takes over the driving tasks in critical
traffic situations.

Figure 12.

ADAS simulation framework and its relation with the
driving simulation environment and HMI.

As shown in Figure 12, the ADAS virtual prototyping
framework is connected to the other functional units of the
driving simulation environment and the hardware controller
set along with the visualization software (HMI) of the
TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator. The ADAS simulation
framework receives inputs from the HMI to set the ADAS
states, i.e., activate, deactivate, or alter some parameters. It
eventually applies force feedback on the steering wheel
according to the driving situation and the type of the
activated ADAS. The ADAS simulation framework gets the
states of the main vehicle, i.e., position, orientation and
speed, which are calculated by the vehicle dynamics model.
In case of ADAS with active intervention, it overrides the
requests of the human driver and controls the states of the
vehicle. The ADAS simulation framework notifies the
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traffic model regarding the activated ADAS, the traffic
model invokes in turn predefined traffic scenarios and
provides information about the traffic participants. The
following sub-sections discuss the design of each functional
unit of the ADAS simulation framework and the
fundamental input-output signals.
A. User interface stage
The user interface stage accounts for the interaction
between user, i.e., simulator driver, and the ADAS
simulation framework. It implements the logic required for
transitioning between different ADAS functional states,
like, e.g., on, off, standby, etc. Each ADAS user interface is
modeled separately as a Stateflow sub-model (a control
logic tool used to model event-driven systems within
Simulink). Figure 13 shows the structure of the user
interface stage and the main input-output signals.

implemented separately within the user interface stage using
the same set of input-output interfaces.
B. Recognition stage
Driver assistance systems require surrounding
recognition capabilities to be able to perceive the traffic
environment. Any ADAS must incorporate one or more
sensors, like, e.g., GPS, cameras, radar, ultrasonic, laser,
lidar. Many variants already exist in market; moreover, a lot
of new sensor technologies and concepts are being
developed, like, e.g., sensor fusion [26]. Hence, there are a
lot of sensor models to be integrated in order to achieve a
comprehensive ADAS virtual prototyping framework. The
recognition stage is composed mainly of two units: a
detection unit containing different sensor models and a
relevance filter unit. Figure 14 shows the structure of the
recognition stage and the essential input-output signals.
Recognition stage
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Figure 13.

ADAS user interface stage.

Each sub-model receives an enable/disable signal from
the buttons set, as well as the values of the acceleration and
brake pedals, gear selector and steering wheel of the
Logitech controller. Furthermore, it gets feedback signals
indicating the desired maneuvers of ADAS controllers,
namely, throttle angle, braking value and steering wheel
angle. These are compared with corresponding signals
indicating the intention of the driver, which is provided
through the HMI. If there is a difference, and taking ADAS
type into account, the corresponding sub-model decides if
ADAS should make a transition from one functional state to
another. For instance, while an autonomous driving function
will be deactivated if the driver moves the steering wheel
slightly; an emergency braking function will not be
deactivated for such an action.
As outputs, indications for ADAS functional states along
with the desired ADAS parameter values are exported to the
corresponding ADAS sub-routines within the guidance
stage, discussed in a later section.
This arrangement for the user interface stage conforms
to the modularity and scalability requirement of the ADAS
simulation framework. For modeling new ADAS,
corresponding Stateflow sub-models have to be
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Figure 14.
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ADAS recognition stage.

Information about road and traffic participants is
provided through the traffic model. Vehicle position,
orientation and speed, i.e., vehicle states, are provided by
the vehicle dynamics model. The detection unit is designed
in the form of a bowl that contains different sensor models,
like, e.g., radar sensor model, ultrasound sensor model, etc.
The main output from a sensor model is a list of objects
characterized with detection flags, i.e., detected objects list.
In addition, each sensor model provides the positions and
distances of detected object corners. Short-Range Radar
(SRR) and Long-Range Radar (LRR) sensor models have
been implemented within the detection unit. Both models
are based on the mathematical description or geometry of
detection area [27]. The long-range radar model is ideally
suited for detection distance longer than 30 meters; it can
typically detect objects 250 meters away. On the other hand,
the short-range radar model provides wider view and
detection distance below 30 meters. All parameter values
can be modified to alter the geometrical description of
detection area if necessary, i.e., the geometrical coverage
and detection range are adjustable, so that sensor
characteristics can be changed arbitrarily.
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Within the relevance filter unit, detected objects are
further filtered according to the position and orientation of
the main vehicle relative to the road. That is, the outputs of
all sensor models are forwarded to a relevance filter, which
generates a flag indicating the most relevant object to the
main vehicle, i.e., target object. Moreover, relative speed of
the target object and distance and position of its nearest
corner are calculated. Figure 15 illustrates the selection
functionality of the relevance filter unit.
Not detected Detected Detected
Not relevant relevant Not relevant

an action phase, i.e., control stage. On the one hand, it
interprets the information provided by the recognition stage,
i.e., it evaluates the perceived traffic situations. On the other
hand, it determines the actions required to avert undesirable
traffic situations.
The guidance stage is consisted of three sub-functions:
Decision unit, speed determination and trajectory
generation. These sub-functions are discussed next.


Decision unit
The logic of each ADAS is implemented within the
decision unit as a separate sub-routine. The decision unit
receives indication for the presence of a target object along
with its relative speed, distance to and position of its nearest
corner from the recognition stage. Figure 17 shows a flow
chart for the main function of the decision unit.

Main
vehicle

Figure 15.

Target object selection of the relevance filter unit.

The detection unit is extensible for additional sensor
models to be developed, whereas the functionality of the
relevance filter unit has not to be altered. However, the
relevance filter unit considers only sensors of the same
direction of detection and determines only one target object.
If other sensor models for other directions of detection are
to be implemented, like, e.g., right and left sides of the
vehicle, corresponding relevance filter units have to be
designed conforming to the structure of the recognition
stage and the same set of input-output signals.
C. Guidance stage
As mentioned previously while making analogy between
the developed ADAS simulation framework and the human
driving model, the guidance stage represents the
understanding of recognized traffic situations and the
decisions required for safe or comfortable driving. Figure 16
shows the structure of the guidance stage and the main
input-output signals.

Figure 16.

ADAS guidance stage.

Figure 17.

Transition logic between ADAS sub-routines.

The user interface stage implies which ADAS is to be
activated with which parameter values. The main function
of the decision unit loops through all the implemented
ADAS sub-routines. Only that of the chosen ADAS is
executed while other ADAS sub-routines are ignored. It
considers the traffic situation detected by the recognition
stage, ADAS states and parameter values exported by user
interface stage and vehicle states provided by vehicle
dynamics model. Accordingly, it determines desired
distance to a target object, set speed or desired lateral
position required to alter the path of the main vehicle. In
addition, it sends enable signals to corresponding vehicle
controllers, i.e., longitudinal and/or lateral controller,
discussed in a later section. The activated ADAS generates
warning signals required to trigger some display elements
within the visualization software.
Similar to the user interface stage and recognition stage,
the decision unit is extensible, so that any logic for new
ADAS prototypes can be simply added as new separate subroutines. The set of input-output signals is comprehensive
and suitable for almost all active and passive ADAS.

The guidance stage derives its central role from being in
the middle of a detection phase, i.e., recognition stage, and
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Speed determination
This function maintains constant time headway space to
a target object that eventually drives with lower speed than
that of the main vehicle [28]. Principally, the headway
distance varies with main vehicle speed; this allows for a
fixed margin in time for the ADAS to react to changes in the
speed of the target object. The speed determination function
is basically a distance controller that determines the speed
required to maintain the desired headway space, taking the
speed of the target object into account. It is based on the socalled slide mode control [29]. It is a simple control method
that proves good stability especially, where the control
actions are discontinuous functions of system states and
inputs.
The speed determination function handles the orders of
the decision unit with respect to the longitudinal direction.
While the desired headway space is provided by the
decision unit, i.e., the sub-routine of an activated ADAS, a
speed command is generated to obtain this distance
accordingly. Figure 18 shows the difference between the
desired and actual headway distances.

Moving
point

Figure 19.

Resulting
trajectory

Moving point for trajectory generation.

The desired trajectory represented as postion updates is
forwarded then to the lateral controller discussed in a later
section.
D. Control stage
A motion controller is required in order to control the
state of the vehicle in case of active ADAS intervention. As
shown in Figure 20, decoupled longitudinal and lateral
controllers were implemented to execute the orders of the
guidance stage and guide the vehicle accordingly.

Desired
headway distance
Vt
Actual
headway distance

Figure 18.

Vm

Headway distance control and speed determination.
Figure 20.

ADAS control stage.

Moreover, the function selects the minimum of the
ADAS set speed, like, e.g., set speed of an adaptive cruise
control, and that required for following a target object while
preserving constant headway space. Finally, the desired
speed is forwarded to the longitudinal controller discussed
in a later section.

The control stage gets an enable signal from the
guidance stage that indicates which controller is to be
activated, and hence, moving the vehicle with a desired
speed in a desired direction. These controllers are discussed
next.





Trajectory generation
This function generates the trajectory required to guide
the vehicle through the road or to move it from one lateral
position to another. The function encloses the mathematical
description of the road, so that the generated trajectory
reconsiles with road path. The trajectory is generated in the
form of a moving point in front of the vehicle. The activated
ADAS within the decision unit determines the desired
lateral position required to adjust the vehicle path or to
avoid a collision for example. The function limits the rate of
lateral position change generated within the decision unit in
order to obtain reasonable and realistic lateral transitions.
Although it handles the orders of the decision unit mainly
with respect to the lateral direction, the function adds a
predetermined offset to the longitudinal component of
current vehicle position. Hence, the location of the moving
point is updated continuously and gradually to form the
desired trajectory, as shown in Figure 19.

Longitudinal controller
The longitudinal controller is a cascaded speedacceleration control loop system [30]. It is composed of two
successive controllers: speed controller and acceleration
controller. The speed controller is a Proportional-Integral
(PI) type that constitutes the outer loop of the longitudinal
controller. The speed command from the guidance stage is
compared with the actual speed of the vehicle to generate a
speed error. The speed controller generates an acceleration
value required to overcome the speed error. It is followed by
an anti-windup function to prevent output saturation [31].
The desired acceleration is forwarded then to the
acceleration controller.
The acceleration controller constitutes the inner loop of
the longitudinal controller. The desired acceleration is
compared with the actual acceleration of the vehicle to
generate an acceleration error. The acceleration controller
implements the inverse form of vehicle dynamics and
drivetrain of the vehicle model [32]. The acceleration
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controller is composed mainly of three sub-models, as
shown in Figure 21.

taken over by an automated intervention. The generality and
simplicity of the interface between the developed guidance
and control stages make it convenient to develop and plug
new ADAS functions. The following section presents the
logic of two innovative ADAS functions implemented in the
decision unit within the guidance stage.
V.

Figure 21.

Sub-models of the acceleration controller.

The drive torque calculation sub-model generates the
wheels torque and engine torque required to achieve the
desired acceleration. It is based on the dynamics equations
of the vehicle model. The throttle control sub-model
generates the throttle angle according to the required engine
torque. It is based on the engine model within the vehicle
dynamics model. Similarly, the brake control sub-model
generates the braking value according to the required wheels
torque [33]. It is based on the braking model within the
vehicle model. The longitudinal controller exports the
throttle angle or braking value to the vehicle dynamics
model. For comfort driving and realistic vehicle behavior,
the throttle and brake control sub-models do not allow the
acceleration and deceleration to exceed predetermined
limits.


Lateral controller
The lateral controller handles the path following control
problem, i.e., how to control the vehicle, so that it can
faithfully follow a prescribed path. As shown in Figure 20,
it is composed mainly of two sub-models. The path
following controller sub-model gets the trajectory generated
by the guidance stage in the form of a moving point, i.e., a
point directly in front of the vehicle that updates its location
on a certain path. It calculates the front axle force required
to let the vehicle adjust its orientation, and hence, follow the
moving point to pursue the desired trajectory. The path
following controller is based on the feedback linearization
control method [34]. The basic idea is to convert the closedloop control system including the plant, i.e., the horizontal
vehicle dynamics model in this case, into linear system
dynamics. The method was applied to the bicycle vehicle
model [20] and showed optimal robustness even at stability
borders, such as rapid steering maneuvers or driving at
relatively high speeds in sharp curves. According to the
horizontal vehicle dynamics, the steering calculation submodel determines the steering angle, which corresponds to
the desired lateral force. Moreover, it calculates the steering
wheel angle using the inversion of the steering model within
the vehicle dynamics model. Finally, the lateral controller
exports the steering wheel angle required to guide the
vehicle in the desired direction to the vehicle dynamics
model, and hence, following a certain trajectory.
The designed longitudinal and lateral controllers can
serve a variety of active ADAS functions, where a
spontaneous rapid maneuver or the whole driving task is

ADAS PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The developed ADAS virtual prototyping framework
can be used for simulating almost any ADAS function. The
recognition stage can be extended for additional sensor
models. The guidance stage is also extensible, so that any
logic for new ADAS functions can be simply added as new
separate sub-routines. The control stage covers the
longitudinal and lateral directions, and hence, it can be used
principally for any active ADAS.
To prove its usability in general and to show the benefits
of its modular structure in particular, prototypes for two new
ADAS were implemented: Emergency Brake Assist and
Emergency Steer Assist. These systems aim to help drivers
to avoid accidents by alerting them to a potential collision
and initiating automatic braking or steering maneuver. They
represent the state of the art in ADAS development [35].
Although they have different types of intervention, both
functions have been implemented without any special
interface adjustments due to the modularity and scalability
of the ADAS simulation framework described in this paper.
A. Emergency Brake Assist
Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) is an ADAS sub-routine
implemented within the decision unit of the guidance stage.
The system compensates for failures in the driver’s action
on the brake pedal. In general, drivers in emergency
situations tend to apply insufficient pressure or release
braking pressure too early. Figure 22 shows a flow chart for
a simplified version of the EBA sub-routine.

Figure 22.

Simplified version of EBA logic within the decision unit.
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According to recognized moving or standing objects in
front of the vehicle, EBA initiates automatic braking in the
case of a potential rear-end collision provided that the driver
has not responded to prior warnings signals [36].
The intention of the driver is observed through the user
interface stage, and hence, is embedded within the ADAS
states signal. The EBA sub-routine gets the distance and
relative speed of a target object existing in front of the
vehicle from the guidance stage. The critical braking
distance, i.e., safe distance, is calculated from the provided
inputs. This means, the safe distance is variable and depends
mainly on the relative speed of the target object. If the
actual distance to the target object gets close to the safe
distance within predefined limits, the function initiates
optical and acoustic warning signals to be handled by the
visualization software.
The optical warning has three levels: a green cautionary
signal if the target object ahead is close, a yellow alert
signal if the safe distance is reached and a red critical signal
if the actual distance is equal to or fell below the safe
distance. In the latter case, if the driver fails to take braking
or steering actions, i.e., when an emergency situation is fully
confirmed and the state of the target object flag does not
change, the EBA sub-routine enables the longitudinal
controller and sets the speed to zero. The sub-routine
overrides the acceleration request of the driver who is
effectively taken out of the loop. However, the driver still
can retain control anytime by taking an appropriate steering
action, and hence; changing the state of the target object
flag.
The function was tested and validated with many test
scenarios, where different values for the speed of the main
vehicle and traffic vehicle ahead were considered. Figure
23 illustrates the switching point between warnings and
active intervention distances of the EBA sub-routine
Warnings level
distance

Figure 23.

remains in control of the vehicle and can override the
system at all times
Critical incursion distance

Figure 24.

ESA intervention due to sudden road incursion.

Almost similar to the Emergency Brake Assist function,
the intention of the driver is observed through the user
interface stage. Figure 25 shows a flow chart for a
simplified version of the ESA sub-routine.

Emergency braking
distance

EBA intervention in case of no driver response.

B. Emergency Steer Assist
Emergency Steer Assist (ESA) is an ADAS function
implemented within the decision unit of the guidance stage.
The function supports the driver in the lateral driving task
[36]. According to recognized sudden right or left incursion
from a traffic object and if the driver has no time left for
braking, the function initiates rapid automatic steering
intervention in the case of predicted collision, as shown in
Figure 24. ESA calculates the optimal trajectory around the
appeared object and applies steering torque to help to follow
the trajectory and stabilize the vehicle. However, the driver

Figure 25.

Simplified version of ESA logic within the decision unit.

If a target object appeared suddenly within the lane of
the vehicle, the function decides to steer the vehicle abruptly
in the opposite direction. This decision takes the form of a
desired (x, y) point, which is exported to the lateral
controller. The speed of the vehicle, the distance at which
the target object appeared and the intention of the driver are
factored in the decision of the function. The critical
incursion distance is variable and depends mainly on the
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speed of the vehicle [36]. Figure 26 shows a screen shot
while ESA performs a rapid maneuver to avoid a pedestrian.

behavioral validation process showed how the test persons
could reasonably handle ADAS warnings and active
interventions with very good learning curves. Effectiveness,
proper operation and drivers’ acceptance of the
implemented ADAS were evaluated.
The presented approach added new capabilities to the
PC-based driving simulator for assessing ADAS algorithms
and performing drivers training by means of a driving
simulation environment. In general, the modularity and
scalability requirement of an ADAS training environment
for the project TRAFFIS was fulfilled.
VII. FUTURE WORK

Figure 26.

ESA performs a rapid maneuver to avoid a pedestrian.

The function was tested and validated with test
scenarios, where different values for the speed of the main
vehicle, as well as different distances to the incurring target
vehicle were considered.
VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) gain
importance due to their safety and comfort features. The
ADAS virtual prototyping framework described in this
paper offers a flexible solution to efficiently validate ADAS
concepts and easily demonstrate their benefits to customers.
The presented approach is based on an analogy between the
functionality of ADAS and the human driving model. This
resulted in a comprehensive architecture, which is
composed of modular and extensible functional units.
The developed ADAS virtual prototyping framework
was integrated with the real-time simulation environment of
the TRAFFIS-Light driving simulator. To validate the
approach and the capabilities of the developed ADAS
simulation framework, prototypical implementation of two
innovative ADAS functions was presented. Although both
functions show different types of intervention, no special
signal interface adjustments were necessary. The design of
the other functional units of the simulation environment,
i.e., vehicle dynamics model and traffic model, has not to be
adjusted for any future ADAS prototypes.
A group of test persons were involved in the behavioral
validation process of the driving simulator after integrating
the ADAS virtual prototyping framework [37]. In other
words, an assessment of how drivers react and perform with
respect to the implemented ADAS prototypes has been
made. The test persons have been subjected to near collision
situations, where different values for the speed of the main
vehicle and traffic vehicle ahead were considered. The

Driving simulators are built to address several aspects in
the automotive and transportation fields. They are used for
the development of in-vehicle systems, analysis of driving
strategies, as well as for demonstration and training
purposes.
The majority of available simulators are single-user
stand-alone systems. However, as vehicle systems are
becoming more complex, driving simulation must keep up
in terms of scalability and flexibility. For instance, the
significance of C2X-Communication systems has grown in
the recent years [38]. These systems allow the vehicles to
communicate with other each other, as well as with road
infrastructure [39]. Similarly, cooperative advanced driver
assistance systems, i.e., interconnecting driver assistance
systems of different vehicles on the road, are gaining a lot of
attention [40] [41]. These systems benefit from the new
communication technologies and the utilization of GPS
receivers in vehicles. They add new dimensions of safety,
comfort, and optimized traffic flow.
Testing cooperative vehicle systems is even harder than
testing traditional stand-alone driver support systems [42].
There are more vehicles and interaction possibilities with
each other and road infrastructure. As a potent testing
platform, future driving simulation should allow realistic
cooperation between different interactive simulation
entities, which represent their counterparts in real traffic
situations.
Networked driving simulation systems can facilitate this
challenge [43]. They allow developers to embed the logic of
future cooperative vehicle systems into realistic and
interactive traffic scenarios without the effort and costs of
real test-drive [44]. Moreover, multi-user driving simulators
that communicate with each other can demonstrate realistic
effects of driver-driver interaction in more complex
simulation scenarios. This is the major motive for extending
the developed simulation framework to allow for the
simulation of multi-user interactive driving simulation.
The development of such a networked driving
simulation system includes many challenging tasks in order
to provide a reliable and realistic simulation environment.
For example, it requires utilization of the so-called global
time management [45] [46]. That is, synchronizing the local
time and event processing of each individual driving
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simulator in order to guarantee simulation reliability and test
accuracy [47].
The next steps aim to develop a concept for a
synchronization mechanism for networked driving
simulators. This will allow the developed simulation
framework to be utilized in a distributed driving simulation
system. The synchronization mechanism should facilitate
coordination among different participating simulators,
which interact within one traffic simulation scenario. In
particular, it should guarantee performance and efficiency of
the driving simulation system. Finally, the new design
approach has to ensure a modular structure that allows easy
integration and exchange of driving simulators in a network.
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Abstract – HiPAS stands for “High Performance Adaptive
Schema Migration” and is a self-adaptive software system,
aimed at reducing downtime during offline database
migrations by automatically adapting to available system
resources. The process of a database migration can be
shortened by parallelizing the data transfer up to a certain
degree. In this article, we describe how HiPAS was enabled to
continuously adapt the parallelization degree according to its
operational environment in order to avoid both overloading
and idle resources. To automate the developed method, we
implemented HiPAS following decisions taken within the
dimensions of design space for self-adaptive software. Based on
a centralized control pattern in distributed systems, HiPAS
uses a feedback loop to enable adaptions. Hence, according to
monitored system information, the current utilization is
adjusted whenever necessity is assumed. To enable a flexible
adaption, the total amount of migration data is partitioned into
equal sized transfer jobs, which are distributed across
available instances and networks. HiPAS is invoked on
database layer and controlled by a temporarily created
autonomous database user. Therefore, migration metadata are
stored inside tables and highly integrated with the actual
migration data. HiPAS was designed and evaluated iteratively
following the IS research framework and reveals significant
downtime reduction potential compared to non-adaptive
migration approaches like Oracle “Data Pump”. Our results
serve as a contribution for all practitioners, who seek to
perform database migrations within a challenging timeframe,
as well as researchers on self-adaptive software and their
various fields of application.
Keywords-Adaptability; Anticipation; Self-Adaptive Software;
Database Migration; Parallelization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid technical developments inside changing
markets, as well as the need for efficiency enhancements,
mainly driven by cost pressure, require an occasional transfer
of running information systems into a new environment,
which fulfills the operational requirements in a more suitable
way. This process is referred to as software migration [1], [2]
and meanwhile the software’s availability can be limited
depending on the chosen migration method. Regarding this,
basically two approaches can be differentiated:
 online Migration: continuous availability
 offline Migration: interrupted availability

In some critical environments, a downtime is not
acceptable, thus online migrations need to be performed.
This article deals with the variety of cases, which do not
require a costly and complex online migration and a planned
downtime is tenable. In that case, the main concern is to keep
the downtime as short as possible since the duration of
unavailability may result in opportunity costs. In particular,
we target migrations applying the “big-bang” strategy [3],
thus data is fully migrated at once in contrast to incremental
migrations. Since the legacy system (source system) is shut
down during the data transfer, starting the target system,
referred to as cut-over [4], cannot be performed before all
required data has been transferred to the target system’s
database. The length of downtime depends on the migration
approach taken. For database migrations, different system
layers can be involved determining the performance and
granularity of data selection (see Section II). We investigated
the applicability of adaptive capabilities for database
migration software in order to reduce the necessary
downtime by parallelizing data transfer up to an optimal
parallelization degree, which will be continuously adapted to
the system’s load capacity. Prior tests indicated that
overloading the target or source systems resources leads to a
temporary stagnation of the whole migration progress,
whereas a low utilization wastes available resources, thus
underachieving existing downtime reduction potential. In
this manner, we contribute to the field of self-adaptive
software and support the statement by de Lemos et al. that
“self-adaption has become an important research topic in
many diverse application areas” and “software systems must
become more versatile, flexible, dependable […] and selfoptimizing by adapting to changes that may occur in their
operational
contexts,
environments
and
system
requirements” [5].
Moreover, the developed approach “HiPAS” (High
Performance Adaptive Schema Migration [1]) is intended to
provide dependability and interruptibility, since migration
software should be able to identify where to resume an
interrupted migration process instead of starting from scratch
avoiding the necessity of rescheduling a planned downtime.
Further technically conditioned features will be added in
Section III as consequences of the preliminary
considerations. Section IV summarizes HiPAS´ architecture
by means of introducing adaptability challenges of the
subsequent described migration process (Section V). The
adaptive capabilities are outlined in Sections VI and VII.
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PRESENT MIGRATION APPROACHES

Endianness
Change

Character Set
Change

CLASSIFICATION OF PRESENT MIGRATION APPROACHES.

Platform
Change

TABLE I.

Storage Replication

Storage/
Storage

negligible

no

no

no

Transportable
Database

OS/
Database

Database Size

yes

no

no

Transportable
Tablespaces

OS/
Tablespace

Tablespace Size

yes

no

no

Migration Method

Invocation
Layer/
Granularity

Downtime
Proportionality

Cross Platform
Transportable
Tablespace

OS/
Tablespace

Tablespace Size

Transportable
Tablespaces using
Cross Platform
Incremental
Backups

OS/
Tablespace

Oracle-to-Oracle
(O2O)

OS/
Schema

Amount of
Migration Data

yes

yes

no

Datapump

Database/
Value

Amount of
Migration Data

yes

yes

yes

Export/Import

Database/
Value

Amount of
Migration Data

yes

yes

yes

Data Alteration
Rate

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

As shown in Table I, the divergence of the source and
target database in terms of platform, endianness and
character set technically limits the available migration
methods.
A critical decision criterion for the remaining
contemplable methods is the demand for downtime shortness
resulting in lower opportunity costs during the unavailability
of the database and all relying applications. The fact that a

III.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

The performance of migration software highly depends
on how well its design fits to the operating environment and
the intended range of functions. Previous system and data
analyses are necessary to conclude with a migration design,
which has been aligned to the findings in multiple iterations
following the guidelines of design science in information
system research [6]. Figure 1 shows how the designed
artefact HiPAS is related to its environment and
knowledgebase base inside the information systems research
framework.
Environment
People
Usability
Organizations
License Costs
Platform Change
Downtime Shortness
Technology
Compatibility
Reliability
Interruptibility
No temporary storage

IS Research

Knowledge Base

Developed Artefact
HiPAS
Utilizing Adaption for
Database Migrations

Assess

Refine

Evaluation
Multiple Test Runs
Varying Storage Systems
Varying Networks

Application in the
Environment

Applicable Knowledge

II.

As introduced previously, migration approaches can be
differentiated regarding the availability of the migrated
systems into online and offline migrations. For stated
reasons, we focus on offline migrations, which can be further
classified concerning their own characteristics and their
applicability for certain database characteristics:
 invocation layer
 support for change of platform
 support for change of endianness
 support for change of character set
 downtime proportionality
To obtain an overview of present migration approaches,
we classified existing available methods using the example
of Oracle databases and the above enumerated
characteristics:

high throughput for data transfer was achieved as yet by
eliminating upper layers and protocols, leads to the
conflicting goals of flexibility and performance when
selecting a migration method. The lower a layer a migration
is invoked on, the more flexibility is lost, since changes of
database characteristics might not be supported and the
possible granularity for migration data selection decreases.
Finally, downtime proportionality refers to the entity, which
the downtime length depends on; this can be the amount of
migration data or the data alteration rate if incremental
methods are used.
When designing HiPAS, we pursued the goal of
achieving a short downtime and at the same time providing
the flexibility of migrating between divergent databases and
selecting the data as granular as possible. This was achieved
by invoking the migration on database layer without ever
leaving this layer during the whole migration process and by
parallelizing the data transfer adaptively in respect of the
system’s resources. Therefore, we add “adaptability” as a
further decision criterion for migration software capabilities.

Business Needs

Finally, in Section VIII, we evaluate HiPAS, which refers to
both the designed migration method and the migration
software, currently implemented in Oracle PL/SQL syntax
comprising 8,540 lines of source code.

Foundations
Law of Adaption
Utilization Law
Little´s Law
Implementation
Methodologies
Data Analyses
KPI based Measures

Additions to the
Knowledgebase

Figure 1. HiPAS as an IS Research Artefact (Adapted from Information
Systems Research Framework [6]).

HiPAS was intended to be built upon findings of
preliminary analyses (Knowledgebase) described in this
section, as well as business requirements (Environment) and
from then on has been improved continuously, based on
evaluation runs performed in a variety of different
environments provided generously by customers.
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A. Enterprise Data Structures
When moving existing data files to the target system, as
migration approaches invoked on storage and database layer
do (see Section II), the valuable downtime is partly spent
migrating unnecessary or useless data. The allocated size of a
data file implies unused space and indexes. To gain an
overview of typical storage occupancies, we analyzed 41
SAP systems productively running at a German public
authority by querying the allocated disk space, the used disk
space and the space used for indexes with a result shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Average Structure of Allocated Data.

observation by stating that Linux server revenue raised from
17% in Q4 2010 to 23.2% in Q2 2013 compared to Unix
decreasing from 25.6% down to 15.1% [7]. The Unix-based
Solaris operates on processors following Oracle´s SPARC
architecture, whereas Linux distributions can be used on
systems based on Intel processors. When migrating from
Solaris to Linux, the endianness changes accordingly from
big endian to little endian, so the data files cannot simply be
moved without converting them before or after the transfer
as shown in Figure 3.
Big Endian Byte Order

01100011 01010001 01101110 11110101 10100000 10101110

Source
System

10101110 10100000 11110101 01101110 01010001 01100011

Target
System

Little Endian Byte Order

Figure 3. Change of Endianness between Source and Target System.

For these 41 SAP Systems, we identified an overall
amount of 93.08 TB allocated data. From this amount, about
28 TB (30 %) represented allocated space, which was not yet
filled with data. From the used space of 65 TB, about 22 TB
(24% of the overall amount) were filled with indexes. The
remaining 43 TB (46% of the overall amount) represent the
actual relevant data, which necessarily needs to be
transferred into the target database within a migration.
Indexes can be created at the target system and do not have
to be transferred, thus saving network bandwidth. Depending
on the layer the migration is invoked on, unused but
allocated data can be excluded as well.
In this case, if all of the analyzed SAP systems needed to
be migrated, migration tools not supporting data selection
would utilize all involved system resources for transferring
data, of which approximately 54% is useless on the target
system. Invoking a migration method on software layer,
enables both excluding useless data autonomously and
implementing self-adaptability.
B. Endianness
When performing a database migration, the byte order in
which the source and target system store bytes into memory
needs to be considered. This byte order is referred to as
endianness and data is stored into data files accordingly, so
the endianness can affect the amount of available migration
methods and the overall needed downtime.
A major part of migration demanding customers served
by the authors of this paper currently initiate migration
projects due to licensing and maintenance costs, this amount
is strongly influenced by an increasing number of platform
migrations from Solaris to Linux, requiring subsequent
migrations on upper layers such as the databases tier. The
latest International Data Corporation (IDC) report on
worldwide server market revenues substantiates this

Alternatively to converting data files, the database
migration can be invoked on a layer, which supports saving
the data into new files on the target system, such as exportimport-tools and HiPAS do. In this case, migration
performance can be enhanced by means of adaptive
capabilities.
C. Storage I/O Controller
As a consequence of the requirement for downtimes as
short as possible, a utilization degree of the underlying
storage systems has to be achieved, which enables short
response times. The overall amount of requests inside a
system (N) equals the product of arrival rate (a) and average
response time (R) as expressed by Little´s Law [8]:
(1)
In addition the Utilization Law [9] defines the utilization
(U) of the I/O controller as the product of arrival rate and
average processing time (RS):
(2)
By combining these relations, it becomes clear that the
response time depends on the I/O controller’s utilization as
described within the following formula [10]:
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Figure 4. Relation of Utilization and Response Time.

By adapting to the source and target system resources,
HiPAS continuously changes the utilization of the I/O
controller in order to achieve an optimal relation of response
time and utilization supporting the shortest possible overall
duration. The storage manufacturer EMC generally describes
an average utilization of 70% as optimal [10].
IV.

HIPAS ARCHITECTURE

Following the goals introduced in Section I, we designed
the HiPAS migration method as describes in the following.
A. Everything is a Tuple
When performing an automated and controllable
migration, a number of interim results arise, e.g., during the
analysis of source data. Keeping these information, as well
as logging and status information is necessary for the
administrator to manage and verify the migration and for the
software itself to handle parallel job executions
autonomously. The necessity for saving and querying
migration metadata leads to HiPAS’s design paradigm of not
leaving the database layer during the whole migration
process. Interim results such as generated DDL and DML
Statements for later execution are represented by tuples of
tables inside a temporary migration schema enjoying
advantages of the databases transactional control
mechanisms. The paradigm of everything being a tuple is
emphasized by the following list:
 objects to create are tuples (table “cr_sql”)
 data to transfer are tuples (table “transfer_job_list”)
 running jobs are tuples (table “mig_control”)
 parameters are tuples (table “param”)
 logs are tuples (table “logging”)
After a migration has been performed, its success and the
transferred data´s integrity have to be verified. Since logging
information was stored during the whole process inside the
logging table, SQL can be leveraged to query for certain
transferred objects or states or both. For optimizing the
migration process, sorting, calculating and analytical
capabilities of SQL are utilized, thus, there is no need for any

other migration application on operating system level than
the database management system (DBMS) itself.
B. Adaptability and Dependability Problems
When designing the migration method and
implementing the related software, several challenges had to
be faced. In this section, we will briefly introduce some of
the most interesting problems and their intended solutions:
 Utilization Problem
 Knapsack Problem
 Distribution Problem
 Dependency Problem
 Index Problem
Subsequently described solution approaches for the above
listed problems will provide an overview of the conceived
migration method. In-depth sections are referenced.
1) Utilization Problem: Utilization cannot be planned
generally since systems behave differently depending on
their resources and further running processes. We varified
this statement during the evaluation phase by performing
migration test runs that have a preliminary defined static
parallelization degree. This leads to the risk of both
overloading a system and on the other hand not utilizing idle
resources. Derived from the relationship between utilization
and response time described in Section III-C, Figure 5
shows how the overall performance, in terms of transfer
time, behaves at increasing parallelization degrees:

Transfer Rate

Response Time

The relation shows that the response time does not
change linearly to the utilization. At higher utilizations, the
response time grows exponentially as clarified in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Expansion when Overloading the Storage System.

By choosing the currently optimal parallelization degree
adaptively at any time, HiPAS targets an optimal and
dynamic utilization, which leads to the shortest possible
transfer phase. In this way, we reduced the risk of utilizing
the systems too much or not enough. Parallelization is
implemented by means of background jobs started through
the database scheduler. In this way, the yet manual task of
finding the optimal parallelization degree for the respective
system environment is intended to be done by HiPAS
automatically and adaptively, implicating the ability to
change this value dynamically during the whole transfer
process.
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2) Knapsack Problem: From an amount of objects,
defined by their weights and values, a subset with limited
weight and maximum total value has to be chosen [11]. This
knapsack problem reflects the challenge of choosing optimal
combinations of different sized tables to transfer in parallel,
since the available computing resources are limited. Large
tables should be preferred in a way of starting their transfer
at the beginning of the migration process, because a possible
failure can require a restart of the table transfer thus delaying
the whole migration when started too late. HiPAS
circumvents the knapsack problem by dividing large tables
into equal sized partitions, which can be transferred in
parallel. This offers flexibility in scheduling the data transfer
and dynamically adapting the current parallelization degree.
3) Distribution Problem: Depending on the migration
environment, the accruing work load can be distributed on
multiple instances of a cluster. In terms of network
bandwidth, multiple database links can be created on
different physical network connections between the source
and target system. In this case, HiPAS will distribute data to
be transferred equally on the available database links in order
to utilize the total available bandwidths. In case of a real
application cluster (RAC), HiPAS distributes running
transfer jobs on the available instances. Then the fact of the
previously mentioned partitioning of large tables needs to be
considered. We optimized the data buffers of the instances
by distributing transfer jobs, which continue a large table, to
the instance, which already transferred previous parts of the
same table to avoid reloading the table into multiple buffers
of different instances. The corresponding algorithm is
explained in Section VII-D.

4) Dependency Problem: When invoking the migration
on database layer, dependencies among the transferred
objects need to be considered for the transfer order. Surely,
users need to exist before importing data into created tables
and granting permissions found in the source schema.
Constraints like foreign keys have to be disabled temporary,
so HiPAS does not have to spend time for calculate a strict
and inflexible transfer order. If reference partitioning was
used inside the source schema, a parent table needs to exist
before the child table can be created following the same
partitions. For considering such dependencies, HiPAS
calculates a transfer schedule in the first place. Since
possible existing triggers will be transferred as well, they
need to be disabled during the migration process in order to
avoid unexpected operations on the target system, e.g.,
invoked by an insert trigger.
5) Index Problem: Indexes can either be created directly
after table creation or after the table has been filled with data.
When creating the index before data load, they will be built
“on the fly” during the transfer phase, in contrast, after data
load, an additional index buildup phase would need to be
scheduled. The right time for indexing depends on the target
storage system and network bandwidths. In case of a highly
powerful storage system, it might be reasonable to build the
indexes directly during data import since the network
represents the bottleneck of the whole migration and the
storage system would idle otherwise. On the other hand,
storage systems can be overloaded when indexes have to be
created at import time. Consequently, the decision about the
indexing time is another use case for the adaptive capabilities
of HiPAS explained in Section VII-C.

Temporary Migration Schema: MIG_ADM

Temporary Migration
Schema: MIG_ADM
1

get_schemas
_and_tables
cr_sql

logging
other

2

Create schemas,
create_tables

build_transfer_schedule

logging

transfer_job_list

param

mig_control

other

execute_next_
4 tab_job

5

3

copy_table(_range)

Source Schema:
e.g. SAPSR3

6

optimizer

7

migration_report

Target Schema:
e.g. SAPSR3

Figure 6. HiPAS Architecture.
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V.

COMPONENTS AND MIGRATION PROCESS

Assuming that both source and target database system
have been physically connected preliminary and are
configured to be accessible by each other, the migration
process consists of three main phases invoked on the target
system, which are briefly described subsequently:
1. Installation and Pre-Transfer (Step 1-3)
2. Adaptive Data Transfer (Step 4-6)
3. Post-Transfer and Uninstallation (Step 7)
Figure 6 shows the steps of these phases, which are
invoked on the target system.
A. Installation and Pre-Transfer
Following the paradigm of not leaving the database layer, an
additional and temporary schema is created inside both
source and target database during an automated installation
phase. All subsequent operations will be done by the owner
of this schema. Creating this user, as well as creating and
compiling a PL/SQL package, needed for performing the
migration, is part of an automated installation process. Prior
to the data transfer phase, the source schemas need to be
analyzed and accordingly created inside the target database.
For this purpose, SQL statements for creating the identified
objects will be generated and stored inside the table
“cr_sql_remote”. This table will be copied to the target site
and contains information regarding the objects to be created
and its creation status. In addition, every operation
performed causes status information to be written into the
table “logging” (see Figure 7), enabling the database
administrator to perform any necessary analysis, e.g., by
querying for possible errors during or after the migration:

The combination of these statements makes it possible to
fill local tables with remotely selected data. The resulting
command is generated and parameterized at runtime:
sql_stmt := 'insert /*+ APPEND */ into "' || schema ||
'"."' || table_name || '" select * from "' || schema
|| '"."' || table_name || '"@' || db_link;

This statement is generated and executed by transfer
jobs. The number of transfer jobs running in background is
adapted continuously and depends on the resource
utilization. As a pre-transfer stage, metadata of all objects
stored in the source schema has been inserted into a table
named “transfer_job_list”. Tables to be transferred,
exceeding a defined size, will be partitioned and, thus,
transferred by multiple transfer jobs. In this case, the job
type changes from “table” to “table_range” and row IDs
mark the range’s start and end (see Figure 7).
TRANSFER_JOB_LIST MIG_CONTROL
PS OWNER

PS JOB_ID

PARAM

LOGGING

PS PARAM_NAME

PS LOGDATE

PS OBJECT_NAME

COMMAND

PARAM_VALUE

PS LOGINFO

PS OBJECT_TYPE

STATUS

PARAM_COMMENT

PS SQL

PS PARTITION_ID

STARTED

MODULE

PS
JOB_ID
FK

ENDED

INFO_LEVEL

ROW_ID_START

STATUS_UPD

ROW_ID_END
BLOCKS
STATUS

Figure 7. Metadata Entities for the Adaptive Data Transfer Phase.

After the initial analyses of the source schema, all
identified objects have the status “init” and, therefore, will
be created by HiPAS at the target site. All objects
containing “created” inside their corresponding status
column will be ignored, enabling the whole migration
process to be paused and continued at any time. The table
“param” (see Figure 7) serves as a user interface for
parameterizing HiPAS manually beforehand, in case certain
adaptive capabilities shall not be utilized.
Techniques like reference partitioning inside the source
schema have to be considered and will determine the order
of creation, since child tables will not be created and
partitioned unless the related parent table exists. The Index
creation is either part of the pre-transfer or will be initiated
after all tables are filled with data. HiPAS decides
automatically for the most suitable approach depending on
the storage system and network bandwidth as described in
Section VII-C.

Through partitioning, HiPAS can adapt more flexible to the
current utilization, since the number of parallel jobs can be
reduced or increased more frequently. HiPAS’ table
“mig_control” (see Figure 7) lists all background jobs
transferring the objects stored in “transfer_job_list”. In this
respect, the column “command” inside “mig_control” serves
as an interface for controlling the transfer process, either
autonomously by HiPAS or manually by the database
administrator. When overwriting its content with keywords
like “stop” or “continue”, individual jobs will be stopped
after finishing or continued, causing timestamps to be written
into the column “status_upd” and if necessary into “ended”.
By this means, HiPAS is able to reduce or increase the
number of parallel running transfer jobs transparently in
respect of the optimizer’s decision, which is described in
Section VII. For the migration time, all constraints will be
disabled temporary by HiPAS, enabling the table
“transfer_job_list” to be ordered by blocks instead of
considering key dependencies. Existing database triggers
will also be disabled avoiding any unintended execution
during the database migration.

B. Adaptive Data Transfer
The data transfer is based on two simple SQL statements:
 Insert into a table as selecting from a source table
 Querying remote tables through a database link

C. Post-Transfer
After all source data has been transferred into the target
schemas, the data has to be validated. Documenting data
consistency and integrity is mission critical both for target

select logdate, loginfo from logging where info_level
= ‘ERROR’;
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database operation and for legal reasons. Only after verifying
the equality of source and target data, the migration can be
declared as successful, requiring HiPAS to not only
compare source and target sizes, but also counting the rows
of all tables. Finally, the disabled constraints and triggers
will be enabled again.
VI.

ENABLING PARALLELIZATION

In order to control the degree of HiPAS utilizing the
available hardware resources the migration data transferred
at the same time must be limitable. Restricting the number of
parallel processed tables would be inappropriate since it
required similar sized tables. Instead, a defined number of
blocks form a pack of data and a certain number of packs can
be processed at the same time. That is, each pack has the
same size and will be transferred by a single transfer job.
Thus, adding or removing a transfer job burdens respectively
disburdens the source and target system. HiPAS adapts to the
underlying system resources by deciding autonomously how
many transfer jobs are possible at any time.
To enable the amount of data to be partitioned into equal
packs, a so called block split range defines their size. Since
the tables on the target system are filled by generated “insert
as select”-statements, its scope can be limited to a range
between two row IDs, which represent the beginning and the
end of each data pack. During the source schema analysis,
these row IDs are identified by an analytical function. In this
manner, large tables are partitioned into groups with row ID
boundaries as Figure 8 shows exemplary.

organisms in process of evolution. In informatics, the term is
transferred to systems or components, which adapt to their
available resources. However, here not to increase
reproduction chances but often in order to achieve an optimal
system performance. Adaption improves the resource
efficiency and flexibility of software-intensive systems and
means that a system adapts to changes of its environment, its
requirements and its resources [12]. According to Martín et
al. adaption can also be seen as the first of three stages of the
currently
conceivable
system
complexity
extent.
Anticipation and rationality follow as further stages [13] (see
Figure 9).
Adaption

Anticipation

Rationality

System Complexity

Figure 9. Levels of System Complexity (Adapted from [13]).

Thus, adaption describes the interaction of two elements:
A control system and its environment. The goal is to reach a
defined state of the environment by means of actions
initiated by the control system [14]. The control system then
reacts on the self-precipitated changes of the environment
with initiating new changes. It has been defined that an
adaptive system is present, if the probability of a change of a
system S triggered by an event E is higher than the
probability of the system to change independently from the
event:
[13]

Figure 8. Assigning Row IDs as Group Boundaries.

The identified IDs will be used during the transfer phase
to limit the data of a single transfer job to the given block
split range by adding a “where rowid between”-clause when
selecting from the remote database:
insert into schema.table_name select * from
schema.table_name@db_link where rowid
between MIN_RID and MAX_RID;
Having partitioned the full amount of migration data into
parts of a maximum defined size (block split range), HiPAS
creates equally treatable transfer entities. These entities can
be parallelized up to a degree defined by an adaptive
transfer optimizer.
VII. ADAPTIVE CAPABILITIES
For parallelizing the data transfer during phase 2 of the
migration process (see Section V-B) with an optimal
parallelization degree, we target an adaptive migration
software. Adaptivity in general describes the capability of
adjusting to an environment. In biology, the term is often
used to describe physiological and behavioral changes of

(4)

Furthermore, the condition has to apply that the system
reaches the desired state after a non-defined duration. This
implies the convergence of the mentioned probabilities
towards infinite:
[13]

(5)

This law of adaption [13] requires the control system to
know for each modification of its environment a sufficiently
granulated attribute, which contributes to the desired state´s
achievement allowing the adaption to end. For the first stage
of complexity, the direction and the extent of modifications
are built upon each other, thus, enabling the system to reach
the desired state incrementally. If the modifications are not
steps of a targeted adjustment process, but based on
knowledge, predictions [15] or intuition, the process can be
defined, in terms of system complexity, as anticipation. The
third stage “rationality” implies intelligence; those systems
are able to react to unpredictable changes of their
environment and to balance contradictory objectives against
each other [13]. This stage exceeds the objective of this
paper and, therefore, was not scoped. Applying this
differentiation on the design of an adaptive migration
software, two approaches emerge for parallelizing the data
transfer:
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A solely adaptive system, based on an incremental
adjustment process, until changes do not evoke
further improvements, thus, reaching the state of an
optimal parallelization degree.
 An
anticipatory
system,
which
makes
continuously
new
modification
decisions
independently of each other, based on knowledge
about used and monitored resources.
These two approaches have been designed and
implemented as described subsequently and evaluated as
described in Section VIII. Due to HiPAS’ scalable
architecture, the respective procedures could be implemented
as plugins and additionally started for evaluation. Both
plugins control the data transfer via values inside the table
“mig_control” (see Section V-B) serving as an interface.
A. Adaption
The solely adaptive approach will successively increase
the parallelization degree and, therefore, the source and
target systems utilization. After each enhancement its
consequences on the system environment meaning the
migration performance is measured in terms of inserted
megabytes per time unit. The adaption can be started by
running an additional procedure “calibrate”, which invokes
either the procedure “increase” or “decrease” for modifying
the parallelization degree, starting from one transfer job per
database link at the same time. The number of jobs to be
added or deducted will be reduced after each time a change
in direction was required, by this means the algorithm brings
the number of parallel jobs closer to the optimum. After
reaching a defined modification count (number of jobs to add
or deduct) the algorithm assumes having approximated the
optimal parallelization degree and the adaption ends,
representing the finiteness requirement of adaptive systems.
The variable “diff_level” describes the current
modification extent, meaning the number of jobs to start
additionally or to stop after finishing. To reach a required
level of flexibility for changing the number of jobs shortly,
the size of a transfer job is limited to the introduced
block_split_range. The following code example shows how
the number of jobs is reduced by the value of the variable
“diff_level”:
update mig_control set command = 'STOP' where job =
'loop_while_jobs_todo' and command = 'continue' and
rownum <= diff_level; commit;

Since the tuples inside “mig_control” represent
background jobs and each tuple has a row number, jobs can
be stopped for each row number being smaller than
“diff_level”. The mentioned value “loop_while_jobs_todo”
is the name of the procedure every background job runs for
processing all defined transfer jobs listed inside the table
“transfer_job_list”. If a background job is marked with the
command “STOP”, it will be deleted after finishing the
current transfer job and afterwards marked with the keyword
“ended”.
B. Anticipation
If the adaption is based on predictions, we call it
anticipation as the next level of complexity [13]. In contrast

to the solely adaptive approach, HiPAS now optimizes the
parallelization degree during the whole data transfer phase
and based on a different algorithm. For mapping the
described theoretical insights to our migration use case, we
implemented an optimizer package, which predicts the
optimal amount of parallel running jobs for the upcoming
period. In this manner, we developed self-adaptive software,
for which several definitions exist.
The anticipation-based version of HiPAS complies with a
widely referenced definition [16], which was provided by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in
an Agency Announcement of 1997: “Self-adaptive software
evaluates its own behavior and changes behavior when the
evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing what the
software is intended to do, or when better functionality or
performance is possible” [17]. In particular, we address the
identification of possible performance improvements.
Another definition is given by Oreizy et al.: “Self-adaptive
software modifies its own behavior in response to changes in
its operating environment. By operating environment, we
mean anything observable by the software system, such as
end-user input, external hardware devices and sensors, or
program instrumentation” [18]. The operating environment
in our case is formed by the relevant components of the
source and target database system identified in the
“Observation” Paragraph.
Properties of self-adaptive software were introduced by
the IBM autonomic computing initiative in 2001 [19]–[21];
these are known as eight self-properties. According to
Salehie and Tahvildari, this classification serves as the de
facto standard in this domain [16]. On major level the
following self-properties exist:
 Self-configuring
 Self-healing
 Self-optimizing
 Self-protecting
Salehie and Tahvildari provided a list of research projects
in the domain of self-adaptive software from academic and
industrial sectors, and classified these projects according to
their supported self-properties. It was stated that the majority
of the analyzed projects focus on one or two of the known
self-properties [16]. When developing HiPAS, we strongly
focused on self-optimizing capabilities, which are demanded
by customers of our domain. In addition, some self-healing
properties for transfer job interruptions are supported. In the
following paragraphs, we explain the chosen design
decisions for HiPAS according to the dimensions of design
space for adaptive software [22] and the optimizer’s
functionality by running through the phases of one adaption
loop, also referred to as feedback loop or MAPE-K loop (see
Section B-2).
1) Design Space
Design decisions about how the software will observe its
environment and perform adaptions were defined by Brun et
al. as design space for self-adaptive systems: “A design
space is a set of decisions about an artifact, together with the
choices for these decisions. […] A designer seeking to solve
a problem may be guided by the design space, using it to
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systematically identify required decisions, their alternatives,
and their interactions” [22]. The following dimensions of
design space were outlined by Brun et al.:
 Observation
 Representation
 Control
 Identification
 Enabling Adaption
Following this systematic approach, we describe the
main decisions within these dimensions.
a) Oberservation
Observation is concerned with information about the
external environment and the system itself, which needs to
be observed by the system [5]. Therefore, Hinchey and
Sterrit distinguish between environment-awareness and selfawareness [23], whereby environment-awareness is also
called context-awareness [16], [24]. Based on the primarily
intended property of self-optimization with respect to
performance, we identified the following environmental
components, which need to be observed:
 Storage system of the source database system
 Storage system of the target database system
 CPU resources of the source system’s instances
 CPU resources of the target system’s instances
 Memory resources of the source system’s instances
 Memory resources of the target system’s instances
The instances of both source and target database system
use shared storage, but dedicated computing resources like
CPU and memory, therefore, the monitored information must
be analyzed on both global and instance-level.
To support system-awareness, the software needs to be
aware of the overall migration progress, the number of
currently running transfer jobs on each instance, and the
status of any job at any time. For implementing self-healing
capabilities, information about failed jobs needs to be stored
along with respective log information in order to identify
root causes and enable retry decisions.
Another important decision is related to the time of
observation, which highly depends on domain knowledge
about the expected frequency of environmental changes.
According to our experiences with job modifications that
need to be triggered manually, we implemented a timer,
which triggers a cyclic observation every two minutes.
b) Representation
The identified information, which needs to be observed,
is represented by performance values and monitored by the
database management system. The DBMS stores these
values inside performance views, which can be queried by
HiPAS. The following values represent the necessary
information to base adaption decisions on it:
 Concurrency events on target system
 Concurrency events on source system
 Average write time on target system
 Average read time on source system
 Average read time on target system
 Average write time on source system
 Redo log buffer size

 Available memory size
In order to be self-aware, HiPAS stores all status
information regarding running and pending jobs in tables as
described in Section V. These tables can be queried by
adaption plugins such as the HiPAS optimizer.
c) Control
Control related decisions determine the involved control
loops and their interaction, as well as the computation of
enacted changes for each adaption [16]. According to [22],
different patterns for interacting control loops exist. HiPAS
is based on a hierarchical relationship between one master
that is located on the target system and multiple slaves
represented by instances of the DBMS. This architecture
results in a variation of the Master/Slave pattern [22], where
the master is responsible for global monitoring, analyzing
and planning, and the slaves for instance-specific monitoring
and executing (see Figure 10).

Figure 10. Variation of Master/Slave Control Pattern (adapted from [22])

The master aggregates and analyzes all collected
information and then calculates a plan, which includes
instance-specific commands. This plan is executed only
against the target instances, since data is pulled by transfer
jobs running on the target system. Reducing the amount of
jobs will reduce the utilization on both target and source
system. Hence, we decided for centralized control in a
distributed system, which is comparably easy to realize,
since all information that is required for performing
adaptions is available at the target system through database
links [22].
d) Identification and Enabling Adaption
The identification dimension deals with identifying
instantiations of the self-adaptive system, which describes
the system structure and behavior at a specific point in time
[5]. HiPAS’ system state is defined by the set of values for
the observed performance attributes and the number of
transfer jobs running on each target instance. Information
about running jobs is stored inside a control table named
“MIG_CONTROL” (see Figure 7). This table serves as a
central interface for enabling adaptions because it allows
plugins such as the HiPAS optimizer to access and change
job information at runtime as described earlier in Section V.
In the next paragraph, we explain how adaptions are
performed by running through one adaption loop.
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2) Adaption Loop
The relevant system performance attributes, which
represent the information identified for observation, is
continuously monitored by the DBMS across all involved
database instances.
The optimizer analyzes the enumerated values and
calculates a fail indicator, as well as the number of
additionally possible jobs according to the measured
available resources like memory size and disk utilization. In
contrary, the fail indicator indicates possible bottlenecks and
can prompt the optimizer to reduce the amount of currently
running jobs. The introduced components form a feedback
loop according to the MAPE-K (Monitor-Analyze-PlanExecute-Knowledge) loop reference model developed by
IBM [21] as shown in Figure 11.
Monitor
DBMS
Performance Views

Analyse & Plan

Execute

optimizer()

loop_while_
jobs_todo()

mig_control

logging

Figure 11. MAPE-K Based Adaptive Feedback Loop.

Typical indicators for possibly arising bottlenecks are
increasing concurrency events while the redo log buffer size
decreases. An important concurrency event, for instance,
occurs when the high water mark of a segment needs to be
increased, since new blocks are inserted into the same table
by multiple and competing processes, this is known as high
water mark enqueue contention [25].
If such a situation has been monitored, the optimizer will
reduce the number of parallel jobs based on a high failure
indicator. Whenever the optimizer acts, a log string is written
to the logging table as in the following example:
“Prev Jobs: 40/ Jobs: 40 Max Jobs: 400 # Read Avg:
3.32(20-40) # Write Avg: 105.9(100-200) # R_Read Avg:
.12(20-40) # R_Write Avg: .3(20-40) # R Fail Ind: 3
conc:3026(2607)
redo:5720763732(5776886904)
r_conc:5157(5069) # numjobs > 0 # Jobs being stopped:
0 # (Resource Overload) and numjobs > minjobs and
jobs_being_stopped = 0 # Running: 20/Stopping: 5 on
inst:1 # Running: 20/Stopping: 5 on inst:2”

In the above extracted example, 40 jobs are running in
parallel. Due to increasing concurrency events, the optimizer
detects a possible overload of the target system and decides
to stop 5 running jobs on each instance. The jobs will
terminate after they completed transferring their current
objects. This is implemented by writing “stop” commands
into the table “mig_control” (see Figure 7), which the
procedure “loop_while_jobs_to_do()” will carry out. The
next log string will start with the information “Prev Jobs: 40/
Jobs: 30” accordingly. Additionally, not only the overall
amount of jobs is measured, but also the memory each server
process allocates. This value highly depends on the data
types of the currently transferred data. If too much memory
is allocated, the number of jobs will be reduced as well. In
order to avoid downward or upward spirals, e.g., due to the
reducing redo log buffer size when stopping jobs, bottom

lines and limits are defined. Hence, the optimizer decides on
the basis of a branched search for indicating relations
between the monitored information. Surely, these are only
indicators not to be seen as evidence, so the algorithm
follows a heuristic approach. In contrary to the solely
adaptive approach and to a statically parallelized transfer, the
optimizer is able to dynamically react to unexpected events
and predict a possibly optimum level of system utilization
during the whole migration process. In the following sections
and for the evaluation, when mentioning the adaptive
capabilities, we always refer to the anticipatory approach as
it was performing more efficient during preliminary tests.
C. Time of Indexing
As previously termed as the “index problem”, the right
time for indexing the data depends on the combination of
storage system performance and network bandwidth. If not
manually parameterized inside the “param” table, HiPAS
decides by means of test tables filled with random data and
having indexes on multiple columns, if it creates the indexes
before or after data loading. For the two possibilities of index
creation, the time for performing the respective steps is
measured and compared to each other. After comparing the
two measurements, HiPAS updates the parameter
“index_while_transfer”
inside
the
“param”
table
autonomously by inserting “true” or “false”. This test can be
performed during a common migration test run on the actual
system environment and excluded for the productive
migration reusing the “param” table.
D. Transfer Order and Instance Affinity
The table “transfer_job_list” contains all objects, which
need to be transferred to the target. When selecting the next
object for transfer, this table needs to be ordered by blocks
since large objects are preferred by HiPAS. Furthermore, an
instance prefers table partitions of tables, which already have
been started to be transferred by this instance. Accordingly,
the next table or table range to be transferred is always
selected as follow:
select * from transfer_job_list where status =
'PENDING' and object_type = 'TABLE' and (instance = 0
OR instance = sys_context('USERENV', 'INSTANCE'))
order by instance desc, blocks desc, partition_name;

If an instance starts transferring a table range of a large
table, it marks all other table ranges of the same table by
inserting the instance number into all tuples related to this
table. By this means, instances reserve tables in order to
avoid loading the same table into data buffers of other
instances. For this reason, instances prefer tuples marked by
themselves and tuples not reserved by any other instance,
which has been implemented by means of the above
displayed “where clause”. In addition, the actual block split
range, defining the limit for the size of all table ranges, is
identified partly adaptively. For a given maximum block
split range, HiPAS calculates the optimal block split range
by counting tables and their sizes resulting in an optimal
ratio of a ranges size and its total count.
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VIII. EVALUATION
The migration method has been tested in several
customer environments with differently powerful server,
storage systems and networks. Following the design science
approach, HiPAS has been improved in multiple iterations
based on test results.
A. Experiment Setup
For this paper, we set up a test environment consisting of
a source and target system installed on physically separated
virtual machines, each having 4 CPUs and 16 GB of main
memory. Both the source and target database are real
application cluster (RAC) environments running Oracle
Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.2.0.3.0. On each
side two instances are available connected to the other side
through a 1 Gigabit Ethernet. The source system reads from
solid state drives and the target system writes on common
SATA disks. For evaluation, we performed multiple test runs
belonging to the following three different main tests:
(1) Function test with a 300 GB schema (Test A)
(2) Performance test with a 16 GB schema (Test B.1)
(3) Performance test with a 32 GB schema (Test B.2)
To create the different database schemata, we
implemented a software package, which generates database
schemata filled with random data and including all special
cases we could imagine HiPAS to encounter at productive
customer environments. By means of this software, we
created different sized test schemata inside the source
database for test migrations. For the function test (Test A),
the schema included characteristics like foreign key
constraints, a variety of character, numeric and binary data
types, reference partitioning, indexes, table clusters, views,
as well as different rights and roles. In this manner, we were
able to test the compatibility of HiPAS with different data
types, objects and complex data structures. The used schema
has an overall size of 300 GB, which was large enough to
analyze HiPAS adaptive behavior during the migration run.
To compare HiPAS migration performance with the current
Oracle standard migration tool for exports and imports “Data
Pump” [26], [27], we reduced the size for being able to
perform multiple test runs and to average out performance
values across all performed runs. These performance focused

migration runs are referred to as test B. After each migration,
we fully deleted the migrated schema and rebooted the whole
server in order to have the same initial cache situation for all
runs. The results of all tests are shown subsequently.
B. Results
In the following the results of the function test (A) and
the performance tests (B) are presented.
1) Function Test (Test A): As described in Section VI-A,
“Test A” aims at analyzing HiPAS adaptive behavior and
compatibility. We implemented a package, which compares
the created target schema with the original source schema by
counting rows and columns. We verified that all data objects
were created inside the target schema successfully. The
optimizer, providing the adaptive capabilities of HiPAS,
writes log information whenever an adaption is needed. An
example of such a single log string has been introduced in
Section VII-B. Analyzing all tuples, written into the logging
table during a migration run, leads to the migration process
shown in Figure 12. The transfer started at 12:08 pm and
ended at 12:47 pm. HiPAS transferred the created test
schema, filled with 300 GB of random data, starting with 20
background jobs running in parallel meaning 10 jobs per
instance, since HiPAS identified two available instances on
the target system for job distribution. After 39 minutes, the
transfer ended with a current total number of 116 parallel
running jobs. The “block split range” was 25120 blocks, so,
with a configured data block size of 8 KB, each job
transferred a maximum amount of approximately 200 MB.
Tables, smaller than the split range, were not partitioned
and transferred at the end of the migration, since large tables
are preferred by the data selection algorithm. If a job
transfers less data (small table), more parallel jobs are
possible, so HiPAS raised the number of running jobs as the
migration time goes by, which explains the slope of the
graph shown in Figure 12.
In a different test using the same schema, we monitored
the network interfaces in order to evaluate how the 1 Gigabit
Ethernet is utilized by HiPAS. Figure 13 shows the number
of kilobytes received and transmitted by one of the physical
interfaces, which was monitored using the Linux command
“sar”.

Figure 12. Adaptive Migration Process with HiPAS
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Figure 13. Network interface Performance (Excerpt)

During the monitored timeframe, the network interface,
at its highest utilization, received up to 110138.34 KB per
second. At that time 12849.31 KB were transmitted,
resulting in a total amount of 122987.65 KB/s.
2) Performance Test (Test B.1): For the first
performance test, we created a schema of 16 GB including
the mentioned data types in Section VIII-A. The different
test runs of test B.1 are described as follows:
(1) Migration by means of HiPAS adaptively and with
enabled partitioning of large tables

(2) Migration by means of HiPAS with a static
parallelization degree of 20 running jobs and enabled
partitioning of large tables
(3) Migration by means of HiPAS with a static
parallelization degree of 10 running jobs and enabled
partitioning of large tables
(4) Migration by means of HiPAS with a static
parallelization degree of 10 running jobs and disabled
partitioning of large tables
(5) Migration by means of HiPAS without parallelization
(sequential) and with disabled partitioning of large
tables
(6) Migration by means of Oracle Data Pump
We performed the described test runs three times in order
to compensate statistical outliers, possibly caused by
uninfluenceable events of the database management system
or the operating system. This was necessary because the test
runs had to be performed successively to provide the same
environment for all tested methods. Afterwards, we
calculated for each method the average total duration of the
three runs. The final result is shown in Figure 14. The small
test schema of 16 GB has been transferred by HiPAS
averagely within 11 minutes, enabling adaptive capabilities
(more precisely “anticipation”) and partitioning of large
tables. Transferring the same schema by means of the Oracle
tool Data Pump, using the number of available CPUs as the
“parallel” parameter [26], took averagely 53 minutes, which
means a deceleration of approximately 382% compared to
HiPAS. Comparing the different HiPAS migration runs with
each other, it can be stated that parallelizing in general

Figure 14. Transfer Performance for a 16GB Schema (B.1).
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noticeably reduces the transfer duration, which is indicative
for our assumption of utilizing the available resources more
efficiently by parallelizing. Comparing test run 3 and 4
shows that partitioning large tables for the transfer barely
improves the overall performance, since the partitioning
feature was implemented to improve the flexibility of HiPAS
when its optimizer needs to adapt quickly to changing
resource availabilities. Thus, the adaptive migration run with
enabled partitioning of large tables performed best in terms
of downtime shortness.
3) Performance Test (Test B.2): In addition to the 16 GB
schema, we performed the same test runs with a schema size
of 32 GB to evaluate how the adaptive capabilities work for
a longer period of transfer time. The static parallelized runs
have been performed as well and showed results proportional
to test B.1, so we excluded them from Figure 15.

the system utilization by adjusting the current amount of
parallel workload. The observed environment is represented
by monitoring information regarding the performance of the
source and target database instances and their underlying
storage systems. For optimizing the transfer phase, we state
that implementing anticipatory capabilities into migration
software using a MAPE-K feedback loop significantly
improved the performance of migrations invoked on
database layer, compared to a solely adaptive approach or
non-adaptive migration software. Statically parallelized test
runs did not adapt to changing utilization requirements, thus,
performed less efficiently. The decisions taken in the design
space for adaptive software and the paradigm of saving all
migration metadata inside the database allows a highly
reliable and transparent architecture, which supports an
efficient interaction of all HiPAS migration components and
the actual migration data. On the contrary, the
implementation as a stored object leads to the disadvantage
of having to develop separate implementations for different
database systems. Therefore, we plan to build and evaluate
further versions of HiPAS supporting different types of
source and target systems. Another new version, we are
working on, is intended to support online migrations, where
the adaptive optimizer can be leveraged to utilize the source
system up to a degree, which does not affect its availability
and response time during productive use. Our results serve as
a contribution for all practitioners in the field of database
migrations, as well as researchers on self-adaptive software
and their various fields of application.
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Abstract—The most popular Functional Size Measurement
methods adopt a concept of “functionality” that is based
mainly on the data involved in functions and data movements.
Functional size measures are often used as a basis for
estimating the effort required for software development.
However, Functional Size Measurement does not take directly
into consideration the amount of data processing involved in a
process, even though it is well-known that development effort
does depend on the amount of data processing code to be
written. Thus, it is interesting to investigate to what extent the
most popular functional size measures represent the data
processing features of requirements and, consequently, the
amount of data processing code to be written. To this end, we
consider three applications that provide similar functionality,
but require different amounts of data processing. These
applications are then measured via a few Functional Size
Measurement methods and traditional size measures (such as
Lines of Code). A comparison of the obtained measures shows
that differences among the applications are best represented by
differences in Lines of Code. It is likely that the actual size of
an application that requires substantial amounts of data
processing is not fully represented by functional size measures.
In summary, the paper shows that not taking into account data
processing dramatically limits the expressiveness of the
functional size measures. Practitioners that use size measures
for effort estimation should complement functional size
measures with measures that quantify data processing, to
obtain precise effort estimates.
Keywords- functional size measurement; Function Point
Analysis; IFPUG Function Points;COSMIC method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Functional Size Measurement (FSM) methods aim at
quantifying the “functional size” of an application. Such size
should represent the “amount of functionality” provided to
the user by a software application. It is quite reasonable to
expect that the “amount of functionality” is to some extent
correlated to the amount of data processing performed by the
application. In this respect, there are some doubts that FSM
methods properly account for the amount of data processing
when sizing software applications [1].
In fact, the most popular FSM methods adopt a concept
of “functionality” that is based mainly on the number of
operations that can be performed by the users via the
software application and the amount of data managed by the

application. More precisely, the most popular FSM methods
take into account
− the processes, named Elementary Processes (EP) in
IFPUG and Functional Processes (FPr) in COSMIC;
− the data that cross the boundary of the application being
measured or that are used (i.e., read or written) in the
context of a process.
In this paper, we consider the most widely known and
used FSM methods:
− IFPUG (International Function point User Group)
Function Points [2][3], which were originally proposed
in 1979 [4] and are widely known and used today;
− Mark II Function Points [5][6], which were proposed to
improve Function Points;
− COSMIC
(Common
Software
Measurement
International Consortium) [7], which aims at further
improving the characteristics of functional size
measures;
− Use Case Points [8], a method that was proposed for
usage with the Objectory process [9] (which was then
incorporated into UML).
Quite noticeably, none of the mentioned methods
satisfactorily considers the amount of data processing
involved in a process. As a matter of fact, some methods
propose an adjustment of the size based on the characteristics
of data processing, but quite imprecisely and ineffectively, as
discussed in Section VIII, while other methods do not take
the amount of data processing into account at all.
The goal of the paper is to provide evidence, based on
examples, that not considering data processing dramatically
limits the expressiveness of functional size measures.
The core of the paper can be described as follows:
− Three applications are specified. These applications are
similar with respect to the aims and functionality offered
to the user, but they are very different in the amount of
data processing required.
− The considered applications are modeled and measured
according to four different functional size measurement
methods.
− It is highlighted that the applications have the same
functional size measures, even though the amount of
functionality to be coded is dramatically different.
− When measured via Lines of Code, it is apparent that the
implementations of the applications have quite different
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sizes. The reason is that –quite obviously– more data
processing requires more code.
It is unlikely that the additional code required for
additional data processing requires a negligible additional
amount of development effort. Thus, using only the
functional size to estimate development effort for
applications that require a substantial amount of data
processing may lead to large and dangerous effort
underestimations.
Currently, development effort is commonly estimated
based on the functional size and possibly some other
environmental factors, but without taking in due
consideration the amount of data processing required.
Sometimes this practice is justified by the fact that the
application to be developed is estimated using productivity
models derived from the analysis of previous projects in the
same application domain. There is an underlying assumption
that applications in the same domain require approximately
the same amount of data processing. In this paper, we show
that the contrary is true, by measuring programs that belong
to the same domain.
The difficulty to quantitatively represent the amount of
data processing appears as an intrinsic –though not generally
recognized– limit of FSM methods. It should be noted that
this paper does not aim at proposing a method to account for
data processing in functional size measures. Instead, we aim
at providing some evidence of the problem, to raise the
awareness of the limits of FSM methods and solicit research
efforts towards working out solutions. At the same time, we
warn practitioners about the risks connected with assuming
that the amount of data processing is somewhat
automatically incorporated in traditional functional size
measures, as such assumption could lead to severely
underestimating the actual size of the application to be
developed.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II reports a
few basic concepts of functional size measurement. Section
III illustrates the case studies used in the paper. Section IV
describes the models and measures of the considered
applications: the collected measures are then compared in
Section V. In Section VI, additional examples showing the
limitations of FSM methods in accounting for data
processing are given. Section VII discusses the alternatives
that should be considered for complementing standards
functional size measures with measures that represent data
processing. Section VIII accounts for related work. Finally,
Section IX draws conclusions and briefly sketches future
work.
This paper is an extended version of a previous paper [1].
Here, we use two additional sizing methods (namely Use
Case Points and Mark II Function Points): this allows us to
generalize the presented results. Moreover, we considered an
additional application in the board games with artificial
intelligence domain, which confirms the results given in [1],
thus increasing the reliability of our conclusions. To this end,
a discussion of different domains has also been added in
Section VI.

II.

FSM CONCEPTS

Functional Size Measurement methods aim at providing
a measure of the size of the functional specifications of a
given software application. Here, we do not need to explain
in detail the principles upon which FSM methods are based.
Instead, for our purposes it is important to consider what is
actually measured, i.e., the model of software functional
specifications that is used by FSM methods.
A. Function Point Software Model
The model used by Function Point Analysis (FPA) is
given in Figure 1. Briefly, Logical files are the data
processed by the application, and transactions are the
operations available to users. The size measure in Function
Points is computed as a weighted sum of the number of
Logical files and Transactions. The weight of logical data
files is computed based on the Record Elements Types
(RET: subgroups of data belonging to a data file) and Data
Element Types (DET: the elementary pieces of data). The
weight of transactions is computed based on the Logical files
involved –see the FTR (File Type Referenced) association in
Figure 1– and the Data Element Types used for I/O.
SW application functional specifications

FTR

Logical file

Transaction

0..*
I/O
1..*
Record Element Type

Data Element Type

Figure 1. The model of software used in Function Point Analysis.

It is possible to see that in the FPA model of software,
data processing is not represented at all.
B. COSMIC Software Model
The model used by COSMIC is given in Figure 2.
SW application functional specifications

Functional Process
Data group

Data processing

Data movement

Figure 2. The model of software used by the COSMIC method.
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The size of the functional specification expressed in
COSMIC function points (CFP) is the sum of the sizes of
functional processes; the size of each functional process is
the number of distinct data movements it involves. A data
movement concerns exactly one data group.
Although represented in Figure 2, neither data groups nor
data processing are directly used in the determination of an
application’s functional size. In particular, data processing is
not measured, since the COSMIC method assumes that a
fixed amount of data processing is associated with every data
movement; however, this is not the case in the examples
considered in this paper.
C. Mark II FP Model
Symons proposed Mark II Function Points as an
improvement of Albrecht’s FPA in 1988 [5].
The application to be measured is modeled (see Figure 3)
as a set of “logical transactions,” which are essentially
equivalent to IFPUG FP transactions and COSMIC
functional processes. Each logical transaction is
characterized in terms of the number of input DET, the
number of output DET, and the number of Data Entity Types
Referenced. In the Mark II FP model, DET have the same
meaning as in the IFPUG FP model, while entities replace
logical files (however, today the meaning associated with
logical files is the same as that of Symons’s entities).
The functional size in Mark II FP is the weighted sum,
over all Logical Transactions, of the Input Data Element
Types (Ni), the Data Entity Types Referenced (Ne), and the
Output Data Element Types (No).
So the Mark II FP size for an application is:
Size = Wi × ΣNi + We × ΣNe + Wo × ΣNo
where ‘Σ’ means the sum over all Logical Transactions, and
the industry average weights are Wi = 0.58, We = 1.66, and
Wo = 0.26 [6].
SW application functional specifications

The UCP measurement process involves two phases. In
the first one, the given application is measured in Unadjusted
Use Case Points (UUCP). In the second one, the size
expressed in UUCP can be “corrected” with the Technical
Complexity Factor (TCF), which represents how difficult to
construct the program is, and the Environmental Factor (EF),
which represents how efficient our project is.
To compute size in UUCP, the considered factors are the
application’s users, the use cases, the transactions carried out
in each use case, and the ”analysis objects” (i.e., (interface,
control, and entity objects, as defined in Objectory process
[9]) used to realize the use case.
SW application functional specifications

Use case

Analysis object

Actor

Transaction

Figure 4. The model of software used in Use Case Points measurement.

The functional size in UUCP is the weighted sum of the
Actors and the Use Cases. Both use cases and actors are
weighted according to their “complexity.” The complexity of
actors is determined by nature of the actor (human or
external system) and the type of interaction (e.g., via a GUI,
or a command line interface). The complexity of use cases is
determined by the number of involved transactions and the
number of analysis objects needed to implement the use
case.
The size in Use Case Points is calculated as follows.
TCF = 0.6 + 0.01 × Σ FCi × Wi

Logical transaction

Input Data
Element

Data Entity
Type Reference

Entity

EF = 1.4 - 0.03 × Σ FEi × Wi
UCP = UUCP × TCF × EF

Output Data
Element

Figure 3. The model of software used in Mark II FP measurement.

D. Use Case Points Software Model
Use Case Points (UCP) were proposed by Karner to
measure the size of applications specified via use cases [8].
Thus, the model of software considered for UCP
measurement is centered on the concept of use case [9], as
shown in Figure 4.

Where FCi are 13 factors contributing to complexity and
FEi are 8 factors contributing to efficiency. Wi are the
weights (integer value in the [0,5] interval) assigned to
factors.
The details of the measurement can be found in [8].
III.

CASE STUDIES

In this section, we describe the functional specifications
of the software applications that will be used to test the
functional sizing ability of FPA and COSMIC.
The chosen applications are programs for playing board
games against the computer. They are similar as for the
functionality they provide, but they require different amounts
of data processing.
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The specifications that apply to both applications are as
follows.
− The program lets a human player play against the
computer.
− The program features a graphical interface in which the
game board is represented.
− The player makes his/her moves by clicking on the
board. Illegal moves are detected and have no effect. As
soon as the human player has made a move, the
computer determines its move and shows it on the
board.
− When the game ends, the result is shown, and the player
is asked if he/she wants to play another game.
The use case diagram of the considered applications is
shown in Figure 5. From the point of view of the player, two
main operations are available: to initiate a new game and to
perform a move. In the latter case, the program will also
compute its move. In both cases, the board is updated and
displayed. A minor functionality of the program allows the
player to show a few pieces of information concerning the
application and its authors.
System

New game

<<include>>
Display board

<<include>>

Player

<<include>>
Computer move
Move

Show credits

Figure 5. Use case diagram of the considered applications.

Figure 6. Tic Tac Toe playing board.

There are a few possible rule sequences: the one
implemented in the considered application is the following:
1) If there is a line (row, column, or diagonal) such that
two cells contain your token and the third cell X is
empty, put your token in the free cell X, to win.
2) If there is a line in which your opponent has two tokens
and the third cell X is free, put your token in the free cell
X, so to prevent your opponent from winning at next
turn.
3) If there is a move that lets you gain a winning position,
make it.
4) If there is any move such that the adversary will not be
able to gain a winning position at next turn, make such
move. If possible, put the token in central cell.
5) If there is any cell free, put your token there.
A position is a winning one for a player when there are
two lines each occupied by two tokens of the player, while
the third cell is free.
The code that implements the playing logic described
above is very simple and very small: we can expect that a
few tens of lines of code are sufficient to code the game
logic.
B. A Software Application to Play “five in a row”
Five in a row (aka Gomoku) can be seen as a
generalization of Tic-tac-toe. In fact, it is played on a larger
board (typically 19×19, as in Figure 7) and the aim of the
game is to put five tokens of a player in a row (horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally).

It is worth stressing that the use case diagram in Figure 5
describes all the considered applications, which differ from
each other only for the implemented game, hence for the
logic employed to compute the moves.
A. A Software Application to Play Tic-tac-toe
Tic-tac-toe is a very simple, universally known game. It
is played on a 3×3 board, as shown in Figure 6.
Each player in turn puts his/her token in a free cell. The
first player to place three tokens in a line (horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally) wins. When the board is filled and
no three-token line exists, the match is tie.
Playing Tic-tac-toe is very simple. In fact, to play
optimally, a software program has just to evaluate the
applicability of a short sequence of rules: the first applicable
rule determines the move.
Figure 7. Gomoku playing board.
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The functional specifications of Gomoku are exactly the
same as the specifications of Tic-tac-toe, except that the size
of the board is larger and the number of tokens to put in a
row is 5 instead of 3.
The combinations of tokens and free cells that can occur
on a Gomoku board are many more than in a Tic-tac-toe
game. Accordingly, a winning strategy is much more
complex, as it involves considering a bigger graph of
possibilities.
As a matter of fact, Gomoku has been a widely
researched artificial intelligence research domain, and there
are Gomoku professional players and tournaments.
Accordingly, we can safely state that Gomoku is a much
more complex game than Tic-tac-toe and requires a large
amount of processing, so that the machine can play at a level
that is comparable with that of a human player.
On the contrary, Tic-tac-toe is a very simple game: you
do not need to be particularly smart to master it and always
play perfectly.
C. A Software Application to Play “Reversi”
Reversi (aka Othello) is played on an 8×8 board. The
initial configuration is shown in Figure 8 a). Suppose player
A has black tokens. At his/her turn, player A has to put its
token in a position so as to form a horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal line of adjacent tokens that has black tokens at the
extremes and includes only white tokens (at least one). As an
effect of the move, the white tokens between the black
extremes become black. For instance, in the situation shown
in Figure 8 a), player A could place his/her black token
below the rightmost white token: such token is between two
black tokens and becomes black, as shown in Figure 8 b).
The game is named “Reversi” because usually the tokens are
black on one side and white on the opposite one, so to
change the color of a token you reverse it.

a)

b)
Figure 8. Reversi playing board.

The strategy required to win a Reversi game is definitely
more complex than the strategy required to play Tic-tac-toe.
However, it is simpler than the strategy required for playing
Gomoku, as the move search space is smaller.

IV.

APPLICATION SIZING

A. Measurement of the Tic-tac-toe Application
Let us apply the FSM methods described in Section II to
measure the Tic-tac-toe specifications given in Section III.A
above.
1) Measuring Tic-tac-toe with IFPUG Function Points.
The software model to be used includes just a Logical
data file: the board, which is a matrix of cells, each having
one of three possible values (circle, cross, free). So, it is easy
to see that there is only one Logical data file (the board),
which is a simple Internal Logical File (ILF), contributing 7
FP.
The software model to be used involves the following
elementary processes:
− Start a new game
− Make a move
− Show credits.
Start a new game is a simple External Input (EI),
contributing 3 FP. Make a move is a simple external output,
contributing 4 FP. One could wonder whether this operation
should be considered an input (because the move involves
inputting a position) or an output (because of the
computation and visualization of the move by the computer).
We consider that the latter is the main purpose of this
transaction, which is thus an external output. Show credits is
a simple External Query (EQ), contributing 3 FP.
In summary, the FPA size of the Tic-tac-toe application
is 17 FP.
2) Measuring Tic-tac-toe with the COSMIC Method
The COSMIC functional processes of the application are
the same as the FPA elementary processes. When measuring
the application using the COSMIC method, we have to
consider the data movements associated with each functional
process:
− Start a new game involves clearing the board and
possibly updating it, if the computer is the first to move
(a Write) and showing it (a Read and an Exit).
Therefore, this functional process contributes 3 CFP.
− Make a move involves entering a move (an Entry),
updating the board with the human player move (a
Write), reading it (a Read), and then updating it again
with the computer move and showing it (an Exit). In
addition, if a move concludes the game, the result is
shown (an Exit). Therefore, this functional process
contributes 5 CFP.
− Show credits involves the request to show credits (an
Entry), reading the credits (a Read) and outputting them
(an Exit). Thus, this functional process contributes 3
CFP.
In summary, the COSMIC size of the Tic-tac-toe
application is 11 CFP.
3) Measuring Tic-tac-toe with Use Case Points
The Tic-tac-toe application has one user, who interacts
with the system through a graphical user interface.
According to UCP rules, such user is a complex actor, with
weight 3.
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The Tic-tac-toe application has three use cases, as shown
in Figure 5. All of these use cases have 3 or fewer
transactions and can be realized with less than 5 analysis
objects; hence they are simple and their weight is 5.
So, the size of Tic-tac-toe is 3+5+5+5=18 UUCP.
TCF and EF involve several factors. However, only the
“Complex internal processing” factor of TCF is relevant for
our study, so we assume that all the factors considered in the
TCF and EF have value 3, i.e., average relevance. As a
consequence TCF×EF is 0.99 + 0.01 × CIP, where CIP is the
value of the Complex Internal Processing.
The Complex Internal Processing factor is supposed to
represent the complexity of the processing that is carried out
in the application. It is rated on a scale 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Unfortunately, in the original definition, Karner did not
provide criteria to rate Complex internal processing;
therefore, different persons could rate the same application
differently. Tic-tac-toe surely is a very simple application,
but it is very difficult to say if its Complex Internal
Processing factor should be rated 0 or 1. So, we can conclude
that the size of Tic-tac-toe is 18 × (0.99 + 0.01 CIP), that is,
either 17.82 or 18, depending on the value assigned to CIP.
4) Measuring Tic-tac-toe with Mark II Function Points
To size the Tic-tac-toe application using Mark II FP, it is
first necessary to identify the involved entities and Logical
transactions. This is very easy, since we have only two
entities (the board and the credits) while the logical
transactions correspond to IFPUG FP transactions, COSMIC
functional processes and UCP Use Cases (i.e., New game,
Move, Show credits).
The size is computed according to the number of input
data, entities referenced and output data as shown in TABLE
I. While New game and Show credits have just one input
(the event that triggers the operation), Move has two inputs:
the row and column where the player puts his/her token.
New game and Show credits also have just one output
(the board and the credits’ text, respectively); Move outputs
the board and the users’ tokens, or a diagnostic message
(when the player clicks on an already occupied cell).
New game and Move access the board entity, Show
credits accesses the credits entity.
TABLE I.

MEASURES OF TIC-TAC-TOE APPLICATION IN MARK II FP

Logical transaction

Ni

Ne

No

MKII FP

New game

1

1

1

2.5

Move

2

1

3

3.6

Show credits

1

1

1

2.5

Total

8.60

In conclusion, the application to play Tic-tac-toe has size
8.60 MKII FP.
5) Tic-tac-toe Code Measures
Since we are also interested in indications concerning the
amount of computation performed by the application, we
selected an open source implementation of Tic-tac-toe and
measured it.

To evaluate the “physical” size of the Tic-tac-toe
application, we looked for an open source application that
implements the specifications described above. Two such
applications are the programs available from [10] and [11].
To make the considered program functionally equivalent to
the other applications, we performed a merge of the code
from [10] and [11]. The main measures that characterize the
obtained code are given in TABLE II.
TABLE II.

MEASURES OF THE TIC-TAC-TOE APPLICATION CODE

Measures

Tic-tac-toe
Total

AI part

LoC

286

146

Number of Java statements

187

101

McCabe (method mean)

3.6

4.5

Num. classes

2

1

Num. methods

26

13

In TABLE I (and in TABLE II), column “AI part”
indicates the measures concerning exclusively the part of the
code that contains the determination of the computer move.
We reported both the number of lines of code and the
number of actual Java statements: the latter is a more precise
indication of the amount of source code, since it does not
consider blank lines, comments and lines containing only
syntactic elements, like parentheses. We also reported the
mean value of McCabe complexity of methods.
B. Measurement of Gomoku Application
Let us measure the Gomoku specifications given in
Section III.B above
1) Measuring Gomoku with IFPUG Function Points
and COSMIC
The functional size measures of the Gomoku application
are exactly the same as the measures of the Tic-tac-toe
application. In fact, the specifications of the two applications
are equal, except for the board size and winning row size,
which do not affect the measurement, because both IFPUG
FPA and COSMIC consider data types, not the value or
number of instances.
2) Measuring Gomoku with Use Case Points
Gomoku has the same actor and use cases as Tic-tac-toe.
Therefore, the size of Gomoku measured in UUCP is equal
to Tic-tac-toe’s.
As for Tic-tac-toe, we assume that the factors that
determine TCF and EF are all average, except for the CIP;
therefore, TCF×EF is 0.99 + 0.01 × CIP.
Gomoku is definitely a much more complex game than
Tic-tac-toe; therefore, the Gomoku playing program has to
perform quite complex processing to achieve an acceptable
playing level. We can therefore assign the Complex Internal
Processing a high rating, even though it is not clear whether
we should set CIP=5 or CIP=4. In conclusion, the size of
Gomoku is 18.54 or 18.72, depending on the value of CIP.
3) Measuring Gomoku with Mark II FP
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The Gomoku application is characterized by the same
actors, use cases, transactions and entities as the Tic-tac-toe
application. Therefore, they have the same size measure
expressed in Mark II FP.
4) Gomoku Code Measures
As for Tic-tac-toe, we selected an open source
implementation of Gomoku and measured it. More precisely,
we looked for a program capable of sophisticated
“reasoning” that lets the program play at the level of a fairly
good human player. One such application is the Gomoku
Java program available from [12].
The main measures that characterize the code are given
in TABLE III.

Gomoku apply. The only difference is that when the New
game logical transaction is performed, the initial situation of
the board is not empty, therefore we have 2 additional output
DET associated to New game. This is shown in TABLE IV.
TABLE IV.

MEASURES OF THE REVERSI APPLICATION IN MARK II FP

Logical transaction

Ni

Ne

No

MKII FP

New game

1

1

3

3.02

Move

2

1

3

3.6

Show credits

1

1

1

2.5

Total
TABLE III.

MEASURES OF THE GOMOKU APPLICATION CODE
Gomoku [12]

Measures

Total

AI part

LoC

859

373

Number of Java statements

419

212

McCabe (method mean)

2.6

5.4

Num. classes

17

3

Num. methods

83

25

Measures in TABLE III were derived using the same
tools and have the same meaning as the measures in TABLE
II.
C. Measurement of Reversi Application
1) Measuring Reversi with IFPUG Function Points and
COSMIC
The functional size measures of the Reversi application
are exactly the same as the measures of the Tic-tac-toe and
Gomoku applications. In fact, the specifications of the three
applications are characterized by the same basic functional
components.
2) Measuring Reversi with Use Case Points
Reversi has the same actor and use cases as Tic-tac-toe
and Gomoku. Therefore, the size of Reversi measured in
UUCP is equal to Tic-tac-toe’s and Gomoku’s.
As for the other applications, we assume that the factors
that determine TCF and EF are all average, except for the
CIP; therefore, TCF×EF is 0.99 + 0.01 × CIP.
Reversi is definitely more complex than Tic-tac-toe, but
less complex than Gomoku. We can therefore assign the
Complex Internal Processing a high rating, but not as high as
Gomoku’s. So, it is probably reasonable to set CIP=4 or
CIP=3. In conclusion, the size of Reversi is 18.36 or 18.54,
depending on the value of CIP.
Note that the value assigned to CIP is largely subjective:
this is due to the fact that the definition of UCP does not
provide precise guidelines for determining the values of TCF
and EF factors.
3) Measuring Reversi with Mark II Function Points
When measuring the Reversi applications with Mark II
FP, the same considerations reported for Tic-tac-toe and

9.12

In conclusion, the application to play Reversi has size
9.12 MKII FP.
4) Reversi Code Measures
Like with the other applications, we selected an open
source Java implementation of Reversi [13] and measured it.
More precisely, the implementation of Reversi that we
found [13] was richer than the implementations of Tic-tactoe and Gomoku in functionality (e.g., it features a help
function, the possibility of choosing the playing level and the
dashboard color, etc.). To make the Reversi application
comparable to the others, we simplified the implementation,
deleting all the additional functions and the corresponding
code.
The main measures that characterize the resulting code
are given in TABLE V.
TABLE V.

MEASURES OF THE REVERSI APPLICATION CODE
Reversi [13]

Measures

Total

AI part

LoC

419

218

Number of Java statements

290

180

McCabe (method mean)

3.1

4.4

Num. classes

6

4

Num. methods

36

17

Measures in TABLE V were derived using the same
tools and have the same meaning as the measures in TABLE
II and TABLE III.
V.

COMPARISON OF MEASURES

The measures reported in Section IV and summarized in
TABLE VI show that a few applications may have the same
functional size, but very different code size: for instance, the
Gomoku application is twice as big as the Tic-tac-toe
application. Considering the nature of these applications, the
difference in code is largely explained by the different
amount of processing required. In the case of Tic-tac-toe, the
number of possible moves is very small, as is the number of
different possible configurations that can be achieved by
means of a move: hence, every move computation has to
explore a very small space. The contrary is true for the
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Gomoku application. The consequence is that Gomoku
requires an amount of code devoted to move computation
that is more than twice as much as the code required by Tictac-toe. Reversi requires more data processing than Tic-tactoe and less processing than Gomoku; accordingly, its
implementation is bigger than Tic-tac-toe’s and smaller than
Gomoku’s.
The collected measures are summarized in TABLE VI.
Both measures concerning the complete application (column
Total) and measures concerning the artificial intelligence
part of the application (column AI) are given. It should be
noted that the functional size makes sense only concerning
the complete application, since it is not allowed in FSM
methods to measure only a portion of the application (this
would actually be possible with the COSMIC method, but
the resulting measure would not be comparable to those of
the complete applications, though).
TABLE VI.

SUMMARY OF THE APPLICATIONS’ MEASURES.
Tic-tac-toe
Total

Data proc.

Reversi

AI

Total

Gomoku
AI

Very
Average
Average
low

Total

AI

Medium
Average
-high

High

Java statem.

187

101

290

180

419

212

McCabe

3.6

4.5

3.1

4.4

2.6

5.4

Classes

2

1

6

4

17

3

Methods

26

13

36

17

83

25

IFPUG FP

17

17

17

CFP

11

11

11

UUCP

18

18

18

17.8–18

18.4–18.5

18.5–18.7

8.60

9.12

8.60

UCP
Mark II FP

These observations suggest a
considerations, which are reported below.

few

Data
processing

Gomoku

Reversi

Tic-tac-toe
Functional Size

Figure 9. Plot of data processing vs. functional size for the considered
applications.

For the sake of precision, we must note that Mark II FP
and UUCP measures are not equal for all the applications,
but are only slightly different, while the differences in terms
of data processing are fairly large.
If we plot the three considered applications in a Cartesian
plane, where the axes represent the amount of required data
processing and the physical size (expressed in LoC, or
number of statement, or in number of methods, etc.), we get
the situation described in Figure 9 (note that axis scales are
just indicative). It is possible to see that there is a clear
relationship between the physical size and the amount of
processing required.
Data
processing

Gomoku

Reversi

Tic-tac-toe
Physical Size

important

A. Functional Size and Data Processing
The definitions of IFPUG FP, COSMIC FP, Mark II FP,
and UUCP do not properly take into account the amount of
processing required by software functional specifications. If
we plot the three considered applications in a Cartesian
plane, where the axes represent the amount of required data
processing and the functional size (expressed via any
functional size measure), we get the situation described in
Figure 9 (note that the y axis is not in scale). It appears that
there is no relationship that links the functional size and the
amount of processing required.

Figure 10. Plot of data processing vs. physical size for the considered
applications.

If we assume –as is generally accepted– that the effort
required to implement a software application is related to the
number of Lines of Code to be written, the possibility of
having widely different sizes in LoC for applications that
have the same functional size implies that functional size is
not a good enough predictor of development effort.
B. Mark II FP Measures
In the considered cases, Mark II FP size measures
indicate that Reversi is marginally bigger than the other
applications. This is misleading when considering that the
Gomoku application is actually much bigger than Reversi. In
addition, the difference with respect to Tic-tac-toe’s size
does not give a proper idea of the actual difference: the
implementation of Reversi is 55% bigger than Tic-tac-toe’s,
while the functional size in Mark II FP is only 6% bigger.
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C. Effort Required for Non-coding Activities
The observation reported in Section V.A above does not
apply only to the coding phase. In fact, the difference in the
number of classes and methods (shown in TABLE VI)
suggests that also the effort required by design and testing
activities is better estimated based on measures that represent
the size of the code structure –like the number of classes–
rather than the functional size.
D. The Explanation Power of TCF
In the analyzed cases, the correction to UUCP due to the
TCF appears largely insufficient. In fact, assigning to CIP
the biggest possible value (i.e., 5) for Gomoku and the
smallest (i.e., 0) for Tic-tac-toe causes the size of Gomoku
(18.72 UCP) to be only 5% bigger than the size of Tic-tactoe (17.82 UCP). Such difference does not appear to be able
to predict the difference in terms of Java statements to be
written, as the AI code of Gomoku is twice as big as the AI
code of Tic-tac-toe.
We should note that in this paper we considered
Unadjusted Function Points, as defined in the ISO standard
[3]. However, the IFPUG also defines “adjusted” Function
Points, which are obtained by applying to the unadjusted
measure a value adjustment factor (VAF) that is based on a
few characteristics of the application being measured,
including “Complex Processing” [2]. Actually, the definition
of UCP’s TCF and EF were inspired by Function Points’
VAF. The considerations reported above concerning the
representativeness of TCF apply to VAF as well. The
“Complex Processing” component of VAF affects the size
by less than 8%: too little to explain the observed differences
in the considered applications’ code size.
E. The Explanation Power of McCabe Complexity
As a final remark, we can observe that mean McCabe
complexity is fairly similar in all the considered applications.
The mean McCabe complexity of the AI part of the
applications increases with the amount of data processing
required by the games, but the differences are very small:
from 4.5 of Tic-tac-toe to 5.4 of Gomoku. This means that
applications dealing with more complex games (like
Gomoku) do not need code that is much more complex (in
McCabe’s sense), but just more code. In other words, it is the
difference in the amount of data processing, not in the
complexity of the processing that is relevant, and that
existing functional size measures fail to represent.
VI.

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

The problems described above are at the level of
elementary processes (alias transactions, alias functional
processes). Namely, the problem with the considered board
games is located in the Move process, which has the same
functional size in all applications, but requires quite different
data processing in the three considered applications.
Readers might wonder whether the described problem is
due to the nature of the considered applications, which
involve the usage of artificial intelligence. Actually, the same
type of problem can be found in different application
domains. Let us consider the measurement of source code.

Several processes that are frequently found in measurement
programs share the same set of properties, namely:
− Inputs: the request to measure and the name of the
source code file to be measured.
− Output: the value of the measure.
− Data read: the code file.
Examples of such processes are the measurement of LoC,
the measurement of Non commenting LoC (i.e., LoC not
including comments), the measurement of McCabe
complexity and the measurement of the coupling between
objects (CBO) [14].
It is easy to see that these processes have the same
functional size, whatever measure they compute. More
precisely, they all have the same functional size if IFPUG
FP, COMSIC FP or Mark II FP are used. If UCP are used,
the sizes could differ of up to 5%, because of differences in
the “Complex Internal Processing” factor.
However, different measures require different amounts of
data processing:
− Total LoC: the processing is extremely simple, as it just
involves counting the number of ‘new line’ characters.
− Non commenting: the required processing is more
complex than in the former case, but still rather simple.
In fact it is sufficient to recognize the beginning and end
of comments and exclude lines that are entirely included
in comments.
− McCabe complexity: the processing is more complex
than in the previous case, since syntax analysis is
required to recognize functions (or procedures or
methods, depending on the programming language) and
decision statements (if, while, for, etc.). The
computation of McCabe complexity is usually
performed by first parsing the code to obtain an abstract
syntax tree, and then visiting the tree to count the
relevant syntactic elements (if, while, etc.).
− CBO: the processing is still more complex. In fact,
semantic analysis of code is also required, in addition to
syntax analysis. For instance, when a statement like
a = b.new_class(x,y,z); is found in class C, it is
necessary to understand the type (class) returned by
method new_class, to properly count the number of
dependencies of class C.
So, a program that measures McCabe complexity and
CBO has the same functional size as a program that counts
total LoC and non-comment LoC; however, it is quite clear
that implementing the former program is much more
demanding in terms of development effort, since a greater
amount of data processing has to be implemented.
Similar examples in different domains are easily found.
For instance, in the statistical domain, a few processes have
to show a series of data concerning a time period, via
different representations. All the processes have the same
inputs, read similar data, and output similar information
(although using different graphical styles): accordingly, all
the processes have the same functional size, since graphical
styles are irrelevant. However, some of these process could
require a very small amount of data processing. For instance,
the process that shows data via a bar chart (Figure 11)
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consists of a simple loop: at every iteration a value is read
and a bar of length proportional to the value is drawn. On the
contrary, a process that shows the data via a “smooth”
interpolation line, e.g., a lowess (locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing) curve [15] (Figure 12) has to perform a definitely
greater amount of data processing, since the computation of
weighted linear least squares regression is required.

Figure 11. Output of a transaction that represents a time series via an
histogram.

Figure 12. Output of a transaction that represents a time series via a
LOWESS curve.

Summarizing, there are many examples of transactions (alias
elementary processes, alias functional processes, etc.) whose
functional size measure does not appear effective in
representing the functionality delivered to the user, since the
–quite variable– amount of data processing is not accounted
for.
VII. DISCUSSION: WHAT SOLUTIONS ARE POSSIBLE?
The usefulness of the evidence given in this paper stems
from a few well-known facts:
− We need to estimate, during the early phases of a
project, the overall software development effort.
− Development effort has been widely reported to be
directly related to the size in LoC of software.
Unfortunately, the size in LoC is not available in the
early phases of projects, when estimates are most
needed.
− Therefore, we need FSM methods, i.e., we need
measures of functional specifications, because
specifications are available in the early phases of
projects.
− In this paper, we provided some evidence that current
FSM methods appear limited in representing the amount
of data processing required by functional specifications.
Therefore, we need to somehow enhance FSM methods
to remove such limitation.
So, we are facing the following research question: how
can we improve FSM methods so that the delivered
functional size measures account for the amount of data
processing described or implied by the functional
specifications?
This is an open research question, which calls for a
substantial amount of further studies. In the following
sections, we report a few observations, ideas, and evaluations
that could be useful considering when tackling the problem.
A. Software Models
FSM methods –like any measurement method– are
applied to models of the object to be measured. Hence, a
rather straightforward consideration is that data processing
must be represented in the model that describes the software
application to be measured.
We can observe that the conceptual model of software
proposed in the COSMIC method includes data processing,
but no criteria or procedures for measuring data processing
are given in the context of the COSMIC method.
In COSMIC, data processing is a sub-process of a
functional process. Therefore, functional processes should be
described in a manner that makes it possible to identify and
measure the extent of data processing that occurs within a
functional process.
Given the similarity of COSMIC functional processes
and FPA elementary processes (or transactions) any
technique used to enhance the expressivity of COSMIC
models as far as data processing is concerned should be
readily applicable to FPA models as well.
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B. Software Specifications
A question that should be considered is if the information
required for identifying and measuring data processing is
always available from the software specifications that are
derived from user requirements.
FSM methods use models of functional specifications: if
functional specifications do not include information on data
processing, neither do their models, and FSM methods will
not be able to account for data processing.
So, another open question is the following: is it necessary
to go beyond user requirements related specifications to be
able to represent data processing? In other words: should
elements of design be anticipated, to get better measures of
the amount of data processing to be implemented?
C. Qualitative Knowledge
Current FSM methods are inherently quantitative. Even
though some measurement activities –like deciding if two
sets of data should be two RET of a unique logic file or they
should belong to separate logic files– involve some
subjectivity, they are always meant to provide measures (the
number of ILF, RET, etc.) at the ratio level of measurement.
One could wonder if the use of more qualitative
knowledge, derived through inherently subjective
evaluations and expressed via ordinal scales, would be more
suitable for expressing the relevant information concerning
data processing.
For instance, after talking with stakeholders, an analyst
could easily classify the functional process “Make a move”
of the Tic-tac-toe application as very simple, while the same
process of the Gomoku application could be classified as
very complex.
D. Towards a Measure of Data Processing
As mentioned above, proposing a solution to the problem
outlined above is very difficult. Here, we outline a few
directions to be considered when addressing the problem.
A first consideration concerns the level of description of
data processing. At a high level, the “variability” of the
processes in terms of number of different cases to be
considered could easily determine the amount of data
processing required. Consider for instance a process that
starts by identifying users: if the specifications indicate that
the user can be identified in three different ways (e.g., by
name, by social security number, and by email address) it is
likely that it will have to process three times as much data as
a process that identifies users in a single way.
Another observation concerns how to differentiate
functionalities. A possibility is to account for the internal
states a function has to deal with. In the case of tic-tac-toe,
the number of states in which the game can be is quite small;
on the contrary, the states of a Gomoku game are very
numerous. Accordingly, the amount of computation could be
proportional to the number of states, since the function has to
properly deal with all states. However, the quantification of
data processing could be further complicated by the presence
of equivalent states, i.e., sets of states that are managed in the
same way, so that having N or N+1 states in such sets would
not affect the amount of processing required. For instance, a

date increase function has to account for months having 28
(or 29), 30, or 31 days: the fact that there are 7 months
having 31 days and just one having 28 days is irrelevant. In
complex cases, identifying the relevant states could be very
difficult; for instance, in Gomoku several token patterns can
be identified, and each pattern calls for a specific strategy.
So, the interesting states are the token patterns, but
imagining in advance all the possible patterns is quite hard.
A qualitative indication concerning the number of states
would probably be more appropriate, in this case.
VIII. RELATED WORK
Although several FSM methods (e.g., Mark II FP,
NESMA and FiSMA) have been proposed as extensions or
replacements of Function Point Analysis, very little attention
has been given to the measurement of data processing.
A noticeable exception is the proposal of Feature Points
by Capers Jones [16]. In this functional size measure,
algorithms were added to the set of FPA basic functional
components (ILF, EIF, EI, EO and EQ), and each component
type was assigned a unique value, i.e., the notion of
complexity was removed. The method was soon abandoned,
mainly due to the difficulty of identifying algorithms, which
are typically not documented in functional specifications.
Function Point Analysis and other methods –like Use
Case Points [8]– introduce a mechanism for “adjusting” the
size measure to take into account additional complexity
factors that are likely to increase the effort required for
implementation. In fact, among FPA value adjustment
factors (VAF) we find “Complex Internal Processing,”
which represents to what degree the application includes
extensive logical or mathematical processing. This
mechanism is similar to what we need, but has a few
shortcomings, including:
− In FPA the considered VAF’s value increases the
application size by 4% to 8%: at least one order of
magnitude less than needed in the Tic-tac-toe vs.
Gomoku case.
− The VAF applies to the whole application, so that it is
not possible to distinguish simple and complex
processes.
Noticeably, only the definition of unadjusted Function
Points was standardized [3].
The Path measure [17][18] represents the complexity of
processes in terms of the number of execution paths that are
required for each process. Although this measure proved
fairly effective in improving effort estimation based on
functional size measures, it is not applicable in cases like
those considered in this paper, since the alternative courses
of the specified processes are not known.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown by means of examples that
FSM methods fail to represent the amount of data processing
required by software functional specifications.
One could wonder how general are the results reported in
the paper. As for this issue, we showed in Section VI that the
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limits of FSM methods discussed in the paper apply to
several application domains.
The work reported in the paper indicates that we need a
measure that can complement traditional FSM methods to
represent the amount of data processing that is needed to
provide the required functionality.
We are interested in representing and quantifying the
amount of data processing not because of an abstract interest
in the definition of functional size measures, but because –as
shown in the paper– data processing is logically related to
code size, which in its turn is linked to the amount of
development effort required to build a software application.
How to measure the amount of data processing required
by the specifications of a software application is an open
research question of great practical interest that should
receive much more attention than it currently does.
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